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Art. I.

—

Description of an Ancient Sepulchral Mound near Newark,
Ohio; by O. C. Marsh, F.G.S.

1

Ix the first volume of the Smitl is Messrs.

Squier and Davis have ably described the most important of
those a. :iont monumenN of th Mi~- -!]•, : Val! y, which ren-

der that region so interesting to the student of American
archaeology. By discarding vague speculation, which had
been the prominent fault of most previous investigators, and
adopting that rigid method of rca so success-

fully by Seal re enabled

to embody in their work all that was valuable in previous

accounts, and to add much new and important information con-

cerning that ancient population of this country, who have left

behind them so many imposing structures. The subsequent
researches of Squier, Latham, and others, have thrown additional

light upon ct, so that at the present time

ind-builders" can no longer be regarded as an unknown
people, although both tradition and history are silent in regard

to them.
Few of these ancient monuments of the West have attracted

more attention than the group of 'Enclosures,' or 'Forts,' near

Newark, Ohio, which have long been celebrated on account of

their great extent, and remarkable regularity. They consist

mainly of elaborate ear?hw< rks, in the form of a circle, octagon,

and square, and enclose an area of about four square i

. JotTR. Sci.-



2 O. C. Marsh—Description of an Ancient Sepulchral Mound.

the upper terrace between two branches of the Licking River.

They were well described by Atwater, in 1820, who regarded

them as works of defense;
3 and subsequently by Squier and

Davis, who, however, considered them sacred enclosures.
3

Scattered over the same plain, and crowning the neighboring

hills, are numerous tumuli, or mounds, evidently erected by the

same people that built the larger works.

While on a geological excursion through the West, during the

last autumn, the writer spent several days at Newark, examining
these various monuments in company with George P. Russell,

Esq., of Salem, Mass., who is well versed in everything relat-

ing to American antiquities. In the course of our investiga-

tions a sepulchral mound was opened, which proved to be in

many respects the most interesting one of the kind yet examined.
Mounds of this class received from Squier and Davis much less

attention than the smaller "Alter Mounds," as the latter usually

contain more relics of ancient art. These authors, moreover,

examined none of those belonging to the Newark group of

works, although the mounds in that vicinity appear to present

some points of difference from those of other localities. For
these reasons a more detailed account of our explorations will

be given than would otherwise be necessary. The mound
selected for examination was about two and a half miles south
el' N -wark, on the i irm oi Mr Thomas Taylor, and was known
in the neighborhood as the "Taylor Mound." It was conical in

the

average dimensions of the burial

mounds in thatTvicinity. It was situated on the summit of a

ridge, in the midst of a stately forest. On the mound itself

several oak trees, two and a half to three feet in diameter, were

growing, and near them were stumps of others, evidently of

greater age. The mound stood qnite alone, nearly half a mile

from its nearest neighbor, and about three miles from the large

earthworks already mentioned. In our explorations we were
greatly assisted by Dr. J. N. Wilson, and Messrs. Dennis and
Shrock, of Newark, and Charles W. Chandler, Esq., of Zanes-

ville, who are all much interested in the local antiquities of that

An excavation about eight feet in diameter was first made
from the apex of the mound, and after the surface soil was re-

moved the earth was found to be remarkably compact, probably
owing to its having been firmly trodden down when deposited.

This earth was a light loam, quite different from the soil of the

ridge itself, and its pec sated that it

had been brought to the spot in small quantities. In excavating
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and piec

at various depths. At live and a half feet below the surface,

where the earth became less difficult to remove, a broken stone

pipe was found, which had evidently been long in use. It was
made of a very soft limestone containing fragments of small
fossil shells, apparently Cretaceous species. No rock of precisely

this kind is known to exist in Ohio. Pieces of a tube of the

same material, and about an inch in diameter, were found near
the pipe. The cavity was about two-thirds of an inch in diam-
eter, and had been bored out with great regularity. Similar

tubes have occasionally been found in mounds, but their use is

not definitely known.
About seven feet from the top of the mound a thin white

layer was observed, which extended over a horizontal surface

of several square yards. Near the center of this space, and
directly under the apex of the mound, a string of more than

' undred beads of native copper was found, and '

-
' 1

small bones
beads were strung i

apparently the inner bark of a tree, and this had been pre-

served by salts of the copper, the antiseptic properties of which
are well known. The position of the beads showed clearly

that they had been wound two or three times around the neck
of the child ; and the bones themselves, (the neural arches
of the cervical vertebras, a clavicle, and a first rib), were pre-

cisely those which the beads would naturally come in contact

with, when decomposition of the body ensued. The remains
evidently owe their preservation to this fact, as they are all

colored with carbonate of copper, and the other parts of the

skeleton had entirely decayed. The position the body had oc-

cupied, however, was still clearly indicated by the darker color

of the earth. The beads were about one-fourth of an inch

long, and one-third in diameter, and no little skill had been
in their construction. They were evidently made,

without the aid of fire, by hammering the metal in its

state; but the joints were so neatly fitted that in most cases it

was very difficult to detect them. On the same cord, and
arranged at regular intervals, were five shell beads, of the same
diameter, but about twice as long as those of copper. All had
apparently been well polished, and the necklace, when worn,
must have formed a tasteful and striking ornament. 4

. : I :

" •

:
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About a foot below the remains just described, and a little

east of the center of the mound, were two adult human skele-

tons, lying one above the other, and remarkably well preserved.

ment had evidently been performed with great care.

The heads were toward the east, slightly higher than the feet,

and the arms were carefully composed "at the sides. A white

stratum, similar in every respect to the one already mentioned,

was here very distinct, and extended Horizontally over a space

of five or six yards, in the center of which the remains had
been laid. The earth separated readily through this stratum,

and an examination of the exposed surfaces showed that they

were formed from two decayed lav* rs of kirk, ou one of which
the bodies hud been placed, and the other covered over them.
The smooth sides of the bark had thus come together, and the

decomposition of the inner layers had produced the peculiar

indicated.
5

Directly above these sk ktons was a layer of red-

dish earth, apparently a mixture of ashes and burned clay,

winch covured a surface of about a square yard. Near the

middle of this space was a small pile of charred human bones,

the re 1 iui s <>[ A kton \ Inch had been burned immediately
over those j u.st described. The fire had evidently been continued

for some time, and then allowed to go out; when the fragments
of bone and cinders that remained were scraped together, and
covered with earth. All the bones were in small pieces, and
most of them distorted by heat; but among them were found
the lower extremity of a humerus, and some fragments of a

fibula, which showed them to be human, and indicated an adult

rather below the medium size. The two skeletons found beneath
these remains were well formed, and of opposite sex. The

. of the bones indicated that the female was about
thirty years of age, and the male somewhat older. It is not im-

possible that these were husband and wife—the latter put to

I buried above the remains of her consort; and the
ues may have been those of a human

at the funeral ceremonies. 6 Near these skeletons was a small
qnantity of reddish brown powder, which proved on examina-
tion to be hematite. It was probably used as a paint.'

£;::.,:
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On continuing our excavations about a foot lower, and some-
what more to the eastward, a second pile of charred human
bones was found resting on a layer of ashes, charcoal and burned
clay. But one or two fragments of these remains could be

: as human, and these also indicated a small-sized adult.

The incremation had apparently been performed in the same
manner as in the previous instance. Immediately beneath the

clay deposit a third white layer was observed, quite similar to

that just described. In this layer was a male skeleton, not in

so good a state of preservation as those already mentioned,

although evidently belonging to an individual considerably

older. In this case also the head was toward the east, and the

burial had been carefully performed. Near this skeleton about

a pint of white chart was lbu id, which appeared to belong to

some of the native grasses. The form was still quite distinct,

although ii"aily ail the organic substance had di.-appeared. A
few inches deeper, near the surface of the natural earth, several

skeletons of various ages were met with, which had evidently
been buried in a hurried manner. All were nearly or quite

horizontal, but no layer of bark had been spread for their recep-

tion, and no care taken in regard to arrangement of limbs. These
te ot preservation, some parts

being quite perfect. A tibia and fibula, with most of the cor-

responding bones of a foot, were found quite by themselves, and
- rved.

Our excavations had now reached the original surface of the
ridge, on which the mound was erected, and we were about to

discontinue further researches, when the dark color of the earth

at one point attracted attention, and an examination soon showed
that a cist, or grave, had first been excavated in the soil, before

the mound itself was commenced. This grave was under the
t of the elevation, about four feet from the center.

It consist d of a sii ,pl •
< xeavation, in an east and west direc-

tion, about six feet long, three wide, and nearly two deep. In
were found parts of at least eight s'o 1 tot s, which

had evidently been thrown in carelessly,—most of them soon
i, but one or two not until the bones had become de-

tached and weathered. Some of the bones were very well pre-

served, andi Is of various ages. Two infants,

about a year and eighteen months old respectively, were each
represented by a single os illium, and bones of several other

Iren were found. One skull, apparently that of a boy
about twelve years of ats, and this

was the best preserved of any obtained in the mound. The
skeleton of an aged woman of -

I resting

on its side. It was bent together, and lay aci - I . grave w ttS

its head towards the north. Some of the loose, human bones,
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exhumed from the bottom of the grave, were evidently imper-

feet when thrown in. Among these was part of a large femur,

which had been gnawed by some carnivorous animal. The
marks of the teeth were sharply defined, and corresponded to

those made by a dog or a wolf.

Quite a number of implements of various kinds were found

with the human remains in this grave. Near its eastern end,

where the detached bones had been buried, were nine lance and

arrow-heads, nearly all of the same form, and somewhat rudely

made of flint and chert. The material was probably obtained

from "Flint ridge," a siliceous deposit of Carboniferous age, which

crops out a few miles distant. These weapons are of peculiar

interest, as it appears they are the first that have been discovered

in a sepulchral mound, although many such have been carefully

examined. 8 They show that the custom—so common among the

Indians of this country—of burying with the dead their imple-

ments of war or the chase, obtained occasionally, at least, among
the mound-builders. Not far from these weapons six small

hand-axes were found, one of which was made of hematite,

and the rest of compact greenstone, or diorite, the material often

used by the Indians for similar articles. Two of these corres-

ponded closely in form with the stone hand-axe figured by
Squier and Davis as the only one then known from the mounds/
With these axes were found a small hatchet of hematite, a flint

chisel, and a peculiar flint instrument, apparently used for scrap-

ing wo
Inth I part of the grave, near the aged female skeleton

already alluded to, were a large number of bone implements, all

exceedingly well preserved. Among these were five needles, or

bodkins, from three to six inches in length, neatly made from

the metatarsal bones of the common deer ; and also a spatula,

cut from an ulna, and probably used for moulding pottery.

With these were found about a dozen peculiar implements
formed from the antlers of the deer and elk. They are cylin-

drical in form, from three to eight inches in length, and an inch

to an inch and a half in diameter. Most of these had both

ends somewhat rounded, and perfectly smooth, as if they had
either been long in use, or carefully polished. It is possible

these implements were used for smoothing down the seams of

skins or leal ft least, be well adapted to such a

urpose. A " whistle," made from a tooth of a young black

, and several "spoons," cut out of the shells of river mus-

sels, were also obtained near the same spot.

A vessel of coarse pottery was found near the western end of

the grave, but, unfortunately, was broken

!"'!

' Smithsonian Contributions, vol. i, fig. 110, p. 217.
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was about five inches in its greatest diameter, six in height, and
one-third of an inch in thickness. It was without ornament
and rudely made of clay containing some sand and powdered
quartz. It was filled with soft, black earth, the color being
probably due to some animal or vegetable substance, which it

contained when deposited in the grave. Fragments of a vase
of similar material, but having the top ornamented, were found
in another part of the mound. Neither of these vessels were
superior, in any respect, to the pottery manufactured by the

Near the bottom of the mound, and especially in the grave,

arious animal bones, most of them in an excellent state

ei vation. Many of these belonged to the common deer,

arly all the hollow bones had been skillfully split open
;v for the purpose of extracting the mar-

row,—a common custom among rude nations. Some of these

remains of the deer indicated individuals of a size seldom at-

tained by the species at the present time. Beside one of the

skeletons in the grave, and evidently deposited with it, were
several bones of the gray rabbit. This renders it not unlikely

that the mound-builders used this animal for food,—a point of

some interest, as the inhabitants of Europe in the stone age are

supposed to have been prevented from eating the hare, by the

same superstition that prevailed among the ancient Britons, and
is still observed among the Laplanders.

10

Some of the animal remains in the mound, although well

preserved, were in too small fragn

tion. Characteristi

of those in the following 1:

Cervus Canadensis, Erxl., (elk).

Cervus Virpinianus, Bodd., (common deer).

:

Canis latrans? Say, (prairie wolf).

Lepits • rabbit).

Arctomys monax, Gm., (woodehuck).

Unio alatus, Say, (river mussel).

It will be observed that these are all existing species, and,

with one or two exceptions, are still living in Ohio—a fact of
some importance in its relation to the antiquity of the mounds.
The discovery of these remains under such circumstances shows,

moreover, that the mound-builders depended, to some extent, at

least, on the chase for subsistence. If, however, they were a
stationary and agricultural people, as is generally supposed, we
should expect to find in the mounds, the remains of domestic,

rather than of wild, animals, but none of these have yet been
discovered. This may be owing to the fact that comparatively

w
Lyell, Antiquity of Man, p. 24. London. 1863.
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little attention has hitherto been paid to the animal remains,

and other objects of natural history found in the mounds,
although a careful study of these would undoubtedly throw
much light upon the mode of life of the mound-builders.

11

The excellent state of preservation of the various skeletons

in this mound is remarkable, and. has probably never been
in the hundreds that have hitherto been examined.

The remains of undoubted mound-builders have almost invari-

ably been found so much decayed that it was impossible to re-

cover a single bone entire.'
3 The preservation in this case was

doubtless due in part to the excessive compactness of the earth

above the remains, but rnainlv to the fact that the mound stood

on an elevation, wh re n >isture could not accumulate. The
skeletons in the lower part of the mound were not so well pre-

served as those higher up, probably because the original soil of

the ridge nal re moisture than the earth above
it. There may have been, moreover, a considerable interval

between the irregular burials, and those that followed, and thus

some of the skeletons commenced to decay before the mound
was completed. The interval, however, could not have been of
very long duration, as no perceptible deposit of vegetable matter

was formed over the small mound then existing. The same
may be said of the intervals between the regular interments,

and also of the subsequent period preceding the final completion

of the mound. It should, perhaps, be remarked before proceed-

ing further, that this mound had evidently never been disturbed

by the Indii the human remains and other ob-

jects found in it were undoubtedly deposited there by its builders.

This will readily be admitted by every one familiar with the

subject, as the last interment was at least seven feet below the

surface, directly under the apex of the mound, and the white
layers—infallible indications of regular burials of the mound-
builders—all extended over the grave, and remained undis-

turbed.
13

this mound were of medium size,

average of those of the Indians still

m Indiana occasionally b

t clearly distinguish then
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living in this country. The bones were certainly not stouter

than those of Indians of the same size, although this has been
regarded as a characteristic of the remains of the mound-build-
ers. All the skulls in the mound were broken—in one instance

apparently before burial—and most of them so much decayed
that no attempt was made to preserve them. Two, however,
were recovered with the more important parts but little injured.

Both were of small size, and showed the vertical occiput, promi-

nent vertex, and large interparietal diameter, so characteristic

of crania belonging to the American race. In other respects

there was nothing of special interest in their conformation.

With a single exception, all the human teeth observed were
perfectly sound.. The teeth of all the adult skeletons were
much worn, those of aged individuals usually to a remarkable
degree. The manner in which these were worn away is pecu-

K 'sting, as it indicates that the mound-builders, like

the ancient Egyptians, and the Danes of the stone age, did not,

in eating, use the incisive teeth for cutting, as modern nations

do. This is evident from the fact that the worn incisors are all

truncated in the same plane with the coronal surfaces of the

molars, showing that the upper front teeth impinge directly on
the summits of those below, instead of lapping over them. This
peculiarity may be seen in the teeth of Egyptian mummies, as

was first pointed out by Cuvier."

All the bones in this mound, animal as well as human, were
very light, and many of them exceedingly brittle. They adhere
strongly to the tongue, but application of hydrochloric acid

shows that they still retain a considerable portion of the carti-

lage. Some of the mon bion showed a tendency
to crumble on exposure to the air, were readily preserved by
immersing them in spermaceti melted in boiling water, a new
method, used by Prof. Lartet and other French paleontologists,

and admirably adapted to such a purpose.

There are several points connected with this mound which
deserve especial notice, as they appear to throw sonic i

light upon the customs of the mound-builders, particularly their

modes of burial, and funeral ceremonies. One of the most re-

markable features in the mound was the large number of skele-

tons it contained. With one or two exceptions, none of the
burial mounds hitherto examined have contained more than a
single skeleton which unquestionably belonged to the mound-
builders, while in this instance parts of at least seventeen were
exhumed. The number of small children represented among
these remains is also worthy of notice, as it indicates for this

particular case a rate of infant mortality (about thirty-three per
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cent) which is much higher than some have supposed ever ex-

isted among rude nations. Another point of special interest in

this mound is the evidence it affords that the regular method of

burial among the mound-builders was sometimes omitted, and
the remains interred in a hurried and careless manner. This
was the case with eleven of the skeletons exhumed in the course

of our explorations, a remarkable fact, which appears to be
without a precedent in the experience of previous investigators.

It should be mentioned in this connection that nearly all of

these remains were those of women and children. Their hur-

ried and careless burial might seem to indicate a want of respect

on the part of their surviving friends, were there not ample evi-

dence to prove that reverence for the dead was a prominent
characteristic of the mound-builders. It is not unlikely that in

this instance some unusual cause, such as pestilence or war, may
have made a- hasty interment necessary. The various imple-

ments and remains of "animals found with these skeletons also

deserve notice, as they far exceed in number and variety any
hitherto discovered in a single mound. They prove, nc

that, if in this instance the rites of regular burial wer
the departed, their supposed future wants were amply

]

unusual accompaniment c

bones, would seem to imply that in this case the remains and
weapons of a hunter or warrior of disctinction, recovered after

long exposure, had been buried together.
15

The last three interments in this mound were performed with

great care, as already stated, and in strict accordance with the

usual custom of the mound-builders. The only point of par-

ticular interest in regard to them is the connection which ap-

pears to exist between some of the skeletons and the charred

human bones found above them. Similar deposits of partially

burned bones, supposed to be human, have in one or two in-

stances been observed on the altars of sacrificial mounds, and
illy in mounds devoted to sepulture, but their connec-

tion with the human remains buried in the latter, if indeed any
existed, appears to have been overlooked. Our explorations,

which were very carefully and systematicalfy conducted, clearly

demonstrated that in these instances the incremation had taken

place directly over the tomb, and evidently before the regular

interment was completed : taking these facts in connection with

what the researches of other investigators have made known
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1

concerning the superstitious rites of this mysterious people, it

seems natural to conclude that in each of these cases a human
victirn was sacrificed as part of the funeral ceremonies, doubtless

as a special tribute of respect to a person of distinction.

All the skeletons in this mound, except one, appeared to have
been buried in a horizontal position with the face upwards.
The exception was the skeleton of the aged female found in the

grave, which lay on its side ; but this may have been owing to

the fact that the body had been bent together, perhaps in conse-

quence of age. The skeletons which had received a regular in-

terment all had their heads toward the east, but no such definite
'

position has been noticed in the remains found in other mounds.
As the grave had the same direction, this can hardly have been
unintentional, although it may have been determined by the po-

sition of the ridge upon which the mound stood. The layer of
charcoal, not unfrequently found in sepulchral mounds, was
wanting in this instance, as was also the evidence, usually

afforded by the same substance, that the fire, which consumed
the human remains, had been suddenly extinguished by a cov-

ering of earth. Possibly the former, as well as other objects of
interest, were contained in the outer portion of the mound,
which was not examined, although usually everything deposited

by the mound-builders was placed near the center; and hence
our explorations were chiefly confined to that part.

Such is a brief and incomplete description of one of the an-

cient mounds of the West, of which at least ten thousand are

known to exist in the single state of Ohio, and countless num-
bers elsewhere in the valleys of the Mississippi and its tributaries.

whose history has been buried with them, and from these alone

can we hope to learn who this people were, and whence they
came. The Indians of 1

j no tradi-

tion of this more ancient population, regarded their works with
great veneration ; but the present possessors of the soil have, in

general, little of this feeling, and hence hundreds of these monu-
ments of the past are annually swept away by the plow, and their

contents irretrievably lost. A few pioneers in American archae-

<• ,:

:

. :
'..

;

'•
.

.
:'.:• -. -:

',:

is hardly commenced ; and a care!

of these various monuments would not only add greatly to our
knowledge of this interesting people, but doubtless also help to

solve the question of the antiquity of man on this continent,

and, perhaps, that more important one of the unity of the hu*

New Haven, Ct., Feb. 1866.
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Art. II.—On the production of Thermthetecl

sion; by O. N. Kood, Prof, of Physics in Columbia College.

The production of thermo-electric currents by friction wa:

observed by P. Erman in 1845,' but I do not know that the sub
ject of the present article has ever been examined with any care

For the purpose of studying the thermo-electric currents pro
duced by percussion, the apparatus represented in the figur*

was devised: it consists of a vertical brass wire a, stretched in

the manner indicated; on it a brass ball weighing 17 oz. slides

freely, the wire passing through one of its diameters. The ball

can be raised to the height of from 1 to 5 inches by a string

connected with the brass plate p. At the proper moment the

ball can be allowed to fall: this is effected by passing the bent

end of the rod r through one of the five ho^s in the I

p; by turning this rod through an angle of 90° the ball is set

free and falls. The r "s a height that when
its bent end is in the highest of the five holes, the distance be-

tween the lower surface of the ball and the anvil below, is one

inch. The holes in I
• xactly one inch apart,

so that the experimenter can easily, without altering the appa-

1 Arch, de l'El., t. 471 ; Inst No. 614, p. S55.
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ratus, obtain at will, a fall of 1, 2, 3, 4 or 5 inches successively,

by raising the ball by the string, and using in turn each of the

five holes in the brass plate. By this means the production of
accidental thermo-electric currents from the heat of the hands is

avoided, as the string and bent rod enable the observer to make
the necessary adjustments from some distance.

The ball falls on a thermo-electric couple t, consisting of a
compound wire of German silver and iron soldered together, or

better, of a compound plate of the' same metals, the juncture

being soldered, as when plates are used', the couple suffers but
.ills of the ball. In the selection

of these two metals for the couple, a suggestion of Poggendorff
is followed, who showed that they^give a strong current when
their juncture is heated. The couple is so arranged that the

ball strikes just on the juncture of the two metals, and there by
means of the heat developed, produces a thermoelectric current.

The juncture of the two metals was generally insulated by silk,

&c, to prevent the heat from being itnmediately conducted off.

The two farther ends of the couple were fastened by the bind-

ing screws ss, which were in metallic connection with a delicate

galvanometer.

Below the couple is the brass anvil A.

; of heat is developed at the junction of the

J left

after the fall, this heat would
be rapidly conducted away ; it therefore became necessary to

contrive, first, an apparatus for raising the ball instantly after

its fall out of contact with the couple, and second, some arrange-

ment for raising the couple at the same instant out of contact

with the anvil. The former of these ends is accomplished by
the lever L, the shorter arm of which is cut out so that when it

is pressed down by the spring B, it rests on the anvil over the

couple, and is out of the reach of the falling ball. As the

sound of the concussion is heard, the long end of the lever is

quickly pressed down, and fastened by turning the bent wire

at w. The lever thus raises the ball ^ inch above the couple,

and the latter itself acting at the same instant as a spring,

raises itself by its own elasticity above the anvil. The wires

from the binding screws were connected with an apparatus for

breaking the circuif, in which small cups of mercury were used.

This portion of the apparatus was placed on a table ; the galvan-

ometer, however, on a shelf attached to the wall of the room
being found that iron nails exercised a con-

siderable effect on the astatic needle. When thus arranged, and
observed with the telescope, the steadiness of the needle was
nqt sensibly affected by a person walking about the room.
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The upper needle of the galvanometer was provided with a
very fine glass rod, which served as an index, the breadth of the

rod being only half of that of the divisions on the galvanome-
ter circle. The end of the glass rod was blackened to render it

iaible. Directly over the needle, a mirror silvered by
Liebig's process was placed at an angle of 45°; the index was
observed with aid of this mirror and a small telescope magnify-
ing five diameters; in this manner TV° could be estimated.

The falling apparatus was enclosed by wooden screens, also

the apparatus for breaking the circuit and the galvanometer.
If these precautions are neglected accidental currents are con-

stantly circulating in the wires employed, and no reliable results

can be obtained. It is farther necessary after exchanging the

couple or handling the binding screws, to allow the apparatus

to remain at rest for two or three hours, so that the currents

may subside; it is also necessary to select for observation,

those intervals of time when the temperature of the room is

constant. I may remark, finally, that in spite of all these pre-

cautions it is rarely the case that very feeble and nearly constant

accidental currents are wholly absent.

The galvanometer was made by Duboseq ; after balancing the

magnetism of the needles it was found that the copper wire of

the coil was so magnetic that the needles took up a position 30°-

35° on either side of the zero point. I re-wound the frame
with American wire, when the needle readily returned to the

true zero; upon, however, bringing the two needles very nearly

into the same plane, and carrying forward their astasie, the same
difficulty was again experienced, when another sample of Amer-
ican wire was tried with a result which was but little better.

All of these samples when tested in the apparatus used for

experiments on diamagnetism, were evidently magnetic, the

French sample being strongly so. The difficulty was evaded by
bending the needles slightly out of the true plane, when they
took up a position nearly east and west, and returned with cer-

tainty to the true zero. In this state of inferior sensitiveness

one simple oscillation consumed 18 seconds. There were suf-

ficient indications to show that owing to the magnetism of the

coil the needle was more sensitive to currents when standing at

10°-15° than when at 0°; it accordingly became necessary to

calibrate the instrument with care. This was done by one of

the methods described by Melloni and quoted byTyndall, (Heat

considered as a mode of motion, p. 370).

For degrees under 10° the constant currents employed in the

calibration were produced by a small thermo-electric pile with

one of its faces turned toward the exterior colder wall of the

room, while the other face was directed toward an interior wall.
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These, as it were natural sources of heat gave very constant

currents, and by partially closing one of the caps of the pile,

any desired deviation between 0° and 10° could readily be ob-

tained.

It was found that for about 6° the deviation of the needle

was directly proportional to the strength of the current; for de-

grees beyond this, it was necessary to construct a curve embody-
ing the corrections obtained experimentally. The ratio between
the first and final deviation up to 30° was also obtained ; it was
constant for 6°. These latter determinations were important,

as after the first deviation the needle, owing to conduction in

the couple, slowly sinks to 0°, and only then comes to rest. I

was not able to measure with exactitude the time required for

currents produced by falls of the ball from different distances to

subside, the imperfect results obtained showed that it varied be-

tween 1£ minutes up to 3| minutes, according to the distance

fallen by the ball. It having been found then in the calibration

experiments, that the force of the current was proportional to

the deviation up to 6 . and farther, that the first deviation was
proportional to the final deviation for the same number of de-

grees, in the results given below, where the first deviation was
below 6°, the observations actually obtained and unreduced will

be given, but where the first deviation exceeded 6° the reduced

results will be found.

As the total amount of heat produced by the fall of a body
is divided between the falling boch - its motion,

it is evident that if the mass of the latter be small compared
with that of the falling body, its temperature will, owing to this

fact, be correspondingly high; and if the arresting body be a
thermo-electric element of small mass, a proportionately large

deviation of the galvanometer needle will be produced. If,

however, the couple at the moment of the percussion and after-

wards, be allowed to be in metallic contact with the metallic

ball, the temperature of the couple will by conduction be rapidly

reduced to that of the metallic ball, so that the deviation of the

needle will be very small, and the phenomena complicated. To
illustrate this I give, in table 1, the small and irregular devia-

tions which were produced under these circumstances; the ball,

couple, and anvil all remaining in metallic contact after the fall

In table 1, a newly prepared compound plate similar to that

used in table 4 was employed.
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To avoid the effects of conduction external to the couple, a

number of insulating substances were tried, which gave more or

less constant results.

1. Thin card board or plates of mica placed above and below
the couple gave irregular results.

2. Two thicknesses of dried bladder, placed above and below
the couple, gave somewhat better results.

3. Four thicknesses of heavy woven silk were also used for

the same purpose.

4. The best results were, however, obtained by using heavy
woven silk, which was spread over with a coating of yellow

wax, and then wrapt around the couple at the juncture. This

insulating substance after being used for some time so as to be-

come compacted, gave results which were about as constant as

could be expected under the circumstances.

Below are results obtained in these several ways:

The results given in tables 2 and 3, were obtained by using a

compound wire of German silver and iron with a diameter of 9

of a millimeter; the juncture was bound with a little fine iron

wire and soldered. This form of couple was found to lose its

shape by the repeated blows; it also finally cut the insulating

substance, so that in all the following experiments plates of the
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same metals soldered together were used; the form of these

plates remained nearly unaltered.

Accordingly, to obtain the results given in 4 and 5, a com-
pound plate of this kind was used ; the breadth of the plate

was 7 millimeters, length 150 millimeters, thickness of iron and
of German silver being about -2 of a millimeter.

The plate in table 4 was wound with four layers of heavy
plain silk.

ults when 4 layers of u

It will be observed that in tables 2, 3 and 5 the result is more
or less perfectly indicated that the force of the current is pro-

portional to the distance the ball falls through, or in other words
to the square of its velocity at the moment of impact.

in contact with insulated couple

re obtained directly after those
iaining_ unaltered except that

$ not raised out of contact with the couple.

Average, 1'8 2"42 3"22 395 5'5

The extent to which the heat generated is thus conducted
way from the couple is very noticeable in the last three columns,
>ut it is a little remarkable that the deviations in the first col-

umn are higher than in table 5 ; a corresponding result obtained
Am. Jour. Sci.—Second Seriks, Vol. XL; I, No. Vli.—JvhT, 1866.
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with a narrow couple is given below in table 8. To ascertain

that the plate had not been altered, experiments were made
with it afterward, the ball being lifted.

To find out whether any peculiar influence was exercised by
the mass of the couple within small limits, the above mentioned
plate was now cut down, till its breadth was 3 millimeters. It

was covered with waxed silk and the following results obtained

:

Reduced deviations,

To compare the temperature here developed with what was
produced in the broad plate before it was cut down, I give below
the reduced deviation of the broad plate taken from table 5

:

The narrow plate used in table 7 being employed and arranged
exactly as before, the ball was allowed after its fall to remain in

contact with the insulated couple.

Reduced average, 179 2-17 2'57 27 4'0

Effect of the first twenty, d-c. falls on the newly prepared plate.

When the couple is wound with plain or with waxed silk,

and subjected to the action of the falling body, the first 15-20
- of the needle are much larger than any above g?

with the successive falls as the silk becomes compacted,
deviations decrease in size, reach a minimum, and remain about
as constant as shown in the tables. The results so far

;

then, except, of course, in case of table 1, were obtained
s point had been approximately reached. I give below, as a

lple, the first - t of ; \ i

.- after winding
,h waxed silk tb.< ,mmj.! •

.,11 waslitW
in tin
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Distance fallen being 5 in., the reduced deviations are given:
23-5°, 17-2°, 16-3°, 13-8°, 124°, 11-6°, 10-1°, 8-5°, 9-1°, 91°, 8'6°,

8-4°, 8-1°, 7-9°, 84°, 8-4°, 7-85°, 74°, 7-5°, 6-6°, 7-2°, 7°, 6"8°.

A similar action was observe- 1 v irk umv; >;• I silk. This
might be accounted for by saying that the mass of silk and wax
becoming compacted is then a better conductor of heat than be-

fore, and that the temperature of the couple is thus lowered by
the short but necessary contact with the ball ; but the compara-
tivt [y small dr'eor which is produced even by continued contact

ball shown in tables 6 and 8 prove that this supposition

is untenable.

The larger deviation must then be attributed to the sliding of

ilea of silk and wax over themselves, this taking place

to a much greater extent in the first twenty
After the minimum point has been reached, if the couple is laid

bare and rewound, the same large deviations are obtained, show-
ing that they are not due to an alteration in the couple itself.

Finally, it is remarkable that a much smaller mechanical force

applied directly to the couple in the shape of friction, produces
a disproportionately large deviation ; thus drawing the wooden
end of a lead-pencil once over the naked junction with a force

less than would be generated by the ball falling 1 inch gave a
deviation of 18-25°.

It is hardly necessary to add, that the deviation of the needle

was in all cases in the same direction as though heat had been
applied to the juncture of the thermo-electric couple.

New York, Feb. 22, 1866.

After becoming acquainted with the perfect unity of pla

the connected series of ho
demonstrated by .

his~private lectures) my interest was excited to discover, if

the Kadiata and the connected series of homologies, running

through the whole branch, (as demonstrated by Prof. Agassiz

tike symmetry of development in the Mollusca.

Finding the universality of vertebration among the V
of articulation among the Articulata, and similarly of radiation

among the Kadiata, I could not but believe

some plan lay hidden, which, when unfolded, would as definitely

convey their type, and unite them all, as in the other branches.
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It is not enough to call them soft bodied animals ; for in consid-

ering their shell as a part of their organization, we have among
them many of the hardest animals known, and we also have an
equal number of soft bodied animals in the other branches.

Their bilaterality, as expressing anything definite, is an equally

unsatisfactory character. Prof. Huxley has given an archetype,

or common plan of the Mollusca, as he conceives it, with many
truthful homologies, in the article " Mollusca," English Cyclope-
dia, vol. iii, p. 855. In his figure of the archetype, however,
which is bilaterally symmetrical, we have details of structure

only.

Prof. Agassiz in his " Methods of Study in Natural History
"

also suggests his idea of the plan, or structure, when he says, p.

34, "Eight and left, have the preponderance over the other

\ :

tions. "They instinctively give them the position best calcu-

lated to display their distinctive characteristics, and to accomplish
this they necessarily place them in such a manner as to show
their sides." This can refer only to the Lamellibranchs, and
their shells are displayed on the sides, because they naturally

fall in that position. This lateral preponderance of structure

only obtains among the Lamellibranchs. All Brachiopods are

displayed from the dorsal or ventral valve. Also the Grastero-

pods, particularly the flat forms like Patella, Chiton, etc., and
the Nudibranchs as well, while in the figures of the naked
Cephalopods we most usually have a dorsal view.

Though Prof. Agassiz speaks of radiation as characterizing

the Kadiates, and similarly of articulation and vertebration as

characterizing the Articulates and Vertebrates, yet Mollusks are

spoken of as first introducing the character of bilaterality, or

division of parts along a longitudinal axis, that prevails through-
out the Animal Kingdom, with the exception of the Radiates,

This then can be no restricted definition for the Mollusca, since

it pervades the two higher branches ; and who will deny the

evidence of bilaterality among the Radiates, the higher Echino-
derms for instance, as Clypeastroids and Spatangoids, where we
have as good a definition of a loi Ire obtain in

Husks. Even among the Polyps, as in the Actinaria,

the antero-posterior axis is clearly expressed in the undue prom-
inence of the primary radii.

Prof. Dana has been the first to publicly announce the plan

of Mollusca, when he says, "The structure essentially a soft,

fleshy bag, containing the stomacl ut a radiate

structure, and without articulations."
2
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1855 he presented this thought in his lectures

worked out a similar result, and h
necessary data demonstrating the same.

3

Mr. Hyatt also proposes the name Saccata as more fully and
truthfully expressing the type, than the unmeaning word Mol-
lusca. This name not only expresses the Plan, but is equivalent

to the titles Vertebrata, Articulata, and Kadiata, arid is in no
way a qualitative appellation.

Objecting as all must to the introduction of a new name, still

one so appropriate as that proposed by Mr. Hyatt, in lieu of one
that has no relation to the Branch, except its traditional use, is

worthy of consideration, licates what
is believed to be the fui the Branch, that of the

Sac. * * *

terior diameters of the animal must be laid aside, and the

essential structure of the animal, if rightly understood, must be
our guide. The gradual morphological changes of the contents

of the sac, and all other relations, are based on the principle of

Cephalization. In the plate presented (Series I) I have given a
typical figure of the six prominent groups of the Saccata

;

namely, Polyzoa, Brachiopoda, Tunicata, Lamellibranchiata,

. .. and Cephalopoda.
For obvious reasons, only the intestine, head, and pedal

ganglia within the sac are represented. These six figures are

placed in their normal position, anterior pole downward, the

dorsal region is turned to the left. Commencing with the Poly,
zoa, (Series I, P) we have the sac closed, while the mouth and.

anus terminate close together at the posterior pole of the sac;

the mouth occupying the extreme posterior position, and by a
dorsal bend of the intestine upon itself, terminating dorsally.

The nerve mass is found between the oral and anal openings.

In this class the mouth and anus have the power of protrusion

from the sac. In the three lower orders, Cyclostomata, Ctenos-

tomata, and Cheilostomata, the polyzoon, when completely

evaginated, presents no fold or inversion of the sac, while in the

higher group Phylactola^mata, there is a partial and permanent
inversion of the sac under like conditions.
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This latter group, combining the permanent inversion of the
vith the lophophoric arms, is the first approach to the

Brachiopoda. No organ corresponding to a heart has yet been
discovered. In the Brachiopoda (Series I, B) we have a per-

manent invagination of the sac, and the mouth, as in Terebra-
tula, already occupies a position some distance from the posterior

edges of the overlapping shells, and the brachial coils perma-
nently occupy the space thus made.*
We hav% in this group a dorsal flexure of the intestine, and
tendency to terminate as in the polyzoa. In Lingula

n

and at one side. By ,1

le mouth makes a great

the anterior pole. In Terebratula, Waldheimia, and allied

genera, where the sac is very short and swollen, and the
brachial coils very large, the viscera are crushed to the front,

and the intestine, which is short and simple, is nearly bent upon
itself, though still occupying a median line. In Lingula, where
we have a very long and flat sac, the intestine is lou _

ample room for convolutions, but the anus, instead of terminat-

ing in a line with the mouth, is thrown to one side, in conse-

quence of this excessive flatness of the sac. The heart will be
found on the outer bend of the intestine and actually on the
ventral side; the nerve occupying its homological position.

(The manner in which I view the Brachiopoda, if true, will

entirely reverse the accepted poles of their structure. What
has been considered as dorsal, is here regarded as ventral, and
what has been considered as anterior is here regarded as posterior.

Further remarks on this will be made hereafter).

Thus far the balance of structure has been thrown to the

posterior pole of the sac, and though we see a cephalization, or

concentration of the muscular system and viscera, toward the

anterior pole in Brachiopoda, yet that pole being essentially

closed, we have no function manifested at that end, except the

degradational one of adhesion. In the Tunicata (Series I, T)
we have, through continued cephalization, the mouth thrown to

the bottom of the sac, or nearer the anterior end, and now the

anus terminates behind the mouth, and posteriorly.

The heart has also followed the intestine in its rotation and
becomes anterior, and partially dorsal. The nerve mass is still

posterior and occupies a position between the two openings as

in Polyzoa. We have commencing in this group, the Tunicata,

that erratic bending of intestine, and varied position in its anal

termination, that is witnessed higher up in the scale, and though

4 "Terebratulina caput-serpentes, and Crania a nomala, projected t]

yond the margin of the open valves, and moved then.

but in no instance were the arms extended." Woodward's Treatise,
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apparently governed by no law, we can yet trace the progressive

movements toward a normal condition, by comparing Appendi-
cularia, one of the lowest forms of the Tunicates, and repre-

senting the larval condition of their class. In this form the

intestine has a ventral flexure, and terminates on the ventral

side. In Pyrosoma it makes an abrupt bend toward the anterior

dorsal region, and terminates anteriorly. In Salpa it terminates

dorsally, on a line with the mouth, though still anteriorly. In
Botryllus it creeps up, and terminates nearer the posterior pole

of the sac, though still dorsally. We have in this genus, and
other compound Ascidians, the excurrent orifices of several in-

.•oalescing, forming a common cloaca for a community.
The dorsal flexure is distinctly seen in Clavellina borealis. In
these three classes; namely, Polyzoa, Brachiopoda, and Tuni-

cata, the sac is essentially closed at the anterior end, and conse-

quently the mouth opens toward the posterior end, and with
few exceptions all are attached by the anterior end.

This makes a natural division, corresponding to the Mollus-

coidea of Milne-Edwards, the Anthoid Mollusks of Dana, and a
portion of the neural division of Huxley. In the Lamelli-

ta (Series I, L) we have the sac opening anteriorly,

and the mouth permanently occupying the anterior region,

though in the lower forms pointing posteriorly, and in all cases

the tentacular lobes pointing in that direction, and the mouth
bent downward (ventrally), and partially obstructed by the

anterior adductor, or by the undivided mantle. The gradual

enlargement of the anterior opening is clearly seen, where in

the Gastrochcenidas, we have first a minute orifice for the pass-

age of an immature foot, or metapodium, this opening gradually

enlarging in different genera, until in the Unionidae we have
the sac almost completely separated, except dorsally. It will be
noticed that the anterior opening is also ventral, or nearly so, in

the lower forms. In Gasteropoda (Series I, G) the posterior end
of the sac becomes essentially closed, and the ambient fluid

now finds access to the gills through the anterior (though par-

tially ventral) portion of the sac, while with Cephalopoda
(Series I, C) the opening is all anterior. Thus far we have
traced the gradual cephalization of the contents of the sac, and
of the sac itself. The dotted lines X X, running through the

oral opening of each figure in Series I of PL
advance of this opening from the lower to the higher classes.

In the lowest class all the display of structure, with the oral

and anal openings, lies at the posterior pole of the sac. In this

highest class, all this display of structure lies at the ai terior

pole. Advancing from the Polyzoa, by the gradual advance of
jthe mouth, the posterior pole becomes less prominent. Even
when the sac opens anteriorly, as in the LamelL
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the posterior end of the £

tially inclined that way,
food being conducted to the mouth by ciliary motion as in the

three lower classes. The nature of their food is also identical,

being of an infusorial character, and as such it is obvious that

masticating organs, or biting plates, such as we find in the two
higher classes, are not needed.

So long also as the posterior end of the sac remains open, the

anus terminates at that end ; when this opening becomes closed,

as in the higher classes, the anus seeks an outlet through the

anterior opening, and the mouth, that before received its food

from the posterior end of the sac and by ciliary motion, now
distinctly points the opposite way, and is furnished with the

proper organs to procure food, the nature of which requires

In nearly all the foregoing homologies, and also the position

in which I place the Tunicate sac, I am sustained by the writ-

ings of eminent naturalists. With the Brachiopoda, however,

my views completely reverse the accepted poles of the body,

yard's Treatise on Mol-
lusea," page 204, Forskahl and Lamarck " compared Hyalea with

la : but they made the ventral plate of one answer to

the dorsal valve of the other, and the anterior cephalic orifice

of the pteropodo
foramen of the bi

correct, they were precisely right. In all my previous attempts

to homologize the different classes, I had always met with an
obstacle in the apparently aberrant characters of the Brachio-

pods : never for a moment doubting the truth of the accepted

views, that indicated the regions to be called dorsal and ventral,

as such, I labored in vain. When I undertook to interpret the

relation of these classes on the principle of cephalization I

found that these accepted views must be doubted, and it was
with amazement that I beheld such unlooked for results : that

the so-called anterior pole is really the posterior pole, and that

the so-called dorsal region is really the ventral region.

It has not been without patient consideration that I now
advance these views, knowing that by many they will be

received with opposition : nevertheless, the more I try to make
them comformable with already received relations, the more I

am convinced that such relations are wrong ; and it is only in

believing that continued research will but confirm these propo-

sitions, that I now dare to offer them.
According to the views here advanced, the Brachiopods are

(1) attached by a prolongation from the dorsal area, as in the lower

Polyzoa, where they lie on the back. (2) In their natural po-

sition in life, this valve is really uppermost. (3) The process

podous shell correspond to the posterior, byssal

he bivalve !" And, if the views I advance prove
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of attachment also proceeds from the anterior pole of the body,
as in all the members of the branch even to Gasteropods, with
the exception of those attached by one valve (e. g. Ostreans,

Clavagella), whether it be by a byssus, confined in cells of their

own making, or buried in the mud, it is the anterior end which
is fixed. In several lower forms, like Tridacna and Anomia,
the point of attachment springs from the dorsal area, as in the
two lowest classes. In regard to the posterior position of the

mouth in Polyzoa and Brachiopoda, we have similar analogies

among the Articulata ; Cirripedia, for example, where we have
animals becoming attached head downward, and all the oral

parts, as in the pedunculated forms, tending toward the pos-

terior pole of the body ; or in Limulus, where we have such a
. nation, as it were, that the mouth occupies nearly a cen-

tral position in the ventral region.

Again, considering the intestine as a simple tube, opening at

each end, with the weight of structure evenly divided between
the two openings, is it any more incredulous, that the oral open-
ing should be posterior, than that the anal opening should be
anterior, as in the Gasteropods ?

In Polyzoa, the oral and anal openings occupy a similar posi-

tion in all the forms. In Brachiopods, while the mouth remains
in nearly a constant position, the anus terminates either in a
median line, or by a lateral deflection of intestine to one side.

In Tunicata, while the mouth occupies a permanent position at

the front of the sac, the anus terminates at various portions of
the sac, generally in a median line, though there is usually a
lateral deflection of the intestine.

In Lamellibranchiata, the mouth and anus terminate in a me-
dian line, with few exceptions, (e. g. Pecten) though the intes-

tine convolutes in various ways. In Gasteropods we have again

lateral deflection of intestine, and though in many genera the

anus terminates in a median line, yet in the bulk of the Gaster-

opods it terminates at one side or the other. In the Dibranchi->

ate Cephalopods we have again the termination of the intestine

in a median line.

The diagram here given (fig. 1) represents an 1. o

ideal longitudinal section of the sac, similar to

those of Series I. The arrow within the sac

shows the direction of rotation of the bent intes-

tine, carrying with it the heart, (see Plate, Series

I,) which in Brachiopoda we find on the ventral

region; in Tunicata on the anterior dorsal re-

gion ; in Lamellibranchiata on the dorsal region

;

in Gasteropoda on the dorsal region and also

further back; and in the Cephalopods at the

posterior portion of the sac. The different positions of the :

Am. Jo-r .-
.

;

: \\>. iC4.—Fl-lt, 186(5.
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openings (represented in fig. 1 by arrow 0) follow the same di-

rection, that is from posterior to anterior, ventrally. Thus in

the two openings are posterior and posterior-dorsal

;

the posterior-dorsal, being the anal or excurrent orifice ; this is

always the shortest in Tunicata. In Lamellibranchiata the anal

tube moves nearer the branchial tube ; in the lower forms their

outer covering coalescing and of equal length, while, higher up,

the tubes become entirely separate, and, in some, of extreme
length, the anal tube being the longest. In Pisidium and other

forms the branchial tube disappears, and water is received

through a ventral opening; while the anal tube yet remains, oc-

cupying a posterior position on a line with the antero-posterior

axis, in the same position the branchial tube occupied in the

Tunicata: and, finally, both tubes become nearly obsolete, and
the mantle is cleft all round, except dorsally. Thus the pro-

gress of sac opening follows in the same line of rotation with
the intestine. The progressive regions of attachment move in

an opposite direction (fig. 1, arrow A). Commencing with
the Polyzoa as the lowesl class, we have, as in the Cheilosto-

mata, the dorsal portion large and spreading, this being the

fixed portion ; the anal opening being turned toward this region,

as in the Brachiopoda and Tunicata, (the movable part of the

ventral surface, which is uppermost, being represented by the

little lid). This mode of attachment is the lowest feature;

namely, attached along the entire dorsal region.

As we ascend to the higher forms of the class, we have a free-

ing of the posterior portion of sac, and the viscera perma-
nently occupies this freed portion. In the Brachiopoda we have
the sac free, held only by the pecjuncle ; the means of attach-

ment springing anteriorly, and from the dorsal valve, as in the

partially freed polyzoon. Crania and Discina are attached as

In Lingula, where we have the lengthened and flattened sac,

the animal stands vertical in the sand. In Terebratula and
allied genera, the dorsal valve already assumes preponderance,

over the ventral valve, and now obtains its normal position

uppermost.

All the Tunicates with few exceptions are attached, and by
their anterior end.

non center,

their dorsal as well as anterior regions are attached, or, in other

words, the ventral and posterior regions are free only.

Among the Lamellibranchiata nearly all the lower forms, and

many of the higher forms, are fixed or stationary ; and whether

moored by a byssus, buried immovably in the mud, or impris-

oned in cells of their own making, it is the anterior end which

is fixed. This obtains, with important exceptions.
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The Monomyarians combine in their structure both high and
low characters. In their open mantle, and certain other features,

they rank high. In their fixed position, the attachment gener-
ally springing from the dorsal region, they rank low. For
these reasons, I have placed them in the center (see Plate,

Series II, M) not indicating by this their equal value with the
other groups, for I doubt if their separation from the Dimya-
rians is valid, since the large adductor, composed of two elements,

would indicate the presence of both anterior and posterior ad-

ductors, combined in consequence of the excessive shortness of
their antero-posterior diameter. The Monoyarians present sin-

gular features of analogy with the Brachiopoda. Thus they are

generally inequivalve. The viscera are compacted toward the

dorsal region, and, when attached, they are generally by a pro-

cess from the dorsal portion (e. g. Anomia), the lowest feature of
attachment. In all these instances, particularly with Anomia,
the analogy is very striking ; it is analogy only, and nothing
more, for in their whole structure, and in the relative propor-

tion of their diameters, they present just the opposite extreme.
While we have in Brachiopoda the growth laterally, that is,

. the valves,

dorsal and ventral, in the Monomyarians we have the other

extreme; the valves are right and left, and the display is on
the side, the growth extending ventrally as it were. So narrow
are they that in certain forms, Placuna for example, it is almost
impossible to conceive the presence of soft parts between the
valves. We compare the relative diameters between the Brach-
iopods and Monomyarians, to show how unlike they are in this

By reason of their excessive narrowness, the greater number
of Monomyarians lie on the right or left valve, and as their

peculiar form precludes the possibility of locomotion by the

usual organ, the foot, they either remain fixed, or swim freely

about in the water, by violently closing their valves, as in Lima
and Pecten.

Among the Unionidae, the highest family in the Lamelli-

branchiata, the animal assumes nearly a horizontal position in

crawling, though the anterior end is always the lowest, and gen-
erally buried in the mud. Its embryos, like Monomyarians in

shape, are attached to the ovisac by the dorsal margin, which is

as in Pecten. (Lea's paper on Embryonic forms of

. Journ. Acad. Nat. So;., "_>". Series, vol. iv, plate 5.)
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By their violent shutting of the valves, while in embryo,
they may, after birth, swim, even as Pecten swims ; at all events

they are said to become attached by a byssal thread while

young. Among the Gasteropods we have a few genera attached,

or fixed, as in Magilus, Siliquaria, Vermetus, Spiroglyphus,

Nerinsea, and Petaloconchus. These are now attached posterior

end downward. In Calyptraea they are in a fixed position,

secreting a ventral valve, upon which they rest. It would be
interesting to know for a certainty which part first becomes
attached in Vermetus and allied forms; their, first point of

attachment must take place at the mouth of the tube or aper-

ture, which is really anterior and ventral. The Cephalopods
are free.

Thus we have the various regions of attachment, changing
and following in the direction indicated by the arrow A, in

1st, Polyzoa : dorsal attachment.

2d, Brachiopoda : dorsal and anterior attachment.

3d, Tunicata :_ anterior.

4th, Lam< chment.
§th, Gasteropods: ventral and posterior attachment.

While we have thus seen that the area of attachment first

springs from the dorsal region, and gradually changes as we as-

cend in structure toward the anterior end, so we find the princi-

pal organ of locomotion, i. e., the foot, is first developed from
the ventral region, and in like manner tending toward the ante-

rior end, as we ascend in the scale, until, in Cephalopoda, the
1 divisions of the foot surround the head, and point

'".vard.

Having personally communicated the substance of this paper
to Professor James D. Dana, he has, in a letter to me, indicated

/Kent relations among the Lamellibranchs, Gastero-

pods, and Cephalopods, as manifested in the special characteris-

tics of the head, or anterior part of the body, so clearly illus-

trating the principle of cephalization that I now take the liberty

of presenting them. In the Lamellibranchs the foot is a simple
muscular organ developed from the ventral surface and protrud-

ing anteriorly. It is simply an organ of locomotion, in the

lower forms not even performing this function. The oral open-
ing is a simple slit, without the power of seizing or to

In the Gasteropods the foot is more specialized, and as an
organ of locomotion far superior to that of the Lamellibranchi-

ates, having oftentimes three well characterized regions, called

by Huxley, the pro-, meso-, and metapodium, these regions

oftentimes supporting certain processes, e. g., cirri, opercula. The
foot not on] uon but in many cases has the
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power of siezing and retaining its prey (e. g., Natica). The
tus for biting and triturating its food, being

furnished with an upper jaw, or buccal plate, and a tongue,
armed with siliceous particles. In the Cephalopoda the foot is

so far differentiated as to be separated into prehensile arms fur-

nished with rows of suckers, or hooks. These arms surround
the head, and are thrown directly forward. They are capable
not only of locomotion, but of seizing their prey, and perform-

ing also movements of aggressive action. In the higher forms
of Cephalopods, the function of locomotion is delegated to other

organs, while the arms subserve the uses of the head alone, and
the mouth, furnished with two powerful mandibles opposed ver-

tically, forcibly reminds us of a parrot's beak, or that of certain

other vertebrates. Thus we have cephalic power manifested in

the mechanical action of the foot.

1st, Lamellibranchs—Locomotion.
2d, Grasteropods—Locomotion, Prehension.

3d, Cephalopods—Locomotion, Prehension, and Aggression.

According to the principle of cephalization, cephalic power is

manifested either as a mechanical, sensorial, or psychical force.

Thus the Cephalopods possess in the greatest measure, all three

;

while Gasteropods, not indicating, to any great extent, aggres-

sive action, may be said to manifest but little psychical power

;

and the Lamellibranchiates manifest essentially only mechanical

We have based the preceding considerations on the common
structure of each class, and for comparison have given an arche-

type, as it were, of each class (Series I). In continuing these

ameters and
mean forms for each class (Series II and III), and also the mean,
or average position in nature of the anteroposterior axis (Series

IV), we obtain singular features of polarity, which I will now
proceed to indicate

;
premising, however, that what follows is

offered in reluctance, as I have not at present the opportunity

to verify the statements as I would wish. In Series II the

average lateral form of each class is given. In Series III a
transverse section is given of the same figures in Series II. In
Series II the arrow A indicates the direction of post i

• dorsal region in Series II and III. In
Series IV a line for each class is given, representing the average
position of their anteroposterior axis in nature (A, anterior

pole, P, posterior pole). The central figures in Series II, III,

and IV represent corresponding views of the Monomyarians.
In the Polyzoa (Series II, P) the sac is long and cylindrical,

the mouth and anus terminate at the posterior pole, and the

1 We use this word in its most general sense.
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tentacles surround the mouth only ; the anus terminating out-

side the lophophore. Witness i

pods, the Dibranchiates, the sae as in Loligo (Series II, C), long
and cylindrical, and in all cases mouth and anus ope
riorly; the arms surrounding the mouth only. Two rough
diagrams, alike in form, but reversed in one case, would repre-

sent each class as we have it here. In Brachiopoda (Series II,

B) we have the sac widening lateralfy, and cone-
depressed dorsally; mouth and anus opening posteriorly. In
Gasteropoda (Series II, G) we have the sai

that the parts are reversed again. In Tunicata (Series II, T)
the sac is lengthened and swollen. Lamellibranchiata (Series

II, L) the same. The relative diameters of the Monomyarians
are unlike those of any other class, as before pointed out.

It is confidently believed that when these relations or polari-

ties, between the ascending and descending, or, as Professor

Dana terms them, the Holozoic and Phytozoic classes, have been
further studied, new and interesting features will be revealed.

Thus, the resemblances between the Tunicates and Lamelli-
branchiates are too obvious to indicate.

Among the Brachiopods and Gasteropoda, beside what has
been pointed out, we have unlooked for similarities, as for

instance Discina and Calyptrasa, or Terebratula and Hyalaea.

Among the Polyzoa and Cephalopoda, though no polarities are

brought to mind, except those given above, yet wTe cannot help

remarking how strong the resemblance is between the Polyzoa
and Protozoa, through Vorticella : and if Tonicella belongs to

Polyzoa, as Professor Agassiz appears inclined to believe, a few
steps more bring us to the Ammonitic forms of the Khizopods.
This is speculative (though suggestive), as it is now considered

by many that the Protozoa forms a fifth Sub-Kingdom.
In considering transverse sections of the sacs, as shown in

Series III, we obtain a like order of polarity. Thus the highest

orders in Polyzoa and Cephalopoda presents a circular section.

Brachiopoda and Gasteropoda are transversely oval ; Tunicates
and Lamellibranchiates are longitudinally oval, or in lower
forms circular ; while the Monomyarians have the dorso-ventral

diameter in excess, and the transverse diameter reduced to the

In considering the position, or angle of the anteroposterior

axis of each class in nature, we obtain similar results (Series IV).

Polyzoa and Cephalopoda, we place in a horizontal position,

taking a swimming Dibranchiate for comparison : this may be
premature however.

Brachiopods and Gasteropoda with posterior pole slightly ele-

vated, as in Cyrtia and allied forms of Brachiopods. and any

coiled Gasteropod for exLin.pie. 'i'uriicaics una Laaieiabrancuj.-
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ates with the axis vertical, the anterior pole being below, and
the Monomyarian horizontal again. It must be remembered
that the above considerations are taken in their most general
sense, representing only the mean for each group, many of them

rroneous. They are given rather for the purpose of
indicating a further path of inquiry, which the writer considers

fruitful and intends to follow, than as points in any way settled.

In ascertaining the mean position of the antero-posterior axia

for the whole branch of Saccata, (that is, the average) we find

that a line at an angle of 45° would represent its position in

the lower end being anterior. In the Eadiates aline
through the mouth to the opposite region of the body would
stand vertically. In Articulates the antero-posterior axis would
be horizontal. Among the Vertebrates, Fishes would be hori-

zontal, as in Articulates; Reptiles have the head slightly ele-

vated; Birds ' more elevated ; so that a mean
line, for these classes might be drawn at an angle of 45°, the

cephalic region being uppermost. Man stands vertical. Thus
in a diagram we would have the following:

^ IMan.

>sVertebrata.

X
Articulata.

Saccata.

Eadiata.

In the preceding considerations I have endeavored to show
the importance of the sac, as the principle and prominent
feature in their plan of structure. All animals, reduced to their

primary elements, are sacs in one sense of the word, though in

one case a radiate sac, in another an articulate sac, etc. Yet
nowhere does this character predominate so universally, nor is

it expressed so simply as in the Mollusca ; the leading idea as it

were. It was shown also that, essentially, the heart is on the
outer bend of the intestine, or between that and the sac wall,

while the principal nerve mass was on the inner bend of the in-

testine. We would thus state their characters.

SACCATA.

(1.) Animals of varied forms, ivithoui a radiate structure and
'Nations.

(2.) Stomach and viscera enclosed by a fleshy sac, which may be

closed or open, at either one or both ends.
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(3.) Principal nerve masses, consisting of ganglia, which c

jacent to, or surround the oesophagus.

(4.) Intestine bending inward, or having an outwardflexm
(5.) Heart on the outer bend of intestine.

f Sac open at j Cephalopoda.
'Holozoic, oe

j
anterior end. ( Gasteropoda.

\

We must now consider the relations of the Saccata to the

other branches of the Animal Kingdom. In the paper of Pro-

fessor Dana, above referred to, he has used the terms aipha-

typic, betatypic, and gammatypic, as a numbering of the grade
of types, whether of branches, classes or orders; also, below
gammatypic, we have degradational ; the Eadiates are regarded
as degradational; and below this, hemiphytoid. He employs
also, the terms used above, namely, Holozoic, for true animal
forms, and Phytozoic, for plant-like forms.

Applying these terms to the classes or groups of Saccata, we
have the following

:

iAlphatypic, Cephalopoda.
Betatypic, Gasteropoda-

( Degradational, J Tunicata.

Phytozoic. < „ . , . , ( Brachiopoda.
( Hemiphytoid, PoLTZOA .

Prof. Dana has pointed out many interesting parallelisms be-

tween the groups of the different branches. Let us now look at

the parallelisms between the groups above indicated, and the

other branches. Cephalopods approach nearest the Vertebrates
through their lowest c ..ready many interest-

ing analogies have been pointed out between them.
Gasteropods may be likened to Articulates, through their

lowest class, the Worms, through certain resemblances that many
forms bear to the Leeches, Planarians, and Trematodes. Lam-
ellibranchiates may be considered the essential embodiment of

the branch to which they belong. Tunicates and Polyzoa may
be compared to Eadiates.

Or, in considering their freedom or fixedness in life, we have
Cephalopods free, as in all Vertebrates; Gasteropods, a few
fixed, as in Articulates ; Lamellibranchiates, many fixed, as in

Saccata, with relation to the other Branches. Tonic
greater portion fixed, though they do not compare so well with
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the Eadiates in this respect, but Brachiopods and Polyzo,

as in the lowest class of Eadiates, the Polyps.

' \ Brachi
Polyzoa, Radiates, Polyps.

Explanation of the Plate.

:

; T, Tunicata; L, Lame G, Gasteropoda;

i

igures represented above: A,, wriorpols. The i

s of figures are identical.

In the number of this Journal for July, 1861, I gave some
facts bearing upon the geological relations of petroleum. My
attention at that time was confined chiefly to those locations

found in the Coal-measures of West Virginia and Southern Ohio.
"ring to know that the views presented in that paper

have since been fully verified. As predicted, by far the larger

part of the oil produced has been found along the axis of a well-

marked anticlinal, extending from the borders of southern Ohio,

forty miles or more, into West Virginia, through Wood, Eitchie

and Wirt counties. A smaller quantity has been found in the

inclined rocks of Ohio ; while scarcely a barrel has been ob-

tained in horizontal rocks, although hundreds of thousands of
dollars have been expended in the search. In this portion of

our great Coal-measures the question has been solely one of sub-

terranean fissures. The chemical conditions essential to the

generation of oil have existed over a wide area ; but the physical

condition of fissures is found to exist in comparatively limited

areas. Fissures serve two purposes, one to give space for the

formation and expansion of the hydro-carbon vapors, and the

other to furnish receptacles for the oil when condensed. These
fissures must connect with the deeply seated sources of the oil.

Am. Jocr. Sci.—Second Series, Vol. XLII, No. 134.—Jult, 1866.
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If they have any surface outlets, by which the more volatile

portion of the oil may escape as gas, the oil within them is thick-

ened and lowered in specific gravity. As the escape varies

greatly from different fissures, we find oil of every grade of

gravity. I have known oil of 52° from a well one hundred feet

deep, and also oil of 28° from the bottom of one eight hundred
and fifteen feet deep. The Scott well on White Oak, Wood Co.,

West Virginia, struck, at two hundred and seventy-four feet, a

fissure containing oil of 33°, and, at three hundred and ninety-one

feet, another fissure yielding an abundant supply of oil of 27^-°.

Hence, while, as a general rule, oil found near the surface is

heavy, the fissures containing it being more likely to have sur-

face outlets, yet sometimes the very deep fissures may have such

outlets, and the contained oil be heavy.

The West Virginia oil field presents many points of great sci-

entific interest. All the productive oil wells in this part of the

State group themselves along the anticlinal line marked out in

the article referred to, this line being the one of the greatest

Assuring of the rocks. Toward its northern and southern ex-

tremities this line presents the form of a simple anticlinal with

the rocks dipping on either side of the axis at angles varying

from 5° to 25°. But in the middle part there is a double frac-

ture, the lines of dislocation inclosing a somewhat elliptical-

shaped area about ten miles long by one wide. These figures

are only proximate estimates. A bird's-eye view would present

an appearance somewhat like that given in fig. 1. The more
important oil locations are indicated by the marks

o
.

A, A represent the horizontal rocks. These belong ~ -

highest strata of the Coal-measures. B, B represent the dislo-

cated strata, inclining in opposite directions at angles varying
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from 30° to 60°. Without having made any instrumental meas-
urements I have estimated the thickness of these strata at about
eight hundred feet. C gives the position of strata lying within

what is popularly called " the break." These rocks belong to

the lower Coal-measures and have been more or less flexed by
lateral pressure. It is in these middle rocks that the most valu-

able wells of West Virginia are now being obtained. Wells
bored in the rocks A, A, have been failures as also the wells

bored in B, B. The rocks B, B, appear to have been lifted up
bodily, and in such a way as not to have been much fissured.

The advantages of the inner strata, marked C, as oil-producing

rocks, are : first, they are bent and more or less fissured ;
second,

they are many hundred feet lower in the series than the strata at

A, A, and are consequently so much nearer the equivalents of

the supposed sources of oil in the Devonian rocks of Western
Pennsylvania and Canada; and third, this local disturbance of
the rocks doubtless involves in its many fissures these underly-

ing Devonian strata, and thus has given every opportunity for

the generation of oil and its upward ascent. I think we may
reasonably infer that the oil found along this line is of the same
origin geologically as the oil obtained in the upper Devonian
rocks of Venango Co., Pa. Thus far the oil obtained within

this double fracture has been found very near the inner edges of

B B, as represented by the italics, a and b. These small letters

indicate, respectively, the geological positions of the " White
Oak" and "Mount's Farm" wells on the western, and the Hand-
Ian wells on the eastern side. The Volcanic Oil Co. and the

West Va. Oil and Oil Land Co. own large areas of land within

the " breaks." The " Mount's Farm" and other companies own
smaller tracts.

I cannot but regard the term "volcanic" as infelicitous when
applied to this region. Nothing is more sensitive to heat than

petroleum, and direct igneous action adequate to the work of

uplifting ain; .ita to this extent would. 1 think,

have driven off all the oil. The uplifted strata at C (fig. 2) con-

tain seams of bituminous and cannel coal which possess the nor-

mal and average quantity of bitumen. There is, to my mind, a

much better and more scientific explanation of this disturbance,

one which assigns the cause to the lateral pressure produced by
the subsidence of all the rocks of this region of country. This
line of local uplift is found to be in the very heart or center of

the synclinal part of our great coal field and at the summit of

the coal formation. From forty to sixty miles both to the west
and east the underlying strata, with their productive coal seams,

begin to emerge, "it would appear that at some time after the

deposition of the last of the strata of our upper and barren

Coal-measures there was a local subsidence which uee
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such lateral pressure as would cause an uplift and dislocation.

In this way alone could the sinking strata make room for them-

selves. For the most part along the line there was a pretty

sharp anticlinal formed, but in the center of the line there were

two fractures which may, I think, be satisfactorily explained.

A popular illustration of the dislocation would be the case of

red and heaped up by the lateral pressure of currents.

It would be easy to find two cakes uplifted and forced up
central one as represented i

time being forced upward and cracked by the force which wedges
it in. If the top of the projecting mass were planed off down
to the dotted line a, a, we should have in the ice phenomenon a

perfect representation of the rocks in West Virginia as shown
in fig. 2. We should expect that the ice would be the most
fractured near the edges of the central cake and #here the pres-

sure is most direct. In like manner, experiments thus far made
show that the most oil fissures have been found in C (fig. 2)

near the more vertical rocks B, B. The finding of more oil

near the edges of may also be explained in part by the slop-

ing position of the impervious strata B, B, causing the oil, which

ke them, to be forced into the ad-

jacent fissures of C. While the chances of striking fissures are

doubtless greater in the rocks just within and near the lines of

dislocation, yet when more extended explorations are made, I

have no doubt that oil will be found in the more central por-

tions of C. It is a fact of much interest that almost all the oil

thus far obtained in these central rocks is heavy oil and found
comparatively near the surface. The wells range from 20 feet

to 400 feet in depth. The Harkness well yields 200 barrels a

day of heavy oil from a fissure 164 feet deep. The Longmoor
wells find oil in large quantities at the depth of 265 feet. The
Atwater well, 198 feet deep, yields 300 barrels a day.

It should be remarked that this line of uplift has no parallel-

wer with the general range of the uplifted Alleghany
mountains, but on the other hand, makes with that range an
angle of about forty degrees. Hence it is difficult to suppose
the two uplifting forces to have been one and the same. I have
no doubt that the vertical fissure on McFarland's run, a few
miles east, which is now filled with asphaltum (a fact which
came to my knowledge many ye eed by the

same force that dislocated the rocks under consideration, and at
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along this line of uplift

e places, not less than a

thousand feet of the Coal-measures have been eroded. I can,

however, find no traces of any other agency of erosion than those

now at work, viz., atmospheric and aqueous. From West Vir-

ginia this line of disturbance passes into Ohio, crossing the Ohio
river near Newport, Washington Co., O., but, farther to the

north, the evidences of disturbance gradually fade away. The
lateral force expends itself in producing some smaller parallel

ma The Newton well on Cow run, a branch of the

Little Muskingum river, is exactly in the anticlinal axis of one
of these smaller undulations. This weli began to flow in June,

1861, and is, I believe, still flowing. It is 200 feet deep.

I have thus discussed the relation evidently existing between
lines of geological disturbance and the production of oil in West
Virginia and southern Ohio. A similar connection has been
observed by Sir Wm. E. Logan in the oil fields of Canada (Ge-

ology of Canada, p. 379). The oil obtained on the upper Cum-
: rver in southern Kentucky has been found, so far as I

can learn, in locations of similar disturbance.

But there is another and very important class of facts to be
noticed in connection with the subject of the geology of oil.

We find in many parts of the country a very marked tendency

in the oil to accumulate in certain geological horizons. The
tion of most of the oil in southern Ohio (in

the Coal-measures) is in a vertical range of about two hundred
feet of rocks lying, below the horizon of the Pomeroy coal seam.

This is true in Meigs, Athens, Morgan, Noble and Washington
counties. There are some exceptions to this rule, but they are

few. On Big Sandy river in Kentucky, the conglomerate below
the coal is the "oil rock." In Scioto and Pike counties in Ohio
there is a well marked horizon of oil springs in the Waverly
sandstone, within twenty feet of its line of junction with the

og black shale. At Mecca, in Trumbull Co., 0., there

is a similar and well-defined "oil rock." But the most notable

fact of this kind is observed in Venango Co., Penn., where, on
Oil creek, Cherry run, and Pit-hole, the oil is chiefly obtained

in the fissures of the "third sand-rock." This rock is reached
ndred to a thousand feet below the

Coal is mined in the hills adjacent

Pit-hole creek. No oil, so far as I could learn when investi-

iting that region, has been obtained in the arenaceous shales

elow the third sai few very deep wells have
een sunk. No sand-rock was found below the third. The oil

i found in the third sand-rock, not because it is the third, but
ecause it is the <

7

is intercepted the oil in its

pward ascent. I should here remark that the third sand-rock
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is in some places divided into two parts by about two feet of

soft shales, popularly called the "mud rock," and the lower part

is sometimes called the fourth sand-rock. Oil is sometimes ob-

tained in the mud rock. This is readily explained by the fol-

lowing figure (fig. 4). A and B are the upper and lower divis-

ions of the sand-rock ; C is the " mud
4

rock" penetrated by the well a. The
shale is softened by the water in the ,••^l^[v,^v:•:;:v^-;

well, and enters the well in the form of '}}-.

mud. A small cavity, b, is thus formed, ;

r-;" ,.-][ - ';.,}

which sometimes extends to an oil fis-
—

, c, and thus a good oil well is <

At Tideoute. on the Alleghany river, ''.',%,>' \ \ : \ \
" B

a fine oil field, the famous Economite \:',*' ~
.

j

,
^ A :-

wells struck the lowest sand-rock about
'

'

"'
:

'
""'^ '^ '""

one hundred and forty feet below the surface. Yery deep wells

have been bored in the neighborhood without finding any lower
sand-rock. I had little doubt, when examining the region, that

this sand-rock served the same purpose as the third sand-rock
on Oil Creek; it intercepted and retained in its fissures the oil.

When a fissure chanced to extend to the surface, the usual phe-
nomena of oil and gas springs were seen. Such oil springs first

called attention to that region. It would therefore appear to be
a geological law in the upper Devonian rocks of western Penn-
sylvania that the lowest impervious sand-rock retains in its fis-

sures the oil. In the same way the hard and compact lower
strata of the Waverly sandstones of southern Ohio intercept the

oil as it rises from the bituminous shales below. Some of this

oil finds an outlet through fissures extending laterally to the
surface of the outcropping rock. Whether by boring, at points

removed from the outcrop, where there could' have been no sur-

face drainage, large quantities of oil may be found, remains to

be_ seen. If sufficiently capacious fissures in this oil-horizon

exist, I have no doubt that they will be found to contain large
- of oil.

I would, in passing, venture to express my dissent from the

opinion of some geologists, that oil which may have been formed
in higher strata descends to lower. In all my investigations of

this matter I have never found any evidences of such a fact,

while, on the other hand, the natural tendency of oil is upward:
lift it up ; its cognate gases often force it up ; the

original oil vapors rise to condense in higher and cooler cavi-

ties ; and the oil which had first been condensed from vapor in

lower fissures may often be re-volatilized, to ascend and find

higher places of condensation near the surface. This last men-
tioned process may have been going on in many regions for an
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indefinite period. It is possible even, that in some localities all,

or nearly all, the oil has been brought up from its deep birth-

places to very near the surface. In such localities very deep
wells would avail nothing. It is certainly evident that on Oil

Creek, Pit-hole, &c, the oil has come from below and accumu-
lated in the fissures of the lower sand-rock. It could not have
been forced down from strata above. Confining the winds in

bags were an easy task compared with forcing down and shutting

up the oil with its furious gases in the cavities of the third sand-

rock. Nor could the oil have travelled in currents horizontally

from the coal rocks on the southeast. This would imply that

3S of the upper fJevo-

t descended vertically

thousand feet to the base of the third sand-rock and then
moved under this cover to the northwest. These suppositions

are entirely untenable. The oil is found in independent fissures,

is of different specific gravity in different localities, and is ac-

companied by mineral waters varying in chemical constituents

and combinations. Such facts forbid, the supposition of great

lateral subterranean movements. The same reasoning would
apply to the theory sometimes published, that oil passes down
the long slopes of gradually descending strata to the lowest part

of synclinal basins, and there accumulates. Strong brine in an
open permeable rock can thus descend, but not oil. If the brine

carried the oil down with it, we should expect to find in the

salt wells of Pomeroy, O., no little oil with the brine. The
brine there is obtained in the conglomerate a thousand feet

down. When oil is obtained it is from fissures comparatively

near the surface.

Of the origin of the oil fissures in the sand-rocks on Oil

Creek, Pit-hole, Tideoute, &c, in western Pennsylvania, I cannot

speak with entire confidence. The whole region is covered

with drift materials hiding the underlying rocks. There are

doubtless undulations in the strata caused by the gene
ing force which gave the rocks their dip. The productive wells

appear to group themselves along certain belts between which
are barren intervals, and as these belts seem to be parallel with
the undulations, it is probable that the oil-producing fissures are

limited to the axial lines of these undulations.

The limits of a single article forbid iny considering other oil

fields. There are some other localities of great promise, but to

ate beforehand these from those of no value is a most
difficult task. A little oil is to be found almost everywhere in

our country where the rocks are not metamorphic, and in almost
every geological formation, from the Lower Silurian upward.
I have seen samples of oil from nearly every western and south-

western state. I have myself found it in every stage of the
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prepared n
w

that wild animals were sometimes mired and died in the tarry

oil springs in that State.

Of the origin of petroleum there are different opinions. All

agree, however, that it must ultimately be traced to vegetable

or animal substances, the primary combinations of hydrogen
and carbon being the product of vital force. It is the opinion

of Dr. J. S. Newberry and others that petroleum in its present

form is the product of a "-low distillation of bituminous strata.

From this theory Mr. T. S. Hunt of the Canada Survey, in the

"Geology of Canada," p. 526, dissents, and quotes approvingly
the views of Mr. Wall, who investigated the bitumens of Trini-

dad, and w
mineralization, produ
or lignite. This operation is not attributable to heat, nor of the

nature of a distillation, but is due to chemical reactions at the

ordinary temperature and under the normal conditions of cli-

mate." It would appear to be Mr. Hunt's opinion that the bitu-

mens, of which petroleum is the liquid form, are the product of

chemical reactions changing the original organic mal
rectly into oil and kindred hydrocarbons. The facts cited in

proof are, that oil is found in the cavities of fossils (Orthocerata,

&c), and in thin strata composed of certain corals, and in similar

cases, where the oil must have originated in the places where
found and directly from the organic materials. I have observed
many similar facts, particularly in the Devonian limestones of

Ohio. These facts are conclusive so far as they go. There is

no doubt that at the original bituminization of organic matter
vast quantities of bitumen were formed. The greater portion

of this was absorbed by the sediments which now constitute

bituminous strata. For example, the black shales of the Ohio
Devonian rocks are two hundred and fifty feet thick, and in

them the bitumen is uniformly distributed throughout the whole
mass. This distribution would imply that the bitumen was
once in such a state of fluidity as to allow it to diffuse itself.

In the cavities of the large Septaria, sometimes seen in these

shales, I find among the crystals of calc spar globular masses of

pure bitumen, showing that the bitumen was at least in a semi-

This bitumen originated in the shales. The diffu-

sion of bitumen in the slates and shales often found lying di-

rectly upon seams of bituminous coal would indicate that it bad
been soaked up into the sediments (this process being doubtless

often aided by pressure) while in a fluid or semi-fluid state. In

a special study of the distribution of bitumen in the Paleozoic
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both animal and vegetable, the depth i

sediments at which the process of t

the diffusion of the bitumen in certain sediments and not in

others,—I think I have already found facts enough to prove
that the bitumen now disseminated through our shales, &c,
must once have been in a condition of fluidity somewhat akin
to that of petroleum.

Mr. Hunt, p. 522, speaks of the oil-producing corals of Bertie

as being " surrounded by solid crystalline encrinal limestone

which is free from oil," and of the "light-colored limestones

above and below" as being "not only destitute of oil but im-

permeable to it." " In these cases the petroleum appeared to be
completely confined within limestone walls only to be revealed

by the well or excavation. May we not ask whether, if the sur-

roundings of this petroleum had originally been different, that

is, had there been proper sediments with suitable submergence
and pressure, would not the petroleum have been absorbed and
helped to constitute bituminous strata? But can we follow this

reasoning beyond this point, and infer that all the free petroleum

1 throughout our wide oilfields was produced at the

time of the original bituminization of organic matter, and was
preserved by the nature of its surroundings from being ab-

sorbed, and that subsequently more or less of this pel

ich recepfe

of the third sand-rock of Oil Creek, Pa.
ended from its places of birth 1

If such were the origin and history of all our petroleum it i

be reasonable to suppose that much of it would still be found

in situ, i. e., where ifroi ftd of this, all the oil I

have ever seen, except very insignificant quantities in isolated,

cavities in I ee, has evidently strayed

its place of origin. It is seldom, indeed, that we find any oil

i bituminous strata of any kind. It is more
often found in fissures in sand-rocks, rocks in which no oil could

ever have been generated, for whatever organic matter they

might have contained was too much exposed to al i

oxygen to admit of the possibility of any bituminization. It is

not only impossible that the oil could have originated in these

sand-rocks, or in the arenaceous shales which underlie them in

western Pennsylvania, but is most probable that the oil ascended
from the still lower rocks in the form of vapor which condensed
in the superior cavities. In other word?, the oil which, accord-

ing to the theory, was formed far below in the original bitumin-
'- organic matter, must have undergone a process of

Am. Jour. Sci.—Second Series, Vol. XLII, No. 124.—Jclt, 1866.
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In favor of the other theory, that petroleum, as now generally

found, is the product of a distillation of bituminous shales, &c,
as suggested by Dr. Newberry and others, the following argu-

v be urged : 1st. Oil may be artificially produced by
distilling such shales and other bituminous materials. In all

essential respects, the analogy between the natural and artificial

oils is complete. 2d. The phenomena of oil and gas exhibited

in our oil fields greatly resemble those observed in the artificial

m of oil from bituminous materials. These phenomena
include inflammable gases, naphthas, heavy oils, asphaltums, &c.

3d. It is believed that some petroleum has been actually pro-

duced in the earth by distillation. Dr. Newberry, in an article

on "Rock Oils of Ohio," thinks he finds local proof of the dis-

tillation of the petroleum in the great bituminous springs of

California, from Tertiary lignites, there being evidences of recent

igneous action in the region. European geologists have attrib-

uted a similar origin to the petroleums of Italy. Of course,

where igneous action is intense, all the bitumen would be en-

tirely driven off. The same would be true where the action is

considerable and long continued, as in the anthracite coal region
of Pennsylvania where the coal has lost its bitumen, but no oil

was formed, or, if formed, it was soon dissipated in gas. 4th.

There is an abundance of oil-making material in the earth.

The subterranean retort is largely charged. 5th. A compara-
tively low temperature is believed to be adequate to set free the

oil vapors. 6th. By this theory there might be produced an
almost indefinite quantity of petroleum, since bituminous strata

are found widely distributed. In this way the existence of pe-

troleum in so many different geographical districts may be
.•'i: A-ht i a>, !>;> ttie <;>; • sing theory, we are not

tat petroleum, as such, has been produced by the direct

bituminizati

rhe liquid bitumen, or petroleurn formed by direct

bituminization, and bring it up and distribute it through the

present oil horizons would certainly be adequate to distill the

shales, &c, and bring up the oil to the same ele-

vations.

It may, however, be objected, that if this theory of distilla-

tion be true, we ought somewhere to find the residuum, or de-

bituminized shale,*. ,vc. remaining after the oil had been
Such discovery could not justly be expected in surface

rocks, because, according to the theory, the heat agency would
at best be small and could be scarcely felt near the surface.

The question, then, would be reduced to this, viz : do the bor-

ings in deep wells ever show that the deep bituminous strata

have lost any of their original and normal quantity of bitumen?
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I will present one or two facts whicb may have some bearing
upon this point. I am indebted to the county of Mr. I'. K.

Randolph, superintendent of the Carlisle Oil Co., for a record of
a well 860 feet deep bored by him near Petroleum, West Va.
This well is near the center of the strata marked C in fig. 2.

The top of the well is in the lower portion of the Coal-measures.

At 170 feet below the surface, Mr. R. struck a series of sand-
rocks which continued 419 feet. I cannot suppose otherwise
than that these sand-rocks are the geological equivalents of the

- of Ohio. Below these he passed through
265 feet of what the record terms a "gray shale with much
soot." The position of these shales would make them the

its of the black shales of the Ohio Devonian formation,

which in Ohio are 250 feet thick. They evidently contain some
inaceous matter in the "soot," but the record calls

them "gray shales," not black. Mr. R. is familiar with "black
shale," for he passed through two seams of it in the first 56 feet

of the well. Now have these deep shales, nearly 600 feet down
ted within the double dislocation of strata already de-

scribed, lost a part of their bitumen and been changed from
black to gray ? Unfortunately, I have not been able to obtain

any sample of the borings in this shale, they, with the "soot,"

having been washed away. Mr. R. is boring his well still

deeper. Should he soon enter the equivalents of the Cliff lime-

stone of the Ohio Reports, I shall then feel assured th

already passed through the exact equivalents of the Ohio Black
i found them "gray." Of course, such facts are not

conclusive as to any positive loss of bitumen, but they are not

, Should I find many similar cases where
strata, which are highly bituminous at their outcrop, are found
to contain little bitumen at great depths, and at the same time,

the rocks above these buried strata containing in their fissures

much oil, I think the inference, that the oil was derived from
the bituminous shales, not unwarranted.

Art. V.—Notes on Japanese Alloys; by Raphael Pumpelly.

The following notes, relating to the composition of some of
the many alloys in use among the Japanese, are based on in-

formation obtained from native metal-workers. In a faw in-

stances, aa with the shakdo and gin shi bu icjii, the process of

manufacture, generally hidden, was shown me.
I. Shakdo, an interesting alloy of copper and gold, the latter

metal in proportions varying between I p. c. and 10 p. c. Ob-
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jects made from this composition, after being polished, are boiled

in a solution of sulphate of copper, alum and verdigris, by which
they receive a beautiful bluish-black color. lean e:

color only by supposing that the superficial removal of the cop-

per exposes a thin film of gold, and that the blue color produced
is in some manner due to the action of light on this film of gold.

The intensity of the color, and to a certain extent, the color

itself, are proportionate to the amount of gold, one or two per

cent of this metal producing only a rich bronze color. Pure
copper treated in the above solution received the appearance of

an enamelled surface with a rich reddish tint, and brass a simi-

lar surface with a darker shade. Shahdo is used for a great va-

riety of ornaments, as sword-guards, pipes, clasps, etc.

II. Gin shi bu ichi (" quarter silver") is an alloy of copper and
silver, in which the amount of silver varies between 30 and 50
per cent. Ornamental objects made from this composition take,

when subjected to the action of the above solution, a rich gray
color much liked by the Japanese. It is used for sword orna-

ments, pipes, and a great variety of objects.

III. Mokume ; several alloys and metals of different colors as-

d such a manner as to produce an ornamental effect.

Beautiful damask work is produced by soldering together, one
over the other in alternate order, thirty or forty sheets of gold,

shahdo, silver, rose copper, and gin shi bu ichi, and then cutting

deep into the thick plate thus formed with conical reamers, to

produce concentric circles, and making troughs of triangular

section to produce parallel, straight or contorted lines. The
plate is then hammered out till the holes disappear, manufac-
tured into the desired shape, scoured with ashes, polished, and
boiled in the solution already mentioned. The boiling brings

out the colors of the shak^ I rose copper.
IV. Brasses {Sin chu).—The finest quality of brass is formed

of 10 parts of copper and 5 of zinc. A lower quality, of 10
parts copper and 2'7 zinc.

V. Kara kane (bell-metal).—First quality—copper 10, tin 4,

Second quality—copper 10, tin 2£, lead 1£, zinc $.
Third quality—copper 10, tin 3, lead 2, iron \t

zinc 1.

Fourth quality—copper 10, tin 2, lead 2.

In forming the bell-metals the copper is first melted and the

other metals added in the order given above. The best small

bells are made from the first quality. Large bells are generally

made from the third quality. The kara kane has a wide range

Solders.—For bell-metal—brags 20, copper 10, tin 15.

For brass—first quality brass 10, copper 1£, zinc 6.

For silver—silver 10, first quality brass 5 or 3.
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For gin shibu ichi—silver 10, first quality brass 5, zinc 3.

For rnokume—silver 10, first quality brass 1£.

For shakdo—fine shakdo 3, zinc 10.

For tin—tin 10, lead 5.

Among the Japanese articles made of copper that find their

way to this country, there are some with, a bright red surface,

which is often taken to be either a lacquer or an enamel. These
objects are made of copper containing red oxyd through the

entire mass, and after receiving the requisite form and a high
polish, are boiled in the mixture mentioned above.

Art. VI.—Notes on Tides at Taint

by Dr. C. F. Winslow. From
dated Munich, March 26, 1866.

I received the American Journal of Science for March tins

morning, and have rea rest the article on the

Tides at Tahiti co nnunicated by Prof. Bache, upon the obser-

vations of Capt. J. Eodgers.

When at Tahiti in 16-11 I was immediately struck with the

anomaly in the tidal phenomena. I observed the daily wave
more or less regularly (but with the eye alone) on the shore and
in certain inlets between Taunoa and Papiete, from the 14th of

May to the 14th of June, the period of my stay there. Eesid-

ing near the shore at Taunoa a to and from
Papiete, and riding round the beach beyond point Venus, I con-

stantly had opportunity for observation. The tide was low in

! best from 12 to 2 o'clock, as a common ob-

servation. When on the reef off Taunoa, about the 10th of

June, late in the afternoon (my notes are at home and I do not

remember the exact day), the tide rose later and I was obliged

to abandon my observations and collections on account of this

unexpected circumstance. I remained on the reef until the sea

swelled to a depth of eight or ten inches, as waves would strike

the barrier and then flow strongly over it. M}^ observations

were never made with mathematical accuracy, but the h

with the imperfect records of the tide-guage established

by Capt. Eodgers for the same month in 1858.

The remark of Capt. Eodgers, that " the range of the tides

seems to be considerably less near the solstice, than they are near
the equinox," will be found to hold as a constant truth ; for upon
this point I made inquiry and requested observations to be

ich were afterwards reported to me by the late Capt.

John Hall, a Boston gentleman, who was for many years a mer-

chant at Papiete. The results of the observations are that the
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highest tides occur in December and January, and the lowest in

June and July ; and tfu diurnal tides

at Tahiti ums, that the moon exerted less control over tidal movements

than in other latitudes or places in the Pacific Ocean, aWu
lar, but less marked, anomalies existed to a noticeable extent in other

i groups.
_

upon the reefs and shores, both on the northern and southern

sides of the island. The tides appeared to flow there with their

usual regularity, and rose to a greater height than at Tahiti.

I have been prompted to communicate these facts because I

have long considered the tidal phenomena at Tahiti as important

to physical science as they are curious and anomalous; and
when carefully observed and studied, I have no doubt they will

greatly enlarge our general cosmical knowledge, and establish a

more correct tidal theory than exists at present, notwithstanding

the high utility and value of that we now have.

While upon this subject of tidal movements in the Pacific

Ocean, I will take occasion to mention that during a long period

of observation upon the coast of Peru with reference to earth-

quake phenomena, I found, not only the highest tides to prevail

at Callao and Paita in December and January, but also a series

of enormous waves or sea-swells to be thrown from time to time

upon the coast, varying from twenty-four to seventy hour.-; in

continuance, accompanied by unusual heights of the tide during

the same period, and, on the contrary also, I remarked that the

ocean exhibited an unusual tranquillity during the months of

June and July. These phenomena do not appear to be con-

nected with great atmospheric storms, nor do they hold any
special relation to the force of prevailing winds near or distant,

so far as I have been able to ascertain; but they increase with,

and accompany, the swelling of the tides, and occur generally,

not always, about the full of the moon. They sometimes break
suddenly upon the coast. They are annual a,,J o, n -t>iut m th>>ir

.. During my researches in the old Spanish records for

earthquake phenomena, I have found them spoken of in the

past century, and that they have often made ravages upon the

coast to a smaller or greater degree. That which overwhelmed
Callao in 1746 invaded the coast with a front swell of 40 feet,

forty-one air he first earthquake had suddenly
devastated Lima and Callao, and seventeen a

- : :

wave extended for hundreds of miles both north and south

along the coast, and seemed to be an exceptional event in inten-

sity although not wholly so in periodicity, it having occurred at

4 P. M,, Oct. 30th. It was without doubt connected dynamically
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in some manner with the action of the internal forces which
produced that series of earthquakes, one of the most violent

within historic periods. A great oceanic movement was also

observed upon the coast of Chili, at Talcahuana, at 6.30 o'clock,

the same afternoon, without earthquakes. What is very extra-

ordinary also, the waters of the Maranon were equally disturbed

the same night on which the earthquake agitated the coast of
the Pacific, as we learn by the letter of a Jesuit missionary lo-

cated among the Indians east of the Andes. Without knowing
what had happened at Lima, he writes as follows: "On the

28th Oct. (1746), apparently about midnight (for here we do not

know exact time), a very strong earthquake occurred at this

mission. I slept at the time in a ravine of the Maranon where
was perceived but great waves encountering from above

and below, which threatened the canoes with injury; and as

there was no wind, we do not understand the cause." (" Yo
entonces dormi en una playa del Maranon, donde no senti otra

cosa que unas grandes olas, encontradas de arriba y abajo que
poniau en peligro las canoas

; y por que no hubo viento no en-

tendimos la causa." P. Leonardo Deubler, de la Com
Jesus Irimaguas, Nov. 23, 1746.) This mission was " 200 leagues

from Lima." The convulsion which overthrew Callao ami Lima
occurred at 10.30 o'clock p. M. on the 28th of Oct., "five and three-

quarters hours before the full moon." Nothing unusual occurred

in the appearance of the ocean until 4 o'clock p. M. on the 30th,

when a mountain of water, represented in the old accounts to

fill the horizon as high as the island of St. Lorenzo when first

noticed, swelled in upon the land. [In connection with this

record I will take occasion to correct an error which prevails in

the books relative to "the submergence of the old city of

Callao/' By careful examinations of the entire locality and of

the ancient maps and records, I can state definitively that no
took place in the site of Callao during that or any

ke, and that the red appearances visible in some places

near the shores, and which have been heretofore supposed by
a] observers to be submerged brick-work of the ancient

c;tv. ;t re only organic and zoophytic growths of a red color

which have spread themselves over larger and smaller stones.

This I have determined by some personal hazard and numerous
explorations.]

The periodical swellings of the Pacific Ocean, to which I have
referred above, rarely begin in a notable degree before Novem-
ber or extend beyond February, and they are very marked from
Tumbez (3° S. lat.) to the Chincha islands (14° S. lat.), between
which points I have had much opportunity to observe and in-

quire about them. From the synchronism of periodic intensity

of these oce intensity of earth-
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quake (or plutonic) phenomena in that region of the globe, and
from the synchronism of periodic intensity of tidal movements,
as they have been observed on the shores of Tahiti and of Peru,

with the periodic intensity of earthquake and volcanic (plutonic)

movements throughout the surface of the entire planet, I have
been compelled to believe solar influence to be the precl

element in causal action, and that the lunar connection with ter-

ry rather than direct. That the

periodicity and intensity of manifestation of internal dynamic
energy are connected with the position of the earth in its orbit,

holding inverse and constant numerical relations to the length

and sweep of the radius vector, as a general law, my observa-

tions and researches have established beyond contradiction or

doubt. And I have the strongest reasons to believe that sys-

tematic observations upon the oceanic movements at Tahiti and

other groups in the South Pacific, and upon the coasts of Peru
and Ecuador, will lead to the discovery of most important data

through which our present lunar theory will be greatly devel-

oped, and probably profoundly modified.

As facts accumulate in different departments of observation,

it is most interesting to discover a convergence of all terrestrial

phenomena toward a central and unique causal agency. The
late Prof. Kriel of Austria made many observations showing
a connection of earthquakes with terrestrial magnetism. Dr.

Kluge" of Saxony is showing some remarkable synchronisms of

volcanic eruptions with solar spots and variations of the mag-
netic needle. In connection with these important inquiries,

Prof. Lamont, the learned director of the astronomical and mag-
netical observatory at Munich, lately informed me that some
years since, when instituting a series of magnetic obs

in a subterranean observatory, he descended one morning to

examine his instruments and to his astonishment found them all

in the most tumultuous agitation. lie had never previously

seen them in any similar state. The observatory was too pro-

found and remote from highways to be affected by vehicles or

passing loads of iron. He noted the time of this anomaly (9
h

10m a. m. April 18th, 1842), and thought nothing more about

it, until some days afterwards he noticed the occurrence of a

violent earthquake in the Grecian Archipelago, and on referring

to his record, found the earthquake was transpiring at the same
his observatory. Prof.

Colla at Parma, Italy, made a similar observation upon his mag-

netic instruments the same morning. The synchronism is curi-

ous and suggestive, to say the least; and when the intensity of

these various phenomena, whether internal or external to the

surface of the planet, involving the dynamical tension of the

air, ocean, magnetism, electricity*and plutonic force, all vary by
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more or less positive ratios with the length and sweep of the radius
vector, thus exhibiting constant relations of all tidal and periodic

phenomena to the position of the planet in its orbit as it moves
from aphelion to perihelion, we are compelled to look to the
central body for the causal agency of every fluctuation of terres-

tri d force, In apvi r - it. _reat, or anomalous this may be.

In conclusion, I can but express my earnest hope that Prof.

Bache will solicit and obtain from Congress the necessary au-

thority and means to institute accurate and persistent observa-

tions upon tidal phenomena at Tahiti and other points in the
V/V: Ocean, as there are many reasons to believe that

hemisphere
(which is so differently formed from our own) will do more to

enlarge our knowledge of mundane and planetary physics, than
those instituted upon the Atlantic shores.

In 1859 I published in this Journal, [2], xxviii, 170, 365, the

results of a series of investigations on some of the more com-
mon salts of calcium an the course of which I

pointed out some important and hitherto unknown reactions.

The prominent part which these bases play in the chemistry of
the earth gives them a great interest in a geological point of
view, and has led me to farther inquiries in the same direction,

the results of which it is proposed to set forth in the present

paper. For the better understanding of what is to follow, I

shall first give a brief analysis of detailed in

the paper already referred to, of which this may be lookedupon
as a continuation. It will therefore be convenient for the pur-
pose of reference to number the sections from § 71, with which
that paper concludes.

§ 72. In sections 1-5 it was shown that the gradual addition
of a solution of bicarbonate of soda to water holding in solu-
tion chlorids of magnesium and calcium, first precipitates the
whole of the latter element as carbonate of lime, with but one
>r two hundredths of adhering carbonate of magnesia, and there
s thus obtained at length a solution holding only^chlorids of
sodium and magnesium, with a portion of bicarbonate of lime,

which, by evaporation at ordinary temperatures, is deposited as
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a nearly pure carbonate. A similar separation of the two bases

is obtained when dilute solutions of neutral carbonate are sub-

r the bicarbonate of soda. These reactions are intel-

ligible when it is considered that hydrous carbonate of magnesia
at ordinary temperatures decomposes the soluble salts of lime

with the separation of carbonate of lime. . This is true not only

for the sulphate and chlorid, but also for the bicarbonate of

lime (§ 6).

§ 73. The solutions of recent! v ite of lime

in the presence of an excess of carbonic acid and in water hold-

Is, were found to present some in-

teresting peculiarities. By adding solutions of bicarbonate of

soda to carbonated water holding chlorids of calcium and mag-
nesium, supersaturated solutions, containing at the ordinary-

temperature and pressure from 34 to 41 grams of carbonate
of lime to the liter were readily obtained. These, however, at

the end of a few hours spontaneously deposited the greater part

of the dissolved carbonate of lime as a crystalline ;

retaining of it in solution only about 8 gr. to the liter. From
this it was evident that chlorids did not permanently augment
the solubility of the carbonate, since pure water, although
yielding in like manner supersaturated solutions of bicarbonate
of lime, does not retain in permanent solution at the ordinary
pressure more thau 0-838-0-915 gr. of carbonate of lime as bi-

carbonate (§3-7). This solubility of the carbonate of lime
will be farther discussed in § 88.

§ 74 According to Bischof a liter of water saturated with
carbonic acid dissolves only 133 gr. of carbonate of i

in presence of alkaline and earthy chlorids I obtained, however,
permanent solutions holding not less than 2T0 gr. to the liter,

thus confirming the previous results of Bineau (§ 8). In § 9 I

have described the observations of this chemist and my own on
the spontaneous decomposition of solutions of the sesquicar-

bonate of magnesia, which after a time let fall in close vessels

a precipitate of hydrated monocarbonate.

§ 75. As shown above, the presence of earthy c r

bes not augment the permanent solubility of carbonate
of lime in water, and it is found that the solvent power of such
a solution, aided by a current of carbonic acid is no greater for

I carbonate of lime than that of pure water under
the amount dissolved being considerably less

than T7Voth (§ 73).

It was, however, shown that the presence of sulphate of soda

or of magnesia nearly doubles the capacity of carbonated water

for dissolving carbonate of lime. Water holding either of these

sulphates in b '. iti n (in the proportion of T^o^ or even less)

and impregnated with carbonic acid readily takes into perma-
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re and pressure a quan-
.-56 to 1-82 and

even 2-0 grs. to the liter.

§ 76. This increased solubility was explained by the fact of a
double decomposition giving rise to bicarbonate of soda or of
magnesia and sulphate of lime, of which latter salt the liquids

thus obtained were nearly or quite saturated solutions. (One
part of sulphate of lime, according to my determinations, re-

quires for its solution 372 parts of water at 16° C.) By adding
to these liquids an equal volume of alcohol the whole of the

lime is precipitated in the form of gypsum, and the filtrate re-

tains in solution bicarbonate of magnesia or of soda, according

as one or the other sulphate was employed (§ 10-19).

§ 77. It was further found that when such a solution contain-

ing sulphate of lime and bicarbonate of magnesia was slowly
evaporated at temperatures of from 30° to 70° C, the lime
was dtp<.Mti'd as a\ -t.'.ilii.c rvpsum, mixed with more or less

carbonate, while the more soluble bicarbonate of magnesia was
only separated at a later stage of the evaporation as a hydrous
carbonate (§20-27). The presence of chlorids of sodium and

n does not prevent these reactions, but chlorid of cal-

cium is of course incompatible with the existence either of bi-

carbonate of soda or bicarbonate of magnesia,

§ 78. It was evident that in this newly discovered reaction

between solutions of bicarbonate of lime and sulphate of mag-
nesia, together with the results of their spontaneous evaporation,

we have an explanation of the origin of those numerous and
extensive deposits of gypsum which are accompanied by car-

bonate of in the form of dolomite or mag-
nesian limestone. Before, however, inquiring into the condi-

tions under which this double carbonate may be formed, some
experiments were undertaken to determine the relative solubili-

ties of carbonate of lime, dolomite and magnesite in dilute

acetic acid at cliih rent temperatures. It was found that this re-

agent, first pointed out by Karsten, could be used in the proxi-

mate analysis ot mixtui s ot magiiesite. dolonnt.

and made to yield results of considerable accuracy. For this

purpose I indents an acid contain-

ing lifteen per cent of .
which was employed

at' a temperature of 0° C. From the experiments detailed in

,i 'Si. 2<), it was evident that, although dolomite was not quite

insuiiib] • in thes. ' ci.l at " C, mmht
be employed to separate dolomite from carbonate of lime, and
at higher temperatures for its partial separation from :

At a later period in the invest ...: . - t a,^ found that a

liquid containing only three per cent of acetic acid attacks pure

carbonate of lime with lively effervescence at 16° C, and even
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at 0° CL, and that it is capable of being used with still greater

advantage than a stronger acid for the investigation of these

mixtures of carbonates. In some further experiments to be de-

tailed below, the action of an acid thus diluted upon an excess

of the mixed carbonates was made available for a process of

§ 79. In § 30 the experiments of Bischof, showing the sparing

ic-acid water, were cited, and in

farther illustration the following observation, since made, may
be recorded: One gram of a very pure crystalline dolomite

in extremely fine powder was suspended in little more than half

a liter of water, which was then saturated with carbonic acid at

the ordinary pressure, and the mixture digested for eighteen

hours at about 18° C. with frequent agitation. At the end of

this time the water held in solution an amount equal to 015 gr.

of the two carbonates, in the proportion of carbonate
of lime 57, carbonate of magnesia 43. In order to determine
the influence of time and of a greater surface, two grams of

this same dolomite were digested under similar conditions for

five days, at the end of which time the amount of the double
carbonate dissolved was equal to 039 grs. to the liter. In order

to show the relative solubilities in carbonic-acid water, of dolo-

mite in fine powder and pure precipitated carbonate of lime, a
mixture of one gram of each was digested for eighteen hours
with half a liter under the conditions just described, when there

were found in solution carbonate of lime 0380 and carbonate of

magnesia 0'007, equal to 0015 of dolomite; so that only about
four parts of the latter were dissolved for ninety-six of carbon-

§ 80. The next point of interest in my previous paper was
an inquiry into the conditions in which the double carbonate
of lime and magnesia, known as dolomite, may be generated.

Starting from the well known fact that gypsums are generally

associated with dolomite, (although great deposits of dolomite
are often without gypsum), and from the unfounded notion that

such dolomites are formed by a process of alteration from pre-

viously deposited limestones, Haidinger had suggested that the

origin of the carbonate of magnesia might be due to a reaction

between dissolved ruIj and carbonate of lime

at elevated temperatures under pressure. This reaction was
subsequently verified by von Morlot, who obtained in this way
at 200° C. a mixture of sulphate of lime and carbonate of mag-
nesia. As I have, however, shown in §31, 32, the carbonate
of magnesia thus produced does not combine with any ex-

cess of carbonate of lime present, but forms a crystalline and
very insoluble magnesite, readily separated from the carbonate

of lime by dilute acetic acid. In addition to the experiments



there given in proof of this, another subsequent one may be
cited, where a mixture of crystallized sulphate of magnesia with
two equivalents of pure precipitated carbonate of lime was
heated for some hours in a closed metal tube to 200° C. The

per cent of carbonate of magnesia, while the residu

besides sulphate of lime, carbonate of magnesia with only 1*3

per cent of carbonate of lime.

Marignac had endeavored to form the double carbonate by
heating in a similar manner solutions of magnesian chlorid with
an excess of carbonate of lime. In this case, as I have shown,
the decomposition, even after several hours at temperatures of
15O°-290

J
0. is but very partial, while the product analyzed by

dilute acetic acid was chiefly carbonate of lime, me
i rriagnesite and a small but variable proportion of

the double carbonate (§ 34-36). In both cases the carbonate of
magnesia formed at a b usses more or less com-
pletely into magnesite, which, as might be expected, and as I
have shown (§ 37), evinces no disposition to form with the lime
a double carbonate.

In subsequent experiments, however, it was shown that when
the hydrous carbonate of magnesia, mingled with carbonate of
lime is exposed to heat in presence of water, combination ensues,

and the double carbonate dolomite is generated between 130°

and 200° C, and probably at lower temperatures. These results

are given, with many details, in § 39-42, and further experi-

ments of the same nature will be found in § 103-109.

Hydrated double carbonates of lime and magnesia.

§ 81. The results noticed in the last section gave rise to further

inquiries into the affinity between the carbonates of lime and
and to the discovery of some artificial hydrated com-

pounds of the two. The numerous hydrated double carbonates

studied by Deville were all compounds of the alkalies (potash

or soda) with magnesia or a magnesian oxyd. In bis 1

memoir on these salts published in 1851 (An. Ch. et Phys., [3],

xxxiii, 75-106). besides a series of double -.

line bicarbonates with nine equivalents of water, Deville has

described numerous neutral double carbonates having the gen-
eral formula C,MM0

8 ,
which are either anhvdrou.sor combined

with three, four, or ten atoms of water, HO; (11=1,0=6,0=8).
In these salts, which are all crystalline, the first metal is either

potassium or sodium, and the secoud is magnesium, nickel,

cobalt or copper. With zinc the formula of the double carbon-
ate is less simple than for the preceding, being, according to

Deville, 3NaC0
3
,8ZnC0

3
,8H0. The mode in which these salts
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are formed is instructive ; a mixture of the precipitated carbon-

ates with the alkaline bicarbonate or sesquicarbonate is trans*

formed by a gentle heat into the crystalline double carbonates,

and in the case of cobalt to a mixture of the 4-hydrated and 10-

hyd rated salts. A paste of magnesia alba and bicarbonate of

soda with water was found to be slowly changed at a tempera-

ture of from 60
o-70° C. into transparent crystals of the anhy-

drous double carbonate, which crystallizes in the hexagonal
sv^tein inA :,- i ;.,. iiked bv 1 » .;,.- i: a v be regarded as a soda-

dolomite C.NaMgO,. I have already shown, §88-40, that

when this is heated to 200° C, with a solution of chlorid of

calcium, the sodium is replaced by calcium, and dolomite is

formed. It was with the anticipation that under conditions

similar to those made use of by Deville, it might be possible

to obtain double carbonates of lime and magnesia, that the fol-

lowing experiments, resulting in the production of hydrated
carbonates, were undertaken.

§82. The first step was to procure a solution of the chlorids

. equivalent proportions, and for

this purpose a crystalline dolomite from Gait, in western Canada,
whose only impurity was a few thousandths of carbonate of iron

was selected. This being dissolved in hot hydrochloric acid

nearly to saturation, a little chlorine or chlorate of potash was
added, and the digestion continued with an excess of the dolo-

mite till the whole of the iron was precipitated, and a pure con-

centrated solution of the two chlorids in equivalent pi

was obtained.

§ 83. When the above solution is mixed with a slight excess

of a solution of pure monocarbonate of soda and the resulting

pasty mass heated to from 65° to 80° C, the precipitate is

wholly changed in a few hours into a dense white granular

matter, which, under the microscope, is seen to consist of pearly

translucent globules, ei gated. They are usu-

ally about ^ythof an inch in diameter, and although most

. sometimes present the form of disks bar-

ing a radiated structure and ragged edges. Lobed and com-
pound shapes from the coalescence of these disks are also met
with. This substance is so slowly attacked by cold dilute acetic

acid that it was at first mistaken hy me for true dolomite, and
described as such in a note to the American Philosophical Society

before I had discovered water in its composition. It, however,

gives off an abundance of water when heated in a glass tube,

even after having been dried at 35° C. In the analys

several preparations of this compound, in

magnesia were calculated as neutral carbonates, there \

a deficit of from seven to nine per cent, which was i

altogether water. In a subsequent preparation, however, it was
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found that when freed bj washing from all trace of chlorids it

yielded a quantity of soda equal to 1'86 per cent of carbonate

of soda, and moreover that there was a deficiency in the amount
of carbonic acid, which was only about nine-tenths of that re-

quired to form neutral carbonates with, the bases; so that the

compound is a slightly basic carbonate of lime and magnesia
with a little soda, and with about ten per cent of water. Fur-
ther analyses are required of this substance, which appears to be

Lated to the native hydrodolomite or dolomite-sinter of
Kobell.

§ 8-1. The magma obtained as in the last section slowly

changes at ordinary temperatures into a crystalline compound
much more highly hydrated than the last. A tall cylindrical

jar filled with the paste of the freshly precipitated carbonates

and exposed to the light at a temperature of 15° to 18° C, after

twenty-four hours showed a layer of liquid at the surface from
a partial subsiding of the precipitate, which, at the end of

twelve days in one ease, and twenty-live in another, occupied

only one-seventh of the original volume. The process of change
appeari d to consist in the formation of nuclei, from which crys-

proceeded until every particle of the once volumin-
ous, opaque and amorphous precipitate had become tr

dense and crystalline. The supernatant liquid was alkaline

from an excess of carbonate of soda, and held only traces of
-.•;•.; :- !..'.• •.::- -•'.'; :

' .' .-',.
:

' v

w and dried on blotting paper, consisted of brilliant

transparent, vitreous prisms, apparently oblique, grouped around
centers, and sometimes forming little spheres five or six milli-

meters in diameter bristling with points. These crystals are

permanent in closed vessels, but by exposure to the air slowly

become opaque on the edges, without, however, losing their

hardness. II t a ted i a a -
! ^ tube they give off much water with

decrepitation. The following are the results of two analyses of

portions of this carbonate from the same preparation, but dried

at different times by exposure to the air for several hours at

about 18° C. The carbonates were supposed to be neutral

though no determination of the carbonic acid was made. The
of soda was separately determined on five grams,

the absence of chlorids having been established, and the water

estimated from the loss

:

Carbonate of lime, - - 37-74 36-98

29-78

100-00



§ 85. Without farther analysis it would be hazardous to at-

uble carbonate. The
j precisely those of the

hydrated neutral carbonate of magnesia, and it is therefore not

probable that there is any loss of carbonic acid. The carbonate

of soda may exist as an integral part of the compound, or as an
admixed double carbonate with lime like gaylussite. A partial

loss of water in drying was evident from the aspect of the

crystals, and the formula C 3
CaMg0

6 , 5HO, which requires car-

bonate of lime 365, carbonate of magnesia 30 7, water 32 8,

may probably represent the true composition of this double
carbonate. It is worthy of remark that the carbonate of lime

and soda, gaylussite, has a similar formula, C 2CaNaO e , 5HO,
and that it may be artificially formed by a process which recalls

that described above. According to Fritzsche when one volume
of a solution of chlorid of calcium, density 1*16, is agitated with
ten volumes of a solution of carbonate of soda, density 1'20, a
gelatinous precipitate is formed which slowly changes into a

deposit of monoclinic prisms of gaylussite, generally mixed
with carbonate of lime. It was also found that a precipitate of

pure carbonate of lime, after several days digestion with a con-
centrated solution of carbonate of soda was converted into the
crystalline double salt, (Jour, fur prakt. Chimie, xciii, 339).

§ 86. In another experiment a portion of the solution of the

alcium and magnesium in equivalent portions, was
by accident mixed with a quantity of carbonate of soda insuf-

ficient for its complete decomposition. The mixture was set

aside and crystallized as before, but the process was slower,

occupying five weeks. The liquid retained a portion of chlorid

of magnesium, but only traces of carbonate of magnesia in so-

lution. The solid product, like that described in § 84, consisted

of transparent grains and groups of hard vitreous prismatic

crystals. Dried in the air they became opaque but did not lose

their hardness, and still gave off water with decrepitation when
heated in a glass tube. Two analyses of this substance after

several hours exposure to dry air, gave as follows; the bases

being calculated as neutral carbonates and the water determined
by the loss

:

Carbonate of lime, - - 51-30 5052
" " magnesia, - - 2997 30-09

"Water, by difference, - - 18'73 1939

The ratios deduced from the above are nearly ten atoms of

lime, seven atoms of magnesia, and twenty-one of water. From
these results it is impossible to construct a simple formula, and
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although Deville has represented one of the neutral carbonates
obtained by him as containing three atoms of soda, eight of
oxyd of zinc, and eight of water, I should prefer, pending
farther investigation, to regard the above described substance as

a mixture of two or more crystalline hydrocarbonates of lime
and magnesia. It is worthy of note that while the simple
carbonate of magnesia retains in crystallizing 6H0, the com-
pound of one equivalent each of lime and magnesia contains

only 5HO, and the last, in which the lime predominates, is much
less hydrated. These double carbonates deserve a m< ;

study than I have been able to give them, and I publish these

incomplete observations in the hope that some one may extend
ies, and probably correct some of my determinations.

§87. The hydrous carbonate of magnesia, C
2
Mg

2 6 , 6H0, is,

as observed by Fritzsche and by Soubeiran, formed under con-
ditions analogous to the double carbonates of lime and mag-
nesia just described. The amorphous paste obtained by mix-
ing a solution of sulphate of magnesia with a slight excess of
carbonate of soda undergoes a change precisely similar to that

of the mixed carbonates, and is transformed into small prisms
aggregated into spherical masses, like the double carbonates of
lime and magnesia. It is tolerably permanent in the air, and
yielded me 29 - per cent of magnesia; which exactly corres-

ponds with the above formula.

Supersaturated solutions of carbonates of lime and magnesia.

§88. In §73 allusion was made to previous experiments on
the solubility of carbonate of lime in presence of an excess of
carbonic acid. I found that by the addition of bicarbonate of
soda to a solution holding chlorids of sodium, calcium and mag-
nesium (with or without sulphate of soda), and saturated with
carbonic acid, it is possible to obta rions hold-

ing from 340 to 416 gr. of carbonate of lime to the liter. Of
this, however, the greater part was deposited in the course of
twenty-four hours, and the solution was then found to hold
somewhat less than TO gr. of the carbonate of lime in perma-
nent solution with an excess of carbonic acid. Comparative
experiments, moreover, showed that the presence of the chlorids

above mentioned does not increase the amount of bicarbonate
of lime which water is capable of holding permanently in solu-

iougb, as pointed out in §b& of my recent paper on
Natural Waters (this Journal, [2], xl, 196), it would seem from
the comparative experiments of Boutron and Boudet that these

.vor the formation of unstable supersaturated solutions.

§89/ We have now to speak of supersaturated solutions of
carbonates of lirne and magnesia without any excess of carbonic
acid, of which a brief notice is given in the section of that paper
Am. Jouk. Sui.—Skcond Sekies, Vol. XLII, No. 124.—July, 18C6.
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just cited. The power of alkaline chlorids and of chlorid of

calcium to prevent the precipitation of carbonate of lime, and
even to dissolve it when precipitated, has already been observed

by Berthollet and by Storer (Dictionary of Solubilities, 110),

but the inquiry does not appear to have been pursued farther.

In like manner the power of salts of potash, soda or magnesia to

prevent the precipitation of magnesia by alkaline carbonates, was
noticed by H. Rose and by Longchamp (Gmelin's Handbook, iii,

225). These reactions I have made the subject of careful ex-

periments, one object of which was to determine whether hy-

drated or anhydrous double carbonates of lime and magnesia
might be obtained from such solutions of these carbonates con-

taining no excess of carbonic acid.

For the following experiments there were employed solutions

of pure neutral chlorid of calcium, and of pure calcined carbon-

ate of soda, containing respectively 0'0555 gr. and 0'0530 gr. to

the cubic centimeter, so that the minding of this quantity of

each would give rise to 0-050 gr. of carbonate of lime.

§90. I have found that the recent precipitate produced by a

solution of carbonate of soda in chlorid of cah mm is readily

soluble in an excess of the latter salt or in a solution of sul-

phate of ma ios, magma
which results when solutions of carbonate of soda and chlorid

of calcium are first min !v dissolved by a solu-

tion of sulphate of magnesia, and by operating with solutions

of known strength, as indicated above, it is easy to obtain trans-

parent liquids holding in a liter, besides three or four hundredths
•l sulphate of magnesia, 08 gr. aud even 12 gr. of

carbonate of lime, together with 1*0 gr. of carbonate of magne-
sia, the only other substance present in the water being the chlo-

rid of sodium equivalent to these carbonates. A solution of

chlorid of m some chlorid of sodium and sul-

phate of magnesia, in like manner dissolved l'O gr. of carbonate

of lime to the liter. Such solutions have an alkaline reaction.

§91. These solutions, which contained in all cases neutral

carbonates with no excess of carbonic acid, possessed a consider-

able degree of stability. One prepared with 08 gr. of carbon-

ate of lime and l
-

gr. of carbonate of magnesia to the liter,

was filtered after standing for eighteen hours at 16° C, and still

retained in solution 0*72 gr. of carbonate of lime, which was,

however, readily and completely precipitated by an equal vol-

ume of alcohol of 95 per cent. After a longer time, however,
these solutions gradually deposit small transparent crystals of

hydrous carbonate of In i' (which lso adh res is

powder to lines marked on the side of the vessel by a stirring-

rod), and at the end of eight or ten days at the ordinary temper-

ature the solution holds no more lime in solution, although still
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; all its carbonate of magnesia. When the recent solu-

tion is boiled there is formed a copious precipitate of carbonate
of magnesia, with some lime, and after evaporation to dryness
in a water-bath, a portion of soluble lime-salt remains in the

§92. The transparent crystals which are slowly deposited

from these solutions contain neither magnesia nor sulphuric

acid. At low temperatures they are permanent in the air, but
when heated to about 30° 0. change into an opaque pasty mass.

Analysis gives for their composition, carbonate of lime 52 3,

water 47*7. These crystals agree in their physical characters

with the decahydrated carbonate of lime, C 2 Ca 3 O a , 10HO, which
requires water 47 -3.

§ 93. As shown in § 75. precipitated and even crystalline car-

bonate of lime is permanently soluble to a large extent in solu-

tions of sulphate of soda or of magnesia in presence of an excess

of carbonic acid, in which case sulphate of lime and bicarbonate

of soda or of magnesia result from double decomposition. This
process is, however, entirely different from the ready dissolving

of recently precipitated and as yet unaggregated carbonate of
lime in solutions of sulphate or chlorid of magnesium which
contain no carbonic acid, and have no power to form permanent
solutions of the carbonate of lime. The difference in the condi-

tion of the lime in the two cases is readily shown by the action

of alcohol, which from the first solutions at once precipitates the

whole of the lime as gypsum, and from the second separates it

no less completely in the form of carbonate. It suffices, how-
ever, in the second case to saturate with carbonic acid before the

addition of alcohol to reproduce the conditions of the first case,

and obtain, instead of carbonate, sulphate of lime.

§ 94 The solubility of the yet uncondensed carbonate of lime

in neutral solutions which are without action upon it in another

state of aggregation, is a good example of the modified relations

presented by bodies in the so-called nascent state, which proba-

biv in this case consists in a simpler and less condensed mole-

cule. At the same time the gradual spontaneous decomposition

of the solutions thus obtained affords an instructive instance of

the influence of time on chemical changes.

§95. I have found that monocarbonate of magnesia is still

more soluble than monocarbonate of lime under the conditions

described, and have in this way obtained more than 5*0 gr. of

carbonate of magnesia in solution in a liter of water holding
six per cent of hydrated sulphate of magnesia and a little chlo-

rid of sodium. This solution, si its reactions,

gave, when gently heated, a copious precipitate, which was
almost wholly dissolved after some hours repose in the cold. I

have already shown (§ 23) how obstinately sulphate of magne*
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sia retains a portion of carbonate of magnesia even after the so-

lution has been long boiled, or evaporated to dryness; this is

manifested by an alkaline reaction and by the power of precipi-

tating the nitrates of silver and copper. That these reactions

are due to dissolved carbonate, and not to a sulphate with excess

of base, is indicated from the fact that the addition of small

quantities of hydrate of soda to a solution of sulphate of mag-
nesia gives rise to a precipitate of hydrate of magnesia which is

insoluble in the sulphate, and does not communicate to it an

On the supposed decomposition of gypsum by dolomite.

§96. Haidinger, according to Bischof, has endeavored to ex-

plain the origin of the sulphate of magnesia observed in many
gypsum quarries by supposing a decom position of the sulphate

of lime by dolomite, and Suckow has also proposed the same
explanation to account for an efflorescence of Epsom salt near

Jena (Chem. Geology, i, 430, iii, 159). Bischof mentions in

connection with the latter instance an observation of Mitscher-

lich, which from the omission of a few words in the English
translation, seems to imply that this chemist had observed the

complete decomposition of bitter-spar by a solution of gypsum.
On reference to the German edition, however. • .;. :.:- '..a Ma-
scherlich had observed the decomposition of carbonate of mag-
nesia by gypsum, and thus that his experiments do not confirm
the hypothesis of Haidinger and Suckow, which we have here

to examine. It is therefore by an error that in my recent essay

on Natural Waters, § 19-21, I have attributed the views of

these geol<»L , whose original memoir cited by
Bischof is not accessible to me.

§97. In the paper just cited I have recorded the following

experiments: A solution of gypsum was made to percolate

slowly through a column of several inches of finely powdered
dolomite previously washed with pure water. After ten suc-

cessive filtration8 of the liquid, occupying as many days, no per-

ceptible amount of sulphate of magnesia was formed. Solutions

of gypsum, and others of chlorid of calcium, were then digested

for several months at the ordinary temperature with pulverized
dolomite, and also with native crystalline carbonate of magnesia
(from Styi a), with similar negative results. Solutions of gyp-
sum impregnated with carbonic acid were also allowed to remain
in contact with pulverized dolomite and magnesite during the

warm season for a period of six months, and even then only
traces of magnesia were taken into solution.

In one experiment out of many, 100 gr. of pure crystalline

dolomite from Gait (§82) and TO gr. of pure crystalline gvpsum
were digested with 200 c. c. of water at from 15°-18° C. for six



days, when the nitrate, freed from gypsum by evaporation and
the addition of alcohol, gave no trace of magnesia. The resi-

due was then treated for the same time with water holding car-

bonic acid in solution, and the nitrate having been evaporated
to dryness, gave to water an amount of sulphate corresponding
to 0-OiO of carbonate of magnesia for the 200 c. c, equal to

TyVo tn of toe weight of the dolomite. The digestion of a simi-

ount of soluble magnesian salt. When, however, dol-

omite was digested at this temperature with a solution of chlorid

of calcium for twenty-four hours, an amount of chlorid of mag-
nesium equal to T%% o^hs of the dolomite was formed.

It was evident from these and similar experiments that no re-

action takes place between dolomite and solutions of gypsum
even at 60° C, except in the presence of carbonic acid, whose
solvent action on dolomite (§ 79) causes the formation of a small
amount of sulphate of magnesia. It was then necessary to

search elsewhere for an explanation of the origin of the magne-
sian sulphate found in the conditions observed by I .

and Suckow.

§ 98. The hydrous carbonates of magnesia are readily attacked
by gypsum, a solution of which is soon decomposed when agi-

tated with an excess of the sex-hydrated carbonate (§ 87) with
the separation of the whole of the lime as carbonate. In like

manner I have found that the white earthy hydrocarbonate of
magnesia from Hoboken, N. J., gives rise to a large amount of

sulphate of magnesia when digested for twelve hours in the

cold with a solution of gypsum. This hydrated carbonate also

completely decomposes protosulphate of iron in the cold.

§ 99. The absence of any hydrous carbonate of magnesia from
the Gait dolomite was shown by its complete indifference to tho

action of gypsum solutions. It was, however, possible that some
other dolomites might contain portions of such a carbonate inter-

mixed. Accordingly a white earthy magnesian limestone from
Chaumont, 1 belonging to the gypsiferous series of the Paris

- selected for experiment, pulverized, washed and dried.

Of this 10 gr. were digested for six days with TO gr. of gyp-
sum and 250 c.e. of water at from 15°-18° C. At the end of
this time sulphate of magnesia equal to 025 of carbonate was

sin of Paris, France, is immediately overlaid
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the :

with
to 052 gr. carbonate of magnesia. That the first action of the

gypsum was upon a hydrous carbonate appears from the fact

that the residue from the above processes, when farther digested

for ten days in the cold with a fresh portion of pure gypsum so-

lution and frequently agitated, gave only traces of sulphate of

§100. It was, however, possible that besides hydrous carbon-

ate of magnesia an admixture of hydrate of magnesia might

also in some cases intervene to effect the decomposition of gyp-

sum. The native crystalline hydrate, brucite, in presence of a

solution of gypsum containing carbonic acid readily gives rise

to sulphate of magnesia, and the rock known as predazzite is

shown by the analyses of Roth and the subsequent ones of Da-

mour to be an intimate mixture of carbonate of lime and a hy-

drate of magnesia similar to brucite. A portion of pulverized

predazzite was found to evolve a strong odor of ammonia when
digested with a cold solution of sal-ammoniac, which after seven

days at 15° C. took up from the mineral 395 p. c. of magnesia

and 030 p. c. of lime. 10 gr. of pulverized and carefully

washed predazzite and TO gr. of gypsum were digested for five

days with 250 c. c. of water at 15
6-18° C, and the liquid then

bly in the cold, and hot dilute acetic acid was employed for its analysis. The two

gave as follows

:

tic acid was employed for

Carbonate of hme,
esi

30-1 302

A ; r:

. .

.-.- .. - ..:.....•.
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contained but a trace of magnesia in solution. To the residue

was added 250 c. c. of a solution of gypsum partially saturated

with carbonic acid. After twenty-four hours digestion 200 c. c.

of the liquid were found to yield on evaporation little gypsum,
but an amount of sulphate of magnesia equal to 330 gr. of
carbonate. A second portion of g\psum solution with carbonic
acid being added gave, after frequent agitation for seven days, a
quantity equal to not less than 3'93 gr. of sulphate of magnesia
to the liter, showing that a considerable portion of gypsum be-

sides that first in solution took part in the reaction. In this, as

in all the previous experiments, a coarsely crystalline and very
pure gypsum, previously pulverized and washed with distilled

water, was made.use of.

§101. From all these experiments it appears that although
dolomite has at ordinary temperatures no power of decomposing
solutions of gypsum, this power is preserved by the native hy-
drocarbonate of magnesia, which seems to be present in small

i in some magnesian limestones. It also appears that,

with the intervention of carbonic acid, hydrate of magnesia,
and rocks like predazzite containing this substance, may decom-
pose solutions of gypsum with the formation of sulphate of
magnesia. The native bydromagnesite, which may be repre-

sented as a compound of monocarbonate and hydrate of magne-
sia, is probably resolved by a solution of gypsum into carbonate

of lime and hydrate of magnesia, a mixture like predazzite,

which requires, as in §99, the intervention of carbonic acid to

enable it to decompose a further portion of gypsum.

Production of dolomite.

§ 102. In § 80 I have already discussed the conditions under
which the anhydrous double carbonate of lime and magnesia
may be formed, and referred to the experiments in a previous

paper in which I had succeeded in producing it at temperatures

I 'Ay above 100° C. It was with a hope of obtaining it

at lower temperatures that many of the experiments already

detailed in this paper were undertaken. Thus it was not impos-

sible that from the supersaturated solutions holding both the

mouocarbonate of lime and that of magnesia, a compound of
the two might be deposited. The experiments already described,

however, show that the carbonate of lime separates completely
after a time as a hydrate, without any trace of carbonate of
magnesia. Again it was hoped that the slow union of the two
carbonates at temperatures below 100° C. might give rise to the

anhydrous double salt, instead of which, however, we have seen
that there are fjrmed the hyd rated double carbonates already
described. Attempts were next made to dehydrate these com-
pounds and thus produce dolomite, but with partial success.
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§ 103. The following experiments were made in confirmation

of those described in 1859. In the examination of the products

obtained, acetic acid was made use of as before, but with modifi-

cations (§ 78). A dilute acid was prepared by mixing three

measures of the glacial acid with ninety-seven of water. Of
this liquid, containing three-hundredths of acetic acid, there

would be required in round numbers about 44 c. c. for the solu-

tion 'of one gram of dolomite, upon which the action is compar-

atively slow at the ordinary temperature, although this same
liquid dissolves carbonate of lime with lively effervescence. By
dividing into two or more portions the amount of this dilute

acid required to dissolve a given weight of a preparation of the

two carbonates, and keeping separate the matters dissolved by
the successive portions, a fractional analysis of the material is

effected, which gives results still more satisfactory than those ob-

tained by the method described in the previous paper.

§104. In §37 it was shown the anhydrous crystalline car-

bonate of lime, and the following experiments will show that

the crystalline sexhydrated carbonate of magnesia (§ 87) is but

little disposed to combination. A portion of this compound
was intimately mingled with an equivalent of precipitated car-

bonate of lime and one-fifth of an equivalent of bicarbonate of

soda, which would at an elevated temperature furnish carbonic

acid that might aid the reaction of the earthy carbonates. This

mixture formed into a paste with water was heated in a closed

tube for two hours from 120° to 130° C, and then to 180° C.

After six hours the matter was removed, washed with water and
treated with acetic acid of three per cent, which at 0° C. pro-

duced a lively effervescence. The portion thus dissolved con-

sisted of carbonate of lime with but 3'3 p. c. of carbonate of

magnesia, while the residue was slowly but completely soluble

in hydrochloric acid, and was carbonate of magnesia with only
3-2 p.c. of carbonate of lime. From this it appears that a por-

tion of the double carbonate is formed in this experiment and
remains mingled with resulting magnesite. In another experi-

ment, in which no bicarbonate of soda was added, the portion

soluble in dilute acetic acid contained 90*3 of carbonate of lime

and the residue only 68 p. c, the remainder being carbonate of

magnesia. The result of these experiments, like that of von
Morlot, is thus chiefly a mixture of carbonate of lime with mag-

In the above as in all the experiments at temperatures over
100° C, here described, I have made use of bronze tubes hold-

ing about 14 c.c., with screw-caps made tight by an interposed

disk of lead, and heated in an oil-bath.

§ 105. It was next to be seen whether the hydrous double
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carbonates would yield dolomite by dehydration. For this pur-

pose a portion of the hydecarbonate formed at the ordinary

temperature (§84) was slowly heated with water to 180° C.

The coarsely granular residue was treated by successive portions

of acetic acid of three per cent, by which it was at first readily

attacked. The last or fourth part was not perceptibly acted

upon by cold dilute hydrochloric acid, but required heat and
long digestion with this acid to effect its solution. The compo-
sition of the successive portions was as follows

:

I. 21 parts, 90-36
'

9-64

IV. 38 " 9-52 90-48

These results show that as in the preceding section but little

dolomite is formed, though the proportion of lime which still

remains in iv, indicates a certain amount of the double salt.

The presence of nearly ten per cent of magnesian carbonate (in

which form the dissolved base is calculated) in I, as contrasted

with less than one per cent in n, seems to be due to a parti
"

ition of

tion, involving
hydrate of magnesia. A similar result is seen in the second ex-

periment of the last section, while in the previous experiment
this was to a great extent prevented by the presence of bicar-

bonate of soda.

§ 106. A portion of the hydrocarbonate with excess of lime-

salt, described in § 86, gave,"when treated like the last, a some-

what larger admixture of dolomite, and when the hydrous double

carbonate formed at 80°-90° C. was gradually heated with water

to 180° C, the fractional analysis of the product showed that a

large proportion of dolomite had been formed. The composi-

tion of the first and last portions was as follows, the second

having been lost, and the third completely dissolved.

I. 25 parts, 58'3 41-7

II. 43 " undet. undet.

III. 32 " 46-5 53-5

§ 107. In another trial with a granular double carbonate pre-

pared at about 60° C, and then heated as before, the following

results were obtained by fractional analysis, a residue of pure

carbonate of magnesia insoluble in acetic acid remaining.
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in the previous two sections and those recorded in § 80, to see

that in the present case a double anflydrous carbonate is

generated. While in the previous preparations with sul]

magnesia and carbonate of lime, or with the more hydrated

double carbonate, the separation of the two carbonates by dilute

acid is nearly complete, a large amount of carbonate of mag-
nesia is in this case dissolved with the first portion, and the

residue is, by the farther action of the dilute acetic acid, shown
to be a mixture of dolomite with magnesite.

§ 108. But the most favorable conditions for the artifi

duction of dolomite, so far as yet observed, are attained with an

intimate mixture of the two carbonates in the amorphous state,

rated by a slight excess of carbonate of soda from the

solution of equivalent proportions of the chlorids of calcium

and magnesium. (§ 82). To effect the union of the two car-

bonates the heat should be very gradually raised to 120°-130°,

and there maintained for an hour or two. The following are

results obtained from preparations thus obtained and submitted
to fractional analysis by means of acetic acid of three per cent.

A precipitate of the two carbonates was made as above,

pressed in linen, and die unwashed pasty mass gradually heated,

thirtv minutes being taken to raise the temperature from 100° to

140°"C. Of the washed and dried matter the first thirty-four

per cent contained 56'6, and the last ten per cent 53'0, of car-

bonate of lime. Another and partially washed precipitate of

equivalents of the two carbonates, which had been dried at the

ordinary temperature, and again moistened with water and
heated to 170° C, was treated with successive portions of acetic

acid with similar results to the preceding. The last residue of

twenty-one per cent consisted of carbonate of lime 52 -

7, carbon-

ate of magnesia 47 '3.

It is unnecessary to multiply the descriptions of results of

this kind obtained from five or six different preparations, and
all showing that under the influence of heat the pasty mix-

ture of the two carbonates yields an anhydrous, sparingly

soluble compound having the chemical character and composi-

tion of dolomite, which requires carbonate of lime 54-35, carbon-

i 45-65.

i another experiment a mixture containing more than

an equivalent of magnesian carbonate was heated as above
described, and the portion dissolved by the first action of the

acid contained 48'6 per cent of carbonate of

09. In {

the second portion dissolved had only 47 - per cent,

residue was pure magnesite. The excess of magnesi
first fraction over the second would seem to be due, as in § 105,

to a partial decomposition of the excess of hydrated magne-

sian carbonate in the mixture.
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§ 110. Carbonic-acid water may be employed instead of
id as a solvent for the analysis of artificial dolomite

(§79). In a preparation of dolomite made in the way just de-

ad containing an excess of carbonate of magnesia,
(52-0 per cent), the action of 500 c. c. of water saturated with
carbonic acid during two and a half hours, removed from one
gram 0453 gr. containing only 48*5 per cent of d

carbonate. The residue, from which the more finely divided
portions had thus been removed, was very slowly attacked by a
solution of carbonic acid, a second portion of 500 c. c. of which,
after four hours, took up 0'145, and a third portion, after eighteen

hours more, 0T62 gr. of the two carbonates, in both cases con-

carbonate of lime 53 -

0, carbonate of magnesia 47*0.

§ 111. In concluding this part of the subject it is to be re-

marked that two things in the history of dolomite may be
regarded as established: first, its origin in nature by direct

sedimentation, and not by the alteration of non-magnesian lime-

stones; and second, its artificial production by the direct union
of mixtures of the carbonates of lime and magnesia at tempera-
tures above 120° C. The question next arises whether all dolo-

mite strata have been exposed to such a temperature, or whether
there are yet unknown conditions under which the double
carbonate can be found at lower temperatures.

The magnesian limestone from the elevated coral island of
Matea, described by Dana (this Jour., [2], xiv, 82), is, according

to the analysis of Silliman, and my own subsequent examination
and analysis (Ibid., [2], xix, 429), a true dolomite with a slight

excess of carbonate of lime, and is regarded by Dana as of

recent origin, and as derived, in some way, from the alteration

of coral mud. If this origin be established beyond a doubt, it

is to be remarked that the separation of carbonate of magnesia

from sea-water requires peculiar conditions, which evidently are

rarely fulfilled in the case of these coral deposits; and its pro-

duction being conceded, the volcanic agencies so active in these

regions may have very well furnished the heat requisite to form
dolomite before the elevation of the island.

§ 112. x\part from the formation of stratified sedimentary

tlso to keep in mind the frequent occurrence

of this double carbonate as a mineral of secondary deposition,

», rilling veins, and even the moul da

.-.! '. -
,. :>S, ;,:,). The conditions of its deposition from natural

waters are probably not unlike those of the quartz, fluor, and
heavy-spar, with which, in its form of bitter-spar, it is often

and as subjects for farther investigation, may yet

throw more light on the agencies which have effected the union
and crystallization of the two carbonates in sedimentary deposits.
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Aet. VIII.—Remarks on the new division of the Eocene, or Shell

In a brief paper published in the January number of this

&Cr. Conrad proposes to distinguish, as a separate group

of the American Eocene, a series of deposits but feebly repre-

sented at Vicksburg by a five-foot stratum of dark lig

and sand, differing in its paleontological characters from both

the Vicksburg and Jackson group. Mr. Conrad considers it to

be especially characterized by the occurrence of Ostrea Georgi-

an^ and defines it as underlying the " Orbitolite limestone of the

Jackson Group." He also mentions, in the section of the Vicks-

burg Bluff, the Orbitolite limestone, as a representative of the

Jackson group.

The latter supposition is manifestly an oversight on the part

, Vicksburg, I need not recall to his mind ; but he
has overlooked the fact that the Orbitoides Mantelli, throughout
the state of Mississippi, at least, is entirely absent from the

Jackson Group, the Orbitoides limestone being invariably

<ied by Pecten Poulsoni, Area Mississippiensis, Ostrea

fcher leading Vicksburg fossils.

Of Ostrea Georgiana I have unfortunately never seen an au-

thentic specimen or description ; but from the facts stated by
Mr. Conrad, and his comparing it to P. hngirostris Lamk., I un-

hesitatingly identify it with specimens from Vicksburg, labeled
" P. gigantea " by Prof. Wailes. Upon the ' authority of the

latter observer, Mr. Conrad mentions the occurrence of 0. Geor-

giana at Jackson. There is, indeed, some resemblance between
the lower valve of the oyster so abundant at Jackson (which,

together with the bones of the Zeugjbdon, characterizes the
" shell prairies " of central Mississippi, as stated p. 128 of my
Eeport, and some specimens of 0. Georgiana ; but in their gen-

eral character, when seen in series, they differ widely, the Jackson
oyster having distinctly the habitus of a Gryphcea, and often-

times resembling closely G. >x>.i of the Rotten limestone.

It is one of the leading fossils of what I have most unequivo-

cally recognized as the upper member of the Jackson group ;
it

occurs at Jackson itself, on the I with Zeu-

ghdon bones Morio Peter*

soni, Oonus tortil is, and others, in stratum No. 7 of section 27,

page 131 of my Report. The Jackson fossils described by Mr.

Conrad are derived from Nos. 4 and 5 of that section.
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In the numerous localities where I have studied the beds of

the Jackson group, I have never found a single Orbitoides asso-

Lth them. The constant concomitant of the latter fossil,

the Pecten Poulsoni, also is absent from the Jackson strata, being
replaced by P. nuperus, Con.

But if the Orbitoides limestone is no member of the Jackson,

but on the contrary, a characteristic one of the Vicksburg group,

then it is clear that the strata of the "Shell Bluff group" at

Vicksburg lie above, and not below the Jackson strata. For it

cannot be supposed that the latter, which occupy so extensive

an area above Vicksburg (see the map accompanying my Report,)

should suddenly come to an end, and leave no trace of a repre-

sentative between the Shell Bluff and the Vicksburg groups did

it belong there.

There is only one other locality in the state, as far as known,
where 0. Georgiana (i. e. the large oyster occurring at Vicks-

burg) is found, viz : in Jasper county, Miss., where it was col-

lected by Prof. W. D. Moore, late of the University of Miss.

It there occurs again in the same outcrop with Pecten Poulsoni,

O >o I .
- _ Vicksburg

is locality being, likewise, considerably south of the

shell prairies of the Jackson group.

As there is nothing to justify the assumption of a sudden
termination of the strata of the latter group, which, on the con-

trary, may be seen disappearing under those forming t .

tion to the ' able regularity, along

the course of both Pearl and Chickasawhay rivers, (see p. 135
of my Report), the conclusion is inevitable that the Jaekson group

is older than the Shell Bluff group as defined by Conrad.

That there may be a nee in the geological

horizons of the Jackson and Vicksburg groups proper, sufficient

-to admit of the existence of a fauna deserving to be formed
into a distinct group, is proved, not only by the paucity of coin-

cident species, (see list, ibid, p. 132), but no less by the consid-

erable thickness of the intervening strata in eastern Mi
on the Chickasawhay river, which near Red Bluff Station

(ibid, p. 135,) amounts to over one hundred feet.

Here, as at Vicksburg. we have, . > U-rl i the Orbitoides,

marls and limestones, a stratum of inconsiderable thickness, but
literally teeming with shells, which are a strange mixture of the

faunas of Jackson and Vicksburg, with numerous peculiar

species (see list, ibid, p. 136). Here also, we have a Madrepora,

d to, the species found in the
"Georgiana bed" at Vicksburg; where in its turn we find an
extraordinary number of valves of Meretrix sobrina, a ram ewi&

in the Vicksburg strata proper, but abundant in the Jackson
group. Busycon undulatum, also, is a Jackson form, if not
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species. The number of species thus far found in this bed is,

however, too small to allow us to expect numerous coincidences

either way. Ostrea Oeorgiana does not occur at Red Bluff, the

greater part of whose strata, immediately superimposed upon
the Zeuglodon beds, are extremely poor in fossils.

Of course, these data are insufficient as yet to parallelize Mr.

Conrad's Shell Bluff and my Red Bluff group. But their rela-

tive positions seem to be at least analogous, and I sincerely hope

Mr. Conrad will, before many months, give both the collections

of the Mississippi Survey, and the localities themselves, the

benefit of his personal inspection.

I should add, in conclusion, that the Jackson and Vicksburg

groups are by no means always thus separated by intervening

beds. In one locality, at least, at the extreme southern edge of

the marine Tertiary, I have seen the white Orbitoides marl

directly superimposed upon a bed of blue marl containing Mon-
oceros vetustus and Morio Petersoni, with a Rostellaria thus far

called R. velata, but which is certainly a species distinct from the

Claiborne fossil of that name.

Aet. IX.

—

Preliminary Notice of certain beds of Fish-remains, in

the Hamilton group of Western New York; by Fbank H.

Beadley. .

Accompanying the Moscow black shale of the upper part of

the Hamliton group, at Geneseo and Moscow, Livingston county,

and East Bethany, Orleans county, N. Y., are certain thin len-

-ses of impure pyrites, which contain large quantities

of the teeth, fin-spines and bony-scales, of fishes, and numerous
Mollusca.

The layers composing these beds are very variable in thick-

ness and in composition, some being quite solid and composed
almost entirely of pyrites; others, thin and fragile, and interlam-

inated with layers of black shale. The latter portions commonly
contain the bones, while the more solid portions yield shells

most numerously.
It would seem that the sulphur of the pyrites, must have come

from the decomposed fish, and that the beds correspond to the

deposits of fish-remains reported by dredgers in corta t - as,

while the surrounding bottom yields not a fragment.

Information concerning the situation of these local

given by Mr. H. A. Green in the January number of this

Journal.

So far as I have been able to ascertain, they had not been ex-

plored by any one previous to my visit in July, 1864, at which
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time, as well as in the succeeding year, I collected largely there-

from for the cabinet of Yale College. I have also employed
Mr. Green to increase my collections. The specimens thus ob-

tained are sufficient to indicate the existence of at least two or
three species of fish, and to show the principal characters of one
of them. It is hoped that further explorations, now in progress,

will be still more successful.

The most common species has a two- or three-forked tooth,

somewhat resembling that of Diplodus. The scales are all

pustulose: some are rectangular, measuring one to two inches

on a side; others are curvilinear, one of which measures six

inches across (probably a distinct species). One large, probably

interior, bone measures three by four inches, with a thickness,

at one end, of over an inch. One jaw is between three and
four inches long.

These remains all retain their bony structure, though some of

the larger and more porous fragments are thoroughly permeated
with the pyrites.

Accompanying these remains are very numerous shells of

Cephalopods,' Gasteropods, Brachiopods, and Lamellibranchiates,

which are mostly replaced with nearly pure pyrites, and separate

readily from the rock, with very brilliant surfaces.

A few of the Orthocerata retain their calcareous structure,

and also have their cavities mostly filled with calcite. The
same mineral is sometimes found in the interior of the Goniatites

which are common in the beds.

Of Goniatites, there are at least three species, besides a very

minute form which I am inclined to call the young of G. uni-

angularis, but which may prove distinct. Of Gasteropods,

we have twelve or fifteen species
;
probably as many Lamelli-

branchs ; and five or six Brachiopods. Excepting the Goni-

atites, which are sometimes two inches across, the shells are

all minute.

A few specimens of three or foi

have been found, and the stems

common in some layers. Corals are very rare.

Many of the species will very probably prove identical with

those which crowd the Hamilton blue shales, but I have reason

to think that most of them are new. No careful examination

and comparison have as yet been made
; but I hope that it may,

ere long, be completed, and the results published.

In this connection, the following fact may be interesting :

From the Black slate of the Hamilton group at the West,
which has proved almost entirely barren wherever worked, a

German clergyman residing at Delaware, Ohio, has recently ob-

tained, at that locality, nearly the whole of a thick, heavy
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pustulose scale, measuring about ten inches by fourteen; the

pustules are about one-fourth of an inch in diameter. Consider-

Qg was done, but no further discoveries made.
Being absent from home, I have not the opportunity of refer-

ring to my specimens, and I cannot therefore make the present

Panama, U. S. C, May 11, 1866.

l of chemists has been directed

to the investigation of the substitution ammoniums. Notwith-
: heir close analogy to ammonium itself, in many re-

spects, we have not been able to find record of any systematic

attempt to form amalgams analogous to the well known ammo-
lalgam. The consideration of this fact induced us to

commence a series of experiments to determine the deportment
of these bodies with sodium amalgam.
A saturated solution of chlorid of trimethyl-ammonium was

treated with sodium amalgam, and a series of phenomena fol-

lowed exactly identical with those which occur in the prepara-

tion of the ammonium amalgam. The swelling rapidly subsided,

:::is being given off, and the liquid was found to con-

tain trimethylamine.

Saturated solutions of the chlorohydrates of aniline, conine,

morphine and quinine, and of the acetate of rosaniline wihmi

treated with sodium amalgam, give rise to copious evolution of

hydrogen gas, without turgescence.

These experiments (in addition to those recorded by Dr. C
Wetherill) seem to ind iical phenomena of the

ammonium amalgam depend entirely upon the retention of gas

bubbles, and also that those ammonias which, in the free state

are, at ordinary temperatures, either liquid or solid, produce
no amalgam.

It may be mentioned that a solution of chlorid of ammonium
in pure glycerine gives rise to an amalgam, but the turgescence

is much interfered with by the viscosity of the solvent:
that sodium amalgam, when placed upon a crystal of chlorid of

ammonium, produced no reaction until moistened with a drop

of water.

' The address of F. S. Pfeil is 1437 North 11th street, Philadelphia.
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Disseminated through the Eockport granite, which is quar-

ried at the extremity of Cape Ann, Massachusetts, and much
used for building in Boston and the vicinity, are occasional

grains of a flesh-red mineral somewhat resembling Ehodonite.

The mineral has been at times found in masses of considerable

size, and for a specimen of this sort I am indebted to the kind-

ness of Mr. W. J. Knowlton, of the Lawrence Scientific School.

The characters of the mineral are as follows : Color, flesh-

red to gray. Streak similar in color to the mineral but lighter.

Lustre, vitreo-resinous. Translucent. Fracture subconchoidal

uneven. Brittle. Hardness 5*5 to 6.. Specific gravity—two de-

;>ns—3427. The exterior portion of the mass showed
no indication of crystalline form and there was no distinct

cleavage; but on breaking it open a well developed oc!

of the regular system was found in the interior. The angle be-

tween the octahedral faces measured with an application goni-

ometer 109° 30'. The edges of the octahedron were replaced

by planes of a rhombic dodecahedron, strongly striated parallel

to the longer diagonal of the face. The mineral, therefore, crys-

. the holohedral forms of the i

Before the blowpipe the mineral readily fuses on tip

a black enamel. Hence ts i is ty is bout 4 of von Kobell's

scale. On charcoal with carbonate of soda it gives a slight

coating of oxyd of zinc. In a closed tube it loses color, but

gives off no water or any sublimate. It is perfectly <!• <

•

-

separates as a powder, it is partially decomposed by dilute sul-

id, and even by acetic acid, sulphid of hydrogen gas

being evolved.

In order to thoroughly decompose the mineral the material

was finely pulverized and sealed up with some concentrated

acid in a glass flask, which was then exposed for several hours

to the heat of a water-bath. When hydrochloric acid was used

a slightly greenish solution was obtained, r

crystals of protochlorid of iron on cooling, but sbowii _ 00
traces of sesquichlorid, and on opening the flask a strong odor
of sulphid of hydrogen was observed. When nitric acid was
used the flask became filled with nitrous vapors, and both the

iron and the sulphur were completely oxy
analysis proved the mineral to be a compound of silica, glucina,

protoxyd of iron, oxyd of manganese, and oxyd of zinc, mixed
with the sulphids of the last three metals. The presence of

Am. Joue. Scl-Secosd Sewi:*, Vol. XL1L No. LU4.-Jclt, 1868.
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alumina cou
tests. The

_

excess of carbonate of ammonia, and no crystals of alum could

be obtained from a solution of the sulphate when treated in the

usual way with an excess of sulphate of potash, although they

As the sulphid of hydrogen which is evolved from the metal-

is, when the mineral is decomposed by hydrochloric

acid in a closed flask, would necessarily reduce all the iron

present to the condition of proto-chlorid, the following experi-

ment was made to determine the original condition of the iron

in the mineral. It is evident that any such reduction must be

attended with the separation of free sulphur, and hence sulphur

was sought for in the products remaining in the flask after the

decomposition was finished. The sulphid of hydrogen and the

greater part of the free hydrochloric acid having been first ex-

pelled, the residue was boiled with an excess of concentrated

nitric acid, and as no trace of sulphuric acid was found it was

concluded that the iron in the mineral, not united with sulphur,

was all in the condition of protoxyd. The same experiment
also proved that none of the varieties of iron pyrites could be

present in the mineral in distinct . : suspected;

and this conclusion was confirmed by the fact that a powerful

magnet failed to attract any portion of the mineral, even when
reduced to the finest powder.

In the quantitative analysis no unusual methods were em-

ployed. The mineral was decomposed in a sealed flask as

described al hydrochloric but usually by con-

*:.:•!

way and its purity tested by hydrofluoric acid, the small amount
of residue, which was in some cases obtained, being carefully

determined and estimated in calculating the final result. The
iron was then precipitated as basic acetate, and this pr

carried down with it a portion of the glucina. From the filtrate

by bromine, and the zinc was pre-

cipitated by sulphid of hydrogen. The filtrate from the sulphid

of zinc was always found to contain the larger part of the

glucina,
1 which was precipitated by ammonia. The glucina

thus precipitated was weighed down by itself and the amount
added to that subsequently separated from the iron. This last

separation was effected by a simple modification of Deville's

method which will be described at the end of this article.

Lastly, the sulphur, which now remained in solution as sulphuric

hole of tl
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Oxygen equivalent to per cent of sulphur,' 296 2-51 2"74

i portion of the crystal

\ bright flesh-red color,

11 quite decided. The
i taken from a wholly different

portion of the specimen. The red tint was less marked and .

the color of the powder was decidedly gray. These two portions

were selected as presenting the most decided contrasts of color

observed. Analyses 1 and 2 were made before the composition
of the mineral was correctly known, and the best method of

analysis discovered. Hence, only a portion of the bases were
accurately determined, and only "those results are given which
are known to be trustworthy. The material for all the analyses

was selected with great care ; but that used in 4 being a portion

of a crystal from the center of a large mass was unquestionably

The most natural theory of the constitution of the mineral,

to which the above results and the crystalline form both point,

is that the mineral is an isomorphous mixture of a monometric
silicate with the simple sulphids of iron, zinc, and perhaps of

manganese, all of which affect the same crystalline form. These
different sulphids must be present in somewhat varying propor-

tions ; for while in 4 the sulphid of iron is evidently i

the sulphid of zinc equ i in 3, and such a differ-

ence is plainly indicated by the difference of color already men-
tioned. This view is also" sustained by the action of different

acids on the pulverized mineral. Dilute sol

the powder even when cold, sulphid of hydrogen being evolved,

while iron and zinc in large quantities, with some glucina, enter

into solution. Even dilute acetic acid causes an evolution of

sulphid of hydrogen dissolving an abundance of iron, but also

some glucina. Since now sulphid of zinc is insoluble in acetic

acid this last reaction points clearly to the presence of sulphid

of iron in the mineral ; but at the same time both experiments

indicate that the metallic sulphids are so inl

with the silicate that the decomposition of the first involves to
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a limited extent at least the breaking up of the last. This is

what we should naturally expect in an isomorphous mixture,

the sulphids not being present in separable grains ; but diffused

through the mineral in a state of imperfect chemical combination,

and thus rendering even a firm silicate exceedingly susceptible

of decomposition.

On examining the results of analysis given above it will

further appear, in support of the same theory of the constitution

of the mineral, that while the proportions of silica, glucina, and

even of oxyd of manganese, are very constant, the proportions

of the oxyds of zinc and iron vary very considerably ; these

metals, although in the analyses separated and determined as

oxyds, being, in fact, combined to a greater or less extent with

sulphur in the different portions of the mass examined. If now
we calculate on this view the oxygen ratio of the silicate, de-

ducting of course from the sum of the oxygen of the bases, an

amount of oxygen equivalent in each case to the per cent of

sulphur found, it appears, taking the mean result, that the sum
of the oxygen of the bases is to the sum of the oxygen of the

silica as 16-93 : 16-81, or very nearly as 1 : 1. Moreover, if we
regard glucina as a sesquioxyd base we shall have for the oxy-
gen ratio between protoxyds", sesquioxyds and silica, the pro-

portion 822 : 8-71 : 16-81 or very nearly as 1 : 1 : 2. Again, the

amount of sulphur .in the metallic sulphids is very nearly one-

sixth of the amount of oxygen in the silicate ; so that for every

twelve equivalents of oxygen in the silicate we have one equiv-

alent of sulphur in the sulphids. Hence we deduce as the gen-

eral formula of the mineral

(4R 3 . |Se) Si + iRS in which R= Fe . Zn . Mn.

The oxygen ratio of the new mineral is the type ratio of the

garnet family, and to this family it undoubtedly belongs. Its

mineralogical characters would place it intermediate between
Willemite and Iron Garnet where by its composition it naturally

falls. This relationship appears in the following table; but it is

seen much more clearly on comparing the actual specimens :

J
-I.-o- Gelatinizes easily. Gelatinizes, but Decomposed, but

perfectly. gelatinize.

Before blowpipe, Fuses on edges Fuses more readily Fuses easily to
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proaches very nearly a rhombic dodecahedron, the difference

of angle only amounting to 5°, and there is no good reason for

attaching a greater significance to this difference of angle
between the corresponding forms of allied systems, than is

attached to an equal difference between similar forms of the
same system. In its peculiar constitution the new mineral is

allied to Helvin, although the two species have no outward re-

semblance. The holohedral character of its crystallization, the

very large amount of iron and zinc entering into its composition,

its color, luster, hardness, and other physical as well as chemical

properties, all distinguish it from Helvin and prove the mineral
to be a new species. As such I take great pleasure in giving to

it the name of Danalite, after Prof. James D. Dana, of New
Haven, a name so honorably associated with American miner-

Small fragments of Danalite are not unfrequently met with in

the quarries at Eockport, and * small grains of it, as I have
already said, are quite generally disseminated through the

granite ledges which form the extremity of Cape Ann. But
large masses of the mineral have not been obtained for some
time, the portion of the rock in which they were found having
been long since quarried. The mineral was first supposed by
the local collectors to be Ehodonite, and under this name good
specimens of Danalite may probably be found in some of the

collections of the country. Specimens of the mineral have also

been found associated with green feldspar at the railroad cut

near Gloucester, Mass. The mineral at this locality is more
garnet-like in structure, and contains a considerable amount of

alumina associated with the glucina. An analysis of a specimen
from this locality gave the following results

:

Oxygen equiv. to sulphur, - 241

9983

At Gloucester the Danalite is associated with fiuor spar, which I

have never recognized on the specimens from Eockport, although
the granite, in which the mineral is imbedded, has at both local-

racter. Danalite is also associated at both
localities with two very remarkable varieties of lepidolite mica.

re also been analyzed and an account of the investiga-

tion will be given in a future paper.
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Separation of Sesqiuoxyd of Iron from Ah
most of the rare earths.—The method of Mr. H. Sainte-Claire

Deville,
1

referred to in the above paper, is one of the most

accurate processes of analytical chemistry, and would probably

have been more generally used had it not been supposed that

it required a furnace heat and involved the usual accompa-

niments of furnace work. The simple modification we have

introduced is to substitute a tube of platinum for the tube of

porcelain, and a Bunsen's blast lamp for the furnace. We use

in the process the condenser of a small platinum still; but a

smaller tube about 6" long and Ty in diameter would be bet-

ter adapted to the purpose, and would serve many other use-

ful ends in the laboratory. In addition to the tube, a small

platinum nacelle would be required, as large as the tube will

admit and about l%" in length. With such an apparatus the

method of conducting the process is as follows : The tube

having been mounted horizontally on any convenient stand,

one end of it, which is closed by a doubly pierced india rub-

ber cork, is connected on one side with a small hydrogen
generator and on the other with a small flask for generating

hydrochloric acid gas. To the other end of the tube is fastened

by an india rubber connector a small glass adapter, so curved
that the end may dip under water. The mixed bases, whose
total weight is known, having been placed in the nacelle in a

finely pulverized condition, and the nacelle having been intro-

duced into the tube, the heat of a single Bunsen burner is

applied, while a gentle current of hydrogen is caused to flow I

through the apparatus. In the course of half an hour all the

oxyd of iron is reduced to the metallic state. The current of

hydrogen is then replaced by a much more rapid current of

hydrochloric acid gas and the heat of a blast lamp applied.

The reduced iron is now rapidly converted into chlorid, which,

being volatilized by the heat and carried forward by the current,

dissolves in the water. After a few minutes the action ceases,

the heat is then withdrawn, and the current of hydrochloric

acid gas being again replaced by a current of hydrogen, the

apparatus is allowed to cool. The alumina, or whatever earth

may be present, is left behind in the nacelle in a perfectly pure

condition and can be at once weighed, while the weight of ses-

quioxyd of iron is known from the loss. If the product is not

perfectly white the nacelle should be returned to the tube and

the process repeated. The result can be controlled by also

weighing the nacelle after the reduction of the iron, but it is not

safe to estimate the amount of iron solely from the loss of

weight at this time, since a very small error in this determina-

tion would cause an important error in the calculated amount
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of sesquioxyd. We give these details not as new, but because
we feel assured that with the simple modification here described

the process will be found far more expeditious, convenient and
satisfactory, than any other process now in use. A small porce-

lain tube might be used instead of the tube platinum, but this

cannot be 'recommended, as the porcelain is liable to break
unless protected, and when properly protected sufficient heat

y be obtained without a furnace. The hydrogen gas is

best obtained from a small automatic generator, and the hydro-

chloric acid gas may be generated in a small flask from coarse

salt and sulphuric acid, which has been previously diluted with

about one-third of its volume of water, and allowed to cool.

This mixture when gently heated gives a constant flow of gas,

which almost immediately stops wfren the lamp is withdrawn.

Both gases should pass through a wash bottle containing strong

sulphuric acid before entering the tube.

Art. XII.

—

Memorandum of a variable or temporary Star of the

Second Magnitude, seen in the A . 1866 ; by
E. J. Farquhar, Assistant Librarian II. S. Patent Office.

Walking out between eight and nine o'clock in the evening
of Saturday, May 12, near Sandy Spring, Montgomery county,

Maryland, and looking over the constellations in the east, I was
surprised at the appearance—or apparition I may call it—of a

star in thi- Noitl -
. < t.>v. :i which I could not believe I had

ever seen there before. Immediately on reaching home I looked
up an atlas of the heavens, and found no such star marked
upon it. I then walked over to the house of my ancle, Mr.

Benjamin Hallowell, who having looked at another map of his

own, and found no record of such a star, came out with me to

see it. As soon as I had pointed it out to him, he remarked
that he had seen it for several nights, amounting to three weeks,
or as he afterwards said, a month, probably ever since the con-

stellation had come within view of a spot where he was accus-

tomed to take an evening walk. He is therefore, so far as I

know, the first person who ever saw it. He had remarked it as

i unfamiliar star, and supposed it was a planet, without consid-

e. He did not

! month, but he
was inclined to believe it had varied in magnitude from time to
time ; though on neither of these matters will he speak posi-

tively, because he had not given the star any special attention.

1 to be two-thirds or three-quarters of a degree south
of Epsilon Corona*.

Ti
-
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it showed nothing of the nature of a cornet. I thought it grew
brighter during that evening, but will not be certain. I believe

those who carefully observed its magnitude pronounced it a

little brighter than Alphacca, Alpha Coronse. One observer

seemed inclined to question this, but did not profess to be sure

of his judgment in that respect. There can be no doubt that

Least part of that night, the stranger star was fully as

bright as Alphacca; I think brighter. Sunday morning it did

not seem to have changed in luster, but Sunday night it was
only of the third magnitude, and since that time it has gradually

faded from sight of the naked eye. On Tuesday night it was
taken note of at the Washington Observatory, and I suppose it

is therefore not necessary for me to carry this memorandum any

OK Monday evening, May 14,. Mr. S. C. Chandler, Jr., of the

U. S. Coast Survey, while engaged in observing the magnitudes
of fixed stars, by comparison without optical aid, perceived a

brilliant star not a degree from e Coronas. At 11 p. m. he esti-

mated its light as between that of § and y Herculis, rather" nearer

to the latter ; it was decidedly brighter than d Boo'tis, and at

least two-thirds of a magnitude brighter than £ or y Coronse.

The sky had been obscured for several successive nights, but

Mr. Chandler is confident that, three weeks previous (at which
date he had examined the region with care), no star of sufficient

brilliancy to attract attention was visible in this place.

On the ensuing evening, May 15, at 9 r. M., Mr. Chandler and
myself examined the star together, and agreed in regarding its

as not essentially different from that of £ Coronse or

y Herculis, and as intermediate between the two. It was very
manifestly fainter than 8 Bootis.

The weather precluded further observations until May 19, on
which evening the star had decreased by considerably more than

two magnitudes, and was very near the limit of visibility to the

naked eye. It was compared with several neighboring stars of

similar brightness in Hercules and Serpens, both at 9«> and at

13* ; and in the interval between these comparisons it had di-

minished by not less than a tenth of a magnitude.
On the 20th, it was no longer perceptible by the unaided eye,

but was easily seen and c
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able weather has permitted. Its magnitude this evening seems
to be almost exactly the ninth.

The position of the variable was at once seen to correspond
very nearly with that of a star, No. 2765 of 26°, given by Ar-
gelander in his " Durchmusterung des siidlichen Himmels."
An observation of position, by means of a transit-instrument

belonging to the Coast Survey, and temporarily in my posses-

sion, corroborated the i se stars were identical

;

and now that the variable has waned to the 9th magnitude, and
no other small star is found to have been obscured by its excess
of brilliancy, it is manifest that the original suspicion was cor-

rect. There seems to be no regular observation of the star's

place on record.

The determinations of magnitude during the time of visibility

to the naked eye are rendered easy by means of a yet unpub-
lished uranometry of the region between the declinations +45°
and —2°, prepared at the Dudley Observatory in Albany dur-

ing the year 1858, in which the brightness of every star visible
' nth of a magnitude.

3 for no date subse-

quent to May 19 ; and the comparison-stars for later observa-

tions are still subject to some uncertainty, which may affect the

determination for the variable by a tenth or possibly by two-

tenths of a magnitude. These will, however, be carefully de-

termined before long by Mr. Chandler.
The Albany values for the brightness of the comparison-stars

a Coronse, 2-0
I y Herculis, 3'o I

n Serpentis, 4*6

|? Herculis, 2-3 £ Coronas, 3-5
|
B. A. C. 5399, 5*9

8 Bootis, 3-1 y Corona?, 36 Bessel Z. 296,3, 6'0

s Herculis, 3-4
|
a Coronse, 3-9

|
B. A. C. 5452, 6-1

For the variable, the magnitudes, as thus far determined by us,

13 59 June 9, 10 9-0

20, H 6-3

Mr. Chas. A. Schott in Washington observed the star May
24 and 31, and estimated the magnitudes on those dates as 8*1

and 8*7 respectively.

Since first tention to the sudden appearance
of this remarkable star, I have received from many qu
formation of its independent and, in several instances, previous
detection ; but only in a few cases do trustworthy determina-
tions of its magnitude appear to have been made.
Am. Jour. Sci.—Second Series, Vol. XLII, No. 124.—July, 1866.
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Mr. Wm. M. Davis, Jr., of Philadelphia, saw the star on the

evening of May 12, called the attention of his family and friends

to the phenomenon, and noted in his journal that the star was

as bright as « Coronae.

Mr. Ferguson, of the Washington Observatory, writes that the

star was seen on Sunday evening, May 13, by Mr. Farquhar of

Washington, assistant to Prof. Schaeffer, who communicated the

fact to Admiral Davis, superintendent of the observatory. Mr.

Farquhar estimated the magnitude on the 13th inst. as the sec-

ond ; Mr. Ferguson observed the star on the 15th, and estimated

it as then of the fourth magnitude.

Prof. Watson, of the Ann Arbor Observatory, sends me word
that Mr. Barker, a gentleman in London, Canada, perceived the

star about May 1, and described it as equal to s Coronae in bril-

liancy at that time.

Prof. Henry Tutwiler, of Greene Springs, Ala., also detected

the star on the 12th of May. For letters from him I am in-

debted to Robert Patterson, Esq., of Philadelphia, and to Prof.

Henry of the Smithsonian Institution. He states that on that

evening, it was somewhat superior in brilliancy to « Coronas;

and on other dates he observed or estimated it as follows : May
14th, 3d mag., somewhat brighter than j? Coronas ; May 17th,

less bright than e Coronae ; May 19th, barely visible to the naked
eye ; May 20th, only perceptible through a small spy-glass, 8th

mag. ; May 24th, 10th mag. This last estimate must have been

an extreme one, very possibly in hazy sky and without eompar-

At an early clay the star was also noted by Mr. Hallowell of

Alexandria, who has very recently communicated his observa-

tions to a Philadelphia daily paper, but I have not yet been able

to see them. Indirectly I have been informed that Mr. U:t'!o-

well has seen the star on previous occasions during the winter,

which would imply that it has been fluctuating in short periods,

since Mr. Chandler is positive that when he examined the region

toward the close of April, the star was, to say the least, not con-

spicuous.

Mr. R. L. Knight, of Philadelphia, writes me that on the 23d

of September last he saw, in the constellation of the Crown, a

brilliant star, not laid down upon the maps, and that it was then

equal to Gemma in brilliancy.

From these various data it would seem probable that the new
variable which should, following Argelander's notation, receive

the name T Goronce, must have reached a magnitude of at least

If at maximum, and that this maximum, perhaps only one of a

series, occurred betwee I f Mav.
P.S. June 12. The Astronomische Nachri-i.t-?- •' M:.\ -? ":

this day received, brings information of the detection of this star
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in Ireland on the 12th, and in Eochefort, France, on the 13th of
May.
On the 16th, Mr. Huggins and Prof. Miller made a eareful

observation of its spectrum,—the star being then a little below
the 4th magnitude. Their inference was that the spectrum was
double, consisting of one principal system of lines analogous to

that of the sun ; and, superposed upon this, a second one, ap-

parently due to light emanating from intensely heated gaseous
matter,—containing, among other bands, two bright ones in the
positions of the lines F and C, which correspond to hydrogen

the

Akt. XIV.—On the Emery Mine of Chester, Hampden County,

Mass., with remarks on the nature of Emery, and its associate

minerals; by J. Lawrence Smith, Pres't Louisville Gas Co.

Considerable interest is attached to the recent developments
of an extensive deposit of emery in Chester, Hampden county,

Mass., by Prof. C. T. Jackson : and my name has been associated

Sundry (

by me from various parties. These
answered by the facts embraced in this article, some portions of

which it has always been my intention to publish without ref-

erence to the special interest of any one in the matter.

Prior to 1816, emery was simply known as a mineral, coming
to us from a few remote localities, and was used in the arts with-

out our having any knowledge of its true geological position or

its mineralogical relations. About that period, circumstances

favored my commencing those geological and mineralogical dis-

coveries in relation to emery, that were afterwards embodied in

two papers, presented to the Academy of Sciences of Paris, in

1850, in which the subject was thoroughly discussed, and I might
say almost exhausted. The light in which those discoveries

were considered will be seen by the conclusions of the report of

the committee of the Academy, consisting of Messrs. Dufrenoy,
Elie de Beaumont, and Cordier, viz

:

"It results from the review just given of the labors of Dr.

Smith, that he has. made known

—

1st. The precise nature of the geology of emery in Asia Minor
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especially diaspc-re and emerylite ; this last mineral forms, by
the identity of its composition in the different formations that

the author had occasion to study, a mica constituting a new
species, and one well determined;"'

3d. li Finally, that he has given a means for determining the

qualities of emery, and consequently their commercial value

;

this process, eminently practical, offers, besides, an interest in a

scientific point of view, inasmuch as it permits of determining
the difference in the tenacity of minerals of equal hardness.

" These researches of geology, mineralogy, and of analytical

chemistry, constitute a work of the highest interest, both as a

whole, as well as from the new facts they promise to science.

Your committee consequently propose to thank Dr. Smith for

having communicated them to the Academy, and in considera-

tion of the importance of the work, to order the insertion of his

paper in the Receuil des M :• 'trangers."

At that time I had discovered six new localities of emery in

Asia Minor, and the Grecian Archipelago. Those localities were
far removed from each other, and furnished so many different

of general interest were brought out, besides others
with the line of study. Those who may feel interested in the

subject will find the investigation and results there arrived at in

this Journal, vols, x and xi, 1850 and 1851; they embrace the

geology, mineralogy, chemical composition, manner of mining,

commercial considerations, associate minerals, &c.

The study of the associate minerals I considered of great

importance, as they would be guides in future explorations in

other parts of the world ; and even prior to completing the re-

searches on the subject I wrote to Professor Silliman and asked
hint to examine the American corundum localities for these

one of them in particular, which he immediately did.

With the corundum from the locality in Chester county, Penn.,

and Buncombe county, N. C, he " soon found the mineral indi-

cated," and communicated the same to this Journal, Nov. 1849,

pp. 379 and 383.
Nothing further came to my notice in relation to emery until

I received from Prof. C. T. Jackson a letter dated Oct. 9th, 1864,
containing what follows:

" You discovered emerylite or margarite in Asia Minor as an
associate mineral with emery. On the 22d of October last, 1863,

I discovered, while surveying an iron mine in Che sto

some beautiful veins of the mar oh to two
inches wide, and of a fine delicate rose color, or light pink. The
nature of this mineral I did not discover until my return to Bos-

ton, but at first supposed it was lepidolite ; on analysis it proved
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to be margarite, and from that I ventured to predict the occur-
rence of emery, but no attention was paid to this prediction by
the owners of the mine, who were more intent on the iron ore.

A few weeks since, I saw Dr. Lucas, one of the owners, resident
in Chester, and called him into my office, and explained to him
the great value of emery, and told him how to detect it, and he
promised to make the search I required, and took exact direc-

tions from me."
" The next day after his return to Chester, he found the emery,

a big vein nearly six feet wide, which had been mistakenly
him for iron ore, it being very magnetic. I write you this, to

show you the importance of your discovery of the emerylite or
margarite (for this appears to be identical), as an associate of
emery, and also as an interesting case of deduction from scientific

memoirs."
Accompanying the letter he sent me a paper giving me a sum-

mary of a communication he had made to the Boston Society of
Natural History on the subject, concluding by remark:

'had not the occurrence

xject, concluding by remarking tnat

if emerylite and chloritoid called his

much longer. The fact was mentioned as an example of the

real uses of supposed useless minerals ; and the Doctor took occa-

sion to express his obligations to Dr. Smith, of Louisville, for his

valuable contributions to our knowledge of the associate emery
minerals of the Grecian Archipelago and Asia Minor."
These statements are sufficient to show how far my geological

observations served as a guide to Prof. C. T. Jackson, in his de-

ductions with reference to the existence of emery in Chester, and
with what diligence Dr. H, S. Lucas followed up the latter's di-

rections, resulting in the valuable development of emery.

I have since visited the locality, having done so in the month
of March last. The geological character and position of the

rocks was not as well made out by me as might have been done
in a more favorable season ; but as my observations accord, as

far as they go, with those of Dr. Jackson and Prof. Shepard, I

prefer inserting their observations, rather than my own, in de-

scribing the geology of the emery locality.

" The mine is situated nearly in the center of the Green Moun-
tain chain as it traverses the western border of the state, at a
point not far from half way between the Connecticut and Hud-
son rivers. It is included in the metamorphic series of rocks,

here consisting of vast breadths of gneiss and mica-slate, with
considerable interpolations of talcose slate and serpentine. The
general direction of the stratification is N. 20° E. and S. 20° W.,
the relation to the horizon varying from vertical, to a dip of from
75° to 80°, sometimes east, sometimes west.
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" The immediate vicinity of the mine presents s

lengthened rocky swells with rather precipitous sides, having
summits between 750 and 1000 feet above the level of the prin-

cipal streams by which the hills are traversed. The longer axis

of the elevations generally coincides with the directions of the

strata.

i an unbroken line the crests of

nd scarcely deviates as a

whole from the magnetic meridian. Each mountain is estimated

to have a length of two miles, thus giving four miles extent to

the' metalliferous stratum, for such it may be truly called, con-

sisting as it does so largely of the metals iron and aluminum.
The Westfield river, here a small stream about four rods in

width, flows directly across the northern end of the vein, dividing

it into two equal portions. The height of each mountain is

estimated at 750 feet.

" The emery vein, whose average width may be taken at four

feet, is situated near the junction of the great gneiss formation

constituting the western flank of the mountains with the mica-

slate forming the eastern slope. To speak more exactly, how-
ever, it lies j ust within the gneiss, having throughout a layer of

this rock of from four to ten feet in thickness for its eastern wall.

Nor does the mica slate advance quite up to this outside layer of

the gneiss ; but in place thereof, an extensive intrusion of tal-

eose slate occurs, having an average thickness of twenty feet on

the south mountain, and widening out at the north mountain to

a breadth of nearly 200 feet as it reaches the terminus of the

vein, in the bed of the Westfield river.

" The gneiss, more especially in the vicinity of the vein, is a

very peculiar rock. It abounds in thick seams of a coarse-

grained, very black and shining hornblende ; and where this is

not found, it is much veined and penetrated by epidote. The
stratification is much contorted also ; and when the surface of

the formation happens to be weathered or water-worn, its basset-

ing edges strikingly resemble in color some of the serpentine

marbles. It is also noticeable that in it quartz is everywhere
singularly deficient. Traces of a white calcareous spar (calcite)

are now and then visible upon the joints of the gneiss, with oc-

casional specks of yellow copper, together with malachite stains

;

but no corundum, emery, or magnetite particles have thus far

wise, however, with the talcy rock exterior to the wall of gneiss

;

for that formation in all its different varieties of tal

goapstone, chloritic aggregates (with included seam of indianite),

talcy dolomite, &c, which together constitute the stratum sepa-

rating the gneiss from the mica slate, contain here and
seminated grains of either emery, corundum, or magnetite ; but,
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like the gneiss again, are strikingly free from quartz or uncom-
bined silica in any of its forms. Indeed this generally abundant
substance is altogether wanting, not only in the emery-vein but
in the talcose formations constituting its eastern boundary.

"It makes its appearance, however, in abundance in the mica
slate as soon as the talcose rocks are passed—showing itself not
only as the usual constituent of the slate, but in more or less

continuous seams, from a few inches thick up to above six inches,

and sometimes a foot, in width. Where the seams are thin and
discontinuous, the included masses thin out at each end before

disappearing, the sharp edges being curved in oppositl direc-

tions, so as to form frequent white patches upon the surface of
the rocks in the shape of the letter S."

/

It resembles more nearly that from Gumuchdagh (near Eph^
esus, ) than any other that I know of. It is of a fine grain, and
dark blue bordering on black, not unlike certain varieties of
magnetic iron ore ; with it there are frequently found pieces of
corundum of some size. The interior of the mass is free from
micaceous specks, such as are found in the emery of Naxos. Its

powder examined under the microscope shows the distinct exist-

ence of more than one mineral, which are often so inseparably

nnected that the smallest fragments contain them together,

predominating are corundum and magnetic oxyd of iron.

specimens were submitted to chemical examination
from those most largely impregnated with magnetic oxyd of
iron to those that appeared to contain least. They all consisted

essentially of alumina and oxyd of iron; but I invariably found
a little titanic acid and silica, and most commonly a minute
quantity of magnesia. No. 1 was an inferior specimen ; No. 2,

the better quality of rock; No. 3, the emery rock crushed and
prepared for market in the form of emery ; No. 4, the same, and
called emery crystals.

Alumina, 44-01 50-02 61-92 74-22

Magnetic oxyd of iron, 50-21 44-11 42-25 19-31

Silica, 3-13 3-25 5"46 5-48

1 a spe<
•

peatedly with hydrochloric acid and water over a water-t

a great deal of oxyd of iron and a little alumina were dissolved

;

the residue on analysis proved to be nearly pure corundum,
giving,

Alumina, 84-02

Magnetic oxyd of iron, - 9'63

No attempt was made I

. .
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All the chemical and physical examinations made go to show
that the emery of Chester is, like all other emeries, a mixture of

corundum and oxyd of iron; a fact that will be reverted to

again a little farther on.

Prof. Jackson analyzed two specimens, after digesting them
with nitro-muriatic acid, and has given as the composition,

Alumina, 60-40 39-05

Protoxyd of iron, ... - 39-60 40*95

and then goes on to state, "from which it would appear that

protoxyd of iron is an essential chemical ingredient in emery,

and not an accidental admixture.
2

Dr. J. Lawrence Smith's ex-

periments lead to the same result, but he considers the oxyd of

iron to be an irregular mixture with the alumina and not a reg-

ular chemical constituent. In either case, I think emery ought

to rank as a separate species, and not as a granular variety of

corundum, from which it differs so in physical characters."

I would here remark that Dr. Jackson's conclusion would be

correct in the first state of the case, were the iron an essential

chemical ingredient ; but in the latter, it would be erroneous, and
introduce inextricable confusion into the science of mineralogy
by admitting mere mechanical mixture as a specific distinction.

Prof. C. TJ. Shepard writing on the same point says, "His con-

clusions (Dr. Jackson's) would obviously be acquiesced in were
it not for the strong resemblance in strise and cleavage between
the emery and common corundum, making it impossible for us

to separate the substances crystallographically from one another.

Nothing like a perfect crystal of emery has yet been found at

the mine ; but it is quite remarkable that the mineral is here

generally coarsely massive, or in large separate individuals often

of the size of kernels of Indian corn, whose cleavages are per-

fect, and which present on their planes the delicate striae so char-

acteristic of corundum from the Carnatic." Yet Prof. Shepard
is for making emery a new mineral species and calling it Emeriti,

with the formula feXl.

If the views of Profs. Jackson and Shepard are to be taken as

correct, the question as to the mineralogical position of emery is

easily settled without resorting to any new mineral species. I*

is simply a massive iron-spine'l (hercynite) with the anomaly of

having a hardness equal to corundum.

Alumina, - - 58-75 60-49 ) „,
Protoxyd iron, - 41-25 39*60 j

I would say, at this point, that if the mineral of Chester is to

be regarded as an aluminate of iron, the rock called emery

r analyses in 1850, which it is supposed are the oneB re-
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coming from Naxos and other well known localities is not that
compound, and that if one is emery the other is not. But as I do
not take their view of the matter, I consider the Chester mineral
as true an emery as that of 'Naxos.

As there seems to be some mistake and incorrect quotation in
regard to my analyses of emery and corundum, I reproduce the
tabular statement of the analyses, and effective hardness, refer-

ring the reader to the original paper for a correct view of what
is understood by the effective hardness.

1

w,.,,
i: •

• Composition.

- Wat., AI«i«. L,,., ,.,,,

kXet '

57

: 75

3-74

Too
70-10

58-53

32-25

30-12

27-15

;si

0-80

;

17

Kulah,

Kulah, ! .
-

Corundum.
Sapphire of India,

Corundum, Nicaria,

Asia,

India,

LOO

66

68

'y'ss

•v-u

: SO

V-;'.

97-51

92-39

1-89

?l

Chester, Mass.

1 1
4*11 s

By the above it will be seen that the magnetic oxyd of iron

in the emery of Naxos, Ephesus, &c, varies from 13 to 33 per
cent, the water from 1/9 to 5'0 per cent, the silica from 1/6 to

9-6 per cent. All of these ingredients form minerals apart from
the corundum, which is represented by the principal portion of

alumina. Some of the alumina found in the analysis is associa-

ted with the above ingredients to form associate minerals which
have been fully studied. This last will serve to explain why
it is that emeries having the same amount of alumina may have
different degrees of effective hardness. Thus : Nos. 9 and 4, both
Kula emeries, containing about the same amount of alumina,
have effective hardness in the proportion of 40 to 53 ; but it will

be seen that No. 9 contains 9 -6 per cent of silica, which doubt-
Am. Jour. Sci --- -Jot.t,186R
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less appropriates a portion of the alumina, thus reducing the

alumina attributable to corundum ; so that, were it possible to

ascertain the exact amount of corundum present in 9 and 4, it

would doubtless be in proportion tb their effective hardness.

So again, if we compare Nos. 8 and 1, the effective hardness will

be found in the proportion of 42 to 57, while their amounts of

alumina vary only as 60 to 68 ; but if we regard the amount of

water in the two it is as 5*6 to 1-9, much of this water coming
from diaspore that is intimately mixed with the corundum ; and

in several specimens I possess, the two minerals shade into each

other so completely, that it is impossible to tell where one be-

gins and the other ends. The above facts were all well examined
when my first memoirs appeared on this subject, which accounts

for the following remark then made

:

"Those emeries which contain the least water, everything

else alike, are the hardest, as instanced by that from Kulah, not-

withstanding the quantity of iron it contains. The silica exist-

ing in emery is most often in combination with alumina, or the

oxyd of iron, or both ; for this reason we must not always re-

gard the quantity of alumina as an indication of the quantity of

corundum in emery."
In concluding this part of the subject I would state that while

I do not consider my opinions infallible in this matter, still all

my experience and research, gathered from such varied sources,

point to the conclusion that emery is a mixture of several min-

jipally corundum and magnetic oxyd of iron, the

former being the effective agent in the mechanical abrasion to

which it is applied ; the oxyd of iron is not to be considered as

an onimp a irving by its presence to destroy

to some extent the harsh cutting action of the corundum.

Minet a ( 'hester.

Corundum.—This mineral, as might naturally be expected, i3

found with the emery, sufficiently distinct and separate to be at

once recognized, sometimes in thin seams, massive in its charac-

ter, but more commonly in flattened crystals of small dii

Diaspore.—Very excellent and beautiful specimens of this

hydrate of alumina have been found at this emery i

is often in distinct and separate prismatic or bladed crystals,

quite colorless and transparent.

Emeryl : or Jlnr/arite.—Some of the finest specimens of this

bat are known have been found at this locality. It

will be seen by referring to my former papers on emery, that I

overed this mineral associated with emery ; its compo-

sition showed it to differ from any other then known mineral.

I compared it subsequently with margarite, which had been dis-

covered tx
' •' of the two minerals;
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but as the analysis made out and accepted as the composition of
margarite did not accord with that of emerylite, I undertook to

reexamine margarite, when I found that its composition had
been erroneously determined, and that it was, in fact, the same
mineral with emerylite, which last name has had to yield to the
priority of date of the other.

I have analyzed the margarite from Chester and find its com-
position as follows

:

Oxydofiron,
Manganese,
Magnesia,

Soda and little potash,

l the oxyd of iron that I did
not estimate.

Chlorite.—This mineral as found with the emery is the so-

called corundophilite of Shepard; on examination it proves to

be, both chemically and physically, a chlorite of the variety

ripidolite.

Biotite.-—In examining a specimen of dark green
mineral which I took to be chlorite (the corundophilit

i it was discovered to be well characterized biotite.

This mineral occurs on the surface of a white rock that Prof.

Shepard calls indianite, but which I have not had time to ex-

amine. It is in small thin micaceous crystals perpendicular to

the surface of the indianite ; in the mass, it is of a dark green
color, so dark that at a little distance it looks like lamellar plum-
bago. A careful analysis gave the following composition

:

Silica, - 39-08

Manganese,

Potash, -

Soda, -

Water, -

This corresponds with the composition of the biotite from Mon-
roe county, New York, as made out by Prof. Brush and myself

" American minerals several years ago.
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Corundophilite proved to be a chlorite.—About the time I pub-

lished my memoirs on emery in 1850 and 1851, Prof. Shepard
made the announcement of a new mineral (this Journal, 1851,

xii, 211), stating that it "occurs with corundum near Asheville,

in Buncombe Co., N. C, in imperfect stellate groups, and also

spreading out in laminae between layers of corundum ; color

leek-green, etc." An analysis of it afforded silica 34-76, protox.

iron 31-25, alumina 8'55, water 5'47, making a loss of nearly 20

per cent, a portion of which he attributes to alkalies; neither lime

nor magnesia were detected. He operated on 140 milligrams

;

this mineral was considered a new one, and Prof. Shepard called

it corundophilite. Supposing that I had observed the same
mineral in certain specimens of emery and emerylite from Ches-

ter, Mass., I enclosed a fragment of "the specimen to Prof. S. to

; this was the mineral he called corundophilite; he re-

turned the specimen, announcing that it was. I then analyzed

the same and found it to be, both chemically and physically, a

chlorite, identical no doubt with the chlorite I found
with the emery of Asia Minor ; both the Asia Minor and Chester

varieties occur in compact mass, composed of an agglomeration
of small crystalline plates—identical with the chlorites of Mont
des Sept Lacs and of St. Christophe, and the ripidolites of Eauris

and St. Gothard. In the following analysis I do not pretend to

furnish that of the pure mineral, as from the thinness of the lay-

ers in the specimens at my disposal it cannot be separated in

that state of purity I am in the habit of seeking for in all min-

erals that I examine

:

Silica, .... 25-06

Alumina,----- 3070

examined, there being no means

I may remark that the alumina and magnesia were separated

by resolution and reprecipitation three times.

Tourmaline.—This mineral is also found with the emery of

Chester in the same manner as with the emery of Naxos.
Titaniferous iron (ilmenite).—-This is found principally in flat-

tened crystals in the margarite.

Oxydof I r rutile).—With the diaspore we

found some beautiful flattened hair-brown crystals; the speci-

men in my possession does not furnish the face of the crystals

so as to enable me to make out what form of titanium oxyd it

is. Prof. S vidence to pronounce

it to be brookite.
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Magnetic oxyd of iron.—This ore of iron is found in great

abundance associated with the emery, and is worked for the
manufacture of iron ; it contains a little oxyd of titanium.

The above, as well as some other associated minerals of less

importance, justify the concluding remarks of my paper on
emery fifteen years ago, viz: "I do not risk much in sayiw
that the hydrate of alumina or diaspore, as well as t:

or emerylite, chlorite or tourmaline, and the minerals of iron,

as magnetic, titaniferous iron, &c, will be found almost every-

where with the emery and corundum."

i ilie

On
"of several cargoes of cryolite imported by the

Pennsylvania Salt Manufacturing Company, I have not only

found pachnolite, but also have observed some other minerals

which may be of interest.

ne Pachnolite.—Among these is a mineral first observed

by Prof. Julius Thomsen of Copenhagen, the originator of the

cryolite industry. As I am informed, he found a mineral,

which on a preliminary examination he thought might prove a

fluorid of silicon compound, but I have not heard of any further

investigation of the substance. In looking over the cargoes of

cryolite I have found a mineral which I believe to be the same
with that noticed by Prof. Thomsen.
The mineral crystallizes in dimetric form, the dimetric pyra-

aid and prisms being plainly seen, but no further erystallo-
1 v

iasalc
n

graphic examination was made. It has a :

age. The color is white with a reddish tinge, the crystals

have a bright luster, and are coated with a white earthy en-

velop (Si?). Sp.gr., 2-74-2-76; hardness, about that of cryolite.

Heated in the closed tube this mineral yields water with an acid

reaction which etches the glass. At a higher temperature it

melts to a clear glass, fusing even more readily than cryolite.

When pulverized it is easily decomposed by sulphuric acid, and
on qualitnt es to contain water and fluorine,

aluminum, calcium, sodium, and some silica. In the quantita-

tive examination it was found extremely difficult to separate the

alumina from the lime when

"-/-.

ju.-ly ignited
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quicklime. The fluorine was determined as fluorid of calcium

by decomposing the mineral with a mixture of silica, and the

carbonates of potash and soda. After the soluble fluorids were
separated from the insoluble silicates, alumina and silica were
separated by carbonate of ammonia, and fluorid of calcium with

carbonate of lime were thrown down with chlorid of calcium

;

this precipitate was dried and ignited, and the carbonate of

lime was removed by acetic acid. The silica was imperfectly

determined, as I had not the means at my disposal to estimate

it accurately. I treated the pulverized mineral with solution of

soda and carbonate of soda, filtered, and decomposed the solu-

tion by chlorhydric acid ; evaporating to dryness thus render-

ing the silica insoluble. Analysis gave,
Equivalent..

Fluorine, - - - 50-08 2-63

rl-io

97-71

The formula is very near Al
2
Fl

3 +2(fCa 4-P"a)Fl + 2H0,
which corresponds closely with Knop's formula for pachnolite,

AL 1

".
t

- :; ;C'a-f ' Xa)Fl+2HO. I scarcely know how to place

but I think it does not really belong to the compound.
Arksuiite.—This is a white crystalline granular mineral with

a high luster. No crystals were observed, but each grain shows
at least one good cleavage. Sp. gr., 3-029-8175, (variation

probably caused by minute crystals of iron-pyrites). Hardness,

the same as cryolite. Fuses at a red heat without giving off

water. Analysis gave,

17-87 1-307

Sodium,
Calcium,

Moisture,

Insoluble,

Hence the compound gives the formula Al 2 Fl 3 +2(Ca,Na)FI.
I hope in time to find a series of these fluorids which will, per-

haps, show how cryolite is decomposed into pachnolite, and this

may be still further altered into what the Greenlanders call

"natural soap," (a hydrate of alumina ?). Both these minerals

are found associated with cryolite in the vicinity of Iviktant near

Arksut-fiord, in South Greenland.

tfatruua, Pa., Maj, 1866.
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Art. XVI.

—

Evidence of Two distinct Geological For'
the Burlington Limestone; by W. H. Niles and Charles
Wachsmuth. 1

Dr. Charles A. White was the first to record any naturaj
division of the Burlington limestone. In the Journal of the Bos-
ton Society of Natural History, vol. vii, No. 2, Dr. White has
given a " Section of rocks exposed at Burlington." He there
describes eight beds, which he numbers from the lowest upward
He refers the first six beds of his section to the Chemung group,
and beds "No. 7" and "No. 8" to the Burlington limestone.
In vol. ix of the Proceedings Bost. Soc. Nat. Hist., and in No. 4
of the Journal of the same society, Dr. White describes certain

species of fossils from the Burlington rocks ; and although he
gives the beds or divisions in which the species occur, yet no-
where does he claim that the Burlington limestone comprises
more than one geological formation.

Our own observations have led us to regard these two divis-

ions of the Burlington limestone as two distinct geological

formations. The lower division we call the Lower Burlington
limestone, and the upper division, the Upper Burlington lime-

stone. The reasons for ranking these divisions as distinct

formations are as follow

:

The Burlington limestones are eminently crinoidal in their

composition, as well as in their better preserved fossils. While
fragments of these remains form an important feature in the

greater mass of these rocks, there are, likewise, some strata of

considerable thickness, which are composed almost entirely of

";..

.i would be rewarded with interesting paleontological

...'.. .:-

'
.

:--.-...-

tions. Accordingly, with the consent of '.

i myself with
rison of all the specimens in

-
.

phical positior

esulta as were
We now give on!

* -<;;: . i . l\- ..ad our investigations t

ol all tlm described species of Criao
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these fragments. We know about three hundred species of

these fossils from the immediate vicinity of Burlington alone.

These species represent twenty-four recognized genera, and
were they classified according to their zoological characters the

tiber of the genera would be considerably increased. Con-

nature of these

j represented by

) reigning forms of animal

life in the waters of that ancient sea which deposited these lime-

stone strata is of the most satisfactory nature. It is, therefore,

to these animals that we ought to refer, for that evidence of .

organic change and progress characteristic of different periods

in geological history. Such an organic change and progress is

distinctly marked in the crinoidal remains of the Burlington

limestones, and it is upon such evidence that we found our

fcion of these strata.

The strata of the Lower Burlington limestone present many
differences in color, structure, and composition ; but by intimate

acquaintance they can generally be distinguished from those of

the Upper Burlington limestone by their lithological characters

alone. In the upper part of this formation the limestone strata

become interstratified with beds of chert, and the uppermost
stratum of chert, which attains any considerable extent and
thickness, forms the division between the Lower and the Upper
Burlington limestones. This stratum of chert, in the vicinity

of Burlington, is from two to three feet in thickness. The
Crinoids found below this stratum of division, are, in the aggre-

gate, of smaller size than those above it ; they are not so coarse

in their general features, and their ornamenting ridges, nodes and

spines, never assume that striking prominence exhibited in

many species of the Upper Burlington limestone.

These features distinctly show that, during the deposition of

these strata of the Lower Burlington limestone, the circumstances

were less favorable to the extraordinary growth of these animal*

than they were during the time represented by the Upper Bur-

lington strata. A similar, but not a more marked distinction of

general features, is to be noticed between the crinoids of the

Upper Burlington and those of the Keokuk limestone; as it

appears from the fossils, that it was during the latter formation

toids culminated in extravagance of size and features.

Three grades of crinoidal development are thus exhibited : by

the species of the Lower Burlington, those of the Upper Bur-

Mid by those of the Keokuk limestone.

We have examined the species of Crinoids and noticed their

stratigraphical distribution with care, and have found no evi-

dence of any species occurring in both the Lower and the
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Upper Burlington limestones. It would seem, from these facts,

that there was something connected with the presence of siliceous

matter in depositing waters, during the formation of the upper
•beds of the Lower Burlington Limestone, which was unfavor-

able to the growth and life of the inhabiting Crinoids ; for, with
the introduction of the chert deposits, the Crinoids appear to

have declined, and finally all of the species became extinct be-

fore the completion of the dividing stratum of chert above men-
tioned. A parallel instance is to be noticed in the fact that

the Keokuk limestones, which marks a

and progress.

There was also a great change in the Mollusca, as most of the

species of the two divisions are distinct.

We here give lists of some of the better known species of

Crinoids, arranged under the names of the formations to which
they are exclusively restricted. We are also acquainted with

many undescribed species, which are as distinctly limited to one
formation as those here mentioned.

Some species of ( nds which are found only in the Lower Burlington
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Platyerinus excavatus Hall.

Ichthyocrinus Burlin

Bursacrim

ramulosus Hall.

rinusThiemei Hall.

Trematocrin

Some species of Crinoids which are found only in the Upper Burlington

Waoh-muthi White.
Nashvilla

Hageri ]

Nashvilliev;

Hageri McChesney.

rinus plenum White.

gracilis J

Platycrinus olla

subspinuloa

WortheDi
quinquenod
pleurovime;

Halli

Rhodocrinus Barrisi
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Trematocrious typus Hall. Cheirocrinus dactylus Hall.

Pentremites Norwood! Owen & Shum'd. Belemnocrinus typus White.
elongatus Shumard. bi Meek &. Wort'n,

Sayi « Zeacrinus elegans Hall,

sirius White. ramosua "

Forbesiocrinus Agassizi Hall. perangulatta White,
asteriseforniia sacculus "

ramulo-us " Troostanus Meek A Worthen.

l Dartmouth College.

Eveey astronomical observer who has used the ordinary-

forms of chronograph knows that at least as much labor is ex-

pended in measuring up the sheets, and putting the record into

figures, as in making the observations ; to say nothing of the

fact that the operation involves an opportunity for accidental

errors very vexatious and hard to trace.

It is proposed to save the whole of this purely clerical labor

by making the chronograph itself record the instant of observa-

tion in hours, minutes, seconds and hundredths of a second, in

printed characters, and in a form suitable for preservation and
reduction.

This idea occurred some years ago to Mr. Hilgard of the

Coast Survey, and at a recent meeting of the National Academy
he read a description of an apparatus designed to realize it.

Prof. Hough of the Dudley Observatory has also done some-

thing toward a solution of the same problem. The plan about

to be proposed, however, differs from both of theirs, and was
substantially devised nearly a year ago, previous to any kn
" J

that others were at worl

. Hilgard's invention u
elty and theoretical beauty

;

be no difference, as either secures a record correct to tue nearest

hundredth of a second; in simplicity and cheapness of construc-

tion, certainty of operation, and security against derangement,

the advantage is probably with the apparatus whose description

follows.

The well known spring-governor of Professor Bond is taken

as the basis of the instrument. The wheel-work should, how-
ever, be made much heavier than ordinary, and especially the

I fly should be of sufficient size and weight to answer
the purpose of a balance wheel in preventing sensible changes
of velocity from slight momentary variations in th

The pendulum should be controlled by electro-]

pulses sent every second from the standard cluck,
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manner practised for some years at the Dudley and other ob-

servatories. It might perhaps be well to substitute for the half

seconds pendulum commonly used, a pendulum beating quarter

seconds, the requisite rapidity of oscillation being secured by a

spring.

I think that the experience of observers with the spring-gov-

ernor chronograph warrants the belief that the irregularities of

motion need never, in a well made instrument, cause errors of

more than one, or at most two, one-hundreths of a second, the

pendulum of the apparatus being under the control of the clock

in the way above mentioned.
I shall assume then that we have an axis revolving once per

second with a uniform motion. It is immaterial, of course,

whether this uniform motion is obtained through the spring-

governor, or by means of some other of the many ingenious in-

ventions that have been contrived for the purpose, though I do

not think any can be found more simple and effective.

Suppose now that in fig. 1, A is

such an axis, and that B js a sec-
L

ond axis mounted on the prolonga- _a
tion of A, but entirely separate,

bearing a type-wheel, tt, at its ex- # £
tremity. Suppose also that / is a A
balanced arm attached to the ex-

tremity of A, and that b is a similar 4 <

,

arm attached to B, and bearing a

pin, d, which engages with/.

It is then evident that A in its

motion would take along the type-

wheel, tt, in precise e - >1£ If now, at the in-

stant of observation, it vrere possible to remove the pin d, the

type-wheel might be stopped, an impression be obtained of what-

ever figures were uppermost, and then, the pin being replaced,

at the next revolution the arm / would encounter it and again

put the type-wheel in motion as before.

By this operation the arbor A would have been subjected to

the two fo] -
: 1st, during one second (for the

time of making the imprint need never exceed a fraction of a

second) it would be relieved of whatever friction might be due

to the revolution of B. This relief from friction would tend to

kes the pin

it will receive a shock due to the inertia of B and its appendages;

this would tend to retardation. The difference only of the two

effects would have to be corrected by the action of the spring-

governor; and it is believed, if the governor train has

:Mim. and the type-wheeT tt is made as light as pos-

sible, that the disturbance will be nearly or quite insensible.

The mech Qta by which this idea is carried
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out are more fully represented in figure 2, which is drawn of the
limensions proposed. It represents a vertical section

through the plane of the seconds-axis A. This is made to pro-
ject about half an inch through the front plate of the chrono-
graph frame, and carries a spiral cam, a, and an arm, b. The
cam acts upon the end of a lever (not shown in the cut) which,
by a ratchet movement, causes the wheel L, near the right of
the figure, to advance one step at the end of every second.
The type-wheel K, which indicates the seconds, is connected

with L by a spring. This spring comes into action only when
the hammer happens to be down on the face of K (in the act of

ping off from the end of the spiral a, is urging the wheel forward.
Were it not for the intermediate wheel L and the connecting
spring, a second might be lost in the indication of the type-wheel
K on such an occasion. As it is, the wheel L will move on to
its proper place, bending the spring a little, and as soon as the
hammer n • uried forward by the spring.

>

A cam, M M, on the wheel L drives the minute-wheel N by a

: net; and the hour-wheel, if it is thought
worth while to have one, is to be driven from the minute-wheel

It would be better perhaps to relieve the arbor A from the
work of driving the second and minute wheels, by using for the
purpose a separate clock movement controlled magneti

a rd clock, as proposed by Prof. Hough ; but this would
involve considerable additional expense.
The type-wheel 1 1 is mounted upon its axis B B, in the pro-

longation of A, its bearings being ivory boxes, represented at h
and h'. This type-wheel is made as light as possible; the verti-

cal portion is of steel as thin as is c gth, while
the rim is a thin strip of copper soldered to the steel disc, and
bearing in raised type the figures 00, 02, 04, 06, &c, up to 98.

The copper strip may be made by the electrotype process from
a leaden matrix in which the figures have been sunk at proper
intervals by a common type punch.
As this rim would be hardly stiff enough to print from with-

out some support, the bearing h is held to its place by a spring
little more than strong enough to support the weight of the
wheel ; when the hammer descends to make an imprint this

yields a little, and allows the rim of the wheel to come down
upon the bed F.
The wheel tt is adjustable upon its axis so that its zero can

he made to come uppermost at the instant when the wheel K
effects the change of the indicated second.
The type-wheels K and N are constructed in the same way,

°nly their rim-* , r i , le '•
. \ • .\uh t<« pirn* without any

support except that afforded by'the disc of the wheel.



The arm et is firmly secured to the left-hand extremity of the

xis B, and carries at one end two pins (y) near each other,
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forming a fork ; at the other end it has a little projection (x).

The arm //is delicately pivoted at (x), and at the other extremity
passing freely between the pins of the fork (y) carries the steel

pin d. At the middle it is expanded into a ring, gg, through
which the arbor B passes without touching : // is made of soft

iron, and the annular expansion at the middle thus serves for

the armature of the electro-magnet whose action is to produce
the desired result at the touch of the observer's key.

A light spring between e and/ solicits/ to the left, and thus
whenever the electro-magnet is not acting keeps the pin d in

the position represented in fig. 2, engaged with the arm b. In
this state of things the type-wheel it will be carried round con-

tinuously by A. Of course the arms e and /must be as light as

with sufficient stiffness, and their weight must bal-

ance in all parts of the revolution, and neither tend to accelerate

or retard the motion of the type-wheel.

Close behind the arms e and / is placed a stationary disc of
metal, H H, having one hundred equidistant holes pierced in it

in a circle, so situated that whenever the arm / is drawn to the

right by the magnet (thus disengaging the type-wheel from the
train) the pin d will immediately enter one of these holes, stop
the type-w ni p] ace until the magnet ceases to act.

This magnet is peculiar in having for its core, instead of a
solid rod, an iron tube, through which the axis B passes. Thus
the pole of the magnet is always in the same position with ref-

erence to the armature gg, notwithstanding its revolution. As
only one pole of the magnet acts upon the armature it is neces-

sary to make the coils more powerful than ordinary.

For bringing the hammer down upon the paper and moving
the paper along after each impression any one of many different

plans might be used. Probably the best, leaving expense out
of the account, would be to have the hammer raised by an inde-

pendent train of wheelwork, which should be unlocked by an
electro-magnet at the instant of observation, thus releasing the

hammer, and allowing the wheelwork after the blow to move far

enough to raise the hammer again, and carry the paper forward.

Another more simple plan is to work the hammer directly by
a powerful electro-magnet, to which the magnet Z should act as

a relay—that is, whenever the pin d touches the disc H it should
establish a current which should bring down the hammer upon
the paper ; the hammer in rising after the blow carries the paper
along one space.

Provision is also made for carrying the paper along several

spaces at the will of the observer, so as to leave an interval be-
tweeu the record of different stars.

Although there are only fifty numbers on the type-wheel
which prints the decimal of the second, the record is made to

the nearest hundredth. There being one hundred holes in the
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disc H, the type which indicates the decimal of the second may
either come in line with that which gives the whole seconds, or

half a sp-K-e above it. thus: 2518 or 25 ,1S
; the first would be

read twenty-five and eighteen hundredths, the second twenty
five and nineteen hundredths.

It is not intended to secure precise coincidence of error be-

tween the clock and chronograph—merely coincidence of rate.

This is obtained by controlling the pendulum of the spring-gov-

ernor from the clock. The type-wheels can be set so as to indi-

cate the nearest whole second; and then the exact difference be-

tween the clock error and the chronograph error can easily be

found by making the clock record itself occasionally at the be-

ginning of a minute.

The operation of the instrument is then as follows. When the

observer touches his key, the magnet Z acts upon the armature,

and withdraws the pin d from its engagement with b, causing it

to plunge into one of the hundred holes in the disc H. The con-

tact of d with H in its turn, by a magnet not shown in the cut,

brings down the hammer upon the paper o o and forces i

the type, a piece of impression paper being interposed.

When the observer takes his finger from the key, d returns to

and will engage with b at its next revolu-

also rises, and in rising carries the paper

along one space in readiness for the next impression.

As yet the printing chronograph exists only as an idea, but

it is hoped that the idea will soon be realized, and the machine
put in operation at the Shattuck Observatory. The result of

the experiment will form the subject of a future communication.
Dartmouth College, April, 1866.

Aet. XVIIL—Note on the geological position of Petroleum Reser-

voirs ia S-juth-.m Kentucky and in Tennessee; by Prof. J. M.
Safford.

The object of the following note is to point out briefly the

geological position of the petroleum reservoirs in Southern Ken-
I in Tennessee, so far as they have been met with

within the field of my observations. I hope, in a future article,

to give a summary of all ascertained facts with reference to the

mineral oils of this region.

The accompanying general section will serve to illustrate the

topograph atures of the region under consid-

eration. The line of section extends from the Cumberland
mountain, or table-land, in Putnam county, Tennessee, through

. Overton county, in a direction a little west of north, to Burks-

ville, Kentucky, and thence to Glasgow. The entire distance is

•iginal posit
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niles. The region traversed "by this line is a
00 to 1000 feet above the sea, out of the nearly
a of which the larger streams have eroded val-

> 500 feet deep.

ML
The following are the formations represented in the section

:

7. Coal-measures, 400 ft., edge of table-land.

6. Mountain Limestone,
1 about 550 ft. thick in Putnam county

;

mostly limestones.

5. Siliceous group; the "knobstones" of Kentucky. From
300 to 500 feet thick, including the Lithostrotion beds as its

upper part.

4. Black slate, Devonian and Genesee," having a maximum
thickness of about 60 feet.

3. Upper Silurian mostly or wholly, from 100 to 150 feet

thick; mostly a series of limestones, some of which are impure,
approaching fine sandstone or shale in character. The existence
of these strata in the region of Gl referred from
the fact that they are seen in certain sections to the northeast
and southwest of this point. They are, however, comparatively
unimportant, and thin out southeastward and disappear.

2. Nashville group, Mr. Dana's Hudson period ; blue fossilifer-

ous limestones with some calcareous shales, 500 feet.

1. Trenton \ base of the section.

It may be remarked, in passing, that one of the most striking

features of this section is the almost entire absence of the Upper
and Devonian formations. In the Tennessee and Cum-

berland river portions, the Upper Silurian beds are wholly want-
ing, while the Devonian series is represented by nothing more
than the thin Black Slate—a fact pointed out by me many
years ago.

I have represented in the section the geological places of what
we may call typical petroleum wells by the short heavy vertical

lines. We will notice them in descending order.

1st. In tk s. The heavy line at a in the
upper part of this formation indicates simply the geological level

of the "Beaty oil well." Its geographical and topog
positions are very different. The well is located in Kentucky
on the Big South Fork of Cumberland river, and near the Ten-

' The awkward term tubcarboniferous ought to be dropped. Silurian rocks are

t. loo*. Ben.—Bacon . xlh, No. Ui.-J-
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nessee line. The valley of the stream is, at the well, narrow,

and is deeply set in the Cumberland table-land; it cuts through

the Coal-measures and into the top part of the Mountain lime-

stone, exposing about 50 feet of the latter. The Mountain lime-

stone is therefore much depressed at this point. The well is

sunk near the river, and is less than 200 feet deep. It was
bored, about 1825, for salt water. At its greatest depth, a reser-

voir of oil was <',i a Ic, from which so much petroleum flowed as

to lead to the abandonment of the boring as a salt well. For
several years after petroleum was gathered at this point for me-
dii ii al I'.ui ; o^l-s. How much petroleum issued from this boring

it is now impossible to tell. I give it simply as a good exam-
ple of an oil r - rvo'.i rtuuivt ii m M \u a limestone.

2d. In the Siliceous group. There are several examples in this

formation of reservoirs reached by boring. At7> in the section

the geological (not geographical) place of the "Porter well" in

Allen county, Kentucky, is represented. This well is located

on Bay's Fork of Big Barren, on a line between Scottsville and
Green, and 'about seven miles from the former place

and eighteen from the latter. This reservoir was tapped, some
time in January of this year, at the moderate depth of 55 feet.

I for a number of days, by pumping, about 400 barrels

of oil and strong brine per day, half of which was oil. At the

time of my visit, Feb. 13th, it had produced altogether about

3000 barrels of petroleum, but was not then doing well.

In the southern part of Overton county, Tennessee, on Spring
creek, is another example. Here a reservoir was struck which
yielded heavy oil, but how much I am not informed.

3d. In the Black Slate. On Boyd's creek, near Glasgow, Ken-
tucky, is a group of half a dozen wells or more. Their position

is shown by the heavy vertical lines at c. One or two of these

met with oil in the Black Slate.

4th. In the Upper Silurian. All of the Boyd's creek wells

start in the Siliceous group, most of them pass through the

Black Slate and terminate in this group. Taking all the wells,

they vary in depth from 60 to 250 feet, averaging about 130
feet. So it was at least at the time of my visit. One of them

months m
of these borings may reach the next group of limestones below.
In fact practically, and possibly in reality, the rocks may be
united with the Nashville group.

5th. In the Nashville group. This group has furnished the

most and the largest reservoirs. The geological and topograph-
ical place of a number of borings, which have tapped oil reser-

voirs, on the Cumberland and Obey rivers, and on their tributa-

ries, both in Kentucky and Tennessee, is shown by the heavy
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short lines at d, d. The old "American oil well" near Burks-
ville, originally bored for salt water, may be taken as an exam-
ple. This, from top to bottom, is within the Nashville group.
Its mouth is not far from 40 feet below the level of the Black
Slate. At the depth of about 175 feet this boring tapped an oil

reservoir, from which flowed out, at a minimum estimate, 50,000
barrels of oil. The recently bored Crocus creek well, which
has yielded up to this time not far from 30,000 barrels, is an-

other example. Other examples might be given, but these are

sufficient A great number of wells will be sunk in this forma-
tion during the present year.

6th. In ti ». Some boring has been done in

this series, but as yet no repositories of any note have been dis-

covered, at least in Tennessee.

Art. XIX.

—

Analyses of some minerals from the Emery mine of

Chester, Mass. ; communicated by Dr. C. T. Jackson. (From
a letter to one of the Editors.)

1. Andesine.—The emery vein enlarges as it goes in, and from
four feet has already widened to seven feet eight inches of solid

emery of the best quality. The adit now is extended 260 feet.

The portion of rock originally mistaken by me for granular

quartzite, and called Indianite by Shepard, proves on analysis to

be Andesine, although it is harder than stated in the books,

scratching quartz crystal readily. It is as*

of black tourmaline. It is very compact, fine gra

texture, with a conchoidal splintery fracture, and has G-. = 2 -

586,

H. = 7-5 ; the color slightly greenish white. I obtained for its

composition,

In No. 2 there was a trace of oxyd of iron not weighable.

2. Analysis of Margarite, by John C. Jackson.—The margarite

of Chester has, G. = 3'03, H. = 3 -5-4. The analysis afforded:

Alkalies, soda chiefly,

Vo-iS
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3. Diaspore.—The first of the following analyses of diaspore

was made by my son, John C. Jackson. I was in hopes he
would have bad time to repeat the work and determine the

alumina directly,—an accident ha\ r - A i a_>Mt tiiat part of his

analysis so that he can give it only by difference. In my
analysis of the same mineral the ingredients were all directly

determined. The quantity analyzed at a time was 10 grains;

two analyses were made. The diaspore is in prismatic crystals

which contain microscopic crystals of Brookite. H. =7 nearly,

j quartz distinctly bo* feebly. G. — 339. Analyses:

Sesquioxyd of iron and oxyd titanium, . 3

The diaspore occurs in both the North and South Mountains,
a— ; l'i •! 'Ait i emery and chloritoid. It exists both in bladed
striated crystals, and in small prisms of considerable length,

sometimes an inch or more long. Only the microscopic crystals

present perfectly defined forms.

Chloritoid.—Ten grains of the chloritoid were selected for the

analysis, as pure as possible, but it still contained microscopic
particles of magnetic iron ore and perhaps of emery.
The results of my analyses are as follows. The second col-

umn contains these results as they would be if half the oxyd of

iron is protoxyd:

Water, - - - - - 1100 1100

If I can procure crystals free from any admixture I shall re-

analyze it. It is plain that if the mineral is chlorite the mag-
na is replaced by protoxyd of iron. It differs less from chlo-

ritoid but more from masonite, which bv my analysis, published
in my Report on the Geology of Rhode "island, contains 6 pr. ct.

of oxyd of manganese and 32*20 of silica. The following is my
: (From analyses made in 1839 and pub-

lished in 1840 ; Geol. of E. I., page 88, Prov., K. I., 1840. The
analysis was repeated several times, and this is a mean of a num-
ber of carefully made analyses by myself on 25 and 50 grain lots.)
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Art. XX.—On the detection ofIodine; by M. Carey Lea.

Where iodine exists in the form of hydriodic acid, or the
iodid of a base, two methods are commonly employed to put it

into a condition to be detected by the starch test. One of these
is by the action of nitric acid, the other by chlorine or bromine
water. The latter is the more delicate, but has the disadvantage
that if the chlorine or bromine be added in excess, the reaction

It occurred to me while engaged in testing for iodine, that the
facility with whit I

* ted from its hydrogen
and metallic combinations by chromic acid would make the latter

substance a valuable means of bringing about the starch reac-

tion, and a few experiments completely confirmed this view.

If, for example, we take an extremely dilute solution of iodid
of potassium, such that the addition of nitric acid and starch pro-

duces no perceptible effect, the further addition of a single drop
of very dilute solution of bichromate of potash will instantly
bring about the characteristic reaction.

When chlorhydric acid is substituted for nitric, the effect of
the bichromate is (as was to be expected) still more marked.
The test has then the full delicacy at least of the chlorine test,

with this great advantage, that an excess of the reagent does
not prevent the reaction.

As to the delicacy of this test, the following observations

With solutions of iodid of potassium up to one hundred thou-

sandth (1 : 100,000) the precipitate was abundant, becoming less

blue and more tawny as the dilution increased. Beyond this

point the disl n is were ob-

servable at lousandth. With a solution of•- •..;',
was evident though still it was thought that a darkening was
produced.

The experiment can be made in two ways, according to the
result desired.

If it is wished to observe the effect of the chromic acid in in-

creasing the delicacy of the indication, add the acid and starch
to the very dilute solution of iodid, and then when the extreme
dilution is such that no reaction appears, a drop of solution of
bichromate instantly produces it.

But in employing the reagent in the search for iodine, add
the starch to the liquid to be tested, stir it up, add a drop of
dilute solution of bichromate, enough to communicate a pale

)\ot, and finally add a few drops of chlorhydric acid.

The test is then the production of the characteristic precipitate,
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or in case of great dilution, approaching to a half-millionth,

merely a tawny shade given to the solution.

It seems scarcely necessary to say that if a very great excess of

acid is used, and too much bichromate, the starch may be made
to reduce the bichromate. Even this, however, cannot deceive,

for a bluish-green solution is thereby produced, whereas the in-

dications of iodid are in the order of their strength : blue pre-

cipitate, tawny precipitate, tawny solution. Unless in the case

of very exceptional dilution above spoken of, a well marked
blue precipitate is always obtained.

The examination of the delicacy of the reaction with very

dilute solutions was made at a temperature of 65° F. or there-

abouts. This fact requires to be taken into account, as accord-

ing to some experiments of Fresenius to be found in the Jahres-

bericht for 1857, the delicacy of the starch test increases as the

temperature falls, so that at 0° C. a fainter trace can be ren-

dered evident than at 12° C, and so on: the difference is as-

serted to be material. Fresenius's experiments were made with
• acid and hyponitric acid, and the delicacy of the reac-

.nied by him at corresponding temperatures seems to

fall a little short of the above.

SCIENTIFIC INTELLIGENCE.
I. CHEMISTKY AND PHYSICS.

1. On the preparation of Hydrofluoric Acid ; by W. P. Dexter.—
Few chemists ry apparatus of platinum,

and the cryolite from which the pur is prepared;

and the shape commonly given to the dome of platinum retorts is Boch

as to allow matter which may be projected upon it to flow down the

neck into the receiver, i nor spar in such a retort

I have found to contain sulphate of lime. A simple remedy for this

defect would be to fix in the dome a perforated disc, or ring, over the

aperture of which another disc of less diameter, but larger than this

aperture, is supported by three strips of platinum rivetted to the ring,

both being made of silver platinum foil.

A dome of platinum attached to a leaden vessel seems to me a half-

way measure, combining the disadvantages attending the use of both

To those who are not in possession of an apparatus of platinum, I can

recommend from experience the following comparatively inexpensive

It consists of the ordinary leaden bore, (mine is 6" high by 3£" inter-

r,) made of a piece of lead pipe into which a bottom of lead

is cast, and provided near the top with a small and short tube for the

escape of the gas. The tube must incline slightly from the retort up-
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1

ward, otherwise -whatever is condensed or projected upon it will flow

downward and the product be contaminated, at least, with lea<l. Into

this tube a smaller one of platinum is luted, which is bent into the shape
of a quarter of a circle so that the farther end points downwai I : thai

end is soldered with gold into the bottom of an inverted platinum cruci-

perforated and cracked, such as is generally to be

The inverted crucible hanging like a bell at the end of the tube, when
found in a labor; - tor the purpose.

tained in a vessel not very much e

diameter, offers a large SU D of the acid gas, while

ion of the liquid from absorption or change of tern

impossible.

The cover to the retort may be cast in one piece with a shoulder, or be

2. Skylight Polarization at Philadelphia; by Pliny Earle Chase,
A.M., S.P.A.S.

1— Keo : : • ;• nUeope having
:<:.-.. ..'.••-

tieular.f ,•!,.-:, ,h,d U S i >.u id Uu w^i! I l'h Mag. [4], xxx,

pp. 118, 166, sqq.), I place some of them on record, to facilitate a com-
parison with similar o'.vnu'M"!)- at other places.

(1.) In all the great circles which p polarization

of a clear sky is positive, except in the neighborhood of the solar and

> •.. -

and attaining ... it about 90°.

(2.) Within the primary lemniscates, of which the solar and aati-aolar

\

-
•

'

!• l. t )• m • tl^ imt*;tli»p i. Mt'..a of a . . ir -\\ i- negative when
the bands pass toward the sun's cento the hands are

'"'
to the solar radii, and a: .

dmum when
the inclination reaches 90°.

(3.) Arago's and Babinet's neutral points can be seen as well before

-::••...
.. -

:

rence to the evening observations, but apparently

for no other reason than that the sky is then usually clearer than in the

morning, (op. cit., p. 118.)

(4.) I have repeatedly, and with little comparative difficulty, observed

Brewster's neutral point. In the majority of cases, when the sun's alti-

tude has been sufficient, I have been able to fix its position with nearly

as much facility as that of Babinet's. (For the difficulties of Brewster

and Babinet, see loc. cit., pp. 119, 166, 181.)

(5.) Within the solar
|

« frequently difficult to

make any ord the polarized bands, on account of the

e light. But when the direct rays of the sun

|
From the Proceedings of
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; off by a thin disc (placed with its edge towards the eye,

jrization will not b -

have often been able to mark the opposite polarizations

ii of the neutral points with pclV-ct ease, even at mid-day.

tlimate it is by do e days on which

uti'al points can be observed, and their places determined.

ole period of lire - ; St. Andrews, he

such days, April 5th and 8th, 1842, (loc. cit, pp. 124,

.
• .:.

pe for a few degrees on

each side of a neutral point, the lim the oppositely

id te form, corvee with a convexity determined by the position

of the sun or of the anti-solar point.
3

(10.) Some of my ob»
between these curves and the magn. •

latitude. I

have not been able to »al the correspondence was

tween the laws of light and of magnetism.

(11.) The varying effects of haze and cloud, appear, on the whole, to

a Til point is produce,! -by the op-

posite action */' (See pp.

123, 169, 176, 178, 180.)

(12.) In one instance, soon after sunset, the ref

int was such as to totally

eclipse Arago's neutral point, the ; ive. over the

entire arch, from Babinet's neutral point to the eastern horizon.

3. Comparative visibtlity of Aragi water's Neu-
tral I>,.;nts;

1 by Vi.isi Kaki.k Chask, M.A.. S.P.A.S.—In my communi-
cation of Janu v - L s j that v Brewster's utrai point is

above the imr,/,.
, 1 h: I frequently d •r.-rn

those of Brews;M
>

-

commenced March a series of comparative

ree neutral po Tiie month
usi ms for s* •

m-ipb The 1st, 2d,° th seem to be confirmed by

vhile the 3d, *tii. : nd 5th. which are, perhaps,

culiarities, have never, so fardependent partly
:

,! -**-*. ic p..

1 From the Procee li
; Uwophical Society, April 6, 1866.
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_ brilliancy of i

iters ana .DaDinet s neutral points are Dotn aoove

i clear, the former is generally more easily posited

5 especially the case at midday.

1 clear day, and on a large portion of the days which are
'

' uds, the position of each of the neutral points

wster records but two days during five years'

Mag. [4] 30, 124), upon which he saw all the points.

(5.) Arago's neutral point often rises before Brewster's sets. Under
i (Phil. Mag. [4] 30, 124), upon
jo's neutral point often ri:

ivorable atmospheric conditions the

Linns simultaneously visible.

(6.) Halos and clouds are frequently discernible through the polari-

bk to the naked "eye.

The following abstract embodies some of the results of the month's

observations

:

There ^ rations on 6 «

Arago's neutral point was remarkably distinct on 4 "

Arago's was the only one observed on 2 "

Babinet's " " " 1 day.

Arago's and Babinet's " " 2 days.

The three points were simultaneously visible on April 5th, from 4h 32'

Brewster's neutral point was perceptibly more than Babinet's at fifteen

ol servatioiis, a' 1 1« -s'distinct at two observations.

I subjoin a fe-w of my notes, which refer to points of special interest:

March 8th, 5h 45', p.m. Near the proper position for Arago's neutral

point, the positive and negative polarities coalesce upon clouds, with no

j space or neutral line.

March 9th, 6h 25', a. m. Hazy and polarization fluctuating. 10h 40',

A. m. The polariscope showed a brilliant halo around the sun, which I

had not before noticed, but which was afterwards barely visible to the

naked eye. 12 h 10', p.m. Haze continues. Negative polarity remark-
ably distinct over the face of the sun, and for several degrees North and

March 11th, 3 h 50', p.m. Sky covered with thin clouds. A neutral

point in the East, 42° above the horizon, and m
anti-solar point, with reversed polarization, or positive below, and nega-

Am. Joub, Sci.-Second Series, Vol. XLII, No. 124,-Jclt, 1866.
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above. 5h 25'. A similar point still observable, but about 5°

and West horizon, nearly to Zenith. A i

March 17th. D'» 1;V and 10 h 40' a.m.,
2 and March 18, 10h 30', a.m.

3

Very clear. Sun so bright that I was unable to detect, the negative

polarity between Babinet's neutral point and Brewster's, even by screen-

-
:

March 19th, llh 5', a.m.4
Halo, visible only through the polariscope.

March 20th, 5h 25', p. m. Cloudy. Polarization in horizon every-

Mareh 24th to 28th, inclusive. On each of these five successive days

Brewster's neutr 1 beautiful.

April 3d, 5h 40' p. m. Cloudy in West, and polarization positive from

Strong reflection someti xacter of a comparatively

weak polarization, from po.-iti^e •
. n _< f ,\., or vice versa. A fainter

reflection, by showing whether the bands are interrupted oi

The increased refraction of a piece of gla-s. interposed

"iscope and the sky, will frequently show a net

le normal polarity is often reversed by a stratui

thickness, especially within the solar primary le

itral point which

m of clouds of ur

II. MINERALOGY AND GEOLOGY.

. On the age of the gold-bearing rocks of the Pacific Coast ; by Prof.

:. H. Brewer. (Communicated for this Journal).—In the preceding

iber of this Journal, in a resume of Whitney's "Geology of Cali-

ia," I noticed in some detail (pp. 361-364,) the prim
ch the secondary age of the auriferous rocks of the Pacific Coast bad

\ deduced, with the dates of the more important discoveries, and of

rfiM publication. These in< more important

gether with some a

Since that article was printed, a paper bearing about the same date

has been received, entitled,

"Annotated Catalogue of the Principal Mineral Species hitherto

.:
.
;:'... ,-''. .•_-:.- '''> ' -

a Report to the California State \) u of Agriculture, by Wm. P.

Blake, Geol. e ,• ,,f th- <

' d f r.l - e, and Pro-

fessor of Min i , . Department of Science

of the College of California. Sacramento, March, 1866.
3 On steamboat in Raritan Bay.
4 In New York.
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In addition to the Catalogue of Minerals it contains about four
pages of, "Notes on the Ution and Geology of the
Precious Metals" "on the Pacific slope."

These " N <!y so entirely at variance
with the facts I detailed in the rSmm< less answered,
they are not only calculated to mislead those who are interested in the
history of geological discovery in California, but also to call in question

the authenticity of some of those facts; as well as the statem
ing to tliem in tlie various publications of li

•
'

-

.

and claims it puta forth I n : demands
that they be car. Hilly ex - < differences

' ':
. -

and first published the Secondary age of the auriferous rocks of Cali-

fornia. Prof. Blake says:

"After years of laborious search for fossils by which the age of the gold-

determined, I had the pleasure, early in 1863, Co

obtain a specimen containing Ammonites, from a locality on the American

importance, being indicative of the Secondary age of the gold-bei
and was therefore photographed, and copies of it sent to the B

pti m. [t was subsequent
the Proceedingi . Sept. 1864."
(Page 28 of pamphlet,)

We might infer from this, (l,) that the fossil spoken of was found
in place, (for not in place had been known several

years earlier) : (•_'.) thai '

:;...; .-;:_:
; _ ...'. ..... .

....... '... .,._. ,
] .

.

'

'.

X'U - ... m. ;. i-; 7 , w ], |, W a* n - -. 1864,) the

following additional information: " It is n--t. ivrf tin whether the speci-

men was taken from the slates in place, or broken from a loose mass."

"It is not possible to determine from the specimen whether these fossils

are new or not, or even whether they a ititet." This

announcement was made a y< tr (and it was not
j

- ti tin •

months later) - Snrvej had taken nearly twenty

the Carboniferous fossils found in lii

», near Pence Ranch, in 1862, and the other disc

Sept. 1864, which are noticed in the Report i

gold-bearin
from the si; . ._ .

ing of the California Academy, Oct. 3, 1864,
Cretaceous age of these slates. The best chare
ottomt," &,c. (lb.)
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i not found in 1863, as the Is

. (lb.)

The attention of Mr. Gabb and myself was directed to those particu-

lar species !•;. : but Mr. King had already procured

specimens from the same locality before Prof. Blake had seen or heard

of a fossil being found there. I had not been advised of Mr. King's

action in the matter, nor had Mr. Gabb, who afterwards visited the local-

" It appears also, from the same source, (Whitney's Geology of I

tag, a gentleman connected with the Survey, had obtained Belem-

Prof. Blake neglects to add that the same source informs him that

these Belemnites were found in place very near to Pine Tree vein, and

s before the fossils mentioned in the preceding paragraph

I find on referring to that preface by him that the next sentence to

le one he cites is as follows :
" It is also probable that a great part of

ie rock formations of the u"
'

:!y be found to be

Devonian or Silurian," &c, and in the later pages of the same work he

aves the way for t >i mlly prove to be

ilurian, by stating that' the Sir R. 1. Muvohi-

an were confirmed by his (Prol a California.

r ...<,- •!• Whitney's arri -U in the A:

'iir. Sd„ xxxvii.'. . .. ,Mivul-i*.-d.

nted in Europe, before Prof. Blake's "announcement,"
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and some months before said announcement was printed. (See London
Mining and Smelting Magazine, Oct. 1864, pp. 215-217).

Paleontology (vol. i, p. 18,) which was issued in Dec. 1864, the same
month with Prof. Blake's paper, and this in turn received notice in this

Journal for Jan. 1865, p. 99. In this volume were described over 50
species of fossils of the age under consideration, more than half of

which had been found in California in the rocks associated with gold.

Many of the plates and descriptions of these fossils had been prepared
more than a year before this, or in 1863.

Prof. Blake adds

:

"I regret to observe tha Whitney's Geology of Cali-

fornia), as well as Mr. Gabb's notice of the fossils, no mention is made of my
previous announcement, and that my part in the discovery and publication of
the Secondary age of the Mariposa gold rocks is studiously and wholly
ignored." (Foot-note to p. 28.)

While the language quoted only strictly claims a part in the " dis-

covery and publication of the Secondary age of the Mariposa gold

rocks" yet . o.ita tl >• tact-, and not examining
the dates of the original discoveries and publications, would draw the

inference from the conn. tement stands, that Prof.

Blake had been the first to discover and announce the age of these

rocks, (if not of the go! I w a whole). But I have
already shorn d to the Mariposa rocks, the claim is

•
:

'

:'--'
-. and l'i :. Uniting three months in pul

'

Nor could Prof. Blake have been ignorant of this, for he bad all the

printed data in the Reports he cites.

The article under review being an official Report published by the State

Board of Ag the State Agricultural

Society, as v. m, is intended to reach the more in-

telligent portion of the people of thai le informa-

tion amono then o lice their f'utui tl surveys, as

well as "to help to arouse an interest in the science of i

among our people." The i anguage and
_ -

•

of tii.* Board <.t V^ri.'ultiiiv, had mad thetii-t - . i. nd announce-

ment of the true age of the great metalliferous belt of the State, and that

the State Ge> and ignored

hi- di-'-.n-erie-. \. i w - - _
f

• - \ea-->

of laborious i : been so poorly rewarded, or that his

""part in the discovery and puMication of the age of the gold rocks"
had occurred so long afta the fact by
the Geological Survey.

For the information of those interested in the question, I will here

state that I v g the period of the discoveries under
' .' ':'

State Geological Survey, and was a

' :•

1864, when Prof. Blake ei « fossils and made his so-
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called "announcement." He prefaced his paper by stating that after

years of search for fossils in the gold rocks, by means of which their age

might be determined, those which he exhibited were the first he had

been able to obtain, and that his attention had been called to these and

v Mi-> Krring'-on. In the verbal diseu^ion that followed

the pivM ma .» < f h - [- u r. I stated the main conclusions arrived at by

the Survey, m the subject of the age of the gold rocks. I had already

received Prof. Whitney's paper, (which had been published a month

! stated some facts not there detailed in regard to the locali-

s and that the Survey had "found fossils in the rocks associ-

ated with gold along a line nearly 300 miles in le

Pitt River "to the M .'•
. i Y.A it.

." d . ( F..r -<, - j-m- . r' these remarks,

see Proc. Cal. Aca 1. Nat. S. !.. iii. |... U'iS . ["di-scril ed minutely the

Genesee Vail assic, Triassic, and Carbonifero

so that Prof. Blake might find them, as he proposed visiting tl

soon. Yet I find in his pamphlet, (p. 28,) the statement, " Fov-iis of

Secondary age from Genesee Valley, in the northern part of the State,

were common in collections in 1864. (!)

2. A Catalogue of the Paleozoic Fossils of North America, Part I,

mata; by B. F. Shomard, M.D. 73 pp. 8vo. (From the

Transactions of the Academy of Sci. n ea i St L mis, *oi. ii, 1866).—
The first signature of Part I, of this Catalogue, to the 13th page inclusive,

was issued in the form of extras, in July or August, 1865, and noticed

on page 124 of the January number of this Journal for 1866. The

] 8 i I mi 1 - t i v, i
' ! i - i ! > i -f i :bnt"d

by the author. Parts 2d, 3d, &c, now in course of preparal

the press, will consist of lists of the Plants, Polyzoa, Brachiojwda, and

other groups of North American Paleozoic fossils.

Part I, of this catalogue, nGW pub! s 1. is a com-

plete iwt of the known North American Paleozoic Echinodermata. It is

not an attempt at a classification of these ancient Echinodi

. in accordance with their

- ..;" species and genera,

with full refei \, , t<> t <. iN where they were described or noticed;

and as such. »id to those who may wish to study

it forms a complete index to the entire literature

of the subject. It also gives the geological position of each species,

with some-', | numerous foot-notes of

some of Dr. Troost's previously un-

8 few new species. At the end of the list, there

se tables showing the geological range of the different genera.*

The whole number of species included is 750, of which 97 are from the

• ••:.
.

-.-•.-,.-

range of genera a
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Lower Silurian, 86 from the Upper Silurian, 115 from the Devonian,
and 452 from the Carboniferous rocks.

In regard to synonymy, in a group _ 3 many closely

!.- have been pil!. lulled, thele Will

"t < ui- t littVit.'i - ( i
1

i h 1' I l \ml iV inst uices where
direct comparisons of authentic examples <-t die ahicd forms have been
made (in cases where no 1 views on the

hal may be right or may
be wrong. Some of the supposed Bj by the writer

of this notice to be distill *a no doubts whatever in

regard to ti forms, between w
are suggested. These suggestions, however, will be use

relations of allied species.

Although \\e take _;ei" pleasure in bearing witness to the general

111 1 • 1 -- •' ?hi- \ lahie ( italogue, there are a few
points of nomeiirhtut'-. in >

i
I I v-< - 1 1

-
• i_' •

1
s author. For

instance, iu retaining /. a 1, instead of Nucleocri-

nus Conrad, 1843. The rea-ou a-mn- ,j {, v iva'm'm- Koemer's name
wad (perhaps on account of the imperfection of his specimen)

did not define his genus correctly. As he gave a figure of

species, however, E. elegans, that need not be confounded with other

I, If we were to throw aside all the
:;-:,

-.
.

,
..... '.'...;.-

is, as well as by many later ones,

y equally well to almost any other genus of the ent

while not unfrequently the kv? characters given by them were not all

strictly appl r typo named. W here they cited

known species, however, or referred to figures, that leave no doubts in

regard to the particular genera they had in view, their names have been

adopted nor,. ts of their diagnoses. Where an
author has given us the means of knowing, beyond a reasonable doubt,

what group he proposed to name, either by his diagnoses, his figures, or

together, his name should stand ; as in the case of

Belkrophon Montfort, which no one ; ect, because
its author described it as a chambered the fact that

his figure shows at a glance what genus he had in view.

Again, we cannot agree with the author of the catalogue in citing

-. as a synonym of Rhodocrinus Milter, (although
he has high authority for so doing.) m idocrintu as

a subgenu> an tiere can be little doubt in regard to

Gilbertsocrinus and Goniasteroidocrinus being congeneric, though they

may be subge I iat they a're both distinct geuerically

from Rhodocrinus, however, it is believed will be at once apparent to any
one who may see a specimen of Goni
with its arms and pseudo-brachial appendages unbroken. 1

Billings hinted at the probability that Gilbertsocrinus would be found to
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i distinct genus, merely from inspecting Phillip

lillips, 1836, then Cu
hum fake prere.lence. and mir American species desc-ril'id uii.l.-r

nes Tr.-htotui-riitns an.) <i Live to take the

Ollacrinns tub r «, 0. papillutus, O.robus-

les are not only different in n

n sound, and to the eye, as many others now in use in various de-
ments of natural history; such for instance as Bulla, Bull i

m. 1

laa, Tngona and Trigonia, Astartella and Astartila, as well as
ous others that might be mentioned in conchology alone. As a gen-

n iuveM,gauons; ana it all cannot agree witii
hirn in every particular, it will, we think, be generally conceded that he
has performed the task with skill and impartiality. m.

3. On the deposit of Rock Salt at . w; by Prof.
Kichard Owen.—Prof. Owen stated that, having heard various accounts
of the rock-salt in Louisiana, he h, ^xious to ex-

-leposit personally. At New Iberia, La., in November last, he
ion as Colonel of the 60th Indiana Regiment to

tfoivemfcy,
ance from New Iberia to the salt works wm not

f:^
he
J\ ' three dayi for an opportol

.-.
,

._; . •

gh the day proved very rainv, he was enabled to

urination of the entire locality, under the polite
guidance of Mr. Henshaw.

Fifty years before this period, Mr. Marsh the father-in-law of Mr. Hen-
shaw, had sunk a well on his plantation. • L , P, tite A. b" distant in a
southwest direction from New Iberia about twelve miles, and only two
or three miles trom the Gulf of Mexico. The

" ..-:...
at the breaking out of the war, Mr. Marsh's son requested

f
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sink other wells, hoping to obtain a stronger brine. After digging

fifteen feet, one of the >, -k a hard substance with

his pick-axe, and was desired by the owner to go on and throw out some
of the supposed reek. On washing off the excavated mass, it proved to

hard rock-salt.

irea found, at which, by probing to the depth of from 15 to 18
:• - .

••-•

acres, perhaps four to six. The materials passed through, to reach it,

are chiefly bluish clay, sand and grave), with some lumps of micaceous

sandstone. At the above depth, within that area, under every place at

which they have bored or dug down, they reach

Through this solid stratum they bored twenty-six feet, and still found the

salt deposit.

In getting it out for sal ssary to blast in the usual

manner for obtaining building rock; an tg moderate-

sized lumps, the consumer has considers -le difhYu ty in reducing them
to a size fit for use. This compactness seems also to protect the salt from

deliquescence, and even to enable it for a long period to resist solution

when immersed in water. He was m ps, packed in

barrels, had been sunk in creeks and ponds for concealment, and taken

up weeks afterwards seas in bulk.

The accumulation of 15 to 18 feet of clay, sand, and gravel on the

from the adjoining hills; and the deposit has, no doubt, been worked by
the aborigines, as, at more than one place, on

Indian relics were found. He saw, at Mr. 11 sh /-. i asket, obtained

from the surface of the • >ek-ilt, 15 feet below the surface of the soil,

made of spin < tn< md was informed t i th \ - und pieces of

charcoal, apparently the remnants of fires or torches. A rope of bark,

wooden hooks, stone axes and pottery were likewise obtained.

i

;

: : : . .

:
mg the Gulf shore. Upon wever, he not

only fou mis rock whatever, but saw at sev-

m bill, or ridge, distinct
•'

,.] , , ^i\e :•.; I- cf m:4 a\ 1 Lit u h] ; the |-.t!» r entirely

rounded by attrition, and chiefly quartzose. That thrown out at the old

salt-openings was of the same character.

The hiedu-r pomt of the ridire is 160 feet above the water in the

Gulf at low tide. The sea, the combined influence of

region to a . !ai is ai \ lea\ ig

elivered at the mouth of the excavation.

I some hours, made, as remarked, rather unfavor-

i, but still sufficiently in detail to be certain of
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he bets, and, after having obtained and closel
• '-;"

wystal, over two inches cube and n of which are

nJw in the Indiana State University, he felt assured that the whole phe-

nomena most aa action.

In all probability, the semicircular deposit of sand and gravel, thrown

to the height of 160 feet and conforming generally to the contour of the

sea coast, resulted from the combined action of the winds and the waves

of the ocear

edge, and havi ie settlement of the country by the

As the result of similar causes, he conceived that these §ea-b*ach

ridges, on the Gulf, after being thrown up some
high waters to flow round and into the ba in-shaped depression left on

the landward side, but impeded the return of the waters thus arrested.

The heat of the sun would be sufficient to evaporate the wat

. .

<>r" iiki- causes and results might readily give rise to the >:•

described. We have vegetable deposits which formed coal at various
" " in the tru< ~ "

,
greatest, as in Europe, during th

JNew Keel sandstone or ttaliterous Jfenod, yet taking place also during th

Quaternary Epoch.

When, however, these ridges on the Gulf coast became high enougl

to have their materials frequently washed down by rains, the interio

basin would read v cover any article

left by the aborigine-. Th- salt and exclusion from air are sufficient t

account for the preservation of the relics from decay for a long period.

The great inundation which, a tew years since, destroyed so man
families, who had visited L

:
place, was of th

character above alluded to, and took place only about fifteen miles froc

Whether ,or not the explanations 1:tere offered of the interesting phe-

ibited at La Petite Ance is correct or not, the facts are

i-nces remain ned at any time

by those int. e> locality can be reached by railroad travel of

3ar City ; thence, c

Bay, the tra ig horseback or other conveyance for about 40

of the plant;

-and on the so Havontli'.-vvf*t.

Tiie property has been sold by Mr. Marsh, aud is nov, owned (he be-

Sieved) by M r. Avery.

It may no as a proof that, at

m extended re

•oast line of the Gulf, or

that he had traced the Gnathodon (a -'-mis.

abundantly iaround New Orleans, anc1 peculiar to brackish water) along
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our route of march, by the Teche, at least five miles north of Franklin,

He would also add, that although borings have been made to even
more than 15 or 18 feet at other parts of the Goli
similar in character, as yet no other considerable deposits had been
found; notwithstanding that, in some places, as he imd.-i-iw,.d. ?At had
!

> '. i i.'ule from the brine springs or well.-.— T. <:, -. Ac I. Set., St.

Louis, ii, 250.

4. Fossil Spider from the Coalformation ; bv Dr. F. Rcemeb, (Jahrb.
Min. of Leonhard & Geinitz, 1866, p. 136).—Dr. Rcemer has hero de-

scribed and figured a i from the Coal
formation of Lpper Silesia. It is called the P,
a name that _. n^i ii h d it t > the modern Ly-
cosa. The body is about an inch long. Appended to this paper is a
'">'<- "fa -'"'•iniM! <>{ Ar'I-K' h ura armata Jordan, from the Carbon-

• Zwi ekau, by Dr. Geinitz. The specimen is suflficient to

show that the animal was a Crustacean; it is evidently part of the cara-

p:i.v, and probably of a Decapod.
5. Observations on the Cretaceous strata of Texas ; by B. F. Shumard,

M.l »., State Geologist. 9 pp. 8vo. From the Transactions of the Acad.
Sci. at St. Louis.—The paper gives an important section of the strata

:-. The Lower Cretaceous—arenace-
— la 230 feel thick, i he calcareous

division, is 800 to 1000 feet thick in the eastern portion of the State, and
of much greater thickness in the west.

6. Report of the Chief \finet for the Province of
Nova Scotia, for the year 1865; by S. V. IIamili '>s, Provincial Secre-

tary. 32 pp. bv,,. lS'lt). If diwix-; N. >.—Th'N Ii ;,-!• ti ats mainly of

matters of ecom mi d int t st. We learn from it that the quantity of

gold from the min is on v, hich royalty was paid, was, for the \ •

30th Sept., 1864, 18,744 oz., 5 dwt., 12 gr.; and for the following year,

24,867 oz., 5 dwt., 22 gr. Also, that the number of collieries in opera-'.' !..:.:

and Slack Coal " sold from the mines during the year ending Sept. 30,

1865, was 652.S54 tons.

Prof. How's Report on certain

n. 4to.—The minerals are ores

186 !. dal ( Aw. Ioino Cocchi, raccolte e p
C. PriN-r e di A. Mariani. 100 pp. 8vo., with 2 plat

Hi author di- ,w with new and intHkHi.r \

'
,..,.. r,

:
: . , . ' ..•.

.

h;^ an article on the discovery of <.>ii at Brady's l'»

>! _n >f tin r _ i " ' I ngs of the Ame
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hat have been I

number of air'i'i' .•••: .v. i t . \".i'k m..\ he profitably read by all who
ogy. The author rery

judiciously does not add to the number of hypotheses, yet briefly draws

11. Dentex Mumteri. specie di Pe<- vati nelle Ar-

^ : . . .,. "
'

.

belong to one and the same -; -, and that thi- m . - .- , u 1. - d « th

his own. 1! - the name Dentex Mumteri.
12. G. F. M'lttbtwon th A ,;, and Pah, ok rock* or Southern New

- „ L l-i i M v. !-. ".
(p. 422). The

_ * i i i I uhoniferpus

Trenton peuol n t th l > i il u mi ' > ue < i,h mille to the Hu-

Silurian as well in Acadia as in New England; others between the Up-

per Silurian and L.iKil ll.'Vo'l'Ui; i

f In tl "J|« t«v-- <>r in -t It. iked

between the Devonian and the L>. ! perhaps a

fourth between two sections of the Carboniferous system. 1 L

map a stated to have been prepared by Prof.

J A I M Matth. v

13. Meteorites.—A very important memoir on meteorites has recently

been presented by Mr. Daubree to the Academy of Sciences of I'aris,

and has appeared in volume lxii of the Comptes Rendus. It takes up

the nature of meteorites in general, and discusses in a brief manner the

1 1>: Tl.- pr.- hi •!> of the fusion of meteorites; their anal-

b, and the imitation of them by treatment of these

lite, and an attempt to imitate roeU -rock; im-

portance of magnesian rocks of the chrysolite kind both in the case of

the earth and ./' the phi; ,. ;l .-\ ^>>m ; |, t .« • \:

, oases roi wl . meteorites have proceeded;

scoria, hi the fusion of serpentii - (Snarum in

^ •- / *> ix Baidi-- l i i
Daubiee ob-
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-

Mori source of c-lirysolite. The memoir merits close study.

14. Annotated Cato I - hitherto re-

-'_-::
Report to th« i of Agriculture; by Wm. P. Blake,
Geologist of the Calif. State Board of Agriculture and Prof, uf Miu.,

Geol. and Mining in the College of California. 32 pp. 8vo. March,
1866. Sacramento.—Prof. Blake has done a good service to mineralogy

in this catalogue of California and other west-American mineral locali-

ties. The pain; 1 b't < out., us, I-mLmi m. ntmu , r the localities, notices

of the associ - . and a list of

private and public cabinet* in Caiitbrniu. If cl - - with a chapter of

of the Precious Metals . of the Pacific Slope of

the United States, some points in which Prof. Bi

page 114.

15. Die Minerale der Schweiz, von Dr. Adolf Kenjjgott. 460 pp.,

16mo, with 78 woodcuts. Leipzig, 1866 (Wilhelm Engelmann).—Dr.
- .'. -.

eft, with some
new crystal! og as. The work is therefore much more
than a mere topographical mineralogy. It is full of original observations.

16. Notes on some members of the Feldspar family ; by Isaac Lea.

(From the Proc. Acad. Xat > i„ l'i . M i\ 1
=*:•;

j
— I »r. L. a has here

described some iridescent and other feldspars of Pennsylvania. The

^ bii tiie microscope he has made observations on the minute crystals of

b. The varieties he has observed has led him to

',ite, to accompa-

,
pearly, and distinctly cle:

- inArin-ptieut kind. !ia\ ,uj. briji' ( i\ ^al r hexagonal plates

ii. i'-ui.a at I'lue Ibli, about tw ) mil. > n. i'Ji f Media. Localities

e particulars respect-

No < 'ing the microscopic crystals of different feldspars. No conclusio

i the crystals.

17. Vorksui f ; von N. vox Kokscharow, Berg-

lngenieur, 1st vol., 344 pp. 4 to. St. Petersburg, 1865. (A. Jacobson.)

Von Iv.k.scharow has long been laboring with great success, and with

<'<
part of an adn • ns in general mineralogy. It takes

up crystallography, illustrates the subject with numerous excellent

h.; n ~. m my frmii" 1 ,> jrea? u i : .:. 1 through-

out is both w D its explanations. The chapter on
the irregul.u.c - mpleta, and is made up
largely of the results of his own cryatallographic researches. It contain*
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groups of Puis-i . i .iv--., -. i hrv- iberyl, etc.).

18. On the affinities of the Bellerophontidce ; by F. B. Meek, (Proc.

Chicago Acad. Sci., i, 9).—The Bellen \ 1 . i ti. ie u •• r-guvd-d by Mr.

Meek as very n< n Lui.u.iiiii t, a \ i \\ s , •.j.^-t.m in i-n'4 '•}'

and adopted in 1852 !>v V ft. His con-

fJonoaa are d by Professor Hall under the name
I <mii -.(..{' tlii> s; — _\ hi Mr( hesney's '"New Palae-

ozoic F<— ;
-

. t Bu-'-ania Chieagoensis), and on

page 344 or' bile it has the

t in, r li i in ,
;- - n ' i> i_ •_ ii < r the dorsal side a

row of isolij Mr. Meek observes that it bears

tli miii n u ihti Ij i /tf!n f
/ '/ / / st /

and Rimula to Emarciinula, In a letter to one of the editors Mr. M—

k

Winched, on Chicago Niagara Fossils, plate 3, figs. 7a, b.

III. BOTANY AND ZOOLOGY.

].'.'

of the first part of these investigations, communicated to the French

Academy of Sciences, is given in the Comptes Mendus, vol. lx, No. 18

(May, 1865). Theodore Saussure had long ago ascertained that. \wm?

I
tfl in an atmosphere con-

taining as nmrh as :. -

'

. part of tl at -a<, they

other part- <4

1. That lei

the plant. His results are :

tws exposed to sunshine in pure carbc>nic acid do not d

compose this

2. But in a mixture with "a tmospheric air, they <lecompose carbon

acid rapidly. The oxygen of the atmospheric air, ]however, appears 1

3. Leaves decompose cavboilie acid in sunshine as readily when th

with nitrogen or v> ith hydrogen.
Although 'this decompositioii of carbonic acid by green foliage mil

i analogy her

ibustion of phosphorus at the ordinary tempe
analog

, or with nitr. -

in be carried farther. For while i

cent in pure ressure, it becoi

ich exerted no sensible action upon pure carbonic acid at or

I
. jas, under i

*e in mechanically separating the atoms, whether of carbonic i
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ill the one case, or of oxygen as in the other, so as to determine the ac-

tion either of combination or of dissociation.

In a continuation of these investigations (Comptes Rendus, voL Ixi,

Sept. 25, 1865), Boussingault shows that carbonic oxyd, whether pure
or diluted, is not decomposable by foliage, and that 'this i-,. ••.. U -,f

green foliage upon carbonic oxyd goes to confirm the opinion maintained
in his Economic Bvrale, that leaves •

acid and water, ( < » = . FI< '=i < ». J l,< '-: th- i> 2 ki„,r liberated, CO, H
expresses the relation under which carbon is united with the elements of

water in cellulose, starch, sugar, <fec, i. e., in the important principles

elaborated by the leaves the compos;- ted I >v WBN
bon and water. lie ^ < s on to j

rove tl r a \> at" whi h h is been decom-
posing carbonic acid and water all day long is capable of doing the same
work the next day, if not allowed to dry, but the losing of a eertaia

amount of « destroys the

life of the cells of a leaf, vegetable life n tenaciow
than that of some of the lower animals (Tardigrades, JVotipes, &c.)
whi< h I e ir wonderful desiccation.

The third instalment of the im st eatii n is rriven in Nos. 16 and 17
of the same volume (Oct. 16 and 23, 1865). It appears thai detached

leaves, kept in shade for many days, with the cut end of the petiole in

ped to go on cotttu ' oi dancaeat, aw
:o respiration. <

"'
'ivo leaf decomp

carbonic acid in ['., - in darkness. In c

ments, with Oleander-leaves exposed to the sun from 8 J

.. in an atmosphere rich in carbonic acid, a square meter of

)posed on the average ov< r a iit- r of i irb nic acid per houi

kness only TU of I was produced p«
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this air in a strongly manured soil contains a very large

ent °by whichi acid. Boussingault has no

contained in a branch of an

>w devised an experim

Oleander in

It proved to be nitrogen 8!3-01 per cent, oxygen 6*64, carbonic

5 per cent; being about the r from a well-

with the sap,

and also that which they may absoi•b directly frc mosphere, de-

composed along with water under sunlight, must be the

gluco e
(
C i2Hi20i2) w hioh it is of foliage to

. This glucose, in fixing or . the elements of water,

Decomes sugar, starcn, cellulose, or otJ .n, which, m
whatever part of the plan sited, and however trans-

formed or n-: carbonic acid

ata, In closing his present paper with
•

his more recent experiments will enable him to demonstrate the direct

formation of saccharine matter by the green parts of vegetables exposed

2. Revision of the Nor> ' Juncus ; by Dr. Engel-

maxv.-Xo. 2 of the second volume of the Transactions of the Academy

papers by the indefatigable President of the Academy, viz: 1. Notes of

the diagnostic characters furnished by the stone of the fruit in species of

Viburu m, and a briefer not ce of such characters in Cornus. 2. Nu-
dowered species of Colo-

X. advtna, 2ST. luteum,

&c. This is an q
J

miix t 1 >r. Parry's interesting new pa'.
[ "since the end of last summer." The sheets now before us com-

e the generalia, the neat systei v synoptical fbrtBj

the notes upon, or when n>- irtythree of the

admitted North American species. Doubtless the remainder will he

i ted, and the in.:: r-> botanists before this an-

ncement is published, such is the wonderful speed with which Dr. En-

nanu carries on scientific work in the midst of absorbing professional

ies. For the present suffice it to say that, whereas Juncus has been

dreadful ^nu- to North A in- - iy to be dreaded

aber, are not rcn. j revision: and,

lly, that the author promises,—in case he receives the aid which we

confident his con,- render,—to prepare and »*«
' Herbarium Juno >. which will stand in place

sxpensive plates, u e far preferable to them."

aw the botanist

the botani»t
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and his distil but to the brothers Lessing, the botan-
ist and the painter, and so that the specific name refers not to the Ger-
mans but to the brothers. On turning to the Linnsea, however, we find

4. Illustrations of the Esculent Fungi of the United Statts.- -Wo
iif iei-t iii-I tnat • -\ : • . I.)!-. M. A. Curtis, of

-
1 figures and descrip-

tions of the principal eatable species of Mushrooms and other Fungi,

:•
.

- . •- -

couragement is offered to it. A large
.,',....:

may be turned to good account whenever the knowied- wh < h tl is i rk

— able, a. g.

5. Death of Wm. Henri/ Hinui, VmiVJ, r ..- iVtanv in Tiinity Col-

in this country u
1 i , . w v _;u .• - 1

1

man. died at Torquay, England, on the loth of

May, in the 56th year of his age. We may hope to present hereafter

some account oi labors. a. g.

4. The Int . \ itfa a » Umkal Con-

gress annexed, held in London near the end of May last, appears to have

press, which
*

side over its d ' «* >• - w n
!

i In in! u >-t hv, pt , iy.

at tha opening is publidird in tin- <rai lei r'- i hiwi.n C for May 26. In

. \: .
i

. . .

withjulturer and the beneii, :

.il Knv.-s Sou of Botany
the occasion 'u

msideration of important scientific to the su^vsti,

*w modes or appliances for resolvii ii.'-

print a considerable portion of the i

The Gardener's Chronicle for June

nted to the Botanical Congress, w
,

ts " f most of iliem

I of a few. The f

i Old Maid," the stump of which r

as a dancing-floor; the measurement was made by Mr. Ue la Rue an

his assistant, on a ''< across the whole diameter c

the section (26 feet, 5 inches, at 6 feet from the ground), and the ring

were carefully counted an"
1223, on the other 1245; the mean 1234. We in

same tree of w3 men* of a radi

!'.:« e of tap . on which the centuries only are mar;
about 1225 years old, as long ago recorded, we believe, in this Jc

Am. Jour. 8ci.—Second 8lB -Jilt, 186&
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attribute to loading with snow is partly owing to the moveme
i'

:

was made by a Mr. John Rogers in England (and recorded bv 1 >r. UvA-
ley in Trans. Hort. Soc. Lond., [2], ii, 230). On the remai

days of January 19 and 20, 1842, when the thermometer fell to -2° F.

3 vicinity of London, Mr. K
le-tree (5Tilia) which overhung a part of his garden drooped so as

10 rest, upou the ground, although there was no ice nor rime to inoreaM

their weight; and as the day advanced and grew warmer they regained

jinal position. Lately Von W of Physiology

me thing on a Lime-tree

mi, and called his colleague's attention to it. Prof. Caspary
found branches which were thus lowered more than three feet under a

temperature of - 8%° F. : and last winter he proceeded to investigate the

, (fee. We need not specify the

The results are

:

3 frost, t

rection, the amount of deviation

frost. For instance, the branches of a Horse-chestnut, of a Carpinus,

of a Negundo, and of a Red Buckeye moved to the left to the ex-

tent of one or two inches ; those of a Lime-tree, Buckthorn, Larch, and
"White Pine to the right, the former as much as nearly 3^ inches, at the

point measured. (The length of "' '

displacement is not given in angul

2. The Lin
. .ml some others exhibited :

sent as soon as frost began, and they drooped the 1

the cold grew more severe, the greatest amount of the lowering
Lime reaching to fully three feet.

3. The branches of other speck
sets in, and rise the lusher the s<

carya Caucasica and Negundo.
4. The branches of other specie

frost, but a drooping one when the cold i

chestnut, Buckeye, and Buckthorn. The 1

the Horse-chestnut only at 2° 2' F.
As the movement, whether upwards or downwards, I

consequence of the heat or cold penetrating the wood, it is

thin than in thick branches. It is remarkable that the r

in a direction corresponding to a certain temperatu
direction even after the temperature had changed to
rally produces a contrary motion. Branches in the spri

retain a position different from that which thov had
same temperature; the same degree of cold had at

' " • by any difference i

'
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duration of the frost The cause of these changes of direction Prof.

Caspary is unable to explain. Of course the effect of snow, water, &c,
was eliminated. The phenomenon shows that different sides of the

branches are differently contracted longitudinally by low tern

but whether the shortening on the side toward w
takes place only at the point of insertion or along its whole length, as is

more probable, is not yet ascertained. The lateral deviation may be
connected with the rerl g of the cells

along one line of the wood, this line winding more or less in consequence

known °twis

is differently c

.

••

th<- !' ni-oht /.< • it _ i \ i
: ;- ^>!i?rao-

but the long ias not been examined in
:'

wood. It is probably far greater than in old and dry wood, which in

deal is said to be 0-00000226 or 0-0000002844 per 1° F. It might ob-

viously be supposed that the change in the din

severe cold at Konigsberg generally sets in with the east wind which is

very dry ; and so the times of frost, of great dryness, and of

found from a series of coi extremes of

e and of change in the br icide, those of

and dryness are not coincident with the extremes of change in

Mr. B. Clarke of London, On the Floral Envelopes of Lauracece.

regards as representing calyx and corolla, and the Laurels as a

sort of Combretacea with free perianth !

Dr. Hildebrand of Bonn, On the necessity of Insect Agency in the fer-

tile anthers and stigma

former, when protected from insects no capsules set. Moreover fruit is

iined when flowers of the same raceme are intercrossed. By
the ci.^ii,^ ,,f ;],,ueis ..f difi'-ivi.t [•! i-^-nly i- i-.-:!^; I nihzution in-

sured. We have been much interested this sea

effectual activity of so large an insect as the humble-bee in ferl

Mr. Howard of London, author of the New Quinoloffia, On the Species

'. He thinks that every :' the Andes
has ;t- nv, tias, and that no one spe-

cies prevails from end to end of the C From the

centage of qu i
« as is yielded by bark of the same age in its native

country. U; '..< ! i> r the o inte-s

»r..M', in which 1M-. WVdd-!l l 1 that if it . lid b, |M d that

L • - ,•
•

, : hut if he
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it would set a ba1 precedent to alter it. Moreover as the rh in Spanish

i
as ill English, e. g., in churcl, no advantage would be

gained by the alt

Prof. Karl Kock of Berlin, Some Pr<
t

<>->i',< ,, - , i'l, respect to System-

generic names wo nld be hindered by the retention of the original de-

.iv prompt and effectual than that of Walper's Jmy'es
for collecting the , : - •

. _ • anatiiM-d, by a local k-tan-

collect its scattered i

way of publish,- 1 mm. * . . t • > up" Hi-, atid a general editoi-hip in

some European or • them; that a botanico hor-

ticultural congress mig! t arrange to have the importers and raisers of

novel plants get compel til be. u Uts to name them before they are dis-

persed ; and that •

Id become authority for single

families, and work up the new ito cultivation, thai

Prof. Lecoq, of France, On the Migration of Mountain Plants. u The
object of the author is to show I | Auwrgue have re-

ceived their alpine plants by the agency of birds and of wind, and not

by a gradual migration during a supposed glacial period, the existence

denies altogether."

Prof. Schultz Schuitzenstero, On the presence and source of Nitrogen

ing so far misundei^tood "In. uh-ui— , Sa'i-nt.'. Pi.ii^hioault." and

development produce the nitrogen in turf-pits and in turf

i - " H -h . _ > i i i
' - \ !i i. an 1 how these animals ob-

nitrogen !

Mr. H. Wendland of Ilerrenhausen. On the culture of Palms. The

Palms. Xoting that in nature m .-t Palms have their roots in very

m^t soil, he v\ t- led to depart from the ordinary custom, which has

sm '' °!- '-•< t . recommend it, and to water his Palms abundantly, even

s under the pots. He concludes that most Palms cannot be

destroyed by too much water, but are apt to die if water is not supplied

ogm of the Museum of Comparative Zooia f
at

H<
< ' "' N It N u* \ i i n V x l.\ Vi \vs

.
•• ^ '

•

._
•

'.

, ,

' '
.

,

;- , :
•

v '
> ' ' i ' - ' i - t t , i [ Uh t\; _,! ij n i> e\

- :..-. ." ,.: .:
. : . ... : : • -
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printed, and although most of them are in outline they serve admirably
for this da-* f

«. ].a- Win m . I , t ^ 1 - >
t t > u 1

before in Ag^- A < .,, n hm.. ,i-. \< !. in and w, s H -id -Studies in Nat-
ural History, and in the Proceedings of the Boston S.-oicty of Natural
History, vol ix, very many new ones appear in this work "for the first

time, and illustrate many species either entirely new or imperfectly de-
scribed or figured before.

Tn addition to the de* here is also given a great

amount of information concerning th lopment and
growth and a en the work far more val-

uable than a mere descriptive catalogue. The synonymy is also much
more complete than im in.; author ha-, in fact,

brought together in a condensed form nearly all ti

obtained concerning the species of North America, and has added very

much that is new and original.

_
In the general remarks concerning Ctenopbora?, the various conflicting

views of authors are discussed and new facts in their embryology are

brought forward to prove them to c

• -

rent than real. The evidence adduce*
their true po-it >n, hut v. urn -< e that tli«-ii t< \ i- A -tny I

thereby, or that this r. since bi-

,!ir« of both Polyps and Echini, rms.

Air. Ag i>-L -!,. ws t u 'he yo wr Ctenophore is no more bi

any four-rayed jelly fish, but becomes more so by its changes during de-

-:•': •'•:--
.

,- ;•

whole the different members of the animal kingdom" (p. 11). But on
a previous page he says: "Bilaterality seems at first sight to be the plan

:

•

'".
.

•
: .-'....

laterality I t < « n
j

i < n
\

i • t with the larvae of Echino-

derms to show the - two groups.
-

:
.;;..-

cophorae and Hydroidse, now general;- r be united
''•'-.
At the end of the volume are remark-

from the different regions.

The work is one indispensable to every one interested in this class of

i id especially so to American naturalists, since no similar work
has hitherto appeared in this country relating to Acalephs. We regret

only that the genera already known. :

in previous works, have not been described in this. The reason for the
',•

by Mr. Lyman, the genera, both old and new, are well characterized.

8. Fossil Medusas.—Professor H^ckel of Jena, who in 1865 called

attention to the existence of well preserved Medusae in the litfa

aiates of Eichstadt, belonging probably to the families of JSquoridae and
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aide, has published, in a recent number of Leonhard & Geinitz

Jalifl-u.-h, a second notice of two other species of Medusae so well pre-

doubt. They are from the same locality, and belong to the 1

'

to the family of Rhizostemidse. The restoration which Professor ifa < :kel

•'' '

factory, and the attention of geologi-t- having 1 i Q i i It

we may expect further interesting developments in the history of Aca-

petrifaction of jelly-fishes when thrown upon sandy beaches readily takes

place. a. A.

9. Polymorphism among Bryozoa.—Dr. A. F. Smith in hu

istence of polymorphism amoung Bry<>z <• i. II,- inv— ti Rations are based

upon the marine species of the Scandinavian coast. He shows that there

are u > !• — than six diriV rent f< rm> >f n- -. . Lich are probably never all

found on the same stock. According to his view the Avicularia are only

modified eel! first to call attention to the polymorph-

ism of Bryozoa in his studies of fossil Bryozoa. The paper :

.: !v not illustrated, and is written in a language available to

but few naturalists. a. a.

10. Anatomy and Physiology of the Vorticellidan Parasite of Hydra
Prof. H. J. Clark. (16 pp. 4to. From

the Mem. read before the Bost. Soe. X. II., Vol. i, Pari I. Cambridge,

Feb., 18G6.)—Prof. Clark, through bia g itions, makes

this parasite of the II} <b - important with regard to

the g, < mi stun lire <A the Vol

hitherto published respecting the

is, that the so-, v
some microscopists, is an optii il delusion.

i I. . :. 23, pages 320-368, of

been issued. They treat

of the Vireonidse, including the genera Vireosylvia and part of Vireo. The

bit the same complete command of the department of Amen-
Eed them.

12. Notes on the Embryology of Starfishes— Tornaria ; by Alexan-
der Agassiz. 8 pp. 8vo, with a large plate. (From the Annals of the

Lye. X u. tl s t. X. \„ vol. viii, Apr. 1866.)—This paper illustrates some

points of special interest connected with the relations of starfishes to

other Echinoderms.

IV. ASTRONOMY.

_
1. Asteroid (§).—On the 4th of January, 1866, Dr. F. Tietjen at Ber-

ered a new asteroid of the 1 2 r to asteroid

<§), whose place he was employed in determining. This planet has re-

ceived the name of Semele. The following elements have been furnished

by Dr. Tietjen.
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866, Jan. 8-0, Berlin mean time

<p = 11 49 36 -5

fi = 652-9848

log a =s 0-490069

2. Asteroid @.—On the morning of June 15, 1866, a new asteroid

ras discovered by Dr. C. H. F. Peters, at Hamilton College Observatory,

, little brighter than stars of the twelfth magnitude. On the morning
f June 21st its R. A. was 20h 24'", and Dec. I7

d 30' S. with a slow mo*
ion toward the west.

3. The new variable star.—The Monthly Notices of the Royal Astro-

lomical Society for May, 1866, contain observations of the new variable

tar mentioned on
|

ia Journal. The following re-

ults show the brightness of this star from the 15th to the 20th.

1866, May 15, at 12 h ra G. M. T. T Corona: = 3-6 or 3-7

16, " 10 30 " " 4-2

MGENCE.

1. Destruction of Sett ; the past two
months two of the more valuable -

have been mostly destroyed by fire: that of the Lye.-iim • f Natural

History of New York, at the burning of the Acadi

and that of the Chicago Academy of Sciences on the 7th of June. The
destruction of the former was complete. The following statement of the

losses of the latter, is from a circular issued by the Academy, and signed

Win. StiniDson. Secretary. " As nearly as can nov

as follows: About half c
. an 1 nearly all the

skulls, etc., will be saved; the extent Pa eggs and
nests was entirely destroyed; fishes and reptiles are saved; insects ail

with the exception of the Lepidoptera; dried Crustacea

loderraata destroyed; shells and t'o>sils in irreut part saved.

Very ringnli -if ed in

about 2,000 jars, has escaped. The herbarium, with the exception of

h.
i
hn - . t i N itu In 1 v - i ti. i , is saved. The

Library is greatly damaged by water, but most of the hooka will bfl

saved by ear ling. The plates of the forthcoming
volume of the l

• i'"- i
• % twenty i in

some of the edition may have to be atioa of the
volume, will not, however, be greatly delayed."

The lesson
|

era should be heeded throng
land : make all buildingsfor scientific Museums thoroughly fire-proof

.
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2. Walker Prizes—The founding of prizes by the late Dr. Wm. J.

"Walker, for memoirs presented to the Boston Society of Natural History,

was mentioned in volume xl of this Journal, at page 137.

The following ar . announced:
Subjtct for 1866-7. "The fertilization of plants by the agency of

insects, in reference both to cases where this agency is absolutely neces-

sary, and where it is only accessory ;" the investigations to be in prefer-

Subject of the annual prize for 1867-8. "Adduce and d

evidences of t animals, with the view

of determining the limits of his antiquity."

Memoirs i 6 ir the above prizes must be forwarded

on or before A ! kwton Society of Natural

History, for the Committee on the Walker Prizes, Boston, Mass."

Boston, June 1866.

3. Rurnford Medal—The Rumford Medal of the American Academy
of Arts and Sciences was, on the 12 th of June last, awarded to Mr.

Alvan Clark of Cambridge, for his improvements in the making of

lenses for the telescope.

3 travels for the formation of

his large Cabinet at Rochester, has had occasion to make casts of numer-
! nge and small, from the si -. Mastodons,

and the Gaudeloupe Man to shells of Rhizopods; and he is consequently

enabled to fumi-h copies of them to other cabinets. He is now issuing

:
:'

the extent of his collections. His casts have already reached a number of

.ianets of the country, among them those of Yale, Amherst,

Cambridge. \ v have gone

they ar« admired for their excellence and perfection of finish. We
would recommend to oo tutions where

science is taught in the land, to supply fl^uiM-Uv*. as far as they are

able, with these casts. tor to exhibit to students

specimens of the rare f • species of the rocks.

many of which are seldom or never to be found in American
By means of them, series r* : v- ->" tins the princip 1 types of different

families (as that of Trilobites, tc.) may be made
complete or nearly so. The cas s are light and strong, and thus are well

fitted for class purposes. They
ons, and are colorec to correspond with

the originals. They give at expense wonderful

eat s of instrm tion. A gift of a collec-

tion of Mr. Ward's casts from any patron of learning to an academy or

: render great serv ce to the instructor, the pupils, and the

Henry Darwin Rogers, one of the most widely known and distin

guished of American Geo!. _ 59th of May last, a

Glasgow, in Scotland, where since 1857 he has held the chair of Regiu

Professor of Geology and Natural History. Prof. Rogers was born ii
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Philadelphia in 1809, being the third of four brothers all of whom have
been prominent in various departments of physical science. At the
early age of t« n \ years he uecam Prof. < Cli in tr\ in {> kin-

" • •

to the chair of Geology in the University ot i'« m m \ mi i. |[ - <}n u s

as an active explorer in geology commenced, officially, with the Survey
of the State of New Jersey, the Report and map of which h

many years of zealous

luhfu! lahor, iiidcd by a large corps of able assistants. His brother,

*rof. William B. K _ ith the prelim-

lary explorations of the State of Virginia, and the great problems of

ie structure of the Appalachian chain were thus at the same moment
rought under the observation of two of the ablest investigators of

tructural geology who have ever devoted their talents in that direction.

he main features of 1 time opened up to

iew the structure of half a continent, were brought before the world in.

a masterly discussion of the who in a v :

int memoi r. communi-

meeting of the ition of G '

.:

;
:s and Na^

in Boston in the summer of 184 2. This

rtant of i 1

'

n .

*".! ..

;
--

;-'.

';;']l' !
:)
A -

. This i at work of Prof. -

labor, orig

ally in the depart!

k with th -WS ,.f tj

For some ye ;iV:;- asgow, Prof.

sition of

His great k. able to

style emially e in put

r of illustra-

subjects, ho-- audi-

the Transactioi America
;

pl.ical Society, t!.e Journal

eton Society of Natural His the British

Association and of its '.
•

a Academy
of Xitura! S t-., in this J.,m 1 h Xew I'hiio-

R gers was the only At
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before his <

! he long enjoyed in America, and a numerous

Is deplore his loss on both sides of the Atlantic

VI. MISCELLANEOUS BIBLIOGRAPHY.

tactions of the Connecticut Academn

t, Academy of Arts and Sciences was urbanized

I by the State in the year 1799. In 1810 it issued the first

pari 01 vol. I, of the "Memoirs" of the Academy, conta ni _r. ; m •> _'

of winter, by Noah Webster; on the Mineralogy of New Haven, by B.

Siiiimvs; on the qua - on different days of the

moon, by Jeremiah Day ; on an Aurora at Durham, by Rev. Elizur

Goodrich; on the Weston Meteorite, by Profs. Silliman and KiNG.si.Ki';

oric stoiv-.s, bv L'rof. J. lew. Part. 11 of this volume appeared in 1811,

Part lit in bM and IV m 1810. Pair III <•,,-,, ,.-1 ,' ;. - >.:...u\

paper on the fusion of refractory bodies by the compound blowpipe of

Dr. Hare ; and Prof. J. Day's on the comet of 1811.

Since 1316, papers read before the Academy have, to a

S, in , the first number of which was \ _> ! 1818. The
is now commenced a second series of publications under the

title of Transactions. The volume just issued contains four paper-: 1,

The register of the Aurora Borealis made at New Haven by E. 0. Hek-

rick. between March 1837 and May 1854, occupying 130 pages, with

' - •:-• "•
•

".
..

'

'

.. .
.

- -. -...

President : -ween Nov. 1703 and Nov. 1794,

together v.
:

.,- aa te collected by Prof.

1 L« -, 1, ..„ IMk. i - DiymimitMl t, U -u 11 ni.i,b\ I'mtbi -

- ""
... i. -. ,.'

.

-
'

•

one showing the mean daily < urv of '•
i -,\ -rafure for each mouth, and

noiio-isothermal lines between the mean and the

The Academy solicits exchange of publications from other academies,

and announces on the cover (jf the volume that packages may be

a 1 Ircss,. I to tie Librari in of the A> , \. u \ it New Haven.
2. The American A BegtBter <>f important

V""* »t ''"•
:'• >r 1805. vol. v, large 8vo. New York, D. Appleton &

Co. 1866. pp 850.— It ,* j, c^i.-i d he t» i

the great publishing house of Apple • _• and im-

portant ev. ;! ,r. ;'
•

:

. ipp.-ar in a ~sy>tematio

form, einbr e ani.v" u aif.ii 3, public docu-
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ents, biography, statistics, commerce, finance, literature,

: subjects are treated with a good degree

irches, and the height of the atmos'
'.-.•

of clu'inistry, geographical explorations and (IN

•
'. •'

\ , trie va and foi sig i ill and able.

It is an important advantage to the reading public to have access to so

complete a sumn:- ry of - i.-ir tic progress as is offered in tl,

Important cmi-Lai-- miidil be named, but they are mostly of topies

which in a previous or a following year have been or may be discussed

The subjects of paramount import - for the year

1865, such as army op"iu;:..i,>. \n\ d all'aii-. and the proceedings of
Congress, justly receive in this volume a larger portion of space than

V

•
:

; . .

'

-.'
!

..
'

volum. mii, md «n<K with the w id S.und. 1 i- i ,i i

1

i M,„nm<..

hi id < The _.;,,,. -. with their

y. Vo .1. 120 pp. Pvo.

s'lif ;;;; ^fyir 1

;;.,;; va!'--

Dudley <>i.,.

Ir'p tl. a v!.'-' q^ ' '

- :

'.\'-'
, v' th. ,^,,

w,

;r!

,

,"

!

l ' t

r-

;/.'; ;
,

:

:

S;*b
800

:

oth.'-r., oft

us; declin V

Mars

1861 and "'!f ^'trr-'.id^
*

:
' ry in 1862 oft .. p anet Nep une, made in

an Introd

v,,; for the use of Students in f W/.

LL.D in ^

l.\v> !•. S Sm
'.'

-LP., Pn
218 ] o with^rke pi \.w- York.

1866. V\ —Ties po

The changes consist in

conde is/the omission of some h >tor;c : !'• ragraphs, a few altera-



; ;
. - . , .

some as substitutes for old cuts, and others in illustration of points not

before discussed. The volume closes with some useful tables. The work
is clear, simple, and sufficiently full for ordinary class instruction.

Transactions of the American Institute of the City of New York for 1864, '05.

i the probable mode of its continuance in

depth, bj F. B. Richthovkn, Dr. Phil. 84 pp. 8vo. San Francisco, 1866.

History of the Chicago Artesian well : by Geo, A. Shcfeldt, Jr. 50 pp. 8vo.

INGB Acad. Nat. Sci. Peiilad., No. 1. Jan., Fkb., March, 1866.—Page 10,

\\. -.....:; -•-. ...,:,-,.,'.:.
id*; I.Lea.—, •.. Li-t of the Birds of

Proceedings Boston Soc. Nat. Hist., Vol. X.— Page 180, On the genus Belemno-
:

',.,:,-,;.-

-, - i N »- m i - r ii ( i nui and Nevada;

W r
. P. I.

----- -mental masses ; N.8. Shaler.—p. 241, On

—p. 279, On the develop-

jitioo of the Hymenoptera, with „y of Insects;

- Cm< too A t»D S.r . Vol. I.—Page 9, Note on the affinities of the

:
~

:
.

-
:

:

'
...,..-...-•... '•

"prOOEI
'

kmjamiv F. Culver, Vice Presidents, Wm. Stimpson, M.D., Secre-

: Institute, Vol IV. No. 8. Oct., Nov., Deo., 1865.

Issued June 1, 1866. Salem, Mass.—Page 197, Observer
.;. A very valuable paper, illustrated by 14 plates of

-"of the Acad. Sci. of St. Louis. Vol. II, No. 2, 1866,-Page

' -|. ... •. \ new Icterus; Shimer.—

'• .-_-.:;.

"
-

" '.-; : : .:- :..',.- .-•."

t.
...:..

low.—p. 424, It • thnaun.
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Art. XXI.—Result* <

•

Maine, between 1860 and 1864, for the United States Coa*t Sur-
vey; communicated by A. D. Bache, Supdt., under author-
ity from the Treasury Department.

These observations were made in connexion with the general
system of magnetical determinations on the coast, and with the
special object of ascertaining the law of the secular change in
the easternmost coast region of the United States.

At the Eastport station, selected for that purpose, the plan of
work required the observation of the magnetic declination, dip
and horizo s near the middle of
each month. It is v. result of these obser*

vations, continued for over four years, that the most important
magnetic features of a veloped by a system
;..':•

..
- •

;
• f

time, such as is in the power of many persons to make, who
are engaged in other pursuits.

The instruments used were a theodolite magnetometer and a
dip circle, bo . according
to designs by Mr. J. E. Hilgard.

The principal novelty in the theodolite magnetometer, besides
many details affording greater convenience in making the
adjustments than heretofore bad, consists in having the colli-

mator magnets so light as to be a single
siik fiber, the torsion" rv^Vrr:;.- - - .;'. ami
susceptible of a stable adjustment. The magnets are 3£ inches
Am. Jour. Sci.—Second Series, Vol. XLII, No. 125.—Sept., 1866.
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long, ,V ^ nch external and r\ internal diameter; value of a
scale division 15". The dip-circle has a diamel
and reads to 30" by means of two verniers; the needles are 9£
inches long, and the pointings are made with microscopes

attached to the vernier-arms, on small holes pierced through the

needles. Those used during the first half of the series have
axles and pivots of the ordinary construction, but from October
1862 two needles were used having their axles so fitted in

arbors, as to admit of being turned about their centers, by
which means they may be brought to rest on different parts of

the pivots. The observations were made on each day in three

different positions of the pivots, and the errors arising from
faults in their figure appear to be very nearly eliminated.

The position of the magnetic observatory is on the parade
ground of Fort Sullivan near Eastport, in lat. 44° 54'4, long.

66° 58'-9, west of Greenwich.
The observations were made successively by Messrs. G. B,

V -
.

- •• Mosma and H. W,
Eiehardson, all attached to the Coast Survey.
The discussion herewith presented of the observations, has

been made by Assistant C. A. Schott. The results are stated

under the several heads of declination, dip and horizontal

intensity.

1. Declination.—-The zero of tbe collimator magnet, or the

position of the magnetic axis on its scale, was determined by
inversions each month, and its readings on the circle referred to

a distant mark of known azimuth. On four days about tbe

middle of each month the declination readings were recorded

every half hour, between the morning minimum and the after-

noon maximum, generally between the hours of 6 a. m. and 2

P.M. Each monthly decimation result is therefore the mean
from observations made on four days.

To obtain the mean declination of tbe day or that value

which would result from 24 hourly observations, a small cor-

rection is applied, derived from the discussion of the Girard
College series, which shows that the mean of the least and
greatest declination of the day gives the west declii

large, as does also the mean of the half hooi

ive accordingly the following corrections to our
; parts of the diurnal range:

In January, "A !

In July,

-t's
-sV " September,

-A J " October,
« May,
14 June, - " December,

i
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the table for each 1 of four days of observa-

Jan.,

v"

July.

Iff-.'.'

II y
I I

90

1r

1

4-8-8

-8-8

-0-2

+0-1

in 'q»»»ty-

The average difference between the 7 values of 1864 and the
mean of the 4 years preceding is — VS. Applying this to the 4
years means for the remaining live months, the interpolated means
for 1864 become, for Aug. 17''0, for Sept. 16'2, for Oct. 12''8,

for Nov. 8'-6, and for Dec. 6''2. The column headed " means of
o years" is complet -'values. The inter-

polated mean for 1864 is 12'4. The average annual change
is - 0-9.

The 11 year incqualit

appears quite plainly in the annua! means. The year tabu was
one of maximum and 1866 of nn.irim- ... ae '..r.i.ng to the ob-

ttTerage range will,

therefore, be a little above 12', and in 1866 a little below this

liability due to the 11 ye

the range of the diurnal

ire of variability due to the 11 yen- -

ity of nearly 4'. The correspon
is"nearly 2' from observations between 1840 and 1845.

Our series of observations extends over less than one half of
the eleven year period, a correct* n applied

to obtain the annual inequality in the diurnal range free from
the eleven year period as shown in last column of above table.

The annual inequality of the diurnal range at Eastport and

are as shown by the annexed diag

full line being for Eastport, the broken line for Philfl

The Toronto curve also agrees well with these curves.



i&iii-ii
The diurnal range reaches a maximum in August and a mini-

tum in December. There is reason to suppose that the curve
a compound one, consisting of two waves, changing its

mracter according to changes in epochs and amount of these

Dmponent systems.

Epochs of greatest diurnal deflection.—The average epochs of

le morning east elongation and the afternoon west elongation
'. :

-

May,
40 Dec,

For the summer half year from April to September included,

the morning east elongation occurs at 7 h 20m, and for the winter

half year from Octobei ;. the east elongation

occurs at 8h 20"
; at Philadelphia these epochs were 7 h 33 in and

8h 2lm respectively. For the summer half year the afternoon

west elongation occurs at h 40m ,
and for the winter half vear at

l h 20*. At Philadelphia these epochs were P 8™ and l h 25m

•v. On the average for the year, the turning epochs
' 50«"» l

between Augu*
Tlce %al e

daily minimur,

half hourly d©

them, then D

on, observed at Eastport

1860 and Julv 1864.
were obtained as follows: Let D, = mean of

and maximum declination, D„= mean of all

inations, between these extremes and including

= ~*~-- +C, where C = correction to refer the
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nation to its average value of the day. The minutes given

{"''' !
"'' l

-":
l

' F

i:

Oct.,''

Dec.,'

Feb.',

March,
April,

Mr.'

687

r,9->

1 684

60 5

623

The average value for the period is 18° 00'-65.

Annual effect of the secular cJianr/e.—We deduce the annual
effect of the secular change directly from the preceding table.

Annual increase of declination between 1861 and 1862, 1'9
" 1862 « 1863, 1-3

" " " 1863 " 1864, 1-5

Average annual increase of west declination, 1 6

which, considering the locality, appears a remarkably small

value. According to our previous i >i n fcion «r<

expected an annual increase of about 4'. Either the above
small result indicates a local deviation from the general law, or

else at this most easterly station we are approaching the period

of stationary condition which, from previous researches, may
be expected to take place before the close of the present century.

In July 1865 the declination was again observed in order to

obtain a confirmation of its small annual increase; from four

days of observation 18° 04'*7 was found, and since the annual
mean is found by adding l'A (vide previous years) the declina-

tion for 1865 becomes 18° 0Q'% and the annual increase appar-

ently equals 2'A.

The annual mean declination corrected for imperfect number
of observations in. 1860 and 1864, is as follows:

In 1860, I" 5V'-1 W.
|

In 1863, 18° 02'-3 W.
" 1861, l7°59'-2 « " 1864, 18° «)3'-7 "

" 1862, 18° 00'-6 "
J

" 1865, 18° 06'-l "

Annual inequality of the declination.—The difficulty of estab-

thia inequality experimentally is well known, and long

continued and frequent observations have failed to furnish a

. of this subject, in reference to

which the Coast Survey lleport for 1860, pp. 311-12, may be

consulted.
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The values for Eastport have been derived as follows:

»7o+

s.'|7t':.

Oct.,

Dec.','

Feb.'.

March,

lli'v,'

July,'

| +0-2

69-7

-0-35

ed from Mr.

values of the magnetic

from 1856 to 1864 inclusive:"

nnual inequality of the Me 4- indicates w
deflection, —east deflection from Normal declination.

'"

ir-.--

000

-0-75
-0-38

+0 55

+07

N..v'., +0 1

The general agreement of the Eastport, Philadelphia, and

the approximate resemblance of the Toronto (16 year) curves

is shown on the annexed diagram; the annual range keeps

probably within 2', and it is not clear whether the annual

y is subject to a variation of a comparatively short

period, a question which remains to be cleared up bv future

the west declination in July and to increase it in November,
these being the months when it r lount.

2. Dip.—The series of <,-,^r\\r.. >i.~ and results extends from

January I860, to July 1864, during which period the instru-

ments and observers were changed several times. A partial

discussion of the observations of 1860-61-62 showed an annual
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diminution of the dip of 2'-2 in the first year, and of 3'-0 in the
second year. These evidences of a decreasing secular change

isl^l|il|§iil
appeared at that time anomalous, but it will be seen that they
are borne out by subsequent observations, and likewise in other
places. The observations of the dip at Washington in 1860

ated a change of sign in the secular effect, which fact

is now fully established by later observations.

The values given in the following table for each month are

the means of observations made on three, and sometimes on
four days with two needles; the polarity of the needles was
reversed during each set:

Montlily i

IS* 1*1. 18* H* ,864.

Jan.,

F.-b.,

March,

Autr.,

Sept.,

Oct., 63-3

5'2-7

75 510
-

l

75 47-0

l

In July 1865 the dip was found from observations on four

days, 75°' 44'-7, which, when reduced to the mean of the year,

gives 75° 44' 8 for 1865.
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Annual effect of the secular change.

-1-7

On the average, therefore, the annual diminution is very

nearly l'f.

Annual inequality of the dip.—If we take the monthly mean3

iur years 1860-1863, correct them for secular change,

the monthly effect of which is -0'-14, and then take the differ-

ences of each value from the general mean, we shall have the

annual inequality, as given in the following table, in which for

comparison is likewise given the annual inequality for Toronto,

derived by the same treatment from the results given by Mr.

Kingston. The annual effect of the secular change for Toronto

between 1860 and 1864 is -0'-90, about half that of Eastport.

A 4- sign indicates greater dip, a — sign less dip than the

normal value.

Observed •
V ...l .

-0-77 75 49 ;6 _,'„>, -03

'

v"
1 ' 508

-0-7 -0-5

July, 50-2

Sept.,

Oct.,

Nov.,

Dec.

75 50

2

i

The law for the two stations is evidently the same as shown
by the annexed diagram. The range of the inequality at

Toronto is less than at Eastport, where it hardly reaches +1'

and — 1'. The dip is greater about the equinoxes and less

about the I .t the autumnal equinox and
least at the winter solstice.

3. Horizontal intensity.—The observations for horizontal in-

tensity were made by vibrations and deflections, with the the-

odolite magnetometer, on four days near the middle of each

month. The moment of inertia and temperature coefficient of

the magnet employed were ascertained by numerous experi-

ments. In order to convey an idea of the accuracy of the
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observations, the values of the magnetic moment of the magnet
are subjoined as resulting from the monthly determinations dur-

I e 1 i 1 1 i S I § I H
;
the last two years when its magnetic condition had become

1862. July, 0-4017

•4015

Sept., •4013

Oct., •4016

Nov., •4012

Dec, •4009

1863. Jan., •4007

Mar., •4007

Apr,
May, •4008

•4006

Table of observed values of the horizontalfor

186a ML
|

1861 T863. IS*,

3-304

-

3-305

Jan.,

Feb.,

March,
April,

May,

juTy

e

;

Oct!"
Nov.,

Dec,

3

• -5

3

:>07

us

3-303

1

304 3

1

;;.>:>

Mean, 3307 3307 1
3303 ' 310

1
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In computing the last column the wanting values for 1864
have been supplied by interpolation. In July 1865, from ob-

servations on 4 days the horizontal force was found 3'319

;

this to the annual mean we subtract -006 and obtain

for 1865 the value 3-313.

/Secular change of the horizontal force.—Examining the annual

means we notice at first a diminution of the force till the begin-

ning of the year 1862 ; the force after this date shows an

annual increase of O0012 parts of the force. In a previous dis-

cussion (Coast Survey Report 1861, Appendix No. 22) the hor-

izontal force along the Atlantic coast was found to diminish

annually 0-0011 parts of the force. This diminution, according

to the Eastport observations, has now ceased, and changed to

an increase. This reversal of the change corresponds to the

observed diminution of the dip, and is supported by the Toronto
observations, where it took place, according to G.T. Kingston,

Director of the Observatory, in 1860, which is the year of min-

imum force. At Toronto the present annual increase amounts
to 0010 parts of the force.

We have further from the Eastport observations the following

table of the total force, F=HsecI.

1860, 1i>° 53'-l

1861, 75° 5l'-0

1862, 75° 48'-5

1863, U° 48'-3

1864, 75° 46'-3 3-313 13-48

The total force appears to be decreasing in conformity with

be diminution of the dip; at Toronto it has likewise decreased

etween 1845 and 1864. From observations at Key West,

_ between 1860-1864.

_
Annual inequality of the horizontal force.—The annual varia-

tion can be found directly by subtracting the annual mean from

each monthly result, since the minimum year is nearly midway
between the extreme epochs. At Toronto, likewise, the mini-

mum year is midway between the extreme years; the series

there extends over nine years, between 1856 and 1864.
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Anmial inequality of the horizontal force, at Eastport 1860-1864

(4i years); at Toronto 1856-1864 (9 years).

w!Al t£L

Feb.,

April
Way,
June,

aS*
Sept,
Oct.,

Nov.,
Dec,

•304

•309

•308

•304

-•002

-•004

•4847

•4863

8-4 884~

+ 0034

+•0047

Means, 3308

The agreement in the annual inequality at the two places is

as close as can possibly be expected. For stricter comparison it

would be necessary to convert the tabular numbers of the

inequality into parts of the respective forces.

The fossil plants you were kind enough to submit to me for

examination, though few in number and somewhat fragmentary,
have proved to be of very special interest since they supply the

necessary data for determining approximately the age of the
strata from which they were taken, and rather unexpectedly
prove a large part of the great coal-fields of China to be of
Mesozoic age.
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This conclusion is based on the entire absence of Carbonifer-

ous plants from the collection ; and the presence of well marked
Cycads—species of Podozamites ai osely allied

to, if not identical with, some heretofore found in Europe and

I give below such descriptions of the several species contained

in the collection as could be framed from the somewhat meager
material submitted to me. Future observations made upon a

larger number of more perfect specimens will be necessary be-

fore questions of specific identity or difference can be defl

settled, but it is scarcely probable that any facts or specimens

hereafter to be obtained will require a modification of the view,

that the coal basins which you visited are all Mesozoic, and not

Carboniferous.

We have, of course, no right to assume from the interesting

facts your explorations have brought to light, that no Carbonif-

erous coal exists in China, for it may very well happen that, as

in our own country, coal seams of economical value, but of dif-

ferent ages, will be found there at points not greatly removed
from each other ; but geologists will not fail to be deeply inter-

ested in the fact that so large portions of the coal basins of

China, including beds of both anthracite and bituminous coal,

worked for hundreds of years—probably the oldest coal mines

in the world—are wholly excluded from the Carboniferous form-

ation. So large is this coal-bearing area, indeed, that when
joined to the Triassic, Cretaceous and Tertiary coals of North
America, they quite overshadow the Carboniferous coals of

Europe and the Mississippi valley, and suggest the question

whether the name given to the formation, which includes the

most important European coal strata has not been somewhat
hastily chosen.

Another interesting feature iu ler consid-

- the reappearance, at the far distant points from whence
they come, of genera so well known in European and American
geology, and the entire absence of the species of /'

•i*, etc., which have made the Indian and \

coal floras so puzzling to the paleontologist. There are frag-

ments of a new generic form, probably a Cycad, in the collec-

tion, and some obscure specimens that may represent other

plants new to science, but the Pa -. Podozam-
ites, Plerozamitcs, kc, have a very familiar look; and in their

e to well known forms give fresh evidence of the

monotony of the vegetation of the globe previous to the intro-

:
the angiospermous forests of the Cretaceous period.

Whether the strata which have furnished these plants should
be considered Triassic or Jurassic remains to be determined by
future oba mh yet obtained can hardly be

considered sufficient for the solution of that question.
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From the "Kwii basin" we have numerous pinnae of a spe-

cies of P< Enable from one found by Prof.

Emmons in North Carolina in strata now generally regarded
as Triassic; but associated with these are a few pinna of differ-

ent form, much more elongated and acute, scarcely differing

from those of a European Jurassic species (P. lancololus Lind.).

Still, the evidence of identity is much stronger in regard to the
former species than the latter.

From Piyunsz we have a fine Pecopteris with the falcate

pinnules so characteristic of the Mesozoic species, and, indeed,
very accurately copying the form of P. Whitbiensis, a European

species; but unfortunate i contain thai

fossil have been much metamorphosed, the coal converted to

-•, and the nervation of the fern has been entirely

obliterated, while the outline remains distinct.

Probably it will be found as difficult—or rather as impossible
—in China, as it has proved in this country, to identify all the

subdivisions <>f the .M^.',. >i^ -tr^M - :i — -• -m: L > :i- Europe. Yet
we shall doubtless gather there new proofs of the constancy of
the order of sequence in geological history, and new evidence of
the stability of the foundations on which geology as a science

I have under my eye, as I write this letter, four collections of
fossil plants, which, though from very widely separated locali-

ties, are curiously linked together. They are,

—

1st. Fossil plants,—Cycads and Conifers,—collected by my-
self from the "Gypsum Formation" (Triassic) at Abiguiu, New

Of this .

ing plant is Otozamites Macombii'N.
2d. A collection of fossil plants—Cycads and ferns—received

through Prof. J. D. Whitney from Sonora, Mexico, where they
occur with coal J mollusks.

In this collection OU \ I with Strati-

gerites magnifolia Eogers, Pecopteris fakatus Emm., and other

plants occurring abundantly in North Carolina.

3d. A col Qtfl—Cycads and ferns—from N.
Carolina and Virginia, the last two mentioned,
and many which are new, several species apparently identical

.

' ::-

' "-" ', I. ' I; r./o. &e. ; and among other Cycads, Podozamites Em-
tnonsii N.

4th. The collection made by yourself in China—Cycads and
ferns—in. which one of the most distinctly marked plants is

In regard to the American localities cited above, there is per-

haps no good reason for our withholding assent to the conclu-
sion that the rocks furnishing the fossil plants, are Triassic, but
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when we remember how much difference of opinion there has

been, and indeed still is, upon this subject, even in the light of

large collections of fossils, we can hardly with propriety offer

even a conjecture as to the precise age of the Chinese coal strata.

To recapitulate. One species of Podozamites contained in the

collection is apparently identical with an American Ti i

cies ; the other more resembles a European Jurassic plant. The
Plerozcunites resembles both Trias cies, but is

identical with neither. The Pecopteris has certainly a remark-

able likeness to P. Whitbiensis, which occurs both in the Liassic

and Oolitic floras; and it is not yet certain that it is not also

found in the Carolina and Richmond coal basins.

The Sphenopteris and riyrnenophyHit.es are altogether new, and

suggest no affinites of value in this connection—while the Tax-

ties, Equisetites, &c, are too obscure to afford us any help.

Cleveland, Ohio, Sept. 25, 1865.

ART. XXIII.

—

A Second Method of correcting Monthly Means for

the unequal length of the Months ; by Erastus L. DeForest.

i terms of the means for the three nearest cal-

endar months. This was done on the supposition that the curve

of daily temperatures for any three consecutive months may be

represented by a portion of a parabola whose equation is

y-a+bx+cx*.

_ that

which may be written

y=A+BcoS ,+Csinx.

Let »„ n
2 , n 3 , a: tl and c, retain the same significations which

they had in my former article, only instead of denoting days,

let them denote the proportional arcs, the days being reduced to

arc in the r . 860°. By a process of integra-

tion similar to that followed before, we shall find that

m
t=^+~ B

t
sin (K+O-sin i» 2

]--C[cos *»a -co8(in 2
+n

1 )] >
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W3=A+- B[sin (*»„+»,)-«!. *na]+± C[coS*„

M2=A+! B cos^ sin*ofi C sinz, sin*c.

Let the above be written for brevity

f^-A+B^+O.,
m2=A+B62 ,

m
3=A+B63+Cc

3 ,

M
2 =A-j-B&"-f-Cc«.

M2=m 2+(K+L)m 2
-KTO

1
-L7« 3 .

We may now proceed to compute for each of the twelve months
the Damerica] values of i„ b

2 , A
3 , c„ c„ J" and c",

and from them the numerical coefficients K and L, with the fol-

lowing result

:

If, =»„ -f-'OOSGmj -4--0031 TO,.,--0067m3
M2 =m 2 --012Yto2 --0030 m

J "-f--0157m 3
M, =.

m

3
-(--0028 m

3
--0248wi

2 +"0220 m4M4 =m4
_-0042»*

4
--0]99to 3 -f--0241 m 5

M
5
=m

b -f--0016m 5
--0217 m

i -f-0201 m 6
M 6 =m6

— -0039 m
6
— -0179 m b -j--0218m 7

M 7 =m7
-\--0025m 7

— -0199m 6 +-0l74m 8

M 8 ~»i
8
4--0025m

8 ~-0103m 7 -f-0078 ro 9

M« r=ra
9
--0027m 9

--0067m
8 4-'00947W io

M I0—

w

I0 -f-
-OOSOm^-'OOSo w

9 -p00^™,!
M, !=»», x

--0026 m, J--0046 »» 10
-j--0072 m l2

M 12r=m l2+ -0032 m 12 --0064 m, ,-j--0032 m,

A comparison of this system of equations, found by using a
trigonometrical curve, with the former system which was found
by using an algebraic curve, is interesting as showing how far
the values of the numerical coefficients are independent of the
nature of the curve employed. The fact that these two sets of
coefficients differ but little, tends to establish the general accu-
racy of both methods, and gives a high degree of probability to
the results derived from them. These results are almost iden-
tical. For the climate of St. Paul, where the great range of
temperature will of course magnify any small discrepancies, the
raean temperatures for mean months are by the first method of
reduction
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32-05 68-73 5868

the second method they are

13-74 46-94 73-44

17-80 59-43 69-93

showing a maximum difference of only -03.

The equation of the curve of daily temperatures throughout

the year is by the first method

2/=44-66-f-29-86 sin (x— 104° 41')+ <fcc,

and by the second method it is

y=44-67+29-86 sin (x-104° 40')+ &c.

If it is necessary to choose between the two systems, perhaps

the second may be preferred for reducing temperatures, because

the trigonometrical curve admits points of inflexion, which the

parabola cannot have; so that the latter can hardly be said to

represent very well the curve of temperatures in the spring and

autumn months, where it changes from convex to concave or

the reverse. Accordingly we see that for St. Paul the differences

between the monthly means found by the two methods are

greatest in the spring and autumn months, and null at midsum-
mer and midwinter.

Organic bodies containing chlorine—and probably those also,

that contain bromine and iodine—may be analyzed by a process

analogous to that which I have already described for substances

containing sulphur. 1

As in that process, so also in this, the substance is burnt in a

stream of oxygen gas, in the manner described in my first paper,

on organic Elementary Analysis.
3

Similarly, also, as in the analysis of sulphur compounds, the

chlorine is absorbed and retained during the combustion, by a

suitable substance placed in the anterior end of the combustion
tube

; this substance being subsequently removed, and the chlo-

rine determined therefrom in the usual manner. The carbon and

hydrogen, in either process, are determined from the i
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tion of the substance as the sulphur or chlorine, in a manner sim-
ilar in other respects to that described for simple hydrocarbons. 5

In pursuing this research some difficulty was experienced, as
was anticipated, in finding a substance which would absorb and
retain the whole of the chlorine, under conditions that would at

the same time insure that every trace of the carbonic acid and
water should pass through unabsorbed.
The search for this substance was confined to the oxyds of the

heavy metals, as these alone, from their strong affinity for chlo-

rine, and weak affinity for carbonic acid, seemed to give encour-
agement of success.

The difficulty, however, in finding such a substance was chiefly

due to the circumstance that most of the chlorids of these metals
are either too volatile, or begin to suffer decomposition at too

low a temperature ; it being requisite that the absorbing sub-

stance, and the newly formed chlorid of the same, should bear
to be heated sufficiently to prevent both condensation of water
and absorption of carbonic acid, and at the same time avoid a

temperature high enough to occasion any appreciable decompo-
sition of the chlorid.

This question of temperature became, therefore, a prominent
one in the investigation, as evidently the success of the process

must depend, in a great degree, on the proper management of
the temperature of the absorbing substance, within such limits

as might be found to give satisfactory results. Hence, my first

step was to<devise means to secure the necessary control of the

temperature of that part of the combustion tube which should

contain this substance.
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receive the combustion tube, and a tubulure in the top for a ther-

mometer. One end of the air-bath is made to rest on the com-
bustion furnace, and the other, which projects a few inches from
the front of the furnace to make room for a lamp, is supported
by a leg resting upon the table. The bulb of the thermometer
is placed in a central position, in the interior of the bath, close

by the side of the combustion tube.

The temperature of the air-bath, and consequently of the sub-

stance contained in the combustion tube within, is easily regula-

ted by means of a Bunsen's burner placed under the front end of

the bath, as shown in fig. 1. With the exception of the air-

bath, the apparatus employed is the same as that used in the

analysis of substances containing sulphur, a full description of

which is given in the papers above referred to.

The substance that I have found best adapted to absorb the

chlorine, for substances easily combustible, is brown oxyd of cop-

per, prepared by precipitation with potassa and ignition over a
gas flame.

Difficultly combustible substances, like chloroform,
npletely burnt in oxygen in contact with asbestos alone, but

require the presence of a body having affinity for chlorine:

otherwise there is formed a liquid body, difficultly volatile,—

!;:

probably a chlorid of carbon,—which condenses i

part of the tube, from b to c, fig. 2, and which cannot be en-

tirely burnt off and save the analysis. In such cases the ab-

sorbing substance is mixed with the asbestos occupying the

back part of the tube, where the combustion takes place. It is

evident that oxyd of copper would not answer for this pur-

se, as at so high a temperature dichlorid of copper would be

brmed, which, being insoluble in dilute acids, would interfere

with the determination of the chlorine. Oxyd of zinc has been

found to give good results with such substances.

The preparation of the combustion tube, and the arrangement
of the mixture of asbestos and the absorbing substance, is the

same—except in the case last mentioned—as in the analysis of

substances containing sulphur, as shown in fig. 2, viz., the space

between a and b, about
10 inches in length, is

packed with pure asbes-

tos ; between b and c,

—

a space of about two
inches,—being left va-

cant, a plug of asbestos

is placed at c ; the space between c and d, 4 to 5 inches in length,

is filled with an intimate mixture of asbestos and brown oxyd
of copper ; and, finally, a plug of asbestos is placed at d.
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To facilitate the removal of what may ad-
here to the sides of the tube, the apparatus
shown in fig. 3 will be found serviceable as
in the analysis of sulphur compounds.

I. Experiments with Oxyd of Lead and with Oxyd
of Copper, placed in the anterior end of the com-
bustion tube, as absorbents of Chlorine in the

analysis of substances difficultly combustible.

The substance selected for analysis, as a
test of the process for that class of bodies
which are difficultly combustible, containing f

all pe;

ployed was first subjected to fedistillatic

Its boiling point was found to agree essen-

! that assigned to pure chloroform
in Gerhardt's Traite de Chimie. When the
usual tests were applied, no impurity could
be detected.

placed in the
c and d, fig. 2, as previously described. As chlorid of lead was
supposed to bear a pretty high temperature, without '-

tion or decomposition, the use of the air-bath was omitted in this

experiment, and the oxyd gently heated with a small flame from
the combustion furnace. The combustion had not proceeded
far when it became apparent, from deposition of minute drops of

liquid on the sides of the vacant part of the tube,—from b to c,

*:
' - :

deposit of liquid, which, as already stated, was
: a chlorid of carbon, was found to be difficultly

ng partial decomposition, and leaving on the tube
a brown deposit, which was not entirely removed by ignition in

a stream of oxygen. The high temperature employed to burn
off this deposit occasioned excessive heating of the posterior end
of the mixture of lead oxyd and asbestos ; and this may have
been the cause, to some extent, of the excess in the d<

tions of carbon and hydrogen, although subsequent ana:

cate that the sample of chloroform under examination contained
a larger percentage of these elements—particularly of the latter

—than belongs to pure chloroform. This experiment gave 1147
per cent of carbon, and 187 per cent of hydrogen. Theory
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gives 10-07 per cent of carbon, and 0-85 per cent of hydrogen.
The mixture of asbestos and oxyd and cblorid of lead was remo-

ved from the tube, and treated in the usual manner with a solu-

tion of bicarbonate of soda to obtain a soluble chlorid. This

operatiou was found extremely tedious. Even after treatment

for more than two weeks, with occasional fresh portions of the

it ation, the decomposition of the

lead chlorid was still found to be incomplete, and the operation

was abandoned. As this is given in the text books as a good

process for the separation of chlorine from chlorid of lead,
1

I am
led to presume that in this case the excess of heat employed
gave rise to the formation of an oxychlorid, which is, doubtless,

more slowly acted upon by the bicarbonate. This single exper-

iment does not, therefore, prove that oxyd of lead may not be

employed in this process with good results, when used for easily

ces, and excessive heat is avoided. But it

will, unquestionably, be found preferable to use a substance
whirl i v. :.'. '_!'.. :---<!y a soluble chlorid.

JBxperim tent was conducted as the last,

with only this difference, viz. that oxyd of copper was substitu-

ted for the oxyd of lead. No better results, however, were ob-

tained. The reappearance of the difficultly volatile liquid in the

vacant part of the tube, while there was assurance of there

being no deficiency in the supply of oxygen, served to confirm

the impression gained by the preceding experiment,

—

r

roform could not be completely burnt in oxygen alone, but that

a substance having affinity for chlorine would have to be mixed
with the asbestos, at the point where the combustion takes place.

':'•'
• .• ;'-; •

terior part of the combustion tube, as absorbent of Chlorine in the

analysis of substances difficultly combustible.

As already indicated, the chief object of this set of experi-

ments was to determine whether the presence, at the point where

combustion takes place, of an oxyd capable of combining with

the chlorine would have the effect to prevent the formation of

le liquid above mentioned, and thus remedy
that defect in the process.

Experiment 1.—In this experiment, three grams of oxyd of

zinc were intimately mixed in a mortar with the quantity of

asbestos necessary to fill the space between a and b, fig. 2, and
that part of the tube tj - mixture in the usual

manner. A similar mixture composed of asbestos and only

one gram of oxyd of : was i-!;. i 1 ctween c and d. The
space between I and c was left still vacant, in order to be able

to observe the effect. On account of the volatility of the chlo-

1 H. Rose, Chimie Analytique, new French edition, p. 801,
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rid of zinc, it was deemed advisable to retain the use of the air-

bath to control the temperature of the anterior portion of the
combustion tube, which, in this experiment, was not allowed to

exceed 160° C. ' The result was, as anticipated, that no such
condensation of liquid between b and c occurred. In order to

gain from this experiment some idea of the degree of volatility

of chlorid of zinc under such circumstances, the two columns
of asbestos were treated for chlorine, separately. The solution

obtained from the anterior column was found to contain but a
trace of chlorine, giving only a milkiness with nitrate of silver

;

showing that the chlorid of zinc does not travel far through a
column of asbestos from the point where the flame plays directly

on the tube.

Results of the Analysis.— 0-2067 gram of chloroform gave
00798 of carbonic acid, 0-0276 of water, and 0-7372 of chlorid

Carbon C2
^12 ^io-0671 10-5213

Ilr.Irorren H 1 0-8473 1*4514

Chlorine CL 106-2 89-0856 880455

Experiment 2.—In this experiment, the whole length of the

combustion tube from a to d was packed with a mixture of as-

bestos and four grams of oxyd of zinc. The temperature of the

anterior end of the combustion tube was regulated, as in the

previous experiment, by means of the air-bath.

Results of the Analysis.—0-1339 gram of chloroform gave 0"0506

of carbonic acid, 0"0156 of water, and 0'4768 of chlorid of silver.

These two analyses, agreeing as they do so closely, indicate

that the chloroform analyzed contained larger perc

carbon and hydrogen,—especially of the latter,—and a corres-

pondingly smaller percentage of chlorine than the th

red, probably, by the presence of some impu-
rity. This view is supported by calculations made on the as-

sumption that the excess might have arisen from vol .

of chlorid of zinc, or from incomplete absorption of the chlorine
;

which would make the chloroform contain from two to six per
cent more than the theoretical quantity of chlorine. These
results are regarded, therefore, as blishing the

utility of this process in the analysis of chloroform. But the
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analysis of this body, containing as it does eighty-nine per cent

of chlorine, and only eighty-five hundredths of one per cent of

hydrogen, must be considered as an extreme case, and does not

prove the process a good one for other classes of substances.

The next step, therefore, was to determine whether the pro-

cess would be equally efficient in the analysis of substances rich

in hydrogen, the combustion of which would give rise to the

formation of a large quantity of hydrochloric acid. The sub-

stance selected for analysis, to settle this question, was chlorid

of amyl.

III. Experiments with Oxyd of Zinc, as an absorbent of Chlorine in the

analysis of substances rich in Hydrogen.

In these experiments the oxyd of zinc was employed in the

same manner as above described for the analysis of chloroform.

The chlorid of amyl, which was the subject of analj

prepared in the usual manner. Its boiling-point was 102°, 8

corrected.

The following results of two analyses with oxyd of zinc indi-

cate that this oxyd combined with and retained some of the car-

bonic acid. This result was not anticipated, as in the analysis of

chloroform the determination of carbon was uniformly slightly

The results of these two analyses are as follows:—
1.—01922 gram of chlorid of amyl gave 0-3513 of carbonic

acid, 0-1854 of water, and 0'2528 of chlorid of silver.
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IV. Experiments with Oxyd of Copper, as absorbent of Chlorine in the

In these experiments, for the reason previously stated, the oxyd
of copper could only be placed in the anterior end of the com-
bustion tube, where it might be maintained at a tolerably low-

temperature. After two or three experiments,—which were but
partially successful,—it became apparent that the range of tem-
perature within which oxyd of copper could be made serviceable

to absorb the chlorine was probably rather limited.

It was observed, for example, that at 150° to 160° even brown
oxyd of copper, which had been but gently ignited, would fail

to absorb nearly all the chlorine, and consequently the determin-
ation of the carbon, and sometimes that of the hydrogen, would
be in excess. In one experiment, in which the oxyd of copper
was kept at about 153° C, its appearance had suffered no change,

sufficiently high temperature is employed,
posterior end of the column of oxyd of copper and asbestos has
the appearance of being entirely changed into yellow chlorid of

copper, the rest of the column remaining, for the most part, of
its original dark color.

In another experiment, with the oxyd of copper kept at a

temperature of about 160°, only about fourteen per cent of chlo-

rine was obtained.

In both of these experiments the carbon determination was
considerably in excess, and in one of them the hydrogen also.

iments, it was deemed advisable to determine the temperature at

which chlorid of copper begins to give off chlorine, in order to

know how far it would be safe to raise the temperature of the

air-bath in conducting an analysis. By making use of the air-

bath to regulate the temperature of the chlorid of copper, this

determination was easily made. During the heating of the chlo-

rid, a current of air from the air-gasometer was admitted through
the tube in which it was contained.

Observations.—At 243° not a perceptible trace of chlorine was
given off. After the lapse of fifteen minutes, at 250°, the nitrate

of silver into which the gas was conducted, was observed to be
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slightly milky; this may, therefore, be taken as about the tem-

perature at which chlorid of copper begins to suffer &
tion. At 267°, a solution of nitrate of silver was instantly pre-

Thinking that perhaps the small quantity of chlorine evolved

under these circumstances might be taken up again and retained

if oxyd of copper were present, and possibly, also, that in that

case a higher temperature might be safely employed,—to make
the conditions of the experiment conform in this particular to

those which exist in an analysis, all but one inch of the chlorid

of copper was removed from the tube, and in its place was

put a mixture of asbestos and oxyd of copper, occupying a space

of four inches in length, forward of the chlorid. The experi-

ment was then repeated. Prolonged heating in a current of air,

wards in oxygen, during which the thermometer rose

to 350°, produced no reaction with nitrate of silver. From this

it appears that the chlorine, which was given off below this tem-

perature from chlorid of copper, when this is mixed with oxyd
of copper, is absorbed and retained by the latter; hence, that so

high a temperature as 350° may be safely employed for the air-

bath in conducting an analysis by this process.

Analysis 1.—In this analysis the oxyd of copper employed
was prepared in the ordinary way and strongly ignited. The
space in the tube occupied by the mixture of asbestos and oxyd
of copper was five inches in length, and contained just five

grams of the oxyd. During the experiment, the temperature

of the air-bath was maintained at about 350°. At the close of

the combustion there was no appearance of chlorid of copper,

except in the first half-inch at the back end of the column of

the mixture of oxyd of copper and asbestos ; showing that the

temperature employed was favorable for rapid and complete ab-

sorption of the chlorine.

a-.. .

-'."

of chlori<

SlorinT

! of water, and 0-2233 of chlorid

35-4 33-2707 32-773

100 109-056

Analysis 2.—The oxyd of copper employed was of the same
preparation as that used in Analysis 1. The space occupied by

• ire of asbestos and oxyd of copper was only 3| inches

in length, but contained the same quantity, viz. 5 grams of

the oxyd of copper, as used in the previous analysis. The tem-

bafch ranged from 250° to 253
6

. At the close
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of the combustion, it was found that all but f inch at the for-

ward end of the column of mixed asbestos and oxyd of copper
had the appearance of containing chlorid of copper. By com-
parison with the corresponding o lisil, it will

be seen that the appearance of the chlorid extends over more
than five times the space in this analysis that it did in the former,
showing that with strongly ignited oxyd of copper a temper-
ature higher than 250°, even as high as 350°, is more favorable
for the absorption of the chlorine. The following results of the
analysis, however, are equally accurate with those of the pre-

i a lysis.

01669 gram of chlorid of amyl gave 0-3457 of carbonic acid,

01612 of water, 0-2213 of chlorid of silver.

Carbon C 10 60 56-3910 56-489

Hydrogen H 21 11 103383 10-785

Chlorine CI 35-4 33-2707 32-732

Analysis 3.—Under the impression that an oxyd of copper
which had been less strongly ignited might be effectual to absorb
the chlorine, at a lower temperature, I employed in this and the

two follow- ration of brown oxyd of copper,

obtained by i *r an ordi-

nary gas flan, \ In t.n-- ;i ,A\ m- the t \i it rr . .f the air-bath

ranged from 150° to 158°. The space occupied by the asbestos

mixture was four inches in length, and contained three grams
of the oxyd. Although the results of the analysis indi

the temperature of the air-bath was too low, they also show, by
comparison with the results obtained in operating with strongly

ignited oxyd at about the same temperature of the air-bath (see

p. 163), that the brown oxyd is decidedly preferable in respect to

the temperature required. This was also shown by the appear-

ance of the oxyd after combustion,—the newly formed chlorid

being confined, in the case of the brown oxyd, to a much shorter

Results of the Analysis.—01640 gram of chlorid of amyl gave
0-3504 of carbonic acid, 0-1562 of water, and 0-1884 of chlorid

Carbon C l0 60 56-3910 58-268

Hydrogen H,, 11 10-3383 10-582

Chlorine CI 35'4 33-2707 28-360

Analysis 4.—Used the same preparation of oxyd of copper aa
i analysis 3, viz., the brown oxyd. Temperature of the air-
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bath reached 170°. Slight carbonization occurred just at the

close of the combustion, from ex: vard too

soon, under a wrong impression that the substance was all burnt.

Were it not for this circumstance, it is believed that this would
have been a good analysis, although the temperature of the air-

bath was kept so low. That a higher temperature of the bath

is desirable, however, is shown by the fact that the chlorid of

copper appeared diffused over a space of 2-| inches. The length

of the column of mixed asbestos and oxyd of copper was only

four inches in this experiment, containing but one gram of the

Results of the Analysis.—0'1568 gram of chlorid of amyl gave
0-3195 of carbonic acid, and 0-1522 of water.

55-574

Analysis 5.—The oxyd of copper employed was of the same
m as that of analyses 3 and 4. The temperature of the

. as considerably higher, ranging from 240°

to 247°. The mixture of asbestos and oxyd of copper occupied

a space of five inches in length, but contained only two grams of

the oxyd. At the close of the combustion there was no appear-

ance of chlorid of copper, except at the back end of the column,

a space £• of an inch in length.

Results of the Analysis.—01631 gram of chlorid of amyl gave

0-3383 of carbonic acid, 01557 of water, and 02157 of 'chlorid

< hSo,

5G-542
10-607

32-649

99-798

syToTLi
»ed observation, that the quantity of

j required to absorb the chlorine

emely small, in consequence of its being

rough a large mass of asbestos ; hence it

is obvious that but little of a solvent is needed to c

chlorid. In this respect the new process bears a striking contrast

to the old one, which involves the use of a large quantity of

lime, necessitating a corresponding quantity of acid, and intro-

ducing disagreeable manipulation, which tend to increase the

liability to error.

I have not yet tried the process recently described by Carius,

1 Annalen der Chimie und Pbarmacie.
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as the difficulty which I had found in obtaining tubes that would
bear the pressure incident to bis process for the determination
of sulphur gave no encouragement of better success in the use
of his process for the determination of chlorine, which is per-
formed in a similar manner, although more complicated.
The advantage which my process affords, of being able to de-

termine the three elements, carbon, hydrogen, and chlorine at a
single combustion, without the introduction of any difficult or

-.on, induces the belief that it will be found
preferable to any other that has been devised.

The division of the alphabetic elements into vowels and con-

sonants is one which grammarians have ever been compelled to

recognize, however hard they may have found it to mark the

i lions. The nature of the vowels
is such, somehow, that every word must contain at least one of
them. The same is true, for the most part, of syllables as well
as words. The consonants I, n, 7-, m, do indeed occ

take the place of a vowel in a dependent, unaccented syllable,

t,—as abte,

. harden, mutto?j, reck often, per-

mit, forlorn, curtail, themselves, give'em, and the like,—some-
times properly, and sometimes by a slightly incorrect pronunci-

ation. But no word, and no syllable under a full accent, is

without a vowel. The rare exceptions which may occur, as in

some of the Slavic tongues and the r of the Sanskrit, cannot be
allowed to invalidate the general rule. The difference between
vowel and consonant is a fundamental one: the obvious differ-

ence in function rests upon a difference in essential nature,—
what that is will be developed, in the sequel, as incidental to

our main purpose.

Grammarians, at this day, are generally agreed as to the im-

portance of what they sis of the

alphabetic elements. The positions, motions, &c, of the vocal

organs, as producing the sounds, need to be ascertained in order
to asuccessf ions of the phonetic

elements which appertain to the science of language. The
/ u f

e ,, jiln^mi tmu ,| i ,-.
, i , i (li

•

gische Process. The ter hanical would express

gical. The phrase

ipeech" may well denote the objective matter

of inquiry. It is upon mechanical relations among the vocal
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elements that the laws of syllabication and euphony and the

processes of phonetic trans I far more than on

auditory impressions. Without a true ph\>i '. •_'. \u analysis,

ii.\ --Ration into the laws of phonetic chang • i.o\< if Mnviv
empirical: only so far as a;: approximation thereto is realized,

can comparative philology fairly claim rank as a science. In

the matter of a "stand I t," and for the phonetical

description of strange languages, as well as, finally, for or; la Ep-

ical and elocutionary purposes, the importance of such analysis

will hardly be questioned. To one who should derive his ideas

on the subject from Le Bourgeois Gentilhomme of Moliere, such

studies might indeed seem idle and ridiculous ; but those who
know anything of the subject see in it a matter of pra

well as scientific interest, sufficient to invite and to warrant the

thorough and minute treatment which alone can yield valuable

As respects the vow*
1

- - ;-< stiu itions have hitherto had

but partial success. While there is a general agreement on

many leading points, there is still on many others a wide

diversity of views. Observations wanting in precision have led

to a corresponding vagueness in the use of terms. Mere inci-

dental concomitants have been mistaken for essential matters.

Few systems have even professed such completeness as to find

a place in an orderly scale for every vowel sound ;
none pre-

> be thus complete has presented claims so d

bly valid as to compel a general acceptance. Dr. Briicke, of

Vienna, the author of a most tin»rouj ; and able treatise on

phonology, remarks that "the formation of the vowels still pre-

sents to us considerabi

a long time perhaps to solve in a satisfactory manner."
1 Prof.

Max Miiller, in the second series of his L 'ctures, treats the phys-

iology of the vovvek with a good deal of particularity, but

makes no attempt to present a complete and exhaustive scheme.

In short, a true system of the vowels has thus far remained a

desideratum.

The difficulties which beset the subject are considerable. In

the first place, a special kind of practice with the elements,

singly and separately, must have become familiar to the investi-

gator. Not less essential is the careful training of the ear to

the just d is: ..ate sounds. Then, the experi-

ments—to be made and observed again and again—will need

much cant 1 attention, and ca t r
- u^ !n_r nu tv of contriv-

ance. A - "physiologic process," so slight

as to be hardly perceptibly or not 'at all ~ p

'

r '

'1

'

observation of a special kind, will often result in a marked dif-

2 Cited at secondhand from Prof. R. L. Tafel'a Investigations into the Laws of

English Orth.y,::, „ y, , k> lS,y2 )



ference in the character of the sound produced. Attenl
be needed to distinguish with invariable certainty compound
elements from simple, mixed from pure; and especial cure in

order to eliminate whatever is only incident;!], or even purely
accidental, and so to seize upon what is really essential.

When all is done so far, there remains the task of making
one's self understood by others. The clearest and most thorough
exposition will be but labor lost upon those who have undis-

iiog ears and loose habits or incorrect modes of pronun-
ciation

; and the number of such among otherwise well-educated
men—ling rest—is by no means
email. Local and national diversities of pronunciation are

another barrier to a mutual understanding in these matters.

The Teuton who speaks cab and cub nearly like cap and cup,

bag like back, food like foot, with the b, d and g, as merely soft-

ened forms of p, t, k, after his own vernacular, even if at all

aware that the sound of these letters is not precisely the same
stumble at our physio-

logical analysis; and as it is with consonants, so with vowels;
only the difficulty is far greater.

1 We have in this country not
a few provi v, sectional,

peculiarities of pronunciation; and in Great Britain such exist

in a more marked degree, in the case of the higher as well as the

lower classes. Such diversities of usage.

may be, are liable to render the examples employed for illustra-

tion ineffectual to any other result than a thorough misunder-

I am led to offer my views on the subject because I believe

that I have so far overcome the obstacles first named as to have

the key to a true system of the vowels, and feel in

unter the difficulties involved in the task of

I would not put forward my scheme in an attitude of antag-

onism toward the other systems or half-systems which have
gained acceptance. I would have it regarded as completing
what was fragmentary, and explaining what was but half under-

stood,—by bringing to view certain new relations,—and as

having its own substantial correctness confirmed by the ground

tea upon which to reconcile the c

of other schemes. If, on minor points, my positions shall in

1 Baron Kerapelen says. M : U ,) "there are there [in

" ;

' , . . : ' ,;_•..' -
'

. : : : :

: :',

hit upon
duty bou
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any case appear open to question, or even be fairly convicted

of inaccuracy, I shall be well content, provided I succeed in

demonstrating the correctness of the system in its leading

features. I have not, however, been careless of the details.

re the hey to the system,

:

—
articulated primarily between the

tongue and the palate. Some of them, those usually called

labials (old, ooze, all, &a), are further modified by the action of

the lips. All are thus either palato-linguals simply, or else

labio-palato-linguals; and the latter consist of a palato-lingual

able of being employed by itself, and of a labial part

which is dependent on and super-added to the other.

2. The artieuiati >i - • iV eted (1) as between the tongue and

the palate in the following manner:—The organs are so dis-

posed, and the muscles of the tongue, with those also of the

. so put into action, as to make a firm tube, or passage,

fitted for the rei ich comes from the

larynx ; and this passage so differs for all the vowels, as to mod'

ify the sound in a peculiar manner for each—the cases excepted,

of course, in which the same palato-lingual articulation makes
two distinct vowels as used with and without the labial modifi-

cation. (2) The labial modification is effected by a firm co:

md more or less protrusion of the lips together with a

rigi ; tension of the cheeks, so as to cause a further reverbera-

tion of the sound, and thus give the vowel a different character

to the ear : the sound is reverberated through two passages or

cavities instead of one.

3. The vowels— labial and non-labial— are assorted into

groups, according as the palato-lingual passage extends more or

less forward. The pass _ is rhcr just at the throat, or is

extended and lengthened by join argina of the

tongue to the sid< - the tube so formed

reaches quite forward under the dome of the hard-;

nearly to the tip of the tongue ; though it is to be
that, for the anterior groups, the place is more precisely deter-

mine I upon the palate tnan upon the tongue, owing to the

extensile property of the latter. By "the throat" I mean the

orifice bounded by the posterior extremity of the palate above

and the root of the tongue below.
4. Each group thus determined embraces individual vowels
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:ss open or close. These differ-

lingual passage, by approximat-
ing more or less to the palate the part of the tongue at the
place of the articulation, especially at the front terminus of the
passage ; the passage may at the same time be narrowed more
or less, as more or less of the margin of the tongue is put into

contact with the borders of the palate. The labials will need
no other or further criterion ; for, in their case, the more or less

openness of the lips will correspond to that between tongue and

The scheme does not contemplate a precise admeasurement of
open and close as between vowels of different groups ; it requires

no such comparison ; it deviates from other systems in this, es-

pecially, that it assigns to different places, and thus ranges under
separate groups, vowels which have been commonly viewed a3

differing merely in degree of openness.

The degree of openness as between tongue and palate is not
only to be distinguished from the greater or less opening of the

jaws, but it is to be noted that the two do not always coincide,

and, especially, that the close labials (awe, owe, ooze, &c.,) involve
a wider separation of the jaws than the corresponding open and
non-labial vowels (nor, not, fully, &c.). A decided labial modifi-

cation requires, absolutely, a considerable opening of the jaws,

that the stretched cheeks may wall the passage.

A glance at the diagram and the table a few pages forward,

will give the reader a more definite general idea of the scheme.

Some, preliminary points require attention before proceeding with

the details.

1. As to the number of vowels capable of being produced, there

is no certain limit in nature. The variations in degree of open-

ness are obviously infinite; the variations as the terminus of the

palato-lingual passage is more or less in advance are in like

manner infinite; and each variation causes a greater or less dif-

ference in the quality or character of the sound. Thus, to say

nothing of itions, and excluding diphthongs
of course, we have, theoretically, an infinite multiplied by an
infinite, for the number of possible simple vowel sounds. We
have nothing which answers to the laws of melody and harmony
in music whereby to determine the intervals of the scale. All
we can do is to mark certain points, as if by lines of latitude and
longitude, and make no account of intermediate gradations any
further than to refer them to the nearest of these points. As
for the number to be i item, much will depend
on the special purpose in view. My object obviously requires a

scheme both comprehensive and minute,—and will exact minute-

ness of orthoepical detail in the way of illustration.

Languages vary greatly in the number of vowels they em-
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ploy. In all our modern tongues we have many more than the

three original vowels of the Sanskrit and the Gothic,—though

we can hardly doubt that these three admitted severally consid-

erable latitude of variation. In English, we recognize as

distinct many more than we have separate characters for; while

over and above these, we may notice slight variations, as due to

the influence of associated consonants, or in connection with

varying accentuation or emphasis ; and, in the pronunciation of

different persons, and even of the same person at different times,

we observe appreciable shades of difference in what will be

usually regarded as the same vowel.

2. In all the vowels alike, the sound proceedsfrom the larynx,

being struck out upon the chords of the glottis, which, when
drawn near each other to the proper interval and duly con-

re set into vibration by air forced through from the

lungs; the sound is then modified into this or that vowel by
reverberation through a passage of this or that description. In

vowels whispered, the vocal chords are so adjusted that we have

i, or breath-sound, instead of tone ; but the sound orig-

inates in the larynx, and not, as in the consonant/ for example,
at the place of articulation.

Sound produced in the larynx, intonated or aspirated, does

not always take the form of a vowel. So it does not in the

sound (A/7?) made in clearing the throat; in which case it under-

goes aDecnIi.tr ::i ]/; -.it >:
. but makes no vowel. Laryngeal

also in many of the consonants,—/, to, r, v, z, for

hout being at all modified vowel-wise,

nx opens directly into the pharynx, which is a

through which the breath from the

1\

iofthe f ; rated by the velum palati

from the mouth. The form and disposition of this organ will

of course be affected by the movements and positions of the

tongue and soft-palate; but we know not that the organ has

any special agency in giving their distinctive character to the

several vowel elements; at all events, its part must be quite a

subordinate one. Inasmuch as the velum palati and the root of

the tongue form the front wall of the pharynx, and as I hold

that the vowel-tube begins always as far back as the throat, and
that it is, moreover, essentially modified by varying adjustments

of the velum* so far my theory involves, indeed, a modification

of the pharynx itself, and one that differs more or less for differ-

ent vowels. That there is an action of the fore-part of the

t- palate n Upon this mat-

: rmak, of Vienna.
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pharynx in all the vowels, was observed by Prof. Leon Vaisse,

of Paris; and it was regarded by him as giving them that gen-
eral character or quality in which they differ from the CODSO-
nants.

5 My view is that the whole vowel-tube is concerned in

producing this general character, by the very same action which
gives distill ach several vowel.

4. After the vocal current has passed the palato-lingual pas-

sage, it has still to traverse a further portion of the oral cavity

;

and in every case the sound will be in some degree modified or
colored according to the disposition of those anterior parts ; but,

except in the proper labials, the effect will not amount to a
change in the essential character of the vowel. The mouth

i open, that is, the jaws and lips i

far asunder, and yet the vowel be the same. The cheeks may
even be tensely drawn close to the teeth, very much as in the

more open of the labials, and still leave so predominant the

essential character given by the tge, that we
recognize the modification only as a different resonance given to

the same vowel. In the word hail, for example, we should by
such means give to the vowel a more full and sonorous quality

in the recitation of " Hail, holy light," than would be suitable

in the express!, m. •• \\.n 1-h 11-w, v. ll-i.i. t.
' We can even utter

and recognize the vowel ah, far, with the lips in position for foot

or ooze. The tongue, beyond and just forward of the proper

terminus of the palato-lingual tube, may happen to flare or

bend away but slmiitlv, i nd so the observer be led to mistake

the place <>, . t forward than it is in fact,

unless he correct himself by trial with different positions of the

organ, which he should be careful to do.

5. Some who read this may need, at the outset, to be dis-

abused of the habit,—arising from the customary use of the

terms "long" and "short,"—of y. or time,

with quality, or character as respects articulation. Let it be
observed then, that no amount of mere prolongation will change,

for instance, the so-called short vowel in full, pull, foot, into the

corresponding long in fool, pool, rule, food; nor will any process

of curtailment convert the latter into the former. This is but
an example of what is true universally of the vowels in the

and to a greater or less degree in all languages. The
tendency to variation of quality when a vowel is lengthened or

Philologists have been accustomed to define the difference of
long and short, in the vowels, as one of duration merely ; but
have found themselves forced—in a real inconsistency

—to treat the distinction as one of fundamental importance in

. XLII, No. 12.5.-Sei
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etymology : the differing relations of the long and of the short,

which they must and do recognize, are quite unaccountable on
their view of the case. If we lay open the physiological ground
of a difference here in quality, we do so much to place etymo-

logical science upon the right basis.

6. There are questions concerning the relation of the vowels to

tone or pitch. Have the vowels each what may be called in any

sense their natural pitch ? This, if so, can help little to a knowl-

edge of their proper vowel character, which remains the same
under every variety of pitch. Is the peculiar character of each

vowel to be explained as a certain combination of harmonic

notes? This, if so, will not help much, in our physiological in-

till we have a better understanding of the i:

l'i . M. M ; t series of Helmholtz on
this point, tells us the vowel quality is to be explained as exactly

is to the timbre by which instruments, as the violin,

flute, harp, &c, are distinguished one from another. (Lect. on
the Sci. of Lang., 2nd ser., pp. 127-8 : Am. ed.) But we have
voices differing in timbre,—the reedy voice, the flute-like voice,

&c, differing as do the instruments to which we liken them,—
yet each voice uttering all the vowels, and giving to every one
its peculiar character. We cannot, therefore, accept this as an

adequate explanation. As I have not seen the work of Helni-

holtz, and as the account of his investigations which Mailer

gives is probably very imperfect, I shall express no opinion

upon their merits or bearing. They run on a different line of

inquiry from that which I have here in hand, and neither su-

persede it nor interfere with it.

There are two or three facts under this head, which, if not

already familiar, can be easily verified. First: If we utter in

any two or more of the simple vowel elements, we
shall find them naturally taking a different pitch one from the

other; and, referring to our series of groups arranged according
to the place of articulation as reaching more or less forward
upon tongue and palate, we find that, in passing from any vowel
in the scale to one further forward and similar in degree of

openness, the voice rises in pitch, while, proceeding in the other

d"r. -Jon, it as naturally falls. Of this fact I have an applica-

tion to make, by and by, in reference to what Dr. James Rush
calls the vanish of the vowels. The following I propose as a

physiological, explanation of the fact. The movements of the

•nice upon those of the larynx, through the

liation of the hyoid bone, a moveable fulcrum with

which both organs are connected by muscle and ligament. The
;

is such that a movement of the tongue will ityrur>'

Jtment of the muscles of the larynx, to keep the latter
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organ in the same place and condition as before, and so to pre-
serve the same pitch, licnce, though the two successive vowels
can be uttered on the same pitch, a special intention will be
required for it, and it is much more easy and natural to vary the
pitch. Second: Every singer knows that only with certain Vow-
els can the extremely high notes be fairly reached, and only
with ' ertain others again the lowest. The connection just men-
tioned between tongue and larynx will suffice to explain this

though we would not affirm that the

concurrent therewith. Third; the vowels cannot each be ut-

tered on every pitch with equal purity of tone, and there would
seem to be one certain key for each, on which the purest tone is

heard,—the purest musically we mean, that is, the most free

from discordant intermixture. The same cause above mentioned
may have an agency in this case also; but I think that here
the effect may be due primarily to the form and dimensions of
the vowel-tube.

7. I would have distinctly understood what I do not, as well

as what I do, affirm. I do not say that the character of the

several elements depends on the length of the vowel-tube, or
on its shape, or the structure of its parts ; I believe it, how-
ever, to depend on a combination of all these. I do not fail

to perceive that, even in the anterior groups, the position and
action of the tongue are, in each case, attended with a particular

configuration and action of the soft-palate, which is important
as affecting the quality of the vowel. I will not deny that

the reverberation against the dome of the palate, at a point for-

ward of the proper palato-lingual tube, may bear an important

part in impressing upon some of the elements their proper

character. 8
I state simply that the vowel-passage is made as

I have described, and that the forward terminus of the palato-

lingual part is in fact as I have indicated in each case.

I also recognize peculiar styles of enunciation as affecting

somewhat the place of the articulation. There is the guttural

style, retracting the throat and thus moving back the place of
all the vowels. There is also the thin, dental style, just the

opposite of the other. But, in each of rl esc i odt ->, the several

'.- found to n ill tain their relative places, in sub-

eordance with the scheme. I have aimed to assign

their places, as definitely as ]t.~:M.\ as they are in what I

consider the most nan. style of ttt i i

and as the places at which the peculiar quality of each element
is most distinctly brought out and sharply discriminated.

* Prof. Henrv N. Day, who « to the subject, seems dis-

posed to regar I the g wholly from

Oct. 1843.
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In the / am now to give, of the

is, I shall arrange them in nine groups,—
according as the palato-lingual tube reaches farther or less far

forward,— which I shall designate as the a, a, o, u, o, a, e,

e, i vowels, or groups of vowels. Under each group I note four

degrees, more or less close or open, which I call close, middle,

open, open- ed as supe-

is: a 1 (close), a 2 (middle), a 3 (open), a 4 (open-depres-

sed). Labials will be distinguished by an ' affixed to the figure

for the degree, as: o 11
, u u, a 21

, &c.

The diagram and the table, here inserted, depend of course,

for their explanation, upon the analysis in detail which will

follow. In the diagram, we have the median line of the palate

from root of front teeth to root of uvula,— the hai

marked by the heavier stroke, and the soft-palate by dotted

lines which indicate the varying configuration for different

vowels, particularly a, o and u. The letters mark the termini of

the palato-lingual tube as on the upper or palatal side ; short

dashes mark the termini below as on the median line of the

tongue, and thus, of course, show the several degrees of open-

ness,—they indicate, also, the direction of the vocal current at

the termini.

Diagram of Palato-lingual Positions.

Table of the Simple Vowel Elements.

Group I.

v. ?nt ; Fr. la, lira, a.

-father, calm ; Fr. dame, roalade, caver,

-ah, arm, charge ; Fr. dme, has.

-Broad pron. of psalm, balm, pass, &c; do, of Fr. i
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Group II.

:
:—war, lord, awe, pause.

7 :— all, water, long, daughter; first element in boy, voice.

:— salt, although, cross, horror.

:—sod, nor, off, what, knowledge.
:—Low Ger. a; wrong pron. of war, lord, glory, forth, scorn, and of

first elem. in joy, rejoice.

Group III.

Fr. dter, eau, pivot'; Ger. Ofen, lobt, Mond.
:—Wrong pron. of note, toe, &e.
':—opinion, agony, propose, mellow; Fr. obeir, noble, porter, mot,

dominer ; Ger., kochen, Holhe, Morgen.
:—Wrong pron. of coat, toad, stone, &c.
:—not, dot, folly, knock, proper ; Ger. Gott, flott, Ross.

:—Wrong pron. of door, oar, board, &c. ; Fr. encore, corps, alors, aurore.

Group IV.

l
:—fool, pool, moon, move, shoe, soup; main and final elem. of union,

few, view, beauty ; Fr. rouler, vom ; Ger. Sohwle, Stuhl, gut,

':—fitll, pull, bosom, woman, should, good, foot, book; final elem. in

our, now, round ; vanish of woe, row, roll ; Fr. coup, bout,

bourse; Ger. lustig, Schuld, Bund.
-Wrong iron, of pull, foot, book, &c. ; Ger. dwrch, Butte.

q foot, soon, put, &c.

-Qu : Scotch gude, sune, blui'd, puir, (for good, soon, blood, poor,) ?

Initial of At ft, rude, &c.—u* or u 3
.

•-•, heure?ise, ie\

—Ger. Wo iter. *, amateur,

-mercy, virtue, i. earth,

-up, b«t, cousin, rough, dove, done, flood; Fr. de, 1

:—Ger. Mddchen, taglich, ware, gabe, leben, geben, gelegen; Fr,

apres, seine, pi aie, jamais, fat're, pire; Eng. their, (air, [((rent.

:—care, there, prayer, hair, pair,—

a

2 or a» ; Ger. rachen, dammern.

j of 'cat, man,' &c; Fr. (nasal) via, fin, cousin.

Group VII.

:—Main elem. in fate, name, great, vein, grey, hail, pay, gaol, guage ; Ger.

mehr, jeder, ledig, See; Fr. perhaps in some cases the "open e."

:—nitrate, eliroal in fate, name, &c;
Ger. fertig, Keller, Liebe, Vater; Qu: Fr. aimer, maison, &c?

! usually

'. fertig, Keller, Liebe, Vi

:—Qu : Fr. tete, bete.
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Group VIII.

t
2 :—-_,'i' ii' i, v:i)\f>/, ran I, « i . and (vulgar) America; Fr.

<?3 :—Ger
;
goodness, college, &c.

sdish. long e, as in Carle'n.

Grocp IX.

ti
:
_ma(:hine, field,

«

rt, ere, deep ;Fr. avis, lire, -Ger. Mine, mir, wider.

i*<:— Fr. Ger. iiber, Schfiler.

»• :—divi mitigate, mandarin; the ish of nam?
in//, A.V.. and of oil, boy, <fcc 'fidele, fier,

vif; Ger. rait, bitten, nicht.

**':—Fr. Ger. Glfick, wwnschen. Inii .

t* :—Drawling of pin, will, &c. ; initial in a Yaiikee pron. clf do
>
rude

>

Physiological Analysis of the Vowel Elements.

I. The a Vowels.—For these, the place of articulation is

between the root of the tongue and the extremity of the soft-

palate, that is, at the throat. That no part of the tongue but

the root is essentially concerned in the articulation, may be

easily ascertained: for the tongue can be variously rolled and

twisted without materially marring the vowel sound. The
tongue may lie loose upon the floor of the mouth, except that

the whole will naturally so participate in the movement of the

root portion as to be somewhat raised in the close vowel.

There are no labials in this group.

Degree 1.— Vowel a '
. This, the quite close vowel of the group,

is proper in such words as staff', graft, pass, ask,

(Princ. of Pron.,
7

§§ 5, 6.) It is the closest a in French, as in la,

lira. It has a strong tendency to pass into a 3 (cat),—the natu-

ral position of the tongue and also that of the soft-palate being

nearly the same for both,—but the two sounds are to be clearly

discriminated.

Degree 2.— Vowel a 2
. The proper Italian a, and the ordinary

a in French, as e'tablir, malade. In English, the Italian a, as we
call it, in father, arm, &c, is variously heard, but this form is to

be regarded as the more elegant in most cases.

Degree 3.— Vowel a 5
. The open or broad a in French, as arne,

bas, grace, passant,—prolonged when under the circumflex.

Degree 4.— Vowel a*. The open French a may by some be

pronounced in this form utmost depression of

the root of the tongue. So, also, the broad Low German a, and

the Scotch broad a, in man, &c, though more commonly as a*.

P, - ieipU$ of Pronunciation, prefixed to the new edition (1864) of Webster's
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In English, the a may sometimes be heard, improperly, thus
broad and open, in words like psalm, balm, pass.

II. The a Vowels.—The posterior part of the tongue is

somewhat raised and is adjusted on each side to the lower por-
tion of the soft-palate to form the vowel-tube, which thus extends
upward and forward a little way from the throat, and directs the
vowel current obliquely upward. In this condition of the back-
tongue, the tip and fore part will be naturally retracted, and
more or less so as the vowel is more or less close.

A retraction of the tongue is natural also when the jaws are
set widely apart for a very open a vowel ; and this may be a
special ground of the easy and frequent transition between
vowels of that group and this, which actually occurs in the
history of vowel changes.

Degree l.— Voivel a 11
. War, warm, awe, lord, form, order,

pause. (Princ. of Pron., §§ 7, 25.) The labial modification is

decided, the lips being strongly contracted and protruded, and
the cheeks drawn inward. Indeed, pure vowel-utterance in the
very closest form is almost impossible without the lip-contrac-

tion. If we attempt it, we make an approach to the soft Ger-

Degree 2.— Vowel d 2 K The difference between this and the

preceding is i

words the as:

all, water, wander, song, swallow.
This vowel is the first element of the diphthong hoy, voice.

Vowel d 2
. Like the preceding except in the absence of the

labial-modification : as salt, although, horror, soft, solve, cross,

gone, caught. (See Prin. of Pron., §21.) Let a practised

elocutionist try such an example as, " All the horrors of war,"

which contains this and the two preceding vowels, and, his

voice and ear being without fault, he will not fail to recognize

each as different from the others.

Degree 3.— Vowel a 3
. Sod, plod, nor, off, what, knowledge;

differing but slightly from the preceding.

Degree 4.— Vowel a 4
. Here properly falls the broad Low Ger-

man a. Here, also, we find the initial element in a certain flat

pronunci.i; &C., heard not unfrequently,— a*
in place of a 21

. Some speakers use this in place of the properly

close vowel in war, all, lord, awe, &c, and even for the long o

in glory, glorious, and other words.
8

The Scotch mon, blaw, snaw, (for man, hhw, snow,) obviously

' Qardio . (p. 61, Am. ed.,) says of Macready ,"By._
. 7 :

.

.-
,

.

.-:-..:-
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It is to be remarked that the open-depressed degree suits in all

cases with long quantity, and thus, in every group except the

first (a), is liable to appear as a substitute for the close degree,

which is naturally long in all but the first group, while the

simply open degree (No. 3) is, with the same exception, the one
least of all fitted for long quantity.

III. The o Vowels.—The palato-lingual passage is extended

one step further, to a higher point along the velum palati ; and,

in direction, is inclined still more highly upward; the velum
- If is higher and more arched. As the back-tongue is

thus raised, the fore-part will naturally rise also. like as in

the preceding group, the tongue will naturally be retracted

more or less according to the degree of closeness.

The close and open or middle o correspond to the long and
short o in most of the languages of Europe; thus we have o

close and long in our note, open and short in not. There is,

however, in the Italian and some other tongues, especially the

Danish and Swedish, a distinction of so-called open and close

not identical with this; and to confound that with tin's would
be a serious mistake. The Italian close o (o chiuso, stretto) is

described by Dietz, A. J. Ellis, and others, as nearer to the u
(rude, full). The Italian open o, (aperto, largo,) probat
little on the other side of our o and nearer to the a. The dis-

tinction, which holds alike in the long and the short vowels

—

croce, bocca (close), modo, dotto (open),—is at this day a nicety

of pronunciation not generally recognized or regarded except in

the purest style of the language as spoken by native Italian-?.

Degree 1.— Vowel o 1 1
. Note, old, over, &a, that is, the " long o"

;

French, trone, oter, repos, clos, dep^t, pivot, an, can, &c. ; Ger-

man, Ofen, lobt, Mond, &c.

The English "long o " is almost always diphthongal, or com-

pound, taking a vanish in another vowel, which is commonly of

the u group (Ml, food) ; as plainly appears in hoe, bow, no, bowl,

owe, low, &c. Followed by r, as in board, store, gore, oar. roar,

the vanish is a labial vowel of the 6" group (but, err, Fr. eu).rp (o,<'

-•I. tIn spoke, broke, over, also, &c, qu
any, is imperceptibly slight. In English as spoken by t

the long o without the vanish, in accordance with their own
ble peculiarity. In the custom-

ary English utterance, the main element is so disguised by the

the labial modification still further obscures "its relation to the

open vowel (deg. 3) of the group.
Voivel o 1

. Sometimes heard as an improper mode of pro-

nouncing the long o in English,—with the vanish, but without
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labial modification : one of the affectations of some public speak-
ers. It might possibly be identified as an Irish or Scottish pecu-
liarity, or both.

Degree 2.~Voivel o- 1

. Heard in syllables which take a sort of
secondary accent, as opinion, cotemporary, agony, mulatto, mel-
low;, propose, proceed. And in a considerable number of words,
such as stone, coat, toad, loaf, &c, the best taste will, perhaps,
prefer this to the extreme close o, not neglecting, however, some-
thing of the vanish

;
also in torn, lorn, board, door, &c.

We have here the shorter o in French, as obeir, noble, &c.
The German short o may, as I think, fall sometimes here and
sometimes in the third or open degree.

Vowel o 2
. An extremely improper pronunciation of a class

of words just alluded to, coat, stone, toad, throat, whole, loaf,

&a, quite common in America, and more especially in the rustic

dialect of New England. The fault is commonly described as

consisting simply in the omission of the vanish (Princ. of Pron.,

§20), but the non-labial character and the more open degree

fact equally essential. Board, door, oar, torn, &c, are

) frequently and faultily so pronounced.
degree's.— Vc

'

Degree '6.— Vowel o 3
. Not, dot. ith those un-

der d 3 (nor, off, sod, &c.,) are the "short o" in English. The
I between o 3 and a°

3
, though slight and usually not

regarded by orthoepists, is actually existent in practice,

depends mostly, we believe, on the influence of consona

associated.

Here, I think, belongs the shortest German o, Gott, Eoss,

flott; as also the French, sotte, culotte, folle, &c.

Degree 4.— Vowel o 4
. Differs not greatly, but I think apprecia-

bly, from the a 4
. Here belongs, if I mistake not, the French

encore, corps, alors, aurore. We hear it in one of the several

mispronunciations of board, oar, torn, forth, &c.

IV. The u Vowels.—The palato-lingual passage reaches

another step forward on the tongue, and to a higher point upon
the soft-palate; the vocal current is nearly vertical in direction,

and the soft-palate is arched upward extremely: the group
stands as the terminus of an ascending series from the throat.

In this group, the tongue, in passing from open to close, is

perceived to be distinctly elevated as well as retracted.

Degree l.~ Vowel uu. The closer and usually longer oo, as
'> <t. .v '.

: the o in do, &c. ; oe in shoe, &c; ou in you, &c; the

main and final part of the compound in miion, view, few, beauty,

&c Whether 'the •/ in r- le. r in. ,\ \. -h«.:iM take a slight

I, is made a matter of question.

I think it strikes, or should do so, a more open vowel of the

group, and then falls upon this; as it does also in dew, new,

tube, lure, suit, &c.
Am. Jour. Sci.—Second Bxb tx - Bwt^ 1866.
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This is the long u vowel of most European languages. In

French, it is the longou; the letter u, as alone, having early

gone over from this to a vowel group further forward.

The labial contraction is closer in this vowel than in the close

o. The vowel has a peculiar mellow smoothness, and imparts

the same character to the o, when added thereto as a vanish. It

is possible to utter the p datu-i gua
j
art of this vowel without

and with perfectly pure

vowel quality.

Degree 2.— Vowel u 21
. Full, push, bosom, should, good, foot, &c.

In the proper pronunciation of these words, the lips are con-

tracted to nearly or quite the same degree as for the close o

simple. It is the final element in the diphthong our, now;,

round, and the usual vanish of woe, low, roll, &c., the long o.

In French, we have it in coop, bout, bourse, &c, that is, the

shorter ou. It is the short or middle u of the German and of

most of the languages of Europe.
Vowel it

2
. This" non-labial is frequently used in America,

improperly, in place of each of the two preceding, as in foot,

soot, root, roof, soon, book, shoot, full, put. If I mistake not, it is

the proper form of the shortest u in German, as in durch, &c.

Degree 3.— Vowel it
8

. The am !, &c. ; also,

to, do, &c, when linen hat slurred; also for-

merly common and still to be heard in New England in some,

if not all, of the class of words just specified, foot,' soon, &c.

Young misses who mince their words will pronounce two, as

well as too, in this way. But slight change in the action of the

organs is needed to convert this utterance into either a short i

or a French u.

Degree 4.— Vowel «. Heard, as I incline to think, in the

Scotch gude or g> >\\, sune, suld, blude or blu/d, dure, &c. (for

good, soon, sho". I, idu /, d»m\ \ •
t, with \ -ih .> - a vanish n an-

other (an i) vowel. Occurs in no case in well-spoken English,

except as the initial element in the best pronunciation of dew,

new, tube, lute, &c. (Princ. of Pron., §80.)
V. The o Vowels.—The palato lingual tube reaches yet

further forward, but har liv bevond the extreme fore-part of the

I'll ; e Iges or tin to _ i
•

j
.in t le h >rders of the

palate about t.s far as to the hinder teeth, and the tip of the

tongue is naturally further forward than in the more close of the

degrees in the \n\ ceding group.
In this and in all tl 3, the degrees of close

and open are made by the greater and less elevation or depres-

Degree 1.— Vowel o «. A sou - h ears ;
the

long o in German, as sch
as je#ne, heureuse, feux.
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Degree 2.— Vowel o 2
'. The shorter German o, as Worter,

mochte; the French eu in \eur, jeune, pei^r, &c.
Vowel o>. There is, m K m.i-u. a ] .s S of eas. s in which e,

i, y, or ea, followed by r, takes properly this articulation ; as
err. mercy, vz'rtue, bird, girl, myrrh, myrtle, earl, pearl, earth,

earn. It is very common, indeed, to give here the sound of u
in up, but, or bttrn, wrge. But orthoepists agree, for the most

I
in, ' t a different utterance in the? cases is sanctioned by

the best usage,—without being well agreed, however, as to its

precise character. As I here de- . :"•
--s from

the French leur simply in the absence of the L 1 i I km i d.-atioii.

(See Prin. of Pron., §§ 14, 18.)

Degree 3.— Vowel o'\ The u in up, hut, &c.; o and oo in done,

company, flood, &e.; oe in does :— unaccented syllables tend to

tn-'- und, as t,/i
,
zep.li//r, vorl , 1. Horn, ballad,

method, &c. Frequent in Engird), b it rare in other European
tongues. In French, occurs nasalized in ?m. br«n, kc. and is

the so-called "e feminine," as in de, e*. demand?, dam?, when
not elided,— unless this takes somewhat of a labial modification.'

ans as approaching the short Geiman ;
> and lying between that

and the short o."' By some I: has been
called "the natural vowel," and by others "the neutral vowel";
and for the most part they seem at a loss how to locate it in

their systems. 1
:

. </tr S/-r<i< >, st\ les

it the r, ',(>/,', I / - *tt e .
, _ n d . j \ \owel. It is

by some described as "the unmodified vowel." To perceive

that this vowel is not mere vocal tone u noditi 1 we need but
to notice the fixed, rigid position of the tongue in the utterance.

The vocal element, or tone,

unmodified vowel-wise, but is

tion. Only, when the vowel i

perform, token, or Fr. serez, <

Degree ±.— Vowel o* 1
. The best French orthoepists have dis-

d the sound of eu before r, in beurre, coeur, &c., as a
broad and open one ; as do also some of the best instructors.

It is recognized by to to an open-depressed

Vui,'i * 1 ,
s. ^ >

! .v \ t , L
> ^ abroad,

Ant. diavb, z utt :,.i mi1;k '. i\ < \ \ ' < b and by some
clerical speakers affected in church, work, &c.

in the oDnsonants v, z, &
like

ind i

is i

almost elided.

probably no <
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This element is, however, important as the initial of two
diphthongs, viz., ou or ow (our, now), and long i (ice, kite), ac-

cording to the best usage. The Scotch give the long i as 6 2 +i l

;

some of the North of England dialects as o+»; we sometimes

hear it as a 2 -K2
, sometimes as a 2 +t 2

, not to speak of other

VI. The a Vowels.—The vowel-tube, reaching a step

lirly laps upon the hard palate above; and the borders

of the tongue will there meet either the teeth or the gums or

palate on each side. The tip of the tongue will be naturally

more advanced than for the preceding group.

Degree 1.— Vowel a 1
. The longer German ii

1
as M aHieu, \v',c,

kc. The long and grave German e, as leben, geben, g

the same, unless somewhat less close.
11 Also, the "open-grave"

I, so-called, in French, as apres, scene, jamaz's, fazre, pere, &c.

In other languages of Europe, also, e sometime - tak -s a similar

sound, imj-.i - '-open." Thus in Spanish, as

we are taught in Sal. s' Gra nmar, "before n, r, s, z, in the same

syllable, e is pronounced more open, as in the English words

care, snare." In Italian, e has such a so-called open sound in

In English, this vowel occurs only as followed by r. H«r,
their, fair, fairy, parent, pair, bear, &c, take properly either this,

or else the mid 1 > d j <.-.> (>.
2
), usage being diverse; and many

give improperly the "long a" sound (<?'). I incline to a dis-

crimination, and would give to heir, their, parent, and some

others, the close degree, and the middle to there, where, hair,

prazyer, care, pear, and others. The influence of some professed

whose obtuseness lias led them to ignore the dis-

tinction between this vowel and the "lonir a," 'has tended to

expel the sound from the language. Still, as respects the

Ei dish -'long a" itself, the usag > is less settled and uniform

than is generally supposed. In some quarters it even takes the

vowels md rein Ipmstioi mm onee iv<_mlarl\ belonged to

it,
1
* and this e m- • me. h iv-* lulp i too'ivue t
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just alluded to. Such a use is marked by Alex. M. Bell, of
Edinburgh, as "an oratorical and cspeciallv a pulpit Scut tic ism,"
as "in nai< •

. Lye." (Eioeutiutiarv Manual,
&c, Edinb., 1859.) But, as I am told that it is a marked char-

. lie speak*
era, the Rev. James Ma rtmeai among oth r>, and as 1 have heard
it not unfrequently from native Americans, I am disposed to

regard it rather as a relic of olden time which traditional habit
has preserved to some extent, and more especially in the pulpit
and on the stage.

It is not unusual to describe the vowel in question as identical

with the e in met prolonged. The truth is that to prolong the e

to produce I

11 v difleV.-rent in vowel quality. The description is good as a
practical rule, but not to be accepted as a true analysis.

Degree 2.— Vowel a*. In treating oi the vowel above, we have
remarked sufficiently upon this, as concerns the English. In
German, the shorter a takes this sound in many u < .rds, as r < :hen

T

dammern, though in perhaps the greater number it does not
differ essentially from the short e; but there is a want of uni-

formity in its pronunciation by the Germans themselves.

Degree 3.— Vowel a 3
. The s«

»

_ ~h, as at,

cat, man. Not heard in German. In French, modem usage in-

clines somewhat to substitute this for the more proper close a.

Degree 4.— Vowel oi
4

. This is lien rd in the d
i
a v, i

i

ng utterance

of the short a (cat) in the genuine Yankee dialect, which also

substitutes it for a 1 or a 2
, as in where, ha/r, &c, and, besides

using it conspicuously in are, ma' merit in our,

cow, now, r . i i. i u r \ (/
4 +o 3 -f« 3

.

The vowel involves such an action of the - ••
t t

. • re as super-

adds a decided nasal quality. Fully nasalized, it is the French
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VII. The e Vowels.—The passage is extended still further

on the hard-palate and the tongue, and the tip of the tongue

will naturally be found further forward.

Degree 1 — Vowel e
1

. The " long a" in English, as in ale, fate,

great, vein, hail, da//, <fcc. ; also, the more usual German long e,

m in ni nr. jeder; the other, in leben, &c., has been already de-

scribed as a'. Possibly, some one of the two or three or more

varieties of the "open e" in French may not differ materially

This vowel, in English, r

i vowel (pique, pin, &c.) ; t

Degree 2.— Vowel eK Occurs in English in lightly accented or

unacce :ied syliab s; as nitrate, eaibo'nate, chuwte, parliament,

. &c In such a ease as edge, the conso-

nant inclines the vowel to this instead of the open sound of e in

_u edge would never be made close like age. The long

a is usually struck upon this degree, falling quickly upon the
-••'

,he vanish

the closer

. and eliding

This is t . the German, accented and unac-

cented, as fcrtig, Keller, Liebe, Vater.

Degree 3.— Vowel e'
J

. The English short e, so-called, as in get,

eg& r^- We do nut : i the shortest French
e, o-tte, trompette, nor in the German, as denn. Bett, &c.;—denn

is nut last the Kn-1 vi </< ;. nor i< t~ m the sam.j .\ith .vex.

Degree ±.— Vowel e\ To this I am disposed to assign the

French .'. as in trie, h-te. In Knefish. t te long a may be some-

time, di iwled oil . tins form,

the short e, as iii self, ten, for example; but in each case it is a

VIII. The e Vowels.—The passage reaches well on to the

forward part of the hard-palate and the tongue.
Degree h— Vowel i\ The close e and ai of the French, as

irai The sound may sometimes be given

to the English long a, but such is not the" usual pronunciation.

Degree 2.— Vowel e". The French "open acute" e and ai, as

eette, ciel, oirner, maison; also heard in certain unaccented syl-

lables in English, as guinea, valley, carried, college, resist, pre-

pare, appetite, level, busy, city, and in the vulgar a final, as

Amene .. C i i. Ehz '. The vowel is somewhat difficult to dis-

. _

Degree Z.— Vowel i*. To this belongs, I think, the German
denn, Bett, &c, and the shortest French e, as trompette, &c. It

occurs, unaccented, in goodness, knowledge, trumpet, &c,—the

right sound here being not the short t, nor the regular short e,

but intermediate.
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Degree 4.-— Vowel e*

.

uld appear to be correctly described
as this vowel. Dr. T of it (Webster's Dic-
tionary, new ed., p. 163-i) as " a sound resembling that of short
i prolonged," would bring it very near to this.

IX. The t* Vowels.—The most advanced group in the scale
of palato-lingual position. The borders of the tongue are ap-

plied to the palate, not indeed clear to the tip as for the conso-
nant s, but as far forward as can be, seeing the place of articula-

tion is a vowel-tube reaching from the throat, instead of simply
a point as it is for the consonant. It is also to be observed that

the middle and back part of the tongue is raised to a position

somewhat like that for the u vowels, and with a similar, or even
greater, arching up of the soft-palate.

I give this as the precise arrangement which brings out the
sound most distinctly and most naturally. But, in all the ante-

rior groups, as before remarked, owing to the extensile structure

of the tongue, the articulation may have a determinate and
'..•triable place upou the palate, and yet reach to a vari-

able point on the tongue. Thus, in this case, the tongue may
be thrust forward, v. ita i • t ; ,

-• »
.

.*.. >
, rr d-j> reused behind

the lower teeth; the terminus of the vowel-tube falling further

back, of course.
13 The variation is the same as may occur in

the so-called dental consonants, t, ?/, d. which are properly made
with the tip of the tongue, but can be uttered by using a part

of the tongue her back.

The peculiar shape of the palatal arch, as it converges forward
and gives to the passage a rounded form, would seem to bear an

vowels of this group. If they
.v. :

'
':.....' .::.•.::''

t ;

it is done only by so si a to make a somewhat
similar eonv; nnssa.L'e.

Degree l.~ Wacd i\ Machine, field, eat, &c.
r
and the long e,

. wider.

Voicel i
u

. The long u of the French, as ruse, grwe, and long
« of the Q ;; ler. As commonly uttered, it

might, if without the labial modification, form a somewhat im-

pure ?', made such by some admixture of a consonantal y. This
vowel probably nowhere exists as developed from an original

Degree. 2.— Vowel i
3

. The so-called short i of the French, as

. vif, and of the German, as rm'r, bitten, m'cht. In
English, may be heard in vehement, vehicle, d/vine, mit/gate,

"Soreprew stum, second series, p. 134,

'-•;'
"• ;
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te.: and, in man ! rid, &C., is preferable to

he closer sound. It makes the usual vanish of "long a" in

)«me, praise, &c, the whole being commonly e
2 +e l +i'1

;
also,

he final element of ''long i," <ee (/;« + o 3 + i
3
), and of oi, oy, as

oil U,y («»'+ £»).

Fbu»rfta
'. The shorter French «, as wne, rude, ruban, per-

iaps a little more open in Imte, russe, &c. ; and the shorter

xennan u. as Glack, w/mschen, M/Vtt-T. We have in this—and

lot in the simple i
2 or i

1—the initial part of the English long

t, as union, «se, Vibe, m^te, an 1 of -y< > in j/'wth, yem, &c, and

au in be«>/.tv. Between this and the main and final element,

here is a distinct consonantal y. So that the long u is i
sl+y+

i
u

. I propound this,—with deference of course to the " Auto-

Jje.jree 3.— Vowel i 3
. The "short i" in pm, hit, give, &c. The

shortest French i may som lis, as in petite,

•/sque, Wile, and the German in bitten, ?st; but are hardly, we
Mnk, to be ranked here.

Degreed.— Vowel i*. Heard in an improper prolongation of

faulty general habit,

of emphasis; properlv, the short vowels

asis of foreadmit onlv the emphasis of force or stress, and the syllable

should be prolonged, if it all, only on the consonant. The rus-

tic New K th, &c, sometimes takes this for

the initial element.

Ilaving thus completed the analysis of the simple vowel ele-

ments, 1 will suggest an experiment by which I am willing to

abide as a (est of t/ie e ••;/. It is easy to ob-

serve, in the first place, that i
3 \it, kin) is more open "than i'

{eat, k^n); or e 3 (dl, pen) than e
l (ale, pane); and, in general,

that the so-called short are more open than the corresponding

long under the several groups,—which, indeed, has not been

:ed as a fact by orthoepists (as see Princ. of Pron.,

Notes to §§2, 8, 11, 16, '25, 31). This point being settled, if

then we articulate the series of close vowels in order from front

to rear, viz., t' (eve), <?' (airne), e» (fate), a' (thtfir, M
ooze), <,' (oak), rl«< {awe), a' (past), we

shall find the position of the organs such that, if we suppose a

wedge inserted between tongue and palate, it would enter fur-

ther and further with each successive vowel, being stopped at

each point by the front terminus of the palato-lingu.r.

We have only to use a thin rod, or even a finger, to perceive

this. Observe that,
|

there will be constant!

ition is simply carried back, and that the diffi

not one of merely open and close. The same thing may be
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done with the series of open vowels i
3

, e 3
, &c. (pin, Ger. d<?nn,

end, cat, but, willful, not, ner, Fr. bas or Eng. balm),—and the
same fact of the regress of the vowel station will be observed.
Experiments of this sort, fairly made, seem to me to furnish
complete demonstration of the leading principles on which I
insist. Further proof will appear in the sequel.

_
If, on the other hand, we try to arrange all the vowels in a

single series on any principle whatever, we find ourselves ut-

terly baffled. If we distinguish them as simply more and less

open or close, we find confusion instead of order. Nor should
these terms open and close be applied otherwise than as I have
done. It is true they might not unaptly be used to describe the
difference as the vowel station moves back toward the throat or

from it,—even as they might describe the corolla of a
flower unfolded down toward the base or only near the tip,

—

but the terms are wanted to indicate the width of the expansion,
and must therefore not be used for the depth. Neither is the
confusion escaped by setting the labials in a class by themselves,
arranged according to the extent of the labial opening: the
labials cannot be all so discriminated, if we include all in actual
use, while for the non-labials the difficulty still holds. Nor will

any other subdivision answer, which falls short of the group-
ings, or substantially such, as in the scheme here presented.

[To be continued.]

Art. XXVI.

—

On PI ! potoers, as

practised in the Army Medical Mtts\ \nn ; I y J. J. "Woodward,
M.D., Asst. Surgeon and Brevet Major 17. S. Army, in charge
of the Eecord and Pension Division Surgeon General's Office,

and of the Medical Section Army Medical Museum.

Photography had but just begun to attract attention when
the attempt was made by Donne to reproduce microscopic objects
by the Daguerrean process ; and although the results of these ex-

periments . ttorp, they promised enough to lead
to further efforts in this direction, renewed with each step in the
gradual improvement of the photographic art. These exertions
were crowned by a continual progress, which did not however
keep pace with the development of other branches of photogra-
phy, though it must be admitted that in the hands of the more
modern experimenters, and especially of Prof. Gerlach of Erlan-
gen, Jos. Albert of Munich and Dr. R. L. Maddox of Southamp-
ton, the success has been such as to guarantee a wide field of
usefulness for this method of representation.

In America, the chief experimenters have been Prof. 0. N.
Rood of Columbia College and Mr. Lewis M. Rutherfurd of New
Am. Jouk. Sci.—Second Series, Vol. XLII, No. 125.—Sept, 1866.

25
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York. Besides these, mention must be made of the paper of Dr.

John Dean of Boston on the Spinal Cord, which is illustrated by-

photomicrographs reproduced by photolithography. The work
of Dr. Dean however was done with magnifying powers not ex-

ceeding ten or twelve diameters, while both Professor Eood and
Mr. Rutherfurd have experimented with very high powers.

Prof. Rood published a very interesting account of his process

in this Journal in 1861. ' Omitting details, it appears from this

paper that in his operations, he used direct sunlight for illumina-

tion, and employed ordinary achromatic objectives with or without

eye-pieces. The difference between the visual and chemical foci

he endeavored to overcome by an alteration of the fine adjustment

dth powers as high as the jth objective, which gave with

five feet distance 460 diameters, with about three feet distance

and the long eye-piece 1300 diameters. The pictures thus ob-

tained compared favorably with any which have been t

achromatic objectives. In May, I
Rutherford,

of New York, published a paper on Astronomical Photography,'
which contained the following suggestive passages. "The im-

age of a star at the focus of a perfectly corrected objective would
be a point, the apex of all conceivable cones having the object

glass or parts of it as the bases. This point falling upon a prism

would be converted in a line, red at one end and violet at the

other, with the intermediate colors in their proper pldfees. Ef,

however, the different colored rays are not all brought to the

same focus, the spectrum will no longer be a line, but in the un-

corrected colors will- be expanded to a brush the width of which

will be the diameter of the cone where intercepted by the prism.

It will thus be seen that a simple glance at a star spe

indicate at once what parts of the spectrum are bounded by paral-

lel lines and consequently converged to one focal point, and what

parts do not conform to this condition, and also the amount of di-

vergence. On applying this test I found that an objective of flint

and crown in which the visual was united with the photographic

focus, (in other words, where the instrument could be focalized

on a plate of ground glass by the eye, as in ordinary cameras,

and in the heliographs constructed by Dalmayer for the Kew
observatory and for the Russian government,) is a mere com-

promise to convenience in which both visual and actinic qual-

ities are sacrificed.
"

1 On tbe practical application of Photography to the microscope ; by Prof. 0. tf

.

Rood ; vol. xxxii, p. 186.
F

ttioo of microscopic objects by artificial ilium
•:•.

.

-

* Astronomical Photograph-. thig Journal, xxxi
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" In order to bring the actinic portion of the spectrum between
rders, i. e., to one focus, it is necessary that a given

crown lens should be combined with a flint which will pro-
duce a combined focal length about one-tenth shorter tha

be required to satisfy the conditions of achromatism for the eye,
and in this condition the objective is entirely worthless for vis-

ion." With a telescopic objective constructed on this principle,

Mr. Rutherfurd obtained telescopic photographs of Bach
tory quality that he concludes his paper as follows:

" The success of this telescopic objective has encouraged me
to hope that an almost equal improvement may be made for

photography in the microscope, which instrument is more favor-

ably situated for definition than the telescope, since it is inde-

pendent of atmospheric conditions. Its achromatic status is

easily examined by the spectroscope, using as a star the solar

image reflected from a minute globule of mercury. Mr. Wales
is now constructing for me a one-tenth objective, which, upon
his new plan, is to be provided with a tube so arranged as to ad-

mit the removal of the rear combination, and in place of the one
' used, one is to be substituted at will which shall

nber of

, full of promise, though his other pursuits prevented
him from following out the new plan to its ultimate results.

Such was the condition of
;

I America
> this method of ill

; of the histological studies

-vhich have been made by me or under my
direction for the Official Medical History of the War of the Re-

bellion.

I at once visited Mr. Rutherfurd, whose paper had attracted

my attention, and I received from him many important sugges-

tions which I desire to acknowledge in the fullest manner.
Among tbf mention the plan of constructing

the objective above" indicated, the use of the arnmonio-sulphate
of copper, and the suggestion of substituting a properly con-

structed concave for the eye-piece.

In developing these suggestions the actual manipulations were
: I ward Curtis, U.S.A.,

of the Army M< [ j Mm- ;i „ :m I
'

> - ;
' - -•. : ' a , 1 ::me-

nuity I am indebted for the successful issue of the experiments
• e undertaken. The results attained have been mostsat-

'•. :_...-. .',..
done in this direction. This is also the opinion of Dr. Mad lex,

whose judgment is of the greater value as he is one of the most
successful laborers in this direction in Europe.
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The principles involved in obtaining successful photographs
with the microscope are the following:

1. To use objectives so corrected as to bring the actinic ray-

to a focus.

2. To illuminate by direct sunlight passed through a solution

of ammonio-sulphate of copper, which excludes practically all

i properly constructed achr<

but the actinic extremity of the spectrum.

3. Where it is desired to increase the power of any objectiv

tead of i

4. To focus on plate glass with a focusing glass, instead of

ground glass.

5. With high powers to use a heliostat to preserve steady

6. Where an object exhibits interference phenomena when
illuminated with parallel rays, as is the case with certain diatoms

and many of the soft tissues, to produce a proper diffusion of

the rays by interposition of one or more plates of ground glass

in the illuminating pencil.

Strict adherence to these principles is indispensable to success.

In the Museum they have been carried out by the following

details

:

A camera is not used, a dark room being found most con-

venient. The operating room has two windows, through one of
' is admitted to permit the move-

ments of the operator. The lower part of the other window is

occupied by a shutter about fourteen inches high on which the

blackened sash shuts down light-tight. In this shutter is a

round hole an inch and a half in diameter, from the inner side of

which a brass tube of the same diameter projects into the room.

On the outer side of the hole is a rod about twelve inches long, on

the extremity of which the microscope mirror is duly centered.

Two steel rods attached by hooks to the mirror and passed

through the shutter permit its position to be adjusted by a per-

son standing inside of the room, without opening the window.

A Silbermann's heliostat standing on a shelf just outside of the

window throws the su the mirror. Within
the room a frame of walnut, ten feet long, is placed on a firm

table perpendicular to the window. The microscope stands on

the end of this frame next the window, its mirror is removed,

being repla The microscope is

placed in a | abe carrying the dia-

phragm or the achrom to the tube projecting

bich the sun's light reflected from

the mirror outside is admitted. A black velvet hood covers the

parts about the stage and objective of the microscope, and thus

prevents the leakage of light into the room.
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The plate holder is movable backward and forward on the
walnut frame on which the microscope stands, its maximum dis-

tance from the stage of the microscope being nearly nine feet.

To permit ready focusing at distances greater than the length
of the arm, a wooden rod fths of an inch in

ble of easy rotation runs the whole length of the right side of the
frame. The milled head of the fine adj ustment of the microscope
is grooved, and a small grooved wheel in the end of the rod
permits the two to be connected with a band. The operator

standing at any part of the frame can therefore manipulate the

fine adjustment by simply turning the wooden rod in his fingers.

The arrangements of light, position of object, coarse adjust-

ment, &c, are made by the operator, who stands by the micro-

scope, which has a suitable eye-piece adjusted, and observes the

object in the usual way ; afterwards, removing the eye-piece

and going to the plate holder, the final focusing is made by
means of the wooden rod, the image being viewed with a focus-

ing glass on a piece of plate glass held in the same frame which

The cell containing the ammonio-sulphate of copper hangs
outside the shutter over the hole by which light is admitted.

temporary removal of the ammonio-sulphate cell. The chei

processes'employed are well known to all photographers. With
the above apparatus, it has been found that the best defined

pictures are obtained when the distance employed with any ob-

jective does not exceed three or four feet.

The achromatic concave used as a substitute for the eye-piece

is a combination of somewhat more than half an inch transverse

diameter, and about 28° angle, constructed, like the objective,

to focus the chemical rays. It increases the magnifying powers
of the object times. It has been found to per-

form well with both the £th and T
4„th.

In photographing the soft tissues or other objects in which
- produces interference lines, the

ground glass is to be placed between the mirror and condenser.

Uf course, there is considerable diminution of light, but this can
be overcome, for the higher powers, by condensing the sun's

light on the ground glass by a bulls-eye or other similar contriv-

ance. If the interference lines as seen by the eye do not dis-

appear with one thickness of ground glass, two or more may
be used.

The most powerful objective with which photographs have
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been taken in the Army Medical Museum is a TVtb, manufac-

tured recently for the Museum by Messrs. Powell and Lealand of

London. The subject selected for the experiment was Pkuro-
sigma angulatum. With the j

1^ and three feet nine inches dis-

tance and without an eye-piece, a picture of a portion of a frus-

tule was obtained magnified 2,344 diameters. This negative

readily bore enlargement to 19,050 diameters. The field in the

picture is six inches in diameter and is remarkably sharp in the

center, but shows considerable curvature and on the edges is

quite out of focus. Further experiments with the ^h satisfied

us that a greater power could not be advantageously obtained

About the same time experiments were made with the Wales'

ith, due amplification being given by the achromatic concave.

It was intended td obtain with this the same power as with the

g\th
}
but, although the distance was reduced to 3 feet, the subse-

quent measurements showed 2,540 diameters, or about 200 diam-

eters more than were obtained with the Atb. This was the maxi-

mum performance of the -§-th and readily bore amplification to

19,050 diameters. The field thus obtained with the ith, over

seven inches in diameter, was absolutely flat. I send you here-

with albumen prints of both sets of pictures. You will observe

that the small pictures with the ^b. are the sharpest, owing in

our opinion to somewhat better chemistry in making the nega-

tive, while, of the enlargements, that from the -Jth picture is best,

'he greater flatness of the field in the original negative.

Without going into a discussion of the comparative merits of

Powell and Lealand's TVth in this place, it is interesting to ob-

serve that these photographs confirm the opinion expressed by

Prof. Kood in this Journal4
as to the circular nature of the mark-

ings on Pleurosigma angulatum, an opinion which had previ-

ously been expressed by Mr. Wenham.
At the date of publication of Circular No. 6, Surgeon Gene-

ral's Office, both Dr. Curtis and myself believed these markings

to be hexagonal, as was stated and figured on page 148 of that

work. The greater power now obtained has corrected this opin-

ion, but it is worthy of note that in the present pictures the

markings appear hexagonal in both the small ones, if viewed

with the eye at the visual distance, while on close inspection or

with a lens they are seen to be circular. In the pictures with

19,050 diameters the circular shape of the markings is very plain,

but if viewed from a considerable distance or with a concave

lens, they appear hexagonal. I also send you herewith a photo-

graph of cartilage magnified 370 dun. f rs
?
in il istration of the

results attainable in the photography of the soft tissues. This

4 On the evi rraphy as to the nature of the markings oa

the Pleurosigma angulatum; by Prof. O. N. Rood, this Journal, vol. xxxii, p 885.
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picture shows capsules, corpuscles and nuclei with the utmost
sharpness.

In short, it is our opinion that henceforward photography is

sable to the proper representation of

and is, as practised in the Army Medical Museum, even in its

present condition, adequate to the satisfactory representation of
lot depend for their value on

dium candidum; by Asa Gray.

Mr. J. A. Paine, Jr., of New York, who two years ago de-

tected an interesting monstrosity of Pogonia ophioglassoides, has
now brought to me, preserved in spirit, a monstrous blossom of
Cypripedium candidum, which demands a record.

The plant bears two flowers: the axillary one is normal; the
terminal one exhibits the following peculiarities. The lower
part of the bract forms a sheath which encloses the ovary. The
labellum is wanting; and there are two sterile stamens, the su-

pernumerary one being opposite the other, i. e., on the side of
the style where the labellum belongs. Accordingly the first im-
pression would be that the labellum is here transformed into a
sterile stamen. The latter, however, agrees with the normal
sterile stamen in its insertion as well as in shape, being equally

adnate to the base of the style. Moreover the anteposed sepal

is exactly like the other, has a good midrib and an entire point.

As the two sterile stamens are anteposed to the two sepals, so

are the two the two petals, and the latter are

adnate to the style a little higher than the former. The style

is longer than usual, is straight and erect; the broad, disciform

stigma therefore faces upwards ; it is oval and symmetrical, and
a light groove across its middle shows it to be dimerous. The
placentas, accordingly, are only two. The groove on the stigma
and the placentas are in line with the fertile stamens.

Here, therefore, is a symmetrical and complete, regular, but
dimerous orchideous flower, the first verticil of stamens not an-

theriferous, the second antheriferous, the carpels alternate with
these ; and here we have clear (and perhaps the first direct) de-

monstration that the orchideous type of flower has two stamineal

verticils, as Brown always insisted.



Contributions from the Sheffield Laboratory.

Thomas, Ph.B.

The mineral spring, the water of which is the subject of this

notice, is situated in the town of Barton, Tioga Co., New York,
about seven miles northeast of the village of "Waverly, near

what is called Talmadge Hill. It is one of two sulphur springs

that have been observed in that county. The other, resembling

it in character, is about twenty miles north, near the village of

Spencer ; both have been noticed in the State geological reports,

and have been in repute for many years among the inb,

that region on account of certain remedial properties which their

waters are supposed to possess.

This spring rises from rocks of the Devonian age—the blue ar-

gillaceous shale and sandstone of the Chemung group—of which

many outcroppings may be seen in the immediate neighborhood
of the spring. These rocks, according to examinations made in

this Laboratory, consist principally of silicate of alumina, but

also contain sulphuric acid, lime and magnesia in considerable

quantities, some potash, soda and iron, as well as chlorine,

organic matter, and a trace of manganese. They turn black upon
heating before the blowpipe, but no effervescence is observed

on treating them, in the pulverized state, with acids. The wa-

ter partakes considerably in its mineral character of the proper-

ties of the rocks at the surface, but contains a very small amount
of sulphates, while a large percentage of its mineral constituents

are carbonates. The mean of two corresponding determinations

of sulphuric acid made on the water as soon as received at the

laboratory, gave 0'116 grain per gallon, while other estimations,

made from water which had remained sealed in bottles for some
weeks, gave a slightly larger amount, which resulted from oxyda-

tion of sulphur.

As the rocks in which, the spring rises contain traces of man-
ganese, that substance would probably be found in the water,

were a large amount concentrated. None was however detected

in the quantity of water at disposal.

The sulphur and sulphuretted hydrogen in the water may be

due to the reduction of sulphates by organic matter and thesub-

quent liberation of sulphuretted hydrogen by free carbonic acid.

The comparatively small amount of sulphates in the water

the presence of organic matter in the rocks, the temperature of

the water, which is quite low, would be in support of this view

;

as well as the fact that none of the surface rocks appear to con-

tain sulphids—quite a large excavation having been made ia

the immediate vicinity without revealing any pyrites.
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A few feet from this spring there rises another, apparently
from the same formation, but containing no sulphur. The bot-

tom and sides of the spring are covered with a jeUowish-wbita
coating of separated sulphur ; bubbles of gas rise at frequent
intervals, and on reaching the surface burst, emitting the odor
of sulphuretted hydrogen.
The substances contained in the water are potash, soda, am-

monia, lime, magnesia, iron, alumina, carbonic acid, chlorine,

sulphuric acid, sulphydric acid, silicic acid, organic matter, and

Potash,

Soda, -

Ammonia (NH
4

Magnesia,

Oxyd of iron and i

Sulphuric acid,

Organic matter,

Sulphur,

Total,

These substances may be <

Chlorid of sodium,
" potassium,

Sulphate of li

Oxyd of iron

0-070 grains per gallon.

0-946

12-992

ined in the following ma
2-045 grains per galloi

s iron and alumina are given as they were present in the

(50° F. In the water fresh from the spring they

r to be in solution as organic salts. The amount of CO a

nbined in the above statement is almost precisely sufficient

ivert the carbonates of lime and mag

p

6 grains per gallon being necessary for the c

. KUl,
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the alkaline earths present into bicarbonates ). The sulphur ex-

ists partly as sulphuretted hydrogen, and partly as alkaline sul-

phid. The results on carbonic acid and sulphur are too low-

since the gases were not examined at the spring. The total

amount of sulphur was determined by oxydizing to sulphuric

acid with aid of chlorine gas. From the total amount of sul-

phur, that amount corresponding to the sulphuric acid found

by analysis was deducted and the remainder set down as sul-

phur. The carbonic acid was determined by adding weighed

amounts of the water to chlorid of calcium that had been freed

previously from carbonic acid.

The ammonia was determined by Boussingault's method. In

general, the methods given in Fresenius's quantitative analysis

were followed in the several determinations.

Art. XXIX.—On the Nature of the Action of Light upon Iodid

of Silver; by M. Carey Lea, Philadelphia.
1

Much difference of opinion has long existed in respect to the

explanation of certain phenomena of photographic action. In
the vast majority of cases the action of light is a reducing one.

Salts of irou, of uranium, and of other metals are reduced from

a higher to a lower stage of oxydation, and the same is the case

with the combinations of certain metallic acids, such as bichro-

mates and tungstates. These phenomena present no difficulty.

It is only when we come to the silver haloids that obscurity

It is generally held, and there seems no reason to doubt it,

that chlorid and bromid of silver undergo reduction when ex-

posed to light. I shall therefore pass over these compounds,
and discuss only the action of light upon the iodid.

In respect to this, two opposite opinions have divided those

chemists who have seriously occupied themselves with the sub-

ject. Some believe the action of light on the iodid to be purely

physical, others hold it to be connected with an absolute chemi-

cal change; some aga lemical change to be a

reduction to a sub-iodid, others to metallic silver.

There can be no doubt that when iodid of silver is exposed
to light in the presence of free nitrate of silver, it undergoes re-

duction. An examination of this reduced substance showed that

ith nitric acid, a solu-

tion of nitrate of silver was obtained, with a product of yellow
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iodid of silver. If the iodid of silver, after exposure to light
m the presence of free nitrate, is carefully washed, the free ni-

trate is thereby removed. Digestion with hyposulphite of soda
removes all neutral iodid present, and the residue consists
wholly of that portion of the iodid that has been altered by
the light. If this altered substance were metallic silver, it would
of course dissolve wholly in nitric acid. But as just said, this

it does not do, but leaves behind yellow iodid of silver perfectly
soluble in hyposulphite of soda. It is clear, therefore, ;

of silver is reduced by the action of light, when free nitrate of
silver is present, to sub-iodid. This sub-iodid is converted by

i into nitrate of silver and iodid of silver. And I have
found the same to be the case when tannic acid is substituted
for free nitrate of silver, though the action is greatly slower : as
in the former case a sub-iodid is formed.
There is a question, however, far more difficult than these, to

answer, and it is this : Does reduction of some sort .invariably

accompany the action of light upon iodid of silver? Is, or is

Before proceeding to investigate that question, another pre-

sents itself, demanding solution. It had been long held as an
indisputable fact, which none had attempted to controvert, that

perfectly pure iodid of silver was insensitive to light, and that

sensitiveness only appeared when free nitrate of silver, tannic
acid, or other "sensitizer" was present.

m

I soon satisfied myself that this asserted fact (for the explana-
tion of which long discussions had taken place) had no exist-

ence whatever, and that pure iodid of silver was always sensi-

tive to light. The long series of experiments, made with the

most careful and mu. and varied in many
different ways, need scarcely be detailed here, except to say that

I finally adopted, as most free from opening for cavil, the method
of producing specular films of pure metallic silver on plates of
glass : these were thoroughly iodized by very prolonged expo-
sure to solutions of iodine, then thoroughly washed, and on
these, invisible impressions made by light were developed with-
out difficulty. The demonstration was so convincing that I have
had the pleasure of seeing those who were the most earnest sup-

porters of the old view, abandon it entirely.

I return then to the main question, which i3 : Does chemical

decomposition necessarily accompany the production of an im-

pression upon iodid of silver? In my opinion it does not I
bold that : 1. When perfectly pure iodid of silver, isolated, is

exposed to light, it receives a physical impression only. 2. But
that when certain other substances, for example, nitrate of sil-

ver, tannic acid, and perhaps many others, are present, then a
chemical action, a reduction, does, or may, take place.
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The second of these propositions is generally admitted ; the

first, on the contrary, is much contested. I shall therefore

briefly state the results of the several series of invesl

ti to arrive at a clearer view of t :•• priii :iples involved.

When pure iodid of silver, isolated, is exposed to light for a

very brief period, an invisible, or latent image is produced, which

by the action of a solution just ready to precipitate metallic

silver, becomes evident.

If the action of light in producing an invisible image upon
pure iodid of silver isolated be a chemical one, it is not possible

that it should be destroyed except by chemical means.

A piece of glass supporting a film of pure iodid of silver iso-

lated from all other substances was exposed for many hours to

a strong sunlight. It was then placed in a dark closet for

thirty-six hours, at the end of which time it was placed under a

negative and exposed to light for two seconds. On pouring a

developer over it, a clear bright picture instantly appeared.

Thus the action of the sun for many hours had produced an

impression which c

Now if the actio:

did this sub-iodid recover its lost proportion of iodii

fact that the iodid was much more powerfully affected by a re-

cent exposure of two seconds than by one which thou

.

six hours old, was many thousand times as long, and in light

much more intense, seems fatal to the chemical theory. That

theory holds that the production of a latent image is accompa-

nied by a reduction. The plate ther should

under "the action of the developer have received a deposit all over,

or else must have recovered its iodine. The latter case is not

supposable, the other alternative did not take place, therefore the

action of light could not have been chemical.
3

In some cases, the action of light upon perfectly pure iodid

of silver, isolated from all other bodies, may produce a visible

case of the iron and like rihret wb *

developments—the uh by no decomposition
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image. This very remarkable fact, a description of which I
published early in June last, and which has been since verified

by other observers,
1 might seem to be inimical to tfo

theory. A careful study proved the contrary. Pure iodid of
silver, still moist, in considerable quantity, freshly precipitated
and washed, was placed in a porcelain basin and exposed to sun-
light. It instantly showed the slight darkening above referred
to, but even after the action of the light and direct sunlight was

I for several hours, no reduced silver could be detected.

The iodid after exposure was treated with dilute nitric acid,

which restored the iodid to its bright yellow color. Now had
this been effected by the action of the acid upon any snb-iodid

the action of light, then some portion of silver should
have dissolved in the nitric acid. None however could be de-

tected in it. It appears therefore that the effect of light upon
pure iodid of silver, isolated from all bodies that can a

action, is not a chemical one, whether its effect be visible or in-

itl that even when the action of light is prolonged to

many thousand times the period sufficient for the production of
a developable image, still no chemical alteration can be detected
in the exposed iodid.

In addition to the foregoing, which are direct arguments, is

to be placed the following indirect.

Believing that the action of light upon isolated pure iodid of
silver is purely physical or molecular, it occurred to me to try

whether another form of physical i viz. simpl mechanical

pressure, could not be made to afford a basis for development.
These experiments resulted in the formation of those curious

effects which may be called pressure images. If a sensitive

plate, ready for the camera, be pressed upon in any way, with-

out removal from the dark room, and then be exposed to the

action of a developing solution, all the parts so pressed upon
will receive a heavier deposit of silver than the rest. This fact

If, for example, a piece of wood with lettering or figures cut

'it of it in open work be pressed forcibly on the sensitive film

>r a few seconds, and the plate then be developed the image of
ie lettering or open work will come out distinctly.

So if an embossed card be used, the embossed work will ap-

sar upon the film as soon as the developer has produced a de-

3sit. The experiment may be varied in many ways : the ma-
•rial, so long as it is one which does not act chemically upon
Iver solutions, is unimportant: all that is required is a differ-
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Chemists are very familiar with the fact that in cases of slow

precipitation, the precipitate tends to follow the path which the

glass rod used to stir the solution, has travelled over. The anal-

ogy which this and the development of a latent image present

cannot be missed, and they are brought closer still by the pres-

sure images just described. In all cases a molecular alteration

takes place, and the molecules thus altered seem to have their

attraction for exterior objects increased, and for each other and

the surrounding homologous particles diminished.

This has been beautifully illustrated by some experiments

lately published. A steel burnisher being drawn firmly over a

plate of glass, yet so as not to scratch it or abrade the surface,

the glass on examination by polarized light showed its structure

altered by a line of color where the burnisher passed. This

molecular effect slowly diminishes, and in a few days the parti-

cles return to their wonted state.

The foregoing experiment beautifully illustrates the changes

of molecular condition which bodies are capable of undergoing.

I have just remarked, that by drawing a blunt glass rod over the

inside of a glass vessel, the parts so treated attract to themselves

the particles of falling precipitates in a very striking manner.

Often if a glass beaker containing a solution has been much
stirred before a precipitate takes place, that precij trite will

search out and develop, so to speak, all the invisible lines which

were the path of the glass rod. This development of these in-

visible lines has a very striking analogy with the development

of a latent photographic image, and the experiment just cited,

reveals by polarized light a change of structure in those paths

over which the body has been drawn. In the course of hours

or days, this molecular change gradually passes away, and the

body recovers its original condition, just as I have shown that

when as in the case of pure iodid of silver, isolated, no reduction

takes place, the effect of light gradually passes off, leaving the

iodid free to receive a new impression.
It seems almost superfluous to say that what is here stated of

the development of pressure images is not given by way of ex-

planation, but as illustration and confirmation of the general

view expressed.

Before concluding, a few words seem required as to what ex-

planation is to be given to the ordinary process of Negative

Photography.
In the foregoing I have reasoned on the action of light upon

pure iodid of silver isolated. In the camera, light is made to

act upon iodid of silver in a very different condition. It is in

contact with nitrate of silver and with organic matter, and here

bromid of silver is present.
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I think it is evident from what has been already said, that in
this case several images are formed, superposed as it were, on each
other,—First, a physical image upon the iodid of silver. Sec-
ondly, if the exposure be sufficient, an image formed of sub-iodid
of silver produced by the action of light upon the iodid and ni-

trate. Thirdly, there may be an image formed by the action of
light upon the silver or its iodid in connection with the organic
matter of the film (collodion or albumen). And, fourthly, if

bromid or chlorid be present in the film, these may undergo
reduction.

The separate nature of these images, or some of them, which
may exist in the same film, interpenetrating each other, may be
shown by the following experiment.

If an ordinary bromo-iodized collodion plate be exposed in the
camera for the ordinary time and then be thrown into a dilute

solution of acid peruitrate of mercury, the whole of the iodid and
bromid will be dissolved, leaving a film just as clear and transpa-

rent as the glass on which it rests. Let now this be well washed,
and then a developer of silver and reducing agent be applied in

the ordinary way. An image will at once start out, which by
care and redevelopment may be brought up to any strength de-

sired. Now the acid nitrate of mercury has the property of
quickly dissolving not only iodid and bromid of silver, but also

sub-iodid and metallic silver. Consequently whatever basis was
afforded by the first, second, and fourth sources as above enu-

merated, was completely removed. Nothing remained but the

third, and it is not improbable that in some of the "dry pro-

cesses " this third source is the principal basis of the picture,

though evidently only a subsidiary one, in the ordinary " wet

Another form of this experiment consists in developing the

picture before immersing it in the solution of acid nitrate, and
then in leaving it but a short time in that solution, so that only
the visible picture shall be removed, and the film of iodid and
bromid be left.

Here all basis for development depending upon reduction is

removed, and the production of the picture must depend wholly
upon the first and third of the foregoing causes to the exclusion

of the second and fourth.

Without having extended my observations to the Daguerreo-

type, I may remark that this process must be ranked along with
those in which there is a reducing substance present, and there-

fore reduction may take place. The metallic back of the da-

guerreotype plate stands in the same relation to the iodid that

tannin and other so-called sensitizers do. It seems probable
therefore that in the case of the daguerreotype, there may be
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sub-iodid of silver produced, and this seems to correspond with

Hunt's results, and those of other experimenters since his time.

In fact I have succeeded in showing the analogy between
these processes by a new experiment which seems to establish it

in a very striking manner. I impressed a wet collodion plate

in the camera and then treated it with a pyrogallic solution in

which proto-nitrate of mercury was substituted for nitrate of

silver. The reducing tendency of the pyrogallic acid predis-

poses the mercury to precipitate, just as it does the silver, and

this precipitate is attracted to the modified iodid, precisely as

the precipitation of silver. The result is the development of a

picture on iodid of silver by mercury in the ivet way: this is pre-

cisely the intermediate stage between the ordinary collodion

process in which a plate is developed by silver in the wet way,

and the daguerreotype in which it is developed by mercury in

the dry way.
This experiment, though affording no direct proof that the

ordinary impression of light is a physical one, still tends to con-

firm that view. For if the chemical theory be true, it is a re-

duced image that attracts the precipitate of silver, and such an

image would not be likely to attract a foreign metal. But if we
conceive the phenomenon to be altogether a physical one, the

m which it

falls, imposes no more difficulty than the dissimilarity of the

nature of the glass from that of the precipitat

to those parts of the glass which have been pressed by the rod

in stirring.

In fact it may be truly said that whenever one body is pressed

against another, the particles of the body pressed against tend

to have their attraction for each other diminished, and their at-

I have endeavored in this brief review of a subject replete

with dime., : action of light upon pure iodid

of silver isolated cannot be a chemical reduction

:

1st. Because that effect, even when carried many hundred

thousand times further than in the ordinary photographic pro-

cesses, perfectly disappears in a few hours, spontaneously, under

ancea which render it impossible to suppose that iodine

could have been restored to replace that which (had reduction

taken place) must have been disengaged.
2d. Because, even where the action of light is proloo -

hundred thousand fold the ordinary time, no reduced silver nor

sub-iodid can be detected as present.
3d. I have shown that another metal, mercury, is capable of

developing these images as well as silver.
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4th. I have endeavored to show that a purely physical cause,
to wit, mechanical pressure, is capable of producing a develop-
able impression, thereby answering the objection of the inade-
quacy of a physical influence to create a basis of development.
And finally, I may remark that although the chemical theory

is supported by some distinguished chemists of the present day,
I am not aware that there is a single well verified experiment
which can be brought forward in support of that view. Had
there been, I should have submitted it to a most careful study,
my object being to arrive at the truth, not to support a theory.
In the absence of such, I have been necessarily obliged here to

confine myself to the affirmative side of the question, in support
of the existence of a physical image, dis

'

I cannot conclude these remarks without expressing my
thanks for the kind assistance given me by my friend Mr.
Thomas P. Shepard of Providence, Rhode Island.

Philadelphia, July 10, 1866.

The work by Mr. Vose on Orographic Geology, briefly no-

ticed in our last number, 2
closes its general review of the differ-

ent hypotheses with regard to the origin of the earth's features,

with a brief statement of "conclusions." Among these conclu-

sions are the following : that the deposition and subsidence of

large accumulations of sediment produce the folding and com-
pression of strata ; that the alteration or metamorphism of sedi-

ments has ft compression, "this force being

resolvable Bit give rise to phenomena which
seem to be due to heat and to chemical action;" and that "it is

better philosophy" to attribute the results of metamorphism to

this cause "than to a supposed central mass of fluid, gaseous

emanations, and the like, that we know nothing about, which
seem opposed by imi I we know,
should act generally and not locally ; and especially not in the

regions of great accumulation which from their very thickness

would seem to be most removed from any source of heat beneath
the earth's crust." (p. 133.)

ad series, the writer's Expl. Exp. Geological Report, and

1 Page l23,of°thif
7
volume.

Am. Jock. Sci.—Second Sebies, Vol. XLII, No. 125.—Sept., 1866.
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In thus holding that the " plication of strata has resulted from

the subsiding of large masses of sediment" (p. 134), the author

follows Professor James Hall, an abstract of whose views, with

some criticisms, he gives on pages 47 to 55. The adoption of

this hypothesis by an author treating professedly of g<

- prompts to an early consideration of its merits; and I

propose to state in this place some of the objections that have

to me. These objections are in part alluded to by Mr.

Vose, yet without allow weight.
3 The method

also of metamorphism differs but little from that of Prof. Hall.

As Mr. Hall's views have not been explained in this Journal,

I here cite a few paragraphs from the convenient abstract of

them given by Mr. Vose, with others from the full exposition

of the subject by Mr. Hall in the Introduction to the third vol-

ume of his Paleontology of New York.

"When large masses of sediment are spread along a sea-bottom, as

long the line of the Apf feet will be a

_ ; the earth's crust beneath, and a gradual subsidence. We

for we cannot suppose that the sea waa j the thickness

of these beds: indeed, the ripple-marks, the marine plants, &c, prove

that the sea in which these deposits were successively made was always

shallow. The accumulation could thus only have been made by a grad-

[enee of the ocean-bed. The greatest depression would be

along the line of the greatest accumulation ; and, in the direction of the

thinning margin, the settling would be less. By this process, as the

lower side became gradually curved, rents and fractures upon that side

would occur, while the compressed upper surface would bo wrinkled and

folded. The sinking down of the mass produces a great syi

and within this, whether on a large or a small scale, will be numerous

smaller sjnclii ixes. And the same is true of every

synclinal axis: it will contain still smaller synclinals, or, if the

not sharp enough to actually make the smaller folds, the tendency will

still be to produce the various phenomena of con:

That the subsidence was periodical, we have the best evidence in the un-

eonformability of certain beds ; showing that the lower one was bent and

disturbed before the deposition of the upper one. This by:

the mountain elevations in disturbed regions bear in &•»
much less proportion to the thickness of the formations, than

the hills in undisturbed regions do to the thickness of their beds. The

gr< it weight of the thicher beds has caused them to subside so much,

- r part of their depth is now below the level of the sea.

Vose, pp. 48, 49.

"The direction of the waves formed by the settling . toy wid "
will be parallel to the great synclinal axis; a facl

•
".

the evidences of 1 arrents, and thus the c

determined! the production <
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nselves. At no \

'

r.
; Mr. II .l

1

. 1

J

v,«.. ti '

\ M 1 II- ! 1 I ,1 ' n . '
, J,

'<" .'.<_> Ulllll, <. ;;!. '['!),. ];, rJvV yU-Uli-

3 their greater height to a series <.f later deposits than those

: -. the *A
1 it M us * tins ale cuv. n I with a

lation than that which covers the Green Mountains; the Alps
r than the Jura; and, generally, if it is the original deposition

:-

' : ',': '
.

i
.

''
.

v.hei. a;.p, us that this folding or plication

the other hand, as I think

If the fundamenl

lain, in its component parts, and in its mode of a

'lie-r mountain ranges/' I
' th i'uiio

Ipa are of Paleozoic age, and the sequence has I

ith some interruptions, to the end of the Jurassic period or later,

> wonder that ti. I i, out

:

'less as much of
• ove it. This view we find ap-

-t ho a necessary condition of

Vol. HI, Introduction.

"We must look to some other agency than heat for the production of

he phenomena [of metamorphism] ; and it seems that the prime cause

uusr. bave existed 'he entire change
8 due to motion, or --are, aided by a moderate in-

n-ease of temperature" produced by the sinking of the thickened mass to

i level where the surrounding temperature was higher.

—

Ibid., p. 1*1.

The hypothesis then is that the thickening of the deposits

ilong the Appalachian region to 40,000 feet, more or less, which
;vent on through the Paleozoic ages (and which was due mainly,

ts Mr. Hall holds, to material distributed by the northeastern

)ceanic current, now the cold Labrador current) ultimated in a
mbsidence of 40,000 feet, and in flexures, plications, fractures,

netamorphism, trap dikes, and mountains ; and that the same
general principle was exemplified in the origin of the Kocky
nountains and Andes, the Alps and Himalayas, and all other

A. The fact of a subsidence in the Appalachian region ac-

»mpanying the accumulation of the deposits is established by
hallow-water markings in most of the successive strata, from
he bottom to the top of the Paleozoic, as stated by Professor
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Hall. And it must be admitted, farther, that in other regions

of the globe subsidence has, in most cases, attended

ions. We do not question this postulate of Mr. Hall's.

The Carboniferous formation of Nova Scotia is a case of the

kind where the evidence is clear; for although 16,000 feet thick,

it bears throughout proofs of its origin near the ocean's level,

in dirt beds, coal seams, estuary deposits, and the like.
4 The

16,000 feet of thickness prove, therefore, 16,000 feet, approxi-

mately, of grad subsidence.

The subsidence connected with the formation of the succes-

sive thick deposits of sediments in the Appalachian region v. -is,

then, a foot-per-foot movement; that is, taking into view the

grand result through the Paleozoic, there was a foot of sinking

for a foot of accumulation. The sinking may have gone on

paroxysmally, or with intervals of quiet, and of reversed oscilla-

tion, and unquestionably did so; and still it was, as a whole, for

the long series of periods and ages, a foot-per-foot movement,

—

the whole amount of subsidence being gradually accomplished,

and equalling at least the mean thickness of the deposits.

Now such easy sinking from mere gravity would require

—

(1) A very yielding crust; and, therefore, a very thin one; with

(2) A perfectly mobile liquid beneath it. In fact, this fbot-

per-foot movement would demand that

(3) There should be no impediment, either in the crust, or in

the density of the fluid below, to subsidence from added Weight,

and, at the most, only temporary checks to the movement.
Considering, then, the nature of rock, the laws of r sistarav,

the form of the earth, the dependence of sinking in a floating

furthei

so that the v. nee < >f the tu > > :
wnat

should be the thickness of the earth's rocky crust, and what its

density, in order that it should be thus sensitive to the touch of

sediments? Could there be the foot-per-foot movement under

any degree of thinness? Surely the 800 miles of the mathemar
: be solid interior of some theorists,

would give it no chance. And would a thickness of twenty
miles, or of ten, or of five, allow of this no-resistance move-
ment? The idea is obviously opposed to the very nature of the

earth and its forces.

But suppose this subsidence through gravity to take place.

If would o easiun (1) some lateral pressure in
'

aid react upon the crust around, tending to produce

displacements where the crust was thinnest and weakest: and

(2) pressure upon the
'

a of the glol e, wh i b

would be i iner surface of the shell.
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The effects would, hence, be widely distributed, and be but
feebly appreciable in any region, as will be seen on plotting to the
scale of nature. A small part only of the action would tend to
cause displacements over the region of tbe th

strengthened) sinking crust. Flexures on the scale of magnitude
and number presented in the Appalachian region, grouped, as

they are, most thickly over its middle and to the eastward, and
fading out westward where the crust has not one-fourth as great a
'i v i s of sediments, are opposed to the fundamental principle

appealed to in the hypothesis.

We observe, further, that the Iarg. r part, at least, of the bold
flexing of the Appalachian rocks n ...k pi to v. rd, or at, the
close of the Carboniferous age, after the Paleozoic deposits of
Pennsylvania had been laid down; while, on the contrary, it

should have very largely attended its progress, if sinking were
the cause, since seven-eighths of this sinking had taken place
before the era of the Coal-measures. Moreover, the metamorpk-
ism and the making of the mountains were mainly involved in

the grand final result, and were a part of it.

We may well question whether the earth, as long as its crust

ive to the weight ui \ r of gravel, would any-
where be able to hold up mountains; "for mountains have grav-
ity as well as gravel beds or other sediments. We shou
have expected, after a sinking had been going on in the Appa-

ravity, a foot for a foot

ts, that there, on that same yielding crust, the Appa-
-. .. ;

. before the vast Eocky mountain region, half the con-

breadth, was through with its sinking process; or that

should have
kept their place on the west, and the hi.-ii table lands on the

east, when the crust was so weak below that the sands washed
:••-;. -

:

'

'

to bend downward an inch for every inch of accumulation, till

some thousands of feet of sandstone and of subsidence had been
: or that the more ancient ridges of the Alps should

have been able to stand with uplifted heads while great Tertiary

basins in Switzerland, and over the regions of the present Ap-
ennines and Pyrenees, and in other parts of Europe, were so
thinly bottomed that a sinking, through the weight of gravel of
no greater specific gravity than the rocks of the Alps, was
going on by the thousands of feet ; and that these same sink-

- rins should have next become the site of mountain peaks.

B. It has been remarked above that the hypothesis of Mr.
s These Triassico Juraseic beds of the Connecticut valley have a width of 20

'!.'.;-:r,. I'n f. llal

......
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Hall necessarily presupposes an exceedingly thin crust over the

liquid interior. And yet the advocates of this hypothesis have

for the most part rejected the idea that the cause of metamorpk-
ism lies, to any great degree, in the heat of this liquid interior,

vious, that with so thin a crust as the gravity-hypothesis

metamorphi*
said of the (

pothesis, that it is a source of heat of which " we know nothing."'

A very thin shell over a sea of fire of extreme mobility is om
the essential conditions demanded by the hypothesis. Heat c

not come from compression occasioned by the slow action

gravity ; for this produces none : and how can metamorphis:

I do not now propose to present arguments in favor of the

ppeals to contraction from cooling as a cause

of change of level. Although I have been inclined to giveit

the preference to others, I freely ackumv 1

* dj > th; t it has its dif-

ficulties. I would remark only on one point which may Deed an

additional word of explanation.

All admit that the mountains of the globe are situnt

along the border regions of the continents (taking these regions

as 300 to 1000 miles or more in width), and that over t

areas the sedimentary deposits have, as a general thing, their

tknesa At first thought, it would seem a

credible that the upliftings of mountains, whatever their mode

of origin, should have taken place just where the earth's crust,

through these sedimentary accumulations, was the thickest, and

where, therefore, there was the greatest weight to be lifted.

This difficulty Mr. Yose seems to regard e s

against the hypothesis aUe in reality it is the
:

1 obnoxious to it. Were the force causing elevation,

under this agency, one acting directlyfrom beneath, the gravity

of the mass would prove an obstacle. But it is not so when
the list irbing or u; lifting force is hit at action or pressure from

tension in the contracting crust. Under this agency the dis-

turbances, and the m< i do great impediment

in the thickness of the accumulations. Moreover, it is to be

roduced just where os-

- and disturbances, or great yieldings in the crust, had

been in progress through the long preceding ages (attending
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imulation of the sediments), and, therefore, just where
>turbances or yieldings were most likely to continue to

- ;

: m that even now,
last of the geological ages, the same border regions of
inents, alt tng from the sediments

) the ocean by rivers, are the areas of the greatest and
quent movements of the earth's crust.

\ ,

of Onondaga, New York; by Charles A. GOESSMANN, Ph.D.,
Chemist to the Salt Company of Onondaga.

Some of the characteristics of the Brines of Onondaga, K Y.,
have already been illustrated by a series of analyses in two pre-

vious reports elsewhere published.
1

The following pages may be considered as a continuation of
the discussion on subjects of similar import, since I propose to

treat here of certain peculiar features of the locality where these

found.
The majority of the wells, from which the supply of brine for

the Onondaga'Salt Works has been hitherto obtained, are loca-

ted in a hai! >ii ] an i It e southern and eastern shores of

Onondaga Lake, north and west of the city of Syracuse. This
entire listrict consists mainly of low lands, which are yet partly
in a marshy state. They have been reclaimed in the course of
time from the original lake bed, by natural and artifici

age, and extend from one to one and half miles south of the lake.

They are everywhere bounded by more or less abruptly rising

grounds. These embankments, toward the east and west, at the

southern end of the lake basin terminate, in several places, in

hills of a hundred feet and upward in height, consisting chiefly

of sand and gravel. In other quite frequent instances may be
seen the outcroppings of the red and blue shale of the Onondaga
Salt Group at a considerable elevation above the level of the
lake. The Onondaga red and blue shale, in a crumpled condi-

tion, forms a clay of corresponding color ; its present outcrops
seem to have been originally covered with the same diluvial de-

tritus which is spread so extensively over the northwestern part
of the State. i Onondaga Salt Group underlie,

also,
! 1

' . \ at the southern termination of the lake, dip-

• a rapid rate toward the center of the valley

or its proximity, and are supposed (Beck) to form a natural un-

derground basin in which the brine accumulates. This pre-

j of Onondaga, by C. A. Goessmann. Syracuse, N". V., De-
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sumed basin is no doubt, filled in its lower portions with the

same debris which covers the surrounding hills. Layers of sand,

avel, loamy soil and hard pan are found here quite fre-

quently, alternating with each other. Upon the deposit, wiimn

the low lands (mainly along the banks of the Onondaga Creek),

rests a considerable amount of alluvial material of a loamy na-

ture, sometimes rich in pebbles. Trunks of trees and
nuts, in a tolerable state of preservation, have been found at a

depth of from twenty-five to thirty feet. These formations, par-

ticularly near the outcrops of the Onondaga shales, or at the ter-

mination of their surface drainage, are frequently found to be

filled with an abundance of water of a peculiar saline character.

These waters sometimes contain only mere traces of chlorids,

while in those from other similar localities in their vicinity a

considerable amount of chlorid of sodium may be observed.

Among the questions to which these facts give rise, the fol-

lowing appeared to me of great interest:

First: Is there any relation between the chemical composition

of the spring waters peculiar to the locality, and the brines?

Second: What chemical changes may result from their union,

should their composition materially differ.

Third: Do the waters of the springs and the brines derive their

ties from soil or rocks of one and the same

kind, though in different conditions ; or do they both owe their

peculiar chemical composition to entirely different sources ;
and

if so, where are these sources located ?

"We may, for instance, suppose—adopting to some extent a

view which has been advocated with much propriety in similar

connections—that in the course of time an increased amount of

percolation, or a certain order in the stral ication, or a difference

in the nature of the various layers, or particular adva
drainage in general, may have favored a m
of the more soluble compounds as chlorid of sodium, etc., in

one locality than another. In fact, the well known a

esting discovery by A. Eaton,
1
of pseudomorphs of chlorid of

sodium found in layers of a hardened clayish deposit—somewhat
remote from the present brine-supplying district—contends

strongly in favor of a previous gradual extraction of larger quan-

tities of more soluble saline compounds (chlorid of sodium in

particular) from the rocks and soil of the surrounding country.

The existing deficiency' of properly detailed geological re-

cords of numerous wells sunk at former periods is a deplorable

fact, which seriously interferes with the discussions of the ques-

tions above proposed. For venturing at all, under such disad-
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vantageous circumstances, on the third question, I trust I may
be justified by the course I shall adopt, viz: presenting merely
a few facts which have come within my observation. Future
local geological investigations must decide upon their value.

In entering upon considerations of the above questions I se-

lected two springs from an elevation several miles distant from
the brine-bearing district, two in its immediate vicinity and a
sample of average brine of the Syracuse district.

The samples were as follows

:

a, From a well at the north of a hill where, formerly, numbers
of pseudomorphs of chlorid of sodium had been found ; the well

terminated in a hard clayish shale.

b, From a well situated midway between the former and the

brine-furnishing locality ; the well terminated in the red clay of
the Onondaga Salt Group. Both wells were at least from forty

to fifty feet above the level of the lake.

c, From a spring within the brine-producing district, at a

height of about ten feet above the level of the lake.

d, From a spring in close proximity to c, and at the same ele-

e, A brine from the vicinity of springs c and d.

a. Water from a well (47 feet deep) on Willow street near the

corner of Catharine street, in the city of Syracuse.

The well from which this water was collect d is situated in

the vicinity of one of those spots (James street height) where,

some years ago, while workmen were engaged in grading

street, a considerable number of pseudomorphs of chlorid of

sodium were found. Serpentine was also discoverd not far off.

Two prominent hills, of which the most conspicuous is known
as "Prospect Hill," intervene between that locality and the quite

abrupt descent of the high grounds around the east and south-

west side of the former lake bed—our present brine-famishing

district. In sinking this well, (Nov., 1863,) a layer of gravel-

bearing loamy soil of ten feet thick was passed, then twelve feet

of crumbled green shale, and lastly twenty-five feet of a hard
light green clayish shale. The \\;.:. r u~- .

- s' j.ds fourteen

feet. The ground perforated by this well is probably fifty feet

above the level of the lake, and about two and a half miles from
the nearest salt well.

One thousand parts of this water contained

—

Calcium, - 0-2302 parts.

Magnesium, - - - 00359
Sodium, - - - - 0-0 101

Silica. .... 0-0050

,.i)
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1000 parts of this water left at 200° to 212° R, 0-8906 parts of

solid residue ; one gallon would consequently leave 3 -36525
grams or 51-9849 grains.

b. Water taken from a well sunk from the top of Prospect
Hill, to a depth of seventy-five feet, i. e., the level of Salina street

at the corner of Lock street. Prospect Hill lies about midway
between the well which furnished the water for Analysis a, and
the northwestern termination of the high embankment (SO or

40 feet) around the eastern and southeastern shores of Ononda-
ga Lake and its adjoining low lands. Prospect Hill consists

mainly of gravel and is covered with numerous boulders, and
underlaid with the red clay of the Onondaga Salt Group. The
gravel is here and there interspersed with layers of cemented
gravel (hard pan) and of a red loamy soil. These layers are of

varying extent and apparently without any order of succession.

The water subjected to analysis was taken from the first quanti-

ties drawn from the well soon after its completion (April, 1863).

ve tests for carbonic acid and iron, being under exist-

ing circumstances of no value, were omitted.

One thousand parts of this water contained

—

Calcium, - - - 0.52838

/.'•L

0-00821

1-02660
0-01268

Silica, .... 0-00450
Iron, ....

(
not determined)

Free carbonic acid, - " "

1000 parts of this water left, at 200° to 212° F., 2-0080 parts

of solid residue. The residue from one gallon would therefore

be 118-8602 grains.

c. This water was taken from a spring near the Syracuse

Pump House, on the bank of Onondaga Creek, upon grounds

which had at one time been occupied by vats for the manufac-

ture of Solar Salt. The spring issues from an embankment
near the place where the Onondaga Creek has forced its way
through the southern enclosure of the low lands around the

south shore of Onondaga Lake. This vicinity is rich in springs

of similar character.

This peculiar water was found at a depth of from forty to fifty

feet, where loamy soil or hard-pan had intervened between it

and the brine proper. Brine had, no doubt, more or less access

to some of these springs, if only by surface percolation. The
spring which furnished me with the sample for this analysis was

somewhat protected by a tight barrel in which it was purposely

enclosed; and the bar: » emptied before col-

lecting the sample for examination, (Sept., 1863).
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One thousand parts of this

Calcium, -

Chlorine,

Silica,

Free carbonic acid,

Carbonate of protoxyd c

0-35265

6-95266

000490
(not determined)

1000 grams left, at 200° to 212° F., 13-0340 grams of solid

residue; one gallon would consequently leave 49-2405 grams, or
760-7309 grains.

d. This sample of water was taken from a spring about twenty-
five to thirty feet distant from the last one, c. The spring is en-

closed in a tight wooden tank of 10 to 12 feet deep, and issues

at the foot of an embankment from thirty to forty feet high.

Its elevation above the level of the lake corresponds nearly with
' x\w < •u:g<;

1000 parts of this

...; alu:

ntained i

o-omo

Chlorine,

Bromine,
Free carbonic acid, -

Carbonate of protoxyd of iron,

1000 parts of this water left, at from 200° to 212° R, 11-7382

parts of solid residue. One gallon would therefore leave

685*07402 grains of residue. This residue contained in com-

Theb

grair

1150 parts of carbonic acid.

rine for this analysis was taken from salt well in

the vicinity of c and d, (July 30, 1863).

Calcium, --- - 2-25005

1000 grams of this brine contained 164-243 grams of saline
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esidue ; one U. S. gallon' would therefore contain 9586-9891

The brines of Onondaga, though differing somewhat in con-

sntration, vary but slightly in regard to the relative propor-

;ons of their component parts; and the analytical

ist made, will be found to meet all practical requirements.

In ,000 pans P«p.ctHil
wai:;?

1 5tf %zr

Sodium.

t'arUmic acid.*

0-8442

0-0045 o'-odid

00208

f Silica and alumina.

Although, un< ] i igTiificance must be conceded

o the fact that the same group of elements form the most prom-

nent features of the analytical results, there nevertheless exis-

ed some doubts whether a mere succession of extractions of the

ame strata or the same kind of rocks, etc., would suffice t

>lain satisfactorily the pec
""

, view which appears still n

: of the various liquids;

s when these compo-

is most likely to be

'. preferred to institute some in-

:ertain compounds toward each

to those I should be obliged

present in each of the waters,

Having arrived at this poir

quiry in regard to the action

other under circumstances sin

to take into consideration if a discussion of the second question

should promise encouraging results: and in this connection I

would call particular attention to the earlier statements of C. B.

J. Karsten." and the results given in the highly interesting pub-

lications of T. Sterry Hunt, 7—the former treating mainly of the
~~" nd changes of the bri e especially of

thf . of I

idea of the degree of <

ices. It appeared to me

3 cases designed to give merely

n changes under given circum-

' T. Sterry Hunt, Chemistry of Natural Waters, this Journal,
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I. How does carbonate of magi tie of lime in
(he presence offree carbonic acid ?—To test the degree of this ac-

tion, I adopted the following course. I mixed in a suitable
vessel ten grams of well washed carbonate of magnesia, twenty-
five grams of sulphate of lime, (gypsum,) and five hundred
cubic centimeters of disl h mixture I afterwards
treated for a short time each day during four weeks, with well

washed carbonic acid gas, so as to secure a constant supply of
bicarbonate of magnesia to the solution of gypsum. The solu-

tion thence resulting, after being separated by i

the white residue, was equal
centimeters. I placed it in a flat glass dish, and left it to grad-
ual evaporation at the ordinary temperature.

After a few days rest the bottom of the vessel began to be
covered with a small amount of sediment. No further note-

worthy change took place, until the whole liquid _

formed into a solid crystalline mass, consisting in the main of a

net-work of needles. The solution, being tested before its so-

il, was of a slightly alkaline reaction; the crystals re-

sulting from its evaporation were transparent, yet crumbled
readily to a white powder when exposed to dry air.

One hundred parts of an apparently air-dried sample of the

saline mass, contained—

Carbonic acid, - - - 1-6721

Sulphuric acid, - - - 31-4803

Calcium oxyd (lime), - - - 0-7988

Magnesium oxyd (magnesia), - 17-0327

One hundred parts of the same mass, heated to a dull red

heat, lost 51-0593 parts of its weight; leaving therefore 48-9407

parts of a white residue.

These analytical results, if considered in connection with the

general properties of the original liquid as above stated, and the

consequent solid crystalline residue, tend to prove that the solid

matter may, with some propriety, be considered as consisting of

Carbonate of lime, - - - 1*4268

Basic hyd rated carbonate of magnesia

3(MgO, C02)-HMgO, HO), - 2-4911

Sulphate of magnesia (MgO, SO*+7HO), 96-8020

As the whole amount of the saline compound obtained in the

experiment just described, was 22*605 grams, we learn that

about 14-5 grams of gypsum had been decomposed, while some
of the carbonate of lime (or more properly, bi-carbonate) left

in the originally diluted liquid, had been separated during the

progress of its concentration as carbonate of lime. The ap-

parently slow decomposition of gypsum must be attributed to

the limited solubility of that compound. It is not unreasonable



i above illustrated.

"'
-."-,•;.

arbonate of magnesia act upon sulpti

proceeded thus : I weighed into a glass bottle 31

parts of commercial carbonate of magnesia, 86 parts of gypsum,
58 parts of chlorid of sodium, and 3000 parts of distilled wa-

ter, and treated the whole mass with carbonic acid gas for sev-

eral weeks, as described in a former experiment. The filtrate,

separated from the undissolved white mass, which mainly con-

sisted of gypsum and carbonate of lime, besides mere traces of

carbonate ot magnesia, was evaporated to dryness at 180° F.,

and the residue subsequently extracted with absolute alcohol.

The alcoholic extract contained (beside a very small quantity of

chlorid of sodium), 04370 grams of chlorid of magnesium, while

the residue left after the extraction by alcohol contained 0O570
grams of oxyd of calcium, 0-2243 grams oxyd of magnesium,
and 0-6860 grams of sulphuric acid. This proved the presence

of 0-6532 grams sulphate of soda, 04773 grams sulphate of mag-
nesia, beside 01018 grams carbonate of lime, and 0-1236 grams
carbonate of magnesia, with part of the chlorid of sodium un-

changed. These results indicate,

1. That gypsum, carbonate of magnesia, and carbonic acid i

nee of chlorid of sodium, form chlorid of magnesiur
sulphate of soda, and carbonate of lime.

2. That at a certain higher temperature, the sulphate of soda

and chlorid of magnesium partly re-transform into sulphate of

magnesia and chlorid of sodium.
3. That the solubility of the gypsum governs the degree of

decomposition.

Art. XXXII.—A new Meteoric Iron, " the Colorado meteorite"

from Russel Gulch, Gilpin Co., near Central City, Colorado Ter-

ritory ; by J. Lawrence Smith, Prof. Chem. in University of

Louisville.

I have known of the existence of a new meteoric iron from
Eussel Gulch in Colorado, for about two years, but it was only
recently that it passed into my hands. I first heard of it in the

possession of Mr. Fisher of New York, who subsequently turned
it over to Prof. C. F. Chandler of Columbia College, New York,
who kindly submitted it to me, as I am furnished with the ne-

cessary means for cutting up and scrutinizing thoroughly this

class of bodies.
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The mass of iron is accompanied with the following label

:

" Meteoric iron found in Kussel Gnlch, Feb. 18, 1863, by Mr.
Otho Curtice. Weight 29 lbs. Brought to New York, Feb.
1864."

The mass measures in its extreme length, breadth, and thick-

ness, 8£x7|Xo| inches. It is perfect in all parts except at one
extremity, and, as stated above, weighs 29 lbs.

This iron is one of medium hardness, with the density 7*72,

and when cut through was found to contain a few small nodules
of iron pyrites. It is attacked readily by nitric acid, and gives
bold Widmannstattian figures without very sharp angles. It re-

sists the action of the air and moisture very well, and is conse-

[ittle altered on the surface. No siliceous minerals

ed in any of the crevices. On analysis its compo-
3 found to be—

;ently b
uld be t

99-26

I have not made any further observations in relation to the

presence of copper in meteoric iron since 1852, when I called

attention to it. Since then I have become more confirmed in

the opinion, then first expressed, that copper would be found in

all meteoric irons
;

this has been the result of examinations of

many well known meteoric irons, and all new ones that have
come under my examination.
One or two grains of the iron is all that is necessary for the

examination, if it be done carefully ; but four to five grains had
better be used. Dissolve the iron in chlorhydric acid, and if

necessary add a little nitric acid ; it is as well at all times to

add a drop or two at the end of the operation. Evaporate away
the excess of acid, add water, precipitate with sulphuretted hy-

drogen until there be an excess of gas in the solution; throw
on a filter and wash with water containing a little HS, dry the

filter, burn in a porcelain crucible, treat the residue with a little

588, with the addition

of a drop or two of sulphuric acid; treat the residue with water,

when the introduction of a clean plate of iron will cause a de-

position of the copper with all its characteristic properties.
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In September, 1864, 1 visited the body of saline water known as

Little Salt Lake, situated near Kagtown, about a mile and a half

south of the main emigrant road to Humboldt. It fills the bot-

tom of a deep funnel-shaped depression in the Desert plain. The
form and other peculiarities of this depression suggest a volcanic

origin. It is distinctly crater-shaped, with the outline a double

ellipse, made apparently by the coalesence of two craters ; the

larger is to the north, and has a diameter of about a mile and a

half. The whole length north and south is somewhat greater than

that from east to west in the larger division. The water-surface

is about 200 feet below the lip of the crater, which is elevated

somewhat above the general level of the plain. The slope of

the converging sides is steep, varying from 25° to 45° ; the ap-

proach to the water is therefore difficult, except at one or two
points where an oblique footpath has been worn. There is a

narrow margin or beach, varying from a few yards to a hundred
feet or so, covered with shoal water, and the shore then plunges'

off to very deep water. There is a small island in the northern

or larger division of this lake, also surrounded by shoal water.

The section of the slope shows a series of beds of" volcanic ma-
terials, lapilli and ashes, mixed with boulders or masses of black

basalt, and concretions from thermal springs. The shores on
the west side are also skirted with calcareous matter, and there

is a steady flow of water from numerous small springs of fresh

water into the lake. One of these springs is a copious fountain

of excellent drinking water. The water of the lake is very
saline. Its taste is salt, bitter, and decidedly alkaline. Its

effect on the skin in bathing is that of a solution of an alkaline

carbonate, and its odor is strongly marine. The rocks are en-

crusted with saline matters resulting from the evaporation of
the waters.

The surface of the lake swarmed with small ducks ; and divers

sandpipers, cranes and other aquatic birds were on its shores.

Myriads of larvae of a species of fly (equally abundant at Mono
lake) swarm in the shallow waters of the shore, but no fish ap-

pear to live in it. The water is so dense that a swimmer floats

on it like a cork. There are no thermal springs now active in

the lake, the temperature of which is normal.
Gay-Lvssite.—A large stick floating on the shore and covered

completely with an incrustation of yellowish-white crystals tubu-
lar in form attracted my attention. A careful search along the

shores failed to detect others of a like kind adhering to the rocks,

and it occurred to me that probably the waters being diluted
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near the shore were not dense enough to deposit these crystals

;

and that if we eould reach the island we might find them there,

where, from the absence of fresh water springs, the saline solu-

tion of the lake would be more dense. This conjecture was
fully verified. Mr. Semple, my secretary, succeeded in reaching
the island in a very insecure boat, where he found the shores
completely incrusted with beautiful clusters of these crystals,

whose acute edges cut the naked feet. We secured an abundant
supply of this rare and interesting mineral which, I believe, had
not before been recognized in the United States. No other crys-

tallized mineral was discovered.

The Gay-Lussite obviously has its origin from the reaction of
the salts of soda and lime with which the waters are abundantly
charged, and being very slightly soluble is readily deposited in
these situations where the density of the water is maintained or

increased by solar evaporation.
1 Hence it does not occur along

the shores where the marginal springs of fresh water dilute the

solution. The flow of these springs does not in summer fully

replace the solar evaporation, as is evident from the water-line

retiring slightly from its winter level.

This interesting lake has no outlet. It has plainly been a
point of volcanic activity in modern geologic times, its eruptions
being confined to mud, ashes, pumice and lapilli. It is one of a

considerable number of similar phenomena with which the Great
Basin is dotted, and of which Mono lake, on the western margin
of the Desert, is the most remarkable. The bottom of the an-

cient lake whose waters have left beautiful terrace-lines along

the sides of the Humboldt and other mountain ranges, when
these were either marginal shores or islands of this great medi-

The crysl

Prof. B. Silliman in 1864, at Little Salt Lake, near Ragtown
Churchill Co., Nevada. The crystals differ strikingly from
those measured and described by Phillips (Phil. Mag., April,

1827) in the proportional development of the planes as is shown
by comparison with the figures given by Phillips, and by Des-

cloizeaux (Ann. Ch. Phys., 3d series, vol. vii, p. 489).

1
Gay-Luasite has been ma dag eight parts
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The planes observed by Phillips were /, 0, it, li, 11, and %)
and the monoclinic axes, calculated from his measurements, are

a : b : c=l-M4 : 1489 : 1 ; C=78° 27'. Of the above-mentioned

planes, w was not detected on the Nevada crystals. But there

is a plane, not before mentioned, it, which can be seen when the

crystal is placed in the proper position to reflect the sunlight,

and it then appears to be made up of numerous microscopic

planes. The same was true of li These two
^

planes, giving no definite reflected image of the

sun, were approximately measured by noting

the points at which the light was reflected with

I found 1

planes / perfect
;
parallel to less perfect, gi

ing a reflected image with a strong light. Speci-

mens in the Yale Cabinet from near Lake Ma-
racaibo, South America, showed the same com-
posite character of the planes; but the effloresced

condition of the specimens prevented any exact
comparison with them.
The following are the angles obtained : the faces a

too feebly polished to afford results nearer than a deg
angles are given in the order in which they were obtained in

the several zones.

Zone 1st: 1 on I, 69° 25' ; I, 180° 20' ; I, 247° 50'.

Zone 2d : 11 on B, 69° 30' ; 0, 123° 20' ; It, 177° 50', 179°

40' ; 11, 249° 30' ; 0, 304°
; B, 0°.

Zone 3d: Ion 11, 43° 20'; £, 71°, small; I, 180° 20'; 11,

221° 20'
; i 249° 40', small.

Zone 4th: Ion 11, 53° 10'; I, 179° 20', 180° 10' ; 11, 231°

Zone 5th :' Ion i 52° 50' ; O, 96° 10' ; I 179° 10'
; h 231°

15; 0,274° 20'.

Zone 6th : on li 50°
; it, 101°

; 0, 178° 40' ; li, 228° 30' ?

tY, 281°?
The following are Phillips's measurements, arranged in three

zones, containing all of his observed planes

:

Zone 1st: I on i\ 34° 25' : I. 68° 50' ; i", 180°.

Zone 2d : B on ti, 35° 15' ; li, 70° 30' ; 0, 125° 10' ; 11, 180°.

Zone 3d: /on 11, 42° 15'; £, 69° 55'; B, 110° 20'; I, 180°.

New Haven, Ct, Jan. 1866.

The
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Art. XXXV.—On rt« Structure and Habits of Anthoplty,.r Miil-
Uri Bory, one of the sedentary . « : by H.
James-Clark, A.B., B.S.

During the last five years, and more especially within the
latter eighteen months I have been engaged largely upon an in-

vestigation of the relations of the monadiform animalcules to
the zoospores of the true Algce ; and of all the numerous in-

stances of the former that I have more or less thoroughly stud-
ied I have never met with one which could be said to bear but
a very moderate resemblance to the latter. I refer to the true
Algoz. I scarcely need add that I mean by this to except those
doubtful forms which seem to be related to T '

. ,/ an<l Gonium,
such as Pandorina, Protococcus, Stephanosjohcera, Chlamidococcus,
&c.

Those who have become accustomed to these creatures, and
have learned to look upon them, through long years of patient

study, as old and familiar friends, know well the value of using
the best lenses that the opticians of the present day can afford

;

and never doubt for a moment the utter worthlessness of an
opinion which is founded upon a few fitful glances through a
so-called ordinary working microscope. There is no other group
of animals which so essentially seems to need the prolonged de-

votion of a specialist as the Protozoa; and above all the lower
members of that grand division. To write a monograph upon
any single one of these flagellate forms may seem like devoting
a volume to the structure and phtu nbeam, but
no good microscopist need be told that the optical instramenii
of the present day are no less efficient than was the scalpel in

the hand of Cuvier when he displayed to the world the organi-

zation of the larger and more el< i he found
on the southern shores of France.

Moreover it is parr r elaborate investiga-

tions should be made, and unstinted minutiae set forth in illus-

trations and descriptions, because there are yet among zoologists

those who suppose that there is so little in the organization of

Protozoa that no tangible characters can be found by which
tiiev may be typified, or assimilated in a group by themselves.

The taxonomic relations of the organs of the Infusoria Fla*

ive received so little attention from investigators that

there is do s
• our present knowledge of them,

in tracing the typical plan which is so eminently exemplified

among the Ciliata. I hope I shall be pardoned, therefore, if I

attempt to give a strict topographical view of the positions of
the various organg of one among the most lowly of the whole
group of animalcules.
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A considerable portion of the second volume of the great

work of Messrs. Claparede and Lachman, "Etudes sur les Infu-

soires," &c, is occupied by a discussion of the animality of cer-

tain doubtful forms of Monad-like infusoria. The tests which

these authors offer as determinatives of the zoological relations

of the forms in question are the possession by them of a con-

tractile vesicle and the introception of food. By means of either

the one or the other of these criteria they succeed in satisfying

themselves that the Vol • - i. Ast-j> • {Euglence included), and

the Dinobrya are true animals ; but in regard to other forms

they are unable to decide. Among those which are left in the

latter category, there is a singular infusorian which, as is usually

supposed, was originally named Epistylis vegetans by Ehrenberg,

and Anthophysa Mulleri by Bory de St. Vincent. Dujardin gives

a scarcely recognizable figure of it in the atlas of his work on

Infusoria ; but very properly places it among the monadiform
animalcules. This is done, however, upon its general resem-

blance to the latter—alike undetermined at that date as to their

animal nature—and not because he had by direct ol -

decided it to be a genuine animal. The figures of Cohn (Mikro-

skopische Algen und Pilze. Nov. Acta Acad. Cses, Leop, 1854.

Taf. xv, fig. 1-8) are not much better than those of Dujardin.

Habitat and general appearance.—I have been so fortunate aa

to determine the animality of Anthophysa by both of the tests

above mentioned; and there rests not the least doubt in my
mind that this infusorian is as truly a member of the zoological

kingdom as any of the well known Protozoa. I would state,

for the information of those who are not acquainted with the

habits of this animalcule, that it is quite common among the

fresh water weeds. It may be most advantageously studied

when it is attached to Myrxophyllum or Ceratophyllum ; a small

piece of the tip of the filiform leaf, of either, which seems to be

covered by an irregular, floccose deposit, usually affording abun-
dant specimens.

Under a low magnifying power this floccose matter appears

to consist of clusters of very jagged, irregularly branching and
contorted, semitransparent, intertwined stems and projecting,

tapering and flexible twigs. Each of the tips of the latter sus-

tains a single, more or less globose mass of spindle-shaped bod-
ies, which radiate from a common center of attachment; and
are kept in a constant agitation by the spasmodic jerks of a
long, stout, usually rigid, arcuate filament, with which the free

end of each one is endowed. The whole bristling mass revolves

alternately from right to left and from left to right; whirling
upon its slender pivot with such a degree of freedom that one
might almost suspect that it merely rested upon it, and had no
truer adhesion to it than the juggler's top to the end of the
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The largest of these twirling groups

j fusiform bodies, but most frequently
not more than half that number are grouped together; and from
this they vary in decreasing quantities down to only one or two
upon each filamentous twig. In the last instances the bodies
are comparatively quiet, scarcely moving out of focus at each
spasmodic twitch of the arcuate filament. On this account, and
because they offer an unobstructed view, the latter are by far

the most available as objects for the investigation of their inter-

nal organization.

The relationship of the individual monads to the whole colony
must, however, be studied where they are more numerously con-
gregated; since, as will be shown presently, each monad sus-

tains a definite relation to every other one, and to the twig to

«rh» h it is attached. The larger colonies are frequently to be
found swimming freely, with a rolling motion similar to that

with which Volvox progresses. As a natural concomitant to this

fact, twigs are to be met with, here and there, which do not bear
anything at their tips. The colonies seem to break away very
easily; and on this account the specimens should not be lifted

out of the water when transferring them to the watch-glass or
whatever sort of observing-trough is used.

Form, <£«.—The adult monads have a truncate fusiform shape,
and are slightly, but quite appreciably flattened on two opposite

sides; so that in an end view they appear to be broadly oval

transversely. The attached end tapers gradually to a point;

and on this salt to determine where the body
ends and the twig begins. All of the members of a group ra-

diate from a common point of attachment, to which they adhere
by their tapering filamentous ends. The free end is truncate,

but one corner of it,—as if in continuation of the line along

"which the opposite flattened sides meet,—projects in the form
of a rather blunt triangular beak. At the inner edge of the

base of this beak lies the mouth, to which the former—as fre-

quent observation has proved—acts as a lip or prehensile organ
when food is taken into the body. The prevailing tint is a more
or less uniform light gamboge, without the least trace of an eye-

spot of any color.

A most singular uniformity prevails in the arrangement of
the several members of a group. Each monad is attached to its

mooring in such a position that its flattened sides lie parallelwise

with those of its nearest neighbor; and the beak projects from
that corner of the head which is most distant from the twig.

To give a full idea of the peculiarity of this arrangement it

must be stated here that the rigid, arcuate, spasmodically twitch-

ing filament mentioned above is attached close to the mouth,
and invariably curves away from the beak, and consequently
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always toward the pedicel of the colony. One is forcibly re-

minded by this of the systematic relation of some of the flowers

of Labiatce, with their stamens projecting far beyond the upper

lip of the corolla. The globose heads of the Mentha are partic-

this similitude.

5 organs which this animal-

cule possesses are preeminently prehensile in character; and
their apparent appropriation for the office of propulsion, when a

colony breaks loose from its attachment, I can scarcely doubt is

an accidental one, inasmuch as the arcuate eilium continues its

spasmodic twitching without any apparent deviation from its

usual mode of action.

There are two cilia, of very unequal size, attached to the trun-

cate end of the body. The larger one of these has already

been mentioned casually, as a rigid, arcuate filament. It does

not taper, but has a di om base to tip, and is

about half again as long as the body. It arises near the base

of the triangular beak, but appears to be separated from the

latter by the intervening mouth. When quiet it appears like a

bristle, and projects in a line with the longer axis of the body
;

at the base bending slightly toward the beak, and then sweeping
off in a moderate but distinct curve in the opposite direction, so

that on the whole it presents a long drawn out sigmoid flexure.

The plane of this curve lies in strict parallelism with the plane

of the greater diameter of the body ; in fact it may be said to be

a direct continuation of it. It does not appear to have the char-

acter of nflagellwn, except when assisting the -smaller eilium to

convey the food to the mouth; and then it lays aside its rigid

deportment and assumes all the flexibility and wavy vibration

of the prehensile organ of an Astasia.

The smaller eilium is an excessively faint body, and almost

defies the detective powers of the highest objectives. This is

partly due to its almost incessant activity ; for when it is quiet,

or nearly so—which happens when food is passing into the

mouth—it becomes comparatively quite conspicuous under a

one-eighth of an inch objective. It is scarcely as long as the

greater diameter of the truncate end of the body. It arises

close to the base of the larger ciliurn, but whether on the right

or left, or nearer or more distant from the mouth than the latter

cannot be said positively. Most frequently it was observed to

be flexed in the same direction as its companion; and occasion-

ally it seemed to be quite evident that it was attached nearer to

the mouth than the latter. It is highly flexible and vibrates

it rapidity in what appears to be a gyratory manner.
The mouth.—This organ is ne\ when food is

passing through it. It then may be seen that it lies close to the

beak, which acts as a sort of lip by curving over the introcepted
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tensible; al pride as two-thirds t

greater diameter of the body to pass in without any apparent
extra effort. It seems undeniable that it possesses discrimina-
tive powers in regard to the quality of its food. This one may

idge of for himself, by seeing the unerring precision
with which the particles of floating matter are thrown, by the
spasmodic incurvature of the larger flagellum, against the mouth,
where, if they are not swallowed, they are detained but for an
instant by the smaller cilium, quickly adjudged to be worthless,

and then thrown off with a twirl of the organ which held them
in temporary abeyance. If, however, the captured morsel proves
to be agreeable, the larger cilium assists the operations of the
smaller one, and the lip, by abruptly bending itself at its point
of attachment and laying its basal part across the food, and
pressing it into the mouth, while the terminal portion is kept in

a constant wavy vibration, and curved toward the posterior end
of the body. This is usually done in three or four seconds and
then the cilia return to their usual positions, while the intro-

cepted edible passes toward the center of the body, and is there

immediately enclosed in a digestive vacuole. For a while the
food dances >le with a very lively motion, but
finally it subsides into quietude.

The contractile vesicle.—There is a two-fold difficulty in discov-

ering the presence of this organ. In the first place it is compar-
atively quite small, and secondly it pulsates so slowly that it is

very rarely possible to see it contract twice in succession be-

tween any two of the abrupt, lateral deviations of the body,

which the spasmodic twitchings of the arcuate flagellum pro-

duces. On this account it has not been possible to determine
the precise rate of its systole and diastole. It seems to contract

from three to four times a minute. It lies near the surface,

about half way between the two ends of the body, and nearly

midway betwixt the two extremes of its greater diameter. At
the completion of its diastole it has a circular outline, and ap-

pears like a clear colorless vesicle in the midst of the yellowish

tissue of the body. Upon contraction it disappears and leaves

eo trace of its presence. The systole progresses slowly, as in

Anisonema (A. sulcata Duj.? and A. nov. sp.), Cyclidium (C. nov.

sp.), and Phacus phuronectes Duj. ; and in this respect contrasts

strongly with the same process in Heteromitaficsiformis Jas.-Clk.,
Astasia tricophora Clap., and Cryptomonas (C. nov. sp.), in which
the last half of the systole is very abrupt and marked.

The stem.—In addition to what has already been said of the

general appearance of this part of the organism it may be added
that the older and basal portions of the branches are flat, and
have a distinct longitudinal, irregular striatum ; to all appear-
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ances made up of the older, laterally agglutinated twigs. The
youngest, terminal portions of the branches which, under the

name of twigs, have been described in this paper as the imme-
diate supporters of the colonies of monads, are evidently tubu-

lar. They appear to be as flexible as a spider's thread, and are

usually quite irregular in outline, and in the calibre of the canal

which permeates them. The wall of these tubular twigs is quite

thick, and is alike rough on the exterior and interior faces. The
substance within the tubes appears homogeneous, but whether

it is solid or fluid could not be determined. The oldest part of

the stems is of a reddish brown color, but as they taper off into

branchlets they gradually assume a gamboge color, and finally

terminate in scarcely colored twigs.

Reproduction by fissigemmation is the only method of propa-

gating individuals which I have observed. As a preliminary to

this process the monad gradually loses its fusiform shape, and
assumes at first an oval contour and finally becomes globular.

During this transition both of the prehensile cilia become much
more conspicuous than usual, and the body develops a closely

fitting hyaline envelope about it; thus passing into a sort of en-

cysted state. The contractile vesicle, however, does not seem
to cease its pulsations during this period, and moreover it be-

comes quite conspicuous. This arises mostly from the fact that

the body is in a nearly quiet state, and allows the observer to

obtain a prolonged and undisturbed view of it. Unfortunately
the rate of the pulsations of this organ was not ascertained when
the following observations were made, because the whole time

was occupied in watching and drawing the various and rapidly

changing phases of self-division.

After the body assumes a globular shape, as above mentioned,

both the larger and smaller cilium seems to be undergoing a

change, and becomes indistinct in outline.
1 Presently two larger
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view, apparently by the longitudinal

.. le one of the same kind, and rap-
idly separate from each other by the broadening- of the bodv,
nd leave between them the smaller c

i appears much thicker than usual, and seems to be composed
v,i tvvo closely approximated, parallel threads. By this

lie vesicle has also divided into two, which lie closely
side by side.

At this moment the time noted in one series of observations
was 2.30 p.m. By 2.35 p.m. the larger flagella had separated
still farther, and the smaller cilium had split into two very con-
spicuous filaments,- as yet, however, attached to a common point
of the body. From this time forth to the completion of the
process of fissigemmation all of the cilia kept up a slow vibra-
tion, in which they undulated from base to tip with a sort of
snake-like motion. By 2.45 P.M. the body had become quite ap-
preciably broader than long; the contractile vesicles were widely
separated, and the smaller cilia had left between them a consid-
erable space, and eaeh one had approximated quite near to the
base of a larger flagellum. At 2.50 p.m. the body had become

rice as broad as long, and the space between the two
pairs of cilia was nearly twice as great as in the last phase, and
considerably depressed in the middle, so that the body had a
broadly cordate outline. By 2.52 P.M. the posterior end of the
body—at a point a little to one side of the spot where it was
attached to the pedicel—was also slightly indented, so that in

presented a guitar-shaped figure, each rounded half of
"which bore a pair of unequal cilia, and contained a contractile

vesicle. In one minute more the contraction had increased to
such an extent that the body was divided about half way
through. By 2.54 P.M. the animal had a dumb-bell shape, and
the pedicel was attached to one of the segments near the point

of_constriction. Still the process went on very rapidly, and by
2.55 p.m. the new bodies were widely separated, but still

to each other by a mere thread. At 3 p.m. the body which was
attached to the pedicel was left alone, and its companion swam
away to seek a new attachment, and build up its stem.

To the last moment the hyaline envelope remained about the
segments, and in fact so long afterwards that time and circum-
stances did not allow me to ascertain its final disposition. I
"Would remark, however, that when the ovate bodies of the half
grown monads are contracted temporarily into a globular shape,
tney appear identical—excepting that they lack the hyaline en-

velope—with these recently fissated forms. In all probability,

therefore, the latter lose their envelope and assume the shape of
the former.
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As to the development of the stem I think it quite certain

that it grows out from the posterior end of the body. The best

proof of this is that I have frequently found a monad—espe-

fcbe condition of the one which I described above as

breaking loose from its companion—nearly sessile upon a clean

spot, and attached by a very short «cL From
this size upward I had no difficulty in finding abundant examples

as gradually increasing in diameter as they did in length; thus

furnishing a pretty strong evidence that the stem grows under

the influence of its own innate powers, and is not therefore a de-

posit emanating from the body of the monad, except.

as far as it may be nourished by a fluid circulating within its

hollow core.

Cambridge, Mass., May 21, 1866.

In order to derive the full advantage from a meeting of so

many lovers of science, horticulturists and botanists, brought

together from all parts of Europe, it is necessary that the com-

mon object for which they have met should be perfectly under-

It devolves on me, who am called upon to preside (an honor

of which I feel myself unworthy), to point out the bond which

unites us, and of which perhaps you have at present but a vague,

and, so to speak, an intuitive perception.

In my opinion, we are not here merely as amateurs to satisfy

our curiosity. The proof of which is, we are here assembled to

listen to d;- about the iairy-hkc

garden of the Exhibition. Evidently we seek something more

than a mere flower show, and that something is, in my opinion,

instruction. It is not sufficient for horticulturists merely to see

—they must also study and reflect; neither is it sufficient for

botanists to observe details minutely; they must also see the

plants on a large scale and in grouped masses. The connection

of practice with theory, and of arl lowledged

to be incfisp rith this prevalent opin-

ion we here affirm, by our presence in this room, the necessary-

union of botany and horticulture. The aim of my brief obser-

vations will be to call to mind how they aid each other, and to

1 The first ra egress -was held in the Raphael Room of
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show how much more they might do so. If I am not mistaken,
it will follow from the facts to which I shall allude, that our
united efforts, scientific or practi they appear,
contribute to increase the well-being of man, in all conditions
and in all couutries.

1. The advantages of horticulture to botany.—Let us first men-
tion the services that horticulture renders, or may render, to
botany. Without being myself a horticulturist, I affirm or rec-

ognize them willingly, the advancement of science rendering it

necessary to have recourse to all its collateral branches.

We no longer live in those times of illusion, when botanists

merely occupied themselves with European plants, or with a
few from the East, and, from a spirit of caution rather than from

. pictured to themselves all distant countries as possess-

h-,-r much (-1 ill, same general vegetation, with a few uncommon
tional species. A century of discovery has made known

the extreme variety in the floras, the restricted limits of many
ries, and the complicated entanglement of their geog

ibution. To see all the different forms of vegetation of the
world, would be to realize in a degree the history of the Wan-
dering Jew; besides, with this bere would
be the opportunities for that reflection or study which create
true science ?

_
The traveller is too much exhausted in warm countries, too

distracted in those temperate regions favorable to active life,

and his faculties are too much benumbed in the colder
to enable him to devote himself to minute researches with the
lens or the microscope, or even to sketch or properly describe

thai which he has gathered. He sees, in passing, a crowd of

t he can scarcely ever stop to enter into details, es-

pecially of those that present themselves in rapid succession.

Barely can he see the fruit and flower of a species at the same
time, and it is quite impossible for him to study their complete
development during the whole year. The notes taken by the

so affected by these fatal circum-

that it is seldom they add anything to that which a
dried specimen can teach the sedentary botanist.

It is borti< brings before us a multitude of
exotic plants in a condition best adapted for study. Thanks to

the variety of species it accumulates and successfully cultivates,

the botanist can investigate the most difficult questions, and
pursue his researches in families whose genera are not indigen-

ous in Europe. In the herbarium, more minute observations

can be made than is generally supposed ; nevertheless, for cer-

r those relating to the relative disposition,

the origin and development of the several organs, as well as for
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studying the curious phenomena of fertilization, the movements
and direction of the stem, leaves, and parts of the flowers. Hor-

ticulture has done much to advance the progress of physiological

botany, but it etill has much to do. The most remarkable ex-

periments of physiologists— viz., those of Hales, Duhamel,
Knight—have been made in gardens. Also the long series of

experiments of the younger Gaertner, and, more recently, of M.

Naudin, on hybridization, which relate to the cardinal subject

of the species. As much may be said of the numerous trials

which are made, in hoi irnents, to obtain new
races or varieties. These have a great scientific importance, and

it is undoubtedly the horticulturists who are the teachers of

botanists on these subjects.

It appears to me, however, gardens can be made still more
useful in carrying out physiological researches. For instance,

there is much yet to be learned on the mode of action of heat,

light, and electricity upon vegetation. I pointed out many of

these deficiencies in 1855, in my "Geographic Botanique Kai-

sonnee."
2 Ten years later Mr. J ently pub-

lished and valuable work on physiological botany,
3 remarks

much the same deficiencies, notwithstanding that some progress

has been made in these matters. The evil consists in tflis, that:

when it is desired to observe the action of temperature, either

fixed or varied, mean or extreme, or the effect of light, it is ex-

ceedingly difficult, and sometimes impossible, when observations

are made in the usual manner, to eliminate the effects of the

constant variations of heat and light. In the laboratory it is

possible to operate under more exactly defined conditions, but

they are rarely sufficiently persistent; and the observer is led

into error by a too contracted a space, either in

tubes or bell-glasses. This last objection is apparent when it is

wished to ascertain the influence of the gases diffused in the at-

mosphere around plants, or that of the plants themselves upon
the atmosphere.

Place plants under a receiver, and they are no longer in a natu-

ral condition ; leave them in the open air, and the winds and

produced at each moment of the day by the temperature,

the gaseous bodies in the atmosphere. Every one is

aware of the numerous discussions concerning the more or less

pernicious influence of the gases given off from cert.:

factories. The ruin now of a manufacturer, now of a horticul-

an expert; hence it is

t on scientific men not to pronounce on these delicate

questions without substantial proof.
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With a view to these researches, of which I merely point out
the general nature, but which are immensely var ed in d tails, I

lately put this question
4— " Could not experimental greenhouses

be built, in which the temperature might be regulated for a pro-
longed time, and be either fixed, constant, or variable, according
to the wish of the observer?" My question passed unnoticed
in a voluminous work where, in truth, it was but an accessory.
I renew it now in the presence of an assembly admirably quali-
fied to solve it. I should like, were it possible, to have a green-
house placed in some la Publishment or botanic
garden, under the direction of some ingenious and accurate

j ist, and adapted to experiments on vegetable physiol-
ogy

; and this is, within a little, my idea of such a construc-

The building should be sheltered from all external variations
of temperature; to effect which I imagine it should be in a
great measure below the level of the ground. I would have it

built of thick brickwork, in the form of a vault. The upper
convexity, which would rise above the ground, should have two
openings—one exposed to the south, the other to the north—in

order to receive the direct rays of the sun, or diffused light.

These apertures should each be closed by two very transput ei I

glass windows, hermetically fixed. Besides which, there should
oe, on the outside, means of excluding the light, in order to ob-
tain complete darkness, and to diminish the influence of the va-

tare when light was not required. By sink-
ing it in the ground, by the fchic Mid 'by the

covering of its exterior surfaces with straw, mats, Xc, the same
fixed degree of temperature could be obtained as in a cellar,

g should have an underground communica-
tion with a chamber containing the heating and the electrical

he experimental hothouse should
be through by a series of successive doors.

The temperature should be regulated by metallic conductors,

heated or cooled at a distance. Engineers have already devised
means by v. tare of a room, acting on a valve,

regulates the entry or exit of a certain amount of air, so that

the heat regulates itself.
5 Use could be made of such an appa-

ratus when necessary.

Obviously, with a hothouse thus constructed, the growth of
plants could be followed from their germination to the ripening
of their seeds, under the influence of a temperature and an
amount of light perfectly definite in intensity. It could then be
ascertained how heat acts during the successive phases from

treograpbie Botanique, 1

:. Carbonnier, exhibited at Chiswick in 1837.
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sowing to germination, from germination to flowering, and from
this on to the ripening of the seed. For different species various

curves could be constructed to express the action of heat on each

f motion, and of which there are already some in illustration of

the most simple phenomena, such as germination,
6
the growth

of stems, and the course of the sap in the interior of certain cells.'

We should be able to fix a great number of those minima and
maxima of temperature which Li

Indeed, a question more complies sstig&ted, to-

ward the solution of which science has already made some ad-

vances, namely, that of the action of variable temperatures;

and it might be seen if, as appears to be the case, these tempera-

tures are sometimes beneficial, at other times injurious, accord-

ing to the species, the function investigated, and the range of

temperature. The action of light on vegetation has given rise

to the most ingenious experiments. Unfortunately, these ex-

periments have sometimes ended in contradictory ami uncertain

results. The best ascertained facts are, the importance of sun-

light for green coloring, the decomposition of carbon;
by the foliage, and certain phenomena relating to the direction

or position of stems and leaves. There remains much yet to

learn upon the effect of diffused light, the combination of time

and light, and the reh beat Does
a prolonged light of several days or weeks, such as occurs in

the polar regions, produce in ex: . and in the

fixing of green matter, as much effect as the light distributed

from 12 to 12 hours, as at the equator? No one knows. In

this case, as for temperature, curves should be constructed, show-
ing the increasing or diminishing action of light on the perform-

ance of each function; and as the electric light resembles that

of the sun, we could in our experimental hothouse submit vege-

tation to a continued light.
8

A building such as I propose would allow of light being
passed through colored glasses or colored solutions, and so prove
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the effect of the different visible or invisible rays which enter
into the composition of sunlight. For the sake of exactness
nothing is superior to the decomposition of the luminous rays
by a prism, and the fixing the rays by means of a heliostat.

Nevertheless, a judicious selection of coloring matters, and a
logical method of performing our experiments, will lead to good
results. I will give as proof, that the recent most careful ex-
periments concerning the action of various rays upon the pro-
duction of oxygen by leaves and upon the production of the green
coloring matter, have only confirmed the discoveries made in

1836, without either prism or heliostat, by Professor Daubeny/
from which it appears that the most luminous rays have the
most power, next to them the hottest rays, and lastly those
called chemical.

Dr. Gardner in 1843, Mr. Draper immediately after, and Dr.
C. M. Guillemin in 1857,

10
corroborated by means of the prism

and the heliostat the discovery of Dr. Daubeny, which negatived
the opinions prevalent since the time of Senebier and Tessier,

and which were the result of erroneous 11 experiments. It was
difficult to believe that the most refrangible rays—violet for in-

stance, which acts the most on metallic bodies—as in photomet-
rical operations, should be precisely those which have least effect

in decomposing the carbonic acid gas in plants, and have the
least effect over the green matter in leaves. Notwithstanding
the confirmation of all the experiments made by Dr. Daubeny,
when repeated by numerous physicists and by more
niethods, the old opinions, appearing more probable, still influ-

enced many minds,
12

till Mr. Julius Sachs, in a series of very
important experiments, again affirmed the truth." It is really

the yellow and orange rays that have the most power, and the
blue and violet rays the least, in the phenomena of vegetable

Daubeny, Ph ilos. Tran s. 1836 part 1.
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chemistry; contrary to that which occurs in mineral chemistry,

at least in the case of chlorid of silver. The least refrangible

rays, such as orange and yellow, have also the twofold and con-

trary property, such as pertains also to white light, and which
produces the green coloring matter of leaves or bleaches them,

according to its intensity. It is these, also, which change the

coloring matter of flowers when it has been dissolved in water

or alcohol.
14 Those rays called chemical, such as violet, and the

invisible rays beyond violet, according to recent experiments,

confirmatory of those of ancient authors—those of Sebastian

Poggioli, in 1817,
15 and of C. M. Guillemin—have but one single

well-ascertained effect, that of favoring the bending of the stem
toward the quarter from which they come more decidedly than

do other rays; yet that is an effect perhaps more nega
positive, if the flexure proceeds, as many still believe, from what

a on the side least exposed to the light.
18

The effect upon vegetation of the non-vi-
the other extremity of the spectrum have been but little studied.

According to the experiments we have on this subject, they
would appear to have but little power over any of the r

but it would be worth while to investigate further the calorific

regions of the spectrum by employing Dr. Tyndall's process,

that is, by means of iodine dissolved in bisulphid of carbon,

which permits no trace of visible light to pass.

How interesting it would be to make all these laboratory ex-

periments on a large scale ! Instead of looking into Bma
or into a small apparatus held in the hand, and in which the

plants cannot be well seen, the observer would himself be inside

the apparatus, and could arrange the plants as desired. He
might observe several species at the same time, plants of all

habits, climbing plants, sensitive plants, those with colored fo-

liage, as well as ordinary plants. The experiment might be

prolonged as long as desirable, and, probably, unlooked-for re-

sults would occur as to the form or color of the organs, particu-

larly of the leaves.

Permit me to recall on this subject an experiment made in

1853 by Professor von Martius.
17

It will interest horticulturists

now that plants with colored foliage become more and more

daced some plants ofAm
tricolor for two months under glasses of various colors. Under
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the yellow glass the varied tints of the leaves were all preserved.
The red glass rather impeded the development of the leaves,
and produced at the base of the limb yellow instead of green

;

in the middle of the upper surface, yellow instead of reddish-
brown, and below, a red spot instead of purplish-red. With
the blue glasses, which allowed some green and yellow to pass,

that which was red or yellow in the leaf had spread, so that
there only remained a green border or edge. Under the nearly
pure violet glasses the foliage became almost uniformly green.
Thus, by means of colored glasses, provided they are not yel-

low, horticulturists may hope to obtain at least temporary effects

as to the coloring of variegated foliage.

The action of electricity on foliage is so doubtful, so difficult

to experiment upon, that I dare hardly mention it ; but it can
easily be understood how a building constructed as proposed
might facilitate experiments on this subject. Eespecting the ac-

tion of plants on the surrounding air, and the influence of a cer-

tain composition of the atmosphere upon vegetation, there would
be by these means a large field open for experiments. Nothing
would be easier than to create in the experimental hothouse an
atmosphere charged with noxious gas, and to ascertain the exact
degree of its action by day and by night. An atmosphere of
carbonic sol e created, such as is supposed to

xisted in the coal period. Then it might be seen to what
extent our present vegetation would take an excess of carbon
from the air, and if its general existence was inconvenienced by
it. Then it deed what tribes of plants could
bear this condition, and what other families could not have ex-

isted, supposing that the air had formerly had a very strong pro-

portion of carbonic acid gas.

Until horticulture can supply physiology with such conven-
ient means of experiment, it, in the meantime, advances descrip-

tive botany by the valuable publications it issues. The greater

part of the old works with plates, such as "Hortus Eysfo
" Hortus Elthamensis." &c. ; also those of Yentenat, Cels, Re-
doute, &c ; the Salictum and Pinetum of the Duke of Bedford

;

and more recently the " Rhododendrons of the Himalaya," by
Dr. Hooker ; the works of Bateman, Pescatore, Eeichenbach fils,

on Orchids ; and many others I could name, would never have
existed, had there not been rich amateurs either to edit or buy

It is horticulture that has given us the longest series of illus-

trated journals that have ever been published ; and here I must
do justice especially to the English horticulturists. No doubt
the science of our time requires a larger amount of analytical

plates of the "Botanical Maga-
7;; ie," '-Botanical Register," "Andrews 1

Repository/' "Loddiges'
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Botanical Cabinet," " Sweet's British Flower Garden," " Paxton's

Magazine and Flower Garden," and other English journals; but

what a number of forms are thus fixed by the engravings in

these books, and what a fund of valuable documents for consult-

ation they afford. One must admire the "Botanical Magazine,''

commenced in 1793, continued from month to month with m
exemplary regularity, and which is now at its 5580th plate.

Not only "has it always represented rare and new species, but it

has ever been conducted on a simple and uniform plan, which
renders it convenient to consult.

The series of plates is unique from the very beginning. Each
plate has its number, and each article of letter-press refers only

to one plate, by which means the quotations from the work are

rendered brief and clear. Many editors have not understood

the advantage of this simple arrangement. They have varied

their titles, their series, their pagings ; they have affixed to their

plates numbers, then letters, then nothing at all; the end of

which is (and this ought to serve as a warning for the future)

that the more they have altered and complicated the form of

their journals, the shorter time they have lasted.

How is it that these purely bibliographical details cause in us

such sad recollections? Of the men just mentioned, who have
rendered such eminent service to botany and horticulture, Eng-
land has lost three du 5—Sir Joseph Paxton,

Dr. Lindley, and Sir William Jackson Hooker. 18 I should cer-

.'. in what is expected of me if I did not express, in the

name of the foreigners attending this meeting, our deep regret

at such serious losses. We know them all by their writings,

and many among us have known personally the distinguished

men I have mentioned. Their names follow us at each step in

this the scene of their labors. If we admire the boldness of

construction of the iron domes that characterize modern build-

ings, we think of the Crystal Palace, of Chatsworth, and of the

humble gardener who became a great architect. If we visit the

beautiful establishment at Kew, we see everywhere around us

proofs of the indefatigable activity of Sir William Hooker.
Lastly, if we ask the origin of the garden of the Royal Horti-

cultural Society at Kensington, we are told it is only a develop-
ment of that at Chiswick, where Lindley stood preeminent by
his knowledge and his energy; and of that Society where bot-

anists of my age found in their youth such valuable encourage-
ment in their studies.

The names of Sir William Hooker and of Dr. Lindley, thanks

18
Since these lines were in the print- - b is sustained a
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necial works, will ever remain distinguished in science.
These two botanists have, moreover, been directors of horticul-
tural journals, and of great horticultural establishments, and
since their influence has been so fully acknowledged by practi-
cal men, I shall have little trouble in showing that science is as
useful to horticulturists as horticulture is to botanists—and this
will form the second part of my discourse.

2. The advan
vegetable physiology s

usually study in books on botany. They do not always find
direct answers to their questions; but they can draw from them
certain rules, certain ways of experimentalizing and reason-

is saves them from falling into many errors. Should
some ridiculous idea be promulgated by some ignoramus or

i, it is by an appeal to the general rules of physiology

D may at once reject them, or, at least, hold
them in distrust. On the contrary, innovations, if in harmony
with the principles, may be, and I will even say ought to be,

* -opted.

Do not let us put too much faith in the lucky results of ex-
periments made absolutely by chance. It is with some of these

experiments as with dreams and presentiments—if they come
true once in a thousand times they are talked about, otherwise
they are passed over and forgotten. Besides, it must be said,

men nearly always are guided by theories; but the theories of
the ignorant are often absurd and without foundation, while
those of educated men are based on probabilities, or on an accu-

mulation of facts.

Conjointly with physiology, botanical geography shows the

ion of plants all over the globe, their struggle with the

«
' tnente, their migrations, and already raises a portion of the

veil which covers the obscurity of their origin. All this ought
to oiler a real interest to horticulturists. We are beginning to

have the power of expressing in figures the effect of each cli-

mate upon vegetation ; consequently, the possibility of a given
species enduring the mean or extreme climatal conditions of that

country to which it is desired to introduce it. Already we can
show, in the clearest manner, the analogy between the vegeta-
tion and climate of certain regions, widely separated the one
from the other, and point out in which cases new attempts at

i should be tried or where they should be disc

A celebra! to say, beforehand, there is gold
in -

; rh a p; it of New Holland ; and gold was found there. We
<^m also say, the olive tree and the cork oak will succeed in

Au8t jtern and temperate region of the United States

is favorable to the growth of Chinese plants, more particularly
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to that of tea; and we can assert that that part of America in-

cluded between San Francisco and the Oregon territory will,

one day, supply wines as varied and as excellent as those Euro-

pean ones produced between Portugal and the Ehine.

It is a singular fact, that the two principal beverages of the

civilized world, wine and tea, which produce similar stimulating

effects, but which to a certain extent are the substitutes one for

the other in different countries, present also in the mode of cul-

tivating them the most marked resemblances and differences.

The vine and the tea-plant succeed best on stony, barren hill-

sides, of which they sometimes increase the value a hundred-

fold. According to the exposure, the soil, the cultivation and

manner of preparing the produce, wine and tea are obtained of

unquestionable excellence ; while the neighboring crops, but a

short distance off, may be more or less ordinary in quality. The
two shrubs require a temperate climate, but the vine needs heat

and no rain during summer, while the tea-plant requires rain

and but little summer heat ; the result of which is, that these

two species are almost geographically incompatible. Vine-grow-
ing countries will never produce tea, and vice versa.

But you will say, these examples belong rather to agriculture,

and concern neither botany nor gardens. I maintain the con-

trary. It is science, in the present day, which points out what
plants to cultivate, and into what countries to introduce them.

Horticulture makes the trial, with infinite pains. If successful,

the young plants are submitted to the less refined treatment of

agriculture. Before the happy introduction of Cinchonas into

British and Dutch India could be effected, botanists were re-

quired to collect, distinguish, and carefully describe the various

species of American Cinchonas ; horticulturists were then called

on to make cuttings, gather the seeds, raise the young plants,

transport and establish them in another part of the world; and
so at last they were passed over to the care of the agric
The coffee-plant did not spread gradually from Arabia to India,

from India to Java ; nor was it the American colonists who
brought it from its original country to their fazendas or hacien-

das. The shrub was first described by botanists, and was after-

wards introduced by the Dutch into a garden at Batavia ; from
thence it was taken to the Botanical Garden at Amsterdam, from
whence a specimen was sent to the King of France in 1714.
DeCheu, a naval officer, transplanted it from the garden at Pans
to the French colonies in America. A multitude of such in-

stances might be named. In the present day science has pro-

gressed, practical men avail themselves of it, governments and
bave abandoned those mistaken ideas in accordance with

which it was supposed that a cultivation advantageous to one
country was injurious to others. Hence we may hope to see,
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before long, useful species planted in all regions where they can
thrive, to the great advantage of mankind in general.

One of the most evident effects of science has been to create
in the horticultural public a taste for varied and rare forms.

Formerly in gardens there were only to be found certain kinds
of plants which dated back to the time of the Crusades, or even
of the Eomans. The discovery of the New World did not pro-

duce a change in proportion to its importance; perhaps because
horticulturists did not travel enough, or acquaint themselves with
those countries whose species were most suitable for cultivation

in Europe. Botanists, fortunately, were more ambitious. Their
eollectors were numerous and daring. They enriched their her-

baria with an infinitude of new forms, and published works
upon exotic plants, such as those of Hernandez, Rumphius,
Sloane, &c. The immense variety in the forms of plants traa

thenceforth recognized, and in point of taste the elegant sim-

plicity of the primitive flowers was able to vie with the gaudi-

ness of the double ones. Then ceased the reign of tulips and
pffionies in flower gardens. Curiosity, that great incentive to

all science, having penetrated horticulture, the change in gar-

dens became rapid. Instead of a few hundred species such as

were cultivated at the commencement of the last century, there

are now 20,000 or 80,000 to be found in most of the present

8. The single family of Orchids has probably more
different representatives in our hothouses than was the case with
all the families of plants put together, a hundred years ago.

Fashion, united to the present curiosity of amateurs, causes,

from time to time, old plants to be abandoned for new ones

;

and thus the entire vegetable kingdom will ultimately pass un-

der the observation of civilized man.
What would horticulturists do, amidst this invasion of thou-

sands of species, had not botanists devised convenient plans of

:iienclature? The families, genera, and spe-

cies, have all been arranged in books, just as the districts, streets,

and numbers of the houses are in our great capitals—with this

ity of method, that the form of the objects indicates

their place—as if, in looking at a house in a town, one might
discover, at a glance, to what street and what quarter it be-

longed. The plan of giving a single name to each species, be-

sides its generic name, together with the prohibition of changing
names without due reason, of giving the same appellation to two
different species or two genera, far excels our plan of distin-

guishing individuals. How much it would simplify our inter-

course with men, and facilitate our inquiries, if, in the whole
world, the members of one family only bore the same name, and
if each individual had but one ''ring from
those of the other members of his family. Such is, neverthe-
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less, the admirable plan of nomenclature that science has pro-

vided for horticulturists, and which they cannot too much appre-

ciate and respect.
19

3. The beneficial effects of the association of botany with horticul-

ture.—The pursuit of horticulture demands books and herbaria,

as that of scientific botany requires cultivated living plants.

Thence the necessity, which is more and more recognized, of

bringing together the materials for comparison in the same town,

the same establishment, and even under the same administra-

tion, organized so as to facilitate the use of them. How many
institutions in Europe, either private or public, would be bene-

fited by this arrangement! How many towns and countries are

now deficient—some in libraries, some in herbaria, some in re-

spect to horticulture. Professional men proffer their complaint;

let us hope that public opinion may end by listening to them.
21'

The bringing together the means of study, I have said, is de-

sirable. Not less so is leas and impressions,

both of botanists and horticulturists. Each of these classes

must clearly have distinct characteristics; but the one should

be influenced by the other. By these means, some too retiring

dispositions may be brought out, and certain dormant powers
developed. Horticulture, for instance, has a commercial ten-

dency which" may be carried too far. Charlatanism may slide

in among flowers. Botany, on the contrary, is a science, and
consequently rests on the investigation of pure and simple truth.

A horticulturist who allows himself to be influenced by a scien-

tific spirit necessarily frees himself from over-selfish t

Natural history, on its side, by reason of the perfection of its

method, its nomenclature and its minute observations, has some-

thing technical and dry about it, which contrasts with the gran-

deur of nature, and with the sentiment of art. It is for horti-

culture, combining, as it does, the planning and the decorations

of gardens, to develop the aesthetic faculties of the savant, as of

the world in general. A lovely flower, beautiful trees, a splen-

M Two years ago I made a request to the Federation &

Beiges, which appears to L r -. not be useless

ties not to give them botanical names, with a Latiu desig

f they called a Calceolaria, Sebastopol, c

they named it Lindleyi.or mirabilis, one would

imperfect!
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I floral exhibition, excite a sort of admiration, and even en--

usiasm, similar to the effects produced by music or painting.
The powers of the German composers of modern days, and
dse of the Italian painters of the 16th century are justly ex-
led

;
but may it not also be said, that in point of art they are

ualled in their way by the beautiful parks of old England?
le feeling of harmony, in form and color—is it not also studied

" The effect of contrast—is it not skillfully managed?

English landscape gardeners are poets ; they have drawn from
the same sources of inspiration as the most national writers of
their country, and that source is the appreciation, so universal
in England, of the beautiful, in an aspect of nature which is

elegant and attractive, though somewhat grave.

Thus, gentlemen, for the development of our talents, as well
as for our actual benefit, art and science keep pace together.
Let us rejoice over their union, rendered conspicuous to-day by
thiscongress of botanists, held in connection with a great floral

exhibition
; and after these general observations—perhaps rather

too protracted—let us enter upon the consideration of those
more truly scientific subjects, in which many among you are no
doubt disposed to take part.

Art. XXXVIL— Cartography ; by Prof. C. Dewry.

Continued from toI. xli, p. 331.—1866. (The 43d No.)

No. 299. Carex retrocurva, Dew. 7845.

Spikes distinct ; staminate single, terminal pedunculate cylindric
;
pia-

blong rather close-flowered, often re-

mote, l' alate pendulous or part

resting on the earth, th< froit ovate

or obtusish, nerved, about equaling

its ovate cuspidate scale ; culm 8-10 i .. then sub-

prostrate; ! . le plant rather glaucous-.

Open \v«, Xew York; south, north and west.

When C. oligocarpa was confounded with C. digitalis, this was called by
'V

dhocarpa var. httifoli -
'"~

. Mon., p. 416, 1836.

. 300. C. stylosa, Meyer. 1830.

t, cylindric, short and staminate
;

pistillate spikes

.west leafy-bracteate and

i- .. : ti .;•. ,1
;

- 1 :i:.pn.-trous, stipitate, tapering

rifice, and exceeding the obtuse or
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Russian America—Unalaska, Meyer, and Sitka, Bongard. Contrary*

to the remark made in vol. xxix, p. 252, 1836, from Meyer's figure, this

I C. Carltonia, or even C. Parryana, Dew., but is far different.

Mon. 1836.

No. 301. C. Hartwegii, Boott, Plant. ffartwegiance. 1842.

Spike compound, 2-3 inches long ; spikelets 5-7, oblong or short-

-iininate at their summit, alternate, the upper approximate

and sessile, the lowest sometimes compound, also pedunculate sub-remote

and bracteate; stigmas 3; fruit oval or ovate-oblong, rostrate, sub-trique-

trous bidentate, sub-scabrous on the margin above and nerved, a little

exceeding its ovate or oblong lanceolate scale which is green on the pale

back ; culm 8 to 10 inches high, rather slender, not filiform, but leafy
;

leaves narrow, flat, often longer than the culm, slightly rough on the

margin
;

plant pale green.

The sterile, tumid and nerved scale between the spikelet and the axis at

the base of the lateral spikelets, noticed by Dr. Boott in this species and

two others, is a very striking and curious character.

California, Dr. H. N. Bolander ; Guatemala, Hartweg, says Dr. Boott

in the above reference. From C. Deweyana, it differs in having three

stigmas.

No. 302. C. Davalliana, Smith. 1800 ?

Flowers dioecious with an oblong simple spike, never androgynous

;

matte, oblong-lanceolate, rostrate and roundish, tapering above

and commonly much recurved, sub-scabrous above, nerved and longer

than the ovate acute or awned scale ; culm 5-8 inches high ; leaves

short, radical and filiform ; both somewhat scabrous.

Rocky Mountains, Richardson ; common in northern Europe. Sepa-

rated from C. dioica, L., by the fruit, and from C. gynocrates, Wormsk.,

by being truly dioecious, as" that has stamens often on its fertile spikes, as

well as wholly staminate spikes, and hence is described as androgynous

and polygamo-dicecious. Fries, Lang and Anderson notice these differ-

ences. The plants from the Rocky Mountains are exactly like C. Daval-

No. 303. C. Gayana, Desv.

Spike composed of 4-8 spikelets aggregated into an ovate head;

spikelets staminate above, ovate, sessile, and the lower sometimes branch-

ed, or staminate and pi- aggregated (Boott), or

sometimes dioecious (Bo rit roundish ovate, short-

acuminate or beaked, sub-scabrous above, shorter and narrower than the

ovate-acuminate or broad ovate lanceolate or cuspidate scales ; culm ex-

ceeding a foot in height and leafy toward the base ; leaves narrow and
long often as the culm, scabrous on the edge ; all light green except the

dark brown, and rusty-like spike.

Boundary Survey and Rocky Mountains, Fendler, 881, and Hall, of Dl.

Notes.— 1. C.fusiformis, Chapman, in vol. vi, p. 244, 1848, has been

cancelled by the author ; but as it is an authentic form of C. debihs,

it here receives the name, C. debit
-

. It is de-
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(

2. C. Oederi, Ehrht.,- has occurred in a dicecious form ; numerous pis-

tillate spikelets on one culm, and the staminate one to tbi

mother culm, but both growing from the same root ; about
aes high.

Grand Isle, Judge Clinton ; a singular form.

3. C. viridula, Mx., is a var. of C. Oederi, Ehrht., as Dr. Torrey learned

Journal, xxvii, p. 276, 1835, and Tor. Mon., p. 417, 1836. New England,
the state of S have given forms of C. Oe

:

:

it to C. fiava and not to C. triceps. It differs enough from C. Oederi

t to have another name, but not since C. Oederi has been
found so variable a species, and yet so alike itself.

ii i < ti i l ( ' it > icourate was Dr. Toi v in t
r

. i \

day in the dete ' '

Micha
determination of nearly all the species of Carex given by

4. C. Bui
'

| lias very va-

and very scabrous to partially smooth. The pistillate scales in Wahl.,
are said to be cuspidate, about equalling the fruit, and by others to be

generally agree with the description, though much longer on some, and
on specimens from Rhode Island the same, as well as from Canada AY.

;

from the Rocky Mountains, with obtuse scales much shorter or much
longer than the fruit ; from Kentucky, Michigan, and New York, with
*- -

and black or dark ; rusty on the sides as usual ; culm very stiff and
rough. From the marsh, Bergen.

5. C. striatula, Mx., 1803 ; xxvii, 278, 1835.

— blanda, Dew.; x, 45, 1826.

These two were found to be the same by Dr. Torrey, as he had access
'-> U:-- :

..'•!' .-.,
'

-

-..:'.',.'
ence ; of the latter, its synonym, C. conoidea, Muh., given, while some
botanists placed it under C. anceps.

6. C. vagi t/w, Dew.

_ Both of these forms have been abundant this season in the marsh at

j larger fruit ; the latter

also been collected in great numbers at Belleville, C. W., by

with few of the former. The refracted culm above the upper
spike has been uncommon this year at either locality.

Am. Jocb. Scl-jse .n.^.c^ \ • XLI1 N" I^.-Sept., 1S6C
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1. On Hagem<inn'if<, c/ n^/- mirttrolfrom Arkmi[fiord, Greenland.

For my knowledge of the present species I am indebted to

Mr. G. Hagemann, chemist to the Natrona chemical works, Al-

leghany county, Pennsylvania, for whom it is named and from
whom I received it, along with its associates, pachnolite, cryo-

lite, etc.

The mineral is in seams and veins of from one-third to half

an inch in thickness, generally having white cryolite closely ad-

hering to its sides, though it sometimes traverses a drusy ferru-

ginous pachnolite. It has in some instances the appearance of

having been deposited in layers over broad undulating surfaces,

color is ochre- or wax-yellow, rarely with a faint tinge of green;

and being impalpable in structure, dull (or only faintly glim-

mering) and opake, it reminds one of a very compact iron-flint,

or of the yellow variety of chloropal from Alar, Bavaria. Its

streak is paler than its color. It is not difficult^ frangible, and
shows an even fracture. H.=30 to 35. Gk=2o9 to 2 bU It

adheres but feebly to the tongue, without emitting a strong ar-

When held in the flame of a candle, it decrepitates with sur-

prising energy, throwing considerable fragments to a distance.

In order to prepare it for blowpipe experiments, the mineral re-

quires to be heated in a closed tube, during which it is observed

to evolve much water and hydrofluoric acid. The decrepitated

fragments soften easily in the first heat of the blowpipe, but

without assuming a globular shape like cryolite. The color of

the fused fragment passes quickly from light-pearl to a dirty

greenish-gray. To borax it only imparts a feeble iron tinge.

Its powder heated in a porcelain crucible to full ignition lost

101 p. c, and fused into a pinkish-white hard mass with a very
rough surface. Having satisfied myself of the homogeneous
nature of the mineral and its leading constitution, I requested

nann to undertake its analysis; and I here subjoin the

results he has reached.

"In the specimen selected, (G. =2*83) it was impossible to dis-

cover even with the microscope, anything but the yellow mineral,

which showed in man ne structure, or minute
golden yellow points. . rize. The powder was
heated with sulphuric acid in a platinum dish, whereby, with
slight warmth, it evolved SiFl

s
. When farther heated, it turned

white, was easily decomposed, and by boiling with water and
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chlorhydric acid gave a yellow solution. This, after filtering

and oxydation by nitric acid, was precipitated with ammonia,
shlorid of ammonium having been previously added.

The precipitate was redissolved and reprecipitated twice before
it was free from lime. Lime was precipitated as usual, the fil-

trate evaporated to dryness and evaporated
;
the residuum redis-

solved and the soda and magnesia separated by means of ace-

tate of baryta. Fluorine was determined by Wohler's process,

and silicium by boiling the mineral with carbonate of ammonia.
The precipitated £l 3+Si was separated as usual. Water was de-

termined by heating the mineral under lime. The mineral con-

tains a trace of phosphoric acid.

Al Fe Ca | Hg Na Fl Si HO Insol.

Fe =r 6-96^ = 0-202
j

—
\ Fe

Ca = 11-18 Ai-gL8 — 0-559 " 1 Ca
Mg = 2-30 %> = 0-191 ) „ j Mg
Na = 8-45# = 0-367 \

= ° 558 l
\ Na

Fl = 40-30 Aftau) = 2-125 " 4 Fl

Si = 7-79 7
TJ| = °'526 " 1 Si

The deduction of a formula is difficult. The following is sug-

gested :

2(Ca+|Na-r-iMg)Fl-r-(fA14-iFo)2SiF12+2nO

but it is very complicated; and it is uncertain whether SiFl
3

is

capable of combining thus with metals. The iron was found to

be present as sesquioxyd."

2. Cotunnite at South Hamptoti Lead Mine.

In a recent number of this Journal I have described scheelite

as a rare product of the Hampton lead mine. I am now able

to add cotunnite (PbCl) as a pro : larly scarce,

of the same 1<>« i t\ T.> <> m't.i ^ -y < i. - i '. -
;

to me by one of mv pupils (Mr. P. W. Lyman, of the Junior
class in Ai id I have since heard of a fourth

specimen, found 1 jitor of the mine. The crystals

are small, and occur in groups lining druses of quartz. They
have the form of right-rectangular prisms, are without transpa-

rency and . When reduced to a fine pow-
der the mineral is soluble in water, from which the nitrate of

the chloridof silver.
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3. Columbite at Xoythfdtl, Jfass.

This mineral was sent to me last autumn for determination by
Mr. M. A. Brown, of Springfield, Mass., an enterprising mine-

ralogist, now on his way to Montana. I visited the locality

with him last month. It is on land belonging to Mr. Simeon
Lyman, and situated about one mile northeast of the village.

It occurs in a much disintegrated coarse-grained graphic granite,

which here forms veins from ten to fifteen feet in v. idth, travers-

ing the micaceous schist. Beryl is also somewhat abundant in

the vein, in crystals often several inches (up to ten) in diameter,

of a pale greenish-white color, and generally peculiar by their

uniform shortness or tabular form, and the regularity of their

single plane. In thjs respect they resemble

the beryls ot" tfoshen and Norwich. The columbite is tolerably

<1. black and shining, with a specific gravity of 6'5,

which, it will be observed, is much higher than that of the Con
necticut localities and nearly identical with the Bodenmais va-

riety. The largest fragments weighed only a few ounces ; and
the supply at the locality (which is mostly derived from the soil

1 3 to the vein) is very limited.

Very interesting specimens of crystallized fibrilite in

vhite prisms having nearly the form of kyan
net with in the drift of this region. The <

ornpact micaceous rock in all directions ; ar

lardness are found projecting at various angles quite beyond

t of this region. The crystals penetrate a

rock in all directions ; and from their great

the surface, notwithstanding the attrition to which the i

have been subjected.

In the remote southeastern section of the town, on what is

called Northfield mountain (on the road to Irving), the follow-

ing minerals are frequent, viz., garnet, kyanite, epidote and
beryl. Also at what has been called the Black-lead mine, on
land of Mr. Piper, where a highly plumbagenous mica-slate has

^been a little v »rk vl with a view 'to' ]!; nbago, I noticed several
* interesting specimens of the astfl >; ica. Grace

k is visible to the northeast from this vicin-

ity, and is the locality of the beautiful radiated black tourma-
line associated with granular epidote.

i. Spodi'jucii,; in ']) 'hi- 7;>:,<f< : /\ X >r Hampshire.

This is a continuation of the Goshen formation. The locality

f Mr. Brown (the father of Mr. M. A. Brown), a

base hous is just upon the line dividing North-
field from Win. h st r. Th > -[ - 1 v :, i 1 L < i.-s mt > vi< w
directly i

| does not exhibit
distinct crystals, but only long bladeJ id <ilv cleavable

b ilk <>f th. t c. V - chiefly interest-

ing as our most northern locality of this species, and as a pro-

longation of the Goshen rocks.
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1. Savisavik, 1 North Greenland.

This meteoric iron has been in my possession upward of two
years ; and I had hoped, before describing its locality, to have
obtained a supply of material fully adequate to its description

and analysis ; but not succeeding in this I deem it best to delay
my notice of it no longer.

My specimens, consisting merely of a few scales, scarcely

i one's finger nail, were the gift of John C. Tra
Esq., Civil Engineer, of Philadelphia, to whom they had been
presented by Dr. Hays, the well-known arctic voyager, accom-
panied by the following note

:

station of Port Foul, in 1861, who had obtained

"ully preserved it

. ivory blade) the
edge ot a knife. The"name of the place is derived from " savik,"

knife, and means the place where knife-material is found, i. e.,

iron place. The Esquimaux told me that there is a large mass
of this material, and that the natives go there frequently to ob-

tain it. The locality is about twenty miles south and east of

Cape York, North Greenland, near latitude 76°. The Esqui-
maux scale off fragments with flint stone.

Yours, etc., 1. 1. Hays."
Philadelphia, April 17, 1864.

This iron is perfectly malleable and remarkably homogeneous,
without being much prone to oxydation. Its specific gravity is

just below 8", which is rather high, but doubtless occasioned by
the condensation it has suffered in being detached from the pa-

m ;

Some collectors have expressed doubts moreover, whether the
last mentioned locality was a genuine meteorite. On this point,

however, I have entertained no doubt, and am happy in being

I in this opinion by so high an authority as that of the
late Prof. Forchhammer, who, in a letter to me dated Copenha-

>rnak) me-

inly no artifical product, although it contains

I cobalt, and so much carbon, that it is hard
and brittle like cast-iron.

1
It is not plain from Dr. Hays's letter whether this word begins with S or G.
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2. Botetourt County, Virginia.

This iron was discovered more than fifteen years ago in a
mass so ponderous that the finder, having attempted to transport

it on horseback a number of miles to his house, was obliged to

abandon the undertaking. He left it upon a stone wall by the

road-side, after having (with the assistance of a negro who hap-

pened at the time to be passing with a hammer,) detached two
or three small angular fragments. These were afterward given

to Mr. N. S. Manross, who took them with him to Gdttingen,

where in the laboratory of Prof. Wohler he analyzed one of

them so far as to determine the presence of nickel in the very

unusually high proportion of more than 20 per cent. In the

year 1860, while Mr. Manross was delivering lectures in this

college on chemistry, he presented me a little fragm

choly death «« «,

The quantity is too small to justify a further analysis; and I

content myself with a brief description of its physical properties.

It is whiter than most irons, extremely close and homogeneous,
with exception of a few minute pyritic grains. Specific grav-

ity = 7-64. Fracture fine granular like cast-steel. It does not

give the Wi s. In composition and structure

it resembles the Green county (Tenn.) iron. As it is a variety

I r of the
i

3. Colorado.

If neither of the two preceding irons are likely to be repre-

sented in our collections, there is certainly a prospect t

! otherwise with the mass just discovered upon t

i slope of the Sierre Mad re Eange of the Eockyern siope or ine Pierre iviaare Jtange ot tne -Kockv mou
For my acquaintance with this discovery I am indebted to the

kindness of Mr. J. Alden Smith, a practical mineralogist, at

present residing in Colorado. This gentleman has transmitted
to me by mail a very i na, l.l inches long
by fths of an inch wide and £th thick, and which shows on one
edge a portion of the natural coating of the meteorite. His let-

ter, dated June 21st is very brief, though it contains important
- which I cannot withhold from the scientific public

until his return to the east in the coming autumn. By means
of the promised specimens he expects to bring with him on his

return, I hope to be able to give a more circumstantial account
of the discovery.

The detection of the mass, and which has occurred only within
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a few weeks, is due to Messrs. Wilson and Morrison, by whom
Mr. Smith was shown to the locality. It is situated within a
very deep ravine, at the elevation of 8000 feet above the ocean
and surrounded with high mountains on all sides. The exact
dimensions of the mass are not given

; but its weight is sup-
posed to be several hundred pounds. "It seems to have struck
a crevice in the solid ledge, and thereby to have been much
shattered at one extremity,—a circumstance that enabled the
finders to detach several small pieces." They inferred the fall

to have taken place at a very remote period, as the mass exhib-
its] a coating of oxyds half an inch thick. "Its composition is

principally the native metals, iron, nickel, cobalt, a little man-
ganese and a trace of copper. In some parts, iron forms the
chief ingredient, while in others nickel and cobalt are largely in

The specimen in my possession exceeds every iron I have
seen in the perfect] i tion. It is as coarsely

crystalline as'that of Arva (Hungary) or Cocke county (Tenn.),
but much more intin ith Schreibersite than
either. The laminae of this substance are unusually thick, and
possess a light color together with a bright luster. As they are
disposed in accordance with the octahedral cleavage of the iron,

they render the U'idm msi ',.-,1 figures strikingly apparent
without polishing or the use of acids. No pyrites or graphite is

visible in my specimen. Specific gravity = 7 "43.

4. Supposed new locality in Tennessee.

Through the kindness of a scientific friend in Mississippi, Dr.
"W. Spillman, I am able to announce the very recent discovery
of a considerable mass of meteoric iron upon a mountain in

Tennessee. It was accidentally met with by a mining explorer,

and is described as being "as large as a man can lift." The
finder hammered off only a fragment of very small size which
was forwarded to me by letter. Its original structure had been
destroyed by the process of detaching the fragment. It was
nevertheless'highly malleable with the usual luster and color of
meteoric iron. It was rapidly dissolved by chlorhydric acid

without the odor of sulphuretted hydrogen. After being treated
:':: ':.:'
the ammoniacal solution of Ni was exhibited. Measures have
been taken to secure the mass, when a full description of it will

oe given.

Amherst College, July 9, 1866.
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Aet. XL.—Appendix to Article XXX, On the Origin of some of

the Earth's Features ; by James D. Dana.

On page 210 I have made but a bare allusion to the question

of the heat required in metamorphism. Mr. Yose dispenses

with heat altogether, except what may be incidental to compres-

sion. And Professor Hall regards it as of secondary importance,

or not absolutely necessary (see our citation on page 207), and

attributes the little extraneous heat that may be present and

operative—probably, he says " not much above that of boiling

water" (Pal., vol. iii, p. 77)—to the sinking of the thickening

deposits to a level "where the surrounding temperature was
higher ;" higher, that is, on the principle, first suggested by Her-

schel, of the rising of the isothermal planes within the earth's

crust in concordance with increase of thickness through super-

ficial deposits ; the isothermal plane of 100°, for example, being

within a certain distance of the surface of the crust in a given re-

L8es by new accumulations above.

The correctness of Herschel's principle cannot be doubted.

But the question of its actual agency in ordinary metamorphism
must be decided by an appeal to facts ; and on this point I would
here present a few facts for consideration.

The numbers and boldness of the flexures in the rocks of most

metamorphic regions have always seemed to me to bear against

the view that the heat causing the change had ascended by the

very quiet method recognized in this theory. For the heat, thus

slowly creeping upward, a few inches, feet, or yards in a cen-

tury, should produce the change with little disturbance in the

mass, and leave the beds nearly or quite horizontal : a condition

very unlike that actually found in nature. The region of the

thickened accumulations is also necessarily, as I have said, one

of strengthened crust, under the gravity-hypothesis; and dis-

placements, from any expansion of the crust which the slowly

ascending heat might produce, should be mainly apparent in

the surrounding regions where the crust had not been thus

thickened.

But there are other facts indicating a limited sufficiency to

this means of metamorphism. These are afforded by the great

faults and sections of strata open to examination. In the Appa-
lachian region, both of Virginia and Pennsylvania, faults occur,

as described by the Professors Eogers, and by Mr. J. P. Lesley,

which afford us important data for conclusions. Mr. Lesley,

an excellent geologist and geological observer, who has ex-

plored personally the regions referred to, states that at the great

fault of Juniata and Blair Cos., Pennsylvania, the rocks of the

Trenton period are brought up to a level with those of the Che-
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mung, making a dislocation of at least 16,000, and probably of
20,000, feet. And yet the Trenton limestone and Hudson Kiver
shales are not metamorphic. Some local cases of alteration

occur there, including patches of roofing slate ; but the greater
part of the shales are no harder than the ordinary shales of the
Pennsylvania Coal formation.

1

At a depth of 16,000 feet the temperature of the earth's crust,

allowing an increase of 1° F. for 60 feet of descent, would be
about 330° F. ; or with 1° F. for 50 feet, about 380° F.—either

of which temperatures is far above the boiling point of water;
and with the thinner crust of Paleozoic time the temperature at

this depth should have been still higher. But, notwithstanding
this beat, and also the compression from so great an overlying
mass, the limestones and shales are not crystalline. The change
of parts of the shale to roofing slate is no evidence in favor of
the efficiency of the alleged cause ; for such a cause should act

uniformly over great areas.

In Southern Virginia, between Walker's Mountain and the
Peak Hills, the Trenton rocks, as Lesley observes, are brought
up, by means of a fault, to a level with the Lower Carboniferous.

The amount of the fault by the lowest estimate is 15,000 feet.

Notwithstanding the depth at which the Trenton beds had been
lying previous to the faulting, the limestones are not granular
marbles, but ordinary stratified limestone.

Again, in the great Nova Scotia section, at the Joggins, 15,000
feet of rock are exposed to view out of the 16,000 feet or more
of the whole Carboniferous formation ; and the lower strata of
these 15,000 feet consist of shales and sandstones, and fossilif-

erous limestone, without metamorphism.
What is the natural inference from these data ? Can we as-

sume that the Coal formation in Khode Island and Massachusetts,

now in a high state of metamorphism, or the Devonian rocks
of New England, now granite, gneiss, crystalline schists and
marble, were once covered with deposits standing 15,000 feet

above the present surface ? As daring as this assumption would
be, the condition would not give, as the facts show, the heat re-

quisite for the metamorphism that has taken place.

We may say further : The pressure (Hall), or compression
(Vose), from 15,000 feet of overlying rock, enormous though it

be, added to the heat derived from below on the principle ex-

plained, and to the tension from expansion through this heat,

and to any movements resulting from this expansion, is not suf-

ficient to produce distinct metamorphic changes.

briefly alluded to in my Manual of Ge-

OL. XLII, Ra 125. -Sept., 1§G6.
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SCIENTIFIC INTELLIGENCE.
I. CHEMISTRY AXD PHYSICS.

1. On the cklorids af tungsten.—Debray has studied the vapor-den-

sities of the volatile compounds of tungsten with chlorine, and with chlo-

rine and oxygen, and has arrived at results of much theoretical interest.

When a current of dry chlorine is passed over metallic tungsten heated

to redness in a tube of hard glass, red vapors are obtained which con-

dense to a dark gray mass, which is a mixture of the two cblorids WC1 3
and W2 C1

5
. By distillation in a current of chlorine the terchlorid

WC1 3 , may be obtained very nearly pure. There are, as is w
',:' "";-'
of which are respectively W0 2 C1 and W0C1 2 . Debray obtains these

bodies easily by Gerhard t's method by distilling the terchlorid with dry

L The red oxychlorid or, as we should prefer to term it, oxy-

i pure, but the yellow or dioxychlorid,

WO, CI, is always mixed with tungstic add or the oxyuichlorid, as it is

easily decomposed by beating, according to the equation

2W02Cl=WO Cl 2+W0 3 .

The terchlorid heated with tungstic acid acts upon it with evolution of

heat, according to the equation,

W0
3+2WCl 3=3WOC1 2 .

The easy decomposition of the dioxycl is ble to deter-

mine the density of its vapor, but the vapor-densities of the two other

compounds may be readily taken in the vapor of mercury or sulphur,

since the least volatile boils at about 300° C. In this manner the ter-

chlorid gave in the vapor of mercury i i in the vapor

of sulphur 11-89, 11-80 and 11-69.
" ! in the vapor

of mercury 10-78 and 10-70, and in the vapor of sulphur 10-27.

If we admit that the formulas of these bodies correspond to 2 or 4

or, we find by calculation that the theoretical density of the

13-75 on the hypothesis of 2 vols., and 6-875 on the hypoth-

esis of 4 vols., and that. thV vapor i-i.-i-v . f the oxydichlorid is 11*86

on the hypothesis of 2 vols., and 5-93 upon that of 4 vols. If we admit
with Perzoz that tungstic acid is W'O

s
and the perchlorid W'C1 5 , the

equivalent of the chlorid becomes five-thirds of the old equivalent and
its vapor-density five-thirds of that found above theoretically, so that if

responds to 4 vols, of vapor we have for its vapor-density
11-46, which agrees nearly with that found by experiment. "We must
then suppose, however, that the ox v licl hen the cal-

>ity upon the hypothesis of 4 vols, becomes 9-87. And as

fractions of equivalents cannot be admitted we must write this formula
W'0

5
-4-2W'C!

6 , which is the same as admitting the existence of bodies

the vapor-density of which corresponds to 12 volumes.—Comptes Bendus,

2. On the separation of. cobalt from nickel—Terreil has given a

method of separating cobalt from nickel which promises to yield good
results. To the soluti
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The whole is then to be heated to boiling for some minutes and then a
slight excess of chlorhydric acid added so as to dissolve the pi

oxyd of manganese. The liquid is then to be kept for twenty or twenty-
five minutes at a gentle heat and allowed to stand for twenty-four hours.
All the cobalt is then deposited in the form of a crystalline powder of a
beautiful reddish violet color (chlorid of purpureocobalt), which is to be
thrown upon a weighed filter, and washed in the cold at first with dilute

hoi. The filter and salt may then be dried at 110° C. and weighed. Or
a known weight of the salt may be reduced in a current of dry hydro-
gen when pure cobalt will remain. The filtrate containing the 'nickel is

to be boiled to expel aim . ~, ,-
t .> , >. , , m and hyper-

of potash added. On boiling \>l ' >A' \

.

hypochlorite may be used in place of the hypermanganate to oxydize the
cobalt, but in this purpureocobalt
requires several days to be completed.—Bull, de la Soc. Chimique de
Paris, Feb. 1866, p. 88. w. o.

3. On a new alcohol in -' o I S <«7uv n.—
Friedel and Crafts hav ig carbon by silicon by a
' - ' •

of view. Chlorine acts upon siliciuui ethyl, >i(^
2
H.),, t - form two

;
'"

•
i -- :>•---. < •...-.- -

, '. -
,

;
;:\ •

mixture of th - heated in a

closed tube with acetate of potash and alcohol, the bichlorinated com-
pound is firsl - \* formed and the

th concentrated - acetic acid com-

und and the oxyd of silicium-triethyl, gjfc^j
) [

^' leavicg the

icium-ethyl and its
<

"

"

dissolved is to be wai

er at 180°-190°, and
potash and alcohol. The liquid separated by water is again treated

th sulphuric acid, the solution decanted and poured into water. A
uid separates which boils between 208° an 1

_
1 I C, has a faint ethe-

d and! acetic smell, and burns with a luminous flame, giving off white

nes of silicic acid. This liquid has the formula
S

^ 8^g i O, and is

rived from mouochl lacing the chlorine by

icetyl, C 2H O. Treated with an alcoholic

s body yields a new liquid boiling at luu; C, and having the formula

8

H
19

!" ®' wIlicfx *8 &* hydrate corresponding to the acetate above
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n the radical, Si€
8H 19 , silicononyl, and

tate to the corresponding compounds of car-

bon and hydrogen, ^gis
j.
and |^^ i O, considering silicium to

replace carbon atom for atom.— Comptes Rendus, hi, 792. w. o.

4. On a new class of organic radie -J^erthelot
,

has described a very remarkable series of bodies derived from acetylene,
C4H 2 or € 2H 2 , and containing copper, silver, &c, in place
drogen of the primitive radical. The first of these bodies, Cuprosacetyl,

I, (C4€u 2H)0, is obtained by precip-

ith strong ammonia. The oxyd is a
reddish brown fiocky precipitate, decomposed by chlorhydric acid with
formation of subchlorid of copper and ;uvtyi.-ije. It decomposes sal-

ammoniac solution when boiled with it. and is itself decomposed with

i ic acids.
The rLloiid >r c .j i..-,„ , :> ] j, viene, bubble

by bubble, into a concent] r m ( hlo-

1 and a yellow precipitate is formed,
which soon becomes crysl

| by decaota*
n saturated solution of chlorid of potassium, becomes orange,

then purple, and finally dark red. Th
water when the chlorid remains pure. It is decomposed by ammonia
with formation of the oxyd, and by boiling chloi i

It unites with chlorid of ammonium to form a double salt of a darker
color than the corresponding potassium compound. The bromid and
lodid of cuprosacetyl may be obtained by similar methods. The iodid
has a magnificent vermillion-red color, and is much more stable thau the

: bromid. It closely resembles iodid of mercury but is insolu-
ble in iodid of potassium. It forms an orange-yellow double salt with
iodid of potassium, and also an oxyiodid. The author has also prepared
a yellow oxycyanid and a basic sulphite of cuprosacetyl. ]
obtained by the_ action of sulphuretted hydrogen water upon the oxyd,
and is mixed with subsulphid of copper. Allylene gives similar com-
pounds with the subsalts of copper ; th are yellow.
The argentic compounds of acetylene are analogous to those of copper,

lney may be deduced from the radical C4Ag,H, which the author terms
argentacetyl. The oxyd of this radical may be obtained bv treating acety-
lene with nitrate or any orysalt of silver dissolved in ammonia, and wash-
ing the precipitate first with ammonia i water. It
is the compound already known as acetylid of silver, and has the for-
mula (C4 Ag2H)0. The chlorid of this radical is a white curd
tate resembling chlorid of silver. The sulphate is a grayian-
atance decomposed by chlorhydric acid. The phosphate is a yellow
curdy precipitate. Berthelot remarks that these compounds are the first
known organic radicals containing copper or silver, and that in their
mode of formation they differ from the radical resembling the ammonia-
metalhc bases of Gros, Refct, &c, in being formed by the direct action
of a hydruret upon a metallic salt. The analogy between cuprosacetyl
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NH 3 C4H2 C4€u 2 C4€uH C.AmU
NH

4
C4H 2 .H C

4€u 2 .H orC4€uH.€u C 4Ag2HNH4 .... C
4€u 2HOorC4€uH.€uO 4 Ag2HO

The author further remarks that (C
4
€uH.€u)0 and (C4 AgH.Ag)0

are analogous to the oxyd of Reiset's base, (NH
3
Pt)0, and that various

facts lead him to believe that there are compounds analogous to the base
(2NH3 Pt)0, such as [(C

4 AgH) 2 Ag]0.

clearly ascertained. Silver unites with allylene to form argentallyl, the
chlorid of which has the formula [C

6
H 3 Ag(C 6

H
3
Ag2 )]CI, so that the

radical corresponds to I etylene compounds above
mentioned. When metallic sodium is heated in acetylene the gas is

readily absorbed and a • ;;a C 4HNa,
with another portion of acetylene and

forms ethylene, C4H 4 , and its bydruret, C4H 6
. Potassium "acts in a

similar manner but with more violence. At a higher temperature sodium
replaces all the hydrogen and form C 4

Na
2 . The results given are to be

considered as preliminary to a fuller investigation of the subjects.

—

Bul-
letin de la S h, 1866, pp. 176, 182. w. o.

5. Isom ii a memoir on a new kind of isomerism,

proposes the following subdivision of this subject. Isomeric bodies—that
is to say, bodies formed of the same elements united in the same propor-

eparated into a certain number of classes or general

(1.) Equit bich appear to have a

dental relation to each other; for instance, butvric acid

8 H 8 4 and dialdehyde (C4 H4 2 ) 2 .

(2.) Metamerism.—Bodies formed by the union of two distinct prin-

ciples, so that in their formula} a kind of compensation is established
;

for example, methvlacetic ether, C2 H2 (C4 H4 4 ) and ethylformic

ether, C
4 H4 (C2 H2 4 ).

(3.) Polytnerism.—Compounds arising from the union of several mole-
cules to form one; this is shown in the case of amylene (C 10 H 10 ) and
diamylene(C

10 H 10 ) 2 .

(4.) Isomerism, properly so-called.—There are bodies that, I

their proper in their passage through

impounds, the properties of which result from the internal struc-

ture of the compound molecule taken as a whole, rather than the diver-

sity of the components which have produced it. This is observed in the

cases of essence of terebenthine and citron, the sugars, the

"i i" iri v i Is, and the two i as* s of - thvl-sulphates.

(5.) Physical Isomerism.—By which* is meant the different states of
one and the same body, the diverse nature of which vanishes when the

substance enters into combination. To these five 'classes, Berthelot pro-

poses to append a new one, called kenomerism (from xeytW), distinct

from all the others, though allied to metamerism.

(6.) Kenomerism.—Two different compounds may lose, by the effect

of certaia reagents which bring about decomposition, different groups of



y giving up 2 equivalents of *

I of ethylene) :
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rivatives, however, may yet be distinct the one from the other both i

physical and chemical properties. They retain to some extent the stru<

ture of the compounds from which they take their origin. To take ea

amples : alcohol by losing 2 equivalents of hydrogen is turned into a
dehyde : C4 fi

6 2
- H 2 = CA Hd O,.

Glycol, on the other hand, 1

_

verted into glycolic ether (oxyd" (

C4 H6

Glycolic ether and aldehyde are isomeric ; their composition is the
same, but their properties, both physical and chemical, are extremely
different. This is a good case of kenomerism. Again, essence of tere-

benthine combines with hydrochloric acid under different conditions to

, H 16 HC1,
and the dihydrochlorate, C20 H l6 2HCl. From the first body the
crystalline compound C20 II 16 , camphene, is obtained, and from the lat-

ter C20 H 16 , terpilene, two hydrocarbons of very different pro
Reader, July 7.

V
.

6. On a new determination of the velocity of sound in different media.
—August Kundt has, by a course of experimental investigations per-

:h« laboratory of Magnus of Berlin, arrived at new and very
-..':

disclosed a new method for the determination of the velocity of sound in
gases and solids, which gives as accurate results as any other method,

. adapted for the class-room.
After having enlarged our knowledge of longitudinal vibrations of

beauiiful regular wave
to definite variati

Take a glass tube about four feet long and three-fourths of an inch in

shake some lycopodium into the same so as to make it adhere
like dust to the walls of the tube, close each end by a cork, hold the tube
in the middle, and cause it to vibrate longitudinally ; then there will
always be 16 heaps of the lycopodium. The velocity of sound in glass
being about 16 times as great as in the air, in the tube the distances
between the heaps, produced by the stationary waves are I i

_ave-length). This number is therefore found to be independent of the
imensions of the glass-tube ; Kundt has used tubes of from one foot
»ng and one-twelfth of an inch I long and three
iches diameter. If the glass tubes vibrate with two nodes, there are

J
ftyS 3

ii
he

i?

pS;
T

!t
.

h three nodes there are 48 heaPs>—the distance

'ng always one-half wave-length for air; but the

in the middle give one-hs I

glass tubes when held*i

a wav^ i

'

"

e manner, that is, when its length is

tance of the heaps (half-wave lengths

'he velocity of sound in the gas, or

r proportional to that velocity.
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For tubes filled respectively with air, carbonic acid, illuminating gas
and hydrogen, Mr. Kundt obtained respectively 32, 40, 20, KB

geo ^=3-56. Dulong found, by a
very difficult method, for carbonic acid '79, for hydrogen 3-8

To obtain still greater accuracy, and also determine the velocity of
sound in different solids, Kundt closes one end of the glass tube by a
cork, movable by means of a wire ; wbile the other end is closed by a
perforated cork, enclosing a rod of the solid submitted to the experiment.
This solid rod has one-half of its length in the glass tube, whi<

somewhat longer than the entire rod. This rod is set in vibration.

It will easily be seen, that for the same mode of

of sound in I nal to the length of the
rod, and inversely propori f the lycopodium heaps

With a brass rod 941-5 mm. long and 5 mm. diameter, Mr. Kundt ob-

tained, in three different experia

ments of the distances, the v
brass rod gave 10-94 and 10-90. Similarly for steel, 15-345, 15*334 and
15343 ; for glass, 15-24, 15-25 and 15-24; for copper, 11-960.

Wertheim found for cast-steel, 14-961 ; for steel wire, 15,108 ; for

The above leaves no doubt that Mr. Kundt has enriched science with
a new method for the determination of the velocity of sound in solids,

gases and vapors, alike excellent for a high degree of acoi.'

numerical determinations, ease of execution, elegance and simplicity,

making it exceedingly convenient for lecture experiments.

We are engaged in experiments to try the apj>

to liquids.—Poggendorff's Annalen, 1866, cxxvii, 497-523; VInstitut,

1866, p. 15-16
; Cosmos, 1866, iii, 98-100. g. h.

1. The vapor of water not absorbent of much radiant heat.—Tyndall
and Frankland have, on the basis of some experiments, ascribed to watery
vapor an excessive absorptive power for heat. The former even says

:

"Comparing a single molecule of aqueous vapor with an atom of ether

of the main r • ::- ;:
; l •: 'iir -v.'\>. -\ i am not prepared to say

how many t' lion of the former exceeds that of the
latter." (Lecture on Radiation, !

Magnus has objected to these
the absence of condensed vapors

con
aPP£

portional to the absorption) of the following gases and vapors g
following detl.

being heated about to 230° C. : dry atmospheric air 3 mm.; air having
passed through water 3 to 5 ; dry carbonic acid gas 100 to 120; com-
mon illuminating gas, about the same; air having passed through boil-

ing water, irregn I ar, ind only gradually

increasing to this amount, while minafcnsg gas pro-

duced the deflection suddenly. When the water boiled so strongly that
fog became visible at the radiating point, the deflection was above 100.
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From the circumstances attending the deflection of 20 mm., eve

may be ascribed to the presence of fog.

Magnus, as well as Dove, Quincke, Riess, Kundt, and others wh
nessed the experiments, have seen that air passed through water ;

saturated at a higher temperature never greater than 20 mm.; am
when fogs appeared the deflection became about as great as with ca

vith his view ; \

deductions of Tyndall and

foggy vapor for true uncondensed vapor; and

absorption lines in the spectrum observed by

contradictory to any extraordinary absorptive

Poggendorff's Annalen, 1866, cxxvii, 613-624.

l—In a certain sense the

142)

n of th«

t seems that as little as Kirchhoff's obser-

vations upset our views of the constitution of the Laterna mundi of Co-

pernicus, so also the remarkable observations above referred to seem
rather destined to confirm than to destroy the mora ancient hypothesis

of sereral atmospheres of the sun ; for Mr. Dauge, of the Academy of

Brussels, has shown how all the striking phenomena observed by Car-

rington and Sporer may be fully accounted for by the refraction of the

emergent rays in the atmosphere exterior to the photosphere of the sun.

By a very simple elementary process Mr. Dauge demonstrates that such an

atmosphere by its refraction will produce the following effects : 1st, aug-

ment the apparent diameter of the sun ; 2d, augment the mean period

of rotation of the sun ; 3d, retard the apparent motion of a spot in pro-

portion as the same recedes from the center toward the rim of the sun

;

4th, the apparent period of revolution of a spot increases with its solar

latitude; 5th, the solar refraction produces an apparent motion of the

spots in latiti Teasing from the eastern rim to the

middle, and increasing from the middle to the western limb of the sun).

Taking the horizontal refraction of the exterior atmosphere less the

apparent diameter of the sun at 25°, and neglecting some insignificant

terms, Mr. Dauge obtains the following value of the period of revolution

of a spot at a solar latitude *

days 90°-i-iS

lasing tne mean of CamngWs observations
latitude, Dauge gives the following comparison be
and calculated (C) values of the period of revolui
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*1*'
O 25-30 25-11 25-20 25*51 25*73 25-90 26
C 25-30 25-33 25-38 25*50 25*68 25*92 26-22 26*80 28*33

Toward 45° the observations are very scarce, hence of little weight.

_
The agreement of these numbers is sufficient to prove that I

tion is the principal cause of the phenomena observed by Carrington and
Sporer. It may be well to remember that Seechi had suggested the in-

fluence of solar refraction some time before the publication of Dauge's
work—L'Insiitut, 1866, pp. 159, 165-168. g. h.

II. MINEKALOGY AND GEOLOGY.

1. Qeoloi fhem Mexico; by A. Remond. Com-
piled from his notes, and prepared for publication, by J. D. Whitney,
18 pp. 8vo. San Francisco, 1866.—We cite a few paragraphs from this

valuable report on the geology of Northern Mexico.

"The mou ;i - ing the central and western portion
of Northern Mexico belongs to the four states of Durango, Chihuahua,
Sinaloa, and Sonora. Considering how celebrate*

has become for its mines -. Bud how much has been
written abort w little exact information has hitherto

been obtained with regard to either its geography or geology. On com-
paring the principal published maps of the region in question, it will be
seen at once how much they differ from each other in their delineations

of even its main topographical features, while the details are entirely

"The name of the 'Sierra Madre' is usually applied to the main range
of mountains of this country, or the western border of the plateau which
stretches norti raring what
may be called the great orographical feature of the continent. In north-

western Mexico this crumpled border of the great plateau ooi

extensive mountainous region, by no means forming a continuous single

• . -
-;.

ridges, all h h is approximately north-

northwest, and south-southeast. As the breadth of the chain widens as

we go toward the north, so, too, that of the valleys increases in that di-

rection, the whole system of mountains and valleys spreading out in

something like a fan shape.
" Going north, the chain appears to sink gradually, although deter-

minations of .nemely few in number.
',: :'

tain ranges which extends entirely sen which would
enable the traveler to cross from the Atlantic to the Pacific, without nec-

idfeet.
1 The

I the culminating point U said to

the Cerro de°Cuiteco, sixty leagues northeast of Jesus Maria, on the

tern border of C: • :Ue altitude of the Cumbre
3asascachic is 7429 feet, and that of Guadalupe y Calvo, 7825 feet.

5 -Sept., 1866.



To the north, the ranges east of Sains [gh; bfft thej

have never been measured. No peaks or ridges, i wever,

tion of Mexico attain anything like the elevation of the higher portion

of the Sierra Nevada, few it :m\ [»>:nt- .A.vt.lifi^ 1<),00U feet in altitn le.

In Durango, San Antonio .1 ! i- A i,t n ^. r ,i uisime; n 1 S a n 1 n'nia*,

ntal slope of the Sierra Madi

-

nection of these rocks with those of Central M
be thrown on those districts of which, at present, but little is definitely

"The igneous rocks, which occur more abundantly on the Pacific

• ' -
h ; .r lti. n> >i -. a i r which are cut by numerous

dikes of extremely varied character. The granites, however, are very

poor in veins of the precious metals, while the porphyries are highly

ij mas) we see

that the granites underlie the metalliferous porphyries, and that the

-. in Sonora (near Hermosillo and in the vicinity of La Ha-
ciendita), penetrate through them.

"The oldest sedimentary rocks, which I have observed, belong to the

Carboniferous series; this is represented in the eastern part of Sonora,

by heavy masses of limestone, forming very high and rugged ridges,

running a little west of north. The upturned strata are seen, in many
rert on granite. Argentiferous veins occur throughout this

l groups in Sonora, and offers an interesting t

for investigation. Instead of'linn stones ':' i- ma le up of heavy beds

and conglomerates, with coal-bearing clay shales; all of these

• -
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gold placers of S«mura, may possibly be of Tr: .-

Bg determined. There are
some reasons for believing those rocks to be rather «>; Jmu."ie than of

,..', as they differ in lithological characters from both the 1 na-ie
and Carboniferous of northern Mexico, resembling, rather, the Jurassic

rig slates of the Sierra Nevada, in California; besides, they lie

they furnish does not resemble that obtained from

" The Cretaceous period is also represented at the foot of the Sierra
Madie, at Aiivechi. in Sonora. The strata belonging to this series are

chiefly argillaceous shales, and they rest upon porphyries and Carbonif-
.

!

'.•:-

position. ! ntain in great number and in a fine

state of preservation, will be noticed farther on.
3

"All the above-mentioned formations were already in existence before

the first eruption <>t the vol.anic rocks took place. These latter are

ad extend from the Gulf
of California up to the v

:
-•,

any indications of ancient craters or vents.

"ThelitL- taterials is extremely va-

d by as many I

the close of the Cretaceoi

2 rocks may be observed in Sinaloa and

epoch. Three different series of vol

: ]. The lower or oldest series affords several

h an.
i I varieties of

[

' M>par or

' - .-.' ',.;. :;.: • .._
eds or in masses, and

• |,\ dikes; but tlu-v >
> lite destitute of veins con-

dor silver, the only metalliferous ores they contain being

those of copper (?) and iron, and these in small quantity. Various vol-

•
' " ..,:.."

'

.

'
' - '

'

- - :.:

- . -
.

r -
ittaiu a L.o it th Ue~. 1 e f ue.,-ii -a I* i- u. i > i L . o, in Duran-
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extinct animals (elephants) at two localities: near La Noria, northeast of

ind in the Arroya de la Palma, two leagues east of La Casita,

in Sonora.

"Sheets of basaltic lavas, somewhat similar to those of Cair

probably of the same age, forming with tufas the upper volcanic series,

overlie the other formations, occupy: Dg position.

" The most recent formation is that of the terrace deposits of sand and

gravel, which occur in Sonora."

The pamphlet, after giving details on these several formations, closes

:' '

they yield are mentioned, the dip and strike of the veins, and other par-

2. On Fucoids in the Coal Formation; by Leo Lesquereux. 14 pp.

4to, with a plate. From the Trans. Am. Phil. Soc, xiii, 313.—After re-

marks on the very great rarity of Fucoids, or remains of any marine

plants, in the Coal" formation, Prof. Lesquereux describes a species found

Bock Creek, opposite Wurtemberg, Lawrence Co., Pennsyl-

vania. The specimens were from the lower surface of a thin layer of

limestone, immediately above a bed of coal 6 to 18 inches thick. The
limestone, 1 to l£ ft. thick, is overlaid by shales and sandstone 20 ft.;

-. fire-clay 2 ft. ; limestone 3 ft. ; shales 150 ft., containing some
thin beds of stigmaria fire-clay, and in some parts branching cylindrical

Focoida, resembling Palceophycus tubularis Hall; micaceous sandstone,

The frond, in the new species, is somewhat lyre-shape in outline, but

varies much. It is 2 in. to 1 ft. in length, and half this in breadth. It

has a fleshy margin from an eighth to a fourth of an inch thick ; and it

is crossed by curving ribs, which pass from the inner to the outer edge,

nearly concentric with the lower margin.
This species is referred by Lesquereux to Sternberg's genus (

and named C. marginatum It resembles somewhat Fucoides Cauda-

Galli of the Devonian,— i I hieh Lesquereux refers to

the tame genus, [thaa the F.Cauda-
Galli, on which Hall bases his name > nreux considers

this character not of generic value, and due only to a twisting of the

frond as it grows—a peculiarity observed in some living Fuci.

Lesqut-ivnx doses bis memoir wit] -rong reasons

, that petroleum has been derived mainly from the decompo-
sition of marine plants.

3. On ike oldest known British Crab (Protocarcinus Xm
m.)from the Forest Marble of Malmesbury, Wilts; by Henry Wood-
ward.—The author stated that three genera and twenty-rive species of

Brachyurous Crustacea i U-d by Prof. Reuss and
H. von Meyer from the U[.j»-r W; i'r.- .Jur-i •;' < ..nn:ir.\ :

or abdominal segments had been met with, it was more doubt!
"; : ' - ' : :• *:. -

;
•

.

••.. '. .-;< ' ~

', and a portion of the abdomen united to it. Pr
closely resembles the comi Leptopodid*
Jiving on our own coasts.—Proc. Geol. Soc., Reader, June 2.
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4. Memoirs of the Geological Survey of Great Britain and of the

Practical Geology. The . > X .•! W.ths. by A. C.
Eamsay, F.R.S., Local Director of the Geological Sum-\ of < ;,,-u i;, .tain.

382 pp. 8vo, with numerous plates, a map and sections. London, 1866.
13s. in boards.—In a brief introductory notice of this volume preceding

the Preface, Sir Roderick Murchison says, "The Memoir upon the Geo-
iiich is now published is, I consider,

" nportant work which has been ii

i beautiful colored geological map of Wales. In the summary
at page 2iS9, Prof. Ramsay gives the following statement respecting the

lowest of the Silurian beds.

"Thechi ir has now been accomplished, for I

have described in detail the Cambrian and Lower Silurian rocks of Meri-

I in a briefer manner the

Upper Siluriai I strictly within the region I pro-

posed to illustrate. I shall now, in conclusion, revert to some leading

bical and paleontological points, by way of summary, and also

partly to show the general connexion of the region described with other

parts* of Wales, in such a way as to explain the effect of the whole on its

physical geography.
"First, then the Geological

Survey only to those strata that lie directly below
.-:- :',i- ;

:..;
fossils. These are the oldest strata in Wales, and are believed to be the

equivalents of the li.-h r-.< h- .it l><uy. and of the red conglome

t of Scotiand described by Sir R
chison. In Wales, however, we never get to their base, and whether or

not they lie unconformably on gneiss, Hke that of the Lewes and the St.

Lawrence, it is vain to speculate.

" The relation, however, of the Cambrian to the overlying strata is

clear, for tv and even a

gradual passage from the Cambrian rocks to the Lingula flags. They
are, therefore, intimately related to each other, and perhaps, except for

the convenience of a great lithologic.

separation by line and color.

" The Lingula flags, from 5,000 to 6,000 feet thick where thickest, con-

tain, as at present known, about 22 species of Trilobites of the genera

Conocoryphe (Conocepha-

lus) (3), Ellipsocephalus (1), and Paradoxides (2) ; Hymenoo.
?"> •'', ami 3 Bmehiopoda (2 Lingulce and an Orthis), 1 Polyzoon {Die-

"Above .. ; the Tremadoc slates ; and Mr. Salter

first proved from those

of the Lingula flags bekn and Bala beds above

them. Thus of 1 1 genera of Trilobites only Dikelocephalus, Conocory-

phe, Olenus, and Agnostus, are common to the Lingula flags, and th«
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species are entirely dis

,
Ogygia, A . and Mobe. The Pteropod

Theca, and /;. . Orlhoceras, and Cyrtoceras, as far as

we know, first appear in the Treraadoc slates in Britain. Of the Trilo-

bites, Agnostus princeps seems to be the only species common to Lingula

flags and Tremadoc slate, and of a tolerably numerous list of bivalve

it and L. lepis are the only forms that ascend from

the ; «-. r' horizon. It was not till after the whole of Wales had been

mapped that the existence of the Tremadoc slate as a recognizable sub-

formation was suspected, for where almost all the rocks are slaty, and

where there is no visible bivuk ia conformity, minor lithological distinc-

tions are generally of small value. All known evidence, however, tends

to prove that in Wales the Tremadoc slate is a very local formation, and

though searched for, none of its peculiar fossils have yet been found in

Wr
ales, except in certain spots in Merionethshire and Caernarvonshire.

"Next come the Llandeilo and Bala beds, the prodigious development

of life in which had no parallel in the older British formations; and it is

to a great ex-

specifically, from those

known in the more ancient formations.
" With respect, then, to Lingula, Tremadoc, and Llandeilo and Bala

beds, taking into consideration the remarkable breaks in succession not

only of species but of genera, together with various physical points of

lioance, I have no doubt that actual un
part of the series, and that there is a necessary connexion between these

facts. lade if not seen, is, as already stat

;-;:
:

6,000 feet thick, only 11 miles north, near Llanberris, their thickness is

only 2,000 f ibly by uncon-

<l>
< - to M.n.i sti i K if p,v^nt at a

still thinner, and in Anglesey they are absent altogetb

tly and, I believe, unconformable' on

lent, let me
recall the circ shire the Lin-

gula flags are also absent, and Llandeilo beds lie unconformably on Cam-
brian grits and conglomerates."

Professor ! a summary of his results with regard

The volume closes with an appendix on the fossils (to which the plates

- -

5. Notes by L. Lartet.—The me-

moir on die 1>, , 1 S.,a M M Lirt *« i ug conclusions:

In reviewing my geologi D of the Dead Sea I am
led to think—

(1.) That at the end of the Eocene period, and in cousequence of an

of Syria a
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had opened from north to south through which the feldspathic porphyries
made^ their way, w n IVtra and the Dead Sea.

quent movements wh .. highland of

(4.) The basin of the Dead S< a has thus been formed without any in-

nd uf the Tertiary period, or the

>d. the water of" the lake st I

' ' _ •,-
i ... i Dead S a.—Reader, April 14.

6. On the occurrence at / deposits in

New South Wales; by the Rev. W. B. Clakke.—The author first de-

-
,.'',..

creek (Hart! k, and elsewhere; as well as a sub-

'
i
'_: '

"

very recent ej creek cannel, Mr. Clarke ob-

,i it, but that a seam or mass of the

is scarcely rounded grains of quartz,

was passed through in the midst of a series of layers of black, partly

unctuous clay, which also contained many similar quartz grains; these

grains gave to the clay a porphyritic aspect, so that by sight alone one

.

;• them a decomposed porphyry. The chief con-
.;• • f

the Stoney creek cannel, all the oil-producing deposits occur in the Up-
per Coal-measures, and that the cannel of Stoney creek, on the river

Hunter, occurs in the Lower Coal-measures, which are above the Lower
numerous fossiiiferous

y is reached ; and (2) that the cannel belongs to

tional evidence to their antiquity, as it is an analogue of the " Bog Head "

cannel of S, - -., Reader, Apr. 21.
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7. Report on Geological and Industrial Resources of the Grand Tra-

verse Region, or the Co . Benzie and
in the Lower Peninsula of Michigan ; by Alexander Win-

chki.l, A.M., Professor of Geology, Zoology and Botany in the University

State Geologist. 98 pp. 8vo, with a map. Ann Ar-

bor, 1866.—The object of this pamphlet by Professor Winchell is to

present to view tin: res .uree.s of the Grand Traverse Region—that is, the

portion of Michigan on the west side of the peninsula about Grand Tra-

verse Bay. It treats of the topography, soils, climate, timber and native

. a as regards
•-

: _- -

lea the forma-

tion into (1) Pale buff m Misting of Pleurotomaria

i, and Stromatopora beds above
; (2)

'..-.;..-
-

• .

)

; (3) Buff vesicular magnesian limestones;

(4) Chert beds. No. 1, or the lowest, graduate, on the east side of the

total number of species of fossils observed in No. 1 is 41 ; in 2, 87 ;
in

3, 8 species.

-
• Geo. J. Brush.—(1.) Diaspore.—

A

of a hard
I

1 v him at Newlin, Chester Co., Pa.

The -n ,-t :Ul e ua> imb hi 1
; n »u 'ion proved to

1'l 'ii-.-i- i.j. (^uit i ..'!,- M . J.'tt-ii- h.\- , tj u . his explorations

i crystals, some of which he informs me
are 1 to IX inches in length, f to 1£ broad, with a thickness of an eighth

to a sixteenth of an inch. The only crystal I have seen is nearly honey-

yellow in color, and has a high luster, especially on the plane
parallel to the ] < lV iir . ; in- imbedded in emerylite so that it

to make out the other planes. In iss any that I

have seen from Asia Minor or Schemnitz, and in perfection of planes

they compare lis discovered by Prof. J.

(2.) Ouvarovite.—Among some specimens presented to the metallur-

gical collection of Yale College by Mr. Clayton of San Francisco, there is

a piece of chromic iron, from near New Idria, California. This specimen

mineral which was sup-

posed by the collector to be emerald nickel. On examination with a

magnifier the latter proves to be in druses of crystals showing the rhom-
bic faces of the regular dodecahedron ; and on blowpipe analysis the

mineral was found to have the pyrognostic characters of chrome-garnet.

' "i is precisely the same as that of the chrome-garnet of the

9. On crystallized Cryolite ; by G. Hagemann. (Communicated for

this Journal.)—Crystals of cryolite ha 1 red a great

simple rectangular prism.

They have been much sought for with little success, and great was my
surprise in finding them abundant in the cryolite of a recent cargo.
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The cryolite on which the crystals were found i9 not of good quality,

that is to say, it is much mixed with other minerals. The purer cryolite

cargoes have never afforded me any traces of crystals. They occurred
over the exterior of the large masses, and only in one instance have I
found them lining a cavity. They were covered in all cases with a red
mineral.

The most common form is a rectangular prism, either short and tabu-

exceeding 3 mm. in length. The prisms have occasionally a replacement
of two of the angles by a triangular plane (a) ; and the base and sides

are diagonal!' to the sides of this plane,

and in the same direction when the plane is absent. The prisms are

grouped one over attotl h is mostly
covered by the red mineral alluded to. Where this mineral is absent, or

has been removed, the crystals are perfectly clear and colorless. In other

instances the prismatic crystals shoot up through a crust, about 1 mm.
thick, covering the pure cryolite. This crust has an opal-like aspect, and
is colorless, and on breaking it over the clear cryolite crystals, it can be
seen that there is a passage from the underlying cryolite to the surface

through this opal-like mineral.

The greatest variety in the crystalline forms were found amoDg the

crystals lining the cavity, some of which are 4 mm. through, though
these are mostly broken and incomplete. The best are rectangular prisms

jolar planes on all four angles of the base, corresponding to

two domes (a, before described, and b) ; but which of the two is the ma-
crodome has not yet been made out. By measurement with the com-
mon goniometer the prismatic angles were found to be 90°, or at least

his. The angle of dome a over the si

le planes of dome b were too small for

nother crystal I obtained i

ie crystal was a very small one~ and the measurement therefore imper-

sct ; the calculated angles are respectively 126° 50' and 109° 16'. Planes

f other domes and pyramids exist, but they are all very small. How-
rer incomplete this examination, there can be no doubt that the crystals

re trimetric in character.

10. Paracolumbite and Corundophilite*of C. U. Shepard.—We have

icwiveu rrom imunicauon m wmcu ii« simes lii»l luo

paracolumbite analyzed by Pisani (see this Jour., vol. xxxvii, 1864) was
not from Taunton, the original locality, but from Cumberland, Rhode
Island, where a mineral occurs so closely resembling it that he himself

had later pronounced it paracolumbite. Pisani's specimen, thus labeled,

was from Prof. Shepard. Prof. S. claims that true paracolumbite has

Prof. Shepard makes a similar claim, in

gard to his "corundophilite" of Chester, Mass., which has been analyzed

by Pisani and other chemists and shown to be clinochlore. He says that

the true corundophilite is that of Asheville, N. C, of which he had only

filiation.

But Prof. Shepard has published in this Journal and elsewhere that

Am. Jock. Sci.—Second Series, Vol. XLII, No. 125.—Sen:., 1866.
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the Chester mineral is corundophilite ; he has written Dr. J. Lawrence

Smith to this r), arid other persons also,

including one of the editors of this Journal; and he has distributed spe-

cimens so labeled. And if he does not know his own species, it may
well be inferred that it is because they have no distinctive characters.

The species was founded by him on an imperfect examination with an

analysis in which there was a loss of 20 per cent, and never should have

been named v.; a .—j. d. r>.

11. Color of a diamond changed by heat.—In May last, Prof. Fremy
exhibited to the Academy of Sciences at Paris a yellowish diamond, of

the size and quality that ordinarily sells for 12,000 dollars, which on

being heated changes its color to rose-red ; this color it retains for two

or three days and then gradually resumes the original yellow. On account

of this peculiarity the actual value of the diamond was stated to be three

times the amount above mentioned.

—

Les Mondes, p. 85, May 10, 1866.

12. Gies<A :
. -i Hon of Elaeolite.—The view that the

mineral giescekite. found rii>i in Greenland and some years since at

Diana in New the alteration of elaeolite or nepheline

has been he! Pisani, of Paris, has recently ob-

served that the eheolite of Brevig, Norway, is often partly altered to

brick-red nature and composition.

On the same specimen ar a eheolite, affording only

0'33 p. c. of water on ca
' '!•-; are reJ.sp.t;, wL-.-re alteration has commenced ; and

i translucent spots of unaltered eheolite. This red ma-

nd dissolved only partially in dilute

: ite. On separating the

dilute cold nitric acid, this afforded,

-. Si 46-95, 3ti 34-65, Pe 1-86, &g 0-58, Ca 0'68, £ 8*71, tfaSi''{
•

"

soda of the elaeolite had been replaced almost wholly by potash. This

:
*

•'-
1862 (Ann. de Ch. et Pin- ui ) lie- tV-t- pi \ tl it these appar-

ntly crystallized minerals are actually pseudomorphs. Blum has ob-
"'

with a nucleus of elaeolite, showing

he alteration of this mineral as well

5 crystals of _

..
.-•••

is mostly deri -Le$ Mondes, June 28, 1866, p. 368.

13. Ai'oph'/Uite made bij artificial means.—Becqi'erel has observed

iWd water is made to run slowly over plates of sulphate of

lime, the surface becomes chatoyant from the dissolving action of the

water; and if a saturated solution of sulphate of potash be employed

drfe sulphate of potash and lime is obi*
"

; while with a solution of silicate of potash (marking

i degrees), instead of the sulphate, pearly radiated

are formed wh-- f potash and lime, and

1 the characters of apophyllite.—Les Mondes, July 5, p. 415.
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14. On a new variety of Spinel ; by H. St.Claire Deville.—A black
* the octahedral planes, and the taws

of the crystals, however, are octahedr <.- »u..h : n nded h, v< 1 . ]-. s

and eroded faces. The crystals are 5 to 10 (rarely 20) millimeters in di-

i reddish-brown. G. =
0. Analysis by Deville

Stg 17-20=: 100-58, whence the formula
(itg, Fe)(£l, Fe), as in true pleonaste.—Les Mondet, July 12, p. 458.

15. Origin of the Diamond.—E. B. de Chancourtois has presented

the view that the diamon : uretted ema-
nations, as sulphur is formed from -nations, and
that its origin is thus connected with the previous existence of petroleum-

gen in solfataras, all the i. nt of the sul-

f sulphur..- process of com*
_

that is, in the course of the humid combustion of a carburetted hydrogen
a diamond was probably

hydrogen was oxydized, but only a

rence of the diamond
mostly metamorphic rocks of paleozoic age, and which may have once
been bituminous either by original formation or by emanations from
lower rocks. Mr. Chai crystal would bare
formed only where there were uVui - '

. i
.— o- "f the vapors of

the earburett :ess could go on with ex-

treme slowness.

—

Les Monies, July 19, p. 438.

[The author does not appear to connect the process of formation with
' .'

undoubtedly been subjected, and which may have been essential to the

16. Paragi M h«i a paper of great interest in

my for Jan. Y, 1863, on the associa-

tions and su] • ^- r l» refcr-

:•
•

•
,

;

..'. ._.•;::.-..: :

-

> -•

The great number of metallic ores and
region makes it lb* respect.

17. Casta no France has been found

by Capt. Carron to contain two to three per cent of niobic and tantalic

I in some cases even five percent, and he says that the ore may

:al value. It

tssociated in some cases with a ferruginous porphyritic rock, or a very

ck compact hornblende in granite and quartzite.

&V"ood-tin has been found also near Boonville, Owhyhee Co., Idaho

18. Analyses of Minerals ; (communicated by S. B. Sparkler—(1.)

rnblende from Birmiugl
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to three-fourths of a mile wide. The analysis gave: Silica 47-77, FeO
15-41, MnO -26, A1 2 3

7'69, CaO 13-16, MgO 15-28=99-57. It is of

a very dark green color.

(2.) Precious serpentine from East Goshen, Chester Co., Penn. Silica

4389, FeO 1-38, MgO 40-48, HO 13-45=99-20.

19. On Anatase at Smithfield, R. I. ; by Rev. E. B. Eddy.—Anatase
occurs at the Dexter Lime Rock, Smithfield, R. L, and is there associated

with crystal!: ite and pearl spar. The

rock is dolomite. Needles of natrolite penetrate the quartz crystals in

every direction, and the calcite also.—Bost. Soc. Nat. Hist., x, 94.

20. Petroleum in Russia.—A well, six centimeters in bore, near Tem-
rioux, in southern Russia, affords 73,000 litres of oil per day.

21. On the Composition of the Stone implements found in Celtic mon-

uments.—Damour has examined the stone relics of various museums and

private collections of France and Swil it the follow-

mk have been used for them: quartz (agate, jasper, flint); ob-

sidian, fibrolite, oriental jade, or nephrite, Oceanian jade, jadeite, a rock

which he calls chloromelanite, hornblende (either actinolite or black

hornblende), saussurite, besides the rocks aphanite, basalt, diorite, dolerite,

petrosilex. The obsidian comes from volcanoes, and is found in Europe

at Cantal in France, in Hungary, near Naples, and at Milo and Santorin

in the Grecian Archipelago. Fibrolite (Sillimanite) occurs in Europe in

the Tyrol, in Moravia, Bavaria, and also in France in the departments of

the Rhone, and the Haute-Loire. Damour concludes that some one or

more of the French localities have afforded the fibrolite.

—

Les Mondes,

Nov. 2, 1865.

The variety of fibrolite which seems to have been preferred by the

Celts for their stone implements has been supposed, according to B. de

Lom, to occur only in the vicinity of Issoire, where it is found in bould-

ers. This author adds other localities of the variety, in the canton of

Paulhaguet, and in the vicinity of Chavagnae and Ourouze, associated

with mica, kyan
and Crespignac. He mentions masses of fibrolite weighing eight to

twelve kilograms. With it occurs andalusite, a mineral hitherto not

found in France.—Les Mondes, Dec. 21, 1865.
22. Geological Survey of Iowa.—It gives us pleasure to state that the

geological survey of Iowa has been again taken up by the State, and that

$13,000 have been appropriated for two years, and Dr. C. A. White put

in charge. Dr. White will we believe do well the work before him and

produce Reports of great value both to the state and to science. The
terms of his appointment impose on him and his assistants the duty of

giving "the people of the State the greatest amount of practical inform-

1 require the state geologist to pub-

bose illustrating economic geology.
23. New Paleozoic Crustacea and Cirriped.—Mr. Henry Woodward

ias described in the Journal of the Geological Society of London for

fovember, 1865, two new species of Devonian Crustaceans c
" " 1

••;<! genus Styloni
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Eurypterus in character, obtained from the Lower Ludlow beds, for which
he proposes the g He also shows that the Chi*
ion Wrightianus of de Koninck, from the Wenlock beds, is not a Chiton
but a Cirriped, and he names the genus Turrilepas. This is the only
species of Paleozoic Cirriped yet discovered, and has therefore great geo-

logical interest. The remains of these species are figured on two plates.

24. The Geological Magazine, or Monthly Journal of Geology (with

which is incorporated "The Geologist") ; edited by Henry Woodward,
F.G.S., F.Z.S., Professor John M .:-. k'...-. A,:

.. and Robert Ethe-
ridge, F.R.S.E., F.G.S., etc.—The third volume of this Magazine of Ge-
ology, published by Messrs. Triibner & Co., London, commenced with

January of the current year. It is issued in monthly numbers of 48
pages each, illustrated by plates and woodcuts. It has an able editorial

corps, and numbers many of the first geologists of England among its

contributors; and the interest , entitle it to a large

American circulation. A plate in No. 3 (March) gives excellent views

of the wings of a Libellula from the Stonesfield beds, illustrating a paper

by Prof. John Phillips; two others, representations of the jaws and teeth

of a new Sauroid fish from the Kimmeridge Clay, described in an article

by Prof. Owen ; and another, sections of an ancient beach and submerged
forest near Calais. In No. 5, Prof. Owen has an illustrated paper on a

small mammal from the Upper bieh he calls Stylo-

don pusillus, the specimen of which is part of the lower jaw with the

teeth, yet is insufficient for a decision as to whether it is Marsupial or

not Besides original papers, this excellent magazine gives reports of the

geological papers in the Proceedings of different societies, and reviews of

new works. The price per number is Is. Qd,

III. BOTANY AND ZOOLOGY.

1. William Henry Hai
in the last number of this ,

\ the 5th of February, 1811. His father, Joseph
""

t city, and a

> believe, the

nal (p. 129),

a of February,

arvey, was a highly respected merchant in that city, and a member
3 Society of Friends. William Hei

in his father's counting-room, devoting, however, all his spare time to

- even from boyhood. He made con-

siderable attainments in Entomology and Conchology, and in Botany he

early turned his attention to Mosses and Alga. To the study of the

latter, in which he became preeminent, he was attracted from the first

by the opportunities which he enjoyed on the productive western coast

of Ireland, the family usually spending a good part of the summer at

the sea-side, mostly on the bold and picturesque shore of Clare. As the

late Sir Wm. Hooker's bent for botany was fixed by his accidental dis-

covery of a rare moss, which he took to Sir J, E. Smith, so in turn was

Harvey's, by his discovery of two new habitats of another rare moss, the

Hookeria Icetevirens, which led to a correspondence with Hooker, and to

a life-long mutual attachment of these most excellent men. Ed
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while he v

by his illustrious friend and patron, Harvey sought some position in

which he might devote himself to science ; and it would appear was

selected by Mr. Spring Rice (the late Lord Monteagle), for the post of

Colonial Treasurer at the Cape of Good Hope ; that by some accident

the appointment was made out in the name of an elder brother, and an

inopportune change of Ministry, frustrated all attempts at rectification.

There was no other way but for the brother to accept the undesigned

appointment, and take the young botanist with him to the Cape as hi»

assistant. This was done, and the brothers sailed for that colony in the

year 1835. But the health of the elder brother suddenly and hopelessly

failed within a year, and he died in 1836 on the passage home. William
*

; appointment to succeed his brother had been sent to the Cape

ward voyage: he immediately returned to his

post, and fulfilled its duties for three years, devoting his mornings to col-

lecting and his nights to botanical in* laudttity that

his health also gave way, and he was compelled to return home in 1839.

The summer of the next year found him reestablished, and on his way
to the Cape for the third time. But he could not long endure the sultry

climate and the intense application ; with broken health he came back

in 1841 and gave up the appointment.

After two years of prostration and seclusion he was well again ; and,

in 1844, on the death of Dr. Coulter, he was appointed Keeper of the

Herbarium in. The most important portion of

the herbarium then consisted of the collections, yet unassorted, made by

Coulter in northwestern Mexico and California. Harvey generously

added his own large collections, for which he was allowed fifty pounds a

year, in addition to a slender salary, and he proceeded to build up the

herbarium into a first-class establishment. The professorship of Botany

in the College, which was pretty well endowed, fell vacant about this

time ; and the College authorities, wishing to elect Harvey to the chair

and so to combine the two offices, conferred upon him the necessary de-

gree of M. D. But it was contended that an honorary degree did not

meet the requirements, and so Dr. Allman, the present distinguished

professor of Natural History at Edinburgh, carried the election.

Except for the slenderness of his salary, Dr. Harvey was now well

placed for scientific work, the object to which he wished to devote his

life ; and he entered upon and pursued his distinguished career hence-

forth with an entire and well-directed energy that never flagged until he

was prostrated by mortal disease.

He had already published, at the Cape in 1838, his Genera of South

African Pit:, wlely for local use, but no unworthy

beginning of his work in Phamogamous Botany; and in his favorite

department of the science he had brought out, in 1841, his Manual of

British Algae, which he re-edited in 1849. He now commenced the

first of the series of his greater works, illustrated by his facile pencil,-

'
4

" The fir

„ Jritannica,
ing colored figures of all the species inhabiting the shores of the British

Islands, appeared in January, 1846; and the undertaking was completed

in 1851, in three (or four) volumes, with 360 plates, all drawn on stona
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by his own hand. A similar but less extended work, the Nereis Austra-
lis, or Alga of the Sont r

. « begun in 1847, was car-

ried only to 50 plates, of selected and beautiful species.

In 1848, Dr. Harvey succeeded Dr. Litton as Professor of Botany in

the Royal Dublin Society, to which belonged the Botanic Garden at

Glasnevin ; this required him to deliver short courses of lectures annu-
ally in Dublin or iu some other Irish town, and provided a welcome ad-
dition to his income.

In 1848, at the request of his friend Van Voorst, the publisher, he
wrote his charming little volume, The Sea-side Book, the unsurpassed
model of that class of popular scientific books ; it was published in 1849,
and has passed through several editions. In July of that year, having
arranged a md having been invited to deliver a
course of lectures before the Lowell Institute, he took steamer for Halifax

and Boston, passed the summer and autumn in exploring the shores of

the Northern States, and in the society of his friends and relatives : for

the late Mr. Jacob Harvey, still well and pleasantly remembered in New
York, who married the daughter of Dr. Hosack, was his elder brother.

In the autumn he gave an admirable course of lectures upon Crypto-

gamic Botany before the Lowell Institute, in Boston, and afterwards a

shorter course at the Snai .He then

travelled in the Southern Atlantic States, continuing the exploration of

of our Alga down to Florida and th . I S50, he re-

turned to Ireland,
1 U» arrangements made by

Prof. Henry, in behalf of the Smithsonian Institution, and with his own
large collections augmented by the co ry student or

lover of Algot was glad to place in such worthy hands, Prof. Harvey now
prepared hu ana, or Contributions to a History of

: Algce of North America. The work is a systematic account
of all the known marine Algae of North America, but with figures only

of the leading species. It was issued in three parts ; the first part, the

Melanospermece, in 1852 in the third volume of tl

butions to Knowledge ; the second, the Rhodospermece, in the fifth vol-

ume ; and the third, or Chlorospermece, in the tenth volume of the series,

published in 1858 ; and the three parts, collected for separate issue, com-
pose a thick imperial quarto volume, of 550 pages of letter- press and
fifty plates. The work remains the principal if not the only guide to the

American student of Algce, and one of the most popular as well as useful

of the very various contri which the well-managed
bequest of Smithson has given to the world.

Before the last part of the Nereis Boreali-Americana was published,

Prof. Harvey had sought a wider field of scientific labor and observation.

Obtaining a long leave of absence, and some assistance from the Uni-

versity in addition to the continuance of his salary, he left England in

August, 1853, by the overland route for Australia, stopping at Aden and
Ceylon to collect : he visited the east, south and west coasts of Australia,

as well as Tasmania. Taking advantage of a missionary ship, which was
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t New Zealand. Returning to Sydney, he sailed to Valparaiso, which

he reached much prostrated through over-exertion in a warm climate

;

and when recuperated he returned home by way of the Isthmus, arriving

in October, 1 856. The algological collections of these three laborious years,

or the Australian portion of them, formed the subject of Prof. Harvey's

third great illustrated work, and one of the most exquisite of the kind,

the Phycologia Australica, the serial publication of which began in 1858
and was concluded in 1863, in five imperial octavo volumes, each of 60

colored plates. All but the last century of plates were put upon stone

by the author.

Upon Dr. Harvey's return, in 1856, from his long expedition, he found

the chair of Botany in the University of Dublin vacated by the appoint-

ment of Dr. Allman to that of Natural History in the University of

Edinburgh ; and he was at once preferred to the position which he had
sought when younger and freer, and which he now occupied till his death.

The exhausting duties of this chair, and of that which he still held in

the Royal Dublin Society, undiminished by the transference to the Gov-

ernment Museum of Irish Industry, did not prevent Prof. Harvey from

. entering with unabated ardor upon an undertaking of greater magnitude
than any preceding one. This was the Flora Capensis, a full systematic

account of all the plants of the Cape Colony and the adjacent

of Caffraria and Natal,—in which he was associated with Dr.
amburgh. Three thick octavo volumes of this work have appeared,

the last in 1865, including the Composites. Along with this Dr. Harvey
—learning for the purpose another form of lithographic drawing,—
brought out, between the years 1859 and 1864, two volumes of his

Thesaurus Capensis, or Illustrations of the South African Flora, com-

prising 200 plates of interesting phamogaraous plants. A complete list

of his publications would include several contributions to scientific peri-

odicals, mainly to Hooker's Journal of Botany, and a few miscellaneous

In April, 1861, Dr. Harvey married Miss Phelps of Limerick. If not

robust, he was apparently in good health, in the full maturity of his

5 hoped only at the noonday of his allotted course of

•

9 pulmo-

npletely:

usual in 1863, and
also in the spring of the following year, but with some difficulty. The
winter and spring of 1864-5 were spent in the south of France, with

only transient benefit. Returning to his home and his herbarium he

worked on still at the Cape Flora, with cheerful spirit but feeble hands,

until he could work no longer. Last spring he sought in Devonshire a

milder air, and found a peaceful rest. "On Tuesday, the 15th of May,
1866, at tin, the residence

of Lady Hooker, the widow of his long-attached friend Sir William J.

Hooker, surrounded by kind and anxious relatives and friends, and was
buried in the cemetery at Torquay on Saturday the 19th of May."
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' our day who excelled both
In Algology, Lis favorite

obably he ha- v generally
ji« na>i now an t-nsi neut position. He was a keen obs.-rver and a capita!

describer. !( , i easily with
III . - • >

J
, I ) \ 1 ! | !

j
- \ I'l I Vvll 1, tl) v'U ,, , t

.J'.'!':-

.. . ':.

.
;'.

friends wherever be went, so that his death will be

2. Dr. B .
-: ed predecessor of Dr.

Harvey m 1 -h V - ' _ uid for many years a prominent, investiga-

;:;;. •....•:..-

laborator of Bir Wwa, i I at his resi-

' _•.

His interest in various departments of Natural History was kept up to

'

races, he felt it necessary to turn his artistic talents

to account, and betook ; i profession.

Almost throughout his life he was active in
'

:

. \

Colonies; an . : -red name as a Christian philan-

thropist as well as Botanist. a. g.

3. Dr. G. Fount* r ticular.—A

quarto memoir of 154 pag monograph

and some mm i \i « - < u tie i m^ m * > c < > ' >u - an im-

i the Faculty of Sciences of Paris,

•
:

medicine. [n BoereJj glaoce at), the

particularly studied. He adopts Lestibudois' view that the

lates from the tJesoe Qot from the re-

ers of the carpels, as DeCandolle supposed,

ightly upon the nature of species, he inclines towards the

aii rather than those of Naudin, believes that the species of

[i ruaiiv c ire urn scribed and definable, and that when two

lorphologically even by slight though constant characters,

en be fortified by e , ogicaJ differences,

<e lemonstratiiig the hstinctness ot the two types. He
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of congeneric types." It amounts to this quite familiar idea, that the
common causes of those bich depend upou external
influences are dryness on the one hand and moisture on the other. He

and so the rai lei the two types, and take
venient names, of xerophi But speciea

a of the pedicels and of tb

the length of both and in that of the style, etc. In bis -> bail-

ment of a polymorphous European Sisymbrium, in which hi;

an abundance of forms has led to the reduction of very man
species, we g\F as favorably placed for I

our author mi^hr p o i>.\ h w- i K m ,4 < -!\ applied to an
group ; which we may again refer to.

As to the general arrangement of Oruciferre, Dr. Fournier rr

decided stepe in ich botanists have been ter

ary group-, may he advantageously reduced in n
:h of a classification down to the' tribes which 1

nth that of Beniham and Hooker) ; and that

Hulimnlobu*. and E'ltmna. Vy m the 1 i ,1 0^1. , h ,.f $i>, nbn m '

^
S. Niagaras is -Collected by Cou

1 to U lit - I ng i! 1 t ii. kened < >ui 1 1 botai -ts si vuld look i

it; but we suppose it is a mere /-;. ,\\ is not indi-

genous to America.
S. teres. The obscure Candamine teres of Michaux was doubtfully re-

ferred to Sisymbrium in Tonx-v and Grav's Flora. Dr. Foamier has
suppressed tL ; .- .i.v..uV of the plant is made up

"Siliques erect, one-third or an inch in length," is rendered " Siliquce

Hunt Ion-ice^ a verv short silique indeed, to

uaribm." As, in the Flora above
. - .

-
_

""' :'-"'-' '«:
:
'»

.

'; :

. • •
"

*
'

•' .•
. .

. .- .

• • '

'V '^'<'< ''''/^'^'^'"'ior iV. /yr«*«m of the Southern States (cotyl-

>ect a mistake in the record of

tre, and in that case really gathered at Lake Champlain.
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<

S. Sophia and its relatives. If Dr. Hooker Las taken one extreme
view in suggesting the union of numerous Amarie
world species, Dr. Fournier has eertai-ih _ »i t •> ill . *h< r, v,l ', ^ in-

troduced some new species upon Sua

tures. A review of the materials before us leads •

upon the North American forms :—
S. canescens Nutt., is our only species with decidedly two-ranked seeds,

the partition. The pods vary from
short-oblong or slightly clavate-oblong to oblong-linear and are shorter

'•

\\
1<; ' :

- : ~ a >'i"i t-iVtJ^-.l form uf this, at l<-ast in part. X. ' :-.

mens might well justify Hooker and
Arnott's reference of them to S. canescens.

S. incisum Kngelm., to which belongs S. longepedicellatum (excl.syn.),

.My S. streptocarpum of Fournier, is the plant which nvst* ai>-

i »r tiliqttii

and "pedicel!, s.o/„, s ,,. D^' pods are only

» the length of

Bull. Soc. Bot.

:.;
!

'•• -

.

• ,- - ; '.main ton piduncle tie cesse d\ ft

contre Faxe." sf > ,,.' I- ? ot FLcher, according to Dr. Hooker, is an
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-m of S. Sophia, with permanently
'

tin- ]«.»,ls, a- -2 indie-,

of the plant

inch. This

ngth in an arctic specimen, collected by Dr. Seemann, in

which the axis of the racemes is considerably lengthened. In it an 1 in

some Himalayan specimens of S. Sophia, the seeds appear to be oblong

instead of short-oval, as they are in th :<1) and Eu-

ropean plant.

While, therefore, with our present materials, v.

these four species in North America, we could not aih'rni that they arc

and definable; and it is quite likely that at Kew
A. a.

4. The Genera of Plants ; by Richard Anthony Salisbury, F.R.S.,

.•:
.

1866, pp. 143, 8vo.—The name of' Sal shun s faiaiSiai as appended to

a good many generic names; but the present generation know little of a

botanist who was prominent in the first quarter of the century,'..
who was too peculiar, too much of an Ishmaelite—hating and being

hated—to have justice done him in his own day. Our own In

Souvenirs. Dr. J. E. Gray, one of the few surviving naturalists who
knew him, has here printed one of his manuscripts, and in a

|

given some account of the man. His name, it appears, was
and he was born in 1761. In 17S5 he took the na
ten thousand pounds in the three per-cents from a very old m
of that name, who made him her heir. He died in London in Maivh,

1829. In his turn he proposed to more than one botanist to leave to

rary and his fortune—to DeOandolle, as ho tells us for one—
on the condition of assuming the name of Salisbury. He acl

;;:! his Mss. to the late Dr. Burchell. Since Dr.

Burchell's death, two years ago, his sis f's M8ft ko

Museum. He has "here printed one fragment of the * &enei

„Vi.:
by"the

8

ntended to produce." En

reproduction of the mss. the editor read no proof-sheets.

might have been expected, " that there are a few bitter pera
sions, which it might perhaps have been desirable to expunge." But if

th. m- w i, t i pi nt 1 it a 1

1, it Milk. > 'i, t t'
' uas no other

course to pursue, and no harm can now come of it. Pleurotkallce ia

Salisbury's name for J/ iogamat, for the petaloi-

- " ' - : -
-

.
.' " - '

"

-:.•-. .-
; ; ;. .

>. _ , •
-

i Hare Genera Plantarum
''

'

' '•:--.

. .
• '

Wu eon! i wish that the able editor had put upon record a general ac-

a. o.
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5. Handbook of British Water-weeds or Alga?, by Dr. John Edward
Grat, F.R.S., &c.

—

The Diatomacece, by W. Cawtthi -, FX.8., &
London : Hardwicke, 1864. pp. 123, 18mo.—An
and one which may be I

Water species, but these only in an ai reooea to the
igurea, The Desmidece and Diatomacece add much to it, ritla*

6. Scolopendrium officinarum in Western Mw York.- probable deter-

Punk ; by J. A. Paine, Jr.—At the
i

i .\ i f
• * h 1

, <t ->uth II. ikimtr County for

i (>nondaga County for the identifica-

: -
:

,

discovered and recorded. The ravine of Chittenango creek is too far

east by twenty miles or more to be ref. in 1 to his i Jm uk. Jamesville,

Esq." At once it was seen that this locality—detected last

March by Mr. Lewis Foote, as announced in the May number of this

though not far from Onondaga Hill, is far and nearly in an
'

ectly west of Syracuse. Mr. Foote having par-

rocky ravine, half a mile below

. two hundred feet east of the railroad, &c, it was taken for

thus designated was in one of three or four points

where the bed of Butternut creek narrows into rocky gorges, or at the

entrance of a tributary stream, so a second observation appeared un-
necessary. Attention however, was directed to two or three interesting

. ?," deep depressions in the surface,

ttd a ill sides but one with rock at least one hundred fe«t

high, a quarter of a miie across from side to side, usually having a
small pond in the center with no visible outlet, localities of which

i] , ttj n ;

is been given, but greatly resembling.

rare river. On the shaded talus of

about one mile west of the town,
.•-.;,":'.

zophyllus. "Green pond" nl-Wi.!: A "* wur near together, two
miles east of Jamesville, at the base of a remarkable outcrop of the lime-

stone range, from one to two hundred feet high and four or five miles

to Little lake, and lying far within

ar line of the cliff, like a bay along its coast. These "high-

re they were cleared and burned over, formed the very kind

Jits to dwell, possessing all the con-

i
:. - - :.. •: - >

confirmed bj * the range, where the
fire and clearing ceased and the undisturbed forest began, on the talus of
a low ledge, just there was Scolopendrium found growing in its greatest

luxuriance and scattered along the bank for a fourth of a mile or so, as
far as covered by woods. Directions to other like places by a gentleman
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in the village who recognized the plant, indicate that it may not be in-

•

Onondaga valley affords frequent outbreaks of the same limestone rock

along its sides and in gorges of streams descending to the creek, where

tay grow.

Hon. George Geddes, son of the J. Geddes, Esq. referred to by Pursh,

was then appealed to for information in general respecting this fern or

its earliest station, and he readily cleared up the whole mystery. The
: .

- '. -

racuse and half a mile south of his father's house ; on the single point of

its being on his father's farm Pursh must have erred ; but it was near

by, along a high ledge and about a celebrated sulphur spring. Mr.

y kindly extended the hospitalities of the same mansion in

which Pursh made his stay while ex . and accom-

panied the writer to a aile south of

Fairmount, the residence of Mr. Geddes, who confidently believes this to

be the place where Harts-tongue was discovered and formerly flourished.

He recollects perfectly well how, when a boy, the existence of the fern

having been doubted, his father charged him to search carefully for it in

his hunting excursions, and directed him specially to this locality. Split-

rock is another development of the limestone formation, probably one

hundred and fifty feet high and over half a mile long, semicircular, with

a brook at its base on whose bank is the sulphur spring. Its lofty and

long rocky slope beneath the cliff, once a most favorable station for Scolo-

ace cleared, dried up, and trodden over by cattle.

io there is any shade, but

all IL:rt'x-toii</ues have perished.

' this plant may be looked for among the upper

branches of Cowaselon creek east of the Chittenango valley, w3

pit-hole lakes

westward. The station below Chitt* to light about

the year 1830 by William Cooper, Esq., which for 'so long time has

been regarded as the onli on our continent, there-

'fore must have been unknown to botl The record

of the latter, " S. officinarum, v. v. In the western parts of the state

of New York, in the crevices of calcareous rocks, beneath the shade of

the Hemlock Spruce (Abies <-,,„, /,,-,.,\ >, and accompany! _:

canadensis or American Yew," probably is mere!
habitat of Pursh. His statement, " near Canandaigua, at Geddis's Farm,
in a shady wood, with Taxus canadensis,' 1

as reported by Dr.
to Dr. Torrey to have accompanied specimens in the herbarium of the

Academy of Natural Science in PhiJad M an error for

near Onondaga, &c, ea<:! • in the names, or from

the indefinite extent covered by the former name at that time, 1806-1818.
However, no such statement now exists in the herbarium at Philadelphia

... - .
;

Pursh at above ascertained, we have tb both Abies

canadensis and Taxus eat Dear by.

The connection of $c ike Simcoe, Canada West,
as given in this Journal and repeated in a Catalogue of Oneida County
Plants, has been a mistake for Owen Sound on the Georgian Bay. Here
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it was discovered in 1857 by Professor William Hincks, growing plenti-
fully on the rocks around the falls of a stream emptying into the Sound

;

since then it has also been observed by others in adja -eat Iooalith >.

Geologically, this fern is confined to the limestone*, and may be search-
ed for wherever the Helderberg, Niagara and Trenton groups afford
favorable stations.

Cambridge, June 15, 1866.

7. Iconex, Histiologicce, oder Atlas der vergleichenden Geivebelehre

;

zweite Abtheilung. Der feinere Bau der hohereren Tkiere. EnfcM
Heft. Die Bindesubstanz der Coelenteraten, mit x Tafeln und 13 Holz-
schnitten; by A. Kolliker. Leipzig, 1865.—This work is an elaborate
essay upon the microscopic structure of Polyps and Acalephs, but more

. upon the hard parts of the Halcyonoid Polyps. It is well

'-.-._ : .
'S'tu;ls <<t tic- -rim-inr. .r'-. j

. tirms of the axes of Gorgonise, &c. ; the pe-

cyonaria; tli _ . mis Hydroids, etc. As a work ,
.--

. '-.r

beyond any preceding work on the same subject.

On pages 131 to 142 the author has given a Sj

nation ,,f tlio llnk-vonoid Polyps so far as known "to him, and has intro-

duced Hi ii \ new »p cii-s u i MW'.t 1

i..-\\ <_" uera, with many important

>

The genus p, ,, n < i.s m intamed witl '- u gii \\ limits, the subdi-
vision.-, nf ]),;.). K. <n-ay ;, '. l-uij uo^vu^l ine ironic Muno-n is

i' J-Miit ,; r,. rliM-, u> mis ]ik.' M. t,)><cthr<i Lamx., while for the group
' '• •

<x M. .''<" - Kin-, a- it-, type, the new genus Parcmiur.r, , *

'. allied to

•o Esper, as its type, and

be equivalent to my L\'->< /o>W,' proposed Feb. 1864, but which was
not actually pn appears to

have the precedence. The two species ivm and S,

i is restrict* I to forms like P.
-

'

•

the genus Plexaurella has been established, with six species. The limits

•
' ;>'<

-
.

"'"••':

The author is, however, certainly at fault in uniting Gorgonia suberosa--•
"l < i > ( L>. ,> n,\» l).i, !.

:'.!-. i, 1 ' l\. p . \ - . — v. t>u\ rep-

' '. -.-.:.
• ^

-.-
• _

K MiJi. i> pr..l«jil.y id.-nti<\« v \ I « -' /.aw. This is

:. Nat. History, x, 22, and Proc. Essex Institute, h
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doubtless owing to the lack of specimens of G. suberosa Ellis. For the

mberosa Esper, the new genus Sclen

v. In- !>. as indicated, appears to be the same as Suberogorgia Gray. The
G. patula Ellis and G. verrieulata Esper are referred here, and a sub-

family, Sclerogorgiacece, is instituted for the group.
'']:::. '.,'•

has had, for < mens of Esper,

as well as of Duchassaing and other « to the science

many species that have long been reg r altogether

by many recent authors, a!" iribed and fig-

ured by Esper. . a. e. v.

8. The Ana ; of the Vorticellidian Parasite (Tri-

of Hydra; by H.James-Clark. From the

I '. j-t.m -- <',. \\ if' \atui\il Ili^Miy. with t

plate. February, 1866.—In this paper the author has given an elabo-

rate and very complete account of th ;< 1 habits

of one ©f the most singular forma -
; has thereby

afforded the me Ige of the general struc-

ture and elassil group of Protozoa.

This parasite is stated to be the form mistaken by Prof. Agassiz for

the free Medusce of Hydra, of which the di<. ..wir mb announced in

the Proceedings of the Boston Soc. of Natural History, Nov. 1850, p.

354. The investigations upon the sti an aib.lt-

rest on account of the views held by some authors that the

Bryozoa.

According to Prof. Clark, all previous figures of this species represent

it in an abnornv.i . i di-< a- 1 -t tt« .
"

r

Ji .-
L

,/•>/< ,m iMmta closed circle

as in Vorticellida; proper, but follows the I
" '

crown, and vanishes near the aperture of

crown consists of a single row of vibrating cilia, which winds along the

margin of the spiral, dexiotropic pen- of the cupu-

liform disk, and descends thence to the left of the vestibular aperture,

ing it, plunges to the bottom of the vestibule, in

line. Neither Trichodina, nor any of the Vorticellida?, possess a vestibu-

lar lash orbristi in 1 t LtN-r i- an < i, il il m, The posterior

ned by a well-defined annular velum,
-

plete circle of vibrating cilia." * * * "The vestibule opens near and

posterior to the cilia-crowned margin i

"

The anus opens into th

on the right side. Th.
forms its systole once i

9. The j !

;

tJta Hafs-Annulater, of A. J. Malm-
gren. Oefversigt af K. Vet.-Akad. Fbrhandlingar, 1865, Nos. 1, 2,

3.) Stockholm, 1865-66. 8vo, pp. 135, with 19 plates.—This most

: 00 the higher Annelids of the Arctic seas, •

riren, Greenland, Iceland and Finraark, will prove

invaluable in studying the species of our own coast. It is a mono-
graph of the arctic Dorsibranchiate and Tubieolou* Annelids, with jui-

merous synoptical tables of the genera, and detailed descriptions of all

the species and genera, whether new or previously edited. Three new
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families, the A?npharetea, Sabellacea, and Eriographidea, are character-
ized. 52 new genera and 52 new species are described. The great
number of genera proposed, at least give evidence of a careful study of

-

slight. As most of these genera, with

in Latin, and the work ii

ivery species being figured,

, fssuretinLe-

aiv in' Latin, and the w •k"V
The iihisr. are verv full, nearly ev<

though so j stiff, are in the i

10. On Collections of Bones of j

Howe's Cave: bv Wm. . \. Ami
S dated Franklin, Del. Co. . X. v..

to Albany dth Pr

"How. "s Cave," and the «.Ie:uii

'.g. 15 , 1866.)—On my way
of Antioch college, I

:hat :i t , a stone quarry, about

k into a fissure filled

the spot, found the bones

, vv«i thought the subject

,'.;•'
ion, and I therefore

ge collection which I

V" the Albany and Sus-

aL;V ' Howe's Cave.' The

ments whit-!, . . Among th<

long usage and now filled \

d-itants.

;

- • •:.•..;.-.,

collected a bu- n I mau in i , < f the work at

the quarry U and deposits of bones that required a

man ten min - my own i I wrvation

: >:
• '

"
.

':-.

11. Mertwirt i r i n ra VB »'«>, des An-
-

; IH and IV Livr., Or-

thopteres—Blattoides. 280 pp. 4 to, with 2 col. pi. Geneva and Paris,

1864-65. (Paris. Y. M as on .v r >rk on the

Orthoptera of M„xh-.> ;. »* tlu- preface states,

mainly on the ,. ,'
. > .i. i . -orvat . n»

from Cuba from F. Pocy of Havana, and others from the

for comparison, i ,. • Mi X-iton of Connecticut. The
rth parts, conclude the

°gy by Mr. de Sauaaure ' '•• d a» the results of his

u—Second Series, Vol. XLII, No. 125.—Seit., IS6G.
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IV. ASTRONOMY AND

1. Observations on the Meteors of August last; by David TROtr--

bridge. (From a letter to the editors, dated Hector, N. Y., lat. 42|° N,-,

long. 0° from Washington, Aug. 11th, 1866.)—The following is a report

of my observations of meteoric phenomena at the August period, 1866.

Aug. 9.—I observed from 9 till 9.20 p.m. I saw fourteen meteors, the!

paths of four converged toward Cygnus, and seven toward Cassiopea, or

a little below (to the east, estimated on the meridian), Nearly all left a

visible train. Some moved slowly and others rapidly.

Aug. 10.—I observed in company, a part of the

time, with three other individuals. We saw in all sixty-five meteors ; 1

saw at least fifty of them. The paths of forty-seven of them converged

toward Cassiopea. Some of them left long trains, one of which in par-
:

.p.) six or seven seconds. I should judge that

the average time of flight did not exceed half a second. Average length

of path about 30°. One of them, which did not conform, was from one

to one and one-half seconds in its flight. In gel

not conform moved with less apparent velocity than those which did.

Many of them w ved with great rapidity.

Aug. 11.—I observed from 8.15 til Meteors, four

of which were conformable. It was partly clear a portion of the time.

On each evening my attention was confined mainly to the region of the

heavens surrounding Cassiopea.

If the rndei ns would allow me to draw any con-

the meteors came was somewhat below the chair (;l> seon at the time of

observation); on the 10th n< irei the hair; ami on the 1 lth

On the evening of the 26th of July (1866), about 8^ p.m., a very

bright meteor flashed out in Cygnus, and moved from east to west with

great rapidity. Its path was about 30° after I saw it. Height above

the northern horizon about 50°. Duration of flight from one-half to one

second. It left a beautiful train. The head was red and train blue. It

was certainly below the clouds. It passed between me and some cirro-

. is, so dense as to hide ordinary stars completely. Several

others that saw he clouds.

2. Observatory of Russia.— [].> f t
.-.. ..{ Mr. Kupffer at the head of

the Central Observatory of Russia has been filled by the appointment of

Prof. Kaemtz of Dorpat.

3. Mass of Meteoric Iron in Colorado Territory.—Prof. Henry has

I to the Editors a note resj- \\ _' :h ':- >\.-r\ of a mass of

iron in a deep gulch near Bear Creek, kboot twenty-

five or thirty miles from Denver, and 800 or 1000 feet below the top of

a steep hill. Mr. James L. Wilson, wh .: , - it iu the Daily News
• ., Ifav Uth, states that it was at

id seen it before, for the ' blossom ' or " iron hat" of a mineral

rounded.

i form, being about twenty-two inches long,

sen wide. Four of its faces are flat and

icatea it to be a fragment of a much larger i
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It is magnetic. Its weight is estimated at 500 pounds. The force with
which it struck the rocks at the time of its fall had so shattered one end
M to enable the discoverers to break off a piece that weighed eleven
pounds. Its composition appears to be iron, nickel, cobalt, and copper,
unequally distributed in its mass. In one part the nickel and cobalt are
largely in excess of the other metals, while in other parts iron forms the

se metals are aggregated and highly ci

A coating of the oxyd of iron half an inch thick has taken the place of
the shining black crust observed ou Srst reach the
earth. The less oxydizable metals, nickel and cobalt, still remain in

It is pretty certain from this not b&1 it this is an
example of an iron meteor-mass found where it has fallen, the shattering

of the mass and of the adjacent rocks being rarely observed. It was

same mass noticed by Prof. Shepard at page 250 of this

issue, who appears to have been in possession of some scales from the

concussion which disintegrated the specimen. We have taken steps to

obtain more detailed information respecting it.

4. Reduct' •

. Stan made by Joseph le

Paute d'A/jelet, at Pari-, in 178:3-1785, with a Catalogue of the corres-

an places referred to the equinox of 1800-0; by Benjamin
Apthorp Gould. 262 pp., 4to. From the Memoirs of the National

Academy of Science. V«>1 I. V> i-hin-t. . 1>*3(3.—This paper, which

makes a worthy beginning of the Memoirs of the National Academy of

Sciences, opens with some account of \ by whom

e as astronomer of LaPeyrouse's expedition aroui

I jta (at , the \> m la

die reefs of Malicollo, one

«, and all on board lost. D'Agelet had been very

ious throughout the course of the oxi

[sited. But bh

not allow him to send any of his results home, and i

V. MISCELLANEOUS SCIENTIFIC ]

vancement of Science, aftw
-' i- .:: •'.

.

..-.
:

.
• ' :

;

Wednesday, August 15th, i

bia College, President;
^rof. Elias Looms of

- w : Harvard C w
Philadelphia, Treasurer.^
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Though there were fewer members in attendance than at some former

meetings, owing partly to the shortness of the notice, and p
• D the number and value of the

papers presented, the earnestness and -ns, and the

general harmony of the
|

igboat tmi-

in'i,ri\ mi <--',. till will compare favorably with preceding ones. It

of the Association to the science of t ly as a means

kting research, and promoting among scien-

tific men.
Several prominent members, trnar« I their re-

grets by letter iation. The

feeling appeared to be general among the members that, hereafter, the

meetings, from year to yea tided, as before the war.

The success of the meeting was very greatly promoted by the cordial

cooperation and generous Sato, who not

only were prepared to entertain at their homes all who came, but, by

social receptions, excursions on the lake and to Niagara, and many other

acts of kindness and appreciation, contributed largely to the enjoyment

of the members, as well as to their own reputation for intelligence and

The next meeting is to be held at Burlington, Vt., commencing on the

21st of August, 1867. The following officers were appointed for the

year ensuing: Prof. J. S. Newberry of N. Y., President; Prof. Wol-
cott Gibbs of Cambridge, Vice President ; Prof. Jossph Lovering of

i 'rot C. S. Lyman of New Haven,

General Secretary ; Dr. A. L. Euvyn of Philadelphia, Treasurer.

The following titles of the papers read are from the newspapers of

Buffalo, in which quite full reports were giten:

The Spots on the Sun ; Prof. E. Loomis.
Ou the period of Algol ; Prof. E. Loomis.
On the path of the meteoric fire-ball of I860 which passed over Buffalo; Prof.

bora Observatory of Chicago; Prof. T. H. Saffobd.

.P

Map of Magnetic Declini
Effect of sunshine on fire ; Prof. E. N. Hobsfoed.
On the automatic barometer; G- M. Hough.

Theory of meteors; D. Kiekwood.
On the Aelloscope ; Henri A. Clcm.
General meteorological features of_the west ; Prof. 0. N. Stoddabd.

j tables'; E. B.

' Europe; E. B. Elliott

The Geology

method of illuminating apparatus for opaque objects under the microscope

;

momena; G. M. Hough, of Albany.
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favor of the in trod

u

weights ,

2. Addition to Article on Method of c

1«4); by E. L. DeForest.—In general, if we h

monthly means given, an i wi-1 t iut i from them, as nearly as possible,

what the form of the curve must be, our knowledge respecting it comes
under two heads. First, it must be a ours.' ••>' tin.-- parameters; for tho

three given monthly means are sufficient to determine three, and only

three, constants in the equation of the curve. Secondly, it ought to be
a periodic curve, v, . ;'or we know that at the end of

one, two, or any whole number of years, the same monthly means occur
over again. Now the parabola satisfies the first of these two conditions,

but not the second, li • tii_' •
• i - tucal curve satisfies both; so that

3. Flint impkm cently collected »ome hundreds
of chipped flints, of the age of Stone, in the fields of his estate of Cam-
pandre-Valcongrain and the surrounding villages. They were found at
tlic surface, especially after ploughing. Among them there is a saw well

toothed, about six centimeters long ; a whistle of stone which gave out

contain several hundreds of Celtic tombs, some of which, of an oval
form, are five to seven meters long and project above the surface more
than a meter. There are also large blocks of stone, said to be Druidic,
which Mr. Chate! n . and which may beloDg to the
age of Stone.—Lea Mondes, p. 137, May 24.
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4. Library of works on Earthquakes and Volcanoes of Prof. Alexis

Pa-rri/.—Vw !'.—-. >r lVnvv, of Dijon, Las recently offered for sale his very-

extensive library—probably the best on the two topics of Earthquakes

and Volcanoes in Europe. The catalogue of it which has been published

shows that it contains 4015 works, including pamphlets. It would be

an exceedingly valuable acquisition to any of the larger American libra-

ries, and we hope that it may not fail to be secured to the country. Pro-

fessor Perrey has been a long and earnest laborer in his favorite depart-

ments of science and has spared no pains to make his library a complete

Prof. John A. Porter.—John Addison Porter died at New Haven,

Conn., on the 25th of August. Prof. Porter was born in Catskill, N, Y.,

March 15th, 1823, and graduated at Yale College in 1842. Possessed

of literary as well as scientific tastes, he was called to fill the post first of

tutor, and then of Professor of Rhetoric, in Delaware College, in Newark,

N. J., where he resided from 1844 to 1847, when he went to Germany

and studied chemistry under Prof. Liebig. Returning in 1850, he first

filled the Professorship of Chemistry applied to the Arts in Brown Uni-

versity for two years, when he was called to take the place of Prof. John

P. Norton, then recently deceased, as Professor of Analytical and Agri-

cultural Chemistry in Yale College. In 1856 he was transferred to the

chair of Organic Chemistry, which position he held until he felt con-

strained by his declining health to resign it, in 1864.

He then spent a year in Europe, to avail himself of the best medical

advice, and returned loss than a vear au'o, apparently greatly benefitted

in health. It was soon evident, however, that his disease was not wholly

tr.i i . i- 1 and h. Las at I i .jth, itt. i muiid> 3 i f intent suffering, during

which he exhibited a remarkable degree of fortitude and Christian resig-

nation, gone to his final rest.

In connection with the Sheffield Scientific School, the activity and zeal

of Prof. Porter enabled him to do excellent service, both for the institu-

tion and the cause of agricultural science throughout the United States.

He was chiefly instrumental in originating and conducting the very suc-

cessful course of Agricultural lectures, which, in 1860, attracted large

numbers of persons to New Haven from distant parts of this country.

In the reorganization of the School, about the same time, he took an

active part, and some important changes were largely due to his forecast

and energy.

Prof. Porter was a ready and forcible public speaker, with a clear and

flexible voice and a fine personal appearance. His labors in behalf ot

the Sanitary Commission and in promoting in various ways t

his country, were particularly earnest and effective, so long as his failing

health permitted him to work. He was ever zealous for truth m
and in carrying out Lis plans of usefulness, exLibited great fertility ot

invention, and the most unwearied assiduity.

He is the author of a text-book on Chemistry, which has gone through

many editions,
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1. Geologic rector. Volume
xvi, and 504 pp. large 8vo, with maps and sections. 1866.

—This first

volume of the Geological Survey of Illinois, by its able Director, Mr.
Worthen, has just been issued, and so near the publication day of these

pages that we can at this time barely announce its appearance.* The vol-

ume is full of matter of great interest to American geology and to sci-

ence in general, and at the same time it must meet the demands of those

at home who have looked to the State Geologist for an exposition of the

mineral resources of the State. The various subjects are well treated, and
\» the result of extended an I The style of

is every way handsome and generous, Mr. Worthen has had
ace of Prof. J. D. Whitney in the survey of the lead region

;

of Prof. Leo Lesquereux in that of the Coal formation and the subject

of
j
r,,,,

;
..,.,, ,.* \r>. 11< \i} r _. i,i < n r • : v. ikand

cbeaUtry. 1; i lame will be followed by another on the Paleonto-

<;t of the survey, in the pre; i n has

been aided by Mr. F. B. Meek, Dr. J. S. Newberry and Prof. Lesquereux.

This notice of the Geological volur ;i to an ab-

stract of its contents which we propose to give in another number.
-.

Palaeontology of Perigord and the adjoining Provinces of Southern

rCi stt. Parte 1 and II, Dec.
1865 and March 1866, each 24 pag iphic plates.

London^ (H.Dti liu-. l-.Vh part :K .i.)_n, '<

them in Sou- inia of the

Romans) ; and the work upon them bearing the above title treats of these

s and bones, and the bearing of th

European Archaeology. As the rk was projected

by Mr. Christy; and its first the. i- « • a .•
. i; i' the press, and some

of the plates engraved, when he died after a brief illness brought on by
ione-caves. The princ

of preparing the w<»k wa- th w m .-, . \\< -n L's ;
><-\ * .rker, Mr. Lar-

- now aided by Mr. P. FHaridon of France, and Messrs John
Evans, A. V, . md Prof. T. Rupert Jones, the last-

mentioned taking the editorial duties. The work is issued in elegant

I treats of one of the most :
_•

subjects in modern science. The fig iews of the

flint arrow-heads, chippings, etc.; of the bones, part of them carved or

etched with figures of d them; and of the arrow
heads, harpoon heads, etc.. made --f r.-ind-.-r's horn. It is to be comple-
ted in about 20 parts of 24 pages and 6 plates each.

,
Baird". Reriew of Amtricm 2,V,-../,.-\Ve have revived sheet. 21 to 28 inclusive

PI i 180 of
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The British Pleistocene Mammalia; by W. Boyd Dawkins, Esq., M.A., F.G.S.; and

Gh8. Parti. Published by the Palseontolog
,.•-. '

of i. li tvM.ixi.II M V. Published

- ;..... • , . . .
...•:•' — •:.

- faites pur ML

Albert Gacdry. Paris. (E. Levy.)—TL.
mraed The whole makes a volume in small folio of 323 pa
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•

'

r
•.-..•::.:. '

^ ^ -
'
-

Jahresbericht des Vereins fur Erdkunde zu Dresden. Dresden, i

-

- :

'

., -. . .: .
.'' -.-...;.- -

' ,. • • !'

ir Anthropologic Zeitachrift fur Naturgeschichte und TJrgeschichte des

mama, with de-
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:
. 0. W.Mor-

Ialands and vicinity ; O. N. Lawrence.— p S<n \ v. .

'

.. .

,-'.- - • , •
.

.

' :
. , .

•- -

and South Ann

r

-*enne spe

-

a colony of Formica sanguinea on a colony 'of a black
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Art. XLL— WttUam Bowan Hamilton. 1

m
"William Rowan Hamilton, one of the ablest matheinati-

this or any other country has produced, and for nearly
forty years a fellow of the Eoyal Astronomical Society, was
born in Dominick Street, Dublin, in the year 1805. B
was by profession an attorney, and was long held in great esti-

mation both for his personal character and his professional abil-
ity. The branch of the Hamilton family from which he was
descended originally settled in the north of Ireland, in the reign
of James the First ; and it is said that by right a baronetcy be-
longed to the representative of this branch, a near relative of his
own

; although the claim could not be fully supported, owing to

merely technical flaws. Thus Hamilton may have been in some
degree indebted for his great and versatile mental capacity to a

William Hamilton is one of those rare instances, where the
promise of early childish precocity has not been disappointed by
the attenuated achievements of riper years. At various stages
of his boyhood, not to say childhood, for the precocity manifes-
ted itself at the early age of four, he is said to have successively
acquired some notable acquaintance with no less than thirteen

-, European and Asiatic. His attention was directed
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,

a better examination in that language than many candi

the fellowship." For obvious reasons we hope there is some par-

donable though very natural exaggeration in the statement. It

is certain however that the attention of the Persian Ambassador,

when on a visit to Dublin, was attracted by a letter of greeting

written in Persian by young Hamilton at the age of fourteen.

Whether or not any allowance is to be made for the shadow of

the future overlapping the memory of the past, it is quite certain

that the vast intellectual capacities of the boy were evinced and

ultivated at a very early age, and what is of far greater conse-

ce, this early mental activil

uccessful exertions of matur
quence, this early mental activity did not prostrate <

thel
pily laid the foundation of that peculiar* combii

ry, which distinguished some of
i from those of most other men. For his early

in ancient and modern languages, he was indebted to

the loyal care of his uncle, the Rev. James Hamilton, curate of

Trim
;
but in science and mathematics he appears to have been

nearly self-taught and self-directed ; in his case, as in that of

many other eminent men, this circumstance probably conduced

to the originality of his maturer « Ine peculiar

style in which he embodied them.
By the age of fifteen, young Hamilton had mastered the usual

course of elementary ; and applied ; and in

some instances had become familiar with works of ori

search. He appears to have evinced a peculiar taste for long

and difficult arithmetical approximations, and to have shown
himself no mean antagonist in the solution of numerical puzzles

By the age of seventeen he had mastered Newton's Prin-

cipal, and a year later found him in possession of most of the

processes in the Meca awhile, and notwith-

- "» .<:;-.•
. .

edge, the main culture of his mind had been classical ; and that,

not alone from natural predilection, but on account of the re-

quirements of the collegiate course on which it was his intention

to embark and to compete.
It is almost needless to say that young Hamilton, with a mind

thus disciplined and ftu m his course at Trin-

ity College, Dublin, if not without able competitors, at all events

without an equal, whether in literature or mathematics. As
might be expected, he carried all before him ; and when we

. must be understood
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include Poet:- inch as on two successive
is he gained the Vice-On i English verse.

il cultivation of the lighter elegan-
-cholarship that his friends were indebted for

'i glit and expression v.

1 which is son "

graver (

xmdence and his rhich is sometimes observa-

ippears that m the year 1822, one year before his

atj, young Hamilton, now in his eighteenth year,
auraeiea tne notice of the celebrated Dr. Brinkley, by certain
objections which he made to a demonstration propounded by
L '

' "» the M a L , ,„ (,bste. On being invited to pay "a

' '.i>'!M:!i >wn :<-•".>, ,H .< r tlicyoiin- student thought
that he should most properly express his feelings of respect by
carrying in his hands another instance of independent research
on the osculation of certain curves of double curvature. This

tion of Hamilton to the veteran professor laid the foun-
dation of a mutual friendship and respect which continued to in-

crease during Dr. Jinn/
1,-.'-' t-nure of office.

In the first year of his'student life at Dublin, Hamilton, not-

<e attention to the elementary line of study
necessarily prescribed to undergraduates, nevertheless
himself in a line of original research. Even before hia

at the University he had directed his thoughts to the difficult

subjects oi tg now completed the memoir, it

was read before the Eoyal Irish Academy in 1824. This paper
was referred as usual to the consideration of a committee of sci-

entific men, who being struck with the originality of the concep-
tion, and the evidences of analytical power which it contained,

recommended the author to give those further developments of

within his grasp. The result of
this encouragement to the young philosopher was the speedy
completion of a mem I

to contain the germ
of a large portion of the noble work which it was his lot to con-

tribute toward the advancement of physical knowledge. In-
stead of an essay on Caustics, his paper was now enlarged into
a wider and more gei under the title of a
u Theory of Systems of Rays." It may be no exaggeration to
say of this memoir, in conjunction with its subsequent supple-

ments, that it is one of the ablest contributions ever made to
(i u '

i owledge of the geometry of optics. Chasles, one of the

ireuished of modern geometers, speaks oi it as
l>
Jora-

...
; ,.

.

'•

'.' '..
-

pie of Least Action," or, in other words, probably as true, and
certainly more expressive, amenable to the principle of no waste
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in nature, Hamilton, in a train of analytical logic unimpeachable,

mastery over the management of algebraic symbols

ivev surpassed, shows that the theory of a system of

rays reflected or refracted any number of times at give:;

depends on the determination of a single principal function V,

which contains in itself all the properties of the system of rays,

in a manner analogous to that in which the properties of a curve

are contained in its equation. The same theory is, in the sup-

plements, extended to the more complicated and recondite ques-

tion of double refract io lis, and at length lands

the reader in one of the most remarkable scientific pr

contained in the records of physical inqui^. But of this pre-

diction we must speak presently.

"When the first part of this " Theory of Systems of B

presented in April 1827 to the Eoyal Irish Academy, it will be

remembered that Hamilton was as yet an undergraduate of

twenty-one years of age. In this year the Professorship of As-

tronomy in Trinity College, Dublin, became vacant by the pro-

motion of Dr. Brinkley to the bishopric of Cloyne. Such was

his deserved reputation, that, notwithstanding the appearance of

other and most formidable candid A although,

,
he had as yet taken no academical degree, Hamilton

3 elected to the vacant chair.

This circumstance is of itself sufficiently remarkable
fleets equal honor upon the authorities who ventured to make
the appointment, and on the young geometer who, by dint of

genius and laborious study, was qualified to discharge the duties

of the post. In connexion with this arrangement there is a point

on with our own Society of sufficient interest to de-

mand our notice. The present Astronomer Eoyal, at that time

Lucasian Professor of Mathematics in the University of Cam-
bridge, was one of the candidates for the vacant post at Dublin

;

and he too, like Hamilton, had been advanced to his professor-

ship before he had ceased nominally to be in pupilage. We are

not here, even by the remotest implication, suggesting a compar-
ison between these eminent men ; such a comparison would not

only be utterly unfitting, but, owing to the divergence of the

lines of research adopted by the two geometers, would be wholly
impossible. Nevertheless the thought unavoidably presents itself,

that for both parties, and for the general interests of science, the

decision of the Dublin electors was a happy one. Had it been
the one, in all probability, from certain natural ten-

dencies of his mind, would have become a clergyman—no doubt
a most eminent one—in the Irish Church ; while Greenwich and
our own Society might have lost the other.

« There is a Divinity which shapes our ends,

Rough hew them how w« wilL"
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In 1828 Hamilton became a Fellow of the Royal Astronom-
ical Society, and thus at the time of his decease was among the

our members. !i, LSoS he made known, in one of several sup-
plements to the " Theory of Systems of Rays," his great discov-
ery of Conical Refraction. In this memoir, starting again from
the principle of least action, and, as before, cond . ting the invee-

;,- means of a single Principal Function, he establ -i.es

the entire theory of double refraction ; and, applying it to the
case of biaxial crystals, by a new

I than that
originally pursued by Fresnel, he obtains the equation to the
form of "the wave assumed bv the vibrating ether within the
crystal. On examining the form ot tin wa\ surface, Hamilton,
with remarkable sagacity, observed that if the theory and the
results were true, a single ray of light incident at a certain angle
on a biaxial crystal, must of necessity pass into it, not as one ray,

nor even as two rays, but as a conical sheet of light, and then
finally emerge as a luminous cylindrical surface. And, again,

his profound and complicated analysis indicated that there was
also a direction within the crystal, such, that if an internal ray

M emerge from the crystal, not as

one ray, but as a lnmin Such results as these

Were not only apparently contrary to all analogy and expecta-
tion, but formed, if the experiment could indeed be made, a
species of expu-imehtuin cruris of the truth of the undulatory
theory of ,light. Notu ry o! the ras -. the

.v a* 1 i uth sue,-e—"t\ < performed by Dr. Hum-
phrey Lloyd, of Dublin, whos \ atiei t ingenuity, and faith in

the profound work of the geometer, were rewarded by the sight,

for the first I properly be called less than the

astonishing pi >i t 1 ot a sine. 1 >\ 1 . 1 it b< refraction

in a crystal, into an infinite number of rays, forming the surface

of a luminous cone.

From the - Hamilton and his friend Dr. Lloyd, thus

tag the little crystal of Aragonite to give up, Sphinx-
like, its secret of ages, our thoughts unavoidably turn to the par-

allel case of Adams and Leverrier, who, from a similar strong
faith in the laws of nature and in the logic of geometry, not only
predicted the existence of a planet heretofore unseen and unex-
pected, but indicated the precise region of the heavens, where,
as soon as looked for, it was actually found. We do not regard

Its as valuable only because they corroborate our con-
viction of the existence of certain laws whereon we believe the
universe to have been constructed by the Author of Nature, but
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tfaf

leaving t

the wants, or the curiosities, of men in time to come.
The Koyal Irish Academy took cognizance of Hamilton's

great discovery, and of the profound mathematical skill where-

by it was evolved, by conferring upon him their Cunninghame
medal ; and the Royal Society awarded him a similar mark of

their appreciation of his merits. In 1837 he was elected Pres-

ident of the Koyal Irish Academy, succeeding
2
his friend and

early patron, Dr. Brinkley, in the chair, as he had succeeded him
in the Professorship of Astronomy. He retained this distin-

guished office for eight years, and on his resignation he received

the thanks of that eminent Academy "for his high and impar-

tial bearing in the chair."

In 1834 and 1885 he communicated to the Royal Society two
papers on " A General Method in Dynamics." Here, again, he

commenced with the> san idea, as that which he

had already so successfully adopted in his "Theory of Systems
of Rays," and he showed that the integration of the a;

equations of motion for any system of bodies may be considered

as depending on the determination of a certain Principal Func-

tion, which he defines in several different forms, but in each case

by means of two partial differential equations involving, one of

them, the differential coefficients in regard to the finaj

li nates at the time t\ the other, those in regard to the

initial coordinates of the' several particles. He also esl

in these memoirs the now well-known " Hamiltonian Form" of

the equations of motion of any material system.

The two Memoirs just referred to gave occasion to Jacobi's

•Ions on "Partial Differential Equations" (Crelle, t. xvii,

1837). Jacobi shows that, instead of "Hamilton's Function"

involving the time and the initial and final coordinates, and sat-

isfying two partial differential equations, it is allowable to con-

sider a function of the time and the final c< >

: and he considers that

by omitting to make v.. .uilton presented his

: feet light. There can

be no doubt that the b introduced by Jacobi

was a mosl scarcely be

objected to Hamilton that he failed to perceive all t

deducible from his own discovery, any more than it can be ob-

jected to Fresnel that he left it to Hamilton to deduc
refraction from the very form of the wave surface which Fresn-:!

1 Dr. Lloyd, -n vas Prosi ! nt for two years after the death of ti,

Cloyne. Hamilton succeeded Lloyd.
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was the first to investigate. It must not be forgotten that it is

to Hamilton's discovery as their fountain, though the course of
the stream was directed by Jacobi, that are due all the develop-
ments which have since been made in the vast subject of Theo-
retical Dynamics. In a word, it may not be too much to say that
the step in advance made by Hamilton's two memoirs can only
be compared with that effected at an earlier epoch by the publi-
cation of Lagrange's U For this work, also

>

Hamilton was again awarded a gold medal by the Koy;>

We pass over various other characteristic works of this pro-
found analyst, not because they are devoid of interest or of

• worth, but because they are less within the scope of our Society

;

and we come at lengh to what Hamilton considered the crown-
in- labor of I

- life,—a labor which for the next twenty years,

and indeed till within a few days of his decease, continued to

occupy his thoughts. The labor here referred to was bestowed
on the invention and the development of the Calculus of Quater-
nions. In a memoir such as this, and for the purposes which we
have in view, we must almost despair of explaining, or perhaps
of even conveying an idea of what is the aim and scope of the
Calculus of Quaternions, or in fact what a Quaternion is; and
yet withnuj wm.' ? 1 >'n attempt, successful or not, any obituary
notice of this great man would be incomplete. For this purpose,
then, we must bear in mind that, in the method of geometry in-1

troduced by Descartes, and which has been retained in astro*

nomical and physical investigations up to the present time, the

position of a point in space has been determined either by its

from three coordinate planes, or by what in reality are

their equivalents. Hamilton, however,- starts at once by con-

sidering not so much the position of a point, as rather the rela-

tion which exists between two lines intersecting in space, having
regard both to length and to position. It will soon be seen that

in order to determine these relations completely, four quantities,

or four elem involved.

1. There is the relation which the length of the one line bears

to the length of the other line;

2. The angle through which the one line must be conceived

to be turned in order that it may coincide with the diree^

tion of the other
;

3. The plane in which the two lines lie.

And inasmuch as the determination of this plane involves
two element?, viz: Ut its inclination to some fixed or known
I
lane, ai I

'. ia analogous to the longitude of
a pla ).-;'- four" elements or symbols are re-
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quired to determine the relation which one line in space bears to

another line.
4 The combination of these four elements, then,

forms the Quaternion of Sir William Hamilton ; and as handled

and developed by him, these combinations unquestionably form
a calculus of amazing generality, grasp and power. As an en-

gine of investigation, in the general problem of combined rota-

tions, the method of Quaternions probably has no rival in com-
pleteness or in facility. They remind one of the tentacles of

some gigantic polype ramifying out into immensity, and bring-

ing back with them the spoils of space.
6

It is as yet premature to anticipate on which of his investiga-

tions or discoveries Hamilton's fame will ultimately rest. There
are mathematicians among us who in this respect would be in-

clined to name his Calculus of Quarternions ; others would say

that none of his writings can overshadow the importance of his

Dynamical Theorems. As yet, however, the former calculus can

hardly be said to be fully developed, or to have been extensively

applied by other philosophers to new lines of investigation

;

scarcely be supposed that the persistent and
conscientious labor of such a man for twenty-two successive

years can fail to be full of the seeds of thought, and one day be

found to admit and to invite important applications. It must
however be conceded that (partly perhaps on account of its com-
parative novelty, and partly on account of the metaphysical at-

mosphere which surrounds it), the method is neither easy nor

attractive to any but the ablest and most daring of the analysts

among us ; many a man who has essayed to bend this bow has

probably said to himself what Antinous said to his boon com-
panions :—

j: ...-.:
:

:.•.-: -~
"

-: :

' - •
'
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We have just spoken of the metaphysical atmosphere which- J
- Hamilton's Calculus of Qu "

herein there is little to excite our surprise, for it was natural for

a man possessed of a mind so versatile and so profound, to turn
it inward on itself; hence he delighted in metaphysics. But it

was not alone because the culture and bias of his mind unavoid-
ably led him in this direction, that many of his mathematical
investigations assumed a metaphysical turn, but because he, in

conjunction with other thoughtful philosophers, believed that no
further great advance in mathematical science was now to be ex-
pected, excepting from the metaphysical point of view. Prob-
ably it is either a conscious conviction, or an intuitive percep-

tion of this, which influences the peculiar phase observable in

the mathematical investigations of some of our greatest analysts

of the present day.

Hamilton was not only a great mathematician, but by nature

he was also a poet. He was heard to say, " I live by mathemat-
ics, but I am a poet." If, by this aphorism, he* meant that, had
he so chosen, he would have become more eminent as a poet

than he is as an analyst, bystanders might hesitate to give their

assent. Few men, perhaps, are fully conscious of the ruling

bias and the strong points of their own minds. We know one
of our greatest living philosophers who would perhaps say, " By
filial duty I am an astronomer, but I was born a chemist." Of
another it has been often said, " He is a mathematician and an
observer, but he was born an engineer." Nevertheless Hamilton
was a true poet, and by no means an indifferent writer of true

poetry
; and it is quite certain, that some of our subtlest math-

ematicians are poets at heart, knowing it and feeling it. And
here it may be worth a passing remark to mention that Hamil-

ton, in his great memoir on A General Method in Dynamics speaks

of Lagran. Poem. One of our

tig Astronomers hereon remarks : "Hamilton was right,

but he might have said a poem of most stately rhythm." The
of Lagrange and Hamilton have points in common.

Hamilton counted among his friends, Coleridge, Southey, Mis.

Hemans, and Wordsworth. It is said that when Wordsworth
through II; t, was enabled to get a glimpse of

the inexpressible fascination which surrounds the daring and

spirit of modern geometry, the old man was for the first

time inclined to admit even a mathematician into the charmed
circle of the brotherhood of poets. The anecdote rests upon

unquestionable authority; nevertheless we are inclined to think

better things of so great and profound a mind as that of Words-
Worth, and we are convinced that he must, by sheer dint of sym-
pathy with other minds, have had at least a suspicion of the fact

Ait. Jouk. Sci.—Second Series, Vol. XLII, No. 126.—Nov., 1SGC.
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3 of these remarks on the expansiveness of great intelk

and on the poetic power which almost invariably is, at the least,

latent within them, we cannot refrain from quoting the following

sonnet, written by a great Astronomer, on the occasion of a visit

to Ely Cathedral, in company with Sir William Hamilton :—

High-wrought and rich, hia heart's

Beneath that vast and vaulted canopy.

(That mighty mac

gentleman ; we say the latter

disguise, though too diffident to obtrude, his profound conviction

of the truth of revealed religion. Endued with such qualities

as these, what wonder, if of his friends he was almost the idol,

and of his university the pride ; for he was gentle, and he was-

eloquent, and he spoke evil of no man, he defended the fair fame
of the absent, and he hell controversy with none.

Such then is an imperfect but unexaggerated sketch of this

remarkable man. We will only add, that happily he did not

live to survive himself, but in full posses-
almost in the very presence of the friends who had long admired
him ; and, what was no new thing to him, supported by the con-

victions and consolations of his faith, he resigned himself to his

rest, as one who knew that he had done a work which had been
given him to do. c. P.

8

7 The symbolic analysis of which the err
supposed to be addressed, has proved hii

e In the preparation of this eloqr, the
Dean Graves F.R.I. A. ; the Rev. R. P. (



t the Vowel Elements in Speech.

Art.XLIL—The Vowel Ekmerd: >:l Porter,
of Hartford, Conn.

[Concluded from page 189.]

There are certain modes of action of the organs in vowel utter-

ance, which are to be noticed as the ground of some important
properties and relations. It is observable that the open vowels
(deg. 3), t't, end, at, up, &c, tend, in general, to a quick, abrupt,
explosive utterance,—the i, e, e, a, and & especially, and the
others more or less,—except the a group, in which the same is

true of the close vowel : they can be prolonged only by a con-
siderable and rather unnatural effort, and then with abated force
and a tendency to unsteadiness. The reason, as I conceive, is

that they are formed by a neutral position of the tongue, neither
drawn up toward the palate nor depressed from it : a position
into which the tongue can be quickly thrown or jerked,—like

thrusting an arm straight out from the body,—with firmness
enough to serve for the instant for a strong vowel utterance.

the five anterior groups, in which
is most marked,—and as for the close a, its relation-

ship to the open a by similar position of the tongue has been
already noticed.

As a matter of fact, one of these vowels is never lengthened
without cha : becoming really another vowel:
usually, eith pen -depressed degree,—as in the

te, fete, from Latin testa, festa,—or sliding to a group
just behind and to a closer degree,—as the prolongation of met
may naturally give us mere, care. In the latter case, the tongue

buck of the terminus of the vowel-tube and thus es-

.•.v Minimi,, in --A.-r «::•--. il> «•{ -ration is per-

fectly natural on mechanical and physiological principles. The
vowel in tete, &c, is unquestionably such as to be accounted for

by one or the other of these processes ; and the like is true of
pres, acces, &c.
The middle and close vowels, on the other hand, are incapa-

ble of the same abrupt, explosive quality ; and, when prolonged,

usually tend to become more close, or^ when at the closest, to

move forward into a contiguous or otherwise related vowel of

another group. These effects, again, we ascribe to the peculiar

mode of action of the tongue, as, after coming into line for the

group, it has to be raised to the proper degree of closeness : it

is like raisi: j way after extending it. This mo-
tion cannot well be suddenly and firmly arrested so as to pro-

duce an abrupt or explosive utterance, "it is also more natural
to continue this motion than to hold it arrested so as to prolong
the vowel unchanged. Obviously, also, the effect of continuing
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the impulse, after reaching the closest degree, would be to raise,

or bend up, the tongue at a point further forward, and so to carry

the vowel into another group. The middle may, however,

sometimes take the course of the open degree, and move a step

ba kward in becoming more close when prolonged.

The tendency of the open-depressed vowels, when prolonged,

is, for like reasons, in the opposite direction : they incline to

greater openness, so far as possible, or else to a backward move-

ment. Thus, self, ten, &c. drawled into the open-depressed de-

gree, incline to the a if still further prolonged.

It is to be remarked, that the turn taken by vowels under

change of quantity will be much influenced by the character of

consonants succeeding.

These physiological actions and tendencies are important in

ing upon vowel change in etymology, and as explain-

ing the rationale of diphthongs and all compound vowel sounds.

This will presently be illustrated by examples.

There are relations of easy transition between vowels of differ-

ent groups,—fundamentally important as concerns the same

matters just mentioned. These relations are not wholly deter-

mined by local position in the scale and on the diagram. It is in

this as in geography. Localities contiguous on the map may, we
know, be separated by impassable mountains, and others widely

distant be in virtual proximity as united by channels of easy

communication. Along with our map of the places of articula-

tion, we need to take into view all the circumstances on which

the relations among the several vowels depend.
A number of different series may be made out, founded on

relations of easy transition. I will just indicate the most im-

portant, in a necessarily somewhat v <I V u v. ay. and merely

in order to show that the principles I have laid down are the

true physiological ground of established facts in the history of

word-transformation. A full development of the appli
the system would require that the original explorer should take

it along with him into the field of philological research.

The two series, a, a, e, e, t, and a, a, o, w, are of primary im-

portance in philology. The a, i, and u are the primitive vowels

of the Sanskrit and of the old Gothic, out of which the e and o

were next developed,—the a and a, as well as the e, not yet

having a distinctly recognized separate existence. As founded
on the order and manner of development in the Indo-European

<.—and the like appears, in fact, in the Semitic tongues

—we have the scheme of Jacob Grimm, with a at the apex ot

• i and u at the lower angles, and e and o respectively

liate on the two sides. That is, we have the two series

" '•/ and c/. o, ?L Physiologically, the first series moves for-

ward on the line of the tongue, from the common point of de-
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parture a,—through the relationship before pointed out between
the a and a groups ; the other moves upward along the velum
paktti,—the position of the organs for u marking it plainly the
natural terminus of a series. The first we may call /

and the other the back-palatal, or the guttural, series. The vowels
of the lingual series are also allied by the general direction of
the vocal current forward, while in a, o and u it is upward ;

—

the position of the tongue for this effect may be observed to in-

fluence the lower jaw: tending!. least d, o and
u, and to retraction in at least a and a. The plausible and com-
monly accepted scheme which regards these two series as deter-

mined by the less and less palatal opening from a to i and the
less and less labial opening from a to u, fails to suit the facts as
they present themselves under accurate observation.

_
Other lines of vowel transition diverge from the guttural se-

: ids toward i. Thus, the open d, o and u are so related
to the open 6 by proximity and the direction of the vocal cur-

rent as to run readily into that. The middle and close b are so
related to the a on similar grounds ; the same o vowels, as fall-

ing between a middle or close o and an i or an e, make the Ger-
man o of the umlaut ; and, by a similar process, we have the 6"

vowels in the French eu from an original e+u. The connection
is intimate between all degrees of the u with the i—the tongue
heing so pla the fore-part, it readily

comes into position for the i. A similar operation takes place

between a and i in the Eng. oi diphthong, and between several

different vowels (o 4 the proper one) and i, in the various ways
of pronouncing the Eng. " long ?'." From the open vowels gen-
erally to the high position of the back tongue which forms the
close or midd •

. t' -• tnu -ni. i h r tl -. \ ic 1 : -t H diphthongal

combination, as will |
ified. There is a spe-

cial ground of transition between t and u in the similar positions

of the soft-palate.

We are now prepared to consider the laws to which diph-

thongal combinations are subject ; but I will first enumerate the

principal pure diphthongs that are possible. They are :—

1. a-j-t';
14—Eng. only in the word ay, or aye, or sometimes heard in

Isaiah, Sinai, &c, and in the long t, wrongfully.

2. d-\-i :—toil, boy ; North of England long i.

-
I;.'!'-- • •

^ :

•:.
;
':,• ;••
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3. d 4 +t'2 (or, with the "glide,"
16

6*-4-o 3+i2
) :—long i, as high, pine,

&c,—the Scotch long i is o 3 -j-i2 , or o 2 -|-i2 .

4. d-^-i:—an

5. e-\-i:—"long a" (ale) with the vanish.

6. a-\-u :—improperly in owr, &c.

8. o-\-u:—"long o" (old) with the vanish.

9. 64 -}-u 2 ' (with the glide, o*-f- M 3-|-u 2 *) :—our, now, &c.;—the Scotch

our, <fec, are 6 3'+w2 '.

10. a 3
, or a4

,
+u (with glide, a+6-ftt) :—Yankee our, now, <fec.

11. «*, or •«, +« (with 6 glide) :—ancient pronunciation of few, dm,
&c. ; one form of Yankee new, rude, smooth, <fcc.

12. t
4 -|-w (with o glide) :—extreme form of Yankee new, rude, smooth,

do, &c
13. e4+a :—Qu., A.-S. deaf, cealf, <kc. ?

14. c*4-° :—

Q

u -' A-'s - s«ofon, heofon, seolf, &c?
15. «4 or u 3 -\-u 11

:—rude, tube, lute, suit, new, dew, &c.

The relative quantity of the initial and final elements is not

alike in all these ; but is usually greater in the initial. Where
I have omitted to mark the degree, there is more or less latitude

of variation.

The fundamental law of the pure diphthongs is, that the com-

bination be such that the tongue can be, and is, kept continu-

ously tense in passing from the initial to the final element, and

the lips in like manner in the case of labials. Accordingly, the

movement is more usually in a forward direction, and may be

at the same time from open to close;—simply from open to close

in the same group, though common enough, is not usually re-

garded as a diphthong, though I have included one such (No.

15) in the list above ; indeed, combinations from two adjoining

groups have not always been reckoned as diphthongs,—the usual

English long a and long o, for example. A movement which

requires a relaxation of the tongue or lips in passing from one

element to the other will interrupt the continuity of the vowel

sound, and necessitate either a hiatus, or the intervention of a

y ox w consonant, making in the latter case an impure
'

Thus, d+i {toil) is a forward movement, and gives continuous

vowel sound; but the reverse, i+d, almost necessarily intro-

duces a y sound, heard . So we have i+y+a
in yard, and in the Italian piano, ftamma, &c. ; i+y+o in young,

x(\, k 4 + 7/+ '/ hi union mute, &c A rearward

movement can give a pure diphthong only when the first ele-

ment, if not both, is quite open ; as in Nos. 9 to 14 of the fore-

going table. A continuous movement from close to open on

the lips always introduces a consonantal to, as in the French
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oui and rot, the Italian bwono, and English quarter, war (u u+

A word here on the subject of pitch as related to rftj

sounds. I have remarked upon the tendency to rise or fall in
pitch as the tongue moves forward or backward, or else as it

rises or falls, on our vowel-scale. There are certain noticeable
phenomena on which this has a bearing :—first, the rising inflec-

tion of a single tone on each syllable in ordinary unimpassioned
utterance,—pointed out by Dr. Eush,—and second, that, in the
change from the radical to the vanish of the vowel,—so preva-
lent in English,—and in all the usual diphthongs in short, the

tongue-movement is either forward or upward. These facts,

supposing the above-mentioned tendency to be real, have a plain

mutual connection. Notice also, in impassioned utterance, that

inflection brings out the vanishing element more dis-

tinctly and more naturally than does the falling: compare No?
or Nay? interrogative, with the same word in the positive tone
of authority or of confident assertion. It may be worthy of in-

quiry, whether in those languages which are less diphthongal
the level tone more prevails.

Let us now attend to some of the applications of the system
--•

^"nir i J ji '" - i'LM']y in the history of vowel-change is the con-
'•-

the extremes of the compound. Thus, in French, we have en

run together into an e or a sound,—as in cumer, jW, fazre,

eliume,—and au into an o,—as in chawd, caz^se, pawvre,—and
«* into an o,—as in pewr, veuve, jewne. That these digraphs
were once really diphthongal in utterance, is quite certain. (See
Dietz, Gram., vol. i.) Such change is common in most lan-

guages. In describing the a vowels (p. 184, note), I adverted
to the origi oharacter of ai and ay in English,
as in praise, vc

'

0*0, which now take" an a sound, l
In the Sanskrit, we find the e and o sounds existing only as de-

veloped from at and au ;—the e and o are always and every-

where, at least in the Indo-European languages, secondary and
derivative elements, owing their origin to this or to some other

process of transformation. By the umlaut, which fills so large
a place in modern German, we have, from o, from a, and from
**> in the root, an o, an e or a, and a u, developed as intermediate

ty the influence of an » originally existing—though afterwards
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dropped or changed to e—in a succeeding syllable of inflection

or il livrtion as AV'Tt IV 1 1> 1 i f am II i «1 . k «i • k it . n •

and as Bett, iftide, from old badi, andi;—relics of it in English

are bed, end, men, sell (Goth, salyan), and other cases not a few

;

—and in the Old Norse, for in.-; lit from u in

the next syllable. The umlaut is believed to have come up
through an intervening stage of diphthongation,—badi, for ex-

ample, becoming first baz'di and then bedi or bed : but whether

so or not, reference to it here is pertinent.

I maintain that such change is to be explained almost wholly

by palato-lingual action. Of course it is so in the case of e or a

from ai. As for au, labial position would not determine its re-

duction to o or a rather than to a labial o. In the u from id or iu,

there is usually an admixture of a consonantal y, such as comes
from a palato-lingual position between that for u and for t; and

such may be presumed to have always appeared plainly in the

first development of the il. Ti indeed im-

parted from the w to the u. But, in Anglo-Saxon, the y which

appears as umlaut of u was probably a non-labial ; as the fre-

quent interchange with t in writing would strongly indicate.

The short u from which it arose w uvl, and the

umlaut may have been distinguished from a quite open u or

»

by the consonantal y sound intermixed. Examples of this A.-S.

3 rather as a natural result

the rapid utterance of the extremes in close i

than from an attempt to effect their simultaneous
The developed product does not necessarily take the quality of

either of the two e '

shall, sharp, hard, calf, &a, as well as deaf, head, red, &c.
j

frojn

i, devil, &c. ; ar
"

ice, from the ol

,
comparai'son.

A.-S. eo, seven, heaven, devil, &c. ; and we have benefit, parish

venison, comparison, &c., from the old or the later French bien-

Another process of change is from a simple vowel to a diph-

thong,—commonly, if not always, effected by prefixing
ing another simple vowel. Thus we have our "long »" (o*+» 3

)

from a simple t',— in multitudes of words, of Anglo-Saxon,
French, and Latin origin, such as wine, crime, time, drive, write,

wife, wild, sight, idle, iron, &c. ; and ou (o«+m»0 from w,—as
house, mouse, hound, from A.-S. bus, m«s, hzmd, &c. In French,

we find oi from i, as b noir, vote, vol's, from

Latin bi'bere, digitus, fides, minus, mger, v/a, video, &c. The
"guna" so common in Sanskrit is the strengthening of a vowel
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by prefixing an a. In French, we have a short • prefixed, in
1. fieri pied, tient, &c, and an e before an o

that is transformed to «, in feu, jew, newf, meule, peuple, hewre,
&e. (from focus, jocus, novem, mola, populus, hora, &c). In Ital-

ian, the t prefixed to e and u to o, form a marked feature: m
fiero, si'eda, bwono, &c. Examples of the new element suffixed
we have in our "long a" and "longo" with the vanish;—in
French, we have i added to a of the Latin, in clair, aimer, mam,
&0. ; i to e in 0. Ft. ma, trets, lei, vei'le, &a (now moi, trois, loi,

voile, &c), and in the modern frem, plan, vane, &c. ; i to o in
voi'x, connoitre, &c, and to u in s»/s (sum), oo-. ;—all of these
digraphs having been once actual diphthongs. All such changes
must accord with the laws of diphthongal combination, as before
stated

; to which may be added, that it is in converting a short
vowel into a long one, and in giving greater quantity or weight
to one already long, that the tendency to diphthongation is usu-
ally manifested.

From a diphthong thus produced, the original vowel may after-

wards drop off, and through these two processes, a simple vowel
may be replaced by another entirely different and perhaps quite
remote on the scale. Thus, through Fr. brief, we have Eng.

\\ e, not i, silent), from Lat. brevis; fierce, through tier,

or fYers, from ferus ; benefit, through bienfai't, from benefactum

;

govern, Fr. gowverner, Lat. gwbernare; &c. So, in field, fend,
pierce, the superadded * is the only element now heard.
A change from one vowel to another may also take place by

the roundabout process of diphthongation and subsequent conden-
sation to an intermediate element.

\ very important process of transformation is when one vowel
changes directly into another, the two being nearly related by con-
tiguity on the physiological scale, or by such modes of forma-

that the organs readily slide from one into the other. Some-
the physiological scale, or by such modes c

' e organs readily slide from one into the othe

t transition from one group to another, and I

a change of degree under the same group,—the routes from
group to group being :;ies of easy transition

above mentioned. Such transformation is often consequent on
a change in quantity or in accentuation. Sometimes it is a
strengthening and sometimes an attenuation ; sometimes is pro*

moted by influence of associated consonants, and sometimes by
.

• of a neighboring vowel. Yery commonly
it results from certain general tendencies prevailing in a lan-

guage.

The changes of this sort in the Italian as evolved from the

!
;

"
I are strikingly confirmatory of certain leading features of

the scheme here set forth. Tla.:
I remarkable

iu its development, having been little disturbed by
*

'

>i>i I-? influences,—and is thus, so far as it goes, peculiarly fitted

Am. Jour. S i i

.

—H ov. , 1S60.
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for the establishment of principles of phonetic change. There
are recognized in Italian an i vowel, and a "close" and an "open77

e,—so called,—the close (chiuso) being like the e of our scheme^

or nearer to the e, and the open (aperto) either precisely or nearly

like the a. So there is a u, and a "close" and an "open" o,—
the close nearer to the u, and the open probably nearer the d

f

than is the o in the scheme. 17 Thus, three stand in order in what

, I called the lingual series, and three in the back-palatal, or guttu-

ral. Of each there is a long and a short ; and these with the a
are all the vowels of the language. As to their development
from the Latin, the open e, says Dietz (Gram., i, 312 et seq.),

arises (1) out of short e : as dea, bene, breve, &c.
; (2) out of e in

position : as ecco, bello, tempo, &c.
; (3) out of ce : as Enea, preda,

&c. ;—the close e arises (1) from short i: as bevere, cenere (from

bi'bere, cmis), &c.
; (2) from i in position : secco, esso (siccus,

tpse), &c; (3) from long e: as arena, cera, &c.;—again, the open
o comes (1) from short o : as bove, odio, opera, &c.

; (2) from o

in position : as fossa, pondo, orbo, &c.
; (3) from au diphthong,

also sometimes from long o ;—the close o, (1) from short u : cova,

doge, sopra (cubare, dwcem, supra), &c.
; (2) from u or y in posi-

o. molto, onda, torso, &c.
; (3) from longo: onore, glo-

rioso, &c. ;—the long i and long u of the Latin remain, and the

a is unchanged.
Now, if we suppose the Latin e to have been either the e of

our scheme or nearer to the e, and the Latin o to have been the

o or nearer the u, we find the same rules in each set of these changes.

We have (1) short t changed to so-called "close e
u—e or e of the

scheme, and short e to nearly if not precisely our a vowel ; and
again, short u to "close o," and short o to nearly if not fully

our d;—and the resulting vowel is long by the Italian rules of

quantity. That is, we have a long evolved from a short, to-

gether with a movement one station backward. All this

with what was pointed out as a natural tendency physiologically

considered : a short vowel is never a quite close one, and when
lengthened tends mostly to greater closeness and often to transi-

tion backward. We h . changed to "close e/'

and e to "open e;" and again u to "close o," and o to "open o.

Here also we have the original vowel short, though in a syllable

long by position ; and though the vowel does not become tech-

nically long, the change is not improbably connected with a
greater weight and predominance of the vowel sounds in mod-
ern Italian as compared with the Latin,—as appears in the fre-

quent use of ie and uo in place of simpler vowels ; or, the change
may be ascribed to a general tendency to transition backward

" It may seem that one or t^o more rowel-places should be marked on the
'

' •
•' . -;...:,..

.
.

.....
.

:
.. . ,. .- ..:

•
' -•

. - , ,. .

,.

. ... .
.-.

noted,—certainly if demanded by I language.
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tg in Italian,—as does the reverse in English. We have
(3) an original long vowel or diphthong, with little or no change
except the condensation of the diphthong,—just as ought
expected in connection with the actual changes as above stated.

Similar laws and tendencies have had partial sway in the other
branches of the Latinic family.

Every language under the sun will show examples, in abund-
ance, of changes, more or less regular, by direct transition from
one vowel group into another,—whether we study it in its ety-

i] history, its dialectic variations, or the mutations of or-

fashion. The changes m ' eh the

, is undergone, and for the most part within three hund-
red and fifty years, are many, though not all, of this description.

It should be received as an incontrovertible fact, that the

vowels in English had once substantially the Latin and Italian

sounds;—and this they had, indeed, for the most part, even to

the early part of the sixteenth century. The long u had not
then become diphthongal, as it now is. The long i was diph-

thongal
; but probably as e 2

-ft'
1

. The long e and ee had then, a
very few cases excepted, the proper e sound, heard still from the

it ," '• uma /-.," for *>in>t, vvl id, and the like. Two
hundred years ago, the ee had obtained its present proi;

as in eel, but the long e single, and the ea and ei still retained

illy an e sound. The change of the long a has already-

been spoken of as having occurred since that time. The di-

graph au had its present pronunciation at the earliest of the two
periods just mentioned; it was between these periods that the

oo came to its present sound (foot, food) from that of long o.

Two hundred years ago, the diphthongs ou and oi (our, oil, &c.)

had the in- : ;sely as at present; the ;

<w, in few, &c, was more usually an e, instead of, as now, an i

sound; while the first in ai, ay, was a j
roper Latin or Italian a,

or wavered between this and an &**

•, - \ -....;;,.: .-- " - "
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Pilate, was, asa for o in body. He uses an-
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The point we have in hand,—that of dir

one vowel-group to another,—will be best i

sh
t
and adverting also to existing dialectic variations,

—

with this proviso, however, that the precise process of change

cannot always be determined as direct rather than indirect and

In the a group, we find a widely prevalent tendency to move
in two separate directions: upon the lingual line to a and still

on to e, 6 and 2', and upon the back-palatal line to d and yet be-

yond to and u. Thus, from Sanskrit pad-as, we have, on the

one hand, the Latin ped-is, and on the other, the Greek mS-te,

A.-S. fot, Eng. foot ; again, Sans, dant-as, Lat. dent-is, Gr. 6d6rt-og,

A.-S. todh, Eng. tooth ; Sans, ashtan, A.-S. eahta, Eng. eight,

Lat. octo, Gr. 6xni; Sans, naman, A.-S. nama, Eng. name (e),

Lat. nomen, Gr. bvoua
; Sans, janu, Lat. genu, A.-S. kneo, Eng.

knee, Gr. ydw; Sans, matri, Lat. mater, Gr. ^t>jq, A.-S. modor,

Eng. mother (o), Ger. mutter; Sans, mas, Gr. /mjy?, A.-S. mona,

Eng. moon ; and so on, indeanitely. So we have A.-S. ban,

Btdn, hdm, &a, Eng. bone, stone, home, &c, Scottish bane (e),

stane, hame, &c. The tendency of a to a is widely observable.

The High German a is a in Low German dialects. The a in

French vibrated into d in the seventh century, and so continued

nearly through the eighteenth, when it swung back to a.
19

Hand, stand, land, sand, and the like, in the early English, we
find most frequently spelled konde, stonde, londe, &c, even as late

as Tyndale ; and either this pronunciation was not universal or

there was afterwards a return to the a sound. The Gothic had

no long a, but a long corresponding to the long a of the San-

skrit and employed whenever the law of etymological change

would lengthen the short a. The sound was, undoubtedly, at

first an a, but had come so near to before the Ian..

reduced to writi . bv I Ifilus, as to induce him to employ that

letter. The long in English comes but rarely from Anglo-

Saxon long 0, and frequently from A.-S. long a ; we may, there-

fore, presume that it had not at first a proper long o sound, but

other forthe a in almighty, and the o in Lord, of, for, from, <fec; and employs e for

''

' '

'

-'"
'

t. vol I have not overlooked the note^. r

-

of Shakespeare.
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nearer to a; and the presumption is confirmed by the
the A.-S. long o became the English oo, and that this oo ex-
pressed the long o sound till at least the sixteenth centurv. The
transition on this line is naturally from the long a ; while the
short a would move directly only on the other line, through a:
thus we have in Anglo-Saxon a short a as the more frequent

-dent of Gothic short a,—as A.-S. dofe may, at, tlwi,

bod, •_ irs, g'.'/f, &c, for Gothic dags, mag, at, thata, bath, gras,
gaf, &c. (Eng. day, may, at, that, bade, grass, gave, &c.).

20

Attending now to tin lavjual line, we have no need to add to
the instances already mentioned—our English "long a" among
the rest—of gradual change from a through it to e. From e on to
*', examples are not less numerous. Thus, the i sound as expressed
by ee in English, in eel, deem, &c, has arisen gradually by tran-

sition from the e sound, which the ee had in fact in early Eng-
Jish,—and would have as replacing, for the most part, the A.-S.
long e, while otherwise, with one or two exceptions, it is from
A.-S. ae, ea, or eo. The same sound expressed by ea, ei, ie, as in
hear, receive, believe, &c, whether from the French or the An*
glo-Saxon, is almost always descended from an e sound. Many
words are easily traced all the way from a to i : as street, from
the Latin strata, through the A.-S. stroete and strete ; England,
with now an * sound, from Any:', tgleland and
England; peer, from Lat. par, O. Fr. peer, per; and agree, from
Lat. ad gratum, Fr. agreer. In the Irish brogue, we notice the
open tin place of open e : as rwa number of

. &c The tendency of the English has always been
in a forward direction on this line, and on the others as well

;

yet sometimes we have the reverse movement, as in grass, fa-

ther, from A.-S. gras, fader, &c, and as our Southerners, some
of them, both the white and the black, say shore for sure, pore
for poor, and star, har, for stair, hair. The Yankee dialect goes
beyond the common E n forward on the lin-

gual line : as in gtt, yis, es, ketch, for get, yes, as, catch, &C.

;

the same general tendency which leads to this inclines also to

substitute the open non-labials, in the ti, o and d groups, for the
close labials, as requiring a less wide opening of the jaws, and
in general less effort of the organs.

_
The French, as from the Latin, affords numerous examples of

direct transition on the lingual line, in both a forward and a
- i, tel, from carus, sal, talis : six,

'' ca're, m'er, aime, from sex, lectus, cera, negare, amatus; moi,

br, from me, credo, habere; conseil, justesse, possede,

verre, from rum, &c.

On the back-palatal line, we find in English the u sound, in

.

M
See the Grammars of Fiedler and of Miitzner for a full
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t frequently from an A.-S. long

and as the A.-S.

long o corresponds to the Gothic long o, and this to the Sanskrit

long a, we have a regular precession from a to u. Examples in

abundance to the same effect might be adduced from other lan-

guages.

On what we might call the upper-palatal line, from u to i, with

only a consonantal y intervening, a familiar example of direct

transition is the French u (i
l

) from a Latin u,—most frequently

from a long, though sometimes from a short w. The same change

is found to have occurred in the Italian of Lombardy, and one

similar took place at some period in the Greek ; the Polish y,

which is a non-labial, but corresponds etymologically to Sanskrit

u, probably arose in a similar manner. The Scotch guid, or

gude, muir, sune, suld, buik, (for good, moor, soon, should, book,)

&c, are noticeable in this connection. The vowels which spring

from the u on this line, whether by direct transition or by the

umlaut are somewhat diverse in themselves ; but all admit of

further precession or attenuation into an i non-labial and such as

to betray no trace of origin from u. This has come to pass in

dialects of Lombardian, French, Modern Greek, German, and
other languages (see Dietz : Gram. I, 415) ; in English we have

numerous cases of t from A.-S. y as umlaut of u,—as king, sin,

kin, bn'dge, li*ttle, &c.

As for the transitional connection of the 5 group with the oth*

ers,—we may observe in the German o and French eu somewhat
of a proclivity to slide into a close a in pronunciation. In our

virtue, mercy, earth, &c. the vowels here followed by r have fal-

len back into an 6" sound. The open o has a near relation to the

open vowels of several groups,—as its place on the physiological

map would render probable. Transition into it is easy especially

from u, o and d ; and has taken place in sun, but, up, mutton, in

the vulgar tuck for took, sut for soot, &c, and in son, done, mon-
key, nothing, mother, brother, &c. We know not whether the

mi'ther, brither of the Scotch are examples of i from o, or from
o by way of u in a form like the Ger. mutter, bruder ; but the

latter would seem the more natural. From a, e and i to o open,

instances are numerous in unac- liver, over,

robber, pillar, dollar, elixir, nadir, problem, prediet, tyrant, wo-

man, Cuba, Missouri', definite, digest ;—this before r is correct,

bU
m?

0t aPProved in most other cases.
The relations of certain vowels to certain of the consonants, are

well explained upon our scheme. Thus, the positions of the

tongue for the open if and for the usual English r," requiring

" On the difference between the English and the continental r, as well as on
other nice points in comparative phonology, see the v. •

pared Introduction to the Dictionary of tlJNoted Names of Fiction, by William
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but a slight change to pass from one to the other, favor the use
of this vowel before the r,—as in cases just cited. Again, it

often occurs that I gives way for a u in its place : as Fr. autre
from after, sauf—saZvus, faux—fa&us, beau—beftus, chevaux for

chevafe, du—de fe, au—a fe, &c. ; North-English almost, a«/d,

for almost, old ; Scottish haud, hauf, awmous, shouther, &c. for

hoM, haft, aftns, shoulder, &c. In the English would, walk, talk,

&c. the I probably first gave way to a u sound which with the
vowel preceding coalesced into one intermediate ; and the I still

heard in altar, ball, &c. probably had influence in the change
from an a to an a sound. It sometimes occurs that u is prefixed,

the I being retained, of which would, from wolde, must have been
originally an example. Now, as I is not a labial but a lingual

consonant, this relation cannot be accounted for at all, if we re-

gard u as simply a labial, but is easily understood if we attend
to the palato-lingual action, in the vowel as in the consonant.
In forming the I, while the tip of the tongue touches the palate,

the posterior portion also is raised and placed nearly as for the
vowel u. Hence, when I is weakened by relaxation of the tip

of the tongue, it naturally falls into u in certain cases,—and this

occurs especially when coming after a vowel and before a con-
sonant. But, in certain other cases, I passes into t: as Italian

piano from planus, ft'amma—f/amma, cmaro—cZarus, pt'acere

—

p/acere, chiamare—cftimare, bianco—Fr. bfonc— Eng. b/ank.

i vowel,—and the i,

whose place reaches nearly to the tip of the tongue, results natu-

rally from the weakened I in this case.

The frequent interchange between the vowel u and the conso-

nants w and v is of course to be explained by reference to labial

In the case of the palatal, or gutturo-palatal, mutes, h, g, ch,

(tenuis, media, asper,) with the related sibilants included, the

variation induced by association with different vowels is alto-

gether accordant with our scheme. Thus, in German, the differ-

ence of the ch in nach or noch and in nicht or mich, is too plain

to be overlooked; and with the vowels throughout, this conso-

nant articulation is more or less deep—near the throat, that is

—

in the order of our groups, a, a, o, u, o, a, e, e, i. So with g
(hard) in English, the sound is really different, and certainly

produced at a different place, in gape, gone, go, goose, girl, gar-

ish, gay, gear. In Egypt, we find it difficult, if we try, to give
the hard sound at all to the g, coming thus between two vowels
of the extreme anterior group. In words like kind, card, guile,

guard, &c. a precession and partial softening of the consonant
necessarily changes the succeeding vowel, in accordance with a
quite prevalent style (Princ. of Pron. § 72, Note), either by in-

terposing a vowel from a forward group, or, as may be done with
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le, &c. by a mere precession of the initial of the dipth*

thong : and, v. v. the change of the vowel would necessitate that

of the consonant. Especially noticeable is a frequent change of

Anglo-Saxon y into u or w and into i or y English, as determined
by the antecedent vowel. Thus come maiv, draw, saw, own, bow,

&c. from maya, drayan, saye, ayen,

warn, sail, rain, laid, may, day, way, &c. from mayen, madden,
seyel, regen, Jeyede, may, i%, weg, kc. We have also

maudlin from Maydalen. To explain fully the consonant grada-

tion, it must be added that, while k and hard y always involve

contact guttural, that is, of back-tongue with back-palate,
3
* the

point of contact may be higher or lower ; it will be higher as

the vowels associated advance forward on the scale ; and, at the

same time, the borders of the tongue will be applied to the pal-

ate in the precise place as for the vowel. A position will thus

reached which, omitting then the guttural contact, will give

y for y, and German middle ch aspirate for h j or, repl
'

' al by
"

and ch soft, as ch or hard c,—and, from these,

guttural by foi give y soft, as 5

transition is easy to Fr. j, or z in azure, to sh, or Fr. ch, and to s,

or c in city. The vowel relations of the hard and soft, among
these consonants, are to some extent familiar to all.

Finally, this view of the mode of formation of the vowels

gives the clue to the /una I and conso-

nant. Of course the difference is plain cn<. i-h in the case of the

mutes pi
t, h, and b, d, y, in which the sound is shut off from

as it is also in the nasals, m, n, ng.

Again, in f, th (in thin), sh, 5, &c. we have simply aspiration, or

breath-sound, made at the articulating station, and in v, th (in

this), z, &c. we have have the same mixed, or attended, with tone

from the larynx ; these all differ thus from the vowels, which

consist of pure tone variously articulated. But we have w, y,

r, I, which are, or at least may be, articulated with pure tone un-

mixed with breath sound. How, then, do these differ from the

vowels?
Some phonologists hold that there is here no essential differ-

ence. There is a theory, strenuously advocated by Prof. W. D.

Whitney, of Yale College, and by him first distinctly propoun-
ded, so far as I know, which regards the degree of open or close

as the real and only ground of distinction between vowel and
consonant,—what characterizes the vowels as such being their
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openness, and the consonants, their closeness, while a neutral
border-land lies between, neither decidedly one nor the other."

Against this view,—which the well-merited reputation of Prof.

Whitney as a phonologist entitles to very high respect,—it is to
be observed that, in recognizing only a difference of degree—

a

difference of the same sort as exists among the vowels them-
selves—it fails to account for the marked difference in function
between the two classes of elements. So that, if the contrast in
degree of open and close be admitted as an actual fact, it is still

not the material fact in the case. But the fact so assumed is far

from being evident. Certainly, the ch aspirate is, in some cases

at least, more open than some of the vowels; the usual English
r, and still more the r made by trilling the uvula, is less close

than the vowel i l

; and the consonant w and the vowel u u may
be so uttered—in the word woo, for example,—that the latter

shall be closer, labially, than the former. As respects both w
and y, more will be said presently on this point.

Eesuming our inquiry, it is to be observed that w requires no
special palato-lingual position, any more than does v; as let be
tried on the word way. It is true that a lip-modification like

what belongs to w may be taken by the vowel u u. This will

make what may be called either an impure vowel or an impure
consonant, and may : & either a vowel or a
consonant : of a consonant in a word like we, or woe, and of a
vowel in one like food, or good, when uttered, of course, in the
way supposed. A similar mixture of vowel i* with consonant

V is not unusual, and some vowels may take a trill of the uvula
as an accompaniment. But vowel and consonant quality are

nevertheless distinct ; and w as a consonant is not at all a palato-

lingual articulation.

There remain r, I, and y : they are palato-lingual articulations;

which are, - 3 may be, uttered with pure tone;

so allow of indefinite prolongation ;—agreeing in these

respects with the vowels. But, to each of these, as to every

consonant, there is wanting what we have had occasion to notice

as a feature pertaining universally to the vowels,—the firmly-

Walled tube between tongue and palate, made by tension of the

lingual muscles, with those of the soft-palate besides, so that the

sound from the larynx is reverberated and reacted on as it passes

through." In the consonants just mentioned, there is merely

..:..-.• - '• •
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,
produ

presented a partial obstruction, of a yielding nature, over which

the vocal current breaks, or by which it rubs, producing a mur*

,
burr, or trill, only, instead of a reverberation and ringing

out of the

Turning again now to the w, we find here a contrast of ten-

sion and non-tension of the lips as a further distinction between

this consonant and the vowel u lt
. This may be made visible

and palpable in the word tvoo, which presents the two elements

quite open as labials to external observation.

In explaining the theory of the diphthong, there was occasion

to notice the development of w between two vowels whose suc-

cession involves transition from a close to an open position of the

lips,—as in the Fr. oui and the Eng. q?iarter,—and of y in like

manner in the transition from a forward to a backward (or what

some would call a close and an open) palato-lingual articulation,

—as in million, billiard. Now, such transition requires a relax-

ation of the tension which characterizes vowel-articulation ; and

either a hiatus or a consonant must intervene. The simple re-

laxation of the articulating organs, with continuance of the tone,

gives us w in one case and y in the other. From this we may
conclude, first, negatively, that these consonants are not more

close than the vowels from which they are developed by transi-

tion to a more open position; sec it this relax-

ation, or non-tension, is what essentially distinguishes these con-

sonants from the vowels.

It is admitted by Prof. Whitney (Jour, of Am. Orient. Soc.,

viii, 361-2) that w and y, as consonants, are sometimes more

open than some of the vowels,—an admission which would seem

difficult to reconcile wit « theon He says of them, also,

"They are nothing but i and u themselves, deprived of the quan-

tity and stress which belong to a full vowel utterance" and thus

"assuming a consonantal value." But is it not plain that the

ear discerns something positive in y and w which is not heard in

j and u? Have we not, moreover, in the "vanish" in ft

toil, soul, foul, an i or a «, deprived, to the utmost, of quantity

h vet making no approach to a y or a w? Quantity

and stress are, neither of them, essential to a vowel ; and a y or

a w admits in fact of indefinite extension in quantity. The
ready capability of the vowels for quantity and stress, we may
well regard as due to the tension of the articulating organs rather

than to their relative openness ; and it does not, in the vowels,

ries, for we have it ad-

mitted (ibid. p. 355) that the short vowels are more open than

the long.

The characteristic feature of the vowel depends, then, upon hav-

ing a pa la- >' for the re-

verberation of the soundfrom the larynx, and consists in the actual
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production and modification of the voice in that manner. When
we add that, for the labials, the voice is further reverberated in
a passage formed for such effect by the action of lips and cheeks,"

-

is that the vowel is thus fitted for its peculiar function in

It is possible to form a word or-a syllable,—that is, a distinct,

well-defined, vocal utterance is thus possible,—by a combination
of mute and fluid consonants, or with a fluid consonant alone.
PI, bl, er, kn, prb, tlb, rl, si, 11, rrr, &c. are utterable without the
help of a vowel ;—but yet are never employed as words, though
sometimes as dependent syllables. Why is it that a vowel, rather
than a fluid consonant, is made a constituent part of every word?
In the first place, the vowel gives to the voice a fullness, vol-
ume and force, a resonant quality, such as a fluid consonant can
not. The voice finds, moreover, in the reaction it receives from
the firmly braced yet unobstructive organs, a support on which
it can lean, as it were, while still going out with free vent and

,
full power. Upon the vowel, therefore, the main stress of the
word is made to fall; and upon it the consonant elements hang
in a relation of dependence, uniting with it easily and naturally
as they do, whether prefixed or annexed, or both. Again, the
vowel serves, by the stress and force it naturally takes, to mark
off each separate word in connected speech,—that is, to give
to each its unity and individuality as a word,—as must have
been plainly the case in the original monosyllabic form. The
superadded consonants render possible thai

i have been conspicuous, and of which all the traces

yet absolutely obliterated. Thus it is that vowel and
,nt concur to the bringing forth of the word. A few

vhich take their character severally from pro-

bation, make up, by their varieties of combina-
tion, the whole of the outward form, or body, of that divinely

ulation, make up, by their

won, the whole of the outward form, or body, ot that divinely

ordained product of human instinct and intellect which we call

speech or language, and which, in its various relations, presents
one of the most interesting, and certainly not least important,

subjects of scientific study.

* The fact is, that the want of resisting power in the lips, as against the vocal

''-'" .-..-
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e|s, may be reft Log, as can be done easilr and with perfect
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Art. XLIII.

—

Conclusive proofs of the animality of the dilate

Sponges, and of their affinities with the Infusoria Flagellata

;

by H. James-Clark, A.B., B.S.

Before I proceed to the main point in question in this article,

wish to say a word in regard to the group of animals, viz: the

ch I am fully convinced the Spongice Oiliatce are

i :.,.::.

of the "fitudes

sur les Infusoires" of Claparede and Lachman, there has been a

steadily growing belief that a large part of tha

out the plan or type upon which his four embranchements i

constructed, later investigators have not attempted to elucidate .

the typical idea which lies at the basis of the Protozoan organi-

zation. Claparede and Lachman have approximated nearest to

such an attempt in their division of a part of the group into

dexiotropic and lasotropic sections, but nothing is said, even there,

of a plan which runs through the whole grand division. Surely

they had seen enough of material—at least of the higher divis-

ions of the group—to sustain them in pronouncing upon the

typical relation of the Infusorian organization ; but it may be

that the apparent paucity of characters among the lower mem-
bers of this grand division misled them into an apprehension that

there was no definite taxonomical relationship of the organs.

That they recognized the latter as members of the same group

former no one will deny, but it must be conceded that

the affiliation was observed to be only one arising from simi-

larity of organization and habit, and not from any community
of plan in the disposition of the organs.

It is now over two years since I demonstrated—in a course

of lectures, delivered in February and March, 1864, at the Lowell

in Boston—that the arrangement of the orga
of the Protozoa is based upon a spiral, or rather a helix : more
recently those lectures have been published

1 and the type of the

i well as that of each of the other

four grand divisions of animals, made as clear, bv ill

tita of the volume seemed to allow. In order therefore

that I may not appear Sponges merely a new
position in the universe of obscurities, I shall take the liberty of

1 H. James^hu-k
:

" Mind t* Kature." D. Appleton A Co., New York, 1865.
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drawing the reader's particular attention to the arguments which
I have adduced—in the volume above mentioned—to prove the
unity of plan in the organization of the Protozoa, and its diasuni-
larity from any other which dominates among the four remain-
ing grand divisions.

This much being premised, I proceed now to give a sketch of
the peculiarities of some of the genera of Infusoria Flagdlaia
with which I think the Sponges are most intimately ass

Several of these genera are new to science, and moreover of the
most remarkable forms. I regret that words alone cannot, at
this time, render their peculiarities as evident as I hope the illus-

trations will, in my forthcoming paper, in the Memoirs of the
Boston Society of Natural History.

I must ask the reader in the first place to go back with me
almost to the Ultima Thule of animal simplicity, and revise the
organization of the hitherto too I ur, in order
to lay the foundation for the group which embraces in its limits

so gigantic a family as the Spongiai Ctliatce. 1 do not think any
one will be prepared to fully appreciate such a remarkable deS-
niteness and system in the arrangement of the organization of
Monas as I have discovered among the various forms which con-

Hitherto a Monas has been looked upon as a mere shapeless

molecule, with a vibrating cilium of some sort or other, attached
to its surface at an indefinite point. As I understand the rela-

tion of parts, now, the motory cilium or flagellum is perhaps the

most remarkable feature of the whole animal, not only in a

physiological aspect, but also in its topographical relationship.

Let me illustrate this by a description of the body and append-
ages of Monas termo Eh'r.

The body of that species has the form of a wide, compressed
heart, with two distinct summits. The broad flattened sides lie

opposite to each other. the plane which passes

through the two surn; ;
mi the prolongation of

the greater transverse diameter of the body. Between these sum-
mits is an aperture which constitutes the mouth. One of the

summits is prolonged into a broad, conical, beak-like body, and
assists the mouth in the prehension of food. It is therefore a
true lip. The flagellum, however, is the real prehensory organ,

although it, at'the same time, performs the office of a propelling

agent, when the body is detached from its pedicel and moves
about in a free state. This organ has the form of a scarcely

tapering bri - id close to the edge of the mouth,
on that side of it which is opposite to the lip, and rises with a

decided, well-defined curve whose plane is coincident with the

plane which runs through the two summits, and forms, as I have
just mentioned, the plane of the greater transverse diameter of
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the body. This remarkable feature is scarcely to be recognized

during the free state of the animal ; but when the latter is moored
by its posterior end to its pedicel, the phenomenon in question

is very marked and conspicuous. For most of the time the Jlagel-

lum sustains itself in this rigid, arcuate position, and is always

curved away from the lip; but its terminal end keeps up an

almost incessant spasmodic incurvation toward the mouth, to all

appearances for the purpose of throwing, or jerking, particles

of food in that direction. When an acceptable morsel is met
with, both the lip and the flagellum combine to press it into

the open jaws of the animal; and when that is accomplished,

the two organs immediately return to their former positions.

Scarcely less noticeable is the so-called contractile vesicle—the

analogue of the heart of the higher animals. In a view of the

body, so placed that the lip is next the eye, and the flagellum.

consequently curving away from the observer, we have the two
broad sides on the right and left, and the plane of the greater

transverse diameter coincident with the line of vision. The body
then seems, at first sight, to have a symmetrical aspect, such as

is not observable from any other point of view ; and such it

might be made to appear if I should belittle the importance of

one single organ, by simply mentioning its existence, and omit-

ting to lay down its exact topogra] I refer to

the contractile vesicle. During the systole of this organ it is so

inconspicuous that it would easily escape even the most careful

observation ; but during the transition to the expanded state,

and at the full diastole, its prominence, from the point of view

just mentioned, is so great as to rival the jlagtlluin in attraction.

It may then be seen as a comparatively large, rounded, trans-

parent, vesicular body, which stands out in strong profile, just

in front of the middle, and close to the surface of the left side of

the body. At full diastole it even forces the overlying region

outwardly into a quite prominent papilla. In reference to the

other organs and parts of the body, it stands, therefore, alto-

gether in an asymmetrical relation ; and from whatever point of

view it—or any of the organs—may be observed, the
tion as a whole evidentlv rests upon an oblique basis. The hi-

laterality of the type is sufficiently clear, but the topographical

relationship of the organs is incompatible with bisymmeiry ; for

right and left are twisted upon each other.
So much for Monas. As for the objection which has been

raised against the estimate that has been put upon the monad-
like Infusoria, because they have not been proved to be adult

forms, it seems to me that the onus of proof lies on the other

show that they are not adult. I think moreover

warranted in assumin,
organization as I have i

that I am fully warranted in assuming that a Monas which pos-

and is attached
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to a stem, is an adult; and more especially so since, among many
hundreds which I have observed from time to time, I have never
seen any trace of a transition to a higher form. That such
simple organizations can exist without rising to a more compli-
cated state, during a whole lifetime, I am furthermore sustained
in believing by the discovery of some new generic forms, which,
although scarcely, if at all, more highly organized than .lA7.ja.jj

have in addition such characters as would seem to stand in the
way of a transition to a more elevated grade of existence. For
instance, the presence of a calyx about the body of an infusorian,

into which it can retreat, is an indication of a fixity of condi-
tion which corresponds to the adult state. Thus I found one of
the new genera which I just alluded to.

Bicosceca, as it is called, may be described in general terms as
a stemless Monas which is attached to the bottom of a calyx, by
a highly muscular, retractile cord. All the organs have the same
remarkable definiteness of relali* rity of form

•s possesses; and in addition there is the muscular cord
uh oft-repeated jerks retracts the body to the very bot-

tom of the calycine envelope. There are two singularly diverse
species of this genus ; one marine and the other lacustrine.

" " *
1 group of new forms is

:- 1:~ks the Sponges to

f a highly flexible, extensible and retractile, mem-
branous collar, or hollow cylinder, which projects from the an-

terior end of the body. The cylinder is slightly flaring, and, if

we include the asymmetrical body, the whole might be compared
to a very deep, one-sided bell, with its narrower end half filled

up. The single, sigmoid-arcuate, rigid jlagellum arises from the

depths of the bell, exactly at the middle of the tj-uncate front,

as it were forming a prolongation of the longitudinal axis of the
body. There is no lip, and the jlagellum, which rises close to

the mouth, has a strong resemblance to that of Manas, both ia

proportion, form, and habits; and performs the office of a pre-

hensile organ when the body is fixed, or acts as a propeller dur-
ing natation, '1 are two, or even three, in

number, and lie in the posterior third of the body. The only
species of this genus which I know of is gregarious in habit,

but usually not more than four or five bodies are to be found at-

tached, like Anthophysa, by their narrower, posterior ends, to
the branchlets of m. The peculiarity in re-

gard to the direction o? the curvature of the flagdla in a back-
ward direction, toward the stem, is as highly marked in Codosiga
as in Anthophysa (described by me in the September number
of this Journal) and there is also the same fixed relationship of
the longitudinal and the 'greater and less transverse diameters
of the several individuals of the colony.
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There is still another new genus which I would like to men-
tion here because it forms a collateral link with Codosiga in the

affiliation of the Sponges with the Monadina. This genus I

have called Salpingceca. It is, as it were, a single individual of

Codosiga which does not possess a stem, but is seated in a calyx,

from which it protrudes, or into which it retracts, at will. There
are three well marked species, of which one is marine.

I come now to the principal object of this communication.

The sponge which formed the main basis of these inves
-:'. known marine species Leucosolenia (Granlia) botry-

oides Bowerbank. It is preeminently a branching form, and. on

account of the slenderness and transparency of its tapering,

hollow ramules, is a most desirable object for study. A branch-

let—and in fact the whole colony—may be stated to be essen-

tially a double tube. The outer tube consists of a glairy, gelat-

iniform stratum in which the spicules are imbedded in a certain

order, and is pierced by numerous ostioles, which are continued

through the interior tube to its hollow center. The inner layer,

or tube, is entirely made up of the individual members of the

colony, the bodies of which are packed together closely, side by
side like pavement stones, with their posterior ends slightly im-

bedded in the glairy substance of the outer tube, and their an-

terior ends projecting freely into the general cavity. To de-

scribe the shape and organization of one of these individuals

would be to repeat, almost word for word, what I have already

said of the monad of Codosiga ; in short Leucosolenia bears some
such sort of relationship to Codosiga that Salpingceca does ; the

latter being as it were a stemless Codosiga seated in a calyx,

whilst Ltucosolenia is comparable to a stratum of the monads
of Codosiga imbedded in a spiculiferous envelope. It is clear

therefore that the organic difference between Leucosolenia and

Codosiga is scarcely enough to locate them in two different fami-

fact I am inclined to consider them only as generically

ind hardly, if at all, more widely separated in this re-

spect than are Salpingceca and Codosiga.
What are the diversities of other genera of the Spongicz Ciliatce

I cannot more than conjecture ; but seeing that one of the ge-

nera is so closely related to the monociiiate Flagellate, it can

hardly be possible that the others are very far removed, and I

shall feel warranted, t ir, upon the premises

that the whole group of Spongice Ciliatoz is as intimately allied

with the monociiiate Infusoria Flagellaia as is possible for it to be

without actually constituting, with the latter, a uniform family.
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Aet. XLIV,—Varicography; by Prof. C. Dewey.
Continued from vol. xlii, p. 331, 1866. (No. 44.)

Index to the Species.

The description of the species of Carex of our country in
this Journal was especially designed to aid those who had just
entered upon the study of our plants. It was begun in 1824,
only seven years after the great impulse, produced by the lec-

tures of Professor Amos Eaton, to the study of botany and some
other branches of natural history. There were few works on
botany accessible to students ; and, even when I had in 1815
ascertained the principles of the Artificial System of Linnams
and studied the genera in a general botany, no work describing
the species was accessible. The Gramma of Dr. Muhlenberg
was published in 1817, and his Catalogue of our plants a little

earlier. These, with Persoon's Synopsis, the Reedgrass of Chris-

., were the works of
which Eaton made such valuable and extensive application. The
standard authors on Carices then were Schkuhr and Muhlenberg;
and they were implicitly followed, even in the few mistakes they
made, and for the correction of which no method occurred for

many years. As knowledge of the species increased, the diffi-

var. xanthophysa, C. plantaginea and C. anceps. Whil
botanists have solved many of the difficulties, far more nas oeen
effected in the study of our North American Carices by Francis

Boott, M.D., of the Linnasan Society, England, who enjoyed the

greatest facilities and showed the most persevering activity.

In the Index, the quoted authorities are necessarily few. The
name of the species, or the first name (when more are given), is

considered the designation due to the species ; the synonyms are

in italics. The references, besides Schkuhr and Muhlenberg
already mentioned, are chiefly the following:

Monograph of N. Am. Cyperacea, by John Torrey, M.D., pub-
lished in 1838, i Stato of New York, 1843.
The reference is Mon. 1836, or Tor. 1836 or 1843, or both.

Flora Boreal; .
:. 1803. Though earlier

published, it was of little use to us, till the result of Dr. Torrey's

-Examination of the Herbarium of Michaux in Paris, was pub-
lished in vol. xxvii, 1835.

Carices Am. Septen. Exsiccatie: edidit H. P. Sartwell, M.D.,

1848. Pars I et II. This collection of Carices, not figures, 158
in number, nearly all correct, and fine specimens, is very inter-

esting. The reference is Sart. or Exsic. 1848.

Prof. Tuckerman's Enurneratio Methodica, 1843, scientific, dis-

criminating and curious, has some important references.
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The reference, Carey 1848, is to the species of Carex c

by Mr. Carey, in Dr. Gray's Manual of Botany, 1st ed., 1848.

Dr. Boot! more numerous. 1. In Hooker's

Flora Bor.-Americana, 1840; 2. On a species of Carex, allied,

&c. Trans. Lin. Soc, 1843; 3. Six new N.Am, species of

Carex, in Boston Journal of Nat. Hist., 1845; 4. Dc <

in Hooker's Journal of Botany, 1846; 5. Caricis species Nova?
vel minus Cognitae, Lin. Soc, 1851 ; 6. Illustrations of the

Genus Carex, Parti. 1858; Part II, 1860; and Part III, 1862.

These are severally quoted as Boott 1840, Boott 1851, &c. Boott's

Illustrations of Carex is a magm: ting fall de-

scriptions and splendid figures of 291 species on 126 pages and

411 plates, forming three large folio volumes. It is proper to

add that Part IV was nearly complete for the press, when this

admirable man and botanist was removed by death, on Christ-

mas morning, 1864: born in Boston, 1792, and died in London.
With noble generosity too he distributed the "Illustrations"

among his numerous botanical friends.

Figures of 119 species (numbered 117) are given in several

volumes, ending vol. xlix, 1845. There are in vol. ix, 12 fig-

ures; vol. x, 11 figures; xi, 26 figs.; xii, 2; xiv, 5; xxv, 3;
xxvi, 2; xxviii, 6; xxix, 18; xxx, 9; xliii, 4; xlviii, 8; and
xlix, 12 figures. Many of these are finely characteristic; but

want of space prevents more particular reference.

The following notices are important:
1. A Catalogue of one hundred and twentv-ei<iht species in

vol. xi, pp. 319-325, 1826, as then understood. Due attention

was not paid to priority of names.
2. Species of Carex in the Herbarium of Dr. Muhlenberg, as

named by him, in possession of the Am. Phil. Soc., Philadel-

phia, compared with the species then current, vol. xxv, pp-

142-6, 1834.

3. Carices collected in- Arctic America by the English Explor-

ers, with the current names ; vol. xxvii, pp. 270-5, 1835. Some
changes are to be found in the index.

4. Determination by Dr. Torrey of the Carices in the Herba-
rium of Michanx at \\ t r\<, v. \. xxv ., r. -J>. 1^.5. The two
or three n, .- om others in part at least, were

corrected by him in 1843 or by others afterwards; and the

changes are found in the present volume, some in the index.

_
5. Some notices of vnri- -. \w ti, •

f. .rty-four papers of thirty-

six volumes, are not in the index ; and some of the earlier syn-

onyms, as then understood, may not all have been corrected.
Finally. These results are respectfully submitted to the lovers

of this difficult genus and its multitude of species. The addi-

tions and changes time will unfold. To the six hundred species

(or more) of Carex, many more will probably be added in the
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INDEX.

,1849; xliii, 92, 1843.

-

not Hoppe), xxix, 247, 1836.

-•
'

* The caption P 81 " &c-)> *ai i

.-;:.:

union and figure of C. bullata, Schk., are too unlike those

- that of the species, ix, 11, 1825, that is, for C.
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C cru -It! 1833; Kunze, p, 128,1

« Schk.); x, 280, 1826; Tor. 1836 and 1843.

'.wu, 142,1845.

ol Schk.« or Ehrht.), six, 256, II

.
Eluyttu. >diw. ,v i'..r. lvJ4: '. /«^'a, Muh.' (not good),
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Art. XLY.—On the

The most productive oil region of West Virginia, so far as

developments have yet gone, is confined to a line of uplift, ex-

tending from Burning Springs on the Little Kanawha, in a di-

rection from twelve to fourteen degrees east of north, to the

Ohio river,—a distance of 35 miles. Thus limited, the line is

nearly bisected by the Northwestern Virginia railroad, at Petro-

leum station ; which will therefore serve as a convenient point

of reference.

In its central portion, which for convenience I shall designate

as the middle segment, the upheaval is most marked, and ex-

hibits some distinctive features. This part is about ten miles in

length, arid is also nearly bisected by the railroad. A cross-

section of it, as made out from the railroad cuttings, the records

of borings, and the frequent exposures of rock along the streams

of the neighborhood, is shown in fig. 1. It is a decapitated

fold,—a flexure of the strata in the anticlinal form, having the

summit worn down by water.

<edge. C. flaccc

I iben Co., N. Y., o

: longest email spikes i
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T*. r i steep western slope, from A to B, where the rocks
are tilted up at an angle varying from 45° toward B to upwards
of 60° toward A. The distano rued edges,
from A to B, measured horizontally is about 1200 feet. After
allowing for the divergent dips, I stimate the oi iginal thick-
ness of rock, here represented to be about 850 feet.

In the eastern steep slope, from F to -Of, the strata incline at
an angle of from 30° to 40° ; but the distance across, taken hori-

is so much greater as lo render the thickness of rock
thus displaced about the same as in the western slope.

To the westward from A, and to the eastward from B, there
is a somewhat sudden transition from the steep slopes' to a com-

ght in. lination oi : mes tar

cither si le t > give an ad litioual outcropping of about
300 feet, estimated perpendicularly to the strata.

It is not claimed that these figures are accurate; but if they
are approximately correct, the rocks on the summit of the anti-

ftve been brought up out of place not less than 1100 feet,

probably as much as 1200 at the highest axial point. This es-

tas reference to the place of maximum upheaval, a little

north of the railroad.

In the inner belt between the steep slopes, which is about a
mile in breadth, from B to F, the strata are nearly horizontal,

but somewhat wavy— the waves partaking of the direction of the

ft. One of these, represented at E, is quite prominent
-itutes the crown or proper axial

line of the anticlinal. It is much nearer the eastern slope than
the western.

The most distinctive features of this segment of- the uplift are

seen in the abrupt change of direction at B and F. The Appa-
lachian folds farther east, where there was more heating and

bit curves rather than angles, even when
most prominent. But here we find sharp angular points, with

:: and brittle rock. Hence the popular name of "the
break," by known, is not altogether inappli-

cable. There is, however, no actual disruption of the strata,

and no fault, either at the western angle B, or at the eastern

angle F. The abruptness of these angles has led some into the

l that the nearly horizontal strata of the inner belt

mtinuous and identical with the inclined strata to
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either side, but abut against their sides or faces, ir

exhibited in fig. 2. That such is not the case is

shown by the following facts.

inrst, a comparison or tne rocks in the western slope, from B
to A, fig. 1, by their I rs, with the rocks in

the eastern slope, from F to (x, shows that they are identical one

by one in their order;- they are also found identical with the

rocks in the intermediate hills, as at I), so far as these extend

upward, say a maximum height of about 300 feet. The strata

thus traced over include sandstones, shales and veins of coal;

also a layer of flinty limestone, which may be mentioned as one

of the best guides. At the railroad this appears on the west

side projecting upward through the bed of Laurel Fork, and on
the east side in an exposure of sloping rocks in the hill a little

south of Petroleum station. At various places it not only ap-

railroad. Indeed there are numerous exposures
•corresponding to B and F, fig. 1, where the continuous conuw
tion of the same strata, as they change from an approximately
horizontal position to a steep pitch, is plainly traced by the eye.

Again, it is a fact that the rocks bored through in positions a

little to the left of B, fig. 1, correspond, in lithological charac-

ters, with those found to the right of it, but differ from the latter

in being struck further down, and in continuing longer in pro-

portion to a greatly increased inclination. Borings made at

B descend into rocks of steep pitch. All this is m direct con-

tradiction to the hypothesis presented in fig. 2, where the slop-

ing rocks are- represented as not only distinct from, but also as

projecting over the horizontal ones.

The inner belt between the slopes, from B to F, is not inap-

propriately called the "oil belt," as it is onlv in the b

inclined rocks between these limits that oil has been
found in paying quantities. In the upturned edges of the east

and west slopes, as well as over a considerable extent of terri-

te ie, a large number of wells have been bored for oil,

ittle or no success.
Even within the inner belt, the producing' wells are thus far

nearly all confined to three narrow strips, 'it will be seen that

the cross aa les, marking
three distinct axial lines; the western angle at B, which i.s tin-

most prominent, next the eastern angle at F, then the inner an-

gle at E, which is the least prominent. It is along these three

I wells are located.
The most successful developrae estero mar-

gin of the inner belt, on a strip about 500 feet in width, from B
to C, fig. 1. On the

. on White
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Oak fork, and other small streams from one to four miles north
of the railroad, and on the intervening hills, a great nianv w.-lls

have been sunk on this line; and a majority of them are yield-
ing oil, in some cases from 100 to 300 barrels per day, but gene-
rally from 10 to 100.

The oil is usually found in a brittle light-gray or white sand-
stone, or group of sandstones, from 150 to 350 feet below the
level of the streams; the depth varying somewhat, however,

ties. Crevices are sometimes struck at a less

depth, especially on the side toward B; but they are generally
dry crevices, or contain only water. As the principal line of

- i ven the fruJhty of the rock) would follow the

sting the angle at B, it would of
course incline to the eastward from B in its descent, as repre-

sented in fig. 1. Accordingly the most frequent strikes, and
generally the best wells, are not ou the side next to the slope,

half of the strip, toward C, where this main
s the above-

On the eastern margin of the inner belt, the main if not the

only developments are on Gales' fork of Myers' creek, about
three and a half miles north of the railroad, where there are

some good wells, confined to a similar narrow strip, just west of
F; but the production is not so large, in proportion to the num-
ber of wells sunk, as on the western margin.
On the inner axis, at E, and a short distance to either side of

it, there have been numerous strikes on Oil Spring run, from
one to two miles north of the railroad, and on Hughes river

near the California House, about four miles south of the rail-

road; but the yield of oil at these localities is small.

.
Thus it is seen that the quantity of oil found bears something

like a direct ratio to the amount of fracturing. Many borings

have been made in the areas that lie between the three produc-

-. and a few of them, located on minor flexures, have
been partially successful. Deep boring will probably reduce
the barren strips to narrower limits, but the one or two -1

that have been already sunk, between the western and inner

angles, are too far off to approach the region of the axis-plane

of either.

This large accumulation of oil in the crevices of the antieii-

I seem to be owing, not solely to a direct connection
by a continued line of -es. of the
oil in strata beneath, but in part also to the collection, from a

bat has come up elsewhere, as through the

crevices of the adjacent synclinals. For, being lighter than
'• r, '-r'. it \. ml I gradually "work up between the strata of the

slopes. Where these are decapitated it has escaped to the sur-
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face ; but the inner (or lower) strata of the slopes conduct to

crevices still covered by a mass of horizontal rock, where oil is

now found.

The surface rocks of the country adjacent to this uplift, on

% are well known to be those of the Upper Coal-meas-

ures. The lowest rocks brought to the surface by the upheaval

are undoubtedly those of the Lower Coal-measures. This is in-

dicated by the occasional appearance of Lepidodendra. In the

hills between the slopes there are three or four veins of coal,

and their equivalents are found in the inner strata of the slopes;

but where the upheaval has been greatest, I think only two

seams have been detected in wells sunk in the valleys;—those

are very thin, and both occur over 100 feet below the surface.

From 150 to 500 feet down (in approximate figures) the rocks

are mainly white sandstones with some conglomerate and salt

water. This, or the main part of it, is the conglomerate or

millstone grit series, which in West Virginia is mainly a sand-

stone, and constitutes the principal salt rock. From 5*00 to 850
feet down there is found a series of light blue shales, i

fled, toward the bottom, with some fhin layers of conglomeratic

sandstone. This, or the main part of it, is probably the upper
group of Subcarboniferous rocks (the TJmbral of Eogers), which
in Pennsylvania and the northern parts of West Virginia is

composed chiefly of shales, but to the south and west becomes
calcareous. Below 850 feet is a sandstone which has not yet

been penetrated a great distance. This may be the Lower Sub-

carboniferous (or Vespertine); or, as from data furnished by
Eogers we may infer that the latter is but slightly developed

in this region, and may be represented by the thin conglome-

rates just mentioned, it is probable that the sandstone belongs

to the Chemung group, overlying the black shales, and consti-

tuting the geological horizon of most of the oil obtained in

Pennsylvania.
The opinion has been expressed, in this Journal, that a well

860 feet deep, put down near the middle of the inner belt, in

the neighborhood which we are considering, and at a point

where it is represented that a depth of about 1000 feet from the

top of the Upper Coal-measures down has been eroded, passes

down through the lowest Carboniferous rocks, then through the

Waverly sandstone (or supposed equivalent of the Chemung
group), then through 265 feet of the equivalents of the Black
shales, far down in the Devonian.
To this hypothesis there are strong objections. It makes the

strata included between the top of the Upper Coal-measures and
the Black shales much thinner in the aggregate at this point

than they are estimated, in the Ohio reports, to be in the neigh-

boring counties to the northwest of the Ohio river. This is m
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direct contradiction to the general fact, as set forth by Eogerg
and others, that there is a thickening of these strata on going
southeastward toward the mountains. Especially does it seem
necessary to allow an appreciable thickness at this point to the

upper or shaly group of the Subcarboniferous, which, according
to Rogers, has a much more extensive distribution westward,
from its eastern outcrop in the Appalachian chain, than the

lower or sandstone group. I am aware that at the northwestern
outcrops in Ohio it is scarcely, if at all, represented. But its

increase to the southeast is so great, attaining as it does a thick-

ness of 3000 feet at the mountains, that it is not difficult to sup-

pose it has a thickness of 300 feet at this point,—especially as

at the Great Kanawha salines eight miles above Charleston, a
point not very much nearer its line of maximum development
than this, it is found in boring to have a thickness of not less

than 700 feet. Besides, the 300 feet of shales which I have set

down as the Upper Subcarboniferous bear very little resemblance
to the hig roup known as the Black shales.

They are not black, neither are they bituminous. The occa-

sional occurrence of streaks of dry carbonaceous matter which, as

it comes up with the fine borings and floats on the water, resem-
bles powdered charcoal, and is known as "soot," does not distin-

guish these shales from the Carboniferous strata over)ying them.
The theory suggested, that they have been decolorized by heat-

ing and di Hy comports with the fact that

among the eastward Appalachian ridges, where the heating has

been so much greater than here that the coal is debituminized,

and the black shales themselves not only debituminized but

metamorphosed into slates, they still retain their characteristic

dark coloring of carbonaceous matter. If anything more were
wanting to show that the group above referred to is not the

equivalent of the Black shales, it would seem to be supplied by
the fact that the rock underlying them is found to be sandstone,

and not limestone, as that hypothesis would require.

Thus far I have confined my remarks chiefly to the middle
segment of the uplift, with which I am personally best ac-

quainted. I am indebted for many important facts, especially

in regard to the northern and southern segments, to Col. A. J.

Warner, a practical geologist who has repeatedly traversed the

country the whole length of this line, for the purpose of explo-

As we follow it northward toward the Ohio river, and south-

ward toward the Little Kanawha, the upheaval becomes less

marked, an it different character. The east-

ern and western axes become less and less prominent, and the

middle axis becomes more prominent by comparison, though
really subsiding ; and this finally becomes the sole axis, toward
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both extremities of the line. At the northern and southern

ends of what I have designated as the middle segment, a little ,

north of the Northwestern Virginia turnpike, and a little south

of Hughes river, the subsidence of the eastern and western axes

becomes somewhat sudden and marked. Both however can be
clearly traced a few miles further, northward across the head-

waters of Bull creek to within five or six miles of the Ohio
river, and southward across the headwaters of Standing Stone

creek to within seven miles of Burning Springs. The western

axis seems to extend a little further, both ways, than the eastern.

It has been asserted that the

middle portion of this uplift so

imrrowa down toward both ends
that the opposite slopes actually

come together, thus enclosing an
insular space, in the form of a

double convex lens. A careful

examination will show that such
is not the fact; so far from it

1 their extremities the

ally diverge, as one after an-

other of the inner strata of the

slopes sink to a lower inclination.

Both at Burning SpJ

on the Ohio, the cross section

exhibits only a simple anticlinal

or flexure, whose axis is the pro-

longation of what has been called

the middle axis. Strictly speak-
ing, these are not the extreme
points of the uplift ; it has been
traced in a diminishing wave

and probably its whole length
is as much as 50 miles. It is

replaced, toward both ends, by
other and minor flexures, ap-
proximately parallel with it.

At nearly all points along this

uplift where a thorough test has
been made, on the lines before
indicated, oil has been found in

good quantity. The principal
developments on the southern
segment are at Burning Springs

T—Northwest VirL-

>n the Little Kanawha, and s
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Oil Bock on the headwaters of Standing Stone creek. These
are on or near the main axial line. Some deep wells recently
sunk yield as much as 500 barrels per day. On the northern
segment there are some producing wells in a similar position on
Horseneck, about three miles from the Ohio river.

The annexed cut, fig. S, showing approximately the course
and relative positions of the three axes, and the locations of pro-
ducing wells, will, for the most part, explain itself. A and B
are the extremities of the middle segment. To avoid crowding,
the smaller streams have been omitted, and the intervals be-

tween the axes enlarged.

The oil found in the middle segment is mostly heavy or lubri-

;d in the northern and southern segments is

mostly light oil. A probable explanation of this is afforded by
the theory that the heavy and less volatile oil is a residuum, re-

maining after the evaporation and drainage of the lighter oils,

through crevices connecting with the surface. The angles being
more abrupt in the middle segment, and affording more open
crevices, the escape of the lighter oil would be more rapid.

Another fact of similar significance is, that even here light oil

is often found along the inner or least abrupt of the three angles.

This is the case at the California House, and, to a less extent,
on Oil Spring run.
The wells of the middle segment obtain their supplies mainly

from the upper part of that group of sandstones which we have
considered as representing the conglomerate series. The deep
wells at. 1! from the same geolog-

ical horizon
; but the shallow wells of the northern and south-

ern segments derive their oil from the rocks of the Coal-meas-

ures. A deep well near the railroad, in the middle segment,

which has penetrated over 100 feet into the probable eq

of the main oil rocks of Pennsylvania, yields, from the bottom,

an immense quantity of carburetted hydrogen but no petroleum.

On this as well as other anticlinals in this region, burning
springs are of quite common occurrence, but they are in most

A oil. Many of the wells from
id gas enough to throw the oil

and water above the surface. In some cases this takes place on
the fire-engine principle, the compressed gas being confined and
'

• ; ,- '

"
. .. . I: '- .- .- -

'
• '

-. - -.:- -

out before it whatever liquids it meets in its way.

The tendency to break into square or rhombic blc

!
;

..-•;:;'>

he one of the determining characters of the main oil rocks. This

feature belongs to several of the coarse sandstones of the Coal-

measures; but it is most conspicuously seen in the conglomerate
Am. Jour. So.—Secoxd Sbbies, Vol. XLII.'No. 126.—Not., 1866.
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at its various outcrops, a* in Hocking county, Ohio, and at the

falls of the Great Kanawha :

—

ho also near the head of the Alle-

ghany river, where the groups of regular blocks, standing out

upon the surlaoe, have given rise to such names as Kock City

and Ruined City, In some cases, however, the oil-yielding rock

is found crus tgraents.

This line of uplift is approxi the Appa-
- to the eastward, and is undoubted! v a member of

the same system. The statement has appeared in this Journal

that it makes an angle with the mountain chains of about 40°,

—an error arising probably from comparing it with the moun-

t tose « . on from it, namely, in northern

Virginia. The 'alter constitute one of those segments of the

/one where the m g to Kogers,

bear approximately north and south. This flexure is as nearly

rse as they are with one another.

Nor does it stand isolated from the rest;" for in the intermediate

are several other minor llexmes, having the same
genera! direction, though occur; mch increase

to the westward.

As establishing the theory that the lateral pressure concerned

Is v,
; - exerted from the ocean

side (as if by the subsidence of u submarine area in a period of

great cooling and contraction), it has been shown by geologists

that asa general fact the western dips of the folds 'are steeper

than the eastern.-—that upon goinc westward, further from the

direct action of the movm _r tor,-, this l.-atuiv becomes less

marked,—that to the westward also the folds are less crowded

together, or separated by wider mt, rvals a id the uj lifting con-

tioii.
r

Lhis

fold, as one of the westei u nost memb < of the s rics, conforms

to the rest iu nil these general laws which, with the fact of par-

-mmon cause, as parts

of one system.

Toward the extremities of this uplift, where it becomes a

' '
i>, i

>

r <> slight tlexim th l;ti ttei in ition of i - west-

(i
'

: ' dip ceases: b t this forms no exception to the ge
as seen in the other Appalachian folds. As would follow from
the above theory in regard to their origin, it is not until they

attain a oonsiderable i the pushing over
of their summits, which is a surfa - ns to take

place.

Here, as in other parts of the Appalachian region, there is

trans* « syst i A listurbances. An example
is seen on M

, a few miles east of
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period, suggest to me with greater clearness tiie points to be set-

tled iuo^tai.l^inim t!x. pi^m.ifd < -i i ,
f

ond.mu- of the Orange

explicit, in com; _ ; <
».'. _ > ml to the northern drift in

general, without • _ as its supposed congener,

the drift of the N Illinois, Wiscon-
sin, Iowa and Miss fha t of N v En-land, as de-

scribed by Hitchcock and Dana, can be satisfactorily accounted
for on the glacier theorv alone, tew wh : delved ai ion- the

1; : \\ rthas Iowa, as

nail's observation^ .-.v. > * .. :;• > ' ' '- "id M -<mn,

moraines, and from the lines of blocks apparently left bv the

glacier melted in situ. In the West the "erratic" block?, both

rounded and angular, ai nmonh found imbedded in deposits

distinctly stratiifod ,.wr eoii-idmable area-, and consisting of

gravel, sand, or even clay ; and the pebbles accompanying them
are not the irreg itched forms of the moraine

pebble, but clearly rounded by aqueous action.

Where a moi a ntly to its formation, been

violently shoved forward by an unusual advance of the glacier,

some semblance occur, in consequence of

great regularity in the rolling down of the detritus. But such
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an appearance rarely extends connectedly beyond a few van"-',

nor is it hkt y it ever should, however .stupendous the scale of

their material, be likely to mistake an aqueous deposit for a

moraine, or vice versa.

In Desmoines county, Iowa, according to Hall, the drift con-

sists it
]

irtia sti tiiied deposits 1 < i\ ?a 1 and gravel,

with boulders of primary and secondary rocks irreguh

tributed through the mass, though usually most abundant in the

lower portion." These boulders in the description of Lee county

are spoken of as " worn and rounded masses" of various rocks,

occurring in distant localities. We have the same in Henry
county

; in Yan Buren, this deposit furnished " a mass of sili-

ceous wood," which "presented none of the water-wor
ters of a boulder; but the angles were as sharp and well denned

as if it had never been removed from the spot where it was at

first buried." In Wa a un, we find mentioned

"a heavy deposit of drift material presenting the usu

beds of sand, gravel and clay, with an average thickness of from
forty to sixty feet,"

The above, taken verbatim from Hall's Iowa Report, might
serve as a very fair description of a good portion of the Or-

ange Sand of Mi-'-!;.: :, tiie only difference being the greater

size of the boulders in the more northern locality ; a merely

The drift there,

i heterogeneous stratum" (but a stra-

l) "of sand, gravel and boulders, all water-worn frag-

ments of the older rocks." Some of these are derived from

localities as far distant as " St. Peters river, about 300 miles

north of St. Joseph. But the paleozoic fragments are usually

from localities near where they rest .... and are as

rounded as those from more distant points."
The latter remark is shows precisely what I

found to be the case in the eastern- pebble belt of Mis
The pebbles there are almost exclusively derived from the sili-

ceous group of the Car , ,,-curs only in patches

farther northward, but underlies the pebble strata themselves
(Miss. Kept., p. 17, ff.).

But Swallow goes on to say that " there are other
i*y in the middle and southern parts of the State" (stcJ)

and vet they bear a greater resem-
blance to I atld occupy the same
stratigraphical position.""

This, also, is precisely the predicament of the Orange Sand



As for the drift of Illinois, I am unable to refer to the Keports
of that State; but my own early recollections of it such as it

exists in Si it in precisely the same category
with the dri - vivi. Only I remember 1

1

the occurrence in it, of angular boulders of syenite, greenstone
and quartzite.

Nevertheless, most of the material by far, in all these eases,

is water-worn; it is, more or less irregularly but distinctly, strat-

ified; no glacier scorings are mentioned, either on the pebbles or
on the adjacent rock.

The glacier theory alone cannot, therefore, account for these

deposits north of the Ohio, any more than for the Orange Sand
delta south of it. And even as far south as Vicksburg, the ac-

tion of water alone is inadequate to account for the transportation
of the boulders found in these beds.

Dana's remark (Manual, p. 554) that " while the glaciers were
disappearing, many a stream or lal sted to strat-

irift, and cause denudation in elevated places," points no
doubt to the true explanation of these phenomena: but it does

;••.:

have been instrumental in the formation of the river terraces ;

but Tuomey was, I believe, the first to point out, that the South-
ern drift may have been formed in consequence of the sudden
melting of I sra (Second Report on the Geology
of Alabama, ed. Mallet, p. 146) ; such as would have resulted

from a first, : so huge a mass of ice below the

snow line.

The assumption of a pretty rapid depression seems necessary

to account : r required to produce
the observed effects, and also to •..-•. '. of inland

transportation of boulders by floating ice—if indeed, after a de-
• - ../.,. .-..,....- : . .;!:.::.

of Montreal, inland it could be called. Though comparatively

ssed at its mouth, the more immediate valley

ild have formed a deep irregular gulf, filled

with ice-cold water by the enormous influx from the glacier re-

gion forming its northern shore ; whose icebergs would thus be
floated southward in a medium unfit for the permanent existence
of any fauna likely to be fossilized, viz: ice-cold fresh water in
a state of violent flow.

That the action must at first have been extremely violent, is

proved by the deep erosion of the underlying tt -. ai i

ransportation and subsequent redeposition in mass, of their

'the
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more ancient strata were readily susceptible of denudation,

they have entered hugely, at tii my, into the

composition of the Orange Sand strata, we uimiii suppose that

the suriace of the form ; (w hieh appe; :.- tu he at least equally

as hii \ as the pi sent one) had been denuded by ate

agencies daring tl of elevation.

When, afi of the first rush, the velocity of

the \v; U v had so far din i b>ii 1 as to t ti r i < ipabl • of li >i m-

a.'d deposits, these would naturally possess the mixed
character resulting from a twofold mode of transportation—by
water, and by fioatmg ice— the former, no doubt, in many eases,

a the latter, and, by the grinding action of the smaller

travel ami -and transf. mis _ r dropped

into the round, d boulders charaetn /mm the drift of Iowa and
Missouri, and faintly represented by their scattered congeners

in the Orange Sand delta.

It would thus seem that the grandly simple means of a single

elevation and re-depression in tl - o which

the phenomena of the ai ieut idaeiers i i
- <-i < 'lies point us,

will e<pi . ,< required for tim formation of

the Western and Southern Drift. Down to the later stages of

the northern re-depression, the predominant slope would every-

where be southward, so as to collect in the Mississippi valley the

glacier waters, not only ol tin whole c to! northern terri-

tory now tributary to ir. but probably also those of the present

America, and a portion of that now trib-

utary to the St. Lawrence. Hence the <• .mparative absence of

stratified drift from the Northern Atlantic slope of the United
States: audits presence, on the contrary, on the sea border of

the Southern States, as stated bv Tuomey, I c.

As to the Champlain epoch, 'it would seem to be represented

in its hxttr part only, bv that which in the Western and Cmlf

State. !.;;. u , . . : the -second bottoms." In the Mis.-iss • •/. \ al-

rmation of the latter has clearly been preceded by a

period of e stormy times of the

• -:•- :•'-

Bluff or Loe». and the *upermeumb. i.'t Vellow Loam. These

ence of character might, it seems tome, be explained on the

ttheriy re-

.

oush t was v t>th less ii xtent in 15 t i nation of the

vail \ of the M u pi i ars tiie t a st obvious i lations to the

pres< it t lanuelso! the larmm livers, at lit - itains the vesti-

ges of a fauna proving that the deluge of ice-cold water had
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ceased; while yet the volume of water carried by those chan-
nels greatly sb corresponds to the era of the
second bottoms, south, or to the bottom prairie of Missouri.
The only sea-beach terrace now existing on the Gulf coast, and

with which the second bottoms show a manifest confluence of
level and material, is from 18 to 24 feet above tide-water. But
the evidences of sea-beach or tidal action extend far back into
the interior (Miss. Kept. p. 29), so that in fact, the second bottom
of the Pa? and not the usual one
resulting from :l.>w; -' wm.-r. throughout its course. The same
structure, moreover, extends to some elevation into the border-

bese sands overlie the Post-pliocene beds and
Orange Sand.
The present beach terrace of the gulf coast cannot, therefore,

red as the true measure of the amount either of de-

pression ilurintr, oi re-elevatioi sub? , \< it t - tin ( i tin

epoch. Whether the great absolute elevation of some of the

and Alabama (probably ex-
ceeding in some cases, 700 feet) necessitates the assumption of
^•ven a fii-i itei ih-p — >n than the present beach-marks would
indicate, the known facts are hardly adequate to determine.

Art. XLYIL—

A

e Iron in Cohahuila, North-

ern Mexico ; by Charles Upham Shepard.

arkable locality i am in-

of my friend Prof. For-
rest Shepherd of NewHaven, Conn., who, twenty-seven years

earliest notice of the fall of a meteoric
stone at Little Piney, Mo. The weightiness of the present con-
tribution makes ample amends for so protracted a silence.

"My dear Sir:— Rei tiring efforts in mete-

ig to you a specimen
broken from the imrnens. mass ot native iron proti . n Lriiom
l ]'e «-arth in Xoithern Mexico, i

:*'..—'. li"i.i Santa Uo.~a, of
• ntof Cohahuila. This 1 am enabled to do thro ,_ i

of my esteemed friend Mai. E.

i, v.-h.o, with Col. l»avid lJrauson and ('apt. Charles

^ • Lev, accompanied me m n v late visit to t > » silver mines of
x '< va Leon, and to ,-a. h <: w horn I am indebted for protection
and numerous kind offices.

.The route -.mi I ton was as follows (see map)

:
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From Santa Rosa westerly to Naciemento, 40 miles, more or less.

From Naciemento westerly or northwesterly about 15 miles to

a gap through the mountains, called Puerta Santana. From
the Puerta, northerly for 60 miles, along the valley, past a spring

to the termination of the mountain on the left; and thence

Springs; S. R, Santa B

around the end of the mountain, passing a second spring, by a

northwest route for a distance of about 50 miles toward an ap-

parent junction of the mountains, and where the valley becomes
narrow, to an open space about one-quarter of a mile square,

partially overgrown by palmetto palms. Here might be seen

fourteen ponderous masses of native iron, the largest of which

rises upwards of four feet above the ground, having the form of

a bee-hive—being five feet in diameter where it enters the soil,

and into which it descends for an unknown depth. Major Ham-
ilton informed me that he excavated on one of its sides to the

distance of eighteen inches, without discovering any diminution
in its diameter.

"Hoping that this remarkable locality may hereafter shed
some additional light on the mysteries of aerolitic origin,

"I remain very truly yours, Forrest Shepherd."

As the above does not give any i

locality, it seemed requisite to bestow one, out of regard

i for the

i of reference L_ _
fore affixed to it the designation Bona:
herd's map.

I am. unable to decide whether these i

upon Prof. Shep-

i masses have been
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described by others, though it may prove they are the same as
those mentioned by Assistant A. Schott on page 34, part ii, of

:<.'ry
;

s Report on the M Survey, and
which are laid down as occurring 90 miles northwest from Santa
Rosa; but whether he refers to the Santa Rosa of G
lat. 28°, long. 101° 30', is not certain. They certainly do not
seem to belong to the locality on the Sancha estate, from whence
came the 250 pound mass in' the Smithsonian Museum at Wash-
ington, as this is stated to have occurred but 50 or 60 miles
from Santa Rosa, Cohahuila.

Deseriptioti of the specimen.

It is a flattened cleavage mass rather above a quarter of art

inch in thickness, by two inches in length and one and a half
broad. It weighs 120 grams, or rather more than a quarter
of a pound. Its color is dark iron-black without any appear-
ance of iron-rust. About three-fourths inch square of one of its

sides exhibits the original surface of the mass, showing three
well marked though shallow polyhedral depressions, but, like

'/other irons, without any well
defined crust. For the rest, the two broad surfaces are nearly
plane, even and parallel, and evidently came from a natural

In the mass. The edges, except where recently broken,
are also plane, and have resulted from octahedral cleavages.

A very distinct cleavage shows itself also about midway be-

tween the two broad surfaces; and taking advantage of this

through ti. i ruber more than one-

eighth of an inch in thickness, a fragment weighing six grams
was easily broken with the aid of a vise and a few slight blows
of the hammer. The separation brought to light the most per-

fect cleavage I have yet seen among meteoric irons, as also the
most splendent and silvery lnster. Experiments upon other
portions of I .-:•.- wise apparent that throughout,
it belonged to one individual crystal, like similar fragments from
the great Orange river, the Braunau, and the Putnam irons.

No lamina of a large crystal of blende or fluor could present a
more homogeneous or brilliant cleavage than belongs to this en-
tire specimen

; nor should I be surprised if in this respect, it is

other than a microcosm of the parent block.

About half a gram was treated with dilute nitric acid. It

;. and after twenty minutes was dissolved,

with the exception of a slight pulverulent or granular residue,

which, on being cleared from the solution, washed and thrown
upon a filter, was seen to consist of short, glittering, needle-like

points, almost too minute to be discerned without the assistance
of a lens. Among them was a feeble trace of a blackish pow-
der, proceeding no doubt from the black pellicle of the exterior
A*. Jock. Scl-Second Skrizs, Vol. XLII, No. 120,-Xov., 1866.

"
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examined, seemed identical in size and character with the r

dite crystals of Keichenbach, so beautifully figured in Prof.

Hose's admirable memoir on meteorites,
1

as occurring in the

Braunau meteoric iron. The lens also shows upon the cleavage

planes of the iron, those peculiar stria? which Prof. Rose has

pointed out as occurring in the Braunau iron; in particular,

such as are parallel to the edges and certain diagonals of the

cube, and which Prestel has shown to be present also in cleavage

crystals of artificial iron. So far therefore as one sample can

show, the structural identity of this iron with the interesting

Braunau mass is very clear.

The specific gravity, determined by a single experiment, was

750. The solution in nitric acid, when precipitated by ammo-
nia, gave the blue color characteristic of nickel.

I shall avail of an early opportunity for having a portion of

the surface polished and etched; as also for making a fuller in-

vestigation in respect to its chemical constitution.

Jn this extraordinary occurrence of metallic meteorites, we
are again forced to reflect upon the singular manner in which
they follow great mountain chains, at least on the American
continent. Is their preponderance in such regions at all ex-

plained by the greater impenetrability of the surfaces upon
which they have fallen ?

Amherst College, Sept. 14, 1866.

§1. Two years ago I communicated to this Journal the re-

sults of a preliminary investigation of the distribution of the

dark lines in the spectra of some of the elements, especially the

spectra of the alkaline earths and iron.
1 At that time no exact

and comprehensive determinations of the wave-lengths corres-

ponding to these lines had been made ; our investigation was

therefore necessarily based upon Kirchhoff 's arbitrary millime-

ter scale. As shown by us, this scale will answer very well for

a limited range of the spectrum—but if distant parts of the

spectrum are to be compared, this scale becomes useless, and the

absolute wave-lengths are required. We, for this purpose, made
use of Fraunhofer's principal lines and a geometrical interpola-

tion—but these points of comparison are evidently too few to

warrant great accuracy.
1 Beschreibung und Eintheilung der Meteoriten auf ffrund der Sammlunjf im

- ..v Rose Berlin, lSdi.



Having now some direct determinations of wave-lengths, we
resume our investigation. It will be seen that the results of our
preliminary investigation are fully confirmed in their essential
features, and that the number of elements to which they apply
is greatly enlarged.

§ 2. The basis for the present investigation are the determin-
ations of Pliicker and Ditscheiner. The results only of Pliicker's
determinations are accessible to us;

1
they apply to the metal-

loids, thus enabling us to extend our investigations to these ele-
ments. Ditscheiner' has determined the wave-length of a great
number of the lines laid down in KirchhofF 's map of the spec-
trum, thereby enabling us by a simple geom
to find the wave-length of any of Kirchhoff's lines with great

the number of lines determined by Ditscheiner being
tly extensive lo warrant the use of a large scale in this

interpolation. The scale we used was 1 mm. of Kirchhoff's scale
and one ten-milliontb .

;
', severally equal to

two millimeters. On this scale the length of the spectrum from
B to G, or from 600 mm. to 2800 mm. Kirchhoff, taken as ab-
scissae, becomes 4400 mm., or nearly 15 feet. In some instances
we used a five times longer scale, making the spectrum 75 feet.

There is still another series of determinations by Angstrom,*
but the original memoir is not accessible to us, and the extract
in this Journal does not admit o[ direct comparison with Kirch-
hoff's scale.

§ 3. We will now first give the extension of our laws to the
spectra of the metalloids on the basis of Pliicker's determina-
tions; then review the spectra of the alkaline earths and iron
by means of Ditscheiner's measurements ; and in conclusion
make a few theoretical remarks suggested in the course of our
investigation.

In the following, W will always denote the wave-length ex-
pressed in D the differences, i the
assumed number of equal intervals, W' the calculated wave-

K the error, the difference between observation and cal-

culation, E=W—W and d tfie interval

§ 4. Hydrogen spectrum.

Lin,. W D *
* W E

? till
lQZ l

%
%H

Y 4339
6 4336 +3

where (fr=l69. Range from red to indigo, or C to G.

|
This Journal, 1865, to!, xxxix, pp. 217-18.

--,-;:-! --

. Wi«n, 1864, Bd. 50, pp. 296-841. Thi.
Journal, 1866. rol. xli, pp. 395-396.

-
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§ 5. Chlorine spectrum.

i d;=47. Range, from yellow t

. Bromine spectrum.

3 4691
'" u

4691

where Jz=25. Range, from green to blue.

It will be noticed that the first interval is five times the last.

§ 7. Iodine spectrum.

4446 VT
*l 4445 +1

* 4215
l61 Z*

4213 -h2

where d— 8. Range, from orange to indigo.

Though the differences E are not quite so insignificant as in

the preceding, they are yet within the errors of observation;

;h the intervals seem to follow no law, yet they may
be grouped as follows

:

very nearly 3:3:2,
and 4+23=27 with 29 forms* another group if an intei
line at 28 should be observed. As it seems, 7 is divi
most of these intervals, 7 .d=56 will be an interval of J

§ 8. Nitrogen spectrum.

Range, from red to yellow.
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§ 9. Oxygen spectrum.

Line. W D
« 6150 6150

P 5328
143

818 6

5327

i :

where tf=137f Range, from orange to near indigo.

§ 10. Mercury
Line. W D
« 5782 5784
«' 5759

P 5461
299

102

2
5 75 9

4-2

where <£=25. Range, from yellow to near indigo.

In the synopsis of Pliicker's determinations given in this Jour-
nal (vol. xxxix), we find also the lines of several compounds,
and we will improve this opportunity to test the application of
the law of multiple distances to the four binary compounds in-

vestigated by Pliicker.

§ 11. Tercklorid of phosphorus spectrum.

469 13 tUl +3
p 6024

11
r 4591

43

here d=36.

§12. Bichlo id of silicon spec

Line. W D
6329

P 5978
ll

5050
°2

hererf==ll6f

§ 13. Bichlorid of tin spectrut

6445
fi

P 5794
"I

5584
<J 5333 ??
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§ 15. The preceding tables may be condensed to the following:

Hydrogen, 169 10 3

Chlorine, 47 5 9

Bromine, 25 15 1 3

of phosphorus, 36 13 12

•silicon, 116£ 3 8

Biclilorid of tin, 10 65 21 25 81

Carbonic acid, 10 41 69 12

§16. It can hardly be assumed that the determinations of

Pliicker are as accurate as those of Ditscheiner; the latter are,

as will be shown, not always reliable in the last figure. Hence
the agreement between observation and our calculation is in

nly

three units; the chlorine spectrum shows as good as no devia-

tion at all, only one unit for tf=47 on a range of 700. 1

1

for bromine, oxygen, nitrogen, and mercury. Only iodine devi-

ates for one single line (9) more than is proper, especially as d

is only 8; but then this being the only instance, it may be due

to a greater error in the observation of 8.

It may perhaps be objected, that only few lines are taken for

each element. But we have taken all lines for which determin-

3 could be found, and though they may be few in number,

\ of t'they are ranging through the greater part of the spectrum.

Assuming that the other metalloids will correspond in this as

they do in all other respects, we may express the above by the

following law: the wavelengths of the dark lines in the spectra of

the several metalloids differfrom one another by simple midtiple of a

certain number, d, peculiarfor each element, and the spectra of the

binary compounds given do not show so simple multiples, but

the differences are yet expressible in multiples of a certain num-
ber for each compound.
The above law is substantially the same as the laws deduced

in the preliminary investigation.
,

§ 17. In all the foregoing tables we have made use of Pliicker s

observations, which are only known to us in their final result.

The following values of W will be taken from Ditscheiner, and

as his memoir is at hand, we may first ascertain the degree of

accuracy of his observations.
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ranging from 51651 to 51668 or a range of nearly two of our
units (page 325).

In accordance herewith we found it impossible for small parts
of the spectrum, to draw a straight line through the points de-
termined according to Ditscheiner's wave lengths as or.:

Kirchhoff's millimeters as abscissas; showing that the decimal
of Ditscheiner could not be relied upon, and in a few instances
even the unit was uncertain.* We will now review the calcium
spectrum, as given in our first article. In addition to the pre-

ceding, I will signify the intensity as given by Kirchhoff, and
K the place on Kirchhoff's millimeter scale. W is obtained M
before state rom Ditscheiner's table, if the line

- measured by him, or by geometrical interpolation,

having carefully constructed the neighboring part of the spec-
trum—always making a separate drawing for each group of lines

according to the scale mentioned in §2. It was imp -

obtain reliable result- interpolation, the small
errors of observation thereby affecting the final result to a very
great extent, while by proper drawing of the line the individual
errors of observation were as good as eliminated.

,
§ 18. Calcium spectrum.—We will, as in our first article, con-

sider each of the six principal groups separately.

Group I. d^— 33. Near line G.IK W D t W E
5c 2869-7 43220 ._- - 43220 -0

46 2864-7 4308-8 Zt „ 4308*8 -0

4 2854-7 4303-2 ,* f 4302'2 -f-1
4c 2834-2 4299-0

* 4298"9 +'1

(

The intervals are just as given in the preliminary investiga-

tion—and E is completely within the errors of observation.

Group II contains too few lines.

•III. d- •16. Near 1

46 15331 52615
46 1532-5 5261-7
4c 1530-2 5263-6
5c 1528-7 5264-9

21 2

. 5263-80

\% J 526496
5269-6

The scale used for this inte polation was three t
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The difference between the first two lines is t

rant any conclusion drawn from the same.

Group IV. di
=l-i6. In the yellow.

5589-30

5593-68

559660
5599-52

These intervals form the following simple

884-9 6121

The difference of 23 K t

623 wave-length in

the differ-Comparing the different groups we need r

mce d itself to be the same for all groups; but' such
)lum thereof as the intervals indicate, ought to be ti

rhus we find

> mean of which i

As far as the above numbers go, a

proaches iity, but i strictly s

that the interval ap-

may well be
• belowborne in mind that the greatest deviation either abo 1

the given mean value amounts to only half a unit; so ma*
though the equality of the interval cannot be considered as de-

monstrated, yet the inequality is not demonstrated either.

It is now necessary to consider the single lines given by Kirch-



2c 1.93 2-8 5041' 5011-0 00
5b

2b
162 7-2 5185-6 J?"

3-5 5345-2 *„ 7
10

5185-0

5345-0
-f-6
+ •2

3c 1029-3 5856'

641-0 6721- 2
86^9 54

5857-0

67210 +•2
Introdiicing the groups, we obtairi, always d=16.

I.

I K
4322-0

1

4321-0 4-i-o
II. 2638-8 4434-0 4433-0 +10

2c 1832-8 5041-0 00
5 b 1627-2 51856 + •6

III. 1533-1 52615 4
16

16

19

20#

5261-0 + -5

14435 5345-2 53450 + -2

IV (last). 5601-0 o-o

3c 5856-3 58570 - -7

V - LV 894-9 61620 6161-0 +10

vals admits of tbe following conti

10

Finally it must be noticed that this difference, c?=16, accord-
ing to this table may be taken an even number of times, up to

8, so as to give a pi j
- 2 *=32 is 5 times 64,

the mean of the intervals deduced for the several groups.

Thus we believe to have shown ftba of Dits-

cheiner in regard to the regular distribution of the dark lines in

ttm spectrum fully confirm the laws enunciated in our
preliminary investigation.

§19. Barium spectrum.—Havii g
'' cussed the calcium spec-

trum at considerable length, we may pass more lightly over the
barium spectrum. As there are very few barium lines coinci-

dent with those measured by Bitscheiner it may be sufficient to

Multiply the difference between Kirchhoffs numbers with the
tangent or grade of the curve at tbe point considered (that is,

the ratio between dW and dK) as taken from our drawings.
A*. Jour. Sci.—Second Skries, Vol. XLII. No. 1:;C.-Nov.,1S66.
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30-2 = 2X15-]

2-5
2 718-7

On account of our method here used, only such lines could

be considered as are sufficiently close to admit of our reduction

of the difference in K by simple multiplication with the grade.

All lines accessible give' the interval 16*6—the mean of the six

determinations is 16-3. It is also seen that the actual intervals

are very simple multiples hereof.

6e 1655-6 5165-8 5166-07 —"27
6/ 1648 8 5171-3) 5171-3 '0

4c 1634-7 5181-0
[

2

4y 1634-1 5181-5) 5181-76 +"26
where d=5-23.

The line 6/ is Fraunhofer's b. The reduction was here effected

arithmetically by means of the grade '8; affecting only the last

These three or four lines forming a natural group, the total

range or 3c?, i. e., 15-69, becomes characteristic of this element.

§21. Strontium spectrum. "It will be noticed that this differ-

ence is very nearly the same as the one previously found for

barium and calcium. It thus becomes of great interest to ascer-

tain whether or not strontium also herein agrees with the other

members of the group of alkaline earths. W(j have for stron-

tium
I K W i W E
3S 753-8 5400-0 o-o

3a 1274-7 55320 5* 5530-6 + 1-4

4c 1320-6 54800
7g

-2-3
3 j 2857-9 -1-0
4a \ 2858-5,

2 2858-9?
2859-4'

where c?=:16-l.

The intervals give
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or the first to the last nearly as 3:4. Also 54+3=57 to 73
nearly as 7 : 9. The reductions were performed by means of
the known grade, no one of the above strontium lines coincid-
ing with Ditscheiner's lines.

§22. The alkaline earths give as the difference of wave-lengths
characterizing their spectrum, magnesium 15'7, calcium 16'0,
strontium 16'1, and barium 16-3, or in millimeters.

Strontium,

Mean value, 0*00000160

.
This coincidence is very remarkable, though the absolute

identity can hardly be considered admissible. We -shall come
back to this point in our theoretical remarks.

§ 23. Sodium spectrum.—Professor Cooke of Cambridge has
recently given* four drawings of the three sodium lines forming
Fraunhofer's D. From these figures I find bv measurement
D,«=12 mm., «D

3
=8 mm., or the distances are as 3 : 2.

I am very sorry that I have not the determinations' of Wolf
and Diacon in regard to the spectra of the alkalies. Interesting
and valuable results might no doubt be derived from these ob-

servations.

§ 24. Iron spectrum.—We will now review the three large and
beautiful groups of the iron spectrum as given in our first article.

Group I. d
1
z=3-29=0mm-0OOO0O329.

I K W i W E

4a 1239-9 5572-65 , 5572-28 -f-
-37

6c 1242-6 556940 f 5568-99 + '*1

/ id 1245-6 556565 5565-70 — -1)5

The intervals are very simple. Only the first value of E may
>e considered important—may disappear upon the observation
* a line between the first two given above.
The intervals give the following series

:
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1337 o 5461-8 5461-3 -H
1343'5 5454-5 +•4
1351-1 5445-3 ™ 54451 -M
1352-7

12 6443 '3 -3
1362 9 5432-5 *J 54325 o*<

1367-0 5428-2
5 54280 M

1372 5422-0
l

5421-7 -H
13-s-; 5 5413-6 ! 54136 0-(

1384 7 5403-9 J 5409-1 -•'.

13-0 5404-4 ? 54046 -•a
130'. 9 5403-7

J
5403-7 o-c

5395-7 " 53956 4-1
1401

14 10 J

5391-0
10 »•" -•i

-•2

1421 5

5368-5

14
5369-5

, 5368-6

+'3-
5366-0 , 5365-9 4-

1428 2 5363-2 5363-2 o-c

i apparently not

first multiple of 4 (viz., 8, 12, 12, 12) and in the latter

tiples of 5 (5, 5, 10, 5, 10, 15). Bat we may also gi

as follows

:

half mul-

group these

which are all, excepting extremes, multiples of 5 ; the extremes

would by completion ot observed by Kirch-

hoff no 'doubt complete the series. Dividing by the common 5

we obtain the ratios

2 7 112 12 3

which again may be combined as

To the common factor 5 above corresponds an interval of D 3
=

5d2 =4-5; to this further interval of 3 such corresponds an in-

terval of D ,
---..; . ;, ,-_ = ; -.

- . =13 5> Both of these numbers
have theoretical importance.
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2001-6

2005-2

2007-2

zl5<l =l3-5

<
Of course, the extremities not necessarily representing full

intervals, need not correspond; jet they are divisible by 4.

The natural intervals of a higher order in this group are: D s
'

=^,=2-836, D
3 "=5tf3

=3-545, D
3
'"=10tf 3

=7-090, and per-
haps D 3

iv=9tf, =6-381.
Comparing the different groups we see that the differences d

are aot the same, for

^=3-29, d2 =0-9, <f
3
=0-709,

but we have for the intervals D
i
= 13-I6

)

Er;-_""
which are not quite equal, but good approximations. We shall

come back to this difference between the values—it seems that
the values are a little larger in the blue than in the red.

In looking back upon the complicated groups of the rich iron
spectrum we cannot

"

distributed according
by the wave-length.

§25. Before concluding this part of our investigation we
compare our new results with those in our first article. In
von spectrum, the first group shows the following intervals

:

then - 8 12 17 11 3 4
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By having more accurate data, the intervals become more sim-

plified, especially in regard to the consolidating of groups of

lines, as has been shown in the preceding paragraph.

In the synopsis of the calcium spectrum given on page 35 of

our first article (this Jour., vol. xxxviii) the deviations amount
to fully

a=0mm '0000030,

while in our present article the greatest deviation is only (§ 18)

a'__0mra-0000001

or a : a'=30 : 1, only one-thirtieth of the previous one.

This comparison might be considerably enlarged—but the

jreceding is enough f

closer approximation
enunciated are becoming even more prominent and unmistak-

able in proportion as the data of observation have become more

rigorous and reliable. It may therefore be hoped that contin-

ued investigation will tend to the better establishment of the

laws referred to.

And it is in view of this greater confidence we are permitted

to bestow on the regular distribution of the dark lines that we
will venture upon the dangerous ground of a theoretical expla-

nation of these wonderful facts and mysterious laws. The im-

portance of spectral analysis in a practical point of view is es-

tablished ; its power and use in the laboratory is known and

admired; its application to, or rather its creation of, cosmical

is one of the greatest triumphs of physical science;

but I believe that the day is not distant when spectral analysis

will lay open to our view the chemical constitution of the ele-

ments, as I have already intimated in the concluding remarks of

my first article on the dark lines. We will now try to give a

little detail on this difficult and obscure, but most important

§ 26. Origin of the dark lines.—The mere aspect of the dark

lines in any spectroscope conveys almost a moral conviction to

the mind that they are allied in their origin to the dark lines of

interference produced by thin plates and the like; for example,

Talbot's interference phenomena produced by the interposition

of a little piece of glass or mica between the eye and the ocular

of a telescope directed to a spectrum, or Baden Powell's lines

produced by a glass plate immersed in a prismatic trough filled

with cassia-oil, etc.

This idea is already old, and I know of no definite refutation

thereof. The lines produced by the vapors of iodine, bromine,

hypochlorous acid and others, are closely allied to the regular

spectral lines and the above lines of interference, Bottger



states furthermore, that the selenium spectrum contains between
the yellow and the violet a very large number of equidistant dark

We have furthermore proved that though not all lines are
present, corresponding to each successive equal interval
the known lines occup\ \ sir oimh t xact a onl mee with the
equal intervals. ti a is." tht dark lines are as iffrom the whole

r-s some had been blotted out or at
least obscured by other c

bromine, etc.. lueed by «'

mica are the closer together, the thicker the plates, and that they
are farther apart in the violet than in the red.

Considering matter to consist of solid atoms kept at certain
distances from each other, we may either take the distance or the
dimension of the atom as represented by d. But if d represented
the distance, then the lines ought to change with the tempera-
ture, becoming more numerous with higher temperature—the
dark lines would be as changing as the arrangement of the atoms.
In* „^ know the Spectra] Jines to be permanent and immutable,

e the atoms themselves to be.
9 We therefore must

dimensions of the atoms to correspond to d.

may be considered as having at the most three

t dimensions, so that accordingly the dark lines in the spec-

: : -
.

•
t

"tn.'J..

systems of interferences determined by the three dimensions of the

We shall now compare some of the points involved herein to
the results of observation laid down in the preceding paragraphs.

§ 27. Is the difference constant throughout the entire spectrum?
or are the li in the blue end of the spectrum,
where the wave-length is smaller? The values of D obtained
for the iron groups are : D in the yellow 1316, in the green

the blue 1418; showing a slight increase in the same
direction as demanded by Erman's formula. But the difference
Js too minute to admit of positive decision. Further and still

niore extended research is required. But we may safely affirm
that in case any such variation is actually proved it will be found
to be very small.

§28. The lines of the same group are equidistant.—as required
°V this theory ; for we have seen the same difference d to ex-
Press all the numerous observed values for even very extensive
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Thus i

Circhhoff's scale. As observed 1

fore, not all lines are actually observed—but that may be due
to the coexistence of the several systems caused by the several

dimensions of the atoms, whereby also a variation in the inten-

sity of the lines would be produced.

§ 29. Influence of the dimension of the atoms.—The greater d,

the closer must be the dark lines. If this theoretical result be

applied to the elements, considering their dimension as d, it

would follow, if we adopt the hypothesis of one element, there-

by measuring volume by the weight of the atom, that the lines

must be generally the closer the greater the atomic weight of the ele-

In the following table A is the atomic weight taken from
Will's Jahresbericht for 1863 as copied in the Smithsonian Re-

port for 1864; d is the interval as found in the preceding para-

JNitrogen, 14-0

"We notice first the great intervals of the metalloids as com-
pared to those of the metals ; also in general a greater interval

for smaller atomic weight. This is the more conclusive for simi-

lar elements, as exemplified in the chlorine group.
We can not expect a more close agreement, for the dimensions

and not the volume, proportional to the atomic weight, decide

the distribution of the dark lines.

But the dimensions can only be found by for a moment ac-

cepting our hypothesis of the construction of the elements. We
hope that the preceding will induce the reader to approach this

question.

§ 30. Dimensions of the atoms.—We suppose all elementary
atoms to be built up of the atoms of one single matter, the ursteff.

Let the atomic weight of hydrogen referred to this prime-element
be H~we have reason to believe that H=4.

Whatever be the form of these atoms, the laws of mechanics
force them to arrange themselves regularly—and the most stable

form will be the prism. If quite rectangular, and a, b, c be the

number of primary atoms, in the three directions, we shall have
(leaving out the factor H)

A = a.b.c.
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If the atom has a quadratic base, a=Z>, we have

If provided with one or several pyramidal additions, we have

Elements will of course show similar properties when of sim-
ilar form (a theorem which I have demonstrated in my notes
many years ago—and which is closely allied to the well known
properties of isomorphous bodies). Tims prismatic atoms will,

when they have the same base a. b and only differ in length c=n,
form a natural group

or when quadratic, A = »X" 2
,

or when with pyramidal additions,

or A= k+ n.a*, etc.

We shall here refer only to those natural groups of elements
that have been treated of in the preceding, viz: the chlorine
group, the oxygen group, the group of the alkaline earths and
the group of the alkalies.

Oxygen group ; quadratic. Formula A = n.4 2
.

Oxygen, 1 1-4*= 16 16

Sulphur, 2 2'4 2 = 32 32 00

Tellurium, 8 842 — i 2 8

Chlorine group ; quadratic. Formula A = ;

Fluorine, 2 2\3 2 -}-l = 19

1 quadratic with pyra

Caesium, 8 7 -f-
8.4- = 1

Alkaline-earths group ;
quadratic. A =

^«. JOCK. SCI.-.
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We cannot here go into any detail as to the relation of these

formulae to the numerical relations discovered by Carey Lea,

Dumas and others ; we hope soon to be enabled to publish our
labors on the constitution of the elements. Neither can we here

discuss these formulas in the sense of the mechanics of atoms,

deducing the physical and chemical properties of the elements

from these formulas; these interesting relations also we must
delay till some future, but I hope not a very distant, time. Nor
is this the place to discuss the few slight deviations noticed.

Our aim here is to make use of these our old formulas in spectral

analysis.

First, then, we notice that the alkaline-earth metals are quad-

ratic, so that their spectra are the result of two systems only of

lines. Further, having a common base (2
2
), they must show one

set of differences, either absolutely or nearly equal—which, until

we have an ai tion hereof, or fuller experimental

results, we cannot decide. But this is precisely what has been

found in §22, where the intervals were found respectively to be

Magnesium — 000001 57 mm.

We might now discuss the occurrence of the dimension-figures

of the atoms in the corresponding spectra as intervals; such for

magnesium 2 and 3, for calcium 2 and 5, etc. Such coinciden-

ces are pretty numerous, but a fuller stock of still more reliable

measurements will be required for tra.

For the chlorine group we have the following dimension n, and

distance d of lines, according to the given tables.

Chlorine, 4 47 188
Bromine, 9 25 225
Iodine, 14 8 112

Then by doubling the interval 8 for iodine we get 14x16=224;
nice of the lines is nearly inversely proportional to the

atomic dimension n.

The other dimension of this group is 3, and is fairly repre-

sented in the intervals. Thus we have in the spectrum of iodine,

neglecting the two extremes which are not necessarily complete,
the intervals (see § 7)

21=3X7
63=3X21=3X3X7

23+4=27=3X9 =3X3X3
where the dimensions 3 of the base 3* is fullv represented. The
extreme intervals are 77=3x26 less 1, and 29=3x10 less 1.
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Bromine gives the intervals (§ 6)

• again the dimension 3.

Chlorine has the intervals (§ 5)

9= 3X3
and 5=3X2 -

hich, as 5 is probably not complete £

l their formula A =

gret that I have no measurements for the fluorine spectrum.
§31. Conclusion.—In the preceding we have found, bv means

of the most accurate determinations of Ditscheiner and Plucker,
that for the thirteen elements considered (viz., hydrogen, oxy-
gen, nitrogen, chlorine, bromine, iodine, mercury, sodium, mag-
nesium, calcium, strontium, barium, iron, and besides four com-
pounds) : the dark lines of the elements are
the spectrum, hut of v not being observed {or

observable) at all ; the /. Unea are ex-
' •/.-,'•''.

It may be that the lines the more re-

fracted blue part of the spectrum ; see § 28.

m

We have, further, by considering the spectra ofseven elements,
viz., magnesium, calci im and chlorine, bro-
mine, iodine, found that the dark lines of the elements are related to

the atomic d\ i \ the elements composed of one single

primary element, "Urstqff."
Thus we found the four alkaline-earth metals, having the

same base, 2 3
, to give the same principal dis-

tance of the lines; the rn< an was 0»im -<X>000160 in wave-length.
Also in the chlorine group most remarkable confirmations of
this law were discovered.

It is now about twelve years since we first started the hy-
pothesis of one primary matter as the element of elements, not
in the shape of a philosophical idea, but as a physical hy-

pothesis, making it the basis of a theoretical, mechanical deduction

of the properties of the elements. Our first communications met
with no favor: nevertheless we have continued to develop the

consequences of this hypothesis.
It seems as if spectral analysis has shaken the axiom of the

elementarv nature of '
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entific public now more apt to give a hearing to our theory, we
intend to publish a series of articles, giving the properties of

the chemical elements as functions of their atomic weight, this

expressed us in the few instances given in §30. We hope to

prove, that the unity of mailer is as real as the unity offorce—
both being the creative work of one all-pervading being.

Iowa City, Iowa, July, 1866.

Art. XJAX.— Contribution to the Chemistry of the Miner a

of Onondaga, New York; by Charles A. Goessmann, Ph.D.,

Chemist to the Salt Company of Onondaga.

[Concluded from page 218.]

III. How does carbonate of lime act upon a solution of chlorid of

n ?—I boiled for sixteen hours two grams of finely pul-

verized carbonate of lime with from forty to fifty cubic centime-

ters of a solution of ca hydrochloric acid, con-

taining 1-336 grams of chlorid of magnesium ; the latter solution

had, for obvious reasons, been heated with a small excess of mag-
nesia, and was consequently of slight alkaline reaction; the

water which evaporated during boiling was from time to time

renewed. The hot filtrate at the close of the treatment con-

tained 02122 grams of lime ; while the residue left upon the

filter contained merely traces of magnesia. In repeating this

experiment, but with the difference that I evaporated directly to

dryness (at from 190° to 210 :

F.) and subsequently extracted

the residue by means of 50 cubic -lied water,

I found that the sol il but 0'0794

grams of lime. The indifference of carbonate of lime to chlorid

of magnesium at common temperatures," is a fact stal

ago by Karsten. The] th which the ehloria

of magnesium parts, in a diluted solution and at a higher tem-

perature, with some of its chlorine, in the form of hydrochloric

acid, most likely causes in this instance the formation of some
. . :

with the main bulk of its chlorid, forming a soluble

oxychlorid. The duration of treatment and the temperature
influence, to some extent, the degree of change, which in itself

is very limited, and probably only applicable to higher tern-

IV. How does carbonate of magnesia act upc—A solution of 0-7660 grams of chlorid of calcium in 50 cub
cent, of water was boiled for nearly an hour with an excess of

carbonate of magnesi , J of n
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an examination proved that only 0'0246 grams of oxyd of cal-

cium, equal to 0-0470 chlorid of calcium were left in the solu-
tion ; w :,. ; t .• in -ni. ,M - iiad been replaced by magnesia : or,
in other words, the chlorid of calcium, originally in solution,
had been replaced by chlorid of magnesium. The excess of
carbonate of magnesia employed for the operation, as left upon
the filter, contained 6480 grams carbonate of lime (=0-7193
chlorid of calcium). The mutual decomposition is therefore,
under proper circumstances, quite rapid and complete. There
was no reason to apprc the results
if chlorid of sodium should have been added. To prove this

nate of magnesia in a solution of chemically pure chlorid of
sodium was required. I accordingly prepared such a solution of
the strength of the Onondaga brines =16 5 per cent of chlorid
of sodium, digested it for twenty-four hours with an excess of a

- prepared, carbonate
of magnesia, and obtained from the solution in both cases corres-

ase, 00297 per cent of magnesia,

i second, 0-0265. Becoming thus informed of the solu-

lity of carbonate of magnesia in a brine of the strength m
*aga brine

i simple solution of chlorid of sodium. The brine air. ady <

tioned, I repeated the experiment, substitutir

t the form of chlorid of magnesia
per cent of magnesia. An examination of the filtrate proved
that the solution now contained 01324 per cent of magnesia.
The whole amount of vbich the brine origin-

ally contained, and which was equal to 0*1400 per cent of chlorid
of calcium, had been changed into a corresponding amount of
chlorid of d rature and concentration do not,

it seems, materially affect the action of carbonate of magnesia
;

while the solubility of the carbonate of lime formed is some-
what governed by both those conditions.

These few experiments are valuable in two directions. They
explain to some extent, the reason for the preference here claim-
ed among the various arrangements of the analytical results in
the combinations presented below ; and they indicate in what
particular manner changes will take place when spring waters
and brines become mixed. The mutual action of these two solu-

tions upon each other in regard to changes in their chemical

fcton as pointed out, is, in my opinion, certain ; and its

Magnitude is in a less degree a matter of time than of the quan-
tities in which they happen to mix. As carbonic acid gas in-

creases the solubility of a number of compounds here under con-
sideration, its presence either as gas, or in the form of a bicarbo-
nate, must, for that very reason, be highly favorable for bringing
about some of the changes above described.
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In the following final arrangement of my quantitative analyt-

ic the form
best illustrative of the teachings of my investigations; for I am
inclined to believe that the least objectionable basis for arranging

analytical results, is to state them as they are obtained from an
alysis of the solid residue left after a careful evaporation to

analysis in forms based i

in this paper.

Arrangement of t

j from those adopted

t det. not det. not d

Bromid,

Free carboi

-

-

Sulphate of lime,

Chlorid of soSm

The changes going on in this class of mineral waters as long

3 free carbonic acid or bicarbonates are present, as well as the
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consequences resulting from the application of higher temper-
atures for concentration, have, no doubt, been rostrum
causing views like those illustrated in No. 2 of each analysis.
To represent the strongest acid in combination with the strong-
est base, as shown in ISTo 3 of each analysis, is but slightly sup-
ported if the cases presented are subjected to a close invegl

Glancing over the various analyses, No. 1 in every instance—
ting for the present their differences in the relative pro-

portions of the same compounds—we find it worthy of partic-
ular notice that the waters a and b contain chlorid of magne-
sium, 1

sulphate of soda, sulphate of magnesia and carbonate of
lime; c and d contain the same compounds (except sulphate of

besides a considerable quantity of chlorid of sodium.
The brine proper contains no sal] ire of lime,

common to all ; while of the chlorids, besides chlorid of sodium
and chlorid of magnesium, chlorid of calcium, (instead of the
carbonate of lime) is present. From what has been stated it

hat, so far as a, 6, c and d are concerned, a more or less

proportional per form,
3

to a solution of chlorid of sodium and gypsum in the presence
of carbonic acid, can ex lai their differences of composition.
The brine, even if exposed to the influence of a proportionate
access of carbonate of magnesia in a suitable condition, will ulti-

mately change its composition in such a manner as to resemble

; 1 1 waters, provided the excess of
chlorid of sodium is left out of consideration.

A short recapitulation of what has been adduced in these pa-
ges may den assertion. Carbonate of magnesia
and gypsum form, in the presence of carbonic acid, sulphate of
Magnesia, and carbonate of lime. Carbonate of magnesia, gyp-

• sum and carbonic acid, in the presence of chlorid of sodium, ar-

range themselves, at a common temperature, according to their

relative proportions;—in cases where the chlorid of sodium is

either equivalent to, or exceeds the gypsum and the carbonate

re of soda, chlorid of magnesium and car-

bonate of lime will be produced, (Anthon), while under circum-

1

Tie brines mineral wa-

'

-•

: -
; -.... ;.

• ..; .

v....

- :~

:
.-. v.

.. .::
• • '-

-
'
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stances where the gypsum and carbonate of magnesia exceed
the chlorid of sodium, or under the influence of a certain higher
degree of temperature, the product will be sulphate of soda,

chlorid of magnesium, carbonate of lime, and sulphate of mag-
nesia. The essential difference between the brine and the spring wa-

- <:•
,

.'

bonate of lime contained in the lat-

ter. The presence of chlorid of calcium in the brines practically

excludes all sulphates, except sulphate of lime. A sufficient

amount of carbonate of magnesia, added to the Onondaga brine,

displaced quite readily the chlorid of calcium, by forming chlorid

of magnesium and carbonate of lime ; and would have displaced,

finally, at the expense of the gypsum produced (if exceeding the

chlorid of calcium in amount), sulphate of soda and chlorid of

n, provided an excess of free carbonic acid were secured

during the whole action. Free carbonic acid never fails to be

present in the cases presented. The changes which must occur

when the brine and spring waters become mixed are, in view of

the preceding statements, quite obvious. The sulphate of mag-
nesia and sulphate of soda of the waters act upon the chlorid of

calcium of the brine, producing sulphate of lime, and the chlo-

rids of magnesium and sodium ; while the carbonate of lime

contained in the spring waters enter simply into the mixture.

The observation, that in several instances carbonate of lime has

been found covering the crystals of gypsum separated in the

wooden vats during the concentration of the brine by solar heat,

may find its proper explanation in the temporary existence of

circumstances where an access of spring water to the brine has

happened.
Looking at these facts in regard to the brines from a mere

practical point of view, we must admit that an admixture of the

waters of the surface springs is not likely to alter seriously the

brines for any length of time; for its access, even on a small

scale, will readily be observed in consequence of a rapid decrease

in the strength of the brine. Economical considerations will, no

doubt, alone suffice to urge, in time, efficient provisions to pre-

vent such a serious depreciation of the commercial value of the

brine. The salt manufactured from such a brine suffers no de-

terioration in properties, for the carbonate of lime imparted will

be removed during the preliminary treatment of purification of

the brine in the process of salt manufacture ; and the additional

amount of chlorid of magnesium, being in the cases contemplated
mainly formed at the expense of chlorid of calcium, is thus of

too trifling consequence to require any serious notice. In regard

to the water of the sprl tnion with brine must
prove quite different, if merely on account of the differences in

concentration—a fact most unmistakably demonstrated by the

analytical results obtained from the water of the springs c and d.
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In adopting these views I have already entered, as may have
been noticed, upon the discussion of the third question proposed
on page 212. The specific properties of springs are due, by gene-
ral consent.

I tores and physical con-
ditions of the locality where they h they trav-
erse in their course to the surface. The brines and waters here
in question will bear, no doubt, such marks, I am inclined to
consider sample a a true representative of our surface formations,
rich in partially disintegrated magnesian limestone, containing
pebbles, etc. Samples b, c and d have undoubtedly suffered
by contact with the shales of the Onondaga Salt Group, (gyp-
seous). Samples c and d have been exposed, in addition, to an
access of brine. The brine, most likely, originates at a lower
depth, or a more remote point; its contact, if 'any, with a lime-
stone formation containing magnesia, was either under disadvan-
tageous circumstances or the formation was comparatively defi-

cient in available carbonate of magnesia;' and its access 'to the
waters c and d, may happen through fissures from below ; or
may be due to a surface percolation, or, in some instances, to
both causes.

Proper, detailed records of the exact geological features of the
localities here under consideration are quite deficient, as I have
before mentioned

; and examinations beyond the search for pay-
ing wells have not been made of late. Certainly no reliable

records concerning the real conditions of the strata which di-

rectly underlie our area of red shale—if bearing salt water, etc.,

nave come to my knowledge. The importance of such infor-

mation, it must be admitted, cannot be overrated when engaged
in tracing the origin of our brines. All that is at present known
of the Onondaga^brines and their sources may be summed up in

the followir

1. The depressions in the Onondaga Shales are filled, in some
localities, to an extent of nearly three to four hundred feet in

depth with a dii a -
. varying from the coarsest

gravel to the finest drift sand.
4

2. The layers of coarse gravel and fine sand alternate without
any distinct order or extent.

3. The gravel has frequently been formed into a conglomerate
of great hardness, commonly called hard-pan—an impermeable
""7er which intersects, more or less efficiently, the various strata

the loose material.
4. A formation of more recent origin, consisting of a red loam

Hunt.
I and loose strata may have some beariDg upon

X
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or loamy sand, covers, frequently, to a considerable extent, and
to a depth of from 30 to 40 feet, the lower diluvial deposits.

5. The Onondaga red shale has been struck every were, when
the boring was continued beneath the brine-bearing drift masses;

near the eastern embankment at from 90 to 180 feet •—toward

the middle of the valley, between Salina and Geddes, at about

882 feet.

6. The brine proper makes its appearance at about 100 feet

below the level of the surface.

7. The brine rises bv means of boring and tubinp; to the level

of the lake surface of within from 10 to 15 feet of it ; the de-

gree of its rise depends apparently on the specific gravity of the

brine. The ins lowest.

8. The yield of. a well, independently of the concentration of

the brine, depends on the size of the gravel or sand around the

lower termination of the tubing.

9. The brine does not increase or decrease in strength during

the winter season, when no pumping takes place ; its temper-

ature is from 52° to 68° F.

10. The deep wells bear the heavy drafts of brine during the

summer season without suffering in strength, while the shallow

wells decline.
1

11. The lowest depth does not, in all cases, guarantee the most

concentrated brine.

12. The red shale apparently bears irregularities of stratifica-

ir form of a basin.

13. The outcrop of the red shale on the eastern embankment
of the lowlands—at Green Point—contains veins of gypsum in-

terspersed with specular iron ore.

The occurrence of the peroxyd of iron as a pseudomorph of

chlorid of iron in this local outcrop of the red shale is deserving

of some attention. The peculiar manner in which the gypsum
and that ore present th :.«••

:
. . -. < >u.- times in veins along side

of each oth :ter surrounded and enclosed by

the former, (besides the resemblance between some of t

ing gypsum to the hardened masses of gypsum separated from

- ttion in salt i it $r, ) are facts which seem to point to

the existeflce of some peculiar local disturbance due to subterra-

nean heat. The presence of serpentine at James street height,

and the elevation of I casts of chlorid of so-

dium have thus for been found, may also bear some relation to

* The strength of the brine from the various wells varies from 45" to 76°, Salo-

, ,-,

la. The strongest brine has thus §'***

— 7.; '
*

;"•':". ",..:. '.-7 "
.

'''
,';T."

:

-'-.:.
.
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the presumed changes which some of the surrounding localities

have suffered in regard to their original stratification.

,vhat immediate causes such local disturbance may be at-

tributed, at what period it happened,
what consequences it may have manifested itself, !

present, remain a matter of conjecture. It is, how
ing to know that measures are under contemplati

quarters, which, it is to be hoped, may result in ac

information relative to the highly important que
and where is the real source of tlie valuable brines of

, and with
rt, for the

;r, gratify -

ncing our
m: What

Abt. L.—On t \tu; by M. Ca

I. Graduation- of Burettes.

(1.) Selection of Tube.

Although no tube is sufficiently regular to dispense with

subsequent exact calibration with a good balance, yet it is very

desirable to have as near approach as possible to perfect

ity, both in order to diminish the trouble of the weighings, and
t- a certain extent, that of the a '. use. In
the following manner a variation in the diameter of the tube un-

der examination, amounting to y^ ^ or less can easily be de-

tected.

ca a

,<.

i piece of thin glazed letter paper is cut to the

o fig. 1, this is wound tightly round the tube,

! folds perfectly correspond at bottom, a card is held to the

paper, and a thin line is drawn with a fine pointed pencil, pass-

ing over three folds of the paper as represented in fig. 2.
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The paper is then loosened, slipped a few inches along the tube

and tightened again, keeping the lower edge exactly even. A
very gnaaU difference in the diameter of the tube will cause thet

line to appear broken, as represented in fig. 3, instead of straight.

A displacement from end to end amounting to one T^ of an

..-l!v observable, and as this difference corresponds to a

little over six diameters, it is clear that a difference in the mean
diameter of -g^ of an inch or less, makes itself evident to the

unassisted eye. With an ordinary lens, a difference of f
ij of an

loch is i
•: is >rresponding to a difference of di-

ameter of 2^ of an inch. When great accuracy is desired it is

advisable to gl and strongly beforehand, whereby
it acquires a very slight permanent increase of length, and is

not further extended by the very moderate force requisite to

wrap it tightly round the tube.

It is so easy in this manner to detect slight differences that I

have never been able to find a piece of tube of a foot or more
in length which would bear this test when applied with the

rigor. But by examining large quantities of tube, pieces

" xbund sufficiently good for graduation. These are to be

from the tube in which they are found, and the part

which has been ascertained to be sufficiently regular, ma
carefully marked that the graduation may not be carried beyond

that portion.

(2.) Graduation of Oie Burette.

All modes of graduation are necessarily the same in principle,

and consist in transferring divisions from a scale to the tube.

Accurate three-edged engineer's scales are easily to be had, and

are very convenient for this purpose, The glass tube is secured

iato a groove in a block of wood. And here I may re-

• the directions usually given in respect to the groove m
tube rests, are certainly mistaken in recommending

the groove to be part of a circle of a diameter greater than that

of the tube. Such an arrangement causes the tube to rest loosely

on the bottom of the groove, and to rock easily from side to

side, touching as it does, in one place only. But if the groove

is that of a circle of -diameter rather less than that of the tube,

the latter rests on the edges of the groove, and remains steadily

in its position.

Before fastening the cleats, and while the tube is lying in the

groove, touching its edges, a diamond pencil is drawn along the

tube, the edge of the groove serving as a rule, and a line is made
from one end of the space intended to be graduated to the other.

The tube is then rotated on its axes a quarter of an inch, and

another line is drawn •

..er. These lines serve
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to limit the length of the single degrees, each fifth and tenth be-

ing drawn beyond them.

The cleats are then fastened, the three-edged rule is laid with
one of its edges resting on the tube, and its ends also are secured
by cleats (these last are not represented in the figure). A piece

of thin sheet brass (such as is used for enveloping combustion
tubes) is bent at a sharp angle, and its right hand edges cut to

an exact light angle with the bend. This is rested on the
upper edge of the ruler, extending across its front face and over
the tube—its right hand edge serves to guide the diamond pen-
cil in transferring the divisions. Twentieths of an inch, or mil-

ue easily and exactly ruled in this way, and the burette
is ready for calibration.

(3.) Calibration.

When a burette conts
great nicety to determine
which the surface of the liquid corresponds. To save the labor
of holding the paper with the loi behind the
tube, it is convenient to substitute card board, and to cut two

sUtfl in it so as to form a band, which being slipped over
the burette, the sard I

uon. The use of pa-

per blackened on the lower half, gives, according to Mohr, all

the accuracy desirable. Bunsen, on the contrary, uses a cathe-

tometer. That the former method is insufficient any one may
satisfy himself by placing the card in position, and then moving
his head slightly in a vertical direction when the black line which
is assumed to mark the surface of the liquid, will be found to

move also, and though the change is but small, it will be found
that even the slightest movement of the eye produces a change
in the position of the line which gives a difference in results

easily detected by a good balance. Let us suppose that the ob-
server notes the position of the black line before and after remo-
ving a portion of the liquid, he cannot be certain that his eye has
occupied the same relative position in both cases, unless he takes
due precautions. Every observer does not possess a cathetom-
eter, and the following arrangement which is of extreme simpli-
city, will be found to answer every purpose.
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A slip of wood is provided r\ inch thick, l-£ inches wide, and
2 feet long. A piece of card about 4 inches square has two par-

allel slits made in it at one end, one slit half an inch from the

top, the other the same distance from the bottom. These slits

are of such a length as just to permit the piece of wood to be

passed through them, presenting the appearance represented in

the margin.

To make a reading, the half black card previously spoken of is

slipped over the burette, and the line of separation between the

white and black is brought one millimeter below the black line

which marks the surface of the liquid. The instrument repre-

sented in the margin, is then placed beside the burette, 6

the lower end resting on the table, and the card is raised

or lowered until the edge B exactly corresponds with

the line of separation in the black and white card. The
stick is then drawn toward the observer, the end B
still resting on the table, and the observer places his eye

so as to keep the line B in range with the line of sep-

aration, and makes the reading.

Another precaution which I regard as essential, and
which I have nowhere seen mentioned, is the follow-

ing : The observer should place himself where he has

a strong side light. The half black half white card must
not be placed parallel to the eyes of the observer, but

must be turned toward the light, so as to make an an-

'

gle of 45° with the line of vision. In this way a strong light

is reflected from the card and thrown through the burette in a

manner greatly conducive to clearness of vision, and the black

line which marks the surface acquires a peculiar sharpness.

I cannot better illustrate the necessity of these precautions,

(especially the use of the little instrument above described, and

1. Without th> prt:C<n/

Mean of first three trials, 2

It will be seen that the trials without the precautions which I

recommended gave results which were not only discordant with

. , but were all wrong and below the truth. With the
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precautions, on the contrary, the mean of the first three differed
from that of the second three by ouly a single milligram, or less

than the sixtieth part of a drop.

To show that the latter results were of no fortuitous exactitude,
I may mention other instances. The distilled water correspond-
ing with a given spjfee was weighed six times and the mean
found was 2-090 grams. Subsequently it was deemed advisable
to submit this to a second verification, and the mean of nine
trials gave 2-091. To the above two cases I may add the fol-

lowing:

Table No. 3, mean of first 4 weighings, 2-054, of 4 more, 2-0515

" " 8, " " " 2 " 2-3605, " 2 " 2"3630

Comparing the first and second columns, that is, the first set

of determinations, with the second we find that the maximum
error was -005, and the minimum -0, or exact correspondence.
The average of all the cases was 3*3 milligrams, or about one-

i of a drop. It would be difficult in burette analysis to

obtain greater accuracy than this, for if we are using, for exam-
ple, ten percent solutions, the maximum error would reach half

ram of the reagent used, and the average error would
be one-third of a milligram.

I might greatly extend this table of verifications, but I think
v.- hat 1 have eit-jd will be sufficient to show that the very simple

precautions which I here propose, viz., the position of the bu-

rette and card relatively to the light, and still more, the use of
an eye-adjuster consisting of a slip of wood and sliding card are

sufficient to carry us to the extreme limits of accuracy which
the burette is capable of affording. It also shows that the bu-

rette is entitled to great confidence where carefully used and
when the reactions which mark the termination of the operation
are perfectly distinct and sharp.

II. Inverse Filtration.

Large quantities of mixed solid and liquid matter may be fil-

tered with a funnel of the smallest dimensions very speedily

and conveniently, by proceeding in the following manner. A '

piece of stout muslin is strained over the mouth of a small fun-

nel, and tied securely at the neck, taking care that the string

covers all the folds perfectly. A piece of india-rubber tube is

then passed over the open end of the stem of the funnel : this

piece may either be several feet in length, or it may be shorter,

nference be made up by inserting a glass tube. The
funnel and tube are then filled with water, the open end of the



end of the tube hangs down into a convenient vessel placed i

the floor. If it is desirable that water
shall not be added to the mixture, the

funnel is inverted empty, and the air is

drawn out by a pipette inserted into

the open end of the india rubber tube.

It is evident that this arrangement is

a combination of filter and siphon, and
the pressure of the column of water in

the longer leg of the siphon expedites

the operation very much and leaves the

solid portions much drier than ordinary.

As the liquid begins to be exhausted,

the solid portions are to be gathered
round the funnel with a spatula. When
the filtrate ceases to run, the funnel is

left full :—in order that this may not
return upon the solid matter, the funnel
sel and the broad end quickly turned uppermost, when the c

tents of the funnel flow down the tube.

When a precipitate is to be well washed this mode is evidently

not applicable, although a tolerable washing is perfectly practi-

cable. But when liquid and solid matters are to be quickly s

arated on a large scale, it is very useful. When i

crystals strongly retaining the mother water, a

from it, this may be done more quickly and more thoroughly

than by ordinary filtration. Many other cases will readily sug-

gest themselves. For example, when potash has been boiled

with lime to render it caustic in large vessels, it is usually drawn
off with a siphon into bottles and left twelve to twenty-four

hours to settle, and then must be carefully decanted. It is far

less trouble to filter it in the above manner in the act of re-

moving it by a siphon. And so with many of the rough opera-

/vhich occasionally present themselves in the laboratory,^

t of the ves-

ickly sep-

be freed

and which scale rather exceeding the capacities of

ordinary filtering funnels.
In the separation of crystals from the mother

---ill generally give a clear filtrate. " necessary

i piece of filtering paper inside the muslin. The paper
musi 01 course be of size sufficient to be secured by the twine at

the neck of the funnel. But the force with which the column of

water acts upon the muslin over the mouth of the funnel, draws
it to a concave shape, and sometimes breaks the paper. To

J, the paper may be folded so as to fit the inside of the

funnel, turning the edges over and securing them as before de-
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1

scribed. To do this requires a little dexterity ; the diameter of
the paper must be six or seven times that of the mouth of the
funnel, it must be folded across in two rectangular directions in

the ordinary way, then opened and reversed and from opposite
points in the edges folded some distance past the middle. The
funnel is then passed into it and the edges are passed round
the neck of the funnel, the muslin is next placed over the pa-

per and the whole is secured round the neck with cord.

Engaged in investigations into the true numerical relations

between the consumption of zinc in a galvanic battery, and the

mechanical power which, by means of an electro-magnetic en-

gine, may be derived from the galvanic current under varied

is both in form and quantity, I began the work with
studying the electro-motive force and' the internal resistance of
the battery, with the view of comparing the latter and the ex-

ternal resistances in conductors and helices. To determine the

constants I used Ohm's method. A single galvanic cell was, by
means of short, thick copper wires, connected with a tangent

compass and a rheochord. The tangent compass was of Pog-
gendorff's construction, the needle suspended by a hair, and
modified according to Gaugain, thus securing the proportion-

ality between the intensity and the tangent. The rheochord
was of thin platinum wire, of Poggendorffs construction, mod-
ified by Dubois-Eeymond. Both instruments were made by the

best artists in Germany.
The law of the maximum of the effect of a galvanic battery

requires both the internal and the external resistances to be the

same. For many important reasons, which, however, have no
direct connection with the object of this report, I thought it es-

ntial not to confine myself to the sequence of this law, but to

rnal and exte' the proportions between

allow. I therefore considered it best to study the

the galvanic battery too, at once under similarly extreme condi-

tions as regards the internal and external resistances. To do so
I was further guided by circumstances and reflections which it

may be well to state here with a few, words.

From a careful study of the problem of practical application

of the electro-magnetism as motive power, I have become con-

vinced that it is merely a question of economy—economy in

any material to be consumed, as well as economy in power to

Am. Jock. Sci.-Second Series, Vol. XLII, No. 126.-Nov., 1866.
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be derived from it, and to be transformed for the object in view,

I found it necessary to exercise this economy from the very oat*

set, and furiher on, at each and every step of all the processes

and operations involved in the development and transformation

of the power. One of these steps was the production of the

galvanic current within a full circuit, from the free electricities

of the poles of the open battery. A given quantity of electri*

city, in a galvanic current, will always, generally viewed, produce

the same amount of electric process. But the free el<

requiring time for motion and combination (to use some kind of

i for the details of the electric process), remain during

this time, subject to the influences of induction and the molecu-

s of the conductors. There may, consequently, occur

something like a diffusion of the electricities, before the electric

process is completed, and- it is most probable thnt the direction

of the electric process therefore, will not remain one and the

same for the whole quantity of electricities, but that one part of

the electric process will be" executed in directions varying from

the main tHr shing the actual effect of the pro-

nd that the amount of this part, respectively the a

currei t is p ui a: 1 ii variably governed by the direction of

the electric process, it becomes evident that the amount of elec-

tro-magnetism to be derived from a given quantity of

ties, and available for any practical purpose, depends entirely

on that part of the ele» at last, is going on in

the main direction, and which is only a certain percentage of the

whole electric process.

These considerations compelled me to be watchful, and this

the more as I met with but one remark (by Buff, if I remember
He found the dec-

ree ot the batierv increasing with the decrease of

the measured intensities of the current. Thi3 circumstance, if

true, would justify my views of the matter, and naturally must
affect the ec u rent. The
counter current too, de la Rive supposed to exist in a battery,

My experiments grave result - which it may be well to record.

aim anv excessive accuracy for my figures,

still lam confident ol I rtness, and hope that

they may be of i m l etica ta ce. They had an uu-

:ilhieneeon the proposed 'investigations.
The bat tor v was a Bunsen's. one cell being of Stoehrer's, the

other of Ddri I's constructioi the former usin- a 1 low <
r-

bon cylin |< te f true gas coke. As liquids

were used diluted sulphuric acid (respectively an acidulated so-
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lution of sulphate of zinc) and strong nitric acid, or a properly
acidulated solution of bichromate of potash instead.

My method of experin i tii i u is as follows. After prevent-
ing the conducting wire- fron I company
and determi . the shortest
circuit possible, increasing length of platinum wire was, without
opening the lueed into it. The reasons for not

the circuit after each observation, were: 1, the time re-

;i opened;
2, within the electro-magnet - t a< hi . a similarly gradual

rheochord is just designed, partly, to relieve of that tedious

. i ry time a new n sistanee is in-

ane! no objections have been raised, so far, against its

proper use.

To calculate the o - ry I followed the com-
mon rule, combining the highest " T

-it wit! it! -hortest

'•ircuit. with each and every lower intensity. Let I, and I,,

be the intensities, E the electro-motive force, R the internal re-

tive length of the platinum wire
of the rheochord, and we have

«=» e=m-

Table i g ves the results of one series of observations with a

Bunsen bat ery. F< r this table, as well as for all the others, I

have to stat figures on the "rheochord" line are centi-

meters of p vire, unless otherwise mentioned. In case

n, the observation of the direct intensities

has beefm in the beginning and afterwards at the end
of the expe and every lower intensity has been cora-

bined with intensity proportionately increased, or de-

creased, as the ca'se n ight be, from the first to the last direct in.

tensity. T ie rest of the table will explain itself, or will be

The figures for the internal resistance, as well as those for the

eJectro-rnoti ve force, exhibit an increase amounting to 100 per
rithin the range of the • the decrt

the lower intensity whi :h is to be combi ted .vith the direct in-

tensity, or with the increase of the external resistance. I con,

fess I was not prepared to meet any such fact, since good experi-

menters fire different and pretty high intensi-

ties; at any rate, the fact, if true, seemed to have been very

the lack of proper knowledge in

this regard, and the general belief in the correctness of the law
of Ohm, and its experimental proofs by many of the ablest ob-

servers, led at first to a severe doubt as to the value of my own
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observations compared with those of other experimenters. On
the other hand, the increase was, on the whole, rather great,

though it becomes very small from observation with 60 centime-

ters of platinum wire. Now the first circumstance, the general

great increase, may perhaps be accounted for by the influence

of temperature upon the resistances of conductors. The second

circumstance, the slight increase from the experiment with 60

centimeters of platinum wire, may explain the fact of the results

of other experimenters varying "less, if they kept their experi-

ments within narrower limits, and this was usually the actual

case. The errors of observation may hide the normal increase,

and may have led to the trifling with the matter, as generally

Examining more closely some reports of other experimenters

I was indeed able to trace the general increase of the constants

of a galvanic battery with the decrease of the observed intensi-

ties. Thus I. Miiller records the following results of observa-

tions with six cells of Daniell's construction. The i
:i "

expressed in meters of copper wire.

I think nobody can overlook the general increase of the inter-

nal resistance of every cell, except No. 6, with the increase of

the external resistance, or with the decrease of the observed in-

tensity. The sum of the mean resistances of all the six cells is

20-6, while the battery of all the six cells combined actually

did not have more than 18 31, as calculated from the corres-

ponding first three observations with 5, respectively 10, and 40
meters of copper wire in the circuit. Thus the internal resist-

gwu results smaller, while the intensity of the observed
currents is greater. Of course, the experimenter demonstrates
from these figures that they are equal, to his satisfaction. But
whatever the reason of this real increase of the galvanic con-

stants may be, it seems to be a verv wrong practice to accept

the mean value of any number of observations as a true result

for the internal resistance of a galvanic battery.
To convince myself more fully of the fact "in question, I un-

dertook other series of experiments, the results of which are



force and the internal re-

sistance maintain the same relation, I calculated for the- . and
all the following tables, only the internal resistance. Table in
shows an increase from 2'98 to 5-52, not quite as much as table

I; though the direct intensity is about the same, while the ex-

istance has been increased very much. Tables in and
IV plainly demonstrate, as a general rule, that the increase of the
internal resistance becomes less remarkable when the direct in-

tensity of the battery is low. This rule, however, has its excep-
tions, and table V exhibits a very remarkable case. The direct

intensity of this battel >le n, still the increase
of the internal resistance is much greater than in this table.

These results vexed me the more, since T undertook the ex-
periments mainly for practical purposes. The experiments de-

layed my proposed investigation, and I could not anticipate any
direct profit. I therefore concluded to give up, for the pres-

ent, determining the constants of the battery, as they were not
very constant; and to content myself with determining the re-

sistances of the helices and con te. It was
with this object in view that I made the series of observations
of table v, with 80 inches of thin copper wire in the circuit.

Combining both the direct intensity (1-2712) and the inten-itv

with 80 inches of copper wire in the circuit (-6964), with each
and every of the other observations, I could calculate the resist-

ance of the 80 inches of copper wire, expressed
of platinum wire. If C be the resistance of the

follows from
copper i

E . , P(I.-T.)T,

! of the copper wire as calcu-

lated in this manner, increases with the decrease of the observed
.\ : :

limit being fixed, there could not be placed anv reliabilitv in

any one of these calculated resistances, nor could I, with such a
method, determine at all any reflate ^instances
similar to those I proposed to try within the electro-

m

machine. I now was compelled to investigate the matter at

As mentioned above, the reason for the increase of the inter-

• nee may be the relation- be intensity
of the current, the heat developed by it within the circuit, and
the influence of temperature upon the resistance of conductors.
Indeed, the heating of the platinum wire makes our unit of re-

sistance greater than the resistance of a unit of length of the
wire at common temperature. And the liquids in the cup being
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heated, thereby ofl'er less resistance. The
being diminished, and measured with an inc

course, appear smaller than at low intensities.

everybody ought to foresee the general incre

of the galvanic current with the decrease of its intensity, instead

of neglecting
.
/, or underrating its ini]

and treating any variation of results simply as errors of observ-

I suppose that this interpretation, offering itself at the first

glance, of the apparent increase of the constants, will be the one

generally preferred. It is sustained by the circumstance, that the

i of the platinum wire at beginning of red heat, is said to

be a little over two tunc- >•«. t r than ts ; - stai i at conn >n

temperature, and this ratio of increase of resistance coincides in-

deed pretty near with the maximum ratio of increase as given

in the tables; intermediate cases not being comparable for want

of proper control of the temperature of the platinum wire.

Though I was pretty sure that in the observations of tables I and
III, eight, respectively ten, centimeters of platinum wire had been

rather far from becoming red hot, since the experiments were

made at lamp light, and the wire deeply shaded ; still, any lack

in ratio of increase, from the heating of the
|

Eerhaps have been fully made up by the auxiliary of the liquids

ecoming warmer at hi stance being

1 Being far from rejecting this explanation, in the

whole, it is however just to remark, that it is indeed open to ob-

jection on a general ground, since all the experiments, tlie ratio of

increase of the resistance of conductors with increase of temper-

ature, as commonly understood, is based upon, must have been

influenced, and their results augmented, by any other reason of

such increase of resist- other reason at all.

But this interpretation of the fact in qu - f
i o is liable to more

direct and more conclusive objections, and I could not feel sat-

isfied with it at all. In the iirst place, there were the experi-

ments of table v, which seemed directly to contradict any such

explanation. The ral internal resistance, the

:re included, from 8'86 to 15 71 is = 1 :
1*773

'1 be ratio of increase of resistance of the copper wire,

calculated separately, from 4-0 to 7-1 is = 1 :
l"77o

The true inte p by sub-
tracting the resistances of the copper wire from the
respective whole internal resistances, or by direct

calculation after the formula E= 2 3-~, increases

from 4-86 to 8-61, or in the ratio of
2
~

= 1 :
1'772

3 the ratio of ii
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sistance, or the liquids. Now it is evident, from the fact of the
copper wire being heated much less than the platinum, and in*

c:e>Ni^ ,t-i- -\t:ic-e in a higher degree than the latter (E. Bec-
querel gives the relat since and temperature,
for platinum =100+01861 t.° Cels., for copper =100+04097
t.° Celsius), that the ratio of increase of resistance of the copper
wire should appear to be remarkably smaller than that of the
liquids which constitute the main part of the internal resistance,

under equal cicumstances. The explanation above referred to,

so acceptable in case of the internal resistance of the liquids,

seemed therefore to be a failure in case of the copper wire, since

I presumed my experiments accurate enough at least to trace

the difference, naturally to be expected, between the ratio of in-

crease of resistance of liquids and that of copper.

But there is a poll ight to be considered.

The common rule for the constants of a bat-

tery, by co: tensity with some lower
ones, or any other spec tin experimenters pre-

fer, is rather arbitrary, since Ohm's formula knows of no such
restrictions, but permits to combine any two or more observa-
tions. And in thus combining any two observations I at first

expected to get more r dally by throwing out
those observations in which the platinum wire still had been
heated very much. But these calculations seemed to run per-

fectly wild, giving much greater values than ever before. Com-
•

. 0*115 with 100 centimeters of

platinum wire, in table I, with each of the following three in-

tensities, after the formula K^-—^

—

-L-L
, the values for the in-

ternal resistance became respectively 28*75, 31-67, 2115, with a

mean of 25"52, which, compared tor the re-

(8*48), gave an increase from 1 : 7
-

33, thus far greater

than anybody could attempt to explain by way of influence of

temperature. I now became pretty much convinced that there

exists indeed some other reason for the increase of resistance

with decrease ot intensity, and a reason very much more power-
• of temperature, and one able to conceal, by

way of its great ratio and the errors of observations, compara-

nces in the ratio of increase of resistance of
liquids and copper as proceeding from the influence of temper-

On the other hand, those great and much varying values

seemed to pronounce my observations as perfectly worthless. I

could not imagine that facts of such important bearing could
have been overlooked. Though, it is true, the expel

results the best observers have arrived at do not harmonize with
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i other to such a degi silence every doubt about their

reliability.

However, my experiments were open to grave objections, as

visibly indicated by the irregularity of the results. Indeed, the

use of acids (nitric acid particularly) from former experiments
may have caused some polarization to set in. The time required

for a series of observations—the diminishing of the direct in-

tensity usually occurring during this time—the change of the

temperature and chemical composition of the liquids—the influ-

ence perhaps existing of the circuit being kept closed during

the rapid but gradual change from one external resistance to

another—all these circumstances may be considered susceptible

of bringing on such extraordinary results as those just referred to.

The acids had been I
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IV.—Bunsen's battery,- with a common hollow cylinder. The acids had

Art. LTL—On the Spectrum of a new Star in Corona Borealis ;
l

by William Hitgglvs, F.E.S., and W. A. Miller, M.D.,

Treas. E.S.
5

Yesterday, May the 16th, one of us received a note from
Mr. John Birmingham of Tuam, stating that he had observed
on the night of May 12 a new star in the constellation of Corona

1 The Astronomer Royal wrote to one of us on the 18th, "Last night we got a
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Borealis. Hs describes the star as " very brilliant, of about the

2d magnitude." Also Mr. Baxendell of Manchester wrote to

one of us, giving the observations which follow of the new star,

as seen by him on the night of the loth instant:
" A new star has suddenly burst forth in Corona. It is some-

what less than a degree distant from e of that conste': /

southeasterly direction, and last night was fully equal in bril-

liancy to § Serpentis or v Herculis, both stars of about the 3d
magnitude."

Last night, May 16th, we observed this remarkable object.

The star appeared to us considerably below the 3d magnitude,

but brighter than • Coronae. In the telescope it was surrounded

with a faint nebulous haze, extending to a considerable distance,

and gradually fading away at the boundary.' A comparative

stars showed that this nebulosity

really existed about the star. When the spectroscope was
placed on the telescope, the light of this new star formed a spec-

trum unlike that of any celestial body which we have hitherto

examined. The light of the star is compound, and has eman-
ated from two different sources. Each light forms its own spec-

trum. In the instrument these spectra appear superposed. The
principal spectrum is analogous to that of the sun, and is evi-

dently formed by the light of an incandescent solid or liquid

photosphere, which has suffered absorption by the vapors of an

envelope cooler than itself. The second spectrum consists of a

few bright lines, which indicate that the light by which it is

formed was emitted by matter in the state of luminous gas.'

These spectra are represented with considerable approximative
accuracy in the annexed diagram.

Spectrum or rtmng the com-

pound spectrum of a new star near e Corona Borealis.

rough an overlying n
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Description of 0>e spectrum of absorption.—In the red a little

more refrangible than Fraunhofer's C are two strong dark lines.

The interval between these and a line a little less refrangible
than D is shaded by a number of fine lines very near each
other. A less strongly marked line is seen about the place of
solar D. Between D and a portion of the spectrum about the
place of b of the solar spectrum, the lines of absorption are nu-
merous, but very thin and faint. A little beyond b commences
a series of close groups of strong lines ; these follow each other
at small intervals, as far as the spectrum can be traced.

Descripi, :rum.—A bright line, much more
brilliant than the part of the continuous spectrum upon which
it falls, occupies a position which several measures make to be

ttt with Fraunhofer's F.* At rather more than one-fourth
of the distance which separates F and G, a second and less bril-

liant line was seen. Both' these lines were narrow and sharply
defined. Beyond these lines, and at a distance a little more
than one-third of that which separates the second bright line

from the strongest bright one, a third bright line was observed.
The appearance of this line suggested that it was either double
or undefined at the edges. In the more refrangible part of the
spectrum, probably not far from G of the solar spectrum,
glimpses were obtained of a fourth and a faint bright line. At
the extreme end of the visible part of the less refrangible end
of the spectrum, about C, appeared a line brighter than the

normal relative brilliancy of this part of the spectrum. The
brightness of this line, however, was not nearly so marked in

proportion to that of the part of the spectrum where it occurs,

as was that of the lines in the green and blue."

General conclusions.—It is difficult to imagine the present phys-

ical constitution of this remarkable object. There must be a

photosphere of matter in the solid or liquid state emitting light

of all refrangibilities. Surrounding this must exist also an at-

y for these observat; i
I the line in tbk

spectrum with the red line of hydrogen, though extremely probable,
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mosphere of cooler vapors, which give rise by absorption to the

groups of dark lines.

Besides this constitution, which it possesses in common with

the sun and the stars, there must exist the source of the gaseous

spectrum. That this is not produced by the faint nebulosity

seen about the star is evident by the brightness of the lines, and

the circumstance that they do not extend in the instrument be-

yond the boundaries of the continuous spectrum. The gaseous

mass from which this light emanates must be at a much higher

temperature than the photosphere of the star; otherwise it would
appear impossible to explain the great brilliancy of the lines

compared with the corresponding parts of the continuous spec-

trum of the photosphere. The position of two of the bright

lines suggests that this gas may consist chiefly of hydrogen.

If, however, hydrogen be really the source of some of the

bright lines, the conditions under which the gas emits the light

must be different from those to which it has been submitted in

terrestrial observations; for it is well known that the line of hy-

drogen in the green is always fainter and more expanded than

the brilliant red line which characterizes the spectrum of this

gas. On the other hand, the strong absorption indicated by the

line F of the solar spectrum, and the still stronger corresponding
lines in some stars, would indicate that under suitable conditions

hydrogen may emit a strong luminous radiation of this refran-

gibility.
7

The character of the spectrum of this star, taken together

with its sudden outburst in brilliancy and its rapid decline in

brightness, suggests to us the rather bold speculation that, in

consequence of some vast convulsion taking place in this object,

large quantities of gas have been evolved from it; that the hy-

drogen present is burning by combination with some other ele-

ment aud furnishes the light represented by the bright lines;

also that the flaming gas has heated to vivid incandescence the

solid matter of the photosphere. As the hydrogen becomes ex-

hausted, all the phenomena diminish in intensity, and the star

rapidly wanes.
In connexion with this star, the observations which we made

upon the spectra of « Orionis and Pegasi, that they contain no
absorption lines of hydrogen, appear to have some new interest.

The spectra of these stars agree in their general characters with

the absorption spectrum of the new star. The whole class of

white stars are distinguished by having hydrogen lines of extra-

-fce. It may also be mentioned here that we have

:i of several of the more remarkable of the

variable stars, namely, those distinguished by an orange or ruddy
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tint, possess a close general accordance with those of « Ononis,
.id the absorption spectrum of the ivmui . . i> . t

described in this paper. The purely speculative idea presents
itself from these obst _ probably plays an
important part in the differences of physical constitution which

v separate the stars into groups, and possibly also in
the changes by which these differences may be brought about.

8

What is the source of muscular power ? Twenty years ago,

if this question had been asked, there were but few philosophers
who would have hesitated to reply, " The source of muscular
power is that peculiar force which is developed by living ani-

;

. which we term the vital force /" but the progress of

scientific discovery has rendered the view implied in such an
answer so utterly untenable that, at the present moment, no one

ysical science would venture to

iTreply. We now know that an animal, however
high its organization may be, can no more generate an amount
of force capable of moving a grain of sand, than a stone can
fall upwards or a locomotive drive a tra n without fuel. AH
that such an animal can do is to liberate that store of force, or

potential energy, which is locked up in its food. It is the chem-
ical change which food suffers in the body of an animal that lib-

erates the previously pent-up forces of that food, which now
- • '

'

'

mechanical motion.

From food, and food alone, comes the matter of which the

animal body is built up; and from food alone come all the dif-

ferent kinds ofphysicalforce which an animal is capable of man-
ifesting.

The two chief forms of force thus manifested are Heat and
Muscular motion or m& bese have been almost

liversally traced to the heat to the oxyd-
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ation of the food, and the mechanical work to the oxydation of

the muscles.

This doctrine, first promulgated, the speaker believed, by
Liebig, occupies a prominent position in that philosopher's justly

celebrated l Chemico-Physiological Essays.'

In his work entitled ' Die organische Chemie in ihrer Anwen-
dung auf Physiologie und Pathologie, Braunschweig, 1842,' Lie-

big says, " All experience teaches that there is only one source

of mechanical power in the organism, and this source is the

transformation of the living parts of the body into lifeless com-

pounds. . . . This transformation occurs in consequence of the

combination of oxygen with the substance of the living parts of

the body." And again, in his 'Letters on Chemistry, 1851,'

p. 366, referring to these living parts of the body, he says, "All

these organized tissues, all the parts which in any way manifest

force in the body are derived from the albumen of the blood

;

all the albumen"of the blood is derived from the plastic or san-

guineous constituents of the food, whether animal or vegetable.

It is clear, therefore, that the plastic constituents of food, the

ultimate source of which is the vegetable kingdom, are the con-

ditions essential to all production or manifestation of force, to

all these effects which the animal organism produces by means
of its organs of sense, thought, and motion." And again, at

page 374, he says, " The sulphurized and nitrogenous constitu-

ents of food determine the continuance of the manifestations of

force ; the non-nitrogenous serve to produce heat. The former

are the builders of organs and organized structures, and the pro-

ducers of force ; the latter support the respiratory process, they

are materials for respiration."

This doctrine has since been treated as an almost self-evident

truth in most physiological text-books ; it has been quite recently

supported by Ranke
;

3
and, in his lecture ' On the Food of Man

to his Useful Work, 1865,' Playfair says, page 37,

" From the considerations which have preceded, we consider

Liebig amply justified in viewing the non-nitrogenous portions

of food as mere heat-givers. . . . While we have been led to

the conclusion that the transformation of the tissues is the source

of dynamical power in the animal." At page 30 he also says,

"I agree with Draper and others in considering the contrac-

tion of a muscle due to a disintegration of its particles, and its

relaxation to their restoration. ... All these facts prove that

transformation of the muscle through the agency of oxygen is

the condition of mu>* illy, in a masterly re-

view of the present relations <>t -1 'ife> Pub
'

hshed in March last,
5
Odling says, page 98, " Seeing, then, that

|
'Tetanus eine Physiologische Studie.' Leipzig, 1865.
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mu.«c il r i xerti. n is really dependent upon muscular oxydation.
we have to consider what should be the products, and what the
value of this oxydation." . . . And again, page 103, "The
slow oxydation of so much carbon and hydrogen in the human
body, therefore, will always produce its due amount of heat, or

alcnt in some other form of energy ; for while the latent
force liberated by the combustion of the carbon and hydrogen of
fat is expressed solely in the form of heat, the combustion of an
equal quantity of the carbon and hydrogen of voluntary muscle

I chiefly in theform of motion."

Nevertheless, this view of the origin of muscular power has
Immediately after its first promulgation,

•,

4 " A muscle is only an apparatus by
msformation of force is effected, but it is

aid, if their mechanical work

oring to

t of the ox
sorbed in the lungs could possibly come into contact with the

r says, " The fire-place in which
this combustion goes on is the interior of the blood vessels, the
blood however—a slowly-burning liquid—is the oil in the flame
of life. . . , Just as a plant-leaf transforms a given mechanical

'{[Terence, so does the

work at the cost of the chemical

illaries. Heat can neither replace
the sun's rays for the plant, nor the chemical process in the ani-

mal : every"act of motion in an animal is attended by the con-

sumption of oxygen and the production of carbonic acid and
water; every muscle to which atmospheric oxygen does not
gain access ceases to perform its functions."

But M "muscular
action. Nearly 200 years ago, a Bath physician, Dr. John
Mayotv, 6

<.;;-• for the production of muscular
ie necessary—the conveyance of combusti-

ble substances to the muscle by the blood, and the access of
v respiration. He concluded that the chief combusti-

ble substance so used was fat. A century before Priestley iso-

lated oxygen, Mv o\\ was aware of its existence in the air, in

Jiitiv. an 1 ; i nitric acid; he knew that .combustion is supported
by the oxygen of the air, and that this gas is absorbed in the

4
' Die organische Bewegung in ihrem Zusammenhange mit
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lungs by the blood, and is absolutely necessary for muscular

For two decades this doctrine sank into oblivion ; and it is

only within the last two years that it has been again advanced,

chiefly by Haidenhain,' Traube, and, to a limited extent, by
Donders. 7

Experimental evidence was, however, still wanting to give

permanent vitality to the resuscitated doctrine; for although the

laborious and remarkable investigations of Voit 8 and of Edward
Smith' point unmistakably in the direction of Mayow and
Mayer's hypothesis, yet the results of these physiologists were

not sufficiently conclusive to render the opposite view untenable.

This want of data of a sufficiently conclusive character has been

supplied by a hnppily conceived experiment undertaken by Fick

en us in the autumn of last year, and described in the

'Philosophical Magazine,' vol. xxxi, p. 485. In the application

of these data, however, to the problem now under consideration,

one important link was found to be wanting, viz., the amount of

actual energy generated by the oxydation of a given weight of

muscle in the human body. Fick and Wislicenus refer to this

words: "The question now arises

what quantity of heat is generated when muscle is burnt to the

products in which its constituent elements leave the human
body through the lungs and kidneys? At present, unfortu-

nately, there are not the experimental data required to give an
accurate answer to this important question, for neither the heat

of combustion of muscle nor of the nitrogenous residue (urea)

of muscle is known." Owing to the want of these data, the

numerical results of the experiments of Fick and Wislicenus

are rendered less conclusive against the hypothesis of muscle

combustion than they otherwise would have been, while similar

determinations, which have been made by Edward Smith,

Haughton, Play fair, and others, are even liable to a total misin-

terpretation from the same cause.
The speaker stated that he had supplied this want by the ca-

lorimetrical determination of the actual energy evolved by the

combustion of muscle and of urea in oxygen. Availing him-
self of these data he then proceeded to the consideration of the

problem to be solved, the present condition of which might be
thus summed up:—It is agreed on all hands that muscular

:• Warmeentwickelung und Stoffumsatz bei der Muskel-

T Asthi* :- the press,.[^speaker has become aware thait Messrs.

, and repeatedly sine

'.,';'
-, '; -

>s, des Kaffees und der Moskel-
bewegungen auf den Stoffwecl

• Phil. Trans, 1861, p. 747.
ael,* p. 150. Munich, 1860.
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power is derived exclusively from the mutual chemical action
of the food and atmospheric oxygen

; but opinions differ as to
whether that food must first be converted into the actual organ-
ized substance of the muscle, before its oxydation can give rise

to mechanical force, or whether it is not also possible that mus-
cular work may be derived from the oxydation of the food,

only arrived at the condition of blood and not of or-

ganized muscular tissue.

The importance of this problem can scarcely be overrated ; it

is a corner-stone of the physiological edifice, and the key to the
phenomena of the nutrition of animals. For its satisfactory so-

lution the following data require to be determined

:

1st. The amount of force or actual energy generated by the
oxydation of a given amount of muscle in the body.

2d. The amount of mechanical force exerted by the muscles
of the body during a given time.

3d. The quantity of muscle oxydized in the body during the

If the total amount of force involved in muscular action, as

measured by the mechanical work performed, be greater than
h could possibly be generated by the quantity of muscle

oxydized during the same time. vs that the
power of the muscles is not derived exclusively from the oxyda-
tion of their own substance.
• As regards the first datum to be determined, it is necessary to

agree upon some unit for the measurement of mechanical force.

The unit most commonly adopted is that represented by the

lifting of a the height of one meter. The
researches of Joule and Mayer have connected this standard

beat;—they prove that the force required to elevate
•'

^ ' •_. ;:. ' ' - '.
.

V. ' : : -
- ':::

temperature of an equal weight of water 1° C. If this weight

were let fall from a height of 425 meters, its collision with the

earth would produce an amount of heat sufficient to raise the

temperature of 1 kilogram of water 1° C. The same
effect would also of course be produced by the fall of 425 kilo-

grams through 1 meter. This standard of force is termed a

warn; 1* and 425 meterkilograms are equal to that

amount of heat which is necessary to raise the temperature of

1 kilogram of water through 1° C. If then it be found that the

heat evolved by the combustion of a certain weight of charcoal

or muscle, for instance, raises the temperature of 1 kilogram of

water through 1° C, this means, when translated into mechani-
cal power. :_ . Again, if a man weighing 64
kilograms climbs to a height of 1,000 meters, the ascent of his
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body to this height represents (

that is, the labor necessary to

height of 1 meter 64,000 times.

In order to estimate the amount of actual energy generated

by the oxydation of a given amount of muscle in the body, it is

to determine, first, the amount of actual energy gene-

rated by the combustion of that amount of muscle in oxygen,

and then to deduct from the number thus obtained t:

of energy still remaining in the products of the oxydation of

this quantity of muscle which leave the body. Of these pro-

ducts, urea and uric and hippuric acids are the only ones in ap-

preciable quantity which
the body, and of these th

proportions that they may be considered as urea without intro-

ducing any material error into the results.

These determinations were made in Lewis Thompson's calori-

meter, which consists of a copper tube to contain a mixture of

chlorate of potash with the combustible substance, and which
can be enclosed in a kind of diving-bell, afeo of copper, and so

lowered to the bottom of a sun ng a known
(2 liters) of water. The determinations were made

with this instrument in the following manner:—19'5 grams of

chlorate of potash, to which about one-eighth of peroxyd of

manganese was added, was in? b a known
weight (generally about 2 grams) of the substance whose poten-

tial energy was to be determined, and the mixture being then

the copper tube above mentioned, a small piece of cot-

ton thread, previously steeped in chlorate of potash and dried,

was inserted in the mixture. The temperature of the water in

the calorimeter was now ascertained by a delicate thermometer;
and the end of the cotton thread being ignited, the fcabe with its

contents was placed in the copper bell and lowered to the bottom

of the water. As soon as the combnstion reached the mixture

a stream of gases issued from numerous small openings at the

lower edge of the bell and rose to the surface of the water—

a

height of about 10 inches.
At the termination of the deflagration, the water was allowed

free access to the interior of the bell, by opening a stop-cock

connected with the bell by a smal the surface

of the water in the calorimeter. The gases in the interior of the

bell were thus displaced by the incumbent column of water,

and by moviug the bell up and down repeatedly, a perfect equi-

;re throughout the entire mass of water was
quickly established. The temperature of the water was again

carefully observed, and the difference between this and the pre-

vious observation determines the calorific power or potential en-

ergy, expressed as heat, of the substance consumed.
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The value thus obtained is, however, obviously subject to the

1. The amount of heat absorbed by the ca] • im< t t and a] j a-

tus employed, to be added.

2. The amount of heat carried awi-'y by the escaping gases.

ng from the water, to be added
S. The amount of heat due to the decomposition of the chlo-

rate of potash employed, to be deducted.

4. The amount of heat equivalent to the work performed by
the gases generated in pressure of the atmos-
phere, to be added.

Although the errors due to these causes to some extent neu-

tch other, there is still ai nee of suffi-

-
- -

.

:

i

be carefully attended to.

The amount of error from the first cause was once for all ex-

perimentally determined, and was added to the increase of tem-
perature obi ri merit.

The amount of heat i uried away by t — ; ng gases after

::: the water ma\ be di\ 1 I int two items, viz.:

—

a. The ai ter which is

carried off by the gases in the form of vapor.

b. The amount of he _ - - l<\ r . «m of

their temperature being above that of the water from which they

;-...- '...:., .: :',.:;
the water ot th. e lurimen r. at -J»> t tl •• - ; «• n.r • and for the

same period of time as the gaseous products of combustion, de-

\ i- —ed tl e teui .-u tme < i th. " at. r bv nl\
o,
02 C.

By placing a di lieate th ••m-uieter iu the escaping gases, and
another in the water, no appreciable difference of to;

could be observed. Both these items may therefore be safely

neglected.

The two remaining corrections can be best

sinee a & ii _rl « u< ul (i t. i n iti -n . liminates both. When a
- bur it in gaseous oxygen, the conditions

are essentially different from those which obtain when the t

ubstance is consumed at the expense of the combined or solid

ygen of chlorate of potash. In the first case the products of

nbustion, when cooled to the temperature of the water in the

calorimeter, occupy less space than the substances concerned in

the combustion, and no part of the energy developed is there-

fore expended in external work, that is, in overcoming the pres-

sure of the atmosphere. In the second case, both the combusti-
ble and the supporter of combustion are in the solid i

whilst a considerable proportion of the products of o
are gases. The generation of th<

out the performance of external work, for every cubic inch pro-
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duced must obviously, in overcoming atmospheric pressure, per-

form an amount of work equivalent, in round numbers, to the

lifting of a weight of 15 lbs. to the height of one inch. In per-

forming this work the gases are cooled, and consequently less

heat is communicated to the water of the calorimeter. Never-
theless, the loss of heat due to this cause is but small. Under the

actual conditions of the experiments detailed below, its amount
would only have increased the temperature of the water in the

calorimeter by 0°*07 C. Even this slight error is entirely elim-

inated by the final eon tave now to consider.

It is well known that the decomposition of chlorate of potash

into chlorid of potassium and free oxj^gen is attended with the

evolution of heat. If a few grains of peroxyd of manganese, or

better, of peroxyd of iron, be dropped into an ounce or two of

fused chlorate of potash which is slowly disengaging oxygen,

the evolution of gas immediately proceeds with great violence,

and the mixture becomes visibly red hot, although the external

application of heat be discontinued from the moment when the

metallic peroxyd is added. The latter remains unaltered at the

close of the operation. It is thus obvious that chlorate of pot-

ash, on being decomposed, furnishes considerably more heat than

h is necessary to gasify the oxygen which it evolves.

It was therefore necessary to determine the amount of heat thus

evolved by the quantity of chlorate of potash (9'75 grams)

mixed with one gram of the substance burnt in each of the

following determinations. This was effected by the use of two
copper tubes, the one placed within the other. The interior

tube was charged with a known weight of the same mixture of

chlorate of potash and peroxyd of manganese as that used for

the subsequent experiments, whilst the annular space between

the two tubes was filled with a combustible mixture of chlo-

rate and spermaceti, the calorific value of which had been pre-

viously aseertai ued. The latter m in the calor-

imeter as before, and the heat generated during its combustion
effected the complete decomposition of the chlorate in the inte-

or. as was proved by a subsequent examination of the

liquid in the ealorimefc I no traces of undecom-
posed chlorate. The fol ilta of five experiments
thus made, expressed in units of heat, the unit being equal to 1

gram of water raised through 1° C. of temperature :—
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This result was confirmed by the following experiments :—
1. Starch was burnt, firstly, in a current of oxygen gas, and

secondly, by admixture with chlorate of potash and peroxyd
of manganese.

2d. Phenylic alcohol was burnt with chlorate of potash, and
the result compared with the calorific value of this substance as

determined by Eavre and Silbermann.

These three determinations of the heat evolved by the decom-
position of 9 75 grams of chlorate of potash, furnishing the num-
bers 378, 326, and 341, agree as closely as could be expected,
when it is considered b!

thrown upon the calorific value of the chlorate of potash.

The mean of the above five ex i ,. as, in all

cases, deducted from the actual values read oft' in the following

It was ascertained by numetous trials that all the chlorate of

raa decomposed in the deflagrations, and that but mere
traces of carbonic oxyd were produced.

Joule's mechanical equivalent of heat was employed, viz., 1

kilogram of water raised 1° C.=423 meterkilograms.

The following results were obtained

:

Actual energy developed by one gram of enrh $> I "'»«*'»' burnt in oxygen.

Name of suh.tane dried
HEAT UNITS.

at WO" C. -*r*ps* '':!'.v;/ Mean.

Beef muscle purified )

tag ifth
l

e

e

their,

a8

)

5174
|

5062

I

5103

4998

5383

2161

Urea/''. Y...
'.'.'.'.'.'.'.

1108

jar of oxygen gas.

i by burning it upon a
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It is evident that the above determination of the actual energy
developed by the combustion of muscle in oxygen represents-

more than the amount of actual energy produced by the oxyda-
tion of muscle within the body, because, when muscle burns in

oxygen its carbon is converted into carbonic acid, and its hydro-

gen into water; the nitrogen being, to a great extent, evolved

in the elementary state; whereas, when muscle is most com-
pletely consumed in the body, the products are carbonic acid,

water and urea; the whole of the nitrogen passes out of the

body as urea—a substance which still retains a considerable

amount of potential energy. Dry muscle and pure albumen
yield, under these circumstances, almost exactly one-third of

>
" • ght of urea, and this fact toget •

t the above de-

termination of the actual energy developed on the combustion

of urea, enables us to deduce with certainty the amount of ac-

tual energy developed by muscle and albumen respectively when
consumed in the human body. It is as follows :—

Beef muscle purified by ether, 4368 1848
Purified albumen, 4263 1803

We have thus ascertained the first of our three data, viz., the

amount of force or actual energy generated by the oxydation of

a given amount of muscle in the- body ; and we now proceed to

ascertain the second, viz., the amount of mechanical force ex-

erted by the muscles of the body during a given time. For this

e have only to avail ourselves of the details of Fick

and Wislicenus's conclusive experiment already referred to, and

which consisted in the ascent of the Faulhorn in Switzerland

from the lake of Brienz. This mountain can be ascended by a

very steep path from . as of course favorable

for the experiment, and there is a hotel on the summit which
allowed the experimenters to pass the following night under
tolerably normal circumstances. The following is their own de-

scription and estimate of the amount of work performed in the

" Let us now inquire how much work was really done by our

muscles. One item necessary for the reply is already at hand,
viz., tue height of the summit of the Faulhorn above the level

of the lake of Brienz multiplied by the weight of the body;
the former reckoned in meters, the latter in kilograms. The
weight of the body with the equipments (hat, clothes, stick)

" Phil. Mag., toL xxxi, p. 496, 1866.
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amounted to 66 kilograms in Fick's case, and 76 in Wislicenus's.
Tiio height above the Faulhorn above the level of the lake of
BrienK is, accordinu to trmnnometrie measurements, exactly
1956 meters. Therefore Fick performed 129,<i96 ami Wislice-
nus 148,656 meterkilograms of muscular work."
But in addition to this measurable external work there is an-

other item of force " which can be expressed in units of work

;

and though its value cannot be quite accurately calculated, yet
T

s approximation can be made. It consists of the force
consumed in respirati< n and the heart's action. The work per-
formed by the heart has been estimated, in a healthy full-grown
.-nan, at about 064 meterkilogram 13

for each systole. During
the a.- •Ht !•':< I;'. pulse was about 120 per minute. That gives
for the 5*5 hours of tl t of work which may
be estimated at 25,314 meterkilograms, entirely employed in the

No attempt has yet been made
to estimate the labor of respiration. One of us has shown,
however, in the second edition of his ' Medical Physics' (p. 206),
that Donders's well-known investigations concerning the condi-
tions of pressure in the cavity of the thorax give suffi<

for such an estimate. He has there shown that the amount of
work performed in an inspiration of 600 cubic centims. may be
rated at about 0"63 meterkilogram. Fick breathed during the
ascent at an average rate of about 25 respirations per minute,
which gives, according to this estimation, an amount of respira-

tory work for the whole ascent of 5197 meterkilograms. if we
add this, and the number representing the work of the heart, to

the external work performed by Fick, we obtain a total of
159,637 meterkilograms. If we suppose that Wislicenus's re-

^piin'orv n , i cir'nat-TV \v<>rk bore the same proportion to

1 > lis his _ I to Fick's, i. e ., 7 : 6, we obtain
for Wislicenus's amount of worl ssible to cal-

culate it, a total of 1S4.287 meterkilograms.

"Besides these estimated (and certainly not over-estimated)

items, there are several others which cannot be even approxi-

mately calculated, but the sum of which, if it could be obtained,

would probably exceed even our present large total. We will

try to give at least some sort of an account of them. It must
membered that in the steepest mountain path there are

I level portions, or even descents. In travel

places the muscles of the leg are exerted as they are in ascend-
ing, but the whole work performed is transformed back into

heat. The same force-producing process, however, must be
going on in the muscles being performed which
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did not undergo this transformation. In order to make this

point yet clearer we may take into consideration that the whole

work of the ascent, only existed temporarily as work. On the

following day the result was" reversed ; our bodies approached

the center of the earth by as much as they had receded from it

the day before, and, in consequence, on the second day an

amount of heat was liberated equal to the amount of work pre-

viously performed. The two parts of the action, which in this

case were performed on two separate days, take place in walking

on level ground in the space of a footstep.

"Let us observe, bes Qt it is not only those

muscles of the leg specially devoted to climbing which are ex-

erted, the arms, head, and trunk are continually in motion. For

all these movements force-generating processes are necessary, the

result of which* cannot, however, figure in our total of work,

but must appear entirely in the form of heat, since all the me-

chanical effects of these movements are immediately undone
again. If we raise an arm, we immediately let it drop again, &c

"There was besides a large portion of our muscular system

employed during the ascent, which was performing no external

work (not even temporary work, or mechanical effects immedi-
ately reversed), but which cannot be employed without the same
force-generating processes which render external work possible.

As long as we hold the body in an upright position, individual

groups of muscles (as, for instance, the muscles of the back, neck,

&c.) must be maintained in a state of continual tetanus in order

to prevent the body from collapsing. We may conceive of a te-

tanized muscle as holding up a weight which would immediately

fall if the supply of actual energy were to cease. It is active,

but it performs no work, and therefore all the force produced is

liberated in the form of heat."

Thus the total amount of measured and estimable work per-

formed in 5o hours in the experiments before us was 159,637

meterkilograms for, Fick, and 184,287 meterkilograms for Wis-

licenus. This is our second datum.
The third, viz., the amount of muscle oxydized in the body

during the performance of this work has been carefully deter-

mined by the same experimenters, as well as the rate of muscle

consumption before and after the ascent. For the details of these

determinations the speaker referred his hearers to the Philo-

sophical Magazine for 1866, vol. xxxi, p. 488 ; but the following
is a condensed summary of the results :—
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Ascent of the Faulhorn.

- .
.

.1

g ascent !
-41

Amount of nitrogen secreted per hour during t> hours after
[ (

405

•..] per hour during the following } ~Z oT"

«;=y;
-t "TjT" "~^r

The results of these determinations add a new link to the
chain of experimental evidence, that muscular exertion does not

tv increase the excretion of nitrogen through the urine,

From mid-day before the ascent (August 29th, 1865) to the fol-

. ning at seven o'clock (August 30th) both gentlemen
abstained from all nitrogenous food. During these thirty-one
hours they had nothing in the way of solid food exce] I

3ugar, The two former were taken in the form of cakes.

Starch was made up with water into a thin paste, which was
then made into small cakes and fried with plenty of fat. The
sugar was U -a. In addition to this there was
the sugar contained in the beer and wine, which were taken in

quantities usual in mountain excursions. It was doubtless ow-
ing to this absence from food containing nitrogen that the

amount of this element secreted through the urine, declined

tolerably regularly from the 29th of August till the evening of
the 30th. Even in the night o£ the 30th to the 31st, in spite of
the plentiful meal of albuminous food on the evening of the
30th, the secretion of nitrogen was less than on the preceding
night. The reason of this is probably to be sought for in the

circumstance that during the period of abstinence, the secretion

of nitrogen was carried on at the expense of tissues, and now
these tissues required reparation.

It is perhaps scarcely worthy of record that during the ascent

neither of the experimenters perspired perceptibly, since it has

been proved by Eanke that no appreciable amount of i

leaves the system in the matter of perspiration ; and as Thiry
has also shown that no nitrogen is got rid of by re$\ >;;••

it in addition to the nitrogen contained in the urine,
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the onlj other mode of exit for this element is through the

faeces. Now the proportion secreted through the faeces has been

estimated by Kanke at about one-twelfth of that in the urine;

but inasmuch as all experiments on the subject tend to show
that :'.. a al\ . :

• -j jV. as voided, a constituent of un-oxyd-

ized compounds, that is, of compounds that have not yielded up
their force, it has no claim upon our attention.

There is still another circumstance which requires to be taken

into consideration before we proceed to apply our three data to

the solution of the problem before us. It is this :—Is it possible

that at the termination of the ascent of the Faulhorn there might

be a considerable quantity of the nitrogenous products of de-

composition retained in the body? Considering the pi

cal effect of the retention of urea in the system, as exemplified

whenever the secretion of urine is interrupted, it is difficult to

the possibility of any considerable quantity of urea

being retained in the system of a healthy man. It is, however,

otherwise with creatin, another of the products of the metamor-
phosis of tissue ; for it has been repeatedly shown that a muscle

a been hard worked contains more creatin than one
that has been at rest. Thus the quantity of creatin contained in

the heart of an ox was found to be '14 per cent (Gregory), and
that in other ox-flesh only -06 per cent (Staedeler). Now the

muscles which extend the leg in walking, and which do the es-

sential work in ascending, have been estimated by "Weber to

weigh in both legs 5'8 kilograms, and if we assume that before

the ascent these muscles contained '06 per cent of creatin, while

after the ascent the percentage had increased to '14 per cent,

then the amount of ained would
amount to 4*64 grams, which would be derived from 84 grams
of muscle.

The speaker had been unable to determine the calorific effect

of creatin, and consequently the actual energy developed by the

ation of muscle into creatin; for, although he was
kindly furnished with an ample supply of this material by Dr.

Dittmar, yet all attempts to burn it in the calorimeter were fruit-

less. Even when mixed in very small proportions writ

of potash and other combustibles of known value, the mixture

exploded violently on ignition. Although actual de-

termination thus fails us, th re can be no doubt that the trans-

\ and other non-nitrogenous pro-

ducts must be attended by the liberation of far less actual energy
than its transformation into urea, carbonic acid, and water. To
be convinced of this, it is only necessary to compare (under

equal nitrogen value) the formula? of muscle, creatin, and urea,

remembering at the same time that the nitrogen probably pos-

sesses no thermal value, and that each atom of oxygen destroys

approximately the thermal effect of two atoms of hydrogen.
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Creatin, - - €„ H 18N c 4 € 8 II IO
Urea, - - €

3
H 12 N 6 3 € 3 H,

Thus it is evident that the amount of creatin exceptionally
retained in the system could not greatly affect the result of the
experiment as regards the possible amount of actual energy de-

rivable from the metamorphosed tissues during the ascent;

firstly, on account of the small quantity of creatin so retained,

and, secondly, because creatin still contains about one-third of

the potential energy of the muscle from which it is derived.

But as this point cannot be <: istrated, the
speaker followed the example of I is, and made
a xery liberal allowance on this score. He a! I „ i, us t e; I ad

done, that the whole of the nitrogen secreted during the six hours
after the ascent was exceptionally retained in the system as urea

during the ascent. This is equivalent to an admission that the

muscles of the legs contained at the end of the ascent eleven

times as much creatin as was present in them before the ascent.

In the above tabular statement of results provision has been
made for this allowance by adding together, on the one hand,

the amounts of nitrogen secreted d':r:;.- the recent and six

hours after it, and, on the other, the weights of dry muscle cor-

responding to these two amounts of nitrogen.

Having thus far cleared the ground, let us now compare the

amount of measured and calculated work performed by each of

the experimenters during the ascent of the Faulhorn, with the

actual energy capable of being developed by the maximum
amount of muscle that could have been consumed in their bod-

ies, this amount 1 in g represented by the total quantity of nitro-

gen excreted in each case during the ascent and for six hours

afterwards.

=§5=
-;;

l

;;r -

Ac
conl:pS 7ft,lS*rS2 3 Z

|

™p
Mealed work performed in the ascen, (e::^nal

J ~i^75r~
'

'
• .

"' " •
'
.-'." 35,631

It is thus evident that the muscular power expended by these

gentlemen in the ascent of the Faulhorn could not be exclusively

from the oxydation, either of their muscles, or of other

nitrogenous constituents of their bodies, since the i
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power capable of being derived from this source even under

very favorable assumptions is, in both cases, less than one-half

of the work actually performed. But the deficiency becomes

much greater if we take into consideration the fact, that the ac-

tual energy developed by oxydation or combustion cannot be

\vh . t! - mh. d into" mechanical work. In the best con-

structed steam-engine, for instance, only one-tenth of the actual

energy developed by the burning fuel can be obtained in the

form of mechanical power; and in the case of. man, Helmholtz

estimates that not more than one-fifth of the actual energy de-

veloped in the body can be made to appear as external work.

Tke experiments of Haidenhain, however, show that, under fa-

vorable circumstances, a muscle may be made to yield, in the

shape of mechanical work, as much as one-half of the actual

energy developed within it, the remainder taking the form of

heat. Taking then this highest estimate of the "proportion of

mechanical work capable of being got out of actual energy, it

becomes necessary to multiply by two the above numbers repre-

senting the ascertainable work performed, in order to express

the actual energy involved in the production of that work. We
then get the following comparison of the actual energy capable

of being developed by the amount of muscle consumed, with

energy necessary for the performance of the work
executed in the ascent of the Faulhorn,

Actual energy capable of being produced by
|

AleUrkilograms.

68,690 68,376

368,574-

Thus, taking the average of the two experiments, it is evident

that scarcely one-fifth of the actual energy requiredfor the work per*

->ld he obtainedfrom the amount of muscle consumed.

Interpreted in the same way, previous experiments of a like

kind prove the same thing, though not quite so conclusively.

To illustrate tuis I wi . h.-i -_nve a summary of three sets of ex-

periments; the first, made by Dr. E. Smith, upon pris

gaged in treadmill labor ; the second, by the Rev. Dr. Haughton,
upon military prisoners engaged in shot drill; and tl

adduced by Playfair and made upon pedestrians, pile-drivers,

men turning a winch, and other laborers.
Treadwheel experiments.—A treadwheel is a revolving drum

with steps placed at dis -lies, and the prisoners

are required to turn the wheel do ng upwards.

- ners, designated below as A, B, C, and D, were em-
ployed in these experiments, and each worked upon the wheel

quarters of an hour, resting in a sitting posti

jng the intervening quarters. The period of actual daily labor
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T eadwheel wc>r*.-(E. Smith.

|&££
A=.h «S3w

-

D S

23,045

1

l,'l29!205 174-5

10801

In these experiments the measured work was performed in the
short space of 3^ hours, while the nitrogen estimated was that

voided in the shape of urea in 24 hours. It will, therefore, be
necessary to add to the measured woi T L it < i :ul tU'd for respi-

ration and circulation for the whole period of 24 hours. This
amount of internal work was computed, from the estimates of
Helmholtz and Fick, to be as follows :—

Internal worfc.—(Helmholtz and Fick.)

|
peKed.

AC
r

t

eq

a

uired
rSy

Circulation of the blood during 2

IT!'.":!

LaT-" a

.v hours, at 12 rt
-

P,„'™,„.r
21,772

not determined,

Taking this estimate for internal work, the average results of

ie treadwheel experiments may be thus expressed :—

Treadwhed work.

ble by the consumpt

j developed in the 1

In these experiments the conditions were obviously very un-

ivorable for the comparison of the amount of actual energy
Toducible from muscle metamorphosis, with the quantity of

ctual energy expended in the performance of estimable work;
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since, during that portion of the twenty-four hours not occupied

in the actual experiment, a large amount of unestimable internal

work, such as the statical activity of the muscles, peristaltic mo-

tion, &c, was being performed. Nevertheless, these experiments

show that the average actual energy developed in producing

work in the body of each man was nearly twice as great as that

which could possibly be produced by the whole of the nitrogen-

ous matter oxydized in the body during 24 hours. It must also

be remarked that the prisoners were fed upon a nitrogenous diet

g six ounces of cooked meat, without bone ; a diet

which, as is well known, would favor the production of urea.

Shot-drill experiments.—The men employed for these experi-

ments were fed exclusively upon vegetable diet, and they con-

sequently secreted a considerably smaller amount of nitrogen

than the flesh-eaters engaged in the tread wheel work. The
other conditions were, however, equally unfavorable for showing

the excess of work performed, over the amount derivable from

muscle metamorphosis.
In shot-drill, each man lifts a 32 lb. shot from a tressel to his

breast, a height of 3 feet ; he then carries it a distance of 9 feet,

and lays it down on a similar support, returning unloaded. Six

of these double journeys occupy one minute. The men were

daily engaged with—shot-drill 3 hours, ordinary drill l£ hours,

oakum picking 3£ hours.

The total average daily external work was estimated by
Haughton at 96,316 meterkilograms per man.
The following is a condensed summary of the results of these

experiments:

—

Military vegetarian prisoners at shot-drill.—(Haughton.)

Average nitrogen evolved per man per day, - 121 grains.

Weight of dry muscle corresponding to average nitrogen evolved
per day, - - -

*
- -

™.
.
°

- - 779 "

dry muscle'm the body, - °
n=umP lon °

_ £
ra

_ 143,950 mks.

Average actual energy developed daily in the
body of each man, viz., External

2,632 mks.

Owing chiefly to the vegetable diet of these prisoners, the re-

sult is more conclusive than that obtained upon the treadwheel,

the amount of work actually performed being considerably more
as great as that which could possibly be obtained

through the muscle metamorphosis occurring in the bodies of

the prisoners.

Playfair's determinations.—In these determinations the num-
ber 109,496 meterkilograms was obtained as the average amount
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1

of daily work performed by pedestrians, pile-drivers; porters,
paviors, &c. ; but, as the amount of muscle consumption i> cal-

culated from the nitrogen taken in the food, the conditions are
as untilv rah;-} a- p. ^ I. -• with regard to the point the speaker
was seeking to establish ; for it is here assumed, not only that
all the nitrogen taken in the food enters the blood, but also that
it is converted into muscle, and is afterwards oxydized to car-

bonic acid, water, and urea. The following are the results ex-
pressed as in the previous cases:

—

Hard-worked laborer.—(Play fair.)

|

Work performed.
A
nsissp'

Daily labor ( external work), - - - 1 109,496 mks.
, 1 80.006 "

i

189,502 mks. -Wl^Z-
Actual energ

5-5 oz. (15 9 2 iri mi? ot flesh-formers con- 1

288.140 mks.

Thus, even under the extremely unfavorable conditions of
these determinations, the actual work performed exceeded that

which could possibly be produced through the oxydation of the
nitrogenous constituents *'

t the daily food by more than 30 per

We have seen, therefore, in the above four sets of experiments,

interpreted by the data afforded by the combustion of muscle
and urea in oxygen, that the transformation of tissue alone can-

not account for more than a small fraction of the muscular power
developed by animals ; in fact, litis transformation goes on at a
rate almost entirely independent of the amount of muscular power
developed. If the mechanical work of an animal be doubled or

trebled there is no corresponding increase of nitrogen in the se-

cretions
;
whilst it was proved on the other hand by Lawes and

Gilbert, as early as the year 1854, that animals, under the same
. had the amount of nitrogen in

their secretions increased twofold by merely doubling the amount
of nitrogen in their food. Whence then comes the muscular

power of animals? What are the substances which, by their

oxydation in the body, furnish the actual energy, whereof a part

irk? In the light of the experi-

mental results detailed above, can it be doubted that a large

proportion of the muscular power developed in the bodies of
- - ;• -

Btancea? I tion of nitrogen remains nearly

it degrees of muscular exertion,

.tion of carbonic acid increases most markedly with

every augmentation of muscular work, as is shown by the fol-

lowing tabulated results of E. Smith's highly important experi-
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:nts regarding the amount of carbonic acid evolved from his

n lungs under different circumstances.
11

Excretion of carbonic acid during rest and muscular exer-

Lying down and sleep approaching,

Walking at rate of 2 miles per hour, 70-5 "

100-6 "

upon which all are

Itimate source from
-eular power is derived; but the above determinations

and considerations, the speaker believed, prove conclusively, first-

ly, that the non-nitrogenous constituents of the food, such as

. kc, are the chief sources of the actual energy, which
becomes partially transformed into muscular work ; and secondly,

that the food does not require to become organized tissue before

its metamorphosis can be rendered available for muscular power;
its digestion and assimilation into the circulating fluid—the blood
—being all that is necessary for this purpos ?. Ii is, however, by

'he non-nitrogenous portions of food alone that are ca-

pable of being so employed, the nitrogenous also, inasmuch as

t lev are e > nbustible, and consequently capable of furnishing ac-

tual energy, might be expected to be available for the same pur-

pose, and such an expectation is confirmed by the experiments

of Savory upon rats,
18

in which it is proved that these animals

can live for weeks in good health* upon food consisting almost
' of muscular fibre. Even supposing these rats to have

performed no external work, nearly the whole of their internal

muscular work must have had its source in the actual energy
developed by the oxydation of their strictly nitrogenous food.

It can scarcely be'doubted, however, that the chief use of the

nitrogenous constituents of food is for the renewal of muscular
tissu<

: the latter, like every other part of the body, requiring a

continuous change of substance, while the chief function of the

~ nous is to furnish by their oxydation the actual en-

scular force.

The combustible food and oxygen coexist in the blood which
courses through the muscle, but when the muscle is at rest there

is no chemicfl action between them. A command is sent from
the brain to the muscle, the nervous ao-ent determines oxydation.

3ne portion assum-

; heat. Here is the

The Lancet, 1863, pages 331 and 412.
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source of animal heat, here the origin of'muscular power ! Like the
piston and cylinder of a steam-engine, the muscle itself is only
a machine for the transformation of heat into motion

; both are
subject to wear and tear and require renewal, but neither con-
tributes in any important degree by its own oxydation to the
actual production of the mechanical power which it exerts.

From this point of view it is interesting to examine the vari-

ous articles of food in common use, as to their capabilities for

the prod aefcfc ver. The speaker had therefore

made careful estimations of the calorific value of different mate-
rials used as food, by the same apparatus and in the same man-
ner as described above for the determination of the actual energy
in muscle, urea, uric acid, and hippuric acid.

The results are embodied in the following series of tables, but
it must be borne in mind that it is only on the condition that

the food is digested and passes into the blood, that the results

given in these tables are realized. If, for instance, sawdust or
paraffin oil had been experimented upon, numbers would have
been obtained for these substances, the one about equal to that

assigned to starch, and the other surpassing tHat of any article

in the table; but these numbers would obviously have been
smuch as neither sawdust nor paraffin oil

appreciable the alir

articles in these tables must therefore be understood as the max-
ima assignable to the substances to which they belong, yet it

must not be forgotten that a large majority of these s

appear to be completely digestible under normal circ

Actual energy developed by one gram of various articles offood w

Nam, of food.
Ury.

Potatoes, .' S 600
oleai;::::::;::::::::::
Flour, 3941

Zi \lli

4896

bies, Vol. XLII, No. 126.-
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Actual entrg, Sloped by m. gram of snow articles o//oorf-continued.

*-<~
Heat units.

Meterk.lo?ramB of

Per rent

Dry. Dry.

3077

1388
328

of. water.

ml
6348

3423

527

7 26-L

3348

775

2157

15919

2668

Beef' fat,
'..'.'.'/.'.'.'.'.'.'.'.'.'.'.'.'.'.'.

Cod liver oil,

Lump sugar,

--»«:ir,

Bass's ale (alcohol reckoned),

1

88-4

88 4

I of food when oxydized in

:
*--« •

Meterkitograra8

Dry.

Cheshire cheese, ...

W:-

910
604

335
244

Hard-boiled egg,

155»

8857

1400

floor, ..!!".ir.»!
Milk,

III

Arro^oot
6 *

ButteV
libS '

2902

Bread crumb

1. 15

ITS I

ham, boded, .

White of egg,'
'.'.'.['.'.

Commercial grape sugar

Bass's ale, bottled,

sss 455

Weight and eoti

Name of food. Price per lb. Cost.

Cheshire cheese , ,
fi 10 o m

5i

Oatmeal 2| 3i

3f
4i

2

- veal,
'.'.Y.'.'.'.'.'.'.'.V 4 300 1 4 Si
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NW of food.

Weight
Price peHb. Co.

Lean ham boiled

8-745

6*

oi. per quart.

4 6

==E 4 4*

1 3£

!

j;jj
1 6

1 oi

1 0*

9boUles.
o H

;
»*

|
Name of food.

pSoe«
CheeSe

I?!

;j£^— 168

Hani- boiled egg

l
l^-

{

Milk

Cabbage

*5-6

£™Vroot
1-8

Mackere™'.--'..."•
''".'•'•

Commercial grape sugar,.

.

11

These results are in many instances fully borne out by expe^

rience. The food of the agricultural laborers in 1.

a large proportion of fat. Besides the very fat bacon

which coi - food proper, they consume large

quantities of so-called a] i of « bich

let are large ingredi-

ents, in fact these dumplings frequently contain no fruit at all.

Egg jfnd bacon pies and potato pies are also very common pieces

•. and whenever very hard work
I from the men. The speaker well remembers being

profoundly impressed with the dinners of the navigators em-

ployed in the construction of the Lancaster and Preston Bail-

way ; they consisted of thick slices of bread surmounted with

massive blocks of bacon, in which mere streaks of lean were vis-

ible. Dr. Piccard states that the Chamois hunters of Western
Switzerland are accustomed, when starting on long and fatiguing
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expeditions, to take with them, as provisions, nothing but bacon-

fat and sugar, because, as they say, these substances are more
nourishing than meat. They doubtless find that in fat and sugar

they can most conveniently carry with them a store of force-pro-

ducing matter. The above tables affirm tbe same thing. They
show that -55 lb. of fat will perform the work of M5 lb. cheese,

5 lbs. potatoes, 1*3 lb. of flour or pea-meal or of 3-^ lbs. of lean

beef. Donde le pamphlet ' On the Constituents

of Food and their Eelation to Muscular Work and Animal Heat,'

mentions the observations of Dr. M. C. Yerloren on the food of

insects. The latter remarks, " Many in- ••••;- u.- • during a period

in which very little muscular work is performed food e

chiefly albuminous matter; on the contrary, at a time when the

muscular work is very considerable, they live exclusively, or

almost exclusively, on food free from nitrogen." He also men-
tions bees and butterflies as instances of insects performing enor-

mous muscular work, and subsisting upon a diet containing but

the merest traces of nitrogen.

We thus arrive at the following conclusions :

—

1. The muscle is a machine for the conversion of potential en-

ergy into mechanical force.

2. The mechanical force of the muscles is derived chiefly, if

not entirely, from the oxydation of matters contained in the

blood., and not from the oxydation of the muscles themselves.

3. In man the chief materials used for the production of mus-
cular power are non-nitrogenous ; but nitrogenous matters can

also be employed for the same purpose, and hence the greatly

increased evolution of nitrogen under the influence of a flesh

diet, even with no greater muscular exertion.
4. Like every other part of the body, the muscles are con-

stantly being renewed ; but this renewal is not perceptibly more
rapid during great muscular activity than during comparative
quiescence.

5. After the supply of sufficient albuminized matters in the

food of man to provide for the necessary renewal of the tissues,

the best materials for the production, both of internal and exter-

nal work, are non-nitrogenous matters, such as oil, fat, sugar,

starch, gum, &c.
6. The non-nitrogenous matters of food, which find thek way

into the blood, yield up all their potential energy as actual en-

< :,-
'

: the nitrogenous matters, on the other hand, leave the body
with a portion (one-seventh) of their potential energy unex-
pended.

7. The transformation of potential energy into muscular power

body, even when the muscular power is exerted externally.

This is dour, probably, the only source of am-



ENTIFIC INTELLIGENCE.
I. CHEMISTRY AND PHYSICS.

1. Apparatus for the di tation of the velocity of sound in

atmospheric air ; bv Dr. E. C. 0. Neu iann—This ingenious little appa-

»te of a box of wood (82 cm long, 66 cm. wide, 7 cm. high)
-

a one corner, F, of the box the first only to the middle, the

other by a winding course to near the same point so as to be about six

A link' u'Wli is placed n top of the box ; when tired the

sound is conveyed through a -.piare ii be to the comer F, where it di-

brane by i

i i > the mx met \ i _ t . K t, tl > ml i m ,

losine m >;>;,,!. 1'. ,[••.' \ i
• Ue being

provided with a blackened wire, ,</ ( 1 mm. diam.). In front of these

vvii s a . 1 i-k, cove, ! with wh t« paper, can be made to rotate around a
horizontal axis.

When this disk is al at F will soon push the
-

he other part of the sound wave will push the wire

-

her apart than when the disk was

22° C. ; a good approximation for

,307-311. o. rr.

\d-waves; ('*. Qlincke.—This ap-

paratus is based upw'n II - tubes, and

admits of subjective and ohj.-etiv • a\ be ap-

plied to the »| Be), etc., like Helmholtz's

resonators. The' simph-t kind n.si>ts of two

bent glass tube* DCliEF and 'ill I LM ].!-vided c d g h
with a branch BA and IK. At A is a short a b i k

rubber tube, which is put into one ear while the e f m l

other is well closed; at K is another rubber tube

or its middle rod, or into the box of a monochord, etc. D and G are

iiiM t. 1, so as to make ILEB an uneven number of half w v
I!J< U. If a tun ng f.,rk is use.l. and the , .

pi. p.ily adjured (tl inte. i «n-d ». t .en only the '
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For objective representati

a fine membrane, the bell ai

expeiimeiiti.-d with ; the sand on the membrane will not be moved when
the tone-wave passes through both bi , ve as soon as
one of the branches is closed.

The same apparatus may also be connected with one of Kundt's tubes

p. 258 of this volume; and it has finally the great ad van*
t:ige that it can be very easily made by almost ai \

1866, cxxviii, 177-192. G . h.

3. A new apparatus for the demonstration of the laws offalling bodies.

not be rendei I "fa] -apparatus?")—F. Lip-
p

j

c " '/ r" -'' A-i-ti i. :, ^ •

-•
ii r (J<

i ail ,.], r^.nt. simple, and com pen-

degree of accuracy than eithei Atw.M.d's ..!• Mniii)-, apparatus, and at
the same time fui n -hin^ u* with a 1 mi._ i.

j
*

i
_- the laws.

It consists essentially of four parts. A vertical support (about 20
:

' a table; 1-v means of a lino -tring

a fallframe (about 15 inch- hi-h) U -
1 1 -

j
., nd d 'to the sain.- an elastic

:s position of
equilibrium, opens the verj _. the Btring, so that
the frame commences its descent at the ve iV m.-ue nt the -pi mi: pa—

-

oae is covered with i

sooted paper; the ?erti<
,aper carries

a tine point, which marks a wave-line on the descending paper. The

do very accurately, give the spaces

Drawing tangents ;

easuring the exact length
«. u.eMIMIIIIII4 MV.i, ilttmn- gi\ jot, Jt ,_.,o, , J!Mi-Jh ,

m three exp. ibrating four times for about fourteen

ring paper strip, gave a mean of

•i- pel - i olid. l'ht se vahirs v. din t \ = 9 -<
• ' ">.

9-81007, and 9803 10, or the mean 9
from g—9-80557 (1-0 002588 cos 2(f) tor Pra-ue. where the experi-
ments were made, and <jPr=50° 5' 19"22, give r/=9-81005m .

frame; and finally refers to an apparatus of Laborde based upon the

lh65,H Abth., Bd. lii, p. 549-562; Ll^lltut, !-',;, y. 199. o. H.

Theastr
'' ; ;

::
.

'

'

"
.

use of the law of the square of the
through a Nieol. The light of a kerosene-flame, F, passes through a

,

'"''%«, to a biconcave lens, b, thence to a Nieol r, qiiartz-

_

: ^5° toward these rays and the axis of the telescope, Ok,
ae image of a to i near that of the star seen in the telescope

at ic. ine rotation of Nieol c is read off on th
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! to most telescopes.

In his "J tchungen mit besonderer Tlu

.

has given the results of his observations together with their b<- -.

the theory of Kant-Laplace. The following intensities were obtained by

Sun : Capella : : 55,760,000,000 : 1

'able error of about 5 per cent; and hence for the intensity at

the inearl opposition,

Sun =t 6,994,000.000 times Mars, 5 - 8 p. c.

Sun = 5,472,000,000 " Jupiter, 5"7 "

Sun = 130,980,000,000 " Saturn (without the ring) 5-0

Sun = 8,486,000,000,000 times Uranus, 60 "

Sun a= 79,620,000,000,000 " Neptune, 5-5 "

Sun = 619,600 u Full Moon, 2'7 "

and by compari- _; -u '
i> -, Sm =z 618,000 times Full Moon, 1*6 p. c.

From the above it follows, that our sun at a distance of 3
-72 years-

ot IioJit would anjvar like Uipella with a parallax of 0'874 seconds,

ffers no absorption in the1 0"-046. If light

must send out much more light than
our sun ; and « Centauri seems to be equal to our sun.

. The reflecting power or albedo Zollner found as follows

:

Moon, 0-1736 ±00035 I Saturn, 0-4981 ±0-0249
Mars, 0-2672 ±0-0155 Uranus, 0-6400 ±00544
Jupiter, 0-6238 ±0-0355

|
Neptune, 0-4648 ±0-0372

For the sake of comparison we add his determination of the albedo of

reflected light—snow just fallen. 0-783,

white papei marl 0-156, quartz-por-

phyry 0-108, moist soil (J 0078. (b.) regular re-

mercury -648, speculum metal 0-535, glass -040, obsidian

regard to the intensity of lunar light-_tlhort.-tii.-al investigation

Ann., 1866, vol. cxxviii, pp. 46-61 ; and for the results to pp. 260-262.
::':-

.
..:-::;'.:'.'.-- '•..: ....

pment of a cool non-la-

:

and 5th,
j

ition. These periods he finds again

in the cosmical history of the earth, and in the present aspect of the

st trn ',, i\ ns, \„ ]vpiH-. ntat ves of the first period he considers the

planetary Del '
f and second

fourth belong the new stars ; and the fifth period

is represented by Bc-mm's dark Mars. "For a full exposition of these hy-

potheses we must refer to the above-mentioned works of Zollner. g. h.



II. MINERALOGY AND GEOLOGY.

1. Note on the possible identity of I rite ; by J. D.
Dana.—The crystals of the rare minora] Turneriu.- have been measured
by Levy (who first described the - lips, Descloi-

zeaux, and vom Rath. The latest investigations, by Dr. G. vom Rath,

are published in Poggendorff's Annalen, vol. cxix, p. 247, and are ac-

companied with two new ti^ures; his crystals were from a new locality

in the Tavetsch valley, at Santa Brigritta near Ruaras—the specimens

before known having come from Mt. Sorel in Dauphiny. The crystals

are somewhat tabular, with (1) a zone parallel to the orthodyagonal of

the three planes, in order, .r, c, v. and a fourth a but only as a result of

cleavage, on the edge x : u' ; and (2) a transverse zone, directly across c,

- i>. v, r, o. b, the last the face i-i

(( <xP oc) of Naumann) parallel to the clinodiagonal section; also (3)
some other planes. Vom Rath makes c= 0(oP of Naumann) ; a (cleav-

tS clinodomes
(

t M^l \ Ti~
U^^ ?

X=U {+F^ "' "' *' *
°'

The following are a few of the angles given :

v. Rath. Descl. Marignac.

a:x =£ 130° 3'

a:u ss 142° 15' ....
c : u = 140° 27' 140° 40'

c : x — 127° 15' 126° 31' 126° 31'

c : e — 136° 55' 136° 48' 136° 43'

In form and habit the crystals are much like those of monazite, and
there is also a close approximation to that species in angle. Bj
the position of the crystal so that a=zO and e=zi-i, we have that usually

given to the crystals o\' monazite. The cb:<u:a<je face corresponds to

of monazite (see my Mineralogy, p. 402); c=i-J,'u=l-i, x=z-l-i; », v,

e, o, are vertical prisms; and e=tl, un. The an-

gles in monazite corresponding to the above are as follows :

O : -l-i = a'.x — 136° 6'

ii:-U — c:x = 126° 8' (127° 0', Descl.)

« : / — c :e — 136° 40' (136° 30', Descl.)

The angles cited are sufficient to determine all the dimensions of the

id the approximations in angle and cleavage leave little doubt
of at least the near identity in cryst 1 monazite.
The absence of a plane corresponding to the cleavage direction is an-

other mark of resemblance. Moreover, in hardness they are the same

;

in color very similar. Y- . ,,f the species cannot be

M settled without new crystallographic comparisons, or a

i
Mr. I Ihildren were too

imperfect to b< . . \ _
v

,, N
, x -how that turnerite is not

•J. G'ruh unite- 1'rofessor Henry Wurtz has proposed the name Gra-
hamitc (Report upon a Mineral F rm uion in \Y. -- Yirginia : New York,
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lSGr>) for the pitch-black Albertite-like mineral of Virginia described by
J. P. Lesley (see this Jour., xxxvii, 149). Mr. Lesley took the ground

Mr. Wurtz's Report the fallowing facts. The vein occurs in Iiitch < Y,.,

..... ;.-...:.'
feet wide; 2 indies outside are granular; the next 15 or 16 inches

columnar and \ i\ lu-i us: the in i

'

, \u..^,nu 18 indies, though

ture. He eon I by the exudation of the
,- was in a pasty condition, li. =1-145. An

analysis by Dr. .!. Mai-r afforded «' 7(W.< H 7-82, O (with traces of N)
13-46, ashes 2-26=100. No action with cold or melted caustic pota»h,

•:. Wh--\\ it,-, si
1

! -i, al.-.-h 1: partly soluble in naphtha,

benzole and ether ; almost form and sul-

phuret of carbon; mostly so. but slowly, in' oil of turpentine. At
400° F. it begins to decrepitate, smoke and soften, and gives off water;

•tie vapors and a pasty fusion internally, the exte-

ii apart in this state it forms long

ids. M>. Wart* found that, under the same circumstances,

Albertite might be drawn into threads.

The Report as as to methods of utilizing

ite in the man gas, a cement for sealing

bottles (for whirl; it- oi rir-reiiro r.-adh and alkali.-.-, .specially adapts

-

'

by Dr. C. T. Jackson. (From a letter to one of the Editors.)—At the
'

-
"-

ine. This crystal is among the specimens which

I have arranged for the Emery company to send to the Paris Exposition.

The form of th . > -•
t - 'h t

f
<

' tin lou . ;>\ ram 1 h six planes

—

...-,'.-'' d ->

4. Note concerning the minerals of the Emery mine of Chester, Mass.;

by Prof. C. U. Shkpard. (Communicated f.,r thi* Journal.)—There are

obviou-dv two diloritic species in addition to the chloritoid found at

Chestei I'he chlorit 1 inalyz I by i 'i 1 t kson, of which an account

id in the last number of this Journal, is not the mineral
1

n sacfa by me as occurring in the emery vein of the north

r clinochlore. I at first supposed it to be corun-

dophilite. The analysis refers to the same mineral as analyzed by Prof.

J. 1- Smith and oa-ted in the same number of the Journal. Both are

analyse* of trdness and gravity, leave

i '

the "fringe-rock,"' attached to both Mdes of a fdd-ovde vein of which

. .
- . -;.: ;-•

< mi <t tnin. i ik-^icaily belong to biotite, as Dr. Smith thinks, inasmuch
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> greatest difficulty upon thin edges into a pale

It appears to m b very closely

nineral found with sapphire, and called by me, corun-

Hutile.—'li. in bright red, si

ated prisms, ciosely associated with diaspore and c

in reticulated aggregations.

Amherst College, 8

i mineral.—Wohler has discovered among the fin.

I platinum ore from Borneo, a new mineral, a sulpliid of ru'ile

nd osmium, to which he ha turite. It occtn

- ron Waltershausen has recognized

the mineral to 1' ive tin r .i u • t
f !,,• i.- ,i . ctahedron, in some instances

showing ,_"i 1 other planes. It has a distinct orta-

ttle and yields a dark gray powder on pulveriza-

tion. Hardne* ibove 6 (6-99,

Sartorius). When heated it decrepitate, ami B.H. is infusible, giving

nl fumes. Not acted upon by aqua

regia or by fusing with bi-mlphate of potash, Fused with hydrate uf

potash in a silver crucible the mineral dissolve, vie!. ling a green mass

on cooling. Analysis gave, ruthenium G-j-lS, osmium 3 03, sulphur

3r79. The os by loss, and Wohler
the ruthenium was not entu \ ti. itom tin-

-

M ! , v > .
- tint the per-

centage of ruthenium is given somewhat too high, while that of the

lingly too low. The amount ns< I

• a u ^'- a i ui dt tl t i m :

M
1 A-- lining

tii> ! mi m t cotitai i sulphid of oiiiiina analog .us '
> < -in » i 1 the

composition of ti the formula

12(Ru 2S 3 )+ 0sS4=Ru 6288, Os 5-00, S 3212,

or Ru 2S 3 91-8, 0«S4 8-2. This is the first instance of the occurrence of

. —Ann. Chern. Pharm.,

6. Ml. Hood.—The iie- itain accounts
oftwo ascents of Mt. Hood dum.g tl, c-t > nm i. From these, we

: that the summit is ac-

cessible, for the accounts are vei\ coi.rln ting in their d.-t n -. and s<>me ..f

wrong, which we must "regret as the'alleged facts may find their way into

- .-'
- ' -M i:i pers.

In July, 1804, the Dalles (Oregon) Mountaineer gave an account of a
successful ascent made on the 17th of July of that year. The attempt

: .^ni thk locality ia pef"•
do impression on it.
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was made by a party ol ree of whom
ga T <-.. nt v. ii--:, m.-ar the summit, i Ay res, perse-

sen is as a " bare, rugged crag only large enough to stand upon." They
found "a crater about 300Oft. below die top,"from which a sulphurous
smoke ascended."

The present year, we have more detailed accounts of two other ascents.

The first of these was made on the '_'<". :'.' •;';.. whm " a party from
•'•_•' ;.-...

line." One of this party, Rev. H. K. i .

' in the Van-

speaks of « blue sulphurous smoke rising from fissures in the snow," and
sec but were

the v'h v. - from Mt. Rainer to Dia-

di.fam/e b ".
. - mil,-.)

On the 20th of last August, another assent was made by six gentlemen,

one of whom, Prof. Alphon-> Wood, ha- -iven a detailed account of

the trip lx
:' of at their meet-

ing (.•! Sept. . 1.
'!

, i
' -t Lt< -

*
- n the flank?,

with terminal a ma din 11 -| '.- t ' ; -

angle of 45° for a milt
J

iter, and 609

;
-. --

it is the imminent brow of a precipice c

umnar rock."' lie too sp.

very large and deep and mostly 1

Pgiy

iijieiatuie of the boiling point I

>m that deduces the last tigur

n de this the highe

. .,- ...
'

7,710 ft, to 18,360 ft.

Those persons whose estimates seem entitled to consideration, (Lieut.

Abbott, Dr. Newberry and others), state its height as less than that of

Mt. Shasta, while the rough t

'

by Dr. Vansant, gave the heigh



' :ence.

es his figures from the observations he gives,

larometric pressure of 1526
inches, which in that region, in the month of Aii^im. a.

represent an altitude of 18,350 feet or more. On Mt. Shasta, uhieh is

300 miles farther south, the f..re-t vegetation barely extends up 9,000 ft.,

the alleged height on Mt. Hood, where the alpine species are probably-

identical or similar.

It is noticeable how these accounts differ in other important particu-

lars. One finds the summit a mere ' pu na ono lai'n en u^u to

stand upon—another speaks of it as half a mil.' I >ng. All aui

part of its rim forms the summit: one partv deseeuded into it a short

distance, but finds a precipice fifty or sixty feet high : another speaks of

a precipice of a mile vertical. The last observers "find the crater nearly

counts of the mountain in active eruption.
" From all these we see we

are still in doubt as to the actual height and conditio!] of the peak; but

since these ascents demonstrate that the summit i> ea-dlv aec— •!.-, we

hope soon to have more satisfactory observations. w. h. b.

7. Alleged discovery of an ancient human skull in California.—Ac-

counts have : rounds of the pre-- of the discovery

of a human skull in or beneath certain volcanic deposits in California,
:

- - ::

assigned to it. The facts of the case, bo far u they hive reached us

in tic sources, are as follows. The skull in question is alleged

to have been found at a depth of 153 feet, in a shaft sunk in the consoli-

dated volcanic ash, known locally as "lava," near Angel's Camp, in Cal-

i county. Five beds of this consolidated ash were passed through,

separated by beds of gravel.

The skull i

*

found by a miner, and it soon came into the hands of

Prof. J. 1). Whitney, >?a i. who visited the locality

and investigated the matter as far as was then possible, but owing to

the presence of water and the stoppage of work in the shaft, the exam-

ination was boI statement

before the California Academy of Natural Sciences, but defers any ex-

tended notice until the subject can be investigated with more complete-

ness and accui.i. v. lie >'h.id^ the skull was found in the position

claimed, ami • ,. r when the water is pumped out

of the shaft and work resumed, which is expected to be done soon.

The precise age of the beds in question is as yet uncertain. In the

geology of Calif. m. t , h f \Y , .
, of the great

mass of volcanic materials on the westeri -1 eel the Sierra Nevada

}' to comparatively modern times. Tie- alleged position of

the skull is a lower one than any in which the remains of the mastodon
have there been found, and therefore the question of its authenticity be-

comes a very important one ; and when the more complete
has been made, we will lay the results before the readers of the Journal.
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8. On the discover , of the re mains of a gigantic Dinosaur in the Ore-
taceous of Next) Jerse , ; l.v K. }. Cope. (Pro e. Acad. Nat. S.-i. l'ldlad.,

1866, 275.)—Prof. C !- exil.it, • f ii irigantic extinct Dino-

til.ulii,'"* ith numerous phalanges, lumbar, sacra % ertebrse, and

The animal was found by tL e workmen un tion of J. C.

\\ ,.i .J<-rs-y * arl Company's pits, about
two miles south of Ba N.J.

The bones were tak t below the surface, in the

top of the "chocolate

The discovery of t fills a hiatus in the Cretaceous fauna,

revealing the carnivor of the -reat herbivorous 11

he Megalc

In size this creature equalled the M.-galosaurus Bueklandii

fwhich we have any knowledge. In its del

imal regions more u

the probable existence of other equally important difference

9. Exploration of the " Bad Lands" or " Mauvaises Terres" of the

('/>;,, Missouri r,Viun ; by Dr. V. V. IIaydex.—Dr. Ilayden has just
•

- i , ;

Lands. On bis way out 1 Missouri river, Au-
<_u-t :;d. v. i:h aii <.-.-,=•< >rt <»f live -Mid-, a >ix-mule team, one assistant, a

:
. i .

•

party went - • M for M Rapid river, passed up

mi to its head, crossed over the divide to the sou

White ri\ i- i if the - utl i f Wl iiv.-r t

creek, about 100 miles north of Fort Laranii-, at which point they were

nearly south of the Bad Lands. From thence they traversed the whole

of the Bad Lands it i • i M >r P. ne road, thence on the

pu it! side of tl Mi—ouii to J Randall, having >
• i

;'.... -..:• •

. . -

about fif

The dis

650 miles, and the specimens obtair* land through

that, wild country for more than Son miles. We hope soon to give a
full account of the results of the exploration, which must be of great im-

portance to geological science, coming from one

in exploration Missouri region.
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10. Post-Tertiary of Maine.—Mr. John DeLaski has recently sent us
a number of species of i'ost-tertiarv fossil -In-iU I'mm the island of North
Haven, IVni.h-.-ot hay (the n.-xt island above Vinalhaven), Maine. The
collections wave made at a height of 350 feet by barometer above the -a;
they were from a layer about three feet below the surface in a bog.
Among the species there are the following : Mi/tilus ofulis, Pecten Is-

•'. Mya arenaria, Saxicava arctica, Serripe* Grun-

sl ^ is lik .i habiting t! Banks c

Labrador.

—

Eds.

11. Discovery of Mastodon remains at Cohoes, 2V. T. (In a letter to
Prof. Dana from Robert Safely, Esq., dated C„i 1( ,-, s.pt. 27, 1866.)—

•ations made bv the Harmony Mills Co., Cohoes,
(about 1,000 feet below Cohoes Falls) for the foundation of a new mill,
:i '

' i!,l! •' o\ p t h. os were disc .vered m in n. lent 1 d o! the M- ha c

river, one of which contained the lower jaw of a M Mudon imbedded in

peat and drift-wood. These "pot-holes" are worn in the Hudson river

the present bed of the Mohawk, and

r-main- was about 250
jaw. whirl, was hi an ex. eilent state of preservation, measured about 28
mches in length and 22 in breadth between the condyles.' On the right

w as one molar, and on the left side two one of which was 4
inches, and the other 6| inches in length.

12. An addition to some notes " On a few of the fossiliferous localities

m and Genesee counties, JV. F.," published in the January
M>. of this Journal; by Henry A. Gri x.— In the black sh t es ot the
iortage Group, at the Btt<

, t „ wiu in which I have
heretofore foon mtg, I have recently discovered mt-
eral bones, probably fish. The exposed portion of one of these measures
four by five in. .,, w i iei) wor ke<l out it

will not be less than ^seven in dies across. Others appear to be as large

of them are an inch or more thick.

larger bones is somewhat broken ; otherwise they appear to
be well preserved, and when worked out will probably be of considerable

At Batavia I hai
limestone. The character of die rock is such that the fossils can
out much easier and better than at Avon. This outcrop will, I
furnish some fossils no* «—

-

Alt. Morris, Aug. 29th,

recently found another outcrop of the Marcellus
4
-er of the rock is such tl:

iter than at Avon. Thi

heretofore found in this 1



—A part of this thick volume. [>. 1-1SS, contamin<i Ei'pho;

of the Eup'i iked out by J. Miiller, is now pub-
lished under the date of August last. The extent of tli lei has evi-

: for this thick volume
of almost 1'"'

i
rtriacea, does not comprise

all that was it, the Bruxacece, cited as synonymous
on p. 1, being now excluded and referred to the ensuing volume. Un-

horbia itself ; and Crolon, received also almost in the widest
s ' -•, < -, ! iys to s| . es. Am

jmented to 215 species. It is a satisfaction to find,

that the mini be i . f -o , : - in i,
' ,",>n <<> ^ ,,, .

that there are very tew genera : . . -. In view of
facility ot i --.uid pel haps it is still

not impossible bj * Rid »f n« volumes 15
-•.'::•

case; this hog It), of which
one fascicle has been issued, to be 17, and so on. The permanent ad-
vantage would much exceed any temporary inconvenience of the change.

2. E. Boissier, Icones Uupkorbiarum, ou Figures de 122 Especes du

Massou et tils. LSGG IU.>\ > to!.— Ale-ng with the volume of the Prodro-

: -

h plate. Tie- plates, il i

are in bis best style,—

a

adapted to

:. bte 1 to ML Bftnsier fo? bringing

out—evidently it in h ; i- — his ini| rtanf n » k. A ;

North American species arc figured, viz : K.nr<-

.

..••.-.'
. 7" .--

on,!, I' i h —i it ~] i ies recently established

either by Boissier or by Dr. Engelmann. Several pages of letter-press

are occupied with remarks on the structure, classification, and geo-

I specie* of

: Boissier, in the Prodromus, including the recent supple-

3. On tke young stages of a few An '

1 \; zander Agassiz.

! , the Ai n d> of the Lyceum • f X it ual History of Xew
-
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observations on the habits and modes of collecting the young of these

and other marine animals, the author has piesented many new and valu-

able contributions to our knowledge of the development of several spe-

cies of Annelids. Among these are species of Planar ia, Spirorbis, Tere-

bella, Polydora, JVerine, Phyllodoce, and Nareda (?). The latter is com-

pared with the unknown larva described by Loven in 1842. whir!.

is, therefor©, supposed to belong to some Neraertean genus like Polia.

The paper com lu.I^ witl i . r > marks upon the Types of Development

in Annelids. The work is illustrated by six wood-cut plates, containing

two first have this J rnal I 'ait III contains
-

Ice. Three new genera, Pachysammia, Calastrea

and Cyclopora, are described, and thirty-seven new species. Among the

f Stephanoseris, an Allopora from California, and a Dia-

seris, with a figure of the living polyp.

5. On the Polyps and Corals of / lions of new

species ; by A. E. Verrill. (From the Proceedings of the Boston So-

ciety of Natural History, April, 1866.)— This paper is prefaced by

nesting forn

l of the Polyp faunae of the Atlantic and Pacific shores of

• -V

tacea, and other classes, giving a l< li-

across the

nt m - _; \i ' n -. Four new species of Aloyomuia find

-

belonging to the Poritidm. All of the previously described species are

mentioned, with their known • observations.

6, On the Polyps and Echinoderms of ifett E
tions of new species; by A. E. Verrill. (Published and stitched with

_ —In this paper special attention is devoted to the geo-

these two classes on our coast, which is dis-

cussed in the introduction. The New England coast is considered as

: i part of three marine fauna- : the Virginian south of Cape
Cod, the Acadian along the eastern coast, and detached pal

Syrtensian fauna on deep-lyimr hanks l
ike St. George's) off

the coast. The theory is advanced that "an increase in depth of water

has the same effect as increase in! that of cawing
a lower temperatui am! ems mntb ±v g northern animals down

shore, thus ,.;,
_ patches of more northern faunae far

The paper embraces a complete list, so far as known, of all the species

i, with remarks i i

- lynoiiyiM, &c.

Two new species of Sagartia from near New Haven, and the two large

species otAslerias from the eastern itlj chan*>
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terized, are described. A new generic name, Euryechinus, is proposed
for our common Sea-inv ties are recognized. A

.

' •'. ». is established tor the small starfishes like A.
Mulleri Sars, and a new sp ir-s is described. For the Pwlus F ' irii

Lutken, a new _ - instituted.

!
;...<.>.:-.

synonymy of all our species of Echinoderms, it will doubtless be found
>«ted in the subject.

7. Natural Sakbokk Tewney and Mrs,

Abby A. Tehnet. New York, 1866. (Chas. Scribner & Co.)—This

animals re-

designed to accompany it. The book, however.
" executed wood-cuts, being a reprir

rtogy. The attempt has been mad
i all technicalities, and to simplify i

:ontains five hundred wood-cuts, being a

has beerTenney's Man

i more generally i

ientific names of the aniraale been given as

well as the common names. Affording, as it does, figures and brief de-

f' large numbers of American animals, as well as some foreign,

in a neat book at a low
; g neral view of the animal

kingdom in a popular fori aeet a want felt by many,
for elementary works on American Natural History. a. e. v.

8. Note on the Organisms of the G by Prof. W.
H. Brewer.—In the May number of in a letter to

Prof. J. D. Dana, on the presence- \ and saline

waters of California, I misapprehended certain facts, relating to organ-

. -ers. I there stated that Mr. A. M.

Edwards of New York _;etabie organ-
•

mens collected "over hot stoves in water at 120-5° F.," and he states that

he found a few remains of Diatomaceas, of which he enumerated several

species. No animal remains were found but such fragments (hairs) as

might have been derived from outside sources. It is due Mr. Edwards

part of what species had been detected. In regard to the >-

other vegetable forms in waters of a higher temperature (200° F.), ob-

served by myself, the facts were correctly given.

New Haven, Oct. 19, 1866.

IV. ASTRONOMY.

1. Shooting Stars in August, 1866.—(1.) At Sherburnt, N. Y.-—

ants, saw seventy-six shooting stars betwee

ing clouds interfered seriously for a part i

hour we saw thirty - ? 'ie clouds, which were always

numerous, and at times covered the sky. On the next morning the sky

was clear, and watching alone I saw 51 shooting stars in the hour be-

tween one and two o'clock. The number seemed to diminish toward

>'clock. The float-
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V. Marsh and Mr. R. M. Gummertr

.M. Mr. Marsh alone saw 7 meteors,

(2.) At Germanloion, Pa.—

M

ratched with the following res til

Aug. 9th, between 8 h 40m and

conformable. Aug. 10th, between 8h 47 ra and 9h 7 ra
r. m

rery fine. There was perhaps a slight

re very distinct. The following table e:

on the morning of the 11th.

,
but

15 " 30 "15 3 18 19

45 " 1 " 13 3 16 24 S 27

145 " 2 " 11 3 14 19 2 21

2 U " 2 15 " 10 2 12__ 16 16

P_r llour
- I

per hour.

The average magnitude wa former years.

j great splen-

i altogether favorable.

From 2li to 2
- 2i to 3

- 34. to 4

The sky was perfectly clear from all haze on the first night. The clouds

oa the second night obscured the south and southeast to 30° high. The
star * Ursa. Miu . - was list m.-tly visibly. During both nights the me-
teors eiuaii^ifd tro n a p.., nt n ar' tl e c> ustellation Perseus. They were

lis of their appearance. Sometimes several would

k succession, and then several minutes would elapse without

(4jj At Kalick, Mass.—llr. F. W. Russell, on the evening of Aug 6th,

let*** (7 eonf. and 13 unconf.) ; and Aug. 8th in one hour, 24

I tml and 10 uncottf.). It rained on the 9th. On the night

of the lOth-Hth he saw as follows, watching alone:

» h-lQh Ificoaf. Suncouf. Total 24
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(5.) At sea near Martin V • ,. .-•. ? ,•• ?'.— Mr. Isaac Pierson saw, while
'.'iit.'riiiir M "

. 100 meteors in two hours between
9 h I5m and ll h 30ffl p.m. of Friday the 10th of August— omiti i z the,

quarter hour from 10h 45m to 11*. During the first half hour the sky
was about one-eighth covered with clouds.

V. MISCELLANEOUS SCIENTIFIC INTELLIGENCE.

1. Xationul Academi/ of Sciences.—The sixth stated session of the

National Academy of Sru-nces was held at Northampton, Mass., on the

7th of August last The I papers read:

(I.) On a photometric method, by Prof. 0. X. Rood.

(2.) On a

(3) On tracer of glaci.-rs under the tropics, by Pr«.f. Lot is Agassiz.

N. Stockwell ; read by Dr. B. A. Gould.

(5.) On the origin of solar heat, by Prof. B. Peirce.

(6.) On th s Of the human hand, by
Dr. Burt G. Wilder.

(7.) On (!<• •.-.

:
" '

-. by P,-..f. Wm. I '.'Whitney.

(9.) On the limitation .if homologies, l.v Prof Louis Agassiz.

(10.) On anew method of >,otiea! aiialv^. !.v Piof. Wolcott GlBBS.

(II.) On recent soundings in the Gulf - •

; M . II m;v Mitchell,

U. S. Coast Survey.

es, by Samuel B.

(14.) On some p of southern Minne-

sota, with reference also to the period of denudation of the older forma-

JAMB8 Hall.

(15.) A new theory of planetary motion, by Prof. T. Strong.

(16.) On the linear evaluation of surd forms, by Prof. James Watson.

(17.) On the study of young _ npon the progress

of paleontology and zoology, by Alex. Agassiz; read by Prof. Louis

^(18.) On a remarkable rainbow, by Prof. Peirce.

(19.) An investigation in regard to sound in its economical applica-

tion, by Prof. Joseph Henry.

(20.) On the ge _ of fishes in the waters of the

Amazon, by Prof. Louis Agassiz.

(21.) On the stature of American soldiers, by Dr. B. A. Gould.

(22.) On the influence of the hour of the day on the height obtained

(23.) On astro,, Lewis M. Rutherfurd.

(24.) On the n observations, with adetermin-

he position of the Pleiades from photographs by Mr. Ruther-

)r. B. A.
"
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(26.) On the Nephila plumipes or silk spider of South Car-Una. by

Dr. Burt G. Wilder.
Prof. J. P. Lesley read a biographical notice of the late Prof. Edward

Hitchcock.

2. MeteoriU \ 1866 ; by Joseph Szabo, Professor

of Mineralogy and Geology at the University" of Pest, and Reporter of

the Committr \h\< i! sciences at tli A ideiny.

(From a letter to Prof. Henry, Smithsonian Institution, dated l\-st, July

31, 1866.)—A fall of a meteorite took place in the X.K of 1

1

9th of June 1866 at 5 p.m. The locality is a small village called Knya-
...ne Austrian mile bom the village

Gr. Btrezna, and rive miles from 1 ngvar. the capito! ot the county of

Unjj ; the place above named is on the ..unties Ung,

•:. and N.N.W. from Ungvar. We call it therefore "the me-

teorite from Knyahinya N.W. of Hungary."
The luminous meteor was first observed in the neighborhood of Kas-

chan, and was seen to proceed in an eastern direction. The
;

to the east say that there was a violent detonation, accompanied : y a

small cloud, and by the fall of several pieces of stone. A Jew. not far

from whom a piece fell, after having taken it into his hands, felt it cold.

About seventy pieces have been found ; the largest is said to have a

weight of 36 Austrian pounds, but it was broken on the spot by the find-

ers, so that the largest piece of it weighs now about fourteen pounds.

It became the property of a naturalist in Pest, I have received a notice

of three pieces, weighing each about 200 Vienna pounds; but this fact

must be verified.

The Hungarian Academy of Sciences at Pest has taken proper meas-

and it has become, through the cooperation of disinterested and zealous

persons, the proprietor of nearh 1 tit of tl m. It has been determined

to send some of them to . -itutions in Europe and in

the United States, and thus also to the mineralogical department entrusted

to your care. I have the honor to announce to you, that a piece in a

perfect state of preservation will 1 e ti msmit?< 1 t » you about tl e mouth

of September, after the examination of some of i"

completed. Dr. Than, p y, is occupied

in making a chemical analysis of it.

3. Lyceum of Natural 'History, JVew York.—We mentioned in the

Lyceum of Natural History of New York. We are inform

Lyceum suffered great and, in some respects, in

auction, for the most part, of the zoological, mine
paleontological portions of its collection, vet its

uable herbarium—(containing plants collected and determined by such

eminent botanists as Torre v, « - iv. UaUev. the two Can <. I

is pre-, n i intact. -, i , , v ,- its L - tiy, comprising

series of the Transactions of nearly all the learned societies of Europe

and America, and the s- ."Annals." All these

had been rem .. . a r or two previous to the

fire,—and by the kindness of the Directors of the Mercantile Library

Association, had been permitt< i to o< mpy a place upon its shelves.
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To repair, a- fir a* p—i 1

\\ the !..<- whieh the Lyceum has sustained,

:

and believe the\ u i not look in vain.

4. Gifts of Mr. George Peabody to Science.—Mr. George Peabody has
recently given $150,000 to Harvai - ment of ;i

: ;:.'

to Yale College for a Museum of Natural Historv.

5. British Association.—The meeting >• the U.iti«h Association for the

22d, Mr. Groves being the I'ii/>i<i( -nt. Dundee was appointed as the

place of meeting for the next year.

6. Dr. Krantz.—Dr. Krantz lias purchased the extensive collection of

fossils and m jjiq te and Ge-
ologique of the late Mr. Louis Sremann of Paris,

them to his own great establishment for the sale of specimens at Bonn

Mr. Edmund Bli trr, G - ites Coast Sur-

vey, died on the 2d of September last. Mr. Blunt was a son of Edmund
M. Blunt, author of the American Coast Pilot, and was born in Xew-

N'ov., 1 7'j\t. in early life he manifested a great :'

-. In 1816 he made a survey of the harbor of

:

-
'

and 1820 he n. . i. the ti,>t *m v,-y< fth B il. .in i B.u.k*. and the shoals

of George's and Nantucket. In 1824 anee of New
or from Barnegat to Fire Island. In 1825 and 1826 he run a

line of levels from the river St. Juan to the Pacific Ocean for the pur-

pose of building a canal on the Nicaragua route. From 1827 to 1S30
T

as a private enterprise, he surveyed Long Island Sound from New York
to Montauk Point, the g _ tionfl nothing

whatever to develop a knowledge or' . States. On

' Connectic

Island, endin

'

:

He triangulated Long Island, the shores of

^
Hudson river tc

above Troy. In 1855 and 1856 he furnished the points to d

is done so mu<

to the safety of navigation. Mr.

itive power. The dividing engine,

ction. is an evidence of his knowl-
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edge. Mr. Blunt was a true American, always solicitous
and advancement of his eonntrv ; and when the late rebelli<

was the son of Deacon N. D. Goul
New Ipswich, N. II., April 23, 1S(.»5, and graduated at Harvard College
~-

!i IS-'i- He pmnied the study ..f medicine with 1 >rs. James Jacket)
^nd W a -i i, lining , u ,j ,,,, [;.„

] v t
i„., ,, ,,, , , , ||( ,.

( | p, u . n , e

V'-'tinir I... :,rvaU of business, ami, as he has ex-

P^^d it, - hours stolen from sleep" to his favorite studies he has made
'iy ku .wn as a scientific student and author by many valu-

bers of the Boston S,,
, t\ ot N it u d 11 *r..i\, i i h ^

office of vice-president, a position he has filled for several years. The
spent a long time at the Society rooms, probably

I d away from home. He was also a Fellow of

;.
of Arts and Sciences: of the American l'i;il.»-

* :
-'' the National Acade.m of S , ; and two Years

*-'. wa; ! " l » ill! -.* >'> ted Pivsid at ,»t the Ma><a husetts Medical
bociety. Mai m t0 8C i ence bave been i

the Proceedings and Memoirs of these society. Many of his eoncho-
logical papers, especially, have appeared in the J

ot the Boston Society of Natural History. In 1841 he pu
Report on the Invertebrates of Massachusetts, an appropriat
purpose having been made bv the State. This, !„;,, , one of the pioneer

uracyaod
" -• and has always been one of the stan I ir 1 works on

American con
; k relating to the shell- .eing

luminous and complete, and each species beinc well figured
trom drawings made mostly by the author's hand. The Legislature of

1

-appropriation of $4,000 to republish this work, and for
"

ngaged in revising and enlarging it for that

or was so nearly con '

'

early day. He publis
" Zoology," in 1

1846 he was

Report upon the
Wilkes Exploring Expedition, and contributed a quarto

•u a folio atlas of plates, -
.- vo\ i_'"-

i published, under the title of "Otia Conchologica," all the

notes on chan- ... Hj< e\r.n^:\e eol-
ndls was recently purchased by the Boston Society.. are also numerous. In the de-

;vas so nearly comp •
'

i as

- ../day. He published in coi
ection with Prof. Agassis, the " Principles of Zoology," in 1848. Th

1 rl ^
eC°"le

T
Wel1 k™vvn and widely circulated. In

ichusetts papers of great Iaboi
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He was a man of wide and general culture, and stood in U

Me to be fetl in America.

_

11. XV. Gibbes.—Robert Wilson Gil.' -, of Columbia, South < an.lina,

in < hi ston, S. C, July 8th, 1809. II- . hi.-t -rientitie researches were

and his memoirs include a "Monogr 9 nalidfiB of the

-...-..
'...:,- '

,

. Nov. 1849. lie was also the au-
- 1^- {);„.. un m.-.liral MiJ.j.vts. and of a "

I

'

." in three volumes. His house,
-

Gen. Sherman's army through > •, -> of the late

Louis S.emann—Mr. -
r Paris on the 23d of

ist. He had been for many years proprietor of a large estab-

lishment in that city for the sale <: -. and by his

He also comra - man of science, for be was an ex-

' '
Europe he came to this < t nearly a year in mak-
ing extensiv.- <: m • • / >_;\ Prof. Dana ac-

knowledges his indebtedness to Mr. Ssemann in the Preface of the last

edition o"f his Mineralogy for the facts and suggestions which he had
now in pro-

Major Robert Kennicttt.— It is with great regret that we have to•..• -:'--
Ruasian-Amerie-.n T-'. .-im;-..'

«

"... The news came first by telegraph. The

M Cha B Pease, one I be paiij under his command, to

is head. On the morning of the 13th of M ,v he

ato, lying a- • the or, n -, j, , j. An open com-

apparently he had been taking bearings and had
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time previous to tlie lamented death of its distinguished author. It was
he died, and the son has published it as lpft by

the father. The Board of Trinity College, Dublin, has generously as-
sumed the expense of the publication.

The first development of the Calculus of Quaternions was communi-
cated in 1843 by Hamilton to the Royal Irish Academy. Ten years
later a more complete and more geometrical presentation of this remark-

volume entitled Lectures on Quaternions (Dublin 1853). The later years
of the author's life have been .jvi.t up ,n the

j re^nt v .Iume. which cov-
ers the same ground as the lectures a; regarded as a
second edition of them.

In the hands of the author this Calculus had most wonderful scope
and power. Whether it is to be the g
ematicians will employ in ..,; .,,,,] ex.

act Sciences, and in developing the riches of the
mature to assert. Those, its power and
'-

;;
• -

•
'

whole character of the higher mathematics.
A student should real • m any presentation of thp

• may be given by anol res a previous
knowledge of the elementary mathem ,e recent de-
velopments in Geometry as given in S r Chad*'

Integral Calculus, and the .

,, v ?I)m ,,

portions of the volume, especially the later pages, ;

of Analytical ,.,.

f8 ' n *

The question is often asked, " What is a Quaternion ?" A brief expla-
nation may serve to the curious as a partial answer. We sometimes say
that there are in geometry three kinds of magnitudes, volumes, surfaces.

and lengths. The first are increased linear tar-

tors, the second by the product of two linear factors, and the third by

class of magnitudes which are Severn ratio of one
line to another, that is, by a zero numb tire the circu-
lar functions, and angles. To this class belongs the Quaternion. Like
the sine and the tangent it is the quotient of one line divided by another.
-«ut the lines are considered, in this instance, to have not only length but
also direction in space. There enters into the conception of the quater-

be relative length of the tw< rhul they
make with each other; and 3d, the d . The first

are each determined by a third by two
condit.ons. Hence there are four arl raj algebraic
expression of this quotient, from wl A\ < mes [[„> , m -

t
iternion. The

power of this calculus regarded as an extension of algebra, depends upon
e of the imaginary expressions to denote directions. h. a. *.

with Agricultural oLrlatTons^ndln oullin7o/Z7m^
mnary Report of the Texas Geological Survey, together

the State; by S.

Mr. Buckley was assistant to Dr. Moore',
logical survey of the state previous to ]
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nded, and before that to Dr. B. F. Shumard. He presents in this

y just idea of the geology of tin gi at -' ito. The pamphlet consists

gely of miscellaneous information on genera! <je« o^v, igri iltural

lies, and other matters of economical interest, together with an appen-
i containing descri]

I as Dew speck*.
rk~ Jl n Geology of the Key of Sombrero, "*" '

J
I UK*. A>sistant n the School of Mines, Columb a'Coflege, New York.

28 pp. 8vo Willi I vo plates. (From the Annals o Lye. of N. York,

Mr. Ju en . i- al:v 1 1\ published in th ..lot.

hearinj V (,i;t ThU
tself, and of the

ergone. From the stu.lv of the al beds of coral

e surface features, he con._-lu.les that there vere both subsi-

..•ss of the island

subsidences. J as to a height of

160 feet, a

other of 80 feet. The length of the island is i...ut one mile; the

M,n, iron llu UanJ of Navassa, W.I.; by Eu.

gist. 32 pp. 8vo. Baltimo
The Island of X :',. Idem.-

r Engineer and Metallurg

-.-. '•-

i >
.

>

jin has given an interesting description of this inland, ami illustrate

e subject with six large folio chromodithograpbie plates, containin

irious views of tl - Thlfi island

;Haytb
n
ThTgr'

,n

:s have been worn off into cliffs by the batter-

ing waves. Whetli stages in the elevation re-

mains to be ascer ston. (o phosphat* ti . fa
- •

-

_ ::
-

1 in many places

on this island, a^ it is on Sombrero. The freshwater of the i-dand the

author remarks is simply the water of the rains which descends below
the surface and r \ ater ; and he observes that in

digging for water it is important not to go below lowtide level, as the

water then becomes brackish. In this view he concurs with Ii. J. Nel-

son, the author of a memoir on the geology of the Bermudas. The vol-

ume closes with :' the island.

1. Peat and itt fuel ; by Samuel W. Johnson,
Prof of Analvt. and A •: tilt. Ch.-m.. Yale College. 168 pp. 12mo. New
York, 1866. (O. Judd A'< His tl. man ial cot ta n* more infonna-

tion upon the subject of which it treats than any other work with which
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treatment of the topics embraced. It is divided into three parts, tne nrst

- :

'

ond, of its agi og muck ; the third,.of its uses for fuel.

Several yean mist to the State Agricul-

:

published by the society, is well known. Since the publicati

sstigattons have been made, one series of which pos-

sess a peculiar interest to the agriculturist, as they relate e»]

the action of various composting materials upon ; at. Without review-

ing here the ments. which are given at length in

the work (p. 77), it is en
:

i,_' as am i g ths re-

.' the admixture of ashes, carbonate of lin . s a. ked ime, and

Peruvian guano, tended to greatly increase the amount of plal

decomposing peat, the crops in extreme cases beii

fold over the] I mixture con-

taining nitrogen, eleven fold.

In regard, to its value for fuel, a subject now attracting so much atten-

tioi ,
\\.- La\f li t tr ! it i art i.U 1 l»y the various processes en-' .

preparation in this country and in Europe. The great question

itableness now remains to be solved by the many experimenters in this

branch of industry, many of whom need the data and facts here brought

together for a more intelligent direction of their labors. This is e^pe-

ase, as regards the comparative heating effects of peat and coal,

8. Heche r' Roches, par Delesse, Inorenieur en

chef des Mines, &c. 74 pp. 8vo. Paris, 186*5. (F. Savy.)—Delesse has

written much upon the or _

is deserving of study, Many important points are discussed in this

9. Geology and Minerals: a report of Explorations in
'

Regions of Minnesota d 1859 and 1864, by Col.

Chu<i.f* Win™ sev. 54 pp. 8vo. Cleveland, 1866. Printed by order

of the General Assembly.—We barely announce this memoir, as one con-

region mentioned, the phenomena of drift, and the distribution and fea-

tures of some of the rocks.

10. Carte Geoloqique du Department de la Seine, publiee d'apres les

orders de M. LeBaron G. E. Haussmann, Senateur Prefet de la Seine,

eonformement a la deliberation de la Comraise
cutee sur la carte topographique, grav6« bobs
nieurs en chef des Pool i Delesse, Ingenieur des

m«!,t .1- i.i S.mi„.. lMr.,-\Ve defer our notico of this

|
lete geological chart to another number.

11. Chambers's Encyclopedia.—Parts 107, 108, 109, 110 of this excel-

a. carrying tke work to the word " Syntax."
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